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PREFACE

The Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on "Aircraft Design Integration and Optimization" was held to share
experience and knowledge in aircraft design which will help improve the quality and reduce the cost of military
aircratt. The ever-increasing cost of developing and operating modem systems necessary to preserve the security of
the NATO nations makes it essential to uncover means of reducing systems costs and, thus, help assure that NATO
nations will have the best possible military aircraft that provide the required capabilities within tht. resources
available.

The Symposium emphasis and theme - impact of the preliminary design process on the develo,.nent. production,
and operational cost of aircraft systems - were woven into all sessions of the 'Symposium tnrough discussions of
technical approaches, methods and experiences relating to cost reductions, means of improving aircraft quality, and
orderly introduction of new technology. Case historie,; of actual aircraft preliminary design and hardware develop-
ments were included to provide retrospective insight i'4to the role and adequacy of the design process. Authors
were requested to consider the implications of cost and the extent to which cost was used as a design parameter or
as a special objective. A technical approach, with discussion of actual desin experiences, analysis methods, and
con; epts, was emphasized in order to avoid excessive generalization in discussing cost and design process questions
and to provide engineering data of value along with insight into the role ,nd impact of the preliminary design
process.

The Symposium agenda provided for an introxluctory paper on the role of the preliminary design process,
followed by twenty-seven technical papers, and a panel discussion of key issues as the final session. The sessions
were as follows:

SESSION I - The Preliminary Design Process and Its Impact on Ccst - included papers on designing for
reduced development, production, and operational costs through "design-tý-cost" and other tezhlniques; prototyping;
and design methods And techniques to improve effectiveness of the preliminary design process and ensuing aircraft
quality.

SESSION Ii - Pa Integration - included papers summarizing basic approaches, methods and trades in
balancing re-uirements. capabilities, and cost: the impact of design interactions and tcchniques for coping with themn:
and case histories of the design evolution of recent aircraft to show means used to raduce cost and improve quality.

SESSION Ill - Analysis, Optimization and Validation Testing Techniques -- included papers on engineering
techniques and methods to improve quality and reduce cost by reducing uncertainties and optimizing tradeoffs and
engineering designs.

SESSION IV -- Integration of Subsystems and New Technologies - included papers to point out lessons
le-tmed in subsystem integrat.-on and the application of new technology; the impact of design criteria: new technical
advancements and means for assessing their value and estimating costs involved in their application.

SESSION V - Panel Discussion on Best Approach to Reduced Aircra'- Costs - planned io discuss either
preplanned issues relating to the impact of preliminary design on aircraft life cycle cost or further pursue issues
of much interest which arose during the course of the Symposium. Vigorous discussion among Panel members, witl,
further detailed questions and curmments from the floor ensued on the following two questions generated as a result
of the Symposium:

V We design civil aircraft to clearly defined operating cost r•quirements. In military weapon systems, does
the total operational z.oncept require much more detailed definition te the designer to allow system cost
to be used as a proper design parameter'

•. kcs "mult;i-roie", ,-r at ke-at conmor.ality at major subsystem level, offer irajor prospects for cost saving
with the wide range or future defense systems required"

The Symposium provided many examples of the impact of the preliminary design process on total system cost.
Numerous approaches, methods, procedures, technical findings, and case history experiences provided specific
examples of how the process can be used tin improve quality, apply new t-chnologies, and reduce cost of developing,
producing. znd operating aircraft systems.

The design process is highly iterative and requires numerous tradeoffs and compromises to synthesize and evolve
an integrated deign which provides the required military capabilities within time and cost or-straints. The
nur-,rous decisions -:roughout th:s process are based on the designers' ingenuity. innovativeness. and judgment.
coupleW with the best data available from engineering analyses and tests.

The design approaches, methods. techniques. and specific p,'wo'dures summarized in the papers point out
numerous ways of handlir.g specific problems, and should spark new ideas for improvin! quality and reducing costs.
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While diMcussivms with the authors would be desirable to appreciate the subtleties involved and better understand
what the designer does different.y under design-to-cost methods, or how he uses the pteliminary design process to
further reduce cost, an appreciable insight will be gained by review of the papers presented in this Conference
Proceedings. Representative things the designer can do to reduce coe, include the followirng:

I, think cost reduction and consider cost as a more dominant parameter in the numerous tradeoffs that are
made which affect performance. timv.-, and cost:

2. fully understand the basic mission objectives in order to evaluae, prioritize. and properly balance specific
mission and design requirements with full consideration of total force budgets and both current and new
technologies:

3. consider requirements to be negotiable, and continually cxamine the trades between achieving design
requirements versus cost involved.

4. consider the complete system problem, including the operational en,,iroament and cost implications in
deciding design requirements, subsystems to be used, and means of reducing operational costs;

5. design for adaptability to a wide range of missions where feasible *ithout compromising the initial
program:

6. prtovide every required function ii, the simplest possible manner, and striv. for simplification of design
and reduction in numbers of parts:

7. use available, fully qualified components to the extent possible,

8. utilize the proZotype concepi. especially where innovative technologies are irnolved:

9. use a new technology where it is essential to meet the performance goal or reduce cost, but do not
c,-ccssively increase risks by using combinations of innovative technologies at the same time, except perhaps
in prototype programs:

10. da i more adequate job in the preliminary design and test phaset, to reduce problems in later detail design,
tooling, and manufacturing phases;

I1. establish meaningful, usable, and validated design criteria early in the prortam to avoid concurrency with
the system development:

12. assure a3ailability of design methods and data fully capable of coping witi, the design problem in order
to speect the desi'gn and development work and reduce engineering costs and design risks: and

I - automate retrieval and data handling aspects of the design proces., to permit rapid anAlysis and
optimization.

It is clear from the excellent papers presented and active participation of the audience that the preliminary
design process is a topic of much interest and worthy of cor'inued attention. The lively aiscU.:';.-._% following
presentation of the papers and the Panel s.ssion give hope that increased attention will be givcai to tht preliminary
design and development process as a meran of reducing cost of future aircraft systems.

Th- formal papers presented at the Symposium are contained in this Conference Proceedings. Volume I
contaias the unclassified papers and Volonm II contains the classified papers.

Appreciation is due to the well organized response of Professor Hafer. oi FRG. who helped assure we would
have sufficient papers for the meeting at a time when it appeared that competitive pressures might preclude some
of the kinds of discussions necessary for an effective meeting. Diligent efforts by R.F.Creasey, of the UK. and
.IForestier. of rranec further assured a good spectrum of papers, and the final progpam cloe!v approximated that

pFlanned.

-hn- thorough and well worked out arrangements by R.JWasicko. FMP Execttive. the excellent accommodations
of the Air War College of the Italan Air Force. with the superb efforts of C".en-cral Lucertini. General Monti, and
General Scafafia. plus their able staff, and the grac"ous hospitzlity of Arv Luciano Bausi. Mayor of the City of
Florence. did much to nssure open and lasting dscussions.

WILLIAM E. LAMAR
MemberFlight Mechanics Panel
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kTHP ROLE Or 11'REIAi:INARY DESIGN IN REDUCING DEVELOPMENT,
PRODUCTIOm, AND OPERATIONAL COSTS OF AIRCRAFT SYST&4S

WILINby

WIAME.. LiAR
Deputy Director

Air Force 1ý1lg;ý Dynamics laboratory
Wright-Pa~tterson Air Peirce Base, Ohio 45433

t il1ODUCT1ON

Good morning. fellow delegates. I would like to add my welcome to that of our host. it is certainly
a p.asuic being here in Florence and havinpg the opportunity to introduce thti treeting on "Aircraft Design
integration and Optimizatlan" to such an eminent group of aircraft desigaers, engineers, managerp. andI operators.

Selection of Florence for the meeting was most fitting, for the revival of art and dezign started
here 0during the Penatssance exerted much influence on the world. It Is hoped that this veeti~g will result
in greater ise of -.'e preliminary des:i~n prozess to spark a new renaissance in improving air-raft qualify
anid reducing cost.

My purpose in t!is introduction is to discuss the mec-ing objectives, reasons why we 4&ýcided to have
it, the prelimi:,arn design process;, and issues related tc the ;-pact of the process on cost rsc4.i-a,
design qualit) and ap~!lication of advanced technologies.

MEETING OBJECTTVES

The basic objective of our meeting is to share 2.-periences and kno~iledge in aircraft desi-n, a,-,hods,
and technologies that will help reiuce aircraft syster. cost. We need to do this to make our resol-rces
go further and assure that N'ATO on Lýns have the best possible military aircraft within the resou cc:

available. Emphasis in this meeting is on the impact of the preliminary design g'-ocess cn the deva.)pment,
prouctonlife cycle ccst, ~taý on the orderly introduction of new Lechinologies which can red-ice mission

and managers do to arrest the evricesn otof arrf epnsses "ltd hvd i:rn
under "design-to-cost,'" "prototyping" and other new management mezhodologies design ao accomplish these
objectives, compared to what they did before? What is the role of the preliminary design process in
improving the quality and reducing the cost of new aircraft? How can we further exploit the potentia?
oi the design procesac in accomplishing these objectives?

1 hop, the techni,:a1 sessions, plus the wrap-up Panel dltcus:aLn, dur-Ing the four-day m-eeting will
provide a sharper insight into the regolution of zsuch queStiz),19 as Well a-, much useful technical
inforr-ition.

METN qTl.ACAE

There are many reasons :Dr having this meeting. Much cuncern has beei expressed by high-level
defense officials about the ?vrt-increasing sophistication and cost of new aircraft syst-=5. High costs
have already :orced s~zable rc.-uctions in the affordable niasbers of wodern aircraft. Despite improvements
in the combat cap~ability of individual aircraft, seriouc7 questions have been raised whethzr total force
cspability will remain adequate if the trend continues. Assuring both the quality and num~bers for
adequate defense poses scontinual challenge. T1he number -.tf ne- ,~t starts has also been significantly
r-duced, thus reducing options and the experfence level of design tepms. Some ,rojections even have
indicated tha-t if the current trend of exponentialiv increasinf costs continues, in forty years the entire
Air Force budget will be rejui.ed for a single aircraft systc;-'

What can be done about this alarming situation? A nia'ber of effective actions have been taken over
the past several years In the United States. 1-e-fense weapon system acquisition policies have been revised
and new methodologies sod strategies for development. such as "'desipn-to-.cs3st" and "prototyping", have
bc-en implemented.

W~h~ie emphasis on cost reductions and the use of prototyp,;e, to reduce dovaloirent risk are not new
conc..ts, the current zethoiologies have unique featdres. Further, their implemenustion hits ber;'
accormpanied by a vigorous camzpnign to assure thaz aircraft system dev,ýopers are fulIly aware or the concepts,
objeztives, specific details, and the urgency of achieving m-eaiiingful reductions in cost while producing a
systzem that provides required capat-1,11tics,

however, litt)e h,., bctau said about the tremendous impact of ztie preliiinar-w desfan process on the
cost of develorkrig. producing. and operativg a_'rcraft systcti,., or its value in defining ui~eded technology
and assebsing tl~e payoff of emergin; new ce,-onologies in improvi~ng quajiiy znrd rnducing cost of future
sys;tems. Some ex--eller~z 5road guidelinei fcr -eduring costs h~rve been offered in articler by high level
officials and ineustry 1.i~ees. ar~d tee-ral ;.,...resrtnr, stvdilu aiiv case histories of unique design team
operations of fer in~ight fnr itipreved eipmnt hcwover. mi- mnre ..ccds to be Itac.ncd ab.o-it just how
the deisin process can he used to make b'-ih signii1-ant. lmprcvtaents in quallity aaý reductio;s -In cost.
Fattier United States Deputy 5rcretary of !Defense, David ,'sckard, in 4ý July 19772 artizle on prototvpinc
and the bssic problers facing 0-4- air~raft induptry, reiteraited hif stron& belief that the new policies
and 4=proveaents in metbod aii e effective inly to :he extent they ar#o accepted and implemented 'ly



people throughout the Defense Department and throughout industry." Those. "responsible for making
decisions . . . on specific programs and specific projects, are the oneb - in fact, the only ones --

who can bring about the improvements we must have." This pointo out the need to improve communicationo;
and since we are talking about aircraft systems, we need to fully involve aircraft designers, engineers,
cost experts and operators that have to do the job. Effective cimmunication to share ideas and knowledge
Is, of course, a basic reason for AGARD.

The AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel has iong been concerned v'th aircraft design and technology
integration. The increasing concerns about aircraft developmtnt ptob;ems and rising costs are shared b)
all NA.O nations. These concerns, coupled with a strong belief that the praliminary design process
offered a pouerful, but inadequately exploited means of improving c:ualiy and reducing air.-raft acquisition
and operational costs, led to a proposal in October 1971 that the Flight Mechanics Panel sponsor a meeting
to point out the great potential of the design process and probe -.eans of better using it ýo help solve
basic aircraft quality and cost problems. Panel approval for the meeting followed the author's presentation
of a "pilot paper" to the Panel in Braunschweig, May 1972. Subsequent planning by the program committee
and preparation of papers by an excellent group of twenty-seven au:hors culmlnated in tl.is meeting.

PRELIAINARY DESIGN PROCESS

I a= using the term preliminary design in the broad e.ense to include the entire preliminary design and
doveiopment process up to the point of configuration "freeze" and a decision to proceed with detailed design
and preparation of hardware fabrication drawings. Many different terms are used in the industry to label
various portions of this process. hs used here, the preliminary design and development process inclades
such phases as conceptual design, advanced design, and configuration or product definitIon.

sc The pre,., narv design/development process includes iterative paper and computer analyses, studies

and design layouts to optimize trades between requirements, available technology, timing, and cost. The
heneric development steps of analyses, preliminary design, detailed design, labrication, test, and
establishment of criterta actually go through many iterative cycles in th7 development of airctaft, and
exist as "inner loops" during the aircraft preliminary design process. For example, during the preliminary
design of an aircraft, it is necessary to obt.in data from w:nd tunnel model tests. These tests inrolve
analyses, the preliminary design and deteiled design of a %Ind tunnel model, its fabrication, test, and
evaluation of results. The resulting criteria and data -re then fed into the next iterative cycle of the
aircraft design an4 the process is repeated as necessary. As the process proceeds, the configuration is
eventually defined and validated in s~ff-lent depth to proceed into the design fabrication and test phase
for a full scale aircraft. Here again, howevex, the first full scale aircraft could be a prototype and
would thereby require an additional rycle for development of the actual production al'plane. The
preliminary design phase thus invol.eq wind tunnel tests, subsyster and other developmental tests, and
both compi-ter and manned simulatione in the proc-ss of defining the configuration and resolving
uncertainties. Some very detailed .'-sign work may also be includea to resolve questions and assure
adequacies in specific areas.

While accuracy of analysis methods has improved steadily over past years, resulL: of pure "paper
analyses," sometimes used for decision-making purposes, must be considered "suspect" unless adequate
assurances exist that the assumptions made in preparing the an~lytical model are fully valid for the new
design being analyzed. Since the new design usually includes configuration, flight environment, or
operational usage Improvements in order to warrant its developnent, it is likaly that the analytical
models which were developed and validated from previous design efforts will introduce some errcrs when
applied to the new design. Thus, in contrast to "paper studies," the developmental tests involved in the
preliminary design pracesr provide a markedly differeA: degree of -onfidence and progress toward a real
airplane.

In tqe pieliz-inary design pro~ess, it • :or-wn practice to establish baseline designs which are
tested to validate the analyses used in their forwulation. After the baseline design is "anchored" by
such tests, reasonable extyapolation can be rade for parcaetric tradeoffs. Careful judgment is required
because, if tVe extrapolation is too great, the errors %hat creep in may becoue significant, especially
!n areas of high sensitivity. In such cases, a new baseline design and accompanying tests are required
to anchor a new design point. This iterative process ineolves the structure, flight control, propulsion,
and subsystems o, the aircraft as well as to the aerodynapics, and is a critical cne in the preliminary
design process.

Figure 1, taken fron a paper by W. C Swan, e presenter a, this meeting, provides additionil insight
into some of the preiiminary design tasks and !heir interreltionships. Other perspectives will be
provided at the aeeting. There are obviously many ways of .±picting the neatore of the process. A
thorough discussion could be the subject of an entire repor

EVOLVING RELATIONSHIPS

The increasing comple.'ity and sophistication of the dcsigi process :o cope with the need oi initial
acquisition and, later, life :ycl- costs are indicazed ).y the next chart (Figure 2) recently prepared by
Fred Orazio. This shows that t•1ring the 1930-1950 time perxtd, emphasis in design was primarily on the
airframe, propulsion and payloa'. Oetermittation Gf the resulzing performance was consAdered to be tLe key
portion of the design process. n0 the 1950-1960 time period, the growing need to consider the entire
system problem led to the weapon s tem concept. This was acco'paied by greater consideration of the
avionics and research, development. tcat, and evaluation (RI'T&E) cost in the dasign process, and much
effort was expen:ded to determine pert irmance and effectiv,'ness. In the past decade, system integration
uas stressed to an even greater degree and the design of compatible ground support equipment was added
to the design process. in addition, surstantial efforts during the (oncept analysis rhases to determine
the perfor-ance and cost effectiveness oi the resulting system generated extensive paper workloads and
a*.cndant cost inc-eases in the design cos".. The current emphasis on totally integrated systems requires
c. 'sideratior of total life cycle cogt in tf.' aircraft design.
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The preliminary design development phase i6 shown on Figure 3 in comparison with various steps
used in the total aircraft development process as specified by system acquisition procedures, both during
the late 1960's and early 1970's, and now. Since terminology and definition of phases not only vary
with time, but also with governments and organizations, it is important to carefully understand which
parti-ular relationships are being discussed if there is to be a clear cortmunication.

IMPORTANCE OF ThE PRELIMINAR' DESIGN PROCESS

The leverage exerted by the preliminary design phase on the total system cost is indicated by
Figure 4, which showh rhe total life cycle cost for a major weapon system. The preliminary design process
in this case included synthesis oi a large number of potential configurations and substantial wind
tunnel tests, as well as Jesign of the selected configuration. Yet, it constituted only a very small
portion of the total life Lycle cost of the system -- less than one half of one percent (0.5%). Since
this systes is still operational, the percentage cost of the design portion is going down even further
each year!

We find that typically only one tenth to five tenths of one percent (0.1% to 0.5t) of total life
cycle cost is being devoted to the preliminary design phase. Is this enough? I am sure that many designers
would think it is not. The problem is to convince the top managers that Preater emphasis in this phase
will yield rich dividends later, even if the future money savings are fully discounted for interest cost.

Aircraft preliminary design is akin to the architecture ot a building. It is the phase in which the
future chazacteristics and capabilities are largely determined and wherein most of the key decisions are
made. Thoroughness of the work du:ing this phase exerts a critical impact on the final aircraft system
ca.ability and total cost. Because of this and the much higher cost of subsequent phases, -b indicated
by Figure 4, it should be clear that a major portion of the development, production and operational
costs are essentially predetermined at the time when only a small portion of the total life cycle cost
has been expended.

The increasingly large effort follawing the preliminary design obviously inv'olves an Increasing
investment in financial and technical resources. In addition, the time remaining to complete the develop-
=ent and meet the contractual requirement becomes less and less. The net result of these two pressures
quickly inLreacinr investment and reduction in time available to complete the job - is an increasingly
strop. resittance to oesign ciianges. Before long, no basic changes are permitted unless of a critical
nature. Thiz is often true even though changes are logically needed to assure adequate confidence in
meetirig basic requited capabilities. While "work around" methods are employed, and some detailed
changes and product improvements may have to be made with a large cost penalty, the basic characteristics
provided for duriag tLe preliminary design often "lock in" or "bound" the system's capabilities throughout
its life.

Many critical :•rogram decisions are made on the basis of the preliminary design process results -

after either the conceptual or definition phase. These include:

1. selectfon o. tne winning contractor, an important factor in determining the quality
of the final product;

2 the basic system charicteristics and the de, -e to which they have been eptimized
ard uncertainties eltitat-d;

3. the level of technology to be used, which greatly affects final aircraft quality
and cost; and

4. decision to proceed into expensive full scale development and perhaps production.

All of the above will larAely deter-nine the eventual operational capabilities and flexibility of the
aircraft, as well as its developmt:.t, production, and usage costs.

The prcliminary design pro'ess, whet, applied to potential future air.-'aft, offers a means of
identifying ind quantifying gaps in technical knowledge, methods, processes, and facilities vf-eded for
the futu.e design, as well as any technical barriers which might impede a succeýsful development. Thn
means of doing this are straightforward. Technical gaps, barriers, uncertaintic-, arid sensitivities c-n
be determined by preparing and onalyzing baseline designs and trade studiez with respecZ to the
technologies associated with them. Special attention should be given ro areas where both technical
uncertainties and high sensitivities exist, since they could r-s,.it in a large itact to system
capabilities and cost.

Further, the preliminary design process offers a powerful means of assessing the payoff of
technical Inno•.tiens and emerging technologies on systea capability. Emphasis can be given to ds-elop-
iert and application of technologies whicN can reduce cost. Baseline designs and assoczatc-1 analyses,
with and wtthout the new tuchnology, provide a clear means of obtaining good comparisons and determining
the impact of the new technology on the design charc.cteristics, capabilities, cost, and timing.

tse of the prelit'inary design process thus offers much potential in determining needed new
technologies and assessing the oiycif possible from application Lf emerging technologies. The process
can be applied to examine possible nodlfications to existing systems, :- w-ll as potential new aircraft
sistems. Since the entirc system design Is cr-nsidered, this methodology should provide an effective
=eans of avoiding subaptimiizitlcn 7n the selection of technical programs which si.-uld be given emphasis.

Some of the uses of the preliminary design process which have been discussed ag-ve are s•a-arized
in Figure 5.
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QUES7IONS AND ISSUES

4While it is clear that the design process exerts a large influence on all subsequent phases of the
-ircraft life, and offers much potential 'n improving quality and there'7 reducirg costs, a number of
questions and issues appear to exist. Some of these a.,e listed below.

1. How can we really do a more effective job in the preliminary design process to reduce
life cycle costs in the face of all the practica constraints of resources, time
schedules, competition pressures, and requirement changes that actually exist? Will
increased resources applied to preliminary design significantly r-duce total program
costs?

2. How can the preliminary design process be more effectively interacted with the requirements
evolution process and thereby eliminate costl 7 unnecessary requirements?

3. Can factors affecting production and operational costs, such as reliability, maintenance
and field operations be meaningfully treded and quantitatively assessed In prclimirary
design, or is it like trying to measure a doughball with a micrometer?

4. Ar, improvements in preliminary design dpproaches and methods keeping pace uith needs
imposed by modern sophisticated aircraft and design-to-dost requirements? Can we reduce
the cost of conducting the design process itself?

5. Will extensive use of computerized analyses, optimization programs, and computer graphics
(Man-in-the-loop) design methods actually reduce cost and triprove effectivity of both the
design process and resulting airc:aft, and how much is practical? Will they stifle
innovation and creativity?

6. What depth in the preliminary design process is requi'ed to assess the payoffs, ri:ks,
and costs involved in use of innovative new technology wl~h sufficient c-ediiillty to be
acceptable ii design-to-cost proposals? What depth of anal)qis, design. ane demonstration
of the new technology is required?

COST REMUCTIONS

Consideration of cost is hardly new in aircraft design. A good designer always considers cost
directly or indirectly when he examines the knee of a curve to detcrmine the point of diminishing returns
when increasing the value of a desired parameter. Value engineering programs have been used for years
to reduce cost, especially at the detail design level. However, the continual cost escalations over
recent years clearly point out the ne-essity for major campaigns to reduce cost. There have been many
of these in the past, as indicated in Figure 6. This indicates that managers as well as designers have
been most active about seeking ways to do something about the problem. Systematic review of these would
uncover a number of useful lessons and is recommended for those Interested. Without question, we need
to do better, and since it is re.Ily a .ough problem, we will probably continue to need new cost
reduction campaigns to keep attention on the problems. and to provide improved policies :nd metnodologies
compatible with the changing social, political, economic and military environment.

In addition to the design-cost questions airoady noted in the previous section. several others are
o rth• of discussion.

1. The prototype concept clearly- provides a means for working out technical problems and provwng
feasil'lity and is especial]l valuable when the design pushes the state of the art or
incorporates innovative technologies. On the other hand, a prototype also increases the total
time and perhaps cost on paper (i.e., a "plan for success" type program frequently assumes
no major problems, and therefore, would normally show a shorter time and less cost by
going directly into production aircraft, rather th.n going through the prototype step).
',.e issue is whether the prototype step will reduce the actual total cost of producing

satisfactory operational aircraft. If the cost saved by avoiding high cost changes in
production or operational aircraft is greater than the prototype cost, it obviously is a
good buy. Unfortinately, an evaluation cf this Is always subjective. Prototypes offer other
advantages in that ccmpetition and options can be maintained for a longer period of time.
However, the prototype concept can result In large gaps in the design, engineering, and
fabrication activities, thus decreasing continuity of the work effort and increasing total
costs, unless the program allows some con..urrency in initiating development of additional test
or production aircraft. This has been worked out in a number of programs by timely initiation

of additional preproduction aircraft for engineering, development. servic- te t. or operational
tcst. tc:e widespread use of the prototype concept would permit more rew aircraft starts,
orovide more vtable options fo decision makers and dc much to preserve cci.etent and
experienced design teams, a key factor in program success.

2. it i. often said that greater us, of standardized compoaenfts and subsystems would greatlý"
reduce life cycle cost. Much evidence indicates chit If the proper standardized components
and subsystems existed, this might well be true. A number of questions exist here. How
do we select items to 'e standardized and avoid technology and ope-'tional obsolescence?
Would such 2 concept result In large num~bers of equipments wasted o'- the shelf because of
lack of users? Can commonality at the aircraft svtefms level and multoml-mIion capability
provide a significant gain?

3. Another important issue relates to the additional money that should *, spent during the design
and development phase in order to reducce operational cost. Examples exist where thM fuel
cost savings alone would more than pay for aircraft modification costs within one year. It 4s



also true that discounting of future cost benefits, when used to cotpare options on the basis of

present value, favors systems with low atn~iisition coets. How much reliability should be
provided? What Is the tradeoff between high relia'dility, which will rzduce equipment removals.
maintenance, repairs, and replacement cost in the 'uture versus the curren~t cost Cf developing
the component with ass3ured high reliability? Rleliability should be designed into Lne system
by careful consi'kr-atior, and use of the best known techniqujes for attaining reliability during
the design process. Relativel- little incre.-se in cost is involved in doing this where clear
guidelines and experienced do. igncrs are inv-alved. however, assured reliability requires much
testing and directly increas-e co.-t.. Concepts such as "life cycle cost" (LCC) emphasize the
importzance of balancing t1.ý dea-ign to properly considier operational costs. The fundamental
problem appears to be the rcquirement to spend large dollars now in order to acquire a potential
future savings. Use of the preliminary design process to aSS25s th%3 probability of achieving
the future savings might be useiul in permitting a moro, balanced judgmnenr.

DESIGN QUALITY

Methods of analysis, optimizirion, and design Inte,,ration, and means of reduLing uncertainIties and
risks are of key importance in assuring q,,ality. providing s credible design, and preventing future cost
incre-ises to fix problems and omissions. Cost must be considered as an engineering parameter in the
optimization process. Most methods involve some degrec of tvrcertaintý, dopendir~g on their application
and degree of extrapolation from test validated data. New configurations often require the concurrent
deveiopmen' of new methods, pl.is consider-able test substantiation in order to achieve accurate results.

Reductio7 of tests to save monry and failure to adequately eliminat2 uncertainties in the design
stage can latcr result in multifold -oGt increases to fix problems or improve capabilities to meet
minimum requirements. An old adage -- "A z~zin in time s-aves nine." -- is very appropriate in this area.
A key question riegarding analysis and test validations is, "How inurA is enougn?" One anszwer is the
Judgment of ati ex-acrienced design team with a clear underst imding of uncertainties and sensitivities.

"I" -- Keep It Simple! A good rule to keep in min,,. Certainly. raphasis should be
6iven to achieving the most simple system that car effectively accom-pliath the required mclitary mission.
Simplicity it, design and hardw.are not only helps reduce initial develepmeat and acquisition costs, but
often reduces operational costs as well. System readiness is enhanced and, in. many cases, operational
success Is improved. However, operational simplicity may also demand sophisticated designs and hardware.
±iary examples exist. A sophisticated control augmentation systez greatly simplifies the pilot's task
of controlling an aircraft wh.ch has poor handling qualities. Complex sensors may be essential to
identify targets at night or under all-wcath,.r conditions. A complex instrument landing system not onl)
simplifie8 the ad-jcrse weather landing task, but also greatly contributes to safety. Such sophisticated
systems can thus greatly improve mission success and reduce aircraft losses, and thereby reduce the
over, 11 cost ol accomplithing a military task. Too often, emphosis on cost :eduction implies that new
sophisticated techrology is pricinC us out of business, without 'aking into account the val,.. of the
increa-ed operational cffeztiveness provided by the new technology. Caref-fI design =6n cost trades, in
relation to the essential milfltarý requirements for both peacetime and wartime operations, are necessar)
to doter-mine the degree of- simplicity or sophistication. Clearly, all aspects of the system design,
hardware, support, and operational, use must be considered in defining the most effective syster..
Othervise, suboptimization may well be the result.

ADVANCED TECHNOW.GY

A numbher of em.rging technologic-s appear co offer payoff in improving effectivcness and redulcing
cost of new systems. Figure 7 list-s merry such technol~ogies frequently discussed in oetail at AGARD
meetings. Despite the potential imptovemcnts which thiose techinol-oqies appear to offer, their application
into production or even prototype aircraft of too appears excessi-ely slow to the technology develc-per.
Evan quantitative assessments of their payort to specific aircraft appear to lag. Why 7 -1e aemn
reasons for the lack of application; however, .1 thing they can be st~ed upb*w vs- ner aremnty
and cost. Uncerta'nities exist as to the extent and credIbil~ty of :'c t, ;.--rcted payoff in performance,
operational capabl'&ity, r cost reduction, possible interactions4 in the design, and betit means o!
ap~lyiny, the nev tcchnrloagy. Uncertainties exist as to the impact of including the flew technologF ou the
development, cost, anc schedule. Application of new technology is also inhibited by the high cost of
reducing the uncertainties. Innovative techinologies require credible demonstrations to provide adequa e
confidence that they are ready for application. Since such demonstrations are quite expensive, lirnlttý
developmrf.t budgets dem-and a high degree of selectivity. The problem is complicated by lacK of clear- -ut
criteria for ac-ctptance. Vhat constitutes an adequate aenonstration7 Th-e answer seems to vzry with each
specific xit~uatIon, depending on need, pa-yoff, risk, and cost.

The preliminary desilgn process offers a powerful tu;ol in reaizhing a decision. Payoff can bc
determtned br comparison of designs with and without the nt-w technology. Risk can bc asgfessed IV
appropriate subsystem. interpction, an4 failure analyses, taking into account sensitivities anr.
uncertainties.

ZIn gome cases, as for example wher. aeroelastic interactions are critizal, a valid assessment
of risk crin be quite expensive and involve detailed engineering analysis and test. Nevertheless, it is
far leas expensive to resolve such questions ir- the design phase than lace the problem in a later
protluction phase. Design is an iterative process and the application of Assessment "&ttes" during both
design, prototype developmaent, and later production phases can be used to assure that the payoff, s,
and furrds involved with application of tOe new technology are in harmony. Since AnailYtical processes are
not perfect, a gradual evolutionary approach to the application of new. techncology %as sotmeti~es been the
onliy acceptable answer; as an oxa-ple, use of graphite CCVsposIte materials in smai. noacritical stru~ctural
applications before .application. to primary load carrying structure.

While It is the belief of many that new technologiea invariably increase complexity. sopl.lstication,
and cost of new systems, new teennology can either directly or indirectly reduce the life cycle cost of
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the systce, as well as the cost of accomplishing a milirary function. Unfortunately, asscssment -f the
operational and equivalent dollar value of improved capabilities provided by nei. technologies versus
the cosat involved are complicated by inadequacies in analysis, evaluation, and cosLing methods. -redibility
of results, however, depends on the credibility of the inputs -- -any of which depend on the preliminary
design process and the tests associated with it.

The presentations and discussions in the technical sessions of the Symposium will provide insigbt
intc these and many other quest'ons. I believe it is clear that the preliminary design and development
process offers an effective tool in increasing design credibilit) and reducing costs. How much is enough
varies widely with che particular design problem. The meeting papers will provide further insight into
the qtwstions relevant to inprcing quality and reducing cost, and suggest means of doing better.
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PL4IMIPARY DESI1GN ASPEC5'S CF DEFIGNl-TO-COST
FOR MilE F-16 PROTOTYPE FIGHTER

by

Wi!liam C. DLetk.

Director, YF-'6 EngineLring
General Dynamics* Co)nvair Ae:'ospacs Division

Fort Wcrth Operttion
F.G. Box 748, Fort Worth, Texa3 76101

The WF-16 prototype aircraft was conceived and is being develrped as a low-cost.
exceptionally high-maneuvering-performance fighter aircraft. To me2t the cost/perfirnance
ohjectives, a number of advanced technclogy features, inmluding vortex lift, variable wing
camber, wingibcedy blcndizig, reied static stabii:ty/fly-by-wire, and high-performanex-
normal-shock inlet, were optimized ard1 integrated during the preliminary deeign phase.
The basic design concept was to apply these advanced technologies in a %Jay, first, to
produce a su&all-size aircraft and, second to ac•leve simplicity - both of these design
objectives having a direct benefi-'ial efiect on the development, acquisition, and life-
cycle cost. The resulting configuratio: ii predicted tu weet all program cost/perfor-mance
objectives; it will be fligist demonstrated starting in early 1974.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is increasing concern with thE problem of Gscalating costs nf modern weapon
systems, including oZ course aircraft, which in the U.S. represents a large pertertage of
the Defense Department procurement budget. Without ente-irn into all of the ramifications
of this proolem, it mist be admitted that, in the past, cost has not been given the same
consideration ae performance or schedule, and that desien decisions have been generally
made in favor of performance. Although cost has not been ignored in the past, and cost-
effectiveness studies and value enginee°'ing programs have been of benefit in making pro-
.urement and design decistons, they have not in themselves produced the desired results.
Cost-effectiveness studies that were intended to provide a quantitative assessment of
capability versus cost for alternative systems or design did not in many instances take
into full account the development risks or true operating cost that were incurred, and
these analysis tended toward justification of more exotic and complex designs. Value
engineering programs have proved effective in reducing costs, but they have generally
been concerned with cost reduction on a detail level and have not affected overall air-
craft configurations.

In view of these continuing cost problems, there is increasing effort to Interjec-t
cost as a parameter co-equal with performance in the design decision process and to set
specific cost targets against which to design. When theze targets are established at the
time a preliminary design is started, they can have a profound effect on the procedures
used and on the design concepts and the configuration selection process. There are at
least three fundamental aspects of the preliminary design process that have a direct
impact on program and air vehicle cost:

1. Design concept and configuration chosen.

2. Degree of risk involved in meeting a given set of require-.ents.

3. Adequacy anu thorcoughness of the preliuinary design effort in establishing
a firm configuration from which to proceed into subsequent phases of the
"program.

The first and second aspects are self evident. It Is possible for a Manufacturing
operation to expensively produce an inherently low-cost design, but it is not possible for
a manufacturing operation to inexpensively produce an inherently high-cost design. His-
torically, high-risk designs have also been responsible in a number of cases for 1 ,h
costs, particularly when development is coupled with concurrent production.

The third fun-="ntal aspect is also generally recognized. As noted in the tro-
"gram theme, major accelerating expenditures of money occur after completion of the prelim-
inary design, and a thorough and complete preliminary design is the key to permitting an
orderly and economic&l transition into the detailed design, toolinag, and manufacturing
nhases of an aircraft. Errors, miscalculations, or wrong engineering j',dgement during
the ?reliminary design process can cause a project or program to fail or at best flounder,
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with consequent inirdinate high cost, schedule slippage, or both. The probable success-
ful completion of an aircraft design project through the flight test phase is a direct
function of the soundness of the engineering data available, the adequacy of the analysts
of this data, and the judgement used in arriving at and making design configuration
decisions based on this information during preliminary design. This is a re. lily recog-
nized tenet, and there is a constant striving to add greater credibility to the design
effort by bolstering the preliminary design data base through Improved analytical proce-
cdures and epethods, s&-m.lators and syntheses, and wind tunnel, laboratory, and flight tests.

The preliminary design of an aircraft can above all else be characterized as an
iterative process in which a very large number of variables must be evaluated and consid-
ered. The evolving design concepts must be integrated, hopefully in a syrnergistie or
complimentary way but more usually in a compromise. The process Involves innovation and
inventiveness. The preliminary design configuration that results from this process is
a reflection of the relative weighing given the various requirements, the effectiveness
of the integration process, the Inventiveness of the designefs, and the judgement applied
to the compromises made. Walter Diehl in %is book, "Engine-!rIng Aerodynamics", first
published in 1928, makes the following statement in his o.p.ning paragraph:

The designer of an airplane is confronted witi, an eniless series of
comprLmises. At each stage in the design he must decide Just how. far
a loss in one characteristic is ju~.tified by a gain in some other
characteristic. The degree of success finally attained depends largely
on the soundness of the judgement exercised in the designer's decisions.

We have come a long way since 1928 in our preliminary design methods and procedures; how-
ever, comprcnise and exercise .f sound engineering judgeýent are still two very ees_=ntial
ingredients of tie prelmLinary design process. The exter-si,.e efforts that fave been put
forth in developing more precise prccedures and methods for design purposes (pzrticularly
computer analysis and synthesis, and improved wind tunnel and flight simulacion techniques)
provide a great deal of information not available even a relatively few years ago. Pres-
ent computerized design pr-ograsrs make it possible to test and evaluate many more alter-
natives and options than hereLefore. These improved methods and procedures have
materially aided in developing aircraft configurations at the preliminary design stage
so that, when rendered into hardware, risk is reduced and there is greater assurance of
meeting the design objectives. Nevertheless, there are still some obvious problems in
structuring a preliminary design today that prevents completely computerized preliminary
e signs. Some of the more significant of these are concerned with understanding all of
-he interactions involved in the integration process, and quantification of the variables,
such as the factors involved in life-cycle cost. It is these areas, and there are no
doubt others, that require application of judgement if a suczessful desine I� to be
evolved.

There is an additional point that needs to be made that has a direct bearing on
the cost of an aircraft and development program. That ýs the ieposition of overly restric-
tive requirements that cave little room for compromises thct may need to be made to
achieve the primary performance objectives. It appears that this situation 's universally

understood but inconsistently practiced. it requires rigoious discipline on Lhe part of
the designer and customer to assure chat priorities are properly placed and that the
important performance goals or objectives are not eroded away by secondary considecacions.

2. YF-16 LIGHIWEIGHT FIGHTER PROGRAM

To get more specifically to the theme of this session, "The Preliminary Design
Process and Its Impact on Cost", the preliminary design approachE.: and concepts and result-
ing configuration characteristics of the US Air Force/General Dynamics YF-16 Lightweight
Fighter will be discussed, since this program has specific cost objectives attached to it.

The YF-16 Lightweight Fighter is a currert program in which ros is a first-order
consideration in the prototype design, tooling, manufacturing, and cest. Also, design to
achieve the lowest possible production unit cost is .'aramount. A brief description of
the project and the aircraft is appropriate for an urierstanding of the subsequent dis-
c-issicn concearning the specific actions taken during preliminary design to meet these
cost objectives.

The program has several specific objectives, which were established at the time

the Request for Proposal was made to industry .y the U.S. Air Foice:

1. To fully explore the advantages of emerging technology.

2. To reduce the risk and uncertainties of full-scale development and
prc.luctio;..
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3. To prtvlde the Department of Defense with a variety of options, readily
availabie for application to military, hardware needs.

The contract requirements to accoriplish these objectiviss for the prototype program

are very simple and straightforward:

1. D'esign, develop, and fabric-ste euo prototype aircraft.

2. Assess and certify aircraft safety-of-flight.

3. Conduct a joint CovtractoriAir Force flight test program.I4. Tzain _Air force test: pilot!R.

5. Drovide toral conrr-Ictor support drring the flight test program.

6. Provide a data accession 'List.

Y.Prepare a f4 .nsl report.

durther, under Item I above, complete iatit'!de is provided in rnnking trades; It i~s only
reýquired that the Contrz-ctot rsi develop, --nd fabriecate two prototype aircraft
s~ibstantiallv in accer-dane with Contraccor Technical, Management, &nd Cost Proposal
FzP-11401, dated 18 February 19732" and acquiesce ri-ch an agreement letter c~nvering a few
miscellaneous revisic~is desired. There are vo contractually obligated Statements of Work
or detail specification requirements; the design responsibility rests solely with the
Contractor. The program is planned for the ftrst flight to occur 21 months after go-ahead,
followed by a one-year period of flight tescing of the two aircraft.

There is also a cost stipulatrion in~ the centract awarded. The total program cost
cowize'nt by the Air Force to Cunc'ral Dyrnwics for two prototype aircraft, including
one year of flight test, could rtot ex,:eed $37.9 -pillion., and the average unit fly away
cost fgval. for 300 aircraft was $-3 million in FY-72 dollazs.

A three-view of the aircraft ia shown In Figure 1. Thbe design is a single-seat,
sift-le-engine, configuration with a relatively law wing loatling at combat weight (60
rpounds per 3quarc foot) and a very h-igh thrust-to-weight ca~to (1.4). Vie structural
design gross weight is 16,500 pounds; mari=un design takeoff &;eight is 27,000 pounds.
The YF-16 is a relatively sm.all aircraft ,.;4th a wing span of 30 feet and a length of 46.5
feet. The engine is the Pratt & Whitney F-l00-PW-1i)0, identical in configuration to that
used ifi the F-15, in accordance with the obiectives of the program, a number of advanced
technology features for flight el.aluanion hrave been incorporated. (These are elaborated
below in Section 4.)

The basic Derformance goals are eelatively few and unencumbered. High maneavering
performance in a day vistial air comibat environment, with maximizing of the useable maneu-
verability and agility in rhe combat arena is desired. There is a single design combat
mission that permits use of external tanks to fly to the combat zone, perform a prescribed
set of co~mbat maneuvers Including a numiber of sustained turns at both subsonic and super-
sonic speeds at maximumi pao.-eer, and cruise back L.: the takeoff point. Intercontinental
rangc performance with external tanks is also desired.

To a.chieve the maxiumu it maneuverability and agility it was necessary t.: assure
that no flvw anocalles exist at high angles-of-attack or yaw that would affe-t the flying
qualities. 'Po arbieve the minL-ram site and t-might aircraft, it is obvious high sustained
turn rates are desirtble which are directly a function of the drag at lift and the thrust
available. 71,e combat maneuver load factor is only required at the combat fuel weight
w.h'-ch is addel incentive to reduce combat wreight, and thus in turn structural weight. It
is worthy of ecte that nO 3pecific high supersonic speed is required, iior is the diesign
compromised for high spoed, but a nstu-ai fallout of the- high thrust to weight ratio
places the airplane in the Mach 2 class.

In recoznition of the exploratory technology con~cept of the progratz, a m-odular
decign. approach was taken, and convenient manufacturing brea-kpoints are provided for fle~e-
ibili ty in the test program or for evaluation of addirional experimental configuration
cconcepts, if so warranted, at completi.,n of the present program. This concept is illus-
trated in Figure 2. Another feature of the design is the additional structural margins
of safety of 25 percent iacorporated in all primary flight structure. This design concept
was adopted to permit flight testing up to limit design conditions without erceeding 80
percent of the limit design strength and without extensive static strength testing.
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3. DESIGN CONCEPT AN4D APPROACH

The basic design conc~ept was to apply advanced and emerging technology in a simple

way to achieve the performanc~e obiectives 4.n a minimurn-size aircraft, with simpliCiLy
being the keynote. As previously pointed out, there were two cost goals establisha,Žd: the
cost of the prototype aircraft and program, and =he unit cost for L. production quantity
of aircraft. There is, of course, an additioril cost objective that must be considered,
although not specifically qu .ntified, ai~d that is the total life-cycle cost. While there
are obviously trades that: car be made between development, acquisition, and operating
costs, small size and simplicity directly affect all elements of the total life-cycle cost
in a beneficial way.

T1he importance or achieving a -alsz icatfo a c-ost standpoint is
readily aparc nms ntne ifaecsscnb osdrdafrtorder effect
of ight cd-er conzwideratiorts such as material-, detl~il design, and c(-nstru-ction being
equal. For examnple, on the design mission of the .F-16, the growth factor is a'boat 2.5.
This means that for every pound of dry weight saved by new technologies, the aircraift
gross mission weight decreases Lv 2.5 pounds -thus reducing design weight and spiralin,;
dry weight down further. Similarly, for every count )f drag s..ved by the new techncoloies,
mission weight was reduced by 5 pounds - again, spiraling down the dry weight. The izmpoi.-
tance of advanced technologies in reducing aircraft size, and cost, is therefore of ma~or
concern in our preliminary design eff~orts.

-he integrati,,n of advwiced technologies with the objective of small size and
simplicity involved a concerted and concentrated effort in the wind tunnel along with
cow.'plementary paranmetric sizing and optimizatio)n studies, including single-versus-zwin-
engine corfiguration, The extent of this program ts illustrated in Figure 3, where it is
noted that 78 significant variations were tested, covering several different wing plaz0-orms
and airfoil sections, fixed-and variable-camnber wings, bifurcated and single inlets, raliri
and single vertical tails, and 50 variations in forebody strake design. Major emphasis
was plac-d on achieving flight and configuration characteristics that would contribute
directly ;o the air-to-air kill potential in the combat arena. Thiese include the maxi-
mization Df maneuver/energy potential and the einimiuation of aerodynamic anomalies up to
the maneuver angle-of-nttack l-nits.

In addition to the applicatior of advanced technology to achieve swall size and
simplicity, the fallowing principles wore adopted to minimize costs:

1. Emphasize the new and novel techno;.ogy features of the design that are
significant in meeting perforn.ance requirements. tWhere new technology
is not required, use proven systems and components wherever possible,
Particularly where only m-ars~inal benefit3 will accrue by redesign.

2. Establishn specific cost goal,, and be willing to comprc-mise or trade
perforwance or operaitional capability to meet them.

3. Design for low manufa-ýf:,-Ing cost by making detail and component aS~emblies
simple to manufactu-z, using low-cost materials and processes, standairdizing
hardware, and de'ýPnrwin for mmIliple-use parts and assemblies.

While certain of these principles are usually associated with detail design- they 40 Aff
the basic design of the aircraft and therefore must be considered in the jpreli-minary dasign

It was recognized ifron the onset of the progran that a somewhat an-a-alous situa-
tion. existed, i.e., tne design for a miini.mras-cost two-airplane pro.totype Progran woule
not necessarily bre the san-n ast ti-at for an aircraft to be produced in quarntitly. Hawf-var,
most basic design and ;; ogr&an criteria that signifianl :ffect coat are applicable to
both and, particular!-- to assure that the requirement for a viablco production option was
retainedi, there vas no deparcure m;edý_ i' the basic ccn-figuracion in the prototype Lbacause
only two aircraft ;.ere to be manufraczured. Tn fact, One aircraft was first configaured in
an c-peratioital form and thndepartures twere milee ii'. detail to m-eet the specific obiec-
tives of cost and schedule required by the two-air,,:ane prototyp concept. ite flig.-t
test aircraft will provide truly valid parformar,-e data for an operatrional aircraft.

4~. APPLICATION,1 AND inrhGtATioN OF ADVAUNC!-) -ITWCOWGY "AND INNOVAHVlE DES-IGN FEATU'RES

In conscnance with the desiees of the Air Force to "fully explore the advantages
of emerging technology" as applied to a fighter aircraft to PachIeve exceptio-nal maneuver-
ing performance, a nmmber of potential advanced aerodynanic ard flight control concepts
were considered. The criter~k for seLection -were established as follows:
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1. Must contribute directly to the performiace/design goals.

2. Must be sufficient.y advanced to warra~nt prototyping.

3. Must individually not be of such high risk as to ieopardize the total program.

4. Must fall within imposed constraints of cost, complexity, and utility.

There was an additirnal obvious consideration: compatlbility between technol-
ogies was essential. The progra= is not struccuved to test individual advancements in
the state of the art, but t3 test and evaluate a complete aircraft having the potential
of development into an effective weapon systeri. It also is pointed out that the actual
preliminary desigr procedure did not involve shopping through a list of advanced techncl-
ogies and then attempting to structure the configuration. A more conventional design
than chat of the current YF-16 was evolved, and various advanced configuration features
were analyzed and tested and then incorporated if proven that they did in fact meet the
selection criteria. This effort extended over a period of two years before submitts. of
a firm design proposal. The advanced technologies incorporated into the design are illus-
trated in rigure 4. The combined effect of incorporating these features -:n the design
was to reduce the weight empty by 1300 pounds and the combat weight by 2203 pounds. In
additicn, other performance benefits were accrued and simplification was achieved th.at
otherwise would not have been possible.

It is difficult to discuss the benefits of individual advanced technologies aa
applied to the YF-16 since they are completely integrated into the design - not only with
each other but with other irmovative design features not truly repreeentative of "advanced'"
techno.z.gies. Therefore, for this discussion, the advanced technologies are categorized
as those reltted 'to achieving high-maneuvering performance, as follows:

Variable-camber wing
Wing-body blending
Vertex lift
Relaxed static stabiiity/fly-by-wire
Bottom inlet location
Ccaposice materials

The innovative (and in some cases, "advanced") design features are separated into two
categories: (1) those incorporated to improve pilot effectiveness, and (2) those incor-
popated to reduce cost. In the category of pilot effectiveness, the features are

30-degree seat-back angle
Side-stick controller
Clear-view-forward canopy with 360-degree vision.

in the category of cost reduction, the features are

Single engine
Normal-shock inlet
System simplification
Multiple-part useage
Standardization
Materials selection.

These advanced technologies and innovative design features and the benefits
accruing from their utilization are discussed below according to the category and the

. given above,

A. Hieh Maneuver-Performance Design Features

So that the desired petformance objectives could be achieved, major emphasis
was placed in the areas of aerodynamics, stability and control, and propulsion. Spe-.t.i-
cally, the requirement was to achieve at high angles of attack and sideslip an efficient
L/D, lo- buffet intensities, good control characteristics, spin resistance, high thrust
for sustained turn capability, and low inlet distortion.

Variable-Ca-ber Wing. Vpriable wing camber was selected early in the pre-
liminary design phase after a parametric wing study of wing airfoil secti,)ns, areas, ard
planforms. The effectiveness cf this feature in increasing the sustained-maneuver L/D
is shown in Figure 5. The chord of the leading-edge flaps is 3C percent at the wing tip
and 18 percent at the root. This variation in chord along the span effectively provides
a greater camber at the tip than at the root when the flap is deflected. The flap rate
is 35 degrees par second, which is compatible with the airplane response in pitch and is



automatically programmed as a fmncticn of Mach number and angle of attack. Pitch rate is
also supplied to the controller to provide more accurate tracking of the flap position
with airplane attitude. In addition to the direct maneuver improvement gained from the
leading-edge flap, it also proved beneficial in linearizing the pitching-moment curve
and reducing angle-of-attack effects on directional stability. Althougn the leaJing-edge
flap adds some complexity and cost to the design, it permits a wing having a smaller area
and a lower t/c, with good performance 4n both the transonic and supersonic area of the
flight envelope.

Wing-Body Blending. As shown on Figure 6, wing-body blending was adopted in
in an effort to rcduce weight and achieve high volumecric efficiency, thus reducing
overall size and cost. This approach resulted in a lower fineness ratio (8.5) than
desired for the supersonic flight regime but provided a better wetted-area-to-volume
ratio, partially offsetting the wave drag penalty and permitting a good distribution of
fuel aboru the center of gravity. The calculated weight reduction mid associated volume
increace are 570 pounds and 9%. A wetted area reduction of 2% was realized. The use of
blending also permits greater flexibility in tailoring the area distribution curve.

Vortex Lift. The initial effort in blending of the body lines forward of the
wing leading edge resulted in poor pitching moment and less-than-desirable directional
stability characteristics at high angles of attack. tt was suggested b- the NASA/Langley
Research Center that sharpening of the forebody wing fillet lines from the relatively
blunt leading edges that had been tested, whiich would deliberately strengthen the fore-
body vortex, could improve the air flow over the wing -ith an attendant increase in lift
and improved stability. This po.sibility was investigated through a series of wind
tunnel investifations wherein 46 forebody strake variations were tested to optimize the
design a.J achieve the proper balance between aerodynamic performance and stability and
control. This controlled vortex principle is showm in Figure 7; the effect on lift,
stability derivatives, and buffet is shown in Figure 8. This concept is a direct result
of prior investigations of highly swept double-delta wing configurations that indicate"
the benefis which could be derived from a strong inboard vortex that reattached the
flow over the inboard wing area. Delaying the separation from the fuselage and inboard
wing also provided an improvement in stability characteristics at high lift coefficients.
Since there was concern ever the effect of Reynolds number on this phenomenon, model
tests were run at varying Reynolds numbers approaching those for the full-scale aircraft.

Relaxed Static Stability/Fly-by-Wire. Two major concepts integrated into the
YF-16 design are the relaxed static stability (RSS) aspect of control-configured-vehicle
(CCV) technology and a fly-ny-wire (FBW) flight control system, RSS was adopted to
enhance the maneuvering performance of the aircraft, and FEU was adopted to provide those
desired handling qualities necessary to exploit thr maneuvering capability of the aircraft.
The current state of the arL relative to flight control system designs incorporating high
reliability design feacures and redundancy has permitted the integration of the two major
concepts in today's aircraft designs.

In order to minimize the maneuvering trLm drAg, the aircraft was balanced so that the
desired maneuvering performance is achieved supertonically. This approach to aircraft
balance rljIts in an aircraft thaý exhibits a longitudinal instability (negative static
cnargin) at low CL's in subsonic flight of 6 percent MAC for the combat configuration,
extending as high as 10 percent for large external store configurations. The aircraft
balance, horizontal tail trim requirements, and the resulting effect cn the trimmed drag
polar are shown in Figure 9. The resulting effect on performance and weight is shown in
Figure 10.

!he aino,'nt of allowable instability at subsonic speeds is governed by the amount of
control power required to maintain fully controllable flight, including gust effects, for
all possible flight conditions. Other mabor considerations encompass short-period
dynamics, aerodynamic and inertial coupling, dynamic directional stability, and lateral
control-alone diverge;ce.

A major benefit resulting from the adoption of relaxed static stability at subsonic
speeds is the attendalit reduction in static margin at supersonic speeds. The reb!uctlon
in supersonic static margin results in the aircraft ha-ding the capability to maneuver at
supersenic speeds to its design load factor without being limited by longitudinal control
power.

The &cevtance of the total FBW fiighc control system for aircraft today provides the
tool through which the necessary aircraft flying cualities can be achieved to utilize the
advances in aircraft aerodynamics and vropulsion systens. The aircraft's flight control
has no mechanical connection between the pilot control and the control surfaces. Pilot
coands are made thrcugh a side-stick controller in the form of force inputs to command
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a blend of normal acceleratic' 11d plrk h rate longitudinally and roll-rate laterally.
Directional coonands are made 0t--oLgh 1,: ,-e inputs at the rudder pedals.

All of the electronic components in the ý.,.,sterr, are quacrupaily redundant, including the
power supplies. A backup power sourn, i. provided through batteries. A built-tn-test
capability is provided to check the tc I svystem prior to flight. The wiring between
various components of the system ncs been separated to reduce vulnerability. Many of
Lhe system's design features have bep.v ado7-.(d from the various technology programs
sponsored by the Air Force and NASA.

Functional implementation of the flight contr,*'" s_:,tem to achieve desired flying qualities
has been enhanced through FBW technology. Vie ;e 1L'.-hle ýonflict between associated
mechanical and electronic implementation has been eL•minartc:. The designer is now able
to shape electronically the desired pilot fee] and .i•¢rcft response. Although the
normal basic mechanical lin.-ge has beea eliminated fro. tCie aircraft, no major reductions
in system weight has been achievee because of alditloza! dpstig, requirements in the inter-
facing systems such as the hydraulic ind electrlc. syzcpr,. I 'wever, one major benefit
that materialized to reduce weight was the simplification .*' ",asic aircraft structure,
i.e., bulkheads, frars, etc , that normally have to be compicnis.d to support, permit
passage through, etc., the mechanical linkage.

Bottom Inlet Location. The inlet location was ..pe-ifi,.ally selected to meet
the high-maneuver-performance requirements. The aft positior' as Leh'cted to take
advantage of the shielding provided by the fuselage forebody, t(r p:'oaic•.i good area
distribution, and to avoid excessive weight penalty in inlet duct len;L.. I.c.siderable
effort was expended to wind tunnel testing to assure that flow condltior., -o÷:l satis-
factory and that low distortion and turbulence were present at the canpressor `-ace.
Particular attention was paid to diverting :he boundary layer. A 0.15-scale inlet model
was used in the testing, conducted in both General Dynamics and NASA wind tunnels. The
model was instrumerted with a 40-probe high-respone rike to obtain distortion, data for
use by the engine manufacturer in assessing the iaiLe; performance relative to engine
stall tolerance.

The normal-shock design, selected specificalJy for simplicity and low cost, repzreser:ts a
compromise to the maximum speed performance. It is, however, completely in consoeanc-,'
with the requireme:nt for the aircraft to achieve maximum- perfor.ance in thwe cxbat xegtme.
The inlet design features are shown in Figure 11.

Foreign object damage (FOD) was also considered in the design. The rose gear was locac:-d
aft of the inlet with the lip 1.2 equivalent diameters above the ground to avoid inges-
tion 7f ground debris.

The fixed-geometry design incorporated on the prototypes is calculated to be 400 pounds
lighter than a complete variable-geometry inlet designed for optimum performance over
the structural design M.ch/•Ititude envelope of the airframe. The forward inlet struc-
ture has been designed with two production breaks to permit possible future incorporation
of inlets desigr2d for high Mach number performance and also, if necessary, to permit
flexibility in the test prograi. Several variations of inlet geometry and type have been
investigated, and wind tunnel testing has been performed on several configurations ranging
in concept from simple aerodynanically actuated two-position inlets to completely actuated
vari able-geometry designs.

.C~ .&aite Materials. Though composite structural materials have not yet be-
come competitive with metal strus:tural from a cost standpoint, extensive use is made of
graphite-epoxy composites in both the vertical and horizontal tails. These mate-kals
were selected specifically in recognition of the structural dynan.c and aernelastio re-
quirements, with approxiarately 30 percent weight saving being achieved. The alte-rtative
would have bptn to increase the t/c, with an attendant drag penalty in the transonic and
supersonic rt, ions. It is expected that as more wide-spread useage is made of these
materials the cost will become competitive with comparable metal scructures.

B. Improved Pilot Effectiveness Desipn Features

In recognition of the human factors aspects associated with the unusually high
maneuver potential of the YF-16 aircraft, several sarewhat unconventional design features
have been incorpocated in the cockpit design to improve the man-machine interface. Since
these features of the design (sh-own in Figure 12) ,lave no partiýýu]ar implication relative
to cost, they will not be discussed 1n detail, but they do affect ,.he basic design and
configuration of the total airfraie and systems and are worthy of meation.

33-deogree Seat-Back Angle. So that the pilot "g' tolerance would be increased,
the seat-back angle whs increased to 30 degrees from the usual 13 degree, and the heel line



wau raised. it has not been quantitatively proved that this configurat; will appreci-
ably iipprc~e the tolerable sustained "g" limits, but this seat gecmetry pv --' s easier
aft -viewing and it is believed will aid in tracking in the high.-%"" environment. The.

Y structural arrzngernent of the prototype nirev-aft will permit testing alternate seat-back
angles if desired.

Side-Stick Controllir. Along with the revised seat geometry, a side-stick
controller has been provided with api;:eopriate arm rest, which will assist in executing
more precise combat maneuvera. This type of installation was made possible by incorpo-
ration of the fly-by-wire corntzo2. sysm-- discussed previously. If d!:Sired, relocation
of the control stick to a cernter locati.ýr, ýor test can tbe simply accomvpished because
of the fly-by-wire technology.

Bubble Canopy. The clear- iew-for..'ard bubble canopy permits unobstructed
forward and up vi-ion In the mo:i L Oimoafl- vJon area. Gorsd visiuci is also provided
over the side and to the rear. A significant supersonic drag penalty is asscclated with

* the aft vision, but this ccnupromls~e Lo 2erformance is considered essential if the pilot
is to operate at maximum. efficiency. it ; view of these somewhac inconventional design
features, a crew escape system sled test prog ram is being run to prove their adequacy
prior to flight. Also, special -:onsideration was giver, -o ti, canopy latch system be-
cause of the elimination of a forward fixed windshield. A set of safety latchs is pro-
vided that is capabile of withstanding the tota; imposed h~adb with both the normal and
safety latch svsL-Tas.

C.low-Cost Des Lgn F'eaturl;s,

Yin addition to the application of advanced technology directed specifically
to achieve small size and cverall desigr;. simplicity, a number of features (listed pre-

= viously) have beer. incerporatEd into the YF-16 spe~ifically to red--cc cost.

S~ingie bnainM. The simple-engire design was chosen after study of both
zingle- and twln-ongine configurations. In recognition of the qvestions surrounding the
safet; nspects of 5ingle-versus-twvin-engine desig' s, an extensive review of accident and
aircraft loss stetistics was conductred. This study did not conclaisi~ely indicate a
oigniftLcant difference in t.he two chcices, and the single engine design was s-lected or
the basis of an appronimatelv 15 p.'rcent lower dasign gross weight, simplicity, and lower
cost. Controls, instrtanents, and other installation provisions are, of course, hlso one
half that required for a twin-engine configuration. The fact that the F-l00 engine is
also v=sed in the F-15 was an important factoc in that all logistic support for the engine
would be available in the Air Force inventory.

Normal-Shock Inlet. As mentioned previously in the discussion oii high-.
maneLVer periozmaiace, the nornal-shock design of the inlet was sele..ted specifically for
simp'icity and low cost. If, however, a variable-geometry inlet Ls desired for future
growth-, the design (production breaks) will easily accommnodate such a change.

System Simplification. r~xisting system configurations were used where new
technology was no, !quired or where only marginal benefits would accrue b; use of new
design concepts. This approach pe-.?,ittced the use of a large numnber of existing, fully
developed com~ponernts or only slightly modifitd compconents used =n other aircraft. In
ad~ition to the initile. Dvocurremnc,,- T- Pvting, use can be made ef existing sparet.,
reinair tu...s, and data a~ready in the Air Force inventory. A specific cost saving haes
not been established fo- idopting this concept, however, it is obvious that the ultimate
saving in total life-cycle cost would be very significant should the airplane be procured
for the Air Fcorce invenitovy. It is also obvious that aome penalty is associated with this
design concept; 4t i-L not apparent, however, that the overall configuration has in any way
been compromised.

Multiple-Part Useage, Standardization, and Marerials Selection. In order to
v.!t.i-nize tooling and redace cost, a num~ber of components in, the airplane have been de-
signed for m-ultiple use, as shown in Figure 13. These include the ziorizontal. tail, which
mav he used on either che left- or right-hano side; the -wing tcailing edge was modified
slightly from the theoretical contour so that the flaperons are flat straight wedges that
mty be used on either the left or right side of the airplane; 80 percent of the landing
gear parts, used on either the left- or right-hand main landing gear; a single electro-
hvdrstilic flight --ontrol sern used in five places for actuation of the two flaperons,
h',rl ýont~tl tail, and the rudeer; a Aingle hydraulic valve, used on all five ccntrol

air CS; hydraulic rams for surfat.a actuation, identical for the flaperons and horizontal
tail; .he leading-edge drive~ system, employing four rotary actuators per side and requir-
ing eQ wo different actuator assemblies. in addition to these more significant items,
alzrgs. tNL-zr of s~maller detail parts have 1heem designed for multiple useage.
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In addition to the airplane peculiar parts mentioned above, the number of different

types and kinds of standard parts were considerably restricted (Figire 13). A special
staneards book, containing a minin'um number of selected standard parts having the most
universal application amd low cost, was provided to the designers. A typical example
is th, re..jction in the nuiiiber of fastener types used. The YF-16 uses 55 as compared to
232 on the F-1ll.

A somewhat similar approach was taken on the use of raw materials. A separate restrict-
ed list wac provided to the designers, and the application of low-cost materials was
encouxaged. In the case of the structural design, the principal material used is
aluminum (Figure 13).

5. PROTOTYPE PROGRAM

In conclusion, a few comments on the conduct of the prototype program for the
YF-16 seem appropriate.

The extensive effort put forth in the preliminary design phase of the program
has had a vety beneficial effect of the subsequent design, tooling, and manufacturing
phases of the prototype progr&s. Or:ly a small number of refinement changes have been
required, and the airplane has befn prrduced with only minor variation from the proposal

design. The wind tunnel progrmi conducted after P_..hQrizativn to proceed has been a
data-gathering pro.-ess for the generation (. i s~gn nf-r.'ior,, Ind it ih.. not beennecebsary to test a large number of conf1<ur_,.•-ns _o r-olve problems o- to achieve

additional optimization. The schedule a.'d cost oiudget. !,ave been rigo-'osl/ adhered to.

As was noted earlier, a simple systems approach has permitted extensive use of
off-the-shelf fully qualified components. Of the 432 purchased components used in the
airplane, 332 aze used as is or with only minor modification. This I.as appreciably re-
duced the test pr~gran, has resulted in ready availability of parts, cnd will produce a
high degtee of reliability in the flight test program.

As mentioned earlier, there were no specific detail specification requirements,
and the design responEibility was placed with the contractor. In actual fact, the
airplane is being produced essentially to the usus' military specifications with de-
partures only es necess.rv and when goo,• cngineering judgement- so dictates. The Air
Force monitoring of the program while informal, has been •ompiett- and thorough. The
Air Fc-ce has been provided all contractuel generated data at their specific request.
In eact, case where significant departure his beer maie from usuial requirements, the Air
Force "roject Office was advised and, even though they Pre not required to formally
rpprove, agreement was sought. These ptocedu.es hav.ý cbviously expedited the prograc,
minimized the cost, and been a ma.cr contribution to the rapid progress (with minimum
prob]e..s) evident today.
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CCV TRIM AND MANEUVEri IMPROVEMENTS
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INTRODUCTION

The R & 1) process exhibits features of uncertainty in many of its phases. Government per-
sonnel draw up specifications in great detail and contractors try to respond in even more voluminous
detail, to demonstrate (on paper) their capabilities to meet thca-n. (The three competitors for the C-
5A contract, for example, submitted a total of 240. 000 pages of basic documer.ts. )

The flood of paperwork continues through lite entire acquisition process as long as the hope-
less struggle of giving a final csatmate on cost lingers e-. Early prototyping appears to be an econo-
mic development concept to reduce the inherent risk in ihe transition of design advancements into ope-
rational hardware. The simplicity of th;a method can bring substantial weapon systcm cost saving
and could help to keep good design teams together in times of few acquicition programs.

"This paper attempts to analyse the cost aspects and schedule implications of a prototype de-
velopment concept in comparison with present day development philosophies.

TIMESCALE

RDT & E or total system development programs begin with a- conceptual phase. Contractors
introduce their design concepts for a wveapon system, their way of reepoding to the performance re-
quirements of an RFP. The submittal of a proposal for design, rmanufacture and evaluation, a& -ell
as prices and operating cost usually terminates comapetition. at least in Europe (fig. I).

The pacing item for first flight is normally the aailailitv of an advanced engine, its pro-
gram has to be launched in parallel.

If the program behaves in a way which one might tail "good natured". the evaluation and de-
monstration or required weaporn system perfz:rmance of a. -frame, engine, avionics, armament etc.
will proceed according to plan. An operationally sound aircraft would be expected 7 to 8 years after
initial go-ahead. But there is the "if": the unforeseeable can jeoparc-se the whole system of pro-
gram milestones, set to interlock like gears. History is full of examples.

-,i • !- ' l i |
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Fig. I Total System Development Program Fig. 2 Prototme Development Prczrasn

The prototype concept (fig. 2) is s::...,r to the experimointal production concept used in the
US until the 195G' s and becoming more attract've again for- newer projects (AX. Light Weight Figh-
ter. Mirage-family, technology prototypes). The customer gives contractors only a rough outline
of the ki:.d of weapon system required. leaving the detail to the des:gner. An F F1 couid be as short
as two pages. Hardware powered by an available engine is put into the air as early as possible.
Prcgrain relevant and critical characteristics can be tested and evaluated in a realiutic environment
(flight ttsting). Adequate time is left for the development of advanced avionics and engintes and their



evelitual modifization of requirements due to the findings of early flight testing. The prototypes
could serve ;s flying testbeds. Decision for further approval will be oased on hardware experience
not on paper analysis. A pessimistic zstimate of this conIcept delays the !. 0. D. (initial operational
delivery) date by 12 15 months.

COST

The cost of total systerm development programs is difffiult to analyse. Prices tagged on
such a program must be estimated and negotiated from Contract Definition Phase information only.

Cost for a production aircraft development Program based on the prototype program will
be more realistic and reliable, most o: the estirnates will be based on hardware experience.

But what :s th;. e"tra cost ot monetary risk improvemen, 9 !s it too much in relation to the
cost oi •rograms which do, w:thout thosr precautions, considering that a t.uccessful prototype still
requires full operational development, utilising anothvr 4 prototy-pers?

Fig. 3 through 6 outline the major differences of activities and cost, identtfying what it
entails to design "Skunk work" ior "kntfe and fork") prototypes.

I.ngineering applies less refined analysis methods, aircraft are manufactured from red
line (or preliminary) drawings, system analysis is shifted to a 'ater phase, engineering work is
transferred to sperial prototype shop organisations, ;aken out of company overheads. Column
2 of fig. 3 indicates the reduction potential, but 54 1 of the total engineering effort planned is
still required, not considering production engir.eering.

4. 1- , _

F g. 3 initia! Engineering Fig. 4 Prototype Ground Testing

Analysis of required ground testing applies to fout. groups of the various test areas
Basic tzst, necessary for the func,ional integrity and verification of basic analysis (for
example:low speed and high speed wind tunnel tests with a complete model to verify ba-
sic aerodynamic characteristics, particularly stability and control derivatives)
SGo-no-go tests (e.g. landing gear drop tests, thrust reverser re-ingestion tests)

SPerformance vt -ificaticn tests (e. g. half model high speed test to verif, usable lift boundaries,
load distribution tests)

- Refinement tests (e.g. auxiliary intake test to improve intake distortion).

I~~~~e 'aC _ _ _ I .
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.i.SPrototype Tooling.Fi.6 lghTetnFi. Manufacturing & SapportFi.6lghTetn
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All basic tests are retained for the prototype approach or only reduced in scope. Go-no-go and
performance verification t~sting are either eliminated (most of fatigue test) or retained in total (thrust
reverser re-ingestion) according to their criticality to the prototype program and/or the following pro-
ductiors. Thus a reduction of cost down to 11 7% is achievable, although many of the elimingted tests
will have to be conducted later, if the program continues as a production order (fig. 4).

Soft tools for only two prototypes are assumed to the extent possible, considering the metals
in the airframe. Simpler and less formal manufacturing methods are applied, with weight penalties
accepted. only off-the-shelf equipment and flight necessary avionics are used and few spare parts are
planned to maintain the flight program (fig. 5).

Roughly 200 hrs flight testing are required for the es-ential "basic" flight tests. All flights
devoted to testing of operational equipment and capabilities are disregarded, thus only 10 % of the oat
of a full 3ize test seriee of a total system development program remain (fig. 6).

Fig. - summarizes the inital cost for two prototypes. The dchieved figure of Z7 % applies
only to a spe, ific program but indicates an effective way of hardware acquisition. The remaining
73 % is dev, ced to the development of operational capabilities (31, 5 %) and to aircraft production in
quantities jfig. 8),

Fig. 7 Summary: Reduction of Initial Cost Fig. 8 Initial Prototyping -

Reduction Potential

CASH FLOW

The financial requirements of the two philosophies are characterized by t..e relatively low
expenditure at the first assurance mark (first flight) of the p-ototype program. Boti curves of
fig. 9 represent almost ideal progression and the accumulated cost for the first batches of
operational aircraft should be somewhat less in the case of a cormnplete RDT & E program.
(Ref. (1) indicates that the costs accrued at the 100th unit is about the same for both types of plans).

Major aircraft modifications are often required ano frequently necessary to incorporate
changes resltting fro,. flight tests. At the time such changes are defined and authorised (or not, when
design goals are s7crificed) a defin-!d quantity of production aircraft has alread, been launched in the
manufacturinE process. Aircraft modifications prior +o I. 0. D. may cause an appreciabie increase in
cost. Delays of 1 year ( - 15 5•.) and n,•-e are not unusual and am--unt to additional development work
(redesign) of about 11 % (this is an estimatc for a specific pr4 gram)totalling in an increase of IC '/ of
program cost at the I 0 ith unit over the comparable prototype plan. (The F-15 program consumed at
a comparable stage I. 5 M If per day (reference 2)).

Fig. )0 compares cost at possible program termination. The motivation of cancellation can
be manifold: changes in the tactical environment or technical reorientation.

TECHNICAL AND MONETARY RISK

The question of "which plan offers the highest probability to develop the mast successful wea-
pon system?" still. remains. "A probalistic approach to aeronautical research and development"
(Reference 3) attempts to quantify probabilities of setbacks. but leaves the final answer to a great
part to subjective elements s.ach as the degree of advancement or actual cost. Fig. I I izdicates the
capability of predicting program goals at the end of a Contract Definition Phase. Engineers must
cope with 20 % and more deviation: perhaps these uncertaintieii can be removed by early flight testing.
(The simulation included only the uncertainties of airframe development; weights, volumes and per-
formances of engine znd avionics wert. assumed as fixed inputs).

Those deficiencies of course result in similar unreliabiiitT of program cost estimates and
time scale prediction. Again the spreac of the cost estimate tends to be optimistic, uncertainties
of ,ingine and avionics prices were removed by using off-the ihelf equipment.
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Fig. 9 Budget Requirements Fig. 10 Acciu-nulated Cost at

Program Milestones

Fig. 12 hurther indicates that the eventual additional cost of an initial prototype program is we!l
•ithin the uncertainty boundaries of a full scale program (- 3 % at a quantity of 300 A/C). Ever re-
dundancy would be justified. going through a Or-off competition and thus resulting in a product o;
improved technical quality. An initial prototype assures contractorz sufficiently that they could agree
to contract forms with minimum or no risk to the government.

-a7-

30 40 so

Fig. 11 Specifications Uncertainties Fig. 12 Confidence & Program Crst

ORGA.NISATIoN

Future European military development will probably continue as multi-r.atonal ventures.
Most retfnt programs have proven the feasability of multilateral manaogement systerns. Fig. 13 des-
cribes the management structure of possible international collaboration. A multi -national decision
making governmental organisation with its executing agencies, which handle the project, is "opposed"

H -- t '---
A C

- -- -- - ----

Fig. 13 Managemeat Organisation - Fig. 14 Manag-ment Or.anisation -

Total System Developmert Prototype Development
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by an international contractor organisation, which is responsible fo,* the deiga,, developme.t and pro-
duction effort of the varioiur participating companies. An initial prototype program. on a somewhat
loxvr effort !evel. should function sufficiently wellt using a "'stripped-down" -version of a highl-
complex management s:ructure (fig, 14). A group of governmet.: representati',es. one from each
participating country, form an authorisatioacommittee to approve req..ired budgets and to set up a
loose irarnework of .rpecifications. A groap of representatives from participating companies is
solely responsible to that committee. They head an engineering, test and production pool, supplied
by the participating companies and operating by its owr economic regulations. A ;host effective
product (in terms of time. cost ar-" performance) would be achieved, if all activities could be placed
in one location. A follow-on production development program should of cou -se rcturn to the large
scale management structure.

"SUMMARY

A final answer to which approach ultimately is cheaper and yie!ds the better product carn .LOt be
given. The degree of advancement dete-mined by engineers, the military situation and political con-
siderations. r-ýlated to their subjective i.nportance must lead to the overell decision. But many

positive prospects of initial prototyping, should attract decision making organisation:

"o an advanced aircraft would favour an initial prototype approach,
"o the relative small sum of money required would even iustify a prototypt fly-off-competition,
"o initial commitment at the time of !east information woild be kept to a r.inimuin,
"o the cos, of the "hardware" approach is well within the predicting boundaries of total program

cost.
o teclhnical excellency will be improved to a degree as competition and redundancy increases,
o prototyping gives to the engineer the opportumnity more often to work hardware oriented, thus

ke.eping good design teams together.

o an eventual delay of th- production program could be reduced by moving the go-ahead to an
earlier date or b, accelerating the production delivezy schedule at a mnodest increment in
total cost.
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CILRATIVE ADVANCED DESIGN
Ai KEY TO REDUCED LIFE-CYCLE COSTS

By

Richard E. Black and John A. Stern
D~ougla~s Aircraft Company

McDonnell Douglas Corporanoc'
Long Beach. California 90846

lNMRODI ICFION - The Need iur Creative Advianced Design

Advanced design decisions ihavc a very sqiuific~anr impact upon the life cycle costs of aircraft sstems. The impact of
Advanced Design decisions commences durint; the detail dcsign and developmernt phases, continues into the production phase and becomes
dominant factor during the opcratior.aI Wie of the aircraft system.

Even for a well defined missicn there are manyv factors bearing on cost that must be considered during the Advanced Design
phase. Several of these have been ;tlrc~cA for e)Larnination-

* The nur- '4 of ,~g . ,Zs !tx~d

* Scil - i:.n -'f eqi,-~pmentr ýi ~~

* tc slrnDlificziion ofiiv

* The materials to be used

* T-he Icvel of avionics sc~tA

These Advanced Design decisiofývs cm~tnot be made solely from a technical or cost standpoint, but must consider ihe opera-
-zina! envi.-onment in whhich the aircraft systecit will ftinction 2s well as the de-nands of the market place

There are strong indications that the rzare intense the Advanced Design effort the lower will be the dct~tiled design, manu-
fscturnng and dcvelc~pmcnt costs Ps well zs life cych. ixec, Figurt 1. D'zring the Advanced Design phase, it is extremely important that the
crir.cal wi-id-r-inmic trr.' be pe.-ornmed TO aVOid COVi .l'ign a-ter the det~iled desigsi drawings have been released. The contribution that
creau~ve Advenced £Vr..'L' makes to tht devvlopm.ear t. fe(-cowe aircraft systcms has greatly increased as the tesult of rising costs. Errors in
judgmer, r, :jow mon.- costly than ever before.

INFLUENCSU JF ADVANCED DESIGN

CONFIDENCE

40, ---

TIME ANDINEST

OF ADVANCED DESIGN EWORT

FIGURE 1.

NUMBER OF ENGINES TO BE USED - A Fundamental [Decision

one of zhe most important Advan~ced Design decisions 65 the number qf ciigmc-s to be used to meet a given design require-
ment. This determinatirin is affected by airplane range. operating cost, and whethcr rmp engines ale use-d or new engi.ies are to be
developed to satisfy the requirernents. Before these Advanz-= Design judgments "an br i.~ zrtehniczl analysis must hi. comprnlted to
determine the optimum number of engines to bes- 2CC(eMplish the design mission at min-inviz'n cnst. m-surning the availability of engines. In
the real world, factors other than the optimum number of enigines to meet a specific design 'c.4rtmtnt Are considered. Flight ea~ety is of
Fiaranlmant importance evern though 2r. accurate assessment of the cost/benefits of increasin~ s/t. x-;~uallv difficult. Growth potential and
market characteri-stics must also --e (2ctia in The determination of the configuration.
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I GENERAL ARRANGEMEMT

WING AREA ZIGS SQ.// ,/

NEW ADVANCED ENGINES 12!

THRUST 41 400 Lf EACH
PAYLOAD 200 PASSEHPIPSf

30 FIRST CLASS 6 ABREAST -
170 COACH CLASS ; ARIEAST

132 FT80It-It$.

51 FT 6 IN.

D0

157 F'

FIGURE 2.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

WING AREA 2220 SQ FT
NEW ADVANCED ENGINES 3,

TNNU$T 30 O0 LI EACH/
PAYLOAD 20.. *ASSENU[RS

30 FIRST CLASS S ABREAST
170 COACH CLASS 7 ABREAST

- 124FT IIN____

~ 51 FT

157 FT lIfN.,

FIGURE 3.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

WING IARA 2270 SQFT
NEW AS-YANCI ENG-INE$S 4.

THALJS' 22 g00 Le EACH
PAYLOAD 200 PAI$SIIGS

30 FIRST CLA:S 6 ABREAST
270 COAC' CLASS 7 AIBRAST

-124 FT 12 iht

I1 7 IT Ilk

FIGURE 4.-________
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A recent Douglas stotdy to determine the nuniber of engines that should be used on a new airplane to replace the present
narrow-bodly twin and tni-jets in the 1980 time period is of interest. Market stsssics indikatc that this aircraft should have a seating capacity
of 200 p.-sscrigers, a design range of 2250 nautical miles and ?. ciiise speed of 0.85 Mich. Properly sized configurations having two, three and
four engines meeting this requirement were developed. Figurrs 2, 3 and 4. New advanced technology engines optimized for the 2250-
nautical-mile mission were used.

Thc characteristics of these three airplanes arc shown in Figure 5. A market size of 250 airplanes was used in pricing each
corfiguration The prices of the all new engines are based on the assumption of similar engine production quant- ::s. The baseline twin
engine airplane has the loweriq direct operating cost!., a four-engine airplane has 3.4 percent higher direct operativ'i cost and a tni-Iet has
direct operating cotýs 4 1 percent higher than the baseline twin. These calculations assume that complete engine development costs would
have to be undertakeni for ec3h cae. In this study the twvin engine design has an engine size close to an existing engine. The 5-ing in develop-
ment c~rI reflected in a lower eniguin price would. thercfGce, s.ignificantly lower the direct operating cost of the twin even further if the
existing engine were used.

COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS

ENGINES NUMIIER a a
.TYPE lIEW NEW NEtW

* ILS THRUST. ENGINE ILB) 45400 30.700 at1g0o

PNUMER OF MIXED CLASS PASSENGERS 200 200 200

DESIGN ARCAIIEN 911 2250 2250 2250

CRUISE MACH PNUMER 0 55 055 0 55
MAXIMUM TAKEOFF DISTANCE, SL 94'F11 T, 300 1510 6550

WING AREA ISQ FTa 2115 2220 2270

MAXIMUM TAKEOFF WEIGHT IL9) 213,300 a7i,500 267.400

NOISE
"* TAKEEFF(EPM401 803 921 52.

"* SIDELINE EPREBd, 544 $ 4 7 94A

"* APPROACH EN593 4 515 443

STUDY PRICE -19S S1 MILLIONI 1465 is 45 15a.

RELATIVE 0-SECT OPERATIN'3 COST 0 -4 1% -3 411

FIGURE 5

The impact of engine price on the direct operating costs of these three configurations is shown in Figure 6. The engine price

increases from, a mitnimuim for the twin engine configur-rton reaching a maximum for the four-engine coofigurat.on be-cause the cost per
pound of tl~mst decreases with engine size.

I DOC vs NUMBER OF ENGINES

MAIN TENANCE
& FUEL COST

RELATIVE TOTAL i
PERCENT 2 -EGN

INS1ALLATIONANOBALANCE EFIFECTS

11111AER OF ENGINES

FIGURE (

As the number of engines increases from the b);-elipe the maintenance costs alo increase. T he f-jel cost increases from tw.o to

three engines and decreases slightly for the four-engine ease. If the cost of fuel continnes to rise this difference can wcll beccome gtatecr. The
higher maintenance costs for airplaneis with a larger number of eng-ines reflect the Increased complexiry. *\I-so the probability of engine failure
is greater as the number of engines increases. This is not to sam that airplanes with multiple engines are Ir,,. safe. only that th'- probability of a
shutdown; of a sirgeg engine is grea-er a5 the number of engines increases.
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ENGINE TRADE STUDY
200 PASSEkGERS 2250 N UI DESIGN RANGE

0 85 MACH NOMINAL-UNUIMITED FIELD LENGTH

DIRECT OPERATING COST LIFE CYCLE COST

*IASN MI S - O0125 *-~]31~
120 3

2 3 2 3 4

NUUSER OF ENGINES

F.IGURE 7.

Figure 7 shows the direct And life cycle costs for 2-, 3- and 4-engine airplanes. It should not bc Assumed solely from the life
cvcle costs that the two-eniginec configuration is the proper one to replace the narrow-body -twirn and tri-jcts. Other factors must he considered
during Advanced Design, such 3s enginc a--ailability. auicraft market size, range and the development of derivativ-e Aircraft, It may be more
desirable to "-se engines developed from those now being used on the wide-body jets rather than commencing a new engine development
program just to sitisfy this requnrement Figuirc 8 clearly illustrates the influence of.-narket size on. engine Costs. An increase in engine market
size due to Using an available engine can have a significant influence upon both the direct and life vxcie airplane costs.

INFLENC OFENGINE SIZE AND MARKET ON COST

40r

30

3/L.8 THRUST / -20 ENcifGINES

20 30 40 h0 6 70 .

TAXEOFF THRUST 14J 1000)

FIGURE 8.

Present U.S. civil regulanons res,;!-ct two-engin- airo, ft from making long overWatM- flights Thus three- wnd fout -engine Air-
craft enjoy greates 'itiraition due to their greater range flexibility.

In ~trivir~g for rc'luced life cycle cost%, Advanced Deslign must -~- 1,,% sight of the possibility of developing derivative air-
- planes, for example, adding or remo.'ing an engine, or more commonly stretcraing the fustc-te length. Thes- airptanes are usually the most

successful, not only from a life cycle cu.-t ttz-point but also from a sales standpoli:

SELECTON OFINMATURE EQUIPMENTr AND SYSTEWA - An Elementr of ;ZcducesJ Life Cycle Cost

The Airlines 3.-c increasingl concerned abou! productivity and lower unit opcratnng ct stv- Expresse in different terms both
the military and the commrcial2 airlines require lownr life cycle costs.

One way of meeting t'he challenge of lowerr life q6ck costs is by recognizing the fazct thAt successful a.irplanes izse marxie
equipment and systems. Maturity can be definc:I as bering fully d-velopcd or pecrfected. In eniginccring terms. miktunty can be translated to
mean such things as
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* Debugt I and service proven

Acetdand undeestood by rmaintenance persýonnel

W 0* Achieved sutcessful levels of pcrtormance. reliubility and safety

*Competitive; nort outdated or obsolete.

The usý of mature equipment arid systems with their high degree of rcliabilitN rcdu~cs det-clopei.tr costs for the manu-
facturer and also maintenance co-,ts for the operator

On the rrainscni.trct side it has been cstimatti that between 20 and 25 percent of all fulurcs are c~usci by mainterance
zerions incorrectly performed on the tigibs line or in rcpair fucilities. This factor combined with the less frequent f~tilure and sower ~nAin-
teniance required b~y mnoure equip-ment and system-,s- ;ll significantly reduce life cy-le costs.

STRUCTURAL SIMPLIFICATION - Reduces Life Lycle Costs

The crmplexity of the aircraft structural system carn be reduced. Today's airLfaft consist of .1 myriad of indw-dwil parts.
much rivetirg and !arge numbers of costly machined pan-s. Figure 9. Emphasis on reducinig site number -f parts may red!uce life cycle costs.
A recent Douglas Aircraft Company study -,. possible gain-s in structural simplification is of rniterst, Figure 10. A companso, -was made
using a typical fuselage section iz~corporatif ý current wvide-body aircraft structural technology as a baseliane. Three inereasinj ly more radical
methods of reducing the numbers of parts were studied:

* 24ody Longeron sr.eduction

e Flattened Lozisrzons

* Isagrid Panels

0-

FIGURE 9. CURRENT FUSEL-AGE STRUCTURE

FUSELAGE WEIGHTS,PARTS.COSTS
340 WDCH SECo0N

4' LATI*. COVISAS -ILAWTISS &AI~

SIWJCTJXAL Ct"FT *W = . ,,
IPA~rT MAT t A,1m T0-AL Vr tI

160 003 097 100 LOD 10

00G3R 0- 0Mq~ 003O
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The use of a reduced number of longerons and of flattened longerons reduced the number of components by about 12 per-

ceat and 24 percent, respectively. Both c'jnccpts reduce the weight by about 8 percrent. A reduced number of parts yields a saving in fabrica-

tion and assembly, as well as in maintenance costs.
LThe use of a new structural trchnu:ogy concept called "isogrid panels," Figure i . resulted in a radical reduction in parts, and

an I11-percent red-iction in fuselage weight Isogrid pancis have already been used successfully in space vehicles. It is particularly attract~ve
since all members resist all loads and the shell is the entire structure with the members iorming integral longerons and frames. The use of this
concept markedly reduces the fuselage wall thickness as well as the ovcrall fuiselage diameter for the same inside volume and width. TheI ~ result is a reduction of both weight and drag

FIG.URE 1t. 8-F00T DIAMETER ISOGRID STRUCTURE

H~igh tolerance isogrid structurcs 2re machined on numerically cointrolled equipment, and are readily formed to the desired
curvature by brake forming and shot peening Expensitc igs ire not required. T-hes factors combined with reduced manual fitring require-
mnirts arpprectably reduce manufactuiring cosis.

MATERIAL. SELECTION - A Potential lor Keduced L~ife Cycle Costs

The life cycle costs car. he si~nif`iCantlv reduced if the structural weight e- 'n bc reducd without jeopard17ing cithf reliability
or maintainability. This can be 1lest Aehk-%td by usin'g the material which yields the best combination of Lse lightest structure ant . ic lowest
cost after the design has satisfied all requirements of strength, stifiness, fatigue life, fracture toughness, and carrosion resistance.

This philosophy has- always been used in evaluating the most desirable aluminum alloy for each portion of an aircraft. In
limited area; of high ;tre-s3 or hig teprture. high-streiugth steecl or titanium. has proved best in spite of zhe higher cost per pound.

In recent years the us- of compodite inatcri it, involving graphite or boron fibers of great strength irmbcddec: in an epoxy or
aluminum matrix ha- ieen much cxP~or.,d The ratio of strength to densitv is much greater for these materials than for any of the standard
metrals

S RELATIVE WEIGHT FOR MATERIAL REPLACEMENT

RE ATV q6 115-4 -it.fXT

W E I G Hi T C RA P H iI E ;P O N 1 5I U 4

STftexr.TH 041 - Coup*[ 5~OIIM" ollMOUU
02- WEIGH -

0 02 G 6 8 1

RE!LATIVE WEiqGHT BASED ONt STIFFNIESS

FIGUIRE 12.
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A weight comparison of aircraft structural materials is shown in Figure 1 2. While important weight saving can be QbzainedI using advanced meItal alloys, composites Show the greatest po~tential for sign.ficant weight saving for future aircraft designs.
The cost to obtain the reduced weight must he known if minimum life cycle costs ale to be obtained. Composntcs %06t com*

pontent weight saving as high as 50 percent can reduce an airplane's empty weight by as much ass 15 percent. Although fabrication cos.s of
components made from composite materials may eventually be iess than those for metal. tiiis cost saving may be more than affset by
material costs Thus, weight saving, fabrication costs and ma~terial zosts must be b ilmjccd to determine t6e optimum amount sf Composite
material to be used. Based on Douglas studies the relative importarxcr of weight arid composite material cost and composite W ~cation costs
are shown in Figure 13.

DOC VS WEIGHT REDUCTION AND
FABRICATED MATERIAL COSTS

10
ICOST RATIO

_ -CO POSITE 'ALUM IN UM

RELATIVE ____

DIRECT -5
OPERATING -4 2

COST (%) -10
I ý ý35% COMPIOSITE

10% COjMPOSIT STRUCTURE
-15 - ST UCTUIE -

-20-
0 5 10 1

PEOIJCTION IN 0 E W FROM CURRENT LEVELS M%)

FIGURE 13.

The produ'-ers of advanced fibrrs have ma~de public predictions regarding impiresise reductions in the cost forecast for -pre-
preg" aeA the uwe of this product is increase.' the cost is expected to drop rapidly. Thtc sarious in-sen% ice demonstration programs will do
much to determine the reliability and maintiainability of these materials T`hese programs are. amrong others, the F-4 rudder. C-5 leading edge
flap. F-1Ill wing trailing edgc panels, and the C-141 landing gear doors. None df these test applications has shown am~ deficiency in applica-
tion To date, the production use of composites for the empennapc box structure on the F- 14 and F-I15 h~s presented no uinusual problems.
From this expenrince it can be concduded that many other components could be ma~z from composite maternais to save both cost and
weight,

I he comparison of a wing box utilizing alurinum for the primar suz uctural components, with tvuo -%ingg box configuratrons
incorporating composites is of interest, Figure 14. The anticipated near term-. state,-ui-zcchnolog> concepts gencrallt tmsemble conventional
structural 2rrangemnents. The details will, however, be quite different in order to f-Aly exploit the properties of composite matersias. Further
develop-ments in the stare-of-composite technolop- will pcrncl'i more r:redo-r of dttsipn and lead to significant decpartures fromn consentional
struzturail configurations The development of these more radicil ounccrns rpromises s-zbstantilal.dsantages oser the more convertional con-
figuraticons

WINC BOX DESIGNI ~CONCEPT COMPARISON!-
I CONVENT;ONAL ALUMINUM STRUCTURE ~ I~it~ '

NEAR-TERM STAtE OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURE ITfCkLOLCY 1

CONCEPTUAL COMW i1Ti STF.UKsiRF

PICURE 14.
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Thc chief problem in introducing coinnosite materials into primary aircraft structure lits in the need to prove its reliability
and maintainability, The basic characteristics of composite stiuctures in day to day Airline service with full exposure to the atmosphere,
acoustic loads and normal opt-rating loads must be established before cxtens've use of composites can be expected. A deficiency in the relia-

bility of such st- uctures would quickly eradicate the ant:ipatcd economic gAins due to weight reduction.

It is an Advanced Design challenge of the first order to detei minec th, oroportion of Composites to be used to maximize
%%eight saving while minimizing technological risks ind Hfe cycle costs for future aircraft. The risks involved when introducing the new
structural material z,-e so Large that they must tHe carefully evaluated against th, potential gain. Such efforts are fundamental to creative
advanced design.

ADVANCED INTERCnNTINENTAL AIRCRAFT - Illustrates Benefits of Advanced Composites

A recent Advanced Design study of a large 600-passnger Mach 0.95 intercontinental airplane will serve as an interesting
example of the potential reduction in life Cycle costs that advanced structural technology can provide. The most efficient interior configura-
tion wsith the large number of passengers involved. 600. resul-e:d in the distribution of the passengers on two decks, Figure 15. Tec cargo and
passenger baggage are on a third deck Isclow the passengers. This arrangement is the most efficient for very large aircraft because a single deck
configuration requires a very long fusetage. This neccssitites a long and heavy landing gear to obtain adeqiate takeoff rotation angles.

INTERIORS CONFIGURATION
600 PASSENGERS

UPPER DECK3 90 FIRST CLASS - 120 TOURIST

t-. MAIN DECK
390 TOURIST

- -7

FIGURE 15.

The airplane %wa, configured using three levelIs of Composites. 0 percent. 8 percent and 26 percent of the structural weight
plus b-rsic sy-stem wtight. The reductions of takecoff weight due to the lower weight empty and the reduced fuel required for the mission are
darnamaic. !-igmcr 16 The arca (fthe community impacted by noise wa-ý reduced as the aymt,-unt of composites used increasd, due to an over-
all reduction in a~r--raft si;-c.

AOEAMCf0 INITERCONTINENTAL AIRCRAFT

COMPARATIVE CHPRACTERISTIC.S

,UMR 11111tA0 TYPE 4 MIN, 4 MEN 4313W
BYPASS NAT!* 6 0 0
StLS THRUST ENGINE IR 10 000 97 01" tigo

. . . .b O f MI X E D C L A S S P S G3 4 0 0 60 0 '0 0
DESIGN3 RANGE WITH PSG*

AND SACCAC( Is1 55 $50 s355 $350

CRUISE &ACH RNUMER ci ass 8 0 95
STEP A~tITIOtS 1`1 31 0" S00 33,s 0 3Se DOCes S' 000 3Se 0s00

Fr A 3 TOfl. 'SI 84-1 FOR
DESIGN RANGE FT- is 300 it 100 9100

APPROACH SPEI0.Pv~
BAGCAGE. A30 RthSE*VS ONH 13 123 133

WING AREA ýSQ IFT. 111114 Seot 7al0

OPERZT0ES tUPT? OFF .1000 Loý 672 $97 S27

MAXIMIUM TAXIOFF OFT _10; to. !,420 i 293 1 i11i
6LOCX TIME AT S~ 500H X1 RANCI HNO UIR1 9-30 8-30 9-30
CHANCE IN i00 Pilot FOOTPRINT AREA FOR":40 MISSION10 WITH 3- ZL,LCPA-. M a t Is

.WEICýT OF STRICTUAt AND BASIC SYSTEMS

FIGURE. 16
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The reduction in the 100-PNdB footprint area is a very important consideration in any commercial airplane design and has aI significant impact on life cycle costs. The reductions in the maximum takeoff weight due to the increased use of composites were found to
have a significant impact upon the life cycle costs, Figure 17.

EFFECT OF (OMPOSITES
600 PASSENC.RS

5250 N MI DESIGN RANGE
0 85 MACH NUMBER

UNUMITED FIELD LENGTH

MAX TAKE-OFF WEIGHT LIFE CYCLE COST15 12~

1 - LC110•

TOGW LCC
3e z 106 $%SlO'6

111 1 100

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30
STRUCTURAL PERCENT COMPOSITES STRUCTURAL PERCENTS COMPOSITES

FIGURE 17.

The Douglas ads anced in, :nerta; airnlane study illustrates the benefits provided by the use of structural materials of
hipher efficiency. In spite of the incteasca material costs the ocrall saving as measu%-cd by the life cycle cost benefits is ve-ry significant when
the amount of tompositc material is increa- '

SYSTEM REDUNDANCY - AIlWeather Landing Systems. An Example

Advanced Design studies have proven to be useful in the detea aination of the costs as well as the resuitant p, tential
economic benefits ot the Category 11 and Category III all-weatber landing systems. The visibility conditions generally associated with Cate-
gory i1 and III are illustrated on Fagure 18. The frequency of occurrence of these lo-v visibility coriditions is included in a report prepared byR. Dixon Speas Associates. Reference 1.

ALL-WEATHER LANDING DEFINITIONS

k.v V*AUL

h'200 FT :i- :
RVR '2600 FT h 100 FT

Rh 1200 FT jJ

'0 O0

FIGURE 18.

E gnificantly. one of the world's businest airports. John F. Kennedy at New N ork. ":ands near the top ,of the L.S. airports
with 36.7 hours per year of Cat-gozy It %%ather. 15.2 hoirs per year of Category iliA and 8.9 hours per vcr of Cat-gorvy ;:!5 •..d IIIC
weathcr.

Category- i1 conditions ranged from 2.6 to 34.3 hours per. ýear -t the other airpor.- studied. Caregon liA ranged from M6.6
to 1-7 hours per year while Category 1111 and 1i1C eaxthe- varied from 27.1 to 0., hours per year
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The benefits of the all-weather land.ng system have been e-simated in Rcfercnce I and are accepted without modification for
this paper.

AIRLINE BENEFITS NATIONAL BENEFITS

"* Ahditioaal Passenger Revenue * Reduction in Delays

"* Decreased Fuel Reserves 9 Reduction in Diversions

"" Decreased Costs of Weather Interruptions * Reduction ;n Cance!lations

"* Increased Safety

In incorporating Category III all-weather landing systems in recent aircraft programs. Advanced Design studies indicate that
there a2. significant conntol system costs over znd above those required for the airport and aircraft avionics equipment. Figure 19 outlines
the cost per airplane of co.,trol system changes needed to provide dual, triple and even quadruple redundancy to assure the safety and
reliabi;iw of the aircraft fail-opeative flight control systems. The development and certification of this equipment in the aircraft adds to the
system costs. Tabie 1. Also included are the ai, -af- costs for the estimated world fleet of 2665 airplanes equipped for all-weather operation
as A%-ll as the life cycle costs for this aircrafz eq,:i•.nent.

REDUNDANT CONTROL SYSTEMS
COST PER AIRCRAFT

CAT Ill

HYDRAUUC SYSTEM $ 77.000

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 2,000

AUTOPILOT 55,000

WIRING 5.000

FABRICATION
ASSEMBLY ANO CHECKOUT 66.000

TOTAL S 205.000

FIGURE 19.

TABLE I
COST PER AIRPLANE

1980 Dollars in Thousands

Category If t.A-egor% IliA Category HIIB Category IIIC

Avionics $40 S165 $205 $280
Redundant Systems 10 215 215 215
Certification 2.5 20 20 20

T#.rtal Invcs:went per Airplane $52.5 $400 $440 $515

LIFE CYCLE COSTS PER YEAR
1980 Dollars in Thousands

A;tcraft Systems Plus Certification $0.8 $15.7 $15.7 $15.7
Operatton and Maintenance 8.5 34.5 36.1 39.1

Annual Cost per Year of
Additional Syitearns 9..1 $50.2 $51.8 $54.8

Annual 'rlet Cost
7665 Aircraft $25.CG $134.000 ;138,000 $146,000

;n the Advanced Design studies it was found that the total costs af,-.ciarid with the all-weather n1 ding systems are signifi-
can-ly higher than :hose reported The cost/bonefits as a function of the numbcr of airports equipped for the Category I1, NIlA. IIIB ,nd iRIC
ail-weather landing system; are shown by Figure 20. The sr;dies indicate that Category i1 is cost effective with 16 or mor-e 1irports in the
syste.m Category Ill does not become cost effective until all wcathez systems have been :nstalled on a worldwide basis at more than 50 air-
pors.
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1980-1982
COST-BENEFITS CAT II AND III

vs
NUMBER OF AIRPORTS EQUIPPED

100

CAT1 - - - --

BENEFITS

LSSS OST I

oF DOLLARS) CAT 10

200 -~ *CAT Mei

0 tO 20 30 40 50
NUMBER OF AIRPORTS

FIGURE 20.

The airport, airplane and system cost benefits for an estimated world fleet of 2665 airplanes equipped for all-weather opera-
tions arc of interest. Table 2 outlines the aieport and airplane costs for three qtantities of airports equipped for Category 11. ilIA. 111B and
IIIC all-weather landing.

TABLE 2
SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORI COSTS

1980 Dollars in Millions/Year
2665 Aircraft

Number of Airports Category 11 C•r,,"Ill___A Ca:gory 11113 Category IIIC

10 Airports
(a) Landsidc Cost Plus

Aircraft Avionics $22 S 87 $107 $146

(0) Xircraft Systems Plus
Cer ifica, on 25 134 138 146

Total $47 $221 $245 $292

24 Airports
(a) Landside Cost Plus

Aircraft Avionics $25 S 93 W!5 $160

(b) Aircraft Systems
Plus Certification 25 134 138 146

TotaO $50 $227 $253 $306

40 Airports
(a) Landside Cost Plus

Aircraft Avionics $27 S 98 $120 $S63

(b) Aircraft Symm Plus
Certification 25 114 138 146

Total $52 $232 $258 $309

The cost/ber.efits of Category II, IliA, 1116 and IIIC landing systems for a fleet of 2665 appropriately equipped airplanes
operating from 10, 24 and 40 airports ame shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF TOTAL COST/BENEFITS

1980 Dollars in Millions/Year
2665 Aircraft

Number oa Airports Category If Category IliA Category IIIB Category IIIC

10 AirFir's
Benefits 540 $ 69 $ 89 S 89
Costs 47 221 245 292

Net S-7 $-152 S-156 $-203

24 Airports
Benefits S59 S 101 $ 128 $ 129
Costs 50 227 253 306

Net $ 9 S-126 S-025 5-177

40 Airports
Benefits S83 $ 141 S 181 $ 182
Costs 52 232 258 309

Net 531 S -91 S -77 S-127

The role of the advanced designer is to obtain an accurate estimate of the tott; airplane costs including all of nie control sys-
tern and control surface changes required to implement the fail-operativc philosophy required by an all-wecather landing system. An example
of the in .reased complexity is shown in Figure 21 wh.:h illustrates the necessary changes to the control s-irfaces and their hydrai.,lic actua-
torts to .- et the Category Ill requirements.

HYDRAULICS COMPLEXITY COMPARISON
DC-8 VS UC-1-

+ DC-s DC.O10

SUMMARtY COMPARISON

.•o - .Tes - --

141~.11 .Z

FIGURE 21.

The number of control surfaces is increased primarily by segmenting or dividing the basic surfaces. Each of these surfAces
then requires a separate hydraulic actuator which in turn increases the complexity of the hydraulic system as well as the flight control sys-
tem. It should be noted thaL predicting the specific cost of complexity itself is very difficult. The changes to the flight control system for
Category Ill arc over and abov-c those for the avionics cquipment recluirtd for Category Ill and have a significant economic influence on the
,-ost/benefit C-timates for the system. These additional costs can be ctz-mated in the preliminary d-sign stage, and may have a strong effect
on the ultimate decision to inccrporate or not incorporate the capability in the airplane for operating under the vanrous all-weather con-
ditions lowever, the improvsements in airplane safety and reliability with the redundant flight control systems and the ail-weather avionics
equipment may be wcli worth the costs ,nvolvcd cvcn if the economic benefits arc less than hoped for.

As previously discussed, the number of airports equipped for all-weathcr operations has a very signific:. it impact upon the
cost/benefits of this capability.

The National A iation System Plan !973-1982. Referenc- 2. indicates that there is now only one airport in the United States
equipped with an operational con"entionr! Category lIlA It.% system and that 10 more are planned to be commissioned prior to July 1.
1982 fcr a total of I I Starting i 1977. the FAA plans to s-.vitch to Categoy fil microt.nv" systems. with a total of 42 system- planned in
the United States by July 1982.
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The avionics equipment currently installed in aircraft now in production -"ill require modest additions including additional

an.tennas, receivers, and sensors to provide dual capability for using both covenrional and microwave ILS. These additional costs were not
included in this analysis. The full utilization of the microwave ILS capabilin, which will provide a much wider angular field, variable glide-
slopes, and curved approaches among other features will require essentially all new aiionics in the aircraft. Again, thest costs for this addi-
tional capability were no- included in this analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

Configurations established in Advanced Design have a strong influence on life cycle costs. In fact, once the airplane design is
frozen and emerges from Advanced Design, subsequent changes to reduce life cycle costs are substantially limited. It is therefore vitally
important that every consideration be given to life cycle costs as early in the design pr,.css as possible. Adequate time must be allotted for
an intense evaluation of costs while the program is in Advanced Design.

The example of the all-weather system used in this paper is a good illustration of the importarce of including all elements of
the system in evaluating life .ycle costs The increased complexity of the flight control system, and consequential changes required in the
hydraulic system were as costly as the avaionics The increased cafety aspects of the fail-operative redundant flight control system, which are
difficult to evaluate in terms of dollars. are generally felt to be worth the extra cost.

Early attention must be given to those factors which have a significant influence on total life cycle costs. These ;nclude the
number of engines, the design cruise speed, takeoff and landing field length, the approach speed. initial cruise altitude. th. selection of equip-
ment and systems, the simplification of design as well as the materials and facilities to be used.

For commercial aircraft t..e environmental impact of the airplane must be considered on an equal basis with Lie cost and

technical factors In the real world today. community noise is a most important problem. Low energy consumption per passenger mile may

shortly become another import=-. design consideration.
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ANALTES CRITIQUES ET RECRCHES M? LABORATOIRE AU STADE DE L'AVAJT-PRO=,oT DUII AVION

par Claude Wirtens* et Philippe Poisson-Quinton"

A la naissance de tout projet nouveau, les Services Officiels doivent rdunir un certain nonbre
de donn6es techniques permettant le choix d'une cortfi-uration bien adaptde h un programme donnd ; ces

6lisents d'apprdciation sont derandds h la fois aux bureaux d'dtudes des constructeurs et auc laboratoires
de recherches, souvent plusieurs anndes avant le lencement d'un pro.Jet.

Av stade de l'avant-proJet, le bureau d'4tudes s'appaie I la foin sur

- l'expdrience acquise au cours des proJets antdrieurs ;
- des calculs sophistiquds ;
- les rdsultats d'essais demandds aux laboratoires ;
- un service de documentation bien inform4
- et sur lintuition du che- de projet.

De son c~td, le Centre de Recherches doit prdvoir h tem=p leo orientations iaJeures de la
technique adronautique pJur apporter le =axi=um d'infor-nations aux services officiels et aux constructeurs

asic il doit 6galement ttre capable d'un temps de rdponse tr's coart pour satisfaire une d-cande urrente,
soit par ses moyens de calculs et de siml1ation, soit dans ses laboratoircs d'eosair.

Cette derni~re condition impose des moyens i-_portonts en personnel qualifi6 et en laboretoires
sans cease modernisds ; de tels noyers peument para!tre co~teux au stde de !a'vant-projet, =--s 1'ezpd-
rie:,ce montre que le bilan codt-efficacit6 de l'tnsenble d'un projet ust toujours en fuveur d'une dtude
approfondle au stade de !a conception. Elle seule permet de mettre suffisana ent t8t en 4vidence des points
critiques dont lea consdquences seraient ruineuses si ellez appor.insaient au strde du prototype et a
fortiori 4 celui de la production en scrie.

",es objectifs & satisfaire dans un Centr- de Recherches feront l'objet de !a deuxih-ne prtio Ie
cee exposd.

Ainzi le r8le des experts techniquec dez Services Officiels est-i! -ulti~le ; il !cur anpartient

- de susciter des 6tudes pr4paratoizes permettant h 1'industrie de pr4senter xun avant-projet valable au
=-zent opportun ;

- de lancer los rechorcheo de base conduisant hi u.ne mod6lioation correcte de :hdnor3nes encore ma! connus
meis irpDortants

- de corner ie risque technique avant IP lancenent d'un projes et dldviter lea in*•rez rui rts:ueraient
d'andantir l'efficecit6 iu syst6=e ;

- de suivre attentivement le ddroulement des travaux en coors de d~vcloppement, et 7eý.tuellemc.nt -de len
. rdorienter ;

- de ;enser aux retombdes futu-i - deo 4tudes, m=mo si celles-ci ne doiVent pasn r- ° .ivies d'lule riali-
sation in6diate.

CRITICAL AXLLYEES AlD LABPATLORT RE*SERCH WORK AT T7---" STAGE 3F AIRCPRAFT ). LIKI:A DESIM

Abstract
Whenever a new project is initiated, the government services must collect a number of technical

data leading to the choice of a design best suited to a given program. Irnese evaluation factors are
frequently requested both from the research laboratories and the constructor design offi ces, years before
the project is initiated.

At the preliminary design stage, the design offices wi.! fc-vnd thenselves equally on
- experience gained with prnvious projects,
- sophisticated cozrutatiors,
- results of the tests ordered from- the laboratries,
- a well inforu-ed Documentation Center,
- and the intuitive faculties of the project officer.

On tle other hand, the Research Center must forecast the main trends of aerorautical techniqr's in
due ti-e, in order to provide the gover-ment services and the constructors with a maximum of information.
But it should also possess a very short response time capability in order to satisfy urgent requests,
ei;ther through its computation and slulation facilities or its test laboratories.

The latter requirement-l1s for large resources, as far as specialized manpower and up to date
laboratories are concerned. Such resources may be considered as expensive at the prelim-i-ary design staL-e,
but experience has shown thvt the cost/efficiency of a project benefits in any case from n careful study
at the tine of its initiation. Ody a a a tu could identify the critical points early enouCh, whcse
consequences would be disastrous, should they show up at the prototype, and, a fortiori, at the production
stage.

These objectives which ' Research Center should meet are described in the second part of this
paper.

Therefore, the action of the government technical services is zanifold ; they ust
- generate preliminary studies permitting the cons-ructor to produce an acceptable preliminary design in

due tine,
- start basic research studies leading to a correct L-ideling of the phenomena that are of inportance but

still poorly known,
- identify the technic&l risks before launching a project and avoid deadlocks which noy rain tht, efficiency

of the system,
- watch carefually the progress of the works under development and reorientate them, if needed,
- think of the future fallouts of the studies, even if they were not to end up with i•-edisate production.

e - Ingdnieur Principal de l'Araement, Section Etudes gdndrales du Service Technique do l'Adronautique
7501!. Paris, Fr.S- Directeur Technique AdJoint (Adronautique), 0•E3, 92320 C.•tillon, Fr.
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Preminlre Parti.

ANALYSE CRITIQUE DES AVANT-PROJETS

par Claude Li6vens

1.1 - I!ZTRODUCOION

La rs~thode ut~lic6e en France pour rdali~er ur programmse d'avion rzilitaire, uouvent appel4e
"approche prototype", est gdndmalement constitude de c-inq phases successives rolativernent distinctes
(r1ig. 0 )

L [ ""f CH4 APPROA" Ia e * e"am dsN e iteIbaera

___________________________________________THEORETICAL APP*ArA

I~Sfl~la TDY OFFCIA A ASIC PREU43MNAY TESTS
I~~fuw .. &fed REQUIEXE,4TS ANALYSIS OF FOREis1

AND IN HOUSE REPORTS
ct> DEVELOPAENJT TESTS LINK.-

(p ~f~aIMRY VSIGA::::"MUFCTURAS EI)FACTURER'S RESFOWIWIUT-(

*COAPIXAEEOTARY MREC4ao
PRPSASPROGRAMS, Cseawoweeta

___________________________ ~> OOMFED COWIGURATXIM
-WT.4TESTS asked b the coaanace

Is cw LTESTS ON "WHOU SImuwofTO
TESTS OUTSIDE THE REQUIIRED
FLIGHT EWVELOPE

Ce"w ~2 EQF-h et FIILFIH RESULTS, W- VAPtff.I
L ~~ ~ ~ e FLInGHh*9WT E TS ON TEl

rodwe-csa OPEReA.retadv T IONA E

'F1w11111111111111] AND NEW VERSIONS

d~ieta,. v esplate

Cod to Wa.0

Fig. 1 - Approche - prototype - pour on pro;ramme mulitoire en France.

S.:es etu-dos ex:nloratoire~ r±ancde3 car l1industrieoCu par us organiisse officiel, persettent dlorienter
les invoatirsesents, de scttre en i-7idence des criti-res do faisabilit-6 et d'inspirer- 18 rddaction dlume
6ver~tuelle fiche procrar--e ;

- clest h -'a mublica~t~cn de cetto "1'ic*e progr'-'e" aye cosenece Ila-vant-projet ;cette ph.-se, qui zon-
duit h des Derfarsances et h des coats estisd6s, s~terrfne par la r=esise davasz.t-rojets ddtaillds
aux sorssces aIies;ceux-ci d-oivent vdrifieir s.ue les affirsa-tions des industriels sont rdalistes
ou correspondent au =oins a un ostinisse raisosns.tle

- la 2r4zeration du contrý.t zrotcty-e intc-.nient tzr~r la sdlection de llavant-tro.jet et so r4fbro Cdn4-
raece-ent i& ia piftlittion a 1'Lnp fiche zrocrsrmne =odifide ou plus ddtiillide. La nets t d4licat, dans lea
ndgocia.iaons entre 1'industr-,ei ot loc; services officiels, est d'aboutir h& us accord sur lea sr-rges
Permettant de pacser des perforL.ances ectirn.ies waxz erform:!nces C~r-intics (piur Cu Sotfls assortiea de

s~5cit~ fiso~re1. Cette eh-ase aloutit it la notificpation du cant r.t prototype

- la rhase zrototym-e co-~-crt !a fabrication du pro totype etl anso n:z u point en vol. Elle aboutit h 18
rdce~tion su.r avis des .41otcs du Contre dl~ssaiL en Vol. C'ost au cours do cette phase oa:e leS options

adr at e ctncn- fir-alisdos en fonction rnItamssnt des perforssn-ces c-arnntivs

- la Zshase adrie 3'ouvrM :1 !a 4osc ventueile do 1',nvion do zdri;e p4r lea sur7rices officicls.

De=x csractd;ristiques de Cette assrochs me senblent dovoir 8tre zouliGndes d'une part, l'Etat
so ctu-.znsde I&n arie qlj'aprýýs avoir Ju~d !a 7nieur du prototype ; on consequence, on nc fabriaque gdrndra-
lesest pan, de prototVVps war :-4tillzCe do sAdrie. Cet'e =(thoae, favorablf. Sur le plan du coat 71obal, a
pourtarnt l'isconvdnie14,nt d'sccroltre losde~s de rez-place=-ent dos appa:-eils de la gdndratior. ;rdcddente.
:D'eutre :.srt, les c-r-cterintiques do 31 avion -c- snot pan fitcder Pu str-de de i'avtnt-pro.ot ; snuf rrison
i=sserie-;Se inszoad =,r les deli do fnbricnition, les choix no cant ddfninti4fa cu'wa cwzra de la custriL%=e

Pour tiiu~t-.r cot 4dcholorsnesont den chacix dennr le teoaZ-, je propose doa jprondre lx'exople de
l'Al;,hfQet (fig5. 2). le~Ži - .iratdu vo dota nn*i definition d'-wi ivanti-pl-jet don-
sePnt use vr-ille seine co-nrtituait l'un d~.s obJoctifts fondancnteaux. Les essniu do vrjfle on'. donc kt4
eV'rctues tr--zn t8t, 4-t'~rieurezent au choix de innr des groupes industriels 2oncurrent*. 1,a conf'iguraton
-1t Atf-t alorsun iid ns'Z~it tau ýaur znutat diit ve il dtat c atrcsont td1=s que 4c 6voiu
tions ?ouvatient gtre- ensicaedc, h condition zu'olloc no Ivt,ýr~orsnt :v.: ]or cs-rsctdri~stitues- do vr-tile.

a'stnnsi sýue 4-n calouls t'hor4iues, confirr-&s par lIa soufflori-e- ant conduit N. ch-anger ed&r
h -sddificr lcz ;rofils de olr, upiu lez spoilers. Lv fudngo~ et le caisson do voilure ont
.-t6 fiJ76 S relativecnen: tnrd, justo avnnt le irzncozent de ~ fIn br1.ntion-. Les becs et c-- vol'tz on* k6~
shciziv encore -.!us tnrdivesen,.-t ; encoro sbsites-t-ii1 !-It ppr,,=i~re ;hnue d'ossais en vol unc nolution

*do resplacenont pouvant conduire k scosp~ort0cnot-t encsra =eilleur de laytvon au d6crochpt~o. Bion enton..
dut cot oChelansneqnt Jann le to=!n n , intlsoscnt lid it la durdo den cycles do fabrication ; Pou.r usI
s~utre p-orog-=e conduisnnt ý urs cnizLa:. do voilurc er. titano, Znd~finition de c0-ui-ci zorait h figer
data Ia ioute pron 1&re pertloe do la ph:nse prototype.
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DECISIONS SCHCDULEZ TO r TAKEN BY COYMVENKWW. TECIMCD.L AMWNCES

(Aipi.jef P.. 9 ... Cos#)

CAPbU, F~ -2 0 *,. Ptkioos OteC j.4jl
WChot, of c,.ssactw I

[0fil T1e.Acol - O6%reI d,..to P..3*F~oolo9 e4 Wm ben we o"#

(3 .o~ths) ~ -Spelle cantle.. w.
- - - - -- - - - -- - -

sit"on"osi11"s we. ,.nb.4 lowe

N Is.) Job W."pea mt s in. ."owK Fig. 2.- Exemples d'ickelonnement des choix dons It temps pour I'Alphajet.

1l est clair que i'oxistence des ddfinitions succennsives de l'avion Rcne un probi~me de Restion
des donn4es et exige tin travail extr8=eaent rigoureux nur ordirnateur. La discipline requise eat dtautant
plus stricte que beaucoup de progra~es sent mends en .coopdratior. les contractants et leurs usines 4tant
edojr-aphicuemenot tr~cs di-spersds. L'existence dtun centre de donnde3 connti-ient sires h jour et utilisdes
par toutes len 4quipes corncerndes, pour ia conception et In fabrication du m-t6riel, constitue aujourd'hui
une necervaitg de ia premiire izmsort~ince.

L'appliiiatý-on de ia rdihode frnan~isc a 4t4 facilitde par i'absence reiative, et dornagosble
par ailleuarn, de rdritabie cornp4Ziti-on on matibre d'nvions; =ilituircs. L'tnduntrioi r'est pan tent4
d'arIficher des performances ddrmenur4=ent optimistes pour dlinier los propsoitions concurrentes. Au stade
de i'nvant-pro.-et, les services offiiciels ne demandent pas que lea dossiern 'd~finiosent lea moindres
ddtails de Ilavnv-n. La docunentation h cc ntado eas' peu voitisineuse, ia d4ifinition de i'appareil peut
encore 6voiuer avec beaucoup do soupiesse, en fonction don difficultAdc do rdalisation, de; ddiais, des
coats de ddveioppernPxnt at den risques ostindis.

1i peut arrivor gte i'orure des diversen opi4 rations no soit pan, ausni. clairement respect4
clest notasent 1e can des avions civils o,4 ion bosomsa des compa,,nies no peuvent 9tre traduitsaen usme
-irnple fich~e probgrazse cosie pour l'aviation =ilitaire, et oui ion prototypes peuvent 8tro construitt
sur outjiilarcs do sdrie. Ndans-oin3, ji y a au stndo expioratoire et loin do I , avant-proj et de zrandes
analog-ies, cosie le =ontre la fi-are 3. consacrdo at lancosent d'un avcnt-prolet'civil (STOL).

I. ~ '_I* A C Sysw ,

GOGROIET FFCE SA.-NTA

OPFO~ATft SUD

D~es - O COIVILO AVIAETIO Fig. 3 awm. roh focas
pourZAJO No.ud dovoftioje dunsyse
dL Me.sr civilSTOL

Jovodriscu~fnr u pou le fosiesttlsn ovioqic otn ogo
ainade~-o~:een, 1n'ntpu nhnitbl Oett*, dmetsetdnEA uesqec ot

rsrnductionS eNIN Io~ constFRý .ero-~it* l'buisoet I ntio noenAr iynersdar dnWotl
ex~rson~ii pitiomnt5c.s~todendtuen xplr (CEPo. JoT.. moui ~ m en T Oprtic se e ane~ocu

ni los ENTs anor *hanin do oe, o nuitn aaafo tT" do petouiac ecei
Onflune FICEreSo do Pburn.0 boos a npur~ i~csnte ~errCottuists d

us re~r pae 1 osuenovle cse ot rochrch *on la ye Deopetiedereo tie

forsit I'objot do roch rcen nodenIs, 'nsnatinfiatsu dodocnea~e~r o rb~

= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ EMH desC cioFone de COTACO Fcig. 3uen -nial Extmpro'if4 po..n fnn- d' ddch*n~ frntis
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ate r r -u-c vertical. Ui d4firnition ý'-'un mod~e sxp~rizental ast d'nilleurs une vaz-he difficilo, car
34 n r Aari h rtontilonn opdrationnalihs eat vraisembiablenent vouJ h l'16che,.., de a8me, une exp~ri-

Mertatjon nur un thbme =aniftstoenet irrhiiaiste ne prouverait noen i avantages et inconv6nients no
saurnient, 8tre conparvi do, mani~re sirnificative.

1 .2 - L-EXAM11 CRITlQZUE AU S2T.DE DEP L'AVANT-PROJET

Noun *c~non donc ma-intenant au stade ioý, bas~s nor des essais offectuds dans los laboratoiros etl
jur dies i~tudes propren des induintrieli, !.es avant-projets sont sounin aux services offiiciels (fig. 4)
=8=ca e cas d'abnence reisti-ve de concurrence, l'analyse critique techfnique do con avnint-pro.iets oor-sti-
tue wne o-p6ration i~rortante. 11 s'a~it en e'ffot de savoir si le lnnce~ent d'une phase prototype suppose
cu, non on zarn toc*Lnioue o -eu Co--prenon3 bien qu'ii sorait absurde de Se porter garant de toutes lea
perforznnces eatimrcr7 : - projet sans pari donnerait on avion sans avenir. Main nous devons dire si ces
pitris deoeirent rainonnables ; et, dlLns lp :asure o4noun so-en =oins influenc~s que !es autres prota-
Ccnistes par Il'ic;t des plan~s do canare at 1'ureence den bosoins, noun devions pouvoir faire ce diagnostic
,:ieux cuo quiconý-ue. En rdnunt4, n,:us soecs tenun de donner sans asnbigult46 des informationz techniques
hdec d4cideurs, qui no nont g4nerclezont pans des technicians, et qui doivent ±int4grer h leur choix one

tr'.n-e cuanti't4 di'dl4=ents non tec.'niquos.

Cette tf~che pose is couble vroblý=e don criti~rcs do jugenent et dies techniques dtanal~yse.

AIRRAT R EIMINARY DESIGN

-Devefo~onltnt oobu-Protcnies (ot n*- computer

p gom;o Aerodynamics end Structures

-Aterodynornic Tests - Steady cad unsteady dcs,,ct,,es

tESTING REWJIRED - Flight Iimito (a, e, M, Scasd effect)

to the LABORATORIES -Spin Tests (maoinl for t-emert and fighter)

by the INANUFACTEIRER -Engine Airframe intterference&

-Stru.ctural Analysis of the configurtion~

-Ground Y~bration Tetst on Structure sompol.,

N- N..tarrcttls de~eltpmntet Fig. 4 -Etudes 6 entreprendre au

- omite estimate (1cli Airtfome ,iteracitor, oft.. stode de I'ovant-pro jet.

- forrot,,c Comsputations - Performansces

to satisfy the ew,eas,,efwtfs - Fl.. qulte

- Cost/ Effectiveness

RiANUFACTURER'S - Oraetionol problemst

OWN STUDIES Aerodynamics computatiotn Derivatives

v -- FlgtISQI~t

-Preiminar~y simuolator study

- )loss fallry estimacte cad structural optimi~zation

- Engine, A~rfrtne. sneg,ciron

- Choice of the Ar.oc- Systems

1.2.1 L- 's cnitm-ren do Jugenent (voir . .5)

' -nesot N-fvdeent donander ane bonnc conception at~odynazicue ; mais celie-ci ntest pas on but
an SO! ; ---110 est. nu service den perfoir-r s elt den cualitos do -,ole quil dependent sunsi des systbmes do
:7zu~o c--. ~ ba do !s pouando -I- ic s conso~ation spdciiique claron pout en attendre, do lour
;otentiel --o oevelopponont ualtezie-ur. :1 fauz fanire intor-zenir le deviS'do masse, donc lea solutions
ndo~t-es C u point de -rue stuyrl; de plus en plus, il faudra tenir compte, dbn l'avnnt-pnojet, des
Sy3st=ez dtale au pilotage, do stabiliratior, etc., initialenent utilisda pour corriger les d4fauts
d'appareillz c-xistnntzs, =.tin dest5'n6n, dans one optique d'intilrretion ot do CCV, h bouieverser nos
instr.e-,ntn !16tude traditior~ncls des qualit's do vol. Adrodynasnirue. propulsion. structure, masses et
sstnto-s'*cn~dit-,onnent donc ion parfor--nncess at lea qualit~c de Vol des avions ot doivent, h ce titre,
ýtre auni~ so tade de 11Pvant-projet1.

Pour nc anz des nppprt'ils militairos, les objoctifs de performances correspondent taux missions
types fi,7urant s-ur la fiche pronsme ; cot dgand, i'annlyse critique do ltavant-pnojet So base sur
,es Adtden do sc.antibiit4 den perfor--azices aux veriptions "pr~viaibles 00 vrnisenbiabien" dos parh.nbtres
a~rod~nan iques ot propujlsifs. L'objoctif do qualitds do Vol9 h long termer, ant do satipfaino les pilotes
Au Centre d"Ens,,is en Vol et do l'Ay,-4e do itAir ; flu ctnde do Iltvvnt-projetit nous ut~iisons des
c 't;eres ,cosntitatifs -.oisina - ceux fieurant dryns In nor~e a--'r-~cnine MIL-?-.785 B ; mnis ccs crit~res

:r1constit sent quo den -uldsils snanr j8ni tre idnigi~ en exigencez. En cc qui concerns los apparvtila
cv lslr obJe tifs de performa.-ce-n correspondent h~ des missions types, en:pression plus (-u mains

dirorte at ;lus ou minn rtl3atoire der beosoms ýor clients- potent-*els ; los objectifin do qualitds do Vol
correnpc-nde'~t aux exig'encer don conditions techni-u- de -.aviesbilit4 et. h is satisfaction des pilotes
des Services officiels at des coupsengies exploitantes.

Kjiz on no eu tSo prornnc-ýr nur le niva-ri d'optIzisntion du onvarot-projet nons se r~fdrer A on
o-z'-ctif d'r colt 3prý-;r.tiownnl ; orn --lr der donn-ýhs do parfor-mrnces. ceci exiage one premi~re tnalyst --A



fiabilite' ot d'r!,jtitjd,:e h in giironance, d6botichant cur le couat de:ý rdpwrationo ot des opdrations de
maintonrnnce pr~ventive.

D'nutres 6l4centr' 4r'ervienneflt co~e contraintes ; ce sont d'abord des conditions op5rationnelles,
ce zont e:Iýuite les probl~mes deonvironner-ent apparus r6cevtmert ,limitation du bruit au d~coi±>ge et en
approche, et h :i1ur long ttrmit, limitations sur lea divercen formes de poilution atmosphdricue. Tlutes
cos contreintet, d,ý%t 1)t4voluti-)n rrochnine oct difficile h Drdvoir, psceront ddcorzmains ur tous lea
projets d'avions civils, ell peut-8tire militiires.

r 7_~afT ESG POCS
GOOD ?*WJULSIOW SYSTEM GOOD

H IIGH PERFO'(mISCE ENGINE. AIRFRAM.E

GOO AERODAiOYNAMIC CONICEPT I~fE4AATION

*G)OOD "ANDLING QUALITIES SYSlTMS,
GOOD AV.DWICI SYSTE&S IIMTF.GMATION

2 ? 2 AFig. 5 - Objectifs vises ou Icncemient d'vn projet.

* EASY MAINTENANCE

Llvant-pro~et aparL!t en tout kft.t do cause comzo un comroz~s entre use multitude de crit~res,

-- o* __ cCorJirnnti;o:. entre 5o~tes les 6-qufies iz;.liqu.les. Urne premi~re m~thode conz.,tersit h
D -3er, C ,'ez 1' idluctri: 1 et ý c*ha;,e &qtiipe oncr~,u bet pnrtiel compotible Avec les )bjectilfs

I cl: -! u y t,-t cortr,'.intes ; dnn_ cette perspective, lei ap-6cialistes inte-viendrai.•.t trbs
tR-. L'industrie fr-nq-:.e - ridf~r'4 u-nc deiuxi~ne voi~e :r4du.,re ,-! %but le r~le des sp4cialistes,
irIcnr l .oi cr-nl=otinns techni,,,eu au chef de nrojet et _% son 6quipe. Cela exige, chez

11=4; _-1,d-2 _-e hut niveau, aysri.; une v_.,t cultiro done tous lon domnrines de l'a4ro-
nnutiu,ýe ; et, 4--n: lecs ornizes oficicln, der t-dnrn.L±.;Seo suffisamment delairds.

Ay-t ~ ) deC cr;.:týren et der o* ~ec':1f1n-,no~ur T-.;t nintennnt mettre Ilaccent cur Is problibze
do la flaxibili-tA de ccu;--ci. Prenons L cot .r;d ie.uo:; Ixeoles

- ;-_ir u~n appar-il cceerc--nl _5 --. =.de capL-cit,', 1'1nartx~ude h± effectier u-ne miszion de rdfdrence ne
a~c j une coniamn-i.tln i cnl.En -zratique, l'une des missionn leo 1s critiques envico-

-js!run dvWentuel client pourrn.ýt n6 pas 8tre accosslic dans ics =eilleurec conditions de rentabilitd;
on 24co'ller-it V'r 07e=:cie de Mexico o-voc w. u deux -,asn~ers do =oina dans des cond'itions climatiques
dfnvcralles ! Ceci nor-tcon romettre cu1~s onnn.-_-des otnn porter un couip fantal au orzn

- zl~csintenant Concorde no uic fnire Pai-~~York avec !a chirge Vssrchnnde reouine le
=0ro-rne se-I vra isembiblemont condamrnd. Feurnusemernt, cette 6ventunlit.6 ect extr?_eo~onl imcro'cable,

c- o-; :t d'njui-leur: inc lu~ dans la non..re oý le projet a aboid'd s3 phace do ddvoloippcmont 'e
un. ot--ct'f "yd ~en courrier

'ec-~l~m ubr-tit , 'ut dý's msintonr.nnt intro,:..jre lea 231iitationa azzez sdv?~res pour compri: cottre us
7ýrozr,:-on civil, e~t il est d'Aautant ý,Ius ddi!:f~c~l h prendre on zonsidd1ration quo !a lutte contro le

br±tcolvý ch-.r et vu 'sn no connwift g~tre 119 nivezi.ý cu±; era to!l-r-- danr diz ans. Or, on ne peut par
qo=x.e aneri po~r-i.rz STOL --!= fiirL ,n, tari sur 'ýottc -ve :on, et ce p~ari conditionne lnr-

Cemet 1v it-.I., for-;le et =~t iner, cr~r rtte:.ntiquen du pro~et. Le br-uit au ddcollag-e d~e
:z o ±c u 1tcev1e rnt c'' -dli tui problhmc, alors 7ulau- moment

du 1,nncon=nt le la zhare prototyvpe ni 1i'opifllan pua.liqJ; ni !ciz cccimi~ntes n-v tient vrpineat so;-
3~n 2~teresr'it-on alor3 :ue !leo terrains d'avi.-tjon pouvaier. Otre cormtrc-.snt 'rors dois

=-,nors-ýr~rattirer wv7ncit8z les ap-itits de 1., proinot,ýon imrobilibre et susciter In proli--
frto.dcn et des loticsc=.onts.

L'cstin'tion 2'- !a flexUitij', fdc ct~ictifc constitue use zhace immortante dann le trnvail d-Is
ser-vices o--iciols et do 11ir.dustrie. E% cns do non flexibilitdi, il iz.prte de raendre des zRces d'au-
t-ýnt zius c1v" ue los aldas toc!sique- cont importanta, 3t qui 6loi~nant le cosproLuje cholsi do ce
que neriit ur. optimum nst.*-.4ticuemcnt x m.

I .?.e Lxar tecj~niguez d'aaialyse

.J'en arrive rnpintonunt aux to-,U.ec'isc.es dnz [analyso critique lee avnant-projets. Ces
.-vin sui2 vant o'.e ceux-c2. rost ddfir.4s

- p..rur dI6vc pa_.6riqu~es;

- h c'irtir do l'oxpk:ience intdricure

- ai partir de ctlculn sophistiqu~n

- a znr*.ir do rdoultats dlessais

- o,- ha watir de l'in-tuition,
k-C. 6).
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I ACTIONS I I-C,' 5ttlat'.6.t If" Officie AtIu

*Pvtamntc ,.d..*Ctfic'io so tOE

* t ou Se *.o . fotuj Goo knIto w es V~c

oiCt,vsp 0. t1w Irypstl#.s.: ubd *a the .I4te.

* t lasit T4E BEST PREI-mINARlY

DESIGN STUDYFg...Lsfces

Sficonduisont 6un avontf-projet CifSnt

Darin leabstrait, --'es =6thode.- mth4#-aticuera utilisant 11ordinateti- devrrient perm-ettrs- h
elles seuien d' optim-iser compib?-tement un T~rojet h partir des objectif'S et contraintes ddih ivoqu~s. De
tellp's 6tudes ainsi comprises ont Cdn4-r-iement a.-sez peu d';uu-uience en, ?rance et m6 parni ssent dante-
reuses (fig. ?)I
- eliei sont gdn6rale--ent zr"Is sensibies. ot i1 suf fit de ld&-res modifications dons lea hypothbses,

dons les missions de base oti d~ins la poaddration des crit~reS pour aboutir h des solutiona tot~iement
-i-frten~q. Ce fait est apparuz trtG elairement dons certai-nes communications faites au congrbs 1AJARD

aujr lea V/STOL (Bruxelles, 1968);

- le choix der =arres tenant cr;mpt.e des a' les tech-ni'iuoz et de Is flexibiiit4 .ies objo-ctifs ne petit pas
recevoir dle solluti~n purrecent mathdmatique

- dans l'dvolution d'un proC==mme se zro-duizenz des dvdnemepts qu'il appartiont aui chef de projet de
-r' a en~ir t .n que ceab p-ualae dor-ner lieu h tine formuiatLon mathdestique ft-nA.rale

- enfin, et suxrtout, les hypothbaoa ztzs- leaquellas reposent lea 6'tu.des par.amdtriquea ne sopt velabies
que dons des damnines tr~s reintreinta. L'optium.i mathdentique a t-outes lea chances de 3o aituer dons
le domain- La~rginrfl de l'une aui moirs ces hypotl*ýnes, ot des ne pas correapondre h van avant-projet
rdalia-tc.

GLOBAL. OPTIMIATION THROUGH CONCEPTION WITH PRMnLt USE

COaFUTSf ALONIE orCONIPUTER

UNSUCCESSFIULL CESFL

Fig. 7 - Deux approchez Pout

*R.Sufto too "W1,40# to law. JOG I . ZfeC". MoA*:00.? ani odat ofie .4 p90t% une itude paroni~trique.

* &wpi...s kffcivot to iameatPCC 11 & S9hi*COWC ~&I iO*.C?~.~ M"It w~to 4Z eEOC

C Ass~wopo vobd oCI? -k & tooc-iC e 0`94.

Bien entendu, lea critiques faites hL Vencontre d'une optimjoation globaie, purement r-athdma-
tique. faite par ordinaetur no condam-nent pea Is cozicepti~n aidde per ordinatalur, Cell--ci constitie tin
ouItillage absolument indispensable (coir §'1.2.3).

Plut8t quo de fairc des 6tuides mnthdmatiquerc, noun p-r-fdrons balayer lea domaines envisageables
en, denals..ant pli~ua artit-projets, en lea 6valunnt s6Parknent et en comparazrt lea rdsuitats obtenus.
On pourrnit, h titre d'ozemple, prendre Il'ptir-isation drne surface de voilure d'ev.ion do combat h
formule adrodynanique donnde (voiluare et etpennngge horizzontal fixda en farina et en position relative,
L %ine homothdtile prba). Ce probliae. simple aui point de vue du concept, ne petit Otre 4tud"6 mathdmatiqtie-
ment :trbs rite, compte tenu do l'architecture gdndrelo de l'avion, do Is quAntit4 do cartuen~t. dst la
fitation dec chnr~es externes, etc. on Pa.perqoit quo l'effet d'dcheile interdit Vemploi de la =$me
forinuie aerodyna-mlque... Na soeamn alori- conduits )k faire plusietirs avant-projets dans lea gsamnes de
surfaces onvisagesbles.

afii L'azalyse critique des 4dttdes param.jtriques rovient &lors, poir l'iogdnieur des services
afiils, h ]'Atudo de plusieurs avant-projets.

1.2,2.2. Llox6rizent.ation arnt~rieure

Dena toute, !a =esauro du possible, nous cherchons h n'avancer quo par j~etits Das. Ltisagination,
certes, eat ndcoosaire pour concevoir tin avant-pro.4ot, mais il faut in concentrer stir l'easential I nous
no croycne eAs aui succha dVan programmo baud sour tina aultiplicit4 do peetita egadgetb as-hicioux, de ::ise
au poiz't difficile et faissant appel I des technioulsa. m, connues.
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Jo crois que le succbs de tL'&&onauti'lue militaire frangaise eat l±~e au fait que chaque avion
b4n6ficie directomoe4 '. de expn~rience acquise par sea prd4dcesseurs. Rogardez la figure 8 t lea quatre
avtons, bien quo trb.s Jiff~rents au point de vue adrodynamique -i1 y a tine voilure delta, tine aiie en
flbche, tine g4om6trie variable et tin MTL-ont tin air de fenille. Lee prises dlair sont sensibletient lea
x~nes. Avant la g~om4trie variable, il y avait eu le Mirage F2 at la position de ltempeinage harx.zontal
n's -ubre changS. Tous lea avions qui ont suivi cetix repr6serit4s ici 4(irnae F1,* Mirage G8, avant-prcJets
d'kvion de combat futur- sont dans is ligne directe de Ilun des quatre appareils
Dtailleurp, 1z fcit qve la m~me 4quipe charg4e des 6tudes avtnc~es aux Avions Iflarcel-Dassault cit. suivi,
aui cours des dix derxzi~res ann~ea, tine bonne doaizaine de prototypes depuis l'6tude exploratoire jusculk
lIn mipe au r~int en vol constittue tin c'ipitai utexp4: .ence extr~menent pr~cieux.

Du cWt des ingrdnieurs des 3ervice* o'fficiels, 11 faut donc, pour fnire l'nnalyne critique des
avant-projets, tine borine conrnaissanco des progrannes antdricurs_ et des problhmes rancontr~a jusqu'h ,ear
mine aui peint en vol. Lorsque plusieurs Ardustrici.s sorit mis en comp4tition au. stnioe do l'cnvnt-projeT.,
les bervices afficiels b6n6ficient aussi de la connaissance des avant-projets iatsu *Ilindusti-iels diff6-
rents, ce qui leur Pernet do mettre nieux en 6vidence les points critiques de chactin d'ontre Pux, Autant
l'absencc relative de comp.~titicn nous 7erxettait ure plus grrnde souplesse dans 1'6chele.ý.nemn'tn des
ch,,ix toociniqt~es, auttant e-le est pr6,udiciable aui zt,-de de I'ant~lyse critique. Au cours des cinq derniý-
res anrides, n.,us avons naznnnoins Pu b~ndficier d'une situation~ concurrentielle i

-dens 1':. dA~Naition do Ilavion d'entralnenort qui est deventi lAlphn'iJet frrnco-Ul1e=-..d

*d 'r lea a-nnt-zro~ots STOL -7omnand~s par le SGAC.

9 *utres prolietz importants (Concorde, Airbus) nviient fyit eux aussi Ilob~lot d'uiue concurrence
ezi~re ;-rouncs irductriels.

* ii .i "uii'rnigtl _____________

.Ail caneeptb til~iored for 4
_._L .3n~ I~di2 * 1 4 -

iftor Jwd 1&b.a ~ -tA Y' LE. ". r 1S' l
Tjh'.f W~h 12? T Fig. 8 - Quatre ccoiceptions d'un avian do

,~:: :: ~ I0se. combat edapti 6 un.- mission d* pni~trPtiofi
I- te4- ..sqh 2We W./ .70 '14 as attd u u botf 0 A

i...eewf-0, 0 , It2 Os av.'. It mime tiacfur d* craisiier
rw Sýtr w"~ -.0 -~ ~.4 f4 a (TF-306, T = 10,4 tonnes avoc P.C.).

c,..~ M1 , ~*.I.03. 14j- .i.. lot::- 4 Dassault WMrage. conm6ot A/C
C*A4a IS 57-~ at~

U50... 0

k.2.2.3 -Lea rndt!odlez dE '-nicul soohisiticudes

Dana. lea para.-n;:hes suivantc, affin de raisonner sur des ces concrets, je citerni quel-nes
ex--=pee empruntgasu-~nn de l'A4rodynaziq-re. II c!.t clair qoe lcc %t~uren dlisccblines offrent clos
r'ituationts wala.'igues... Les .74thoios tra-ditiornuelles de conception don avions, aui constitus~icr~t i1 y a
dix ox q uiwe inas uwi idifice acne: cu'i~rent, ort 4t6 6brcnl4es ddepuis par plusieurs Advdnenentz;s

- In n(cessi+6. ;our les avio.ns vc]'nt h bhtut cubsoniqcue, ac'r ltre lc.ax nombre de Fach ce cxroisa-re a
iodui t h IlIabandon d e- zrof~ s trad i *icancla. Q,.e 11 on, cr,- 1rt5rtitiorn de vitosnse "on plnte,-u',

ccnduisant h dev no'ibres de Ritch lVj.-rempat sup-6ieurs h -un ane prartie notable de 13 cordc, oti cue
l'on d4veloppe --,to region su-itrscmi.q4., nuivie d'urno recocpressicrn senmsa eoc ou avec =i c1hoc dlintensit4
sosez fi'eble tour nulix zzlintruv`ise aucu;n ddcolloeznt, drns les deux c'nn, le tr':vcil no pout se f-U±re
qu en dinpoannt dn zd:k-des tip.iatiq.A s. I! cozncnice 1,en 8tre do n~ze pour d'nutren, problbmes aero--

dynoe optimisation de dicjosit-,fs 'hyTrr,-.rut- -teu-s, on: exemaple)

- 1'incaursion dann 1e subsonilue tlevd ~xclý:t q,_e I - nlý=es d'intzraction soiernt traitds in fine aprbs
optimisrotiona partielle des dii'frents 4l4rentn de l'nvion. Et on no pcut plus so contentbr d'n-zprxina-
ions grc~ssibres du t~ype- 'loi dr-c airez,". 1.05 oayenz de calcul dcivent se rcfdrer h tine bafe do donnhes

er-n!%nt oz. conpln lin totalit6 de l'sppireil, avoc tci.tes len difficultda cuie reeprdsonte 10 stockaL-e den
informations niecssaire-s -I u..-) rqcý-(sentatior correct,~ da 1''ln- = dno se diversns config-jirnt ions,
klprpsustentt~s oti non... Il y aurnit av1P I n4co . itt' do "boucler" 5112 los d~fornn-tions adro-41s;tiques
mais il faut bien. recon~nattre qzuo Von denoure wetisv. .,t en ce domnine;

- 4e volumne den3 euris en znufT.Ir~e offec.-46s stir eas avic.ic des gdndrations r~contes sleet consta~ment
accrti. Leur difficult4 4echnique, In prscision nue 11'an e."ge des resault-its, In nature -plur aieuii des
problkez inhe~rernts aux Tfroules nouvelios en augmenten' le ,oOt ; cette inflation eat encore accrue
par 1ý "eu de omSthcdor de fact-'ration d!. cutables, dircutdcs et tr~s 4loi---n~es do l'optizun an plan
nationni. En outre, 1e no-,bre r: qua .lit4 des soufll-nrie dIpnbe 'uznen ~ rpctonl
l1zcnt aux besoins. r).s lorc, il~-'s n6coassnre tie liziter 1e 'nombre does soluti ons ai esanyor on
ar, floria et -'a r~d~iirc les p-1r_:Aes Ile nice au paint on courz, dp cnpnc,,,.-r, donc d'aboutir rapidement
A des sulutions preai.-e oe)tknles. Cl~st le r8le du cilcul do nous pcr-zettre do zoner hL 1ien cotte
d6dzarcho.

Or, no Peut certes d5fAiller ici !o 1c6melinnts qui entront dann les groa pro~-)'tnncn de calcul
re,eza'--nt I 'pxezple de l'~dr&.~e o driri -4 non point de vue- qzvi les ndtlhodes utilin-les se
rdpaxrtissent en trniia grroupont (fig. 9)
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- quolcuoCS-unoS Son" trbs puares sur le plaz ti-orinue at conzistant ha r~soudre les .4quationz de la
mdcnnique des fluidos :on arrive Zt un po~lo6e d'snaclyse nunderique

- d'nutres, d-rnS l'impossibilWt thdorique ou -erntique a'une d-5=nrche rigo-areusce, font appol ha des donzies
scci-empiriques, =sis confirndos -mr do .. onbreur-.s exodriencor disp-onibles

-d'eutroe, enfin, en- 1'nbsence do dormndes tht~oriques o, oxperimentrleS s-.:ffictntocs, font appel ha une
zoddlisction Grossi'are, vaiable en preru ore approxination et La ddfnut d' -utre chiose.

Il oct cl-ir cue do tomc pro,7rnr.mes de calcul, conate tenu de lour cnrnctibro semi-cm-.irinco
plrus office ce que ri-roureux, et do !a complexit6 -4'introduction des car-ctdristiqu~z gdomdtriu'es des
diffdrentes configirction'j, constituent typiqu1onunt un outil d'induntriel. Jo vnis prdciscr ce que doivent
ftre, d,-ns! cos conditions, le r~tlc des sor-7icoc officials et le r8lc des laboratl-iros do recherche.

.'Il n'ect pos penn~able quo lo. sp6cinlistocesrd do l'znaulyso critique des avant-projets d:snn les
services officials d6velor-,ont de- =6tlhodes do cý-lcxil senhisticudos concurrer.gant cellos do l'industrie.
iiien sfii-, ii lour faut dispozer de "reccttes" ot doeo.t de reoupomelonts -.our ddcaler de grosses
orreurs 6vontuelles sur les dosndoc a-'rod xnniques ; et c~cst In connxinisa.nce des projets wnt~irieurz cqUi
fournira le plus souvent la moilioure brse. Hini surtout, ilU fnut quo !cs inednieurs des services
officiels sachornt toujourn tr'as exactement o~z en cont !os pre,.ra~es do calcul do l'industrie, quols
sort 'as ,)Unombnes convenabiesent mod~lisds fcom-nte tenu do ruecou7eznts ex- riment-'ux) et dormant lieu
ha des r6sultats crediblos, quels sent au contramire los phdnomm~nes mal connuis dent !a modilisation est
aleatoire. I! fnut qu'ils puissant ju~er l'iipact do tellcc incertituades svr les perforsnnces du projet.
Jo ferai remarquer quo 1e dialojrue avec l'induz~trie oer,- dfautprit pluz franc, et Ilefficacit6 des
services officiels d'eutpnt plus 6lovde que ces mgnoa inFdnieura auront un pounroir effectif dans la
d~finition des pro,-rsa.-es do recherche cornaicscnt les insuffisaaces de l'industrie, Ils pouvent
it apnuyer dans l'exprecsion do -zes bosoms;,.

Aix cours Aos dix dernibeos anrn6es, ii =o nse:bie cuo lo idle des laborn~toire-c !a rccherc'no a connux me
mutation. Lo deuxi'ane partie do cette commnunication rontrars q.ae des configu~rations compl'atez d'avions
do transport suporsoniquez: aveient fnit 1'objet d'eesainc en couffloric, en armont Udu loincesont du pro-gr~~~~~~eI Co-MVe I 'ntaiv o1OZ.. Dans la ddrinition des avions ftuturs, il --e semble peu
probable quo cot offtc~e 6tudierna en anont do l'induztrio des configurations cornpl'ates. Et ;a crois quo
cfco;t usec bon~ne chose, cnr son r8lo eot =nintonant ailleurs. N'o=rrcu~x sont !os phinom'anea ro-X-dYnsicuea
encoro sn1 zod,4lisis, f-uto do connainsancos de btes suffisantes Il'intoraction onde de choc - couche
linite, le- 4coulenenits ddoollds, 1e milmcng turbulent, etc. donnon5t lieu )L des =oddlisations tr,1s
crossil~res; qui ent", Inont des al~iaz 1rop intortantc d ns in prdvision du comporteenet des avions orn
cours do ddvcloppement ou d'av:n:t-projet. I! appartient aux laborntoires de recL~erche de fiire des
exp~rierces do base "r-insles at proprocs", dlen recueillir ot d~en sti'skor toutos los donn~as de
quelzuo im-portance, do prondro l'initintive dann In recherche d' une rvod4licatien convena-ble. Per centre,
n'alkt-cher 4 ddveloppcr des m6thode~s de cnlcul qui zsent- dd~j' oporrtionnolles dans 1'industrie et four-
nissent des rdcultaatc crddibles, e'Iobstinor d'anr~e en mnido ha rattraper tel ou tel retard, constitue
pour us crganisme do rechor--ho ltun des moyons- los plus officaces do rccspiller son budget. La distinc-
tion. clarsique ontre los objectifs do l'ind-ustrio -4 court torsoe- ot coux do la reci~orche --h lon; torso-
ont obsolesccnte. Ce quo lion dezi-nde aujo-ard'hui a=x organismen de recherche, c'est d'abord do foumnir
dos renroiCncnsnto o des sch&;atisationz sir des nhknozbnen de base m:l connus, qui font poseer des
incertitudez excessives sur los DroGrrarume on co-irs et risnuont Joa 10 fnire autusi Sur lou pro_-msos do
-le:nz~in.

Cotte digrecrnion Sur !e r8lo du laboratoiro 6tant te,-sn6o, j'on roviens at =on sujot.

1.2.2.4 - Les rds.ults-ts d'onsais

L'intreduction dn In*-t'.odon do cn-lcul :'Aco..lencnts no supprino zzn% l'icportore do la soufflorie.
::n n beaucoup psrld de l.i ni-ce!nsitc do dAdvelop:>er den moyens d'ecsoin ha -r..nds nombres do Reynolds, do
sanibro ha p.Crsttre *ate transpos~ition plus directe nux corditions do vol. 11 oct vrci pnr example quo si
l'o. pncse d'un coefficient do port--aco m:il erniri #.n -oufflcrio (it fait nombr- do Reynolds) hal
v,ýIeur estic.io pour !a vol en an-pliquent un 6c-.rt forfo'st-.re, on rls'uzo d-e c'nttirer do sdrieux d~boiroes
(of Szacialist's Xcetin,-ALRID L-sbonno 11972). 11. ne ?"t jP- d-Inns .mc, e n ait us d'5colleosont mar
bulbo au bird d'atta-lue du boo, ct dan, l's -tre onsc un ddoollrccont --e bard de f-.ito sur !a dornior -olo;ýt
Les deu,: koueuiontnsocnt telloe--mt diffdrents -u'zusne -.o.:t ný'sse: io it' l'sutre p::rlitn isr
d'uno si:-:ple correction Clobile.

Jo posse jum 1' noillcure apprc ie est do coupler los ossals ot !e islcul conme lliniique 15
figure 10. On 4valu--. cur ordin-tner, con. to teni. ;c- typos d'lcoulesant, l,-s coefficients nroý.vnL~ic le
si~niificatifz au nombrm doe Rey-iolds dn vol duep- rt, ot cozc oefficienst s-uy neonres do Ro;ncli~s do
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L*vf~ei tatre ':nrt. Can dernierr sont com--crets cux reisult~tn de z~oufflerie et on slinterdit de
reto%_ir une confi±:.ratian tant que toutcs les divnr~ences n'ont pas 4td expliqudes et lea modý-les de

1ý%olifi~is on con 42qe.-1te. Ccci inlporo-cuae in confiiguraTtion esnay&e an onouffieric et pr4alatblement
otpze r le C! cul n-oit bo.:-ne h la fois -. = no:-zlres de Reynold's 'le vol et de 3oufflerie ; cette~.-a~ o-.tni=_',tion cz_-t-te~le ?ni2e? Jo ne nOuraic aujourd'hui rdpondre 4 cette question dans' toute

.nc Cn-ralitA5 ; toutc'Toi3, nc-,s avornc vdcu deuax c-' de ddfinition dthypersustentateurs AL basse vitesse
-u.r deux ty: en dlav-ons trý-z diffdrents (Il'un do* tranr~nort, l'kutre de combat) et dans les deux cns la
-ouhle aptimisn.tion a dtd Locsicle ,oyenn-~nt _'-lnsoz lnstfto.uienents.

NvK~vFig. 10 - Couploge colcuI/essai 00 CoUws

1"t of dun avant-projet.

Toute tentative d'e:-tr~nzolaton -vol-cnufflerio doi.: donc tenir co=,-te des types d16coulenent
ais d ±~rntznbren --a Revrnolds et ze b,-nzr Zventu~Ilenent ra 'icc mtnoden de c~alcul sonhnstioudes.

'ertz_,nes difficult~o que no..s avonz decauvertes en Vc! n-r de5 apparellc fmmpzn~ r16cents .3t pour
ier~uellcs le re=;,de ou ion conzdoquences ant t414 co~teux appar'aicsai ert ddjA lims lea rdsultatt d'eusais
en coufflerie. D-ns pluajecurs cas, !os spdcializtes concernes, subtoer cs oun !e vol-'-e dt.a rdaultats,
n'av-ient 2: n d6pouill-4 le do:-vz-ne intA-re::snt ; pcý 1.3s .-utrez, len ssdrod~ynamiciens 'tin bl~tivement
con-vairc-as cue "lez choL-es slaran eriJt avec le nozbrtý d.-; Renoldsll. La cl~nsdquence est thdoriquenent
.ir_4-1 en ce qui cancerne le r8le des rpAdclalistes des services o±'fic--elnj slporurer nue les phgnom~nes
ri-nificatifn ont 6t4 tez!u;!n en n-c-afflerie, Vl~rifier que to-atez Ion anomalies ddceldes en cours de car-
-a me 'nt 414 , srincnent ex- li-uz&'es, n' -cc-e~t,!r de transposition au Reynolds de Vol ouarw ne analyse
..ec tyr~es d'~coulozcnt et , en et de I-t;.-e, Da~r 'ntrdiredz MA-thodes t.- cal'cul crAddibles.

Je mentjonnerni encore deux consdoujences i=;ort~nt&es de ce qui vient d'ftre dit

- U n'o-xin:e 7a- e no:-.reo de Rf--;aohds "_-Cique" -e duiucl in transaoesitien aux conf~itons de vol
zcrrit 1zdz:-.te et 0~'ý a paae.;rrit.o zc!e a priori d'ttre intelligent

- ~ A.2 0  tibe do n.od 1ii-er lec pdo'e nrdinni =ss~n n large ednorse

Re:2 Io'-- 1'ia=rt~nce !aieaifier dez o'o do eIcai ý,sr 4er exp&-_iences de base et des
A-~~- "'Ž d''ce:.st ectu-es in A-.- o.7 fioe h gr~nds nonbres de Reynolds d'unie pkrrt, en

-jol di autre ;art.

1 .. 2 En f ina n.-ldCCe ce qA.vint ',"tre d2-. v la -are part cons-;-* rabl. nour l'intuition.
Lý-lo 7rze a !- 'oncritique de:; 3ervicer, ofit la ivent !I-. et lurenavoir are ds

-~j -'ae. .. cc' !:l- n' e-t ;nlore ieozcri!ýtillte dans leCacdre de cc,+' _ cosnunication~

1.2.2.6 i--luztm-tion 11--r =se~1
~ taýe-A_''o- C cr::ant notr? r'ra'0C*e d3.z r olice-e ::lr -"6r~ -=icue: CeXtc2no

"!- n'-,- -en do'- zo uxt~- ;r "B"). --eta. rei sans :eA-ujer do 1 salution cuii
sera retenue,' ddrivera probableaent du Kirage G8 (avion "sF). Pour tous les problbnes d'a~rodymnarniquep
externe, l'apprcche suivante sers adoztde (fig. 11)

ITYPICAL DESIG'1 EVCItUTtD% FROm AIRCRAFT -A* To AIRCRAFT 'S

W-T ~ ~ it IW-T -. r
. A IL2 1

- A - --------

* I~~. .~ "r - Iw

7:d1 tlsuo d 'x~ec cus s'w we n~iw



r 50qualification des mdthodes de calcul
-comparal-fn calcuis/easais en soufflerie sur A et 2
*compa-raison calcula/essaia on vol sur A;

-qualification des moyesn d'oasais
*conparaison soufflerie/v jl our A (appuy~o sur les r6'iultata 4e calculs) 1

k - optimisation de Ilavion B t
double optimisation par 1e calcul (Reynolds do vol - Reynolds do eouffiori~e)

- prdvis ion des coeff.Icients adrodynaniques de B
*application de diffdrontes variations partant des r~aultats - des easais en vol do A -des calculs

(Reynolds do vol) de B - des rdnuJltats en soufflorie do B.

Le kproblbme do l'dcoulement oe. transsonique (surtnut avec des becs do bard dlattaque) a
rotenu toute notre attention. non quo los rdsultats d~avions antdrieurs aient 4t6 mauvais on co doma,.ne,
mais parce quo lea m~thodes dlinvestigation nous paraissent irsuffisantes. L'actjon eat men~e eor deon
fron~ts

-Recherche
eassai d~une grande demi-voilure 4quipdo do boes h fento au bard dta!,taque (soufflorie S1 do Modane)
peignago fin do Ildcoulement d-;ms les fentes et derri'ore les bees ; recherche d'one moddlisation

-Ddvelonnonont

la maquotte do base do l'avion B (6chelle 1/19) est destindo & la sou~rflerie S2 do Modane
(1,70 = Y 1,70 m1 ; :T'essurisd.± h 2,5 bara). La dimension corresporndante permet d'6d.u4ier des hees
sans fente, sans toutefois laissor Ia possibilit6d (~une analyse fine do l'dcauioment. One maquette do
ltavion A ayant mOems dimensions sora construite pour S2 et Is comparaison entre S2 et 10 vol perzottra.
do qualifier ce moyer. d'onsai;

Is rdalisation do been h~ fonte n'dtant -,as possible nor une maquette do cotto dimension, nous projotons
de constrmire one autro maquotto h l'dnhelle 1/8 dostinde h la soufflerlie S1 do Modane (8 m do diambtre,
non pressuriede). La comparaisor. do la maquette au 1/19 dans S2 et de ia mtqu-tte ao 1/8 dana S1 au
=mae nombre do Reynolds pernettra do qualifier ce second montage

enfin, la maquotto au 1/8 no pormet pas do poigmer l'dcoulenent doen los fentes sur touto l'envorg-are
do la voilure. Noun projetons donc do construire onie demi-voiluro so 1/4 pour SI dont la valid2it6 du

montage sort testde par comparaison avec les rdsultats do la maqoette au 1/8.
-n conclusion, cotte qualification "en cascade" do mayens dlessajs no paralt illustrer one

attil-do ddlibdrdnent orien-.6o vers la minimisation des risquos et l'utilisation naxizalo des rdsultats
acquis lor3 do progrAnm a ntdrieur.

1.2.3 -Aperqu sur 1'organisation

L'analyse critique d'on. avant-projot eat faitc, au Service Technique Adronautique, sous la
directi.on d'un ittgdnieo,- responsable do l'ensemble do l'dvaluation (Y r onei des codts). Cot ingdnieur
do "marque" slappuie nor deux ou train kquipes dont la plus importante, formde do cinq ingdnieurs, traite
lea questions d'adrodynamiquo, do masses, do performances, do qualitda ue vol et ae fiabil-itg. Ces cinq

inenieurs sont 4galement ch&-gds, dans !is domaines len corncornant

-- suivre 1e ddvelopp-ement den progranmes civils et =4ilitaires en cours;

-do participor ao choix den opdmations de racherches

de suivi-o l'dvolutior. dea 4t~des et des ndthcden nines en place dans Vidsre

Cette situation me semb~e prdsenter de brands avantaegs car '11e permet aux inginieurs chargds
de l'snalyse des avants-projots

- do bien c~nnattre les progrann-es antdr --n-

- do poovoir infldchir los rocherches en fonctiJaa des besoins do l'industrie

- do savoir quel nivoso de confiance on peu- -c=.order son =4thodes do prdvision do 1'industrie.

Enfin, la taillo tr~s rdAduite do cotte 6quipe Ia dissuade do manor par elle-m~me des travauy
qui incombont h I'irdustrie, et l'incite h so concontrer nor l'essentiel de as mission.

Taos cen 416ments no semblent trets favorables & Ia qualit6 do l'analyse crizique so stade do

Deunjite' Partie

LE R6LE DU, LABORATOIRE AU STADE DE L'AVANT-PROJET

par Philippe Poiswn-uinton

2.1 - IyT0DUCjTION

Dws a ispmzibre rartic do cot aoxpot4, on a 6voqod - plosieurs reprises certains r8les do
labors toire:

- rechorc-h-?n fondamentales trds spdcifiq-,es, indisper-sables h uno moddilnsation plus correctle cc phdnon'ones
msl canntn, particuli~rement dans ion dowtines do 1'Aidrody-amique et do i'Adrodastieit4 (cool. eat vrai
ausai bien pour los cellulies quo pour ion tur-bo-chies

- escalts spd;Atiques offootuds, dans leon eillooren conditions do rapidi'ýA e% do pricision, h !a demand.
dos con~structours.
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En faits si ce double r8le ent absolument n~cessaire, je pense qu'il W'est pas zluffisu~nt, en
particulier ltrsquecn 6tudie, non plus un avant-projet relativement clarssique qui s'ippuie sur une certaine
coz'tinuit6 de 11'6tat de l'Art", cais au contruire un concept tout ý fait nou.veau qui n~cessite un "saut

rK technologique"; !a partie Ia plus "vivante" du Centre de Rech~erche doit pr~parer Il'venir cr~ce h des
- recherches exnlorotoires entrant dains le cadre de programmess prospectiTs bL long tarme initi~a par lea

servi~ceL officiý,Is ; ce petit groupe charg6 de susciter des irrovations puis de lee qualifier par des
".coups de sonide" peut ne repr~senter qu'une faible proportion de Ilef'~ectif Clubal, par exemple molins de
5 5ý, main il doit !bdn~5fiJier d'une grande libert6 de manoeuvre et du zoutier. logintique du Centre de
Recherches ,a~~ ax oyngn5rudecclse eniovconprsonniel sp~cialis6) ; je donnerai
plus lcriin quelques exea~les de tellec .echercl.es explcratoireb vdcues ý- l'OU1ERA zes derni~ros annA-es.
Au 4ours des prochairnes ann~eo, 11 est ais4 lie pr6voiJr pl~sieurs "seats technolcogicues" sur lea nouvelias
On~ratiu'-a d~avions, qui portoront par exenple s~.r llapplication des nouveaux Dsyt'ýmes de contr8le
actif (C.C.V.) et des nouveaux profils supercritiques ; le r8le du laboratoire semble particuli~rement
i~mportant en acont et au c:oure du. C~veloppenent &! cas concepts.

Clest pou'cquoi 1r. -Sle du Cent1re de Rec?.erches -ýemble important au stade de l'avant-g*ee
particulier l:q'i s'atrit le concep~.s nouveauix at ceci aa cours des troic phases auivantes tfig. 12):

a,6ant le lanx.enent du'ne der-ande !'amnt-projet par lea orLganismes go'uvernementaux, le Centre de
Recherchbes es' particda .4rm-r.: ei-t- h psa-ticciper hL In syrnthb~e sar 1'"4tat de VArt" concernant le
concept pzrcpozi, ?'ist fourmir cerlains 4-W-ments d'un choir &i partir dtue armnntriques th~oriques
ou snei-empiriqae3, et anT in 'q lancer der, ýz,4-riinentationz pr~:imianires ("coups de soiude") pour con-
firmer, ou in! i~er, V int~rt i,, fo.-ulee envisagees

r~v~l~s au cours de 11.tude, soit pour qzails d4veloppent des moyens d'essais rvuveaaix qul. devront 9tre
opgrationuleln au moment o~i un nouveeu trojet majeur nera- Innc4 ; ce de,-nier'point eat part iculi'erement
important pour le Centre de RechercheL, cer iI "assre na future efficacits et enbage son avenir.

* I BEFCKAE A rRLIuWARY DESIGN 0EC:77=*

DUIN TO PREIMIN~ARY DESIGNPCST

.pc.fic d*"Ordl he- m"40o Fig. 12 Le r6Ie du cent~.- d* recherches
Tesis *.- ve~ta cactc.lo,:-s outour d'un avont-projet.

AFTER THE PR MeSPIA ESwc4, PROGRAM

2> tlsaf-
1> Dev'il, of Remch R.P.V.

En e."fet, le C-latre de Rech'erches doit, par d~finition, 8tre techniquement "en amont" du
cornstruacteur chargli d'un avant-projet ;clest ici In premi~re difficult4, car il faut pr6voir h te-Ls.3
cest-ha-dire au roirs cinq ana & 1Vavtince, quels seront lea besoins du constructeur en moyens d'essaia
(il faut en effet au moins ziqans pour ddvelo~peer ipr exemple une nouvelle soufflerie), et cla le

- .81e :len plans h± Lang tezrmu, que le Centre le Rech.orcies .:oi~t r~c~rienter continuellement pour tenir compte
de l'4voluation rapide de la technique 66rornautiquje et des besoins h In fois militaires et. civil3.

En I'Pit, lea c~hercheurs doivent anadapter tr~s rappidement h des changementa dlorientation
allan, par. exeample du probV-me de Vesoor vertical Vaun VTOl1 & nelul. de 1'6chauffement d'une stricture en
vol hypersnonique, en pastant pqr l'ad~pt:,tion optim=ale de In forme dlazne aile as vol tranesonique ; dans
cen trois zal, 4-1 ju. faudu ~r~jari-r des =oyenz d'essasi souvont tr~zsapekialiada et coiateux, don: le
plan de cinaree eat trea difflicila i% pr6,roir. II y a donc touiodrs h prendre un part sur Ilavez~r
iorsqu'on 12sace une nouvelle installation'; quelq-ue ois, elle eat utilis4e pour'des essais que l'cn n'avait
pas prdv-us h~ l'origine I(per oxemple, anc gratae partie de Ilactivit4 de S1 Modame est actuellement cf~nsa-
cr~p aux bas-es -.iteones alors -,.; cette so)uffler-ie 4tait surtout destinie auxz essais en subsoniq,;e 6lev4).
Souvent. cleat h I'occasion Vaune 4tude d'avant-projet qu'a-parpissent lea futurs bescoins, et nous en avons
vdc-i an exe=Die loin alun~e 6t-ude rdcente de prospective sur'los STOL de transport civill demand~e a-at cons-
tructe-urnn par lea Servicee Officitels fraw~ais (fig. 13) t cette 6tud-e d'avant-projet a fait clailrement
appara~tre lea lacunes actuelles de nor, moyena d' investigation concerrnant le bruit des tvions STOL et
I' analyse de learn qltalit4s de vol avec une sizulation correcte do Il'nvirownement (effet de aol, rafale3,
vitesse de dencente h 1'approche. etc.-). Pour r4pondr- h ces bosoins h moyctr. ter-me, 1'ON-MA a lencd neux
nou'veatux moyenz d'eosais import-ant:; gr~ce au soutlen . fnancier de l'Aviation Civile (S.G.A.C.):

- vnt =Ontage trý stp);istiquA (fig. 14, 15) pour i'4-ude fdes qualitds de vol, en profitant do In grande
taille do In ao-,Lflvrie S1 d* ?o03ze ;
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Ii !~ -3-- Fig. 16.- Projef do souffierle

~..o ~.- nicharque do I ONERA a
Polaiseou.

OHERA Palelseou - Project of

- ACO~ ~ andlfv on onhorc choimmike with into-
grated open tuinnel.
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alit tuILe 6-delectic muor.

Fig. 1 -e Etude du-bruit ;o iivo 3aut F.-or solee (rg 8 uol acsetdu vatpo

constit,.'e, pour le chercheur, une zotivation essentielle lui permettantt

- de renccntrer les constrý.cteursr et de parlor le nmrne lanjaGe

- do savoir cuels sont sos nroblb5O5 a rdsoudre h court te~e,;

- do d~velopper de nouvelles approches thdoricques et de nouvelles techniques d'ossais

- enfir., d'apprend~re i travaillor vito.

Clout Adgale~ent i'occ~sion, pour le g~rou:pe d'a-want-projet du constracte-art

- de rencontrer des chorcheurs dpsn3 beurr laboratoiros ;

-de les zonvaincro do travailler tout de suite sur- leurrs projets

- do dkcouvr;ir des idAdos nouvelles et d'essayer de les appliquer;

- onfin, d'encourrager le dliveloppon~ent do nouveau~x sevens de Rocherches dont ils seoret les preziers
b~dneficiaires.

Clest enfin le rtle des Services Officiels de coordonrner et lie rdnartir los tAohes entro le
constructeur et le laboratoire. Au premieor srade du projet, le Centre de Recher-che apporte sauvent wse,
contribution i.=portante pour Is zaynth~se de3 infor-mations techniques 6iisponibles :un bon service de
documentstion et la. connaissa-aco des rapports ossentiels au nivesu du spdcialiste sout fondamentaux
dars us Centre de Rocherche e'ficace.

UVACT 0C A PREUMIYMAICHESG POUCY

ON THE RESEARCH CENTER EFFIIENCY .

ol TO mEE MANUFACTIMERS.

b. E SflATIOW mi TO KOWVLP NEWM)A ThEORm TICA W. AP Fig. 18 - Importance dos etudes
itm G.tW ssln RESEVARCER. TOD DEEOW T NEW SNORT TERN PROSLAa

AND HEW TESTMN moECHNIOMS, d'ovant-projet sur I'aff lcociti

*TO am QUCL d'un Costre do Rocherches.

*TO aEET LASS 'EOPLE,

Z. Filae *&A"NtACT1JRERS. TO C*WNCE *A0s to "w~i aRbs, swe-fn.eft m*.

it i ls ftbet OFPRUIT TO Is.& 10 NEW WEA$ OeW my dAeft.I*TO POSN NEW RESEARCH CAPAULIT'F.S
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La deuxi~me phase eat la Prdparation en commun des essais indispensables au stade de l'avnnt-
projet (fig. 19) ; leS prinzipaux paranetres entrant dana le choix des essais sont peut-8tre d'abord la
.rapidit dexrution ot leur prix pui.s les conditions d'easais offertes (Reynolds, Mach, type dAT maquette

et dimensions).

A c:.~ stade, le constructeur n's souvent ou'un faible budizet (fig;. 20), et i1 a tendance h
6conomirer sur les essais, Burtout si 1e temps de rdponse pour avoir accL-s aux rdsultats eat trov long
'I fatut soulisner ici llin.6rtt d'un traitement raride de l'information permettant au conatructeur de
3uivre les essais pratiquement en temps rdel et de :todifier le programme h aso convenance.

RE,-" -jOOT IAs"I

UA DATA amn

Fig. 19 - Pararmetros do cboix des moyaons d'essais C.LIFEOf
ou stud* do l'ovant-proj~t. JO iQl .-.

Fig. 20 - Evolution des foctours (rapiditi, pricision) pour les ossois :ur un projot.

R*Iatlv* desirability of test omtibets (after C. Russel, BACI UK).

A nesure cue la formue du proJet se prrcice, le constructeur tend h de~asader une nlus r-rande
=icision sur lea rdaultnts des ecsais, q~ai n6cessile do continuer 1.'4tude sur des W.-uettcn plus
grandes et plus sothistacquAeL.

Dbs len premiers es3ait, il oct capital de faire un trbc lirge balaynCea des attitudes de
maquette (incidence, dernpa~e, ete.), qui doi~vent ddp%2ser tr~z largewant lea velours prdvues en vol,
surto~ut ri be pro~et oct banse nur -xn concept nowuveau :nous avons -,4c-. wn ex*=ple ty-pique d'un avion
VTOL (Pig. 211) qui prt~sentait -,ne trbs forte interaction a~rod4.z-ique entre la voilure et lea JIets
sustentateurss ; 4 cetto 6poque. ces polbe aprancaieont pas clairement au cours dtessai5 pr.ili-
=in-iirez ansez igrc~scera ; en foit, apres un accidont tur-zenu en vol sur le prototype expe-rimental, des
4todes tr&-! d~it:i'.b1iez pý;=irent A 'e:xsiquor l'acsident dont 1'oriGine 6tait uon couzle do roubis
connid, , Mlle anpemaizzant lorssque l'nppareil 6tait en ddrapaae (diffdronce do porte de port~pnce par
"effet douche" entre Vanibe gwzche et ltaibo droito).

Dons ce m8=e ordre d'id~e, je rappolberai quo pour certaines configuratntsa d'avions classicues,
-1 ect a:.:zra sn ,-randes incildences one inztabibitt lonci-cu-iodnab (fig. 22), in tendance au "pitch-up",
qui pouvait entrainer b'avion h des incidea-ccs extr&zes, -le 11rr do 400, o-a b'avion redevernsit stable,
mais ne pouvait zortir de cette difficibe position par. cnaique de puiss'Tnce de la -,ouverne de profondeur
ce n'eat qu'apr-hs on accident fatal quo lea laboratoires reconstitulrentt be phdnombne en soufflerie.

UfT-JET VTOL
LIVT

4.00

CIA _.-"O O11RA

Ike 5cale model Alt" ri
ONEgA -Canne~b w-t. jjV 0

Fig. 21 - 450 - t

Dit6iforation dos qualitis do vol Compressed diltr

tronsvqfsoIes d'un VTOL loie A~~~- T
l'i'mtooction voiluro! jots dowa cm.
sustofitatiot. I

OHERA - LiNO jets/eirfirowe Inftrf* I

tence on a VTOL in hoveing end 4

dmrngs Iow-spood occeloertfion.
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Ces deuz- exemples, par:IJ beaucclup d'autres maibeureusement, nontrent qu'ii ne suffit d'accu-
maler les heures d'essai.s en soufi'lerie aa'zornent de l'6tude- dwin projet, mais qu'ii est essentiel
d'annnyser dans le ddtaii les rdsultats obtenus et si. besoia, de les co=:pldter inmddiatement :c'est le
travail du reor4sentp~nt dL cornstrtzcteur vid*S par l'iri;6nt.our clharg6 des essais ; celui-ci doit Stre
inform6 des objecti±fs recherch~z et nor. pas conziddr6 corie = in s-.ple "=erchand de vent" :son expdrience
ant~rieure peait ftre prdcieuse pour le construicteur h ce atade exploratoire.

2.2 - LE R012 DE~ 1A RECHERCHE DlAMS LES SAUTS TECRlUOWGIQU

Jo voudrais maintenant montrey quo des "zisuts technoiogiquos' importants peavent aboutir ai
des ddvoloppementa satisfaisants si tine dtroite collaboration entre le chercheur et le constructeur eat
orchostrde par lea Services Officiels ; je prendrti comm. oexmples (fig. 23) cortains does projets
frangais dont l'4tude d'avant-projet avait aoailevd des problbmes tout h fait nouveaux i~ l'4poque de
leur lancement :

* ITOI. SIERSONIC MMGfT (A.gD. Akem' v 'and . 3w') Fig. 23.- Exemples d aavnt.praists
*' S1T.. TANSPORT (&*.go@! 94 *41 nicossitant dcs sauls
* vARIABi2 SOUP PGHIlft (A~AAD -#nor G .rO4*) tecknalogiquts.
* UIPEftSOMIC TRANSPORT CIX'FR Cs~c"*d)

* RAn-JET P-d TUIRBO-RA*.JET %OKERA RPV. ONERA SCRAN-JET.Hvi 'Giffm. A'C)

2.2.1 - Avion de combat sueronqu heaaor vertical

Il s'agissait d'i~ntdgrer ý& -are configuration delta, qui avait ddjh fast sea preuves pour dea
chassetirs et bombardiers supersonirques, tin systize de austentation par r~acteurs verticaux ; comma notis
l'avons vu plus haut, de Graves problhmea dlinteractions jets 'verticaux/voilure n'appararent qu'au stade
dui vol. fatite do m~thodes d'essais sophistiqudes au stade de l'avant-projet ; par contre, !a sotifflerie
permit l'4tude en vraie grandeur du fonctionnenent, puis l'opt,_misatio!1 de i'ensemble des rdacteurs do
susten~ation dams Is so-uffle,-.i; 31 de Xcdane gr~co h tine collaboration 6dtroite entre le* Socidt4s
Das~~eult/Rolls.-Royce et 1'Z1NEA ati moment du lance-ment du projet Mirage 3V ; grAce 4 cette 4tude en
soufflerie. la mise aui point en val du syst~mc stistentateur fut tr~a rapide.

2.2.2 - Transport ý d4collage court

Ce concept avait 6t6 proposids !ba fin de ia guerre par ia Socidt4 Brdguet, qui entreprit h
cette 6poque des recherches fondamentales sur ia ddflexion du flux d'..ne hdlice sau moyon de volets de
coarbure multiples, h l'Institut Adrotechnique de Saint-^yr ; l1s 4tapes succesaives du d~veloppement do
ce concept SOL :avion exp~rimentai Brdgtiet 940, puis avion cargo m~iitaire 941, furent prdc4d4es de
mintitietises recherches dams lea sotiffieries du construacteur et de 1'OZE!Ul, allant jusqu'h i'essai en vol
semi-libro d'une maquette motoriade dynamiquem-en~t sembiable dans Ia souffierie S1 de Chalaia ; cette
technique d'essa3 nouivelle permit aux pilotes do ase frmiliariser avec le conp-crtement et le contr8ie de
is machine aux basses vitesses avec flux inteuse ell fortement ddfidchi des hli~ces.

2.2.3 - Propulsion par atato-rdacteur

L'id~e dos ia propulsion par stato-rdacteur eat contomporaine du ddveloppecent de l'aviation,
(Lorin, 1913) et son pionnier en fut Ren6 Leduc. qui fit volor lea premi~res nachines tzp~rimentales au
lendomain do ia dernibre guerre ; lea Services Officiels frangais stirnui~rent ligaiement h ceette 4poque
los recherches s.ar lea applicati~ons militaires du stato-rdacteur h i'Arsenal de liA~ronautique, qdi derait
devonir par in suiite Nord..&vi~ation ; pendant pius do dix ans (fig. 24), tine dquipe do spdciali~stes aidde
ed. plusiours Centres do Recherches et d'Easais se consacrz h tine succession dtavan.-.projets stiiviL de
r~alisationa expdrim-entales essaydes d'abord en souffl-rie ptiis en vol ; ce process-as aitern6 "recherche/
divoloppezont" devait corduiro h !a rezarqtinble rdalisa%.ion de i'avion expdrizental supersonique *wrif Ton"
propulad par tin turbo-astato-reactstir (fig. 25) at h des missiles 1, stato-rdacteurs opdratilonneis.

A ia suite do ces sticc~s, lea Services Officiels demandaient h 1'07~ah des 4tu.des d'avant-garde
stir l'application du stato-rdactetir aui vol hypersonique (f~g. 26). qui doviient aboutir dVane part au
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lancement r4usai do plusieurs missiles exp4ri ontaux qui atteignirent un nozbro dje A.ac do 5 on vol h
h~aute altitude, et d'autre pe~rt, h l t essai do qualification A'un stato-rdacteul! & ertbustion supersomique
d'hyd~rog~ne adapt;4 au -.P1 h Mach 6 ; de tels ossaisa ont Wt rerdul possibles 8-L.A au deweloppezent, au
Centre do Madame, d'une aoi-f-arie hypersoniaue capable de r4immulezr 105 Condition$ de tezn~r&atUm et di
pression d'un vol riel k Mach 6 ; citte ins .ul18tiofl va pex-mettre d'4tudier maintenant en labhoratoire lo
missile exzprimental "Scorpion" en rraie grinrdear en -.-a d'optimniser son adrodynamique interne et ion
stato-rdacteur & combustion subsaonique de kdrosiine h Mtch 6.

U~ne tellq conitinuitd pendant plust dp vingt ane done 1'effo.-t de rechtrcne suaivi de ddveloppe-
mente exp4rimentaux eat a~s-ez exemplaire, I lea succ~s obtenus saint Jiistement lids & cette continuitd au
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sein do petites dquipes do cheraheurs et de rdalisoteurs dtroitanent associda dana lea roanponsabilditds
jusqu'k la qualification do chaque projat.
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2.2.4 - Avion-detmansortasupersanique

Le cas "Concorde" a marqud profonddacat, depuis plus de dix ann, l'dvolutxan des centres de
Recherches et d'easais, particulierement en Angleterre at en France, nait aussi en H1ollande (11R), qui
ant partia'pd activenant au progranne:
- d~hr wrant In naissancv du progranme,
- puis pet dant l'avent-pralet,
- etl enfr an u coram du id-vejloppenent do l'avioa.

L' didnent nouveau a kt6 ici la nine en connun des connainsstaces scientifiques et techniques
acquises au =orent &v lancenment du praict, respectivanant en Angloterro et en France ; au niveau de ia
recherche, le RAE et l10:-RA collaboraient ddj'a depuis plusieurs anades Sur lea prablr-es sdrodync~iques
posds par le vol supe~rsonique et !Is furent alors dtraitenent asnocids oux avant-prozets demmandds par
les services officials rpspectifa ; je n.'4vo-.uerai ici qua quelques recherches de l'ONMP.A qui ont dtd
Dlus au =oins darectezent utalindes, ou engagd-5es, pour le proje* Concorde dons les donainas de ltadro-
thernadynamique at do la propulsion. La C igdre 274, rdsuse trb-s schdrn.tquecant lea diffdrentes diudes
entrenrisas db3 1950 Sur Iladrodynani.que des ailas dlowd~es, particuli-*ranent apten a-4 vol supernoniique.

A cotta dpaque, is grande surprise futl IS ddcouverto du suppidnent do pot-tanca quo flouvalt
asportor wn rdgina taurbillannaire st:.hie sur i'1extrad~oz: des aaze-, a forte fibcYho (tourbilxon en comnet,
figure ZAi), qui conoensait que 1 qua peu leir folible portanice -nitfiire aux bassos vitesces ; do nin-atteuzes
rech erche-; ezpdrirnentalas parzi-.-ant do ddgagar des forn-er- uvolativ.es da bard d'attanqua avec -,pax it forte
flbcha at bout dtaile arrond-i (aunszt~t bnptisdas "gothiques flanbay-antes", fig7zC), poernetant resnec-
txvezernt dtaccraitra la tortance taurtiflonnr~i?o et lehic La atch-uo 'ýux gr-nder- inczdencas ; une
c-urprrze c-*fstgrenb:.a appar-at par con-tra *bs le- nrezzcrs -vols d'zin petit avaon -Ž-ijatllane,- unr
1' ,-Mý lo"fleltav..eix" (fig. 27B), cuz. avait una aile en "cueue d'hirsndelle" -wooc une ffl-che accantud6e
au bard d'attacuae :il cor-binsison du faible nilongeanert at de is petite J.ichaile ce cot a-von entro!nnit
an affet mo sr-n-ue d'az-ortiszezent en ro-ulis quti le rendoit prti.sz -p~~laotacia; c- to loqon rut
cependont fr-actueuasc puis.qu tello no-us obligeeR ' duvel'orpor an systý-mu original de s-tablilisotion nutoma-
ti.que an reajlms ce fut certainanont Ia pranibre apilicatica du conceept "jet-flap" soua fax-ne do ran-pes
de acuffirige aznstaildes no bard do fuice do l'sile et alizanttks per mrdlitveent dtnxr sur le comproaseur
da turbordactaux- ; le terps de zd-ponao do ce "lcontr8lo pne-usnticiao" asserv4 a on a,'rortre do roolis
d1tait do quciques centibaes da s~zorde, cc qyZ- pea-mit d'azz-urar an smortisser-ent s-atiafaivant de Ilavion
au courn dec vola aui suivirent.

Une autre "rata~bde" do cotto -usde arp~oratoire d'avannt-gnrldo fut do -armaitra auz oharchears
do quittor on m-oment leur laboratoira Pour se trotter aux diTfcicles rdo~lttds do l'axpdriuentation en
vol :do catte dpo-,uo date Ia for-Matian hL l'OrSRA d'uc di4vision do recherche ahargde 'a In fois edo la
eooco;tian d'ooginn expdrimentauxr, do la raapvisab3Aiitd do lear exzu6rinantatian en vo' cnfin do
l'axploitation des rdsultats obtenus.

Dana le domaina des grandes viteases, las 4tudev 1av~nt-proiet do l'dpoque nous arientibrent
vera Iae cabal do l'adapzatian du bord dtattooue (ceabrure caniquc, figure 2r7E) ou de Itensoable d'une
aide delta (v-idilago ot onmbr'are, fig. 27r) pe~rsettant dtazd~liarer cansid4rablement in finesse, rasper-
tivemant en aubsonique et en ouper-3Onique.

Le grand tournant de Ia recherche nor lea avions aupersoniques Cut pris an 1958 lox-stue 1e
5ervica Technique Adronautique demands ht l'CUS--RA do "rogardAr" quelles 1 ,urraiant Itra lea caracti riB-
tiques P'un avion do transport capable d'unec croisibre auporsaniquc sous le double asyoct dr l'adrothar-
modynaniqu~e at do la propulsion.

-Voir ht cc aujat 'lex poa do M. St.1-on "Concorde at lh rocherche adror.autique" - Adronautiquceat
Astronoatique nO 11 (4-1969).
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Des 6tudes nodestes, h la fois thdoriq'res et expdrimentales, furent rapidemont '.oncdes pour
cerner les problbmes essentiels posds pour hfl tel objoctif civil qui exigeait h la fois un rendement
at~rodynazique et un niveau de 96curit6 trbs supdrieurs h ceux obtenus zur les avions supersoniques
militzuires contemporain3.

Une 4tudie parL=6trique, beade oair lea o.v±n'no t!ýori,, es de 1'dpoque, fut entreprise pour
rec! ' rcher Is confieuration optimale Vanec corfit~uration "delta" en croisibre supersonique (fig. 271)
cet exercice fut fort instructif car il permit pour Is premibre fois de pr4ciser la sensibilit6 d'un

-i h dlancement at nu diar~tre du fuselnre

- h lpdaptat_,on de inj voilure et h son e~~'sd 'a~c

6), LIFTIMG VOOTE.X (D0 IN OTMIATON*.

TWIbT AID

I Ni

AITCRAF QEdisT&L TAIL a AI

~j~Fig. 27 - Progrmme dc 'ONERA

* L/ 0 ~ ~ -~, ~projet de Concorde*a.
PIVOTING LE IwT . Friw~h I* (19511-M). SIerder

Vortex AflMTIAL V5ISTir VENITRAL FLAP wing acrodynamlc testa~ch

AMAY51 w~ithout CM. Seor and Awring, the

19604

_______________ ®FAVOUAAbLE. GAour., PFFFCT 0)bOUMDAQgY LAYEA AtMAv5I!,

CONICAL L I!ji O~
CAM~rO. N.s < Z* V 14.

414

Mt~~~ - vj,>.trc
0) max 50-Co

Ijj0 poeadInc 0d~ a
AVOP OTtISC- u.." 00.(cd g

4
,I..s CL~wNt I 0 1

NVID - 0(TIM15C -I a)co Ae0dyni efWinc t N 2a2.H AIONI' biLo sped apbi0ty
I Lo.) £at 9. Z.5 Fwsebt & .O/Z 5'f

(ONRA 30.9).
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La figure 28 pr~cice cee tend& acesi h in croisiibre Y = 2t2 dans le cas d~une aiue delta h 7,00 de
fibcae : 1 nous falinit gagner un bon tiers do finesse adrodynamique par rappo- t aux &-?ions Militaires
existants si nous votilions avoir une chance d'8tre ccmp~titifs our le rsarchd ci-il. Enco.eo faliait-~i que
la configuration optimale pour le vol supersonique so-it acceptable aix ddcoliage at h I'attirrissage ;ici
encore, une 4tude expdriaentaie prdiininaire montra (fig. 29b) que le suppi4rnen de portanc,, tourbillon-
naire compensait suffi'jament la perte li~e ha I'accroissersent de ia flhche pour jue Is portsice globale
soit encore acceptable pour des fibehes accentudes, de i0ordre de 700, souhaitab]~ra pour une linne f~inesse
supeprsonique 'a H 2,2 ; simuitan.$nent, l'exp~rience montrait q-.0un bord dlattaq-w, piv.,tant (fi,'. 27E)
parmettait soit d'augmenter ia portance 'a i'approci-e (accentuation de iL portanc( tourbilionnaire par
bracqu ie vers It haut), soit d'nnmiliorer !a finesse en mont~e et en croisi'are sulsonique (braquage vers
le bas) ; des pcrtances 6quilibrdes benucou.p 6ievdes fur,?nt obtenu-is en 3ouffierit. grl'ce ha un eapennage
ha l'arri'are ou ha un plan canard (fic. 270)); un. plan ca.nard ha volet souff14 tr-'a eificove fut ens'iite
d6velopp6 qui penmit de doubler is portance d'qpprcche par rapport ba l1P solution "a~icn sons queue"
sons interaction adrodynnaicue 6rave aux grandes incidence; (fig. 30).

Fig. 30 - Recherches sur l'hypersustentation d'une C
configuration do iransport supersonique ovec un CL A -i~ by atc*(
plan canard actif oux bosses yitesses. I";

ONERA - Research on SST lift increase at low speed - -0

with a canard configuration.[

Fig. 31.- Etude expirimentole priliminaire des 0 /-A~;
fornies d'un pro jet de transport supersonique.

ONERA, 19S9 - first experimental approeach on SST
shapes in small transonic and supersonic tunnels. 0

0 5 10~ 15

~hnltn~zetdes 6tudes experimentales pr4li~:inaires en transscaique et en sur'.rsonique sur
der, tiquettes si.mpli~idea pe-exottnient d'orienter ieo choix et de fournir rapidement lea d~rivdes adro-
dyna~i-'ues suffisantf a nu stade de l'avknt-projet (fig. 31 ) ; au cours de cette expdrimentation modeste,
nou.s aviuns =ontr6 ilintdrgt d'inverser In for-_e de i'habitacle pour qi'il pirticipie a l'dquidibrage
lonjitudinai de Il'vicn en crcisi'are a1:personique (fig. 32) to at 6r. permett'rnt une boyme vision vers le
bas Vainpproche aux jr-±n~es incidences...

En novembrc- 1959, le Ser-vice Technique Adronautique lan~nit des 6tude3 d'nvant-projets pour un
transpnort superronique moyen courrier (R = 3000 i= 1 80 pazzsagers, Mach co~pris entre 2 et 3) auquel
r~pnodaient trois constructeurs (Nord, Sud, Dassault) ; ii eat int6ressant de revoir deux des avant-
prcjeta prderent~s, tous deux adaptds ha une croisi'are h'aun nombre de Hach de 2-2,2 pour pouvoir utiliser
ant rtrjct-ure an alliage d'ailuninitur

- un quadrirdacteur ha aile "gothique" sonns empenn~age, par Sud-A~viation (fig. 33)
- U. tcuadrir6&cteur. 'asilo delta et emj.ýonnnge canard "sou~ffld"', rAr G.A.1I. DPPs~'ult, I~cnt In voilume et

lea Driven d'air s'inszirnient forte~ent dui bombardier Mirage iV (fig. 34).

Du c8to britannique, an comitd d'6tudes rdunissant lea organismes d'E-tat et l'Industrie AL'ro-
nwat:'-uo avalt 61td c-r6A d'a 1956 pour ent:-eprendre des recherches adrodyrnamiques et stracturales our la
form-a h donner 'a uy. avion do transport auporsonique ; en 1960, is British Aircraft Corporation regut -An
contrat de"SST long coz..rrier'capai~le d'une croizsibre ha M = 2,2 ; In fig-are 35 montre le r6suitat de cotto
Stude :configuration 'a nile gothique et nacelles propuiaives intigrnnt chacune trois r~acteurs, fuselage
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b.70Fig. 32 - Etude d'un kabitocle inverse participant

S~~~a~ --Fb quilibrage longitudinal d'un T.S.S.
3D. en croisisre suparsenique.

C, ONERA -Central research o'* S.S.T.

4Supersonic ;-ha with a comhe'ed nose'u

-0 IC3 0~ -,.,z

MaLL 1~~~-Tl Fig. 33 - Avant-projet de Sud-Aviation
Spour un T.S.S. maoyen courrier.

French Air Ministry - July' 1961.-
- ICONfVYITIO!IAL n0b! S.5.7. medium tong. prelin b.ory proposals

Said-Aviation project.

S.A. - TCS -AMENAGEMENT GENERAL VERSION 11

I:I;O-NEI Ft: I

la:4ratzx B.A.C.-30D at BrIJO-EL dt ie-t conclis pour uttalier an cossan un long courrier quadriraac-
tea.r dir-ectesas.,t d~rx.vv des avunt-zraojots respectifs ; onfin, is ddcinion. de construare ase prototype-. do

:C i dtnit ovona Concorde fut ;riso parln gouve n-tt- C..4 t brtrn au n Yovesbro 1962.

Le lencoeirnt :on a-nint-pro~jots par lo Service Teclhnique Trtnqais avaxt 4t4 a-ccon.tagad d'une
Imociljsatioyt" &-s syenz de recicarche et d'nesdo l'OWRMA au ben6-u-ce se.4 cons tructeur..

?ou =v cc .i ccrncarne l'dsvzstoexzerro, tier roc!.ercter tr4oriiics ontreprisos pnour l'optiiseatlon
't "~aile dlsncde cendaisirent h proposer (fig. 27K) tine adpotnde SOS Torsoes ht Macch I tinsf le
cadr", dr- ia th-orie des corps elnncds parse- que, sou.r in --icsion de=snddo. -2 T:.ll:.x qaze l'nvion Znit
t.In bonne Tifinoez, non, ceulesernt en croinlh-e 1. Y 2,2 main aussi en croisibre subsonacue dventuellc
vers Y = 0,93 (vol au;-dc:sus den rdg~ions cenonci'es alux br.nE3, scan se ptnne P.n =oten-; et enfin on.
rligtes do ddýrcuzteont at d'n~ttento varsr- K =0,75 ;los loin do, vrilln~gi ' et casrurc cilcu1es -rar

:'nTRAsrvx-ront d-c. -- I- gdn-4rs In de I voilluro do Conccrdo.

A la s~ro dpcmiuc, i ---'I t enr6. dvzdnca, h ia souffler:'- do Cann~es, tin Effet 1-e so: fax.oratle
notbl nr osiiz t.it cc rain 1iau dvolo-pponent zourbtllon-natre iSUX- ý-,e

ir.cidences doý ddul a*e;'ter~s~ cc double avxsntnpn Tat srouvt, or. -oT.r;1at r. %%Vol
IN3A-Anmes gr'co zrix asn%.r Pc1'VioS orpdr-'n-ntal :,-5:) &-,ip# i.anc vollsroe ay-rtt tin coltt-r
doc'l± o ocorde (Tic. 36).

Enfin, ill dtci-t vitni V'Gtre carble d'dsK'1:-r an b;.tan do trat.'4o prdciz; duj ;ravt A cto-st
ledoxdi:.o dio vol oan extrapuhn-t par le cn-cull io1.71 tnsoteu en soarfferxŽaco cs-ca1
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.. itI tC I 1 9 AS AU L

Reynldsd'unorde ce£n~~r rus 'nibe z'en ol le roganneConoure remi p...foeourtl ~ier. oi

de se pencher sdrieusement ;,,.r ia mesure zrecise de le --Arde on soafflerize, en. tenant cca.-te de !a
r-sition de Ia traisit-ion da !a couchre 1ximir ou en -imponant art~ificieliemont l'4co~lezent turbulent bur
lea surfaces avao c~s rugcsites cal-ibr~ez ; Crf-ce h dess esonis rninut4ieax eff-ýctu-ns sur urne =5me =aquette
du proJet (fig. 37) dana lo:. gr-andes scjiff~iie3 trancsoniq-4e.: disponJibeos ez France, en An.-ie-srre et
en Snilande, il fut pv.:asble d'obttcir pour la prenibre fcdiu aes corrlijations correctes cenre Ile.' diffe-
rent- laboratoires qui fument util-s-ap- 7r In su-ite pour )s ddvelorp~emet de Con~corde, et quiJ le sont
enccere actue-imeent pour d'incessentes ea-ciiornations sur 11-ný'ior de rý6rie.

Daux Erands pro(L'ranmos de recherches fondamaentales en soufflorie pais e" vol furuýnt 66pelement
dessadda k 1'0N-EA par le ;ier-.ice Tecinique pour vdrifier Is validit der- calculs thderi4ques du frottement
et de l'd:-*.au.feae.%t cinE~tieue en. fonction de.z nonlres de Y-sch et de Reynoldr. ; w'e boane prdvis.Lon de
ces car-tdristiques itait en offet vitale pour le c-:cul des performances et 1l'dvoiuttion de l'dchauffe-
=ent ee !a structure do Concorde en crois-i;-re suporsorioue.

L'znfl-tence des om~bres de Reynolds et de !Fach, q~s ue l'effet de !a rugosit6 du rev~tenent
de 1'ai;le fut 6tudi6 par l'analyae de In cou;che lizite sur l1extrados de l'ai~le delta, du bombardi4er
11-4-rage IV nvoc le concoura de la SociWt Daszuault (fig. :'rW) ren~re H = 0,9 et 2.1 ; des essais aimilaires
*,um une ,-=i-aile delt+a er, anufflerie skux faiboles normbres de RWeynol' per-mirent de vdrifier convenablement
lea forsni~es eaployi-s pourL .e --alul du fro ttemert tirbul-ent de Conoorde dana un large domaine de nombres
de Reynolde (fig. 38).

It,

L

Fig. 35 - Avant ptojet d. la B.A.C.. pour un T.S.S. long vour.tio.

Bristol Aircraft Lid S.S.T. jsojet - 15061.
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0.3 -. 0.34

0.50 - 95-0 A.R,. .7

025 ~ / N&D0(Full 3cI.
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' ~ INCIDENCE -- FL/GilT, IYA50

JET ENGINES
SIMULATED

BY EJECTORS

Fig. 36 - Effets fovorobles do lo portance

tourbillonnoire et de l'offet do Sol pour
une oil. iloncie du type eConcordoo.

Vlortex lift and favourable ground effect on

slender wilngs.

S2 Modan. W.T.

-Omý Fig. 37? Corrilation des bilons do tram..i Sur
Iaevont-projet do aCencord.. dons les grondes

-+~ ~T~n~tv~nn~iLI souffleries europienfles.

-4- badford (A)Comparative tests an the transonic and supersonic

M drag on the Co,,corde preliminary design model

0. 1, 1. a 14 UP16 e- (scale 7/30th).

- TU~bVLerIT FLAT PLATE THEOO`Y

Fig. 38 - Troitnie do frottemnent en 5M*O,4 ,

supersonique Sur une oil. delta 0 ,o .d (i.O @ . 0 P~)

coreporaison du calcul avoc lessoi .

en soufflerie of en vol. P;ý sJr.(y

Mean friction drag at supersonic speed F' , g (d.174+)

(me = 2.15). Correlation betw~een theo.

retclal estimation and experiments in I I

W.7. and in flight. 15io', Lo.1O' 501o, 40.10' 5 O10

k:WIHnO TVJ'mEL* ~ FLIGHT
O-EOA 5'md.fe LOr MOQAGe IV

L'i~tudc eypdrimontaie de 't~chaul'fercnt cin~5tiquei pospit des probbhmes tout h fait notivoati et

difficiles do ink)odles d'oossoj et d Iins truxwrritation ;pour mener hs bien cctte recherche, tine rsdrie ile
voilures delta (fie. 27Th), aycint tin rovgtemerit en icier inoxydabic parfaitement calibrdi et =union d'un

f rand nombre de therm-ocouplefi, rut esnaly"e nuccessivement h in pnroi d'une rouffioric 4 rafalco chaudes
S3YModnne) et stir un missile expdrimenttxl (D-6, fig. 39) ; pluajoicrs mizziles furent tirdz ot icc mecurcs

do temperature tdldtrartzinocos au sol, au cours du Vol ctnbiiind au voininaCe do M~ = 2,2 It 9 kzn d'nltitude,
permirent de calculer den fluix thermiquos on bon~ accord nvoc ccux d~duito den oscnis on souffloric a

contre, ces valeurs exp'~rimentrtie3 jtlient iucnsibloment inf~rieurcs 'i collen pr6-,..ies per le caicul beOS
sur le factcour clansique de l'analogie de Reynolds, dent on pit ainsi rectifier ia valour.

L'onzemble do coo roccý:rches do pointe, firntic~es sur 1e proCrnrumc Concorde, pencmrorit de

former ujn,- p)~:ini~re. do cherchetirn, ot (.c techniciens et dlamdi~oror consid.,rn blomen t ic-n 6thodoc
d'oosu~iz atu nol ct on vol.*

Y'our tem.ninor, jo votidrain eivoquor ion inportnnten rechorche:, d'a~rodyn amiuo interne qui

furont eýntroprinon dL-s 1958 hi l'0,ZS'43 on vuei du d6vcloppoýnnnt du oyotone propuisif du trnnrport otipcrnO-
nique.
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IATFUTHEORY. * urb. +lot ploe~

FLIGHTA
(0.6 mei) WiIriOTUNCLL

~Tranbit~ion 1u10
Tri Ps

Lett¶*icut- profile t/r- : 5 .4

Fig. 39 . Recherclies thioriques *t expirimonentaes sur l'ichouffement

cinitique ou rigimne do croisiire supersonique do m Concorde*.

0#VERA - Research an supersonic kinetic heating during Concorde study.

0.6 esperimental missil~e (3 stage#)

Une longue exp4rience avait 6t6 accuinulds wur los priz-es d'sir d'ivions c-upersonique-c r-ilitnirem.
(!s~mlloo 11irage III ot NV) ct de micsiles expdrimnntaux h st:sto-r~ac tours ; cnnoridant, cojame pour la
celiule, les prises d'sir d'un trnonport surcornonilue lovniest ýtre ,ecsiblsernet plus performantoo cue
cellos des avions militnireos conterpornins pour obtenir la foible corizomvintion sp6-cifique indis-pensable
h un'Crnnd rryon d'sution ; !a choix r'est port, d'Es le d'pnrt sur use p~c i do ' bidiriensiosnelle h
Ceom-'trie varialble ; cniculs et exp'~riencos prdlimisisirrs au courc den avnnt-projets montrbrent rapidemcnt
que, pour is croinilorv h &N = 2,2 t et on profitnnt dei 1!: prkýcon-srszsuon Iravornbl!s do 1'oile lorocue is
princ d'sir cn~t rlnoqudo zou!; ltt voilurý,, i, nolotion "c'rinsrcs!sion oxtornm" ý.t' it plus ri.Mple: et !ornt4i(uc4-
most riuasi effic-fcc rsu'use rPoiution "comprecrion mixto" ; us ý-nrnc d'ecsai ori~ino]. fut innt.slld6a. ns~ ia
soufflerie S5 do l'ONMR h CHALAIS-,qui persiit is mi!so au pohit dc-ss rsupen dp cor,'rossion nbilen, PinziI qua ie -iý[e hi coucho limite dont ie r~ie 4tsit fondamsentai pour o'otenir un 6couleinent correct au droit
du r6acteur ; cette configuration fut adopti~c d'omblds pour is projct Conicorde, mf'is le df-ssuL. dt~funitif
a 6voluA ou courG du d~veoio-penent d-i r'ra,.jct in 1uo:Litu- do trZ.,!. noiubrr~ux ouisqui se poursuivant encore
dnno plusieurm couffl'erioz -nii:'ii-o et ~r~~icot pour i-:squelnr l'OWR-.?A ect oscoro ctroitczac-nt lii
;iux constructcurs 3?i/A.(fig. 40a :montare identiqlue hb celui de S5 ch, actueliement utiliB56 k Vernon)

Ens cc qui cusccrnse lo,; tuyres's propuk-,ivi--,- ,l1e jxobl~mt, 65tsit cncore plus diffic~ie car nios
connajosasnos ot nos; mo,'cn:; tfcssi 5tient tuut t--f-it irnzuffio~ntr s zu ocust de l's-vsnt-projot ; ii
faiiut d'nbord ddveioppcr dos nontn.,joc 2'uzi ophicztiq~ud pour I-- mesure do is! pourssd do tuyerolz
maulti-flux dvns is, copur d'un dIcoulcoueiit trannzsoi,:uo ou Jupersosique (fig. 40b) et 6j~alement dec bane--
pour is recure tren pru-ciso do la pounsoe au point fiyo tous cos montages sorvont encore pour am6liurer

Fig. 40a . Montage expirimentol pour I'optimisation dos
prises d'air doubles do *Concord*, dons lo soufflorie 6
donsiti variable du L.R.B.A. 6 Vernon.

ONERA/LRBA (Vernon) . Wind funnel tests on Concorde
twin inlet at high Reynolds numbers.

model scale 1/13 .. Ju t

1.83 < M < 2.3 ;p, ýc 5 atm. o '- rr-ic Preaa,!UrL

O~l'h.ýor TWIN INILET orlI3 B e-i o
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Fig. 4A- Montage orpirimentluu pout O'itud

des hilans propulsifs Sur los fuyires do
(Concordes dons to soufflori* SS Jo Cholais.

ONERA S5 w-..d tunnelI Cholals - Thrust and draV
an Coanceod naccho oito,.bdy fSMECNIA).
Scale: U20.

3 co.exial W1s. -. S

chawbe..

psipas les perfortuancez des tuy~res de Concorde dans les diffilrent.% dczanines dui vol, en coll.aboration
:troite avsac its co= nr-ucteuru SNEC ./P~olln-Royce ;sinultan~ment,, l'ONR participe aux 6tudes accustiques,
th4oriqucs et expdrimentales des tiz%4es h :-,-uire le niveau de bruit de ces tuaybres.

Au cours dui d4veloppernent dý projet Concorde, CRAa Adgnlenent fourn-i une assistance technique
"".:.tinuc ue conctructeurs d~ns le domnine de 1' ~ro6l-asticit6, zarticuli~rement important pour cette

nn.-figuarationI i. Voiiure trZ~z noQ.IPle - rtici:oatton aix calc-uls de !a structure. essaiz de vibrations au sol
tur le prototype, et~ido du flottezent 3ur =~q;'ettez a~roielpstiquernent semblablez en soufflerie, analyse

on vol 1e -.Lio~e le Ilzvion ýt 11, tur-.lence, etc...

2.2.5 - Avion h fli-che variatle

Pour terminor, je voudrais gvoj.uer bri~vement 1e r8le quo l'ONER jQua avant ot aui coure do
:Iavant-projet d'un dvion multi-nissionn i g~ota~trie variable:

1963, le Service Techniquý. de l'Adronautiique don-anda ht 1'Q0..ti Una 4tude &6nirale, & !a
foils thds~ri-.ue et -- p46ria-er tale. sur le principe de ia fliihe variable ot simultandinent h in Socikt4
Breguet, d'tntrepr.eiza-e une ktude d'avant-pro-et sur .Lr avion do combat multi-missions (?ig.41) 1 peu
apris une 6t-ade analog,.e 6ta~it denanddoe h Ia Socit4t Dassault qui devalt Atre suivie do Ia commaade
"eette S-iciiti d'mn proto-type exp~riaental conordacteui,le Mirage G~en octobro 1965 ; 25 nois plus tard,
1a- aorell ezvtreprenait son ~reaier vol et une grand. partie do l'enveloppe do vol 6tait orplor~e dana
les deux mois cui suivirent 1ddbuat 1968) ; le succbs incontestable de ce programme at la rapidiv6 de son
ex6dcution justifie le bien fond'5 d'une politique de prototype bandie sur l'exprienco acquiso sur des
Arpare-lia ant4rieurs ; ia Soci~t6 Dassault avait en effet rnpris, pour Ia miss au point d'un conrept
nouveau (&ile i 71ýche variable), !a pl-upart des 4ldnento d4jh 6prouvda on vol our lVavion expdrimental
&t fliche fixe M~irage F. (=6=e r~ac~eur FW-':?-306, mhze fuselage avec prison d'air lat~rales et tuybre
d4J - alfies enzennage horisortal pivotant pratiquement identicue, voi4r figure 8).

Dui c8t6 de lOUEP.A, 11 s'ngissait ici do fournAir tris rnpidenent dos donniena drodynamiques
sur &ez corfigarations tout h fail. nouvelles p-cur noun (les e~tudes 4trang~ros 4tant alors classifidos),
et ceci dans w, domraine 4tendu de nombres de Mach.

Cependant, air !ý plan thA-orique, noun avions acquis h cotte 4poque une bonne maitrise dama
VI utllis'ition des analogies Alectriques Peris-Yanlavard pour le calcul des surfaces portantes on icouale-
ment subsonique (fig. 42) ;par aill~eurs, ce =fce laboratoire 7enait deo ettre au paint une mdthodo

BPEGUFT OPLAOWAL

Fig. 41 - Avant-inojot Briqegt d'ovion multi-maissiors & flicho varie'hlo.

French AirMMiuvry. Vewia&I. swa**p ~welhiawi)c disign.



anal.ogique do calcul des ailes en superzonique bande sur Putilisation d'un r~beau inductanCO/capacitdF ~ enfin, la Division d'A6rodynamic~uo thh-riquo avait ddvelopp4 h cetto 4poque, des tadthodes Sprouv~es do
calcul nuzd~riquo, auzsi bien pour l'okvbL±isatlon d'ure voilure hi Mach 13,dans le cadre de la Whorie
des corps dlancds,quo pour Ile calcul des ailes do fcrme en plnn quelconque en supersonique.

Suir le plan ezpdrimental, il 4tait -nceispensable do pouvoir vdrif jar rapidezenz sn aotiffieri"
Is validit6 de ces diffdrentes approchos th4oriques our des maquetten schdmatiques ;cni utili~a par
exempie, pour obtenir les ddrivdes adrodyn-Amiques, des fammilles W'ailes plates,dont la construct3.on
4tait rapide et ',on march6, aussi bien or. incompressible ou'er txs-rsoPniCt;e et supersonique (fig.- 43).

Tous cas moyens do calcul et d'essajs modestes fur~nt ut!iis6d sasmultandnent pendant ufl an
envi.ron stir 1'4tude parafa.4trique d'une fdziile d'ailes h± fi~±che variaole ; on e'dtait fixg la mone forme
en plan en configuration d~ployde, et diffdrentes posit~ons du pi,,ot assurant Is rotation de 1'aile no-
bile- jusaulk tne Mobsh do 7f01 (fig. 4.4) ; l'dtude analogique montra cue le recul d-u centre do poussie
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SUMMARY

The conceptual and preliminary design processes are used to provide information regarding the
feasibility ý.nd selection of various approaches to aircraft mission requirements. Decisions influenced by
this information often have enormous cost implications at the later stages of the development process and
during vehicle operation, yet the resources expended during the early phases are usually relatively small
and distributed over several alternate approaches. The information provided during thesp early conceptual
and preliminary design phases needs to be credible and complete, even though it must be generated with
limited resources. This paper describes criteria for acceptance of early design information, modern
methods of providing it and suggestions for defining adequate levels of resources to accomplish the objec-
tives of the activity. Specific examples of the most difficult type of early design studies, which are
those requiring significant undeveloped technology, are used to discuss these points. The examples include
design studies and cost estimates of liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft, oblique winged aircraft, and remotely
piloted vehicles.

INTRODUCTIOM

The preliminary design process, if used effectively, can save aircraft system costs during the
development, acquisition and operation of futurs vehicles. The key to this saving is adequate exploration
of the many design approaches suggested during the Parly oefinition of the vehicle concepts and the selec-
tion for further study of those concepts that indicate significant saving. In many cases, promising
approaches are discarded prematurely because thEre are not sufficient resources to investigate many of
them. Instead, there is a tendency to focus on the most conventional approich as a baseline and then to
increase the design effort on this concept (or "ninor derivatives) to provide confidence in the approach.
The result is a credible but unimaginative de. ign that does not indicate the potential of other approaches.

How can this common occurrence in the early design process be avoided when the resource, available for
the conceptual and preliminar; design phases are limited? One distinct possibility is to increase the
effi.:iency of the design process at these early stages by the use of computerized and automatic methods.
Design concepts can then be evaluated rapidly using accepted engineering computation methods. A considerable
quantity of valid information from this process can then be useu to help selert the most promising concepts
for additional stidy and design.

Most agencies and companies have developed computerized tools for preliminary and conceptual design
(Refs. i through 9); tnese progr:-, have been used to a large extent in recent years in providing informa-
tion for future vehicle concepts ('i:fs. 10 through 14). These programs usually take the foiin s5iown on the
first figure. which indicates the inoividual disciplines required in the aircraft ea-ly design process. In
each discipline the design function is mathenatically modeled to an appropriate level and the results inte-
grated to provide a vehicle definition for a specific mission. This general arrangement is common to many
of the programs, but the method of interconnection, the level of detail and the emphasis on particular air-
craft types are used to oist-nguish between these programs. The Ames Research Center, NASA, aircraft
synthesis program, c,lled ACSYNT, uses the common arrangement shown in Fig. 1 and will be used here "o help
describe the general features ir- computerized preliminary dcsign programs and the trend& toward improving
their usefulness, efficiency, and credibility. Suggestions are offered regarding the approximate level of
resou,-ces required to develop and utilize these types of programs.

DESIGN LEVELS

Prior to describing the characteristics of the computerized prelimina,'y design process, it is
important to understand the objective ,nd scope of the activities at the early stages of vehicle definition.
The primary purpose at these leveis is to provide technical and economic feasioility information for guid-
irg larger efforts during the detailed design phases. It is important to realize this purpose and not con-
fuse it with the detailed or final desiga process, where the objective is to provide enough information to
build the vhicle or to develop a careful plan to build it. In order to help define the appropriate level
of detail to meet the objectives at the early design stages, Fig. 2 shows the defintion, used at Ames,
NASA, of four design levels in aircraft development.

The conceptual level is characterized as the idea stage during which form, cci; ectivity, component
placement, and approximate size are defined. At this stage, limited engineering calculations are performed
to provide a three-view drawing and cross sections showing approximate placement and size of all the major
ve•:½1e components. An equally important output is i list of attributes based on physical principles that
suggest the reasons this system has potential. This list and the physical principles help the advocate of
an idea to define the source and limits of the potential improvenrents that are expected from his idea.
This stage usually requires little resources and yet is a prinary source of ideas. Significantly increased
resources are nreded to evaluate these ideas cnd compare them with other approaches. Emphasis in the cor-
ceptual stage ii on clear definition of the idea and the theoretical or empirical basis for suggesting why
the concept has merit. Little emphasis or reliance is placed on the simplified and isolated corputations
that may suggest what the quantitative performance of the concept is.

At tne next design level, preliminary des'gn, these concepts are tentatively evalated with simplified
and rapid engineering computations in a balanced effort. At this point, the emphasis is on the quantitative
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measures of performance in order to make comparisons. For these computations, standard methods of
analysis are used and historical correlations are relied upon for validity. However, with concepts that
are novel or unusual, the existing engineering approaches may not be well suited, especially when they
rely on empirical approaches that do not match the study concept closely. Under these circumstances,
significant theoretical study is required trw validate the performance of the design. This key area will be
discussed later in describing the resources needed in the computerized design process.

"Figure 2 indicates that the output from the preliminary design process provides, again, a three-viewdrawing showing cpa4 shape, size, and connectivity as well as computed multi-element weight and cost

statements. The results also include description of the computed aerodynamic, structural, and propulsive
performance parameters. Note the emphasis is on computation of the results, since this quantified infor-
mation is used to compare with other results in the selection process. At this level of design, analytical
calculations (both theoretical and empirical) are usually relied upon entirely; however, these need to be
based on experimental correlations and information from past or current experimental research programs. In
the preliminary design sta( i as defined here, no experimental work is directed to design verification.
This wo-k is left for the iotailed design stage.

Figure 2 indicates that the detailed design stage emphasizes accurate and detailed investigation of a
fixed configuration but doer. include tradeoff studies to improve and refine the vehicle performance. Major
design concept changes usually are not permitted unless conducted in parallel detailed studies. This level
of design usually is augmented by experimental verification in tie aerodynamic and possibly critical
structdral areas. The major output of this activity is the detailed assembly drawings with specific defini-
tion of the major components and a careful plan indicating the schedule and resources required for the
development, acquisition, and operation of the vehicle.

In the final design level, the objective is to provide the component and assembly drawings for
construction of the vehicle. An integrated computerized process to perform this activity has been studied
(Refs. 1- and 16), but has not been implemented. Of course, mechanized drafting and prezaration of tapes
for numerically controlled tools are done at present on a nonintegrated or isolated 'asis. These functions
are key elements in automated design that may be expected to evolve into integrated final designs in the
future.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY REQUIREMENTS

The focus of this paper is on the conceptual and/or preliminary design level and not the detailed and
final design level as defined above. What are the requirements for effective computerized conceptual and
preliminary designs at these early stages of vehicle definition? Figure 3 indicates the main features or
characteristics fovnd in these programs. First, the programs usually are extremely modular so that the
functions to be performed are clearly separated and can be assembled to perform various sequences of com-
putations, depending on the problem. Modularity is very important since each module of a synthesis program
should le verified on an individual basis prior to integration with others. Modularity also greatly simpli-
fies data transfer and error identification during program development and operation. Each module provides
the intermediate data from a particular discipline that are required by other modules as well as the final
data from ttat discipline that are needed for adequate vehicle definition.

The concept of extreme modularity actually leads to more simplification in obtaining a truly integrated
design procedure. A control program is ased to exerc.ise the individual modules and the data from these
modules are transferred to other modules for additional computations. In many computerized design processes,
transfer of input and output between programs (integration) is not well developed; in some cases, it is per-
formed manually. Integratlon of the individual modules that make up a program can be accomplished in either
of two ways. First, it is possible to connect the basic analytical modules that estimate the information in
a particular discipline; for example, aerodynamic modules may compute lift anid drag directly from vehicle
geometry. Another method is to use these modules on an isolated oasis to develop scaling information -,or
estimating changes in a precomputed baseline concept. In most cases, the scaling programs can be considerably
simplified and require minimum resources to develop or operate. Hf.wever, the resources necessary to performr
the baseline design and then develop the scaling relationshios are the major part of the whole effort. The
total resources, both engineering man-hours and computer time, necessary to perform a design using the scal-
ing approach actually are comparabl- tu the direct method. In addition, the scaling relati3nships usually
are simplified by omitting parameters of secondary importance, whereas direct use of basic modules to com-
pute performance in each discipline assures the incorporation of all parameter effects as accurately as they
are being modeled.

Design programs that use scaling information are well suited to computations in the later staces of
design, where computations in each of the disciplines becomes much more detailed and time consuminq, and yet
updates on the configuration design are required on an almost continuous basis. However, at the early stages
of preliminary design, direct transfer of information between programs that provide basic data can be a more
flexible and usable approach than the use of scaling programs.

Another characteristic of aircraft synthesis programs is the capability to provide calculations at
different levels of detail. Simplified computetiors are required to estimate the initial characteristics
of the vehicle so that more detailed computations in each discipline area can proceed. in an efficient
integrated program the selection of the appropriate levels is under control of the designer. At Ames
Research Center, these design levels are characterized by the descriptions aiven in Fig. 4. Note that at
each level there is sufficient information for a completed design in terms of the quantitative measures
indicated earlier. The primary reason for increased level of detail is to incorporate more credible
methods. The computation time and cycle time required to complete a vehicle design increase s.gnificantly
with the level of detail in the computations. Since a major requirement in prelimirary desi,ýt is the
assessment of many ideas that have been selected for study, it Is particularly Important that these alter-
nate approaches be compared rapidly. A guideline for the development of the Ames, NASA, ACSYNI program is
that a vehicle analysis in Level I requires less than one minute of computer time (IBM 360/67) .)nd in
Level II, requires less than five minutes. A vehicle studied to design convergence usvally requires two to
five vehicle analyses. Design convergence means that the vehicle performs the specified mission within a
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stated tolerance and that all computations are performed on essentially the correct configuration geometry
and weight. Unless design convergence is accomplished, results for different approaches cannot be compared
closely.

An important required output in the computerized preliminary design process is sensitivity information
that permits an assessment of critical areas. Extreme sensitivity can lead to discarding a design or indi-

cate the need for technology improvement before the design can be considered feasible. Figure 5 shows an
examole of the sensitivity information provided by the ACSYNT program during the assessment of an oblique
winged transonic transport at Ames Research Center. The oblique winged 3irplane (Ref. 17) is a unique
approach to high aerodynamic efficiency at cruise and good low-speed characteristics. Sensitivity is
defined as the percentage change in a performance measure due to a percentage change in the parameter (i.e.,
the percent change in gross weight due to a percent change in a mission or a vehicle parameter). There are
three categories of parameters for which sensitivity information is usually desired. The first category
includes the mission parameters such as range. payload, turn rates, endurance, ,.tc. The second includes
the vehicle design parameters such as wing loading, wing aspect ratio, body fineness ratio, etc. The third
category includes the efficiency parameters such as engine compressor efficiency, span load efficiency,
minimum drag coefficient, etc.

Sensitivity to mission parameters indicates the ease or difficulty with wnich the general concept can
perform the specified mission, that is, feasibility. Sensitivity to parameters in the second category
provides information for optimizing the vehicle, since this is essentially gradient information indicating
the direction of improved performance measure.

Sensitivity information from the third category is used to identify overall improvement in the vehicle
due -' changes in the technology of a specific area. Thib type of information helps focus research on the
most !ignificant areas.

Sensitivities which can be provided automatically by the ACSYNT program are difficult to obtain in
manual design processes and therefore usually are not provided. In computerized early design they are
readily computed and should be required as pa.rt of the study results.

Another important requirement in computerized preliminary design is the need to provide optimization
and tradeoff type calculations that result in the best performance for a vehicle concept. Figure 6 shows
the results of an automatic seven parameter search for a minimum gross weight airplane design to perform a
remotely piloted research vehicle mission. This remotely piloted vehicle was constrained to a specified
level of performance in terms of sustained turn rates at two different Mach numbers and altitude conditions.
The optimization process selected the best combination of wing area, sweep, thickness ratio, taper ratio,
vehicle tnrust-to-weight ratio, body diameter, and body fineness ralo to perform the mission with its con-
straints. Note that the design variables did not change significantly, yet the vehicle weight changed by
27%. Unless these types of optimizations are performed, the study concepts have poorer performance than
necessary, which makes comparisons less valid. The code to perform this constrdined minimization (Ref. 18)
has been applied to many different types of engineering computations, and-T- useful in-'suboptimization in
the individual discipline modules.

Another example of the use of the optimization process is shown in Fig. 7 in which a liquid hydrogen
fueled hypersonic aircraft was optimized for maximum passenger lozd by changing the geometric characteris-
tics of the vehicle (Ref. 11). The vehicle propulsion system also was optimized automatically; in this
case, the use of an automatic procedure was extremely important, since the problem complexity wculd have
required considerable engineering time to resolve by manual methods. Here, the propulsion system consisted
of three engines: a ramjet; a turbojet; and a rocket. The problem was to maximize the passenger load sub-
ject to a sonic boom constraint. Optimization was accomplished by manipulating the size of each of the
three propulsion systems, which operated simultaneously in the transonic region, and determining the appro-
priate time for the rocket to ignite and shutdown. This optimization permitted the computation of maximum
passenger loads for a given gross weight vehicle as a function of the sonic boom constraint as shown in the
figure. For unusual aircraft concepts such as in this example, it is very difficult to select combinations
of design parameters on the basis of intuition; automated optimization 4s therefore essential.

CRITERIA FOR PRELIMINARY DESIGN INFORIATION

The computerized preliminary design process should include the information described earlier, that is,
71n.l information from eecn of the discipline areas at varicjs levels of detail, sensitivity of the vehicle
to mlssion and v'hicle parimeters, and optimization of the vehicle geofetry and desiqn parameters. In addi-
tion, these resuits should be presented so that the user has an assessment of the accuracy and the credibility
of the Information. An effective means of providing this credibility is to show the results in combination
with correlation attempts in the individual module or discipline areas. For example, in the aerodynamics
area, cornelations between the analytical results ard experimental dat-i should be provided as part of the ;-e-
Niiinary design process output. Figurc 8 shows the correlation of the estimated high angle of attack aero-
uynamic characteristics as predicted by analytical methodt, and aloo shows a comparison with experimental
results from a study airureft. These comparisons can be used to provide statistical information regarding
standard deviations and probabi. errors that indicate the accuracy expected fiom each of the discipline areas.
This accuracy information, wren combinel with tne sensitivity information described ear1(er, gives an overall
assessment of the accuracy e' the results of the studies. For example, if the probable erro, in estimating
drag at high lift is 10% and t;Ve vehicle ;eight sensitivity to this parameter is 0.7, then the probable error
in gross weight due to drag at high lift is 7%. This tvpe of information should be peovided routinely to the
users of preliminary oesign results so that they are not nislee by small differences between alternate
design concepts.

An additional reans of providing credibility for tIe co•@uterized design process is to ccmpare the
total integrated computation raý,.Its for a specified mission with an actual aircraft designed for that mis-
sion. Figure 9 shows the resalts of a comparison between the ACSYhT program and a Boeing 727-200 aircraft.
In this case, the Inputs to the ACSYNT program were the following: the seating arrangement: the wing, body
and tail geomret•y; the engine characteristics in terns ef design ýypass ratio, pressure ratios, turbine



inlet temperature, etc.; and the one-dimensional cycle efficiency parameters for the engine components.
The results indicate adequate correlation in terms of the geometry and total weight of the system; however,
individual elements in the weight statement do not agree well and suggest that further investigation is
required. It is necessary to perform these correlations continually at the total aircraft level to ch'
the analytical methods, since they are under continuous development or enhancement. The results of these
corrPlation studies or their references should be included as part of any preliminary design study.

RESOURCES REQUIRED IN COMPJTERIZED PRELIMINARY AIRCRAFT DESIGN

The resources needed to pprform the computerized process at the early stages of vehicle definition are
primarily engineering man-hours and computer time. By far the mosc costly and important resource expended
during this process is engineering timee, even when the process is highly .utomated. Engineering time is
usually divided between program development or modification and the prep;.ration and analysis of input and
output data.

The development and modification of modules to compute design information in the various disciplines
has been underway for several years and in many Lases the modules or methods are available. However, most
of these modules require continual enhancement and further development to apply them to the variety of
concepts studied in preliminary design. Unusual or unique designs require the development or modification
of existing methods to provide good results. An example is the oblique winged aircraft that was mentioned
earlier. This vehicle (Fig. 10) operates with increasing wing sweep as speed increases and the changing
geometry and antisymnetry of the configuration required significant modification to existing aerodynamic
rmodules.

Figure 11 shows a liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft (Ref. 10) witl. a tankage arrangement that had no
historical counterpart or empirical data base and hence required the development of specialized theoretical
computer programs to investigate the structure. The tanks in the vehicle support all the vehicle loads and
are pressurized. These examples of unicue or unusual configurations indicate that a majority of the
resources necessary to perforr computerized preliminary design are spent in the investigation of unusual or
unique features. Conventional design features can be studied with existing modules in many cases.

At the present time considerdble resources are spent during computerized preliminary design in the
preparation of input and output information. This area can be made much more efficient. Digital computer
technology to automate the input data function and to display engineering results has reached a mature
point of development and should be included in efficient preliminary computerized design processes. Com-
puter terminal hardware (Fig. 12), which may be located directly in the preliminary design work area, con-
sists of cathode ray tube devices for display of the , "irmation and input devices of various forms,
inluding keyboards and digitizing electrical tablets. In the last few years, the price of these devices
has been reduced significantly and they can be connected to large-scale computers throLgh telephone or
data communication networks. The key element in the use of these devices is the time-shared operation of
the main computer Nhich permits accees to substantial computer resources without coinnitting the computer and
its expene during periods of no comp-itation. The software to support these types of computer systems is
substantial, but has been undergoing development and enhancement for several years. At the present time
these systems are operational and performing satisfactorily, although the rate of technological progress
(and obsolescence) is relatively high.

The figure shows the computer terminals at A-res, NASA, that connect to a time-shared central ceinouter
with sufficient power to perform large-scal, -igineering computations (Ref. 19). The vehicle geometry dis-
played on the tube was defined from the tablet and sketch shown in Fig. 12. The output of configuration
drawings (Fig. 13) and engineering results (Fig. 14) from this equipment is suitable for inclusion directly
in pjblications and the generation of the information is becoming automatic.

The resources and time needed to initiate or expand a preliminary design activity to the point
describod in this paper are significant. The modules used in the ACSYNT program rFpresent more than 100
nan-years of development and enhancement over a period of more than ten years. The program is capable of
analyzing conventional transport and fighter type aircraft, but is still in a state of rapid evolbtion as
new capabilities and theoretical metnods are continually incorporated.

The specialized personnel needed to integrate and develop the programs to perform this type of desion
activity are the major factor in the success of the activity. Each of the technical discipline areas is
complex and the development and use of efficient programs in these areas require the dedication and skill
of technical experts. Professional engineers and scientists with proper training arc needed to insure that
the mvethods and correlations required in the preliminary design activity are sound. Attempts to center
these activities around personnel skilled }nly in computer programming have not been effective. It also
should be pointed out thaz it is difficult to pursue this process on an ad hoc or part-tine basis, since as
stated before, conti,.al development and co. relations between analytical methods and experimental infomra-
tion are required. The high growth rate in computer technology has permitted a correspond-ihg improvement
rate in the analytical methods used to perform preliminary design. Hence, the rate of development of new
analytical methods and the obsolescence rate of old ones are sufficiently great to require the continued
attention of professional specialists.

Once ar. operational capability as described above has been achieved, the computerized preliminary
design of new but relatively conventional concepts is anticipated to require only modest resources and
time. The goal for the ACSYNT program is to provide all the results described earlier !including optimiza-
tion and sensitivities) for a singlc vehicle in less than one week at Level I and in less than one month at
Level II. Approximately six professionals an6 two hours per day of comouter time are anticipated durinr the
activity. Of course the obje;tive in early design studies is to comoare many approacnes. If several air-
craft concepts with similar missions and features are studied, then the computerized design process can
investigate several vehicles much more readily than nwanual rmetnods can. The advantage depends on the
similarity of the vehicles and their components.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

The computerized preliminary design process can provide significant information that may influence
the future costs of aircraft development and operation. This information can guide the design process
toward concepts that have significant promise. The early study results can be ba3ed on established
engineering methods that are adapted for computerized techniques and integrated for rapid use. The pre-
liminary design process needs to be rapid and efficient in order to provide enough credible information to
make sufficient comparisons. The results should include correlations with existing experimental data and
should provide optimization and sensitivity information.

The primary resource required to perfotjn this activity is engineering time which is best directed toward
the development of methods and the analysis of unique concepts. The preparation of input data and the manip-
ulation of output information for rapid review and analysis should be highly automated. The computer tech-
nology is available to modernize and automate much of this early design activity, but the total process is
still entirely depencent on professional specialists using the most modern methods and equipment.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN TECHNIQUES FOR UNMANNED, REMOTE PILOTED VEHICLES

fly

R.Staufenb.ý2 and~ H.Schmnidtlen
VFW-Fokker G-nbH

B~emen, Germany

1. !NTRODUCTION

RPVs in preliminary design phzses - whare they currently are - are a great challenge for engineers. To understand thes. new em'erging-
RPVs somewhat better it seem'i worthwhile to start from the weil-known orones. Explaining the main oifterenctis Fig. 1 should give an
impression of tha h'3her complexity of RPVs in ccrnparison with drones. If we understand drones as the mother of RPVs there are TWO
fathers, manned NC and mis~iles (Fig. 2).

At first sight there are several reason-~ for using RPVs in future missions (eg. fighter- Recce- and EW-missions) - in addition to sdving
nilots -:ýI *~ CM's reduction

" Higher effectiveness 'Jue to rmaneuvei ability/the CCPMptter in tht loop)

"* Higher flexibility concerning future mission requiremients (modular mission equipmet,!)

But weighing and balancing cost, "ffectivene~s and blcxibility requires a closed loop, workits; in threat and mission analysis. technolngy,

system -engineering as well as in the operational area (command/control, logistics, training -,c.).

RPVs, as military systems with the highest degree of automation ever developed. wvill prob.bly generate resistance or at least delaying
action in the part of oper;'.tions personal. which can lead to serious gaps in the defence capa'lility especially if the opponent pushes

for'iard RPVs wjith high mission e.fectiveness. In any case. it cart be expected that - FPVs %i~l not do it best' in every aspect, but ratherI that manned/unmanaed missions in combination and in mnutual supplementation %ui i tt e answer.
Optimnizing future- mannedltnmanned sysvtems reqL ires the closed "xbp coopem'-z., in tnticned above. The starting point in tilis loop
can be at any place you like. The RP- Study condlucted by VFW-FOKKER. somc esults of which are explained in the written paper.
was planned only -ts a pa t 'f that loop, to give some inputs to the technologist and operations personal. 3nd to start discussions.

Oble-tive of this study was:

lrv-,tilation of a multirole AS/CAS RPV
(Air-wupertorityfClose- air support-RPV)

based on

unified ?-' vehicle
-nzodular niistion etquipment and
4mpeific armamt int

HOIN
/NAVIGATED) (1- '

N No / SURWjILLANCE

44/ý0 MISSION PLANING/

DRNSNf U~ PREPARATIO

Fig. 1 RELATIONJ RPV&-DROlh3ES3



MISSILES MANNED
A/C

I SHORT PREPARATION/ MISSION SP'ECTRUM

REACTION TIME AMMN
ISTORABILITY WIH LS

FSELF CONTAINED NAVIGATION
METHODS OF MISSION PLANING
PREFLIGHT CHECKS

(\DRONES

F4g 2 RELATIVES OF RPVs

2. THE MULTI ROLE RPV-STLIDY

2.1 Steps in conducting the study

Figure 3 shows the different steps througn wtiich the study W-0e. Evaluating the FRG threat sceuirio, Air-Defenie (AG) and CAS
were found to be the p'edominant miss~ons. AS-mission as the -eiost stringent AD-mission was studied to fix the requirements for air
vehicle, weaponry, anr avionics. With respect to CAS, the avaiible airfield lengfts and the ground to air threat defined minimum
m~ission requirement. A point design has worked out to present effectiveness - payload/range characteristics and to give a first
impression of such a RPV-systzam, nonsidering the vehicle itself, mission equipment, armamer:. and supporting systetrin

The fai!ou? r' point design for different missicris was considered. Final! f, key-problems were explained.

Typical for this study. although in the prelimina, : design phase, was the e) tenstve usac~e of complex ma~hematical modeis roncernirtg
e.g

Combat tactics
low lev-el terrat n-foll[owing
sensor characteristics
vweapoei range and effectiveness.

2.2 R-toults of Combat Simulatioins

Staring wiih the AS-mission, the rnain character:stics of RPV-vehicle, armnament. and :emo; system have beer. evausted ising a digital
comba: simulat-on prograim. The combat tactics used in this prc.?aam have been derived for dogfights w'tzi a stern approaci missile.

Combat opponent of the RPV es;) mannid AS-f,6tef in itha upper performance class.

The ;.arietv of paramet:!rs investtigated is given in Fig 4. Wing loading. Vviust to weight ratio and three different flap ctnifigurations
characterized the vehicle itself. wheile arma "ent a.nd sensor per-ormnsnce were modeliled by cone-A with variable angies and tngl*. The
in-tu,i~ conditicnis did not consider possible benefits of -.ing approaches optinmized and Ieleguideri hy the coutroll station. Sonie results
of the combbat st ulatt-3n regcrdling the vehicle pirrameters ire shown~ in Fig. S. Requirinig an RPV-superiority of 80 20 kills (asQ
mirimum), the necessary thrust to weight is shcown as a function of wing loading for :he three maneuver fltap configurations. Load

factor limitation is 6 q for the manned refierne A/C and lo g for the RPV.
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I DESCRIPTION OFPAL D'

ICOMBAT a AIR V.EHICLE I RANGE
EFEFVNS 0 MODULAR EQUIPMENT________

* WEAPONERY
L. - 0 SPP SSTEMj .EFFECTIVENESS,

* CONTROL STATION SURVIVABILITY
I * RELAY ETC

IVULTIROLF MISSION ANALYSIS

/TECHNICAL
TACTICS

OPEN QUESTIONS LOGISTICS
f!OST

_________________ OT "BACKLASH'!

Fig. 3 STEPS OF RVV-STUOY

For the definition of a poi~nt dcsvri a mao-riumn imch number of oniv 2.0 wa. chosen fG-i sawrn3 weight without penlt-es, in Escape

maneuvers. A thrust to w-eight if 1.3 and a wing loading of 240 kp m2(at the beginning cifcomnbatlt with moderate flap o-erformance
gives it*e PV the required superiornty of SO: 20 kill;

Due to the difie.ernt !nittal cvrvdit:ors, -he chration of combat is a stocnastte oua'.tity. MAean value of comb, t duration is 130 sec and
95 % of alI tights asr- enideo by a k-11 in i50 soc.7herefore this combat time of 2%' sec was rhowse for the point design..

All these resuifts are vrald' uncles the -.sumption of equal weaoon effe:twernest, g-ven by !he ct iractiristics. of a jogf ight missile limited
to ttern approaches The sartsitivmsy of the results due to changes in wee-apon :en~s wis also investigaed and. esults maneuverability. as
*n caeof the RPV, a rerna'kaole reduction of miss ti performance is acceptable with o3nly a small reduction of survivabmioty Imissile

t perfo-mriace of reference A': is held constarit).Thweleore a sptcial armament for RPVs seems reasonable

This pic.ture womuld be completely changed, of a low cost weapocn with tiea4on capabiihry we -t avaelable.

Usiriq '~ns - in Vig 6) as the RPV Prrmaonent. the su-. sibility would be unsatisfactory low.

Succesc or RPV; is dorpendent con sensor p elorinaxce and sensor coverage are.*. Under the- assurroption lI.d! th%- c-c.-nbat opponent has
ful; info-rs~v-in about the RPV position in tZhe .ombat area, the influerse of a redt"ced RPV cover-*§ge atea (given by target acquisition
and track-rng cn)ne*- has been evalutated arid is Lliown in Fig. 7. The survivabilit-y f the RPV aoe niot tall of f unt!1 a scrnsor viewing ariudle
r-f 900 Thiirefore tinformation ahov: the erwnys c~ionii the tctward haif space -- suf f trert Th-s area can be achieved using a sincle
siernso with a boresight tilted upw-vocrd in the airi'raf-, ant! curning .te RPV .tseWf ntv6 tho taorgzt plane. In this case a sen 'tr wvieing angle
of 600 would be siff.,,ient.
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Considenng 'he simuiton esults and anieyzi;ng oper.atiunai a4*b the ,oint desiqn ot the AS RPV can be summarized as foiovws

Thrist !o weight rjl.<, 13
WAng Io.din% IT;O; 240 kp/cm 2

Maneure flaps
Load factor T/O) log
combat orme wit• a/b 250

ste'rn. approarl, nass e

range: 2.000 m
cone angle 450"

iadius of action ,5 ýrm
(M = 0.9)

Mmax 2.0

Take-off boosted from 1m.uncher

latildsng conventuonal

SURVIVABILITY COMBAT
RPV RPV

7WEAPON REF. aic

1 CON E,

80:70 -4-__ "h WEAPON CONE

Rs 4000m RPV: PARAMETER
. 7 REF. a/c Rs= 3000 m

__ 50.Cs750

! /Rs - 1000 in

1i 30 45 60 Es [

CONE ANGLE

_Ig. 6 WEAPON PERF3RMANW-E AND SURVIVABILITY



SCONE

OPPONENT OUT OF SIGHT. RPV MANEUVERS
CORRESPONDING TO
THE LAST SENSOR
INFORMATION

<1 OF OPPONENT 1300
INO LIMITATIONS)

RPV SURVIVABILITY

100:0 lj

0.100 0 J -

0 60 120 180 V ,-

VIEWING ANGLE

Fig. 7 INFLUENCE OF SENSOR-VIEWING ANGLE

2.3 The CAS-mission

The vulnerability of future A/C on the grcund has to be reduced generally, this is valid especially in scenarios with a high threat of
ca.nter air missions as for the FRG. RPVs, as a new generation of A/C. have to meet these requirements. Therefore, dispersion on small
airfields is mandatory; T/O and landing performance are predominant. The T/O/landing rolling distances are shown in the T/W - wing
loadong diagram Fig 8. With a wing loading of 170 kp/m 2 the AS/RPV has a rolling distance at landing 370 m (with zero length T/O).

The CAS-RPV has to carry more fuel and higher mihiary load than the AS-RPV; tnerefore by overloading the AS-ve:ion a conventional
T/O !- mandatory. Staying within take-off rollini distances below 350 m, in overloading of th2 AS-version by more t:an 65 % is
possible with a load factor •T/O) of less than 6 g. The rollinrg performances demand a/b - take-off. In Fig. 8 sup=rimposecl q.rnaneuvers
are included in thrust requirements. The maneuvers cover the terrain-following ntaneuvers on the one hand and maneuvers (jinking"
superimoosed for kncreu;•ig the survivability against anti aircraft artillery (AAA) on the other.

This surv~vab)iity tw linking maneuvers is •hrow-, in Fig. 9 With the same survivability as an AC in level flight, a maneuverwiig A/C
(mean value 4 g) ca-, cross f:ve to Ie- times more AAA oal's This advantage of increased survivability is of course restricted to
unmanned A/C and musT be made possible t j higher thrust and fuel reserve.
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Fig. 8 RPV-PO;NT DESIGN TIOLANDING REQUIREMENTS

2.4 Point, Design

Fgure 10 gives the confimuration of the point design in the CAS %msion. It is a s-nV}o, ,ngi-,re de-ign with the -ohonq maim djx;%a

Overall length 10 m

Overall span 63rm

Wing reference 13.3 m

Sweep angle 210

AspKect ratio 3

Ei•gne 1 (Type_ Jt10 GE - 100)

max. thiust ./b

ISA. SL 415C kp

Weight (O.W E; 2500 kp

The T0O e-,ght of thN AS-ver•ooi (;niuda;n 100 k-p msile aasd 600kp interna fuel) is 3200 kp. Thr maneter f pefo oance 04, ?.s
design is given by rurn rats o' 26 O,"ec (;r- a:•.t ,ois) ard 15 0/Cs (sustained) at 210.000 ft e6f•itude.

rýor CAS missions the RPV point djesig, can toe considerabty c~mloaded iF-g 8). Military Icwt and fuel !:nt&.Wa ande~r4Ptmai)u 1t,,t
2800 kp idif keep the load facto! aiove 6 With m4 correspondng TIO wvights of3i0 kp the rolling• e-off diarie - ugn• a/ - vs

'100 m At this order of T'O pe.fo--.arr.. AiVs are ab4e to twe.-mnailer dispersed aii*&., in this way tr-iýewi pn.g m .oimd sunrvaodf-
tv
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Figure I1I gives payload - range tradveoff: for the point design~. !if the radii of action, a 50 km distanve with 3 g mnaneuvers (mean value)
is included. 2000 lbs payload can be carried at M -"0.5 and 3g9. The drag of higher payloads ur, 1r, /4- lbs requires a reduction of
speed of c-f qwrneuver loads. Internal fuel is limited to 600 kp, therefore higher ranges require ext. 'nall ftei in considerable amount. The
engine irr.rtztt -=Ve-irnzad for AS - seernm well matched to the CAS requirements

= short TIC d-stances

hil;h drag of payload anti external fuel tank

high induced drag due to supe-impcosed maneuvers

in addition to the quick alert AS-mission explained above, the RPV point design can be used in air defence miss~ons with a !ong loiter
time. With a conventional take-off at the maximum T/0 weight of 5300 kp, a loiter timne of 3 It at H- 20 000 It and M =0.45 car, be
rext~zed. At this performarice, ceuise to the combat area and a combat time of 250 sec are included.

Figures 12 and 13 summarize tuto main data of the point kiesign performw'nce for various attack and air defence missiors in the order of
priority as is now seen for the F RG.

10.
NUMBER

CROSSEDI

-ýN:4 MANEUVER

EQUA L

I- SUIRVIVABIULTV OF RPV

2000 4C30 (M-1 DISTANCE OF AAA

Fig. 9 CA4S-RPV SU'RVIVABILITY AGAINST AAA IN BELTS
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Fig. 13 FALL OUT MISSION

3. SURVEY ON NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE PROBLe AS

The shortztormmins of programmed flights are obvious. Fz-nter missions require accurtae outbound navigation arid ta'ge, detectionede-
signation.'tracking, which need some kind of remoo' ippda-ing anti "piloting' via a data iink wsit j more -~ less high bwrtwidt'i

The first idea - an obvious one. to move o-ilot and cockpit out of thie AitC to mhe remote control station, rnas heen realized in fi-rs
generation RPVs. in doing so. all cockpit dsmt-ant; visual information have to be transmitted to -P control station, and pilot commands
must be sent back to the A/C. This solution permitted , zi degree of on-board muomatiorý out 'equirred a high bandwidth for
transmitting acceptable sensor information ivideo signals) ao'd demz-r.-ed a high work load o' the remote pilot. The mrtsibilily of such a
method under heavy ECM environment is still open.

In any case covering *ock I=s phases and reducing dletectionp probability for RPV! requirth a cartassn ifsaciry 'i-ar
navigation acil guidance That is even -nore tv.L. if computerized flight path optimization is needed ikrr ef tective aporoa'i1 arm co-obal
maneuvers, including weapon delivery cornpumtions. Thereftore the dlegree of aucornization or, bouro mtust wooc zani beathe nialtte.i
air defence RPVs

In these missions. target detection, IFF, threat evaluation. target designar-on and guiding the RPV to the corrmas earfeartato t,7ctine oy
an airborne or ground crntrol station. After having irtuired the designated target the RPV -s saif-sufficien:

A guidance scheme for the AS-RPV is show, in Fig. 14. After target ar.quisition tit -lie RPV senisors, the control, staitiorv-as a-m
mon~toring tasks. Such a guidance method requires only a low da-.i li4i fmndwidth. buc tt'e higher degrc- of crioloanc aU~rrtatiOn is
more 2xpensive, although ii z-ems inevitable for the high pcrfo,'m;,nz* RPVs of the second generatioet

In air to ground attack mission-s the situation is rather different. Under the assumption that low level Vights are ranoatory 4or
survivable RPVs, the outbound navigation accuracy dnd target detesiton/desigratiori/acq~uis~tion are sevite !:ýeo&wdms.

For Sufficiently aCCLtrae RPV navigation tivo approaches can be considt.od:

Method I is based on inertial equipment, Depending on cruise distances, inertial -,t',in accuriry with doppler arivor tleeutsdatwsng is
necessary to acquire even f ixed ground targets or *those des.-gnated by a FAC Further more, -'turning to the airbase frust, be as-nirect.

Method 2 uses ground based navzgational estuipmnen; 'e.g. Loran. Mtcxcwaie landing systems) with cornputatont4 on-board -his method
gives suff icient accuracy as vve!!

Arn~xtmor -3f both methods bai the rryst flexibility, but is also the most expensive

Method 2 - most attractive for reducing on board complexity -has the highest 0Wegee f vulnerability and distuibability

Thertelore iriwrtiel naviga-ion wi.-th teleupdIatinig seemsc to be the best solution A 'xar*tmew for enabling low level flights is also
nerded On the other hand tthis system has a high commonality writh the hardware equipment fo-- AS missions explained in Fig- 14 Only
the sesor package correspondling to the different targets -is completely different Using these sensors for a..;ning the final ag-
r,roaches, conventional iarndings can be coisdtucted by !i.z nernial equipment iolatiormhiadirr altimeter) wi:hout grouno naivigastion aids-
a ivery favourabile ne-mot! for using sirrA;!ei dispersed airfields.
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Compared with these navigation problems, the target detection and designation process in air to ground attacks is even more complicat-
ed. For the near future, only target designation concepts with man in the loop should be considered. Human detection and designation
can be done directly (FAC) or by using sensor information transmitted from the RPV to the remote control station. In the former case
the sepa:ately located "Designator" must illuminate the target ("Marking"). Then the RPV (and its weapon;' can be guided automati-
cally (semiactive guidance). In the latter case homing on the target must be remotely controlled. Fig. 15 gives . .urveV on the different
methods. The penetration depths (from FEBAI) are different in these methods due to limitations in positioning the FAC or in
transmitting the sensor information to the contvul station. Estimated values are givrn in Fig. 15 as well. The deepest penetratiol. can be
expected utilizing a -elay A/C. Compared with semiactive guidance, the remote detection and designation methods require remarkably
higher bandwidth for the video transmission link and are therffore more sensitive to ECM.
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Fig. 14 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL OF AS-RPV

The tasks of (ground or airborne) control stations are the following:

Receiving information from RPVs and from supporting systems (e.g. Search radar)

Information processing

Transmitt~ng commands to RPVs and supportin% systems (e.g. Relay trations)
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TARGET DESIGN, TION
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The possibility of processing target information in the control statioi, normally a task of the pilot in the cockpit - can essentially
increase the effectiveness of RPVs. Especially in low level, high speed fi-ghts detection of targets is difficult and limited to small areas
around the flight paths. Oii-ooard information processin'g and cockpit display is restricted to simple processing. In Fig. 16 the scheme of
a ~pecial display located in the conti-si station is shown. It permits the selection~ and presentation of visual information under optimal
viewing angles transmitteo by RPVs forward looki~ie sensors. It is a display accumulating vision stripes thereby increasi.-, -!anned area
and increasing time for looking at the target area. This processing method increase the probability of target detection -educing the
bandwidth of transmission in the way that redundancy of data itansmission is replaced by infnormation storage. This method can be
extendec; to jn interactive display for navigation updating and commands in the target area

STRIPES;
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Fig. 17. PRIORITY OF TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

4. CONCLUSION

Thinking about RPVs for future fighter misbior,s is zvery difficult task ior A/C designers in contrast to the normal situation, they
cannot start with definite miiitary requirements The ;easc i for the failing requirements are the following:

1) These new type of systems are essentially dep1 endent on technology working in an opera, anal environment, influenced by thie
technology itself, e g

*Dav-, transmission under ECM en-jircnimerit,

*Storability and shor:. mission-preparation :ime depending on basic/.nission equipment.

*Mission effectiveness oepending on hIN. supportinn systems 'control station, relay, mixed manned/unmanned fleet).

*Feasibility of operation from dispersed airfields depending on logistics and irnfrastructare

2) The technical f easibilitty of importa-it subiystems is open, Many of these open questions can be answered only by future expei imer-
tal studies in original ený,irunmen! assisted by military personnel

3) Lorges changes in infrastruc'utc iogistics, command and contrro' are mandatory for an effective RPV operation. The impact of suih
changes and their le-finitions can be dletermint d only in complex siimula..ons fed by experimentai Studies

4) The big step beyont; manned systems will be taken only if the effectiveness of RPVs in future battlefield seenar~os can be clearly
demonstrated Therefore modelling of si-enar'os will --lore confidence and more detail than usual is seeded

Theriefore, our study on multirole RPVs can be considered only d mrali part within such a complex ioop of tehrioltugcaltoperational
pa~erwork/simulat~ofn/rxporimentaI stidies

With .esr Y. to zechnelogica' ;robiems identiofied as :mpor~anx wn this stuov Fig '7 gives c Survey -vith a proposal concerning the
priority of liesew~ohlems

Navigation guidance an i data iransmis&zaor are the subsystems of highe-si p-oo-t, for the -Aivestigatior in the near fiture, bLecause these
problems can influenic. fme fezioitl- -6 future fightinr ype RPV

Ill compariso, .viv)~ these key probltms ithe aree, a-of bas~c equipmewnt. enginis and structure have s~xmewhat smaller priority: but
-nvostigatio-s in these fields are nccessarN as well tv ge- inputs f')r

C. operational el.aluatvons -eqg mainta-riability, si-n rbi'~ -yulnes-abilitj

- nit t valuations

* ýarzý-sq lkog ~eat' technoiru worik
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5. SUMMARY

RPVs for fighte: type missions haw a lot of ancertainties regarding operational and cost aspects, which only can be clarified by
experiments and complex simulations updated fro. ' these experimental studies.

Concentrating on technical and technological areas of RPVs and :.nalyzing the main threats Tor the FRG, a AS/CAS-RPV has been
studied on tne base of an unified vehicle, modular mission equipmenT, and specific armament. The characteristics of a preliminary point

oesign have bean derived from combat simulation and threat evaluation. By overloading the optimum AS design, payload, range,
maneuverability, and T/O/landing performances required for CAS missions can be met. Mission effectivenFs and survivability of the
point design is highly superior to manned AX. In the paper presented only a survey on navigation and guidance problems could be
given. Key problems have shortly beer discussec in the conclusions.



Problems with the current design process are summarized on Figure 3. They arise from the char-

acteristics of advanced aerospace vehicieb, the nature of the design process, and the big design staffs
required for such vehicles. The prntlems stem from the increased size, sophistication. performance,
and sensitivity of new vehicles which increase everything related to the design process. Of particular
concern are the longer and longer times required to design an advanced vehicle. Not only does this time
increase costs in many ways, it also makes the vehicle development cycle unacceptably lorg with the
danger of intrciucing obsolete products into the ma.'ket. Risks of poor quality and/or high costs are great.

In addition to many dcsign requirements, conditions and criteria, and a miltitude of data that muzt be
generated, analyzed. and communicated. largE na'mbers of people, that must work together as a team, are
involved. The result is a large organizatioix that operates in a complex manner. is difficult to manage,
and which of necessity takes a long time to get its ja done properly. The size of the product, the number
of design conditions and the amount of data will continue to increase; therefore, time and money can be
saved only by changing the process so that fewer designers can do their thing faster. This is where
automati'i- can heilp; the computer must be used to do all things, that do not require unique human traits,
faster (,nd u •tter?) than man. Design flow time can be reduced ':ith secondary benefits in reduced costs
(time sav 'd is money saved) and increased design quality. Fortunately, design technology and computer
hardware and software have reached a state where much of the de3ign process can be automated in the
next decade.

The growth of aut omation in aerospace vehicle design - past and future - is shown in Figure 4.
It traces the growth of automated struct'-ral analysis from ele'nents to complete vehicle capability, the
emergence of automated structural design and its development to a mature technology within this decade,
and the prospect of automated vehicle design growing rapidly from the embryor-c systems now being used.
The last 20 years brought about a revolution in structural analysis through computerization. For the
vantage point of 1985 or 1990, we will see that a similar revolution has occurred in design.

Automation of the total airplane design process can occur in an evolutionary manner in which the
design organization and computer programs are modified in steps. The first steps will be to use the
computer as a communications link between the players, gradually programing more and more human
activity of a routine nature for tie computer, then extendir.g automated synthesis capability to the total
vehicle. By this time it will be apparent that some fundamental changes in procedures, organization, aid
man-machine relationships are necessary, Peference 2. Hopefully, enough research on the design process,
both its technical and social features, will have been done so that revolutionary changes can appear with a
new generation of managers, designers, computers. and ;oftware. The process that results will be vastly
different from what we have today in the tools, people. training, and organizational concepts, References 1
and 2.

The words design, integrated, computer-aided, and automation have been used rather freely, so I
will present now the definitions I will use in this paper. I am equating automated design to computer-
aided design, and using them interchangeably, to indicate that this is the best combination of men and
machines for designing a product. It can invol--e several levels of computerization ýhat will change with
circumstances and time. The machine is tne digital computer and all types of devices, apparatus, or
machines that can be operated vith or from it to aid the design process. The design process encompasses
all activities required to generate the data needed to produce a preoduct and therefore covers a wide scope
of technical disciplines ranging, for example. fi~ora aerodynamics to noise to structures to manufacturing
to economics. Integrated refers to how the many computer Pro-rams used in the design process work
together. An integrated system provides for the greatest interaction and flexibility it program utilization
,nd the highest potential for automatin without loss of the insight and innovation that only a human designer
can provide In addition, an integrated system can provide for an intelligent dialog between the designer
and the computer, partners that augment and complement one another in managing and accomplishing the
des-gn task.

THE DESIGN PROCESS

The process used to design any product is basically simple, Figure 5. Soweone sets down a require-
ment, the designer finds an acceptable configuration that satiSflies it. and then generates the data required
to fabricate the product. The selection of the appropriate configrzton is not simple, however. The
designer will first select one- that he chinks, from experince. will meet the nee.- - this is the idea and
innovation stage. Then he analyzes it to at:,imine the characteristics ol his product and compares these
with the characteristics allowed or required of -t the ua.alysis stage. hiitially, the product will lack
some essential characteristics so it must be changed thiz is the decisiorn stage which requires insight
and experience. However, analysis of the effects of desi%,i chanspss op product characteristics can assist
the designer in his decisions. Neox. the oesigner gows through several cycles in which the product is
reconfigured and reanalyzed until ai!' rc-juired characteristics are obtained in the final configura~ior.. Then.
all data needed to fabricate the product are cow-piled aid se.t to the s 0o. Oi course, manufacturing
methods and costs were a fartor :n the d2sign ev-olution from the begianing.

The various blobs itn Figure 5 represent %u; k to ov done or tasks. IThe arrows re-present the flow
of data or information. Tasks und data art. the elinnnms o( Uh- design proeess which it, a da~a mn:.agemert
activity tO'e generation, flow, ani processing _I data a,-e all t'at happens in design. Of course. this data
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management activity is carried out by people and machines wcrklng in an organization. If the orginizatio.2

required to design a produdt is small, the management of the information flow is not difficu:l. A large
design organization is another story.

Figure 6 is a cartoon of the current design procedures used for larg- a'rp'z7n#s surh as ,t wide-r-ody
j3t transport. It 3hows men and machines in the same information v. ac in Figi-re 5. B-it this chart
shows that much of the data flow only because one gi:7 hands ii io another This is ,.o. guod. The uezign
organization for a large airplane includes more than a t!hosand people at its pak, invclves numerous
in(dividuals that are designer,; and has larre numbers of cLalysts. draX.-i~rk test rngine2rs, ttchiniclans,
admiaustrators, and other specialists. A fcw simple calclulations if t:.t -. mbinauons of personal co..acte
rcquired in a group "nf this size reveal th.e staggering magnL.tde of the per.ýcn-to-person comrinuacation
problem in giving and receiving data and decisions in a highly interactive situation like multidisciplinary
tQesign. For example, if only 50 people ',,- .,e staff must talk to each other periodically, then 1225 conversa-
tions are required in each period (with luu ,.ople the numter rses to 4950). Big design organizations,
!hen, usually manag,, data flow inefficiently. They should hlok wc a.tomation to speed up this part of the
process by reducing the numbccr and duration of human contwcts. The largest gains froia atomartion prob-
ably will be in the big organizat;:ns wit'. the big problems, however, any design organization can benett.
In adaition, further automation of analyses and other tasks will also speed the design process. particularly
in automating meth•ds for rapidly resizing or reconfiguring a vehicle or component tha, does not satisfy
its design requirements.

The design proces? h.rs important time Pnd phasing characteristics suggesteo by rigure 6 but not
apparer' vi Figtzr_- 5. Figure 7 extends Figure 5 into the time domain to :llustrae the sequencing and
,'ycling that ,ccu,'-. as the .Jergr, progresses. Note that each activity occurs intermittently. If each is
perf-.-rmed b, a paVt'cu.ar specialist, his assigned task will not be completed in one work period and he
will rave Zo be reoriented eaA.h time it comes arc-and again. Continuity of tasks is often achieved in design
pract;ce hy simultaneously working tasks that ideally should be done in sequence. Then, individual
specialists could be working simuiltaneously at different design levels on the same project with the d.rnger
that muc-W, 4(ort may be wasted. Th2 problem LUcomes more acute on multidisciplinary aitplane projecti
wierein aý.-rodynarnics could bc several configurations ahead of structures. All disciplines should work
apuro•o,.ately in-p:iase t.. produce a techncically balanced design in each cycle. Automation can help
aciie, e tLis goa. by reducing the time required for each task and by speeding the flow of data between
act'/ities and disciplines.

The design process passes through several stages or levels as it progresses from an initial concept
to the fVval details. Figure 8 is a diagram of the development of an aerospace product that shows the place
for design. Continuing activity in research, development, and marketing periodically identify new concepts
a.d tec.hnology with sales potenti4. This idea enters a conceptual design phase to scope its characteristics
and, if attractive, moves into a preliminary design phase where :t is worked to greater depth. When the
desizn is sufficiently mature. management authorizes the product go-ahead and detail design, manufacturing.
anid testing lead to first product delivery. Design support for the product in prou•,ction is a cotntinuing
activity to ccver changes and modifications in future product improvement. This total process involves
many subtasks and cycles in a variety of sequences over a long period of time. The needed automated
design system must enicompass this total process and the multitude of functions contained thereia

Design networks can be drawn of process-, depicted in Figure 8 to any level of detail required, but
they soon become exceedingly complex. Figure 9 goe.' one step in that direction by expanding the pre-
liminary design phiase and indicating major decision points and recycling routes. The preliminary design
phase is divided into sizing the product to the marketing crtteria, refining it by applying more powerful
analyses, and verifying it by more rigorous analyses and selec.ed tests. The design is then reviewed to
determine if construction should proceed. Note that at each dezision point before go-ahead. the process
may recycle to as early a level as appropria;e. However. once it enters detailed design the major system
parameters are fixed and any problem that arizes must be solved within that subsystem. Therefore,
preliminary design must produce a thoroughly satisfactory configuration for the total system adequate in
all subsystem characteristics, including fabrication costs, if a successful product is to result. Not only
must otir automated system accommodate the requirements of each of these levels arnd decisions. it must
also insure adequate technical depth at each level (especially in preliminary designs within the tinme and
cost available.

Design levels have been discussed without defining them in detail: Figure 10 attempts an approximate
definition Each organization uthlizes different definitions and process within its design organization so
Figure W0 is an amalgamation of several sources. The levels are defined in terms of the manpower,
flow time, and number of corfigura.tions examined. The accuracy of weight estimates and short descrip-
tions of the objectives and product are included too. All numbers are approximate because of the varia-
bility of scope of a design project. ranging from a small fighter aircraft *o a large supersonic bomber or
transport Again notf the key role played by preliminary design: only one overall configuration goes into

= detail design. h Iiever, many components and parts Vill go through seve-ral design iterations in this
design level.



rJES8IGN SYNTHESIS AND) OPTIMIZnTION

ioiagranis of the design process discussed above (Figs 5, 6, C.and 9) have shown cycles in which
the design mu;qt be reconfigured bEc;,"ise .. did nUt meet sonie criteria, Rlest- ing the total configuration
'ar one of Ists parts can oe done by trial and error, bin systematic aplruiaches c~dled design rynthesis are
more productive. Synthesis includes nptimh~ation since the ob).-edive is to attain a maximum or minimum
value vf some merit fun-tjon. S'tructtiral synffhesis, for example, is often discussed under titles such as
minimumi-vaight design and structural optimirzation. It has not been used enou.gh in design although At has
been zvailable for over 20 years. References 3 and 4. iis ýsp. h3wever. is increasirZ.

Some general commients on design syaihesiw are. appropriate here.

1. The synthesis approach provides a systematic way of conducting analyses ured in design t:PI:reach ̂he best configuration with a minimum of time and effort. Synthesýis techniques must, therefore,
be an important part of any au'tomated design Esyszein.

2. Synthesis can, at least theoretlealliy. be ariplied to the total sy&iemy as well as to small parts.
bzit it is mnost useful for sizing the elenmens's of a vehici'ý where less innovation is exspected than in the

P forniulattion oil system L.oncepts.

3. Synthesis ou most parts or systems of pract-ica! interest is too cornpbcated for closed-form
solutions. The use of a con.puter is essential. Thei efore. synthesis i., essential in automated design
and synthesis of comnplex parts is impractical without automation.

T.he computer finds the optimum solution to a syathesi s problem in e'Ither a di -ect or indirect way.
References 5-.7. The direct approach. 2Žxemplified bi. mathematical programing, makes an inteliige-at
and Systemat~c search among the design variables to locate the minimum value of its objective which may
be Weight, ca.or other considerations. This mnethod is gvnee'al but is usually expensive if large numbers
of variablics or complex analyses are invcl,/ed. The indirect approach uses optimality criteria that are
expected to ProduIce tie desired result, at least within' engineering accurat~y. Suich procedures are rela-
ti-n-ly fast, they can handle iarge numbers ofi variables readily and are practical for design of large
str-uctures. Both approaches ar-e rietded for automnated designs ol vehicles systems; however, considni
ataie additional development is requirea for application to nriltidisciplipary siltuatifns

The application and strtegy of optimization in .. ircraft design synthe~sis i-, summzrized in Figure 11
for tl'e three 1-rsign levels. In the conceptual and initial preliminary dcsign phase (sizing) the total system
or configuration can. be optimized with respect to a few key parameters. Subsequently, optimizntlon must
be limited to subsyvstems. Howeve' subsys'temr inp its to corfiguration opt imization must be in sufficient
technical depth to accurately reflect the effects of subsystemi changes on configuration parameters. The

- types if parameters optimi-ed in eac~i level are indiz-ated for wAing design as an example.

The number of parameters increases greatly is the designer goes into more detail. Judicious
choi-e of the parameters to be optimized in each cycle Gr level is important. T- designer cannot
affordý to dissi-tie his resources on oplI.Mization of secondary parmxeters. Ti',c an extreme example,
why optimize rivet size and spacing it the wing aspect ratio is still being v:arcd?

The total system is designed at the conceptua* level where idea-; and innovation are essential
whereas elements are of concern. in the detaile-d levels. On Me other haknd, ,arameter optimization in
the conceptual pha-se may be irnacc-rate because the analyses used are not ofI stc!Uzient cdc'jeih to include
detailed destwpi paprameters that could affect some of the primary par'Ameters. I am thin.kiing, in particular.
of the flutter problem which involves the integ~rated c~fect o: many structural and aerodynamic parameters,
sk,.rne of which may be frozen befqre a comp~rehensive flutter analysis can be made.

Opti'mization strategy also varics *with lecsigr, lev%ŽL anf4 three appi oach-s a-c indicated. Thern.?the-
matical approach uses the processes discussed abv;it is useful at all levels. Trade-off studlies explore
a ea=-e of solutilons around a local optim rrn to determine sensitivity to changes before committing to a
srec~ii arrangement. Sequential relining is the applicr.tion of more accex~ate 3nal-tical modeling without.

formal mathematical optimniz~ation. processes, but these refiricd analytical models -can. be subjected to
mathematical optimization 3rd trade-off studies, also.

Incorporation of optim::_ation procedures into an mutomated design system imposes several require.
ments in addition to the basic techuical., svarch, and rathemnatical capabilitieF. The u-ser m,.ust have great
fiexibiit-v in -.ý way he sets up each particular task. He must lx inable' to spe, ity the merit function and
the consirwnecc aid independent design variables he desires. He mus- i,..ve --rp-' freedom of choice in
che exect . .-. scequence and the particular 'technical and optimization .nethods employed. He must have
''-a.:1iAte c'ent'.*Cl over the consputationss so thai he c~n stop the search, inspect in-termediate results.

:. 'ify the *r t.:edure. and start again. All this dictates 'that the design system must be very fast, flexible.
and versatiT.!; but ontly an au~omated system can accomplish this in a practical w4ay.



PROGRESS TOWARD INTEGRATED, COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN

From the discussion so fai, you might get the idea triat little has been dune to integrate disciplint.
and do computer-aided design. On the contrary, compute. - are used extensively to do all kinds of detign
ta.iks and some rather sophisticated systems have been assembled and used. ThE point to bc m,,de is that
we can go much, much farther.

Figure 12 .ists a sampling of the code names and oi iginators of programs in operation ar under
development. The list is not. exhaustive, simply representative, References 8-14. Several programs
with a company as originator were developed under U.S. Air Force sponsorship, for example, Referecu 14
Conceptual vehicle synthesis codes are widely used. They have a highly co.nputerized. broad, multi-
discillinary base but relatively little technical depth in some disciplines such as structirts. Such cu4mptc -
hensie systems are not now availaule for the subsequent design phases (preliminary -_, detailed) of a
complcte 'ehicle. The other examples shown are represetitative of progress in structural aaalysis and
design. Some design programs size individual elements of a prescribed structural trrangement wrder
given loids, using optimality criteria for minimum weight. Other programs integrate loads and structui t-.
includin6 .teroelasticity considerations, some doing primarily analysis whle uther., emphasize structui &I
sizing. Although NASTRAN, a large NSA program, Reference 15, is listed under structural analysis.
plans for future additions include a fully stressed dcsign module to provide som( 1,zing capability.
Similarly. other programs may be undergoing increases mn scope.

The aercspauc industry is not the only one that is automating the design process. Figure 13. The
U.S. Army is considering - comprehensive automated design system for each cl;,ss of comrmodity it u~tie

The U.S. Navy has been steadily increasing ats use of comput'r-aided ship design and the U.S. Maritime
Administration has been en-.ouraging acceerated use of computers in commercial shipbuilding and dtbigii.
In architecture and civil enginering, extensive international activit':, in automated design is being cuordi-
nated and fostered through technical societies, Reference 16. All this is further evidence that integrated.
computer-aided design is an emerging technology, the benefits of which are widely accepted-

In general, programs for computer-aided design have been built to provide capability in one de-igl
level only. Figure 14 shows the approximate design level applicability of several programs listed in
Figure 12. Note that the IPAD program. which will be discussed later, is the only one intended to cover
all design levels in a shigle-integrated system.

The IPAD program will be described in the next section to illustrate the type of integrated.
computer-aided, system design programs that can be developed today and the benel.ts that can be
achieved. But first, let's examine two representative structures programs (IDEAS and ATLAS) that
have demonstrated substantial improvements already. The structure of an aerospace vehicle contain-
more parts and details that require exacting design than any other subsystem. The aiiframe of a widt -
body jet transport, for example, contains more tnan 1,000.000 parts. Consequently, structural analysts
and designers of airplanes. missiles, space vehicles, ships, and buildings are leading proponents of
computer-aided design.

Figure 15 is a simplified layout of the Integrated De3ign Analysis System (IDEAS) developed by the
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, starting An 1967. Reference 17. IDEAS is a highly organized systc.
of more than 70 computer program modules interrelated by data packages frorm a central data bank that
stores all calculated data. Sequencing and execution of these modules enables the design team to plan.
schedule, coordinate, and ccontrol . strear, of analyses that provide internal loads, deflections. and
temperatures for many subs.-quent analyses by several engineerinc groups IDEAS is primarily used -t
the detail level and the flow of information in the first and subsb(+ent ID[.\S cycles is an integral part
of the Grumman design organization and process. IDEAS was used to design th~e F- 14, requiring over
2000 computer :%ours. This application verified their initial predictions of substantial reductions in the
time and engineering man-hours required to accomphst. the same tasks by conventinnal procedures It
is a masor step forward in co.mputer-aided analysis and demonstrates .hat real gains are indeed atta.,n-
sitI'. Hcwever. it currently contains only a limited. but growing. capability for denign. that is. for
determ~niug allowanles. ,iargins of safety, and resizing.

The development of the IDEAS program concentrated on building interfaces between accepted analysis
procedures and deliberately avoided new technology. A different approach is being taken in The Boeing
Commercial Airplane Company in developing an integrated structural analysis arI design system (ATLAS).
Figure 16. Its objective is to integrate related structural disciplines in a common framework, applicable
to most design levels, with emphasis on awtomated control of procram flow and data communications
between modules, utilizing ,l available computer resources to achieve "p.final" processing efficiency.
Thus. ATLAS has a control module that functions like a design manager to make analysis path decisions
and monitor their execution. Module devcloprment. a technically oriented language for task definition,
and emphasis on autom.atic input data generation, are among Ats new technology features. The development
ol the analysis loop for stren~h design is operational and that for stiffness is nearing completion. Future
additions plannea include flutter design modules to resize for the next analysis cycle. ATLAS has been
applied to several analysis tasks and a comparison of the time and resources required by ATLAS and by
conventional methods to do the same structural analysis job on a supersonic commercmia transport at the
preliminary design level showed thai both manpower and flow time were cut in half.



INTEGRATED PROGRAMS FOP AEROS.'ACE-VEHICLE. DESIGN (IP-',D)

The next step toward design automation in Lhe aercspace industry is to assemble a computer-aided
design program for complete vehicles or for an entire tiansportation system. NASA is studying the
feasibility cf such a system called Integrated Prograns for Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD), Figure 17,
Reference 18. The basic software in IPAD could be used on other design projecLs too. The U.S. Air Force,
Army Navy, and industrial companies are participating in these studies. IPAD in the design situation
Swii provide the software for conducting the design process with people and computers. The major software
elements are the Executive, the Data Base Manager, the Utilities, and the Operational Modules. The
Operational Modules are the computer codes that perform particular analysis or design functions. These
programs are, for the most part. now in use but, in most present design activity, they are linked together
by humans. In IPAD, programs can be linked together in the computer in any sequence desired by the
designer through the Executive. which is 'he manager that interfaces with the user. provides him control
of the process, and provides instructions for carrying o"t each part of the design task. The Data Base
Manager and Utilities are the Executives' staff assistants that collect. orga;iize, store. distribute, and
display information, computational activity, and task sequences for effective operation and control of the
process. The primary NASA goal in IPAD is the development of the !PAD core - the Executive, Data
Base Manager. and Utilities. NASA will develop, also. some Operational Modules, as appropriate, but
most of them will be programs already available to the IPAD user. IPAD will be constructed so that
modifications required to fit existing Operational Modules into tbr IPAD system will bt: minimized.

Figure 18 gives a different overview of IPAD, shows the interrelationships between the major com-
ponents and illustrates the engineezing usage philosophy. The technical management '.nd engineering
capability utilized reside in the people (managers and users) and the library of data and automated modules
they have developed. They exploit their capability through a variety of computer hardware and software.
The host computer has a variety of peripheral devices to facilitate user input and output and his interaction
with the computer. The IPAD framework software supports and augments the capabilities of the operating
system software an'i the automated analysis. design, drafting, and management too.ls of the user.

The objectives of IPAD ai e given in Figure 19. NASA envisions a versatile and open-ended, multi-
discipbrnary design tool that can handle a wide variety of design situations and be responsive to the needs
of the designer. The objectives are not directed toward fundamental changes in the current desig~n process
but toward better and morE extensive use of the computer in existing organizations. IPAD will be struc-
tured to do any group of tasks the designer chooses with complele automation possible Pn tasks for which
appropriate onerational modules are available. The basic idea is to integrate design activity through the
computer to speed up the process. Automation. in the sense discusstA in this paper, will then grow as
the IPAD system is developed.

Since the IPAD data bank can contain all data on the status of a design project. it can contain records
and logs of all activities that have occurred and can display them ara compare them with plars. Its capa-
Lility in this area can greatly reduce the demand on men to maintain so many routine records. Therefore,
il introduces new control features between the people and the systems within an organization and a way to
.cAhŽive more acc'irate information and more positive communication. Thus, engineering project manage-
ment may more efficiently plan, control, and communicate design information, Reference 2.

The status cf IPAD is given in Figure 2G. Two feasibility studies are beinr ý.-.%ducted for NASA by
The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company ana General Dynamicz;/Convair Aerorpac - Division with com-
pletion scheduled in September 1973. The IPAD system development plans resulting from these studies
will be evaluated by NASA with assistance of the aerospace industry in the months that folJow. Development
of the co-e software of an acceptable system will begin then at a pace determined by the available
resources. When a functioning IPAD system is developed, it will be released to the U.S. aerospace
industry for checkout and design use. The dates on Figure 20 are the current estimate of the time required
for the •rst level of IPAD to become operational in U.S. industry. IPAD will be a tool for U.S. industry
primarily and the U.S. Government secondarily.

Operational modules will be collected and modified to function in IPAD. Some of them may be NASA
computer programs (for example, NASTRAN. Ref. 15) developed in a continuirkg research and technology
program: others may be developed to fill particular technology gaps in the IPAD approach tc design. The
Atatus of ccmputerization _af Lhe techniceal capability that resides in such operational modules for pre-
liminary design of laige supersonic and subsonic commercial transport aircraft is summarized in
Figure 21. It shows that we have a long way to go to achieve the full potential of computerization and that
a significant fraction cannot be coded with the present state of the art. Examination of the detailed and

- final design phases and of this or other vehicles I,,, Id show a similar picture. Therefore. manv gaps
must be filled before we can have itully effective attomated design capabiltty. It is also clear, however,
that some analyses usod in the design process and the extensive testing required will never be completely
automated.

A basic objective in the implementation of an IPAD system is the exploitation of the capabilities of
a subordinate computing system to enhance thp design productivity of a project enginee.-ing team. The
design environment associated with IPAD will enrich individual participation, encourage more team
activity, and encourage greater user creativity. The total work environment will be impruved with its



principal outside manifestation in a number of IPAD work and management centers or rooms. The
particular room illustrated in Figure 2Y is an IPAD executive room for ,,ngineering and management
reviews that is equipoed with & variety of remote terminals and display devices to enhance the evaluation
of technical and administrative data. Other rooms with different arrangement of equipment would be used
as IPAD workroomf, in which irnterilisciplinary teams could create, review, and change design concepts
and details in trade -off and optimization studies as well as in individual specialized design activities.
The number and type of ; eimts required depends on the type and level of projects -nderway at a particular
time.

Figure 23 is a photograph of the Mission Control Center at the Lypdor. B. Johnson Space Center in
Houston. Texas. It uses many of the features expected in an IPAD executive or workroom. Therefore
much software and hardware experence applicable to IPAD is available now.

IPAD BENEFITS

The primary benefit expected from IPAD will be aa incrctse in designer productivity from the uttliza-
tion of system software and design methods that increase technic,,. capability and creativity and reduce #.)st
and flow time. Reinvestment of tims- and cost savings Lan provid,- bciter pro 'ucts sooner and cheaper and
thus insure greater technical depth before product fabrication. Thi- kjft'.ential t.ýbefits of LPAD have been
evaluated by studying the time and labor utiVzed in the design process, hy determining the savings experi-
enced with currently available systems swcl as those listed on -igire . and by estimating the extensioii
of s'ich savings on small tasks to the whole system design task in a larg. uorgnization. The results are
presented in Figure 24 where a range of values are given because charac.eristics of design projects
differ Manpower costs are classified as technical management. techmcal judgment, and technical routine
with the latter twc divided into subgroups. The current distribution of eofort and that in IPAD are given
along with the estimated cost savings Note that, an expected, the largest savings accrne in technical
routine with no cost sriings anticipated in technical mantg-enient. Total cost savings are estimated at
20% to 60%, depending on the project, with ,.5% to 9P% savings ir. flow time.

Design productivity trades available to the IPAD user ýre ilhlstrated in Figure 2"5. Cost, flow time,
and design quality are plotted on three orthogonal axes with -n arrow projecting fronn the ori.gin to Indicate
a particular combination selected for a design project usin., - urrent methods. If IPAD could be used, the
chief designer would have the additional options indicated uy the three other arrows. For the same cost
and time, he could incaoase design q.ality (vertical arrow; and thereby reduce his company risk in the
development of his product. Alternativevy, he could reduce cost or flow time for the same design quality
(right ani left arrows! or he could select some other comoination. Thus. IPAD can provide new opportu-
nities to increase the productivity of a design staff in the highly competitive, tight budget environment
that exis.s today.

The development of systems such as IPAL will C, rtor many years but leave room for even
more automation. In addition, the availability of such to,.- s-il) change the nature of the design process
and identify other needs and opportunities for improve -0 'o prepare ourselves we should conduct
research er. the design process itself as well as reseai,-r. 4..- design technology. We m-st learn more
about combining men and machines in organizations that wv i produce the best design 4uiekly znd economi-
cally. Research on thr design process must consider both technica: and sooial factors if we are to reach
our optimum design goal. The technical side of new analyses, synthesis methods, and computer hardware
and software, is clear-cut. The social part is only partly understood r&.". A large design organization
is a dynamic social z-ystem that cannot be managed well' ithout knowledge of the social forces that con-
stantly buffet it. Such knowledge will become more important in the future as members tf ine des.ign
team become increasi.igly concerned about compeition with the computrr. More techroi,.gy i,• avaw.able
today for design autoL-ýaion than the social side will accept, References 1 and 19.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Great progress has been made in the computerization of analysis. Computerization of design is
undeivay and the time and technology are right for exploiting this emerging field. However, design auto-
mation must emphasize computer agplication for enhancing communications and management as well as
calculations- Speeding the flow of information (data and decisions) is the next contribution that will enable
big design organizations and their man-computer teams to design better, xa.•ter, and cheaper. NASA-
industry studies have identified an IPAD system that can be developed from eristing technology to provide
the desired benefits. Additional research on the design process is needed to tell :i how to arrange future
man-to-man and man-to-computer interfaces to accomplish even morE. Surely, a .;.mation will increase
and gradually change the characteristics of the design process and the designers involved. Cerf .inly any
organization that plans to be a leader in design of advanced vehicles and systems of the future must be the
leaders in the development and application or automated design processes.
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PROJECT WEIGHT PREDICTION BASED ON ADVANCED STATISTICAL METHODS

by

WoIkang Schneider, Ur Ing.

Ch ef Project Weight Enginsevr

VFW-FOJKKER GmbH, 8;emri,. Germany

SUMMARY

This lecture '~intended to give a survey of the Ž'issibilities of mathematical statistics for eng~neerim- evziluatiun of reliable data sets fur
desi'~n ii%ýght estimates of first level accuracy

In order to ctc.se quasi orthogonal weight parameters, the application of partial correlatiun analysis, which is based on exttensire

idealizatioii of the physical relationshipq between weightaad desiwn variables is proposed

Proceeding from a classital form of regression analysis, several ~tateme~nts srecially addpted for finding wernht predsiction formuias will
be described

"0 constr. regression for development formulas tvhich give 'shvsically interpretable weight trends, using methods of quadraticI optimizatiotf
" non linear 'egfession statements which vojll be solved by the aid of iterative computer routines

discussed

Some practical examples will show the possibilities of applying statistical evaluations.

RESUME

L'emploi de m~thodes statisr"que avanclies pour d~terminer te poids du projet.

L'expose donne un aper~u des poss~bi!it6s offertes par ia statistique mathernatique dlans le domaine de I explo~lation par les technic~ens
de collectes de donni~s a'u sulet du calcul du poids d'un projet du ler iiegri de, precision

Pour les choix dles parametres quasi orthogonaux ayanit une influence sur le poids. it est propose d employer [adnalyse partielle en corre,
lations, basie sur une idialisation exter.s'~e des rappeirts physiques entre le poid: et les parametres du projet

A partir d'une forme class~que de Sna~yse rhgressoi.e. diff~rentes dispositions adaps~es sp~cialement au calcul de formuies d estimatior
du co~ds seront d6crites quant I leur util-sation pratique

-r6gression -forcde- pour le d~veioppement dle formules donnant dlei tendlances, de po~ds interpretables physiquement. e:, utilisaritdes
m~thodes d'optimisation quadratuoue

- itspositions en r6grestion nor, lingaires, r~solues Z' [aide de roui nes d'i~tbation prograrmm~es.

Diffirentes mithodes de la thicrie des probabh~lits d'erreur s4. ont e -.c. ces Sans le but de comparer les fo-mules diveicippme avec
les proc&1is connus

Des exemples pratiques permettront de d~term ncr ces possibi, Ah et limites d'appi at~on .le m~thodes d', xplicitation slatistique.

NOTATIONS AND A8BRE .'IATO_-1_S

A matrix of coefficients for the normal equation system Q~) expoent"s or coefficients of var.ous regression

of the multiplicative regression formulation sta'szmer*,t

a,s1 2 error scatter parameters for erro, mean and standard C, shear web cot.ffIicient
deviatior~

d local wing box depth
f'yq .'coefficient of partial dletermitisation" stitcaexcaio

b vector of the estimates for I3 1problefn of non-linear
regression) e constraint coeffIicient for elast.c vrobi,*t.w
vector of the norma, eqruation (multiplicatvve 'egression ero enfrasai-ia siaigfnto
statement) f eromenfrasaiiaesiaiguctn

b WINgspan F8  required cross s.-ýction of !he wiNg bending material

%blaver'age geometrical wirsg rib spacing Fe proportion of F8 which is determined by 'he Icading

C solution vector of the classic regress.on problem F8BD required cross section of the com~p, eý.s-on panel

Cd compression panel coefficient F8Z required cross section or the tensile panel

C1 genfral constants F, planform area of various scordairy siructure components
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FR: effecti%,ý rib flange cross sectionn utmelodatr

FR effective rib shear web cfoss sectionm.ri

FS equredcros sctin fr te wnpp statistical probability
reqire crsssecionf~ th wi!,hmr webs measure ior the validity rangeof a, statistical

S ~estim~ating function

F' proportiott of F~ which is cil'-ermined by the load'nS number of we~ght influence parameters

Ft wing ref erence area P matrix of all eiscrete weight param'eters values
th in a sample

f~i iniviualO'q effective wing flange load

.general notation for weight M max. wirng shear load

g vector of all observeýd weights Q2 structural :rtdex for shear loadiain

g9i) logarithm nf an individual weight estimate R statistical valuation parameter

GAma max take-of f weight R matrix of the two-dime isioitial correlation coefficients

G3 stress cross design weight r correlation coefficient

Gal weight of the bending material S error standard deviation tor 3 staitistical estimating

GFL wing weight Linction

GFIF weight of the wing rib flanges SAP~ sum of deviation squares

GR weight of the wing rib shear webs t statistical probability distribution

3SE K weight of the wing secondary structure tRo minimum rib thickness

9j specific weight 1weight per un~t area) U vector of N LAGRANGE multipliers

h. effective wing box depth VS, bending- matei ial prooo It~in determined by the, loading

I index running over all observations in a sample vshear material prop,,rt~on de~errnined by the loading

I unit matrix W vectcr of additionally, '- :i~uced unknown variables
(WOLFE method)

)rnb n-ass c~lief coelfficient (bending) Jnb n r s X generdl vector

in mass relief coefficient (shear) x.Y general variables

J$ shear reduction factor ZI2vector of additionally introduced unk.-.own variables

jýk tdex running over all weight influence parameters (WOLFE method)

lC,Ki general constants aj exponent of verious regression statements

ka lift distribution coefficient Bl solution vector for the problem on non-linear rogression

k- rntegration factor (bending) y density
'b coofidence level

kis integration factor (shear) 6 wing thickness ratio

ktio non-optimumn factor - - 3 ratio
4

k5  shebr web depth coef ficient vecor of the individual deviation-, betwee- estimated

Lofnewn i pcnL b and actual weight for a data :ample
LOc ffe'.v wing rib spaoing raxf f-

I local wing chord I igbxcor a~

11IK locl wng ox hor vector of all unknowin variables for the problem of

,u aerodyiiamical mean chord of the wing i i pcn ai

mB rib bending stress ratio A wing asciect ratio A

msi rib shear stress ratio A~ wing taper rat in X l a
Ii

N number of observations ;r a sample pU mean value of a normal distribution

n number or weight influence parameters a standard deviation of a normal distribution
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1. INTRCi;UCT*ION
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Thq weiv4"t cl an aircraft is one of the most ,Tqportar.t efficiet-cy parametes., since the crite-ij
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r 4' flight ri~ mances
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tDue to these refationt~sfrsthe aitcratt engineer -s comp-ellI to pta'*il !h- weictt of thf- vehicle to be desgned and constructoed with
high accurrwy as early as thd p.relliinary -tar. The variety of presen. weigh' estimnating rcdrscnteboe down it w
maw.cý groups:

Aia-yicaI nwethock -)llotwing the sccueace'

"* Definition of the oiter ge'imetry (in accordancttwitr. pay-oact ,etiuioenments aerodlynamics, engirht irsiallati i. etc.

"* Estimatinri of the critical kIads or of rurnericMi values Tor -th-r dr-3V cr-teria (e.g. power requiremre-pt ior the electric~al system)

"0 Fixing of the structural iayvzt in pritfck-lq

"* Prediction of the c,itir-ý, cioss sectionr for the primary co~nonernts in accordance with existimg strength, ttiffnms a! operational
requiremen1ts

"* Integration of the masterial concentrat-on Iocazily necossary. Taking :r~u ccnsider;Lt' existing manufacturing restri-tiofll

Suttitical evaluations cf weight d.ta of comp;.-rabie existing aircraft.

The first methiods are nut practiiablie in the ezliies.t de-sign phase? -',te co, cept phase) Decat;,ie thei majority cf the required ;r~yut date i.re
still unkn"wn .4nt estimated can be "-rr'ed rnut only ir oart, l'i aidtitioti. the extwense nec-estaty for tit ntrmericl caIcuiatio.ni is Very
high, so that it is not possible to ge! iint-i! rauittst -**-y quickly, even t-here ai high speed comrrputer it, availabme

The second group of procedures Ims its ows restrictions too, but it aituws a typassing of thi; complex 3nalytk.:zl problenn in prat:C~i
all possibiflities of rmthematical statistics are us.ed veOi c'jnsistently by correiating tthe numericai ittlues of desýIln pararnmtrs and weights
of contemporary aircrpltz.

At tht p"'se;.. time, such types of estimating formulas are a fundvrmental tooi of the praotect engineier in many Technical fields Sinc-e
very ofteti, much empirical experience is included in the 'netfiods for devvioping such "rules of thumb" themselves. they haw. to W,
been published very seldom.

This lerture is intended to give a rough survey of thie advanced posstbitrties of stalitivcal evaluationt methods using high speed computers
to increase the cost effectivenes3s of -,he design proces... Furthermore, ihe pa- .p~ of This, pawe is to show thzt -.*y oa essential
mathematical assumptions of, statistical analysis are d-sregarded in pract~va: k; pirzri.ois, 'crru~ting in considerabe errors in many cases.

In addition, this paper shiould highlight the problem area of modiue develoomnent for c'mrputes-aided design synthesis programs.
Although the weight prý,dicttion subroutines afe only a small oart o; thr tr !It ;,rocess. this lecture should illustrate to w~ia exte.'tt at;
detailed problems must be investigatcd to get. re~t-zs of reasonable a~c.xi is taken into consideration that the pre~enitOr
methodology only offers the possibility of obu.. rig estimait-g functior. of first Iji ;uracy. *'.e~n it wiilt be obvious what restric.
.ions still exist for applying computer-aided design prooraming to t'* ,,jtofrstion of the preliminary deiign process. Especially for the
investigation of uncor,%entional designs it seems necemsry to combit. utomnateo uomvuter routines wit-h human engineering exper;-
ence. At preesent .-t is not possible to allow for all complex non-lineaf itt tuerces on the design it-ration process (e.g. zeroielastic effects
and instationany aerodynaziiic.). The f~omv chart of a typical airtraft design program as described by R.IR. Helderifel; diuring this
symposium is shown in Fig. 2.

EINTERFACE CONSOI E

-SOFTWARE ELEMENTS

EXECUTIVE UTILITIES t

DA0DATA BS
_________________ DATA BASE I1RArRY

COMPUTER MAAE 109 WORDS

OPERATIONAL MODULLS

[CO OI NOSED STRULCTURES

!SGURATIONL,_-N

Accordling *o: St. R, Hekmnf*lr.
1. tWgrs Compjur-MW~ Deeci of Aituast AGARi)-Pips. F'OP.Sy~ilpowm in Oct. 1 973 at 'Iom..tc*. lutvi

Fji 2 NASA INTEGRATF'f;A:-YRAMS FOR AFROSPACL-VEHICLZ- DESIGN Wi?00)



2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND CONCEPTION OF THE METHODOLOGY

The aims of this inwsr~gation are:

0 to work out a new methodology for the development of statistical weight prediction formulas of first levwl accuracy fo- the
r ~preaiminary aircraft design stage to im~prove existing methods,

* to create the possibility of deriving empirical correction coefficients for analytical wveight calculatian procedures taking in~c
conside-ration influencps which cannot be covered analytically.

F or this purpose the follo*ing plere% snes nrtbe fullfilled:

r. 0 an extensive caliection of reliable daia of comparable eXisting 31rcr.4f: must Žýe available.

41 the set of statistical estimating formulas to be developtd will be applied only for n-ew designs wti~ch roresoorid to the contemporsiry
technological standard

a the application of the developed formulas for weight trend evaluations is limited to minor partial chzrnges of the various weight
parametv-%,

* for control of the numnerical workc, a high spaed -om iter ri'usl be -va:Ildbie.

I: should be erMharsized explicitly that it is necessary to expend much effort in preparing the basic data set since even very soptisticat-

ed statistical methods cannot cornpen~ate for thee lack of ncn-repfesentative data samples

The proposed methodology can t-e troken dow~n into three main czttegories:

* Selection of stgnif icant weigit influence paramewters

* Prediction of the estimating funct~oins

* Objective valuation of alternative forn'.uias

A more detailel arrangement is sho~wn in F-3 3.

j Physial weIh'

r eltoshinps KowExristing aircrft I Kon

equatoion data aprnplil

w~eon q o K,~ Calcoazsion

Simnplified oft nIfwr ir
N[ weigltesquat 3int

Tost on

Fat rilss -- 1 h Pred-orio

Apoocsdure

of =varsnce

iT.N4sethod is nottVested II
in hilctre11

Colection Selectonof IDeveloment IVafusuion of vuomac O1116al "*A~Dt
of mrpuz. dat s6~1ricarlI of the estimating alerinatime I siyutiwng fotmute

we~t glperarnarters functionsI

F*g 3 FLOW CHART OF THE PR(POSED METHODOLOGY
FOR DEVELOPING STATI!PTICAL WEIGHT ESTIMATING FORMULAS
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3. SELECTION OF SIONIFICAPNT WEIGHT PARAMETERS

Before we look for suitable *ormillations for the neatiing fo~inulas containing the design ý,arisbles whiich arm amilable in the

preliminary stage, the ones which have the mci tsknificant influence on the weight murst be stequted.I 3.1 Graphical Methods
In the past, it was common prsctise to seek weiW.t ndastionstitps in an empirical mannier. riotting the *eight of the invesigatad

1EEcomponent versus vwious single or combined parenmos~rs. Such time-consuming trials l'.ave ottly very seldom been successful, since just a
le* wibrcin be tkakn into co ea~nsirnultneously in s graph. Therefore, the muftipl funczvonal connections canno! be
anwagyzed in this way.

Fu~trz~hv.re, phr~caily iT-orect ±zd~es wrifl ,te ob-r~tiru 'in trend analysis for such empirically dewlopedt formulas. Th. reasn i6.
it-at z!hng these trendJ curves the w. ictiomn of other i-Vlertant paarureters are suppessed. As an illustration, Ithe wing weigt' of existilng
trmrnWp. aircraft is plotted versus the **'nsC r-ý< Ihickrpes tatiio in Fia. 4. The structura- aspect ratio is taken as an additional influoence
prhnmeter. For reaisons cl coiiyerison. a veight curve ?or coctztarn A. pianformr dimensions arnd loading haz been predicted using an
#natvtic~i met-hod. It is obvie-us tl~w thee compa-able empircally developa3v rc,,-d curve h,"~ incorrect local griidients and ;ý physirAlly
wnxplainicbt, minimum loca-tian. This2 is cauit.. by *he neglected i'.Yluente ef other imporunt paramters. e.g. ith Ioad IL-evl and the
geornie.c.'configntratioii for slata point 25 are completely different from those for point 4.

GFL (kg).2A Winj 'Vewt Of Trarispost A;Wmrf t
2E Vesrnu Wing Root Thickwni Ratio

100 00.2" -2 --

7 -7 VF 1
S- F-29I 20 113

21 S-121-0

14- C-160 72
15-C-119 2A

M- kBfITANIS
17 - S--41

20-CM 0 10D lb -1 1 1 1
21n -oo thicn4s L 1 3

22g 4 8MIIAL 70VEL320 WEGH 2EAIfS

3 2 Physcslaaytc amtrseeto

24 l ntiemto s h hsclCnliapaaewwetin o1hs41ptte rs Atdrcgtgrsowl a daie

rerss: 50 na'ystcuS; wa. rbý
S Ac aeneralpoeD antbesgetdtepoceigwl eeplie npicpe hog h xmleo h r2wih
esimte Th igwegtt ssmda hettlofmi amoins
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GFL GBI + GS + GRF + GRS +C (1)

Gal Bending material (wing box cover panels'

G Shea material (box webs)

GRF Rib flanges

GRS Rib shear webs

GSvk Secondary s•ructure (flaps, leading edge etc.)

In th- next step, simplified relationships will be developed for all these terms cotaining oniy -- riables, - .itch are available in the
prelim•nary dtsign phase.

As an ;!usuration, a brief descriplton of the estimate of shear ind bending .n3terial is given hem:

The required cross •etiOn of the shear ,oad transferring box vebs at rcot position is:

Fsw 2Txw (2)

FSw = aw szul

Furthemrnore:

13!
Qmaisw- Jr~s is no.- -GB

(nBr GS) is ihe design o.d level (max. load (actor multip!ied by stress gros design weight). Jns takes into constderation thr -ing mass
-e..of arnd Js is a -nwuremre•nt for !heo sear load reductioi in the web, d'e to the box derth taper. The aliowabie shear sv•, depends
p'imari!y on the s*sr stntctura' index as shown in Fig. 5 .The -elat ,inrhip between shear str=s and siructura; index can ke !4eerized

wsry simp;y by dwvid,!n tNQ various ab•i-s values in Fig. 5 by the absl,.is values in Fig. 5 bv i!-r appropriate allowable shearr vreKe:

1;4)

alE

12140
~~ Ie .. M i '" i i r• rn tl-- ofI l" .'ukc, Ii

rii
, I I , I I

I~~ ~ ~ ~ toteseifcIoc
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• i •; i t ! 'i ,
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it ; ; ! ! , ' I • I
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Cs and d so it, Eq. (4) 3re typical constants. The required wing root shear web cross section will then be:

Jns Js-r3r "GS
F• 2- Cs ks2"dw2 2 (5)

Assuming e suitable cross wecsvon distr•bution function, the shear material weight results orom the integration along the structural span:

SC.kno. 2 sks2 652 .- Ips .th n+ r, G_ bs "J2 s 6Gs yko.8

kNO, the so called "nonoptimum°o factor, represents the average ratio of the shear web weights, calculated for ex;sting a.rciaft with Eq. (6)
(kNO = 1.01 to the actual weights. kis, the integration factor, contains the ratio of the average integral value of thO acwual lift distribt
tion to that of constant loading per soan unit.

In a vingar mannler the bending material cross section at the root can be expressed by:

! 1

,The allowable stress ievel$ can be estm.ated as.

N
tensile: OZzul • 0,8- oZW compression: O0 zul = f ( (S)

App-ying on enveloping curve of test data (Oimilar to Fig. 5) the requied cross section for compression follows from:

PFW
Fedw = Cd Lo • IHKw + --

eoth al;owable .- rss levels can be combired by definition into an "equivalent bending stress'. 0a

FOW =2 _f"ý a~ 2GDo- OZzul

c-•_a oa ODo + OZZu! (10)

The ertect.ve fl.-,.t losd can be e'.pressed as:

" " W Jr w n ýL Er - Gb 01
W4 Ice dw

he tX" :: oending material cross section -s:

Few= Fsw + FBZw (12)

Using the Eq.'s (9) %.' (12) the resuit is:

FBW trl-Hd w -5 .L. J-- Kba b!2 nr-Go (13)

In a similar msrnner (for details see SHANLEY 113). the toot cross sections for the rib shear webs aid the rib flanges can be predicted as:

FR-Sw l . •w- Hw nr& . -HK, -w (14)
kh R 2 Fth- 7So

-er G.IKw. - h

FRFW -(15)

4- dw- Fth "ORBa
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The weight of the secondary structuiz is estimated by:

GSEK ' 9SEK" Fth where: gSEK= (i16)

i ( t ;

The various gi are typical speci.= unit weights (kg/m 2 ) of the secondary structural components (trailing edge flaps, atierons, leading
edge eto).

The following prediction steps- can be simplified by introducing reveral dimensionless ratios:

dIHK • = . r5  07)
08a

n' oial bending malerial wei.t then results frcn the integratior. of the local.y ;equired cress section. For further simpltfiutions a
sasoable di stribution of tne load depending on the cross section area ; assumed and several variables are replaced by typical r wean
i'Sucs*

Os= VBw .= 3 Kib.Fw (181
4

Combiring Eq. (12) (13) and (18) the wirr.4 box bending material is given by:

GB ko --h +(1 9i

The o-.ta' wt,,,g weight follows from the addition of al five components:

G~'7.N. i2cs.K 2S 2 iF i r pJnrG ~~skKib Ktba b-KNO- Ks •,. *lT +) ]- C - - --- 2 o~a •2-rns 3 Ke

2 M.r is (20)

This wimf w•ght equation czn be approximated by:

1 C--pi _..+C1 .p1 p +..-+Cn.p- r (2r

The unknown Ci and a.i. ver the effects of the idealization. The Pi are not necessari ly single variables, but can include the functional in-
terdependew.e of se-eral variable; such ars:

P1 =1(K1 . k 52- 6s
2 + r- ZS) -.ls Fth

P2= S Fth
Ks

nr -Ge '-Jn-k_ Jnb_-_'__kba b_

P3 =0(), M Kms ". b

r (22)

,,••, =•=•---•'-/•-,r) Br'GB

PS - SISEK Fth

0 '<o <2,0



This statement is not used for regressia'ý ji-4 till.i'n m contemporary practise because its oppiacation produces crnciderable numerical
difficulties.

An alternative approximation of the physical wev,, e .. t n (20) is:

*P2 (23

Using an e.-%parision into a TAYLOR series for the vdrious msinis (,1 "j) it is apparent that at least for the most important parts

conformity exists between the approximation(Eq. (23))antl the ýt 'lif, <:physical relationship, (Eq. (20)).

3 3 Correlation analysis

Supplemental to this procedure the appiication of the correlaiona 'v,*lysis -s pvpoi'e'ý:

This method has beer, used very 'eldom in this form in the tet.hnical fiefia Vý'-4 i1he rc:wivon coefficieni .the quality of a linar tune*-

tional relationship between two variables Y and X can be expeessed as:

N

f4/ i = (24)
S(xi - x)2 .' (yj x)?

4

/

Most of the we sht design parameti'r functions are non linear, but "an be approximated very well by exponentia! fuwinc~s. LUnearia.-

tiont by taking the io~prithm before %he prediction of r is therefore necessary.

y =Co x ya V-ny=InC0 +acr.Ir, =K 0+at.i 125)

Acrordmngly. r does not describe the kind of functional relationship between X and Y. out rather clarifies whether interdepe Mdency
exists at 3l1.

Co~tsideration of the total (2-dimen~i -j.) correlation coefficient rxy alone however is not sufficient, because both X and Y are
.nfluericed by other variables.e xJ -o ccordiri'y the mutual partial correlation it also influwir'cd. By predicting the partial coirrlation coeffi-
cienrt the functional relationst:ý' between the obiective variable Ithe weight) and a weieot influence parameter is freed from ihe influence
of the other design variables. In 7q. (26) the variables beh-nd the point in che index of r designate the eliminated variables.

ry-xi.x 1.. xn.2-ryxn.)., x1 .. xn-2 rxjxn-lxl. . xn-2

ryxoI.. x1x- Ixj 1 ...xn.I =____,_______"%_

4 0(- r2 yxn. .... 0- r2xjxr,.) (26)

The following matr.-x operation simplifies the numnerica' calculation:

The symmetrical nmatrix R!'f all 2-dimensiorc: correlation coeffkicncrts is created, whtereby rik rk . The oiaonal of this matrix is
built up by ones. since in -cordarre with the dlefi~nition o! r, the correlation of a variable with xself is equal to one.

R= F2 I

R trwvt be invertad in the following step. ýor the numerical computation the method of CHOLESKY 121 is proposed. If the matrix R
has iarger dimensions. a d6gital compute.' must tw used, but many software -cutines are available for this purpose. Using Eq. (27) the va-
rious prrtial coarrelation coefficients can be predictzd from the elements of the invanta-S matrix RA.

R1R f 'k {y xi j * x1. n F. y (27)
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With this method even iiighl'jf multiple relationships can be ana~yzed qualitatively. For the practic.. ..t parameter selecticp'. the
following pzocedure can be 3roposed:

"* the idealized physical weight equations are formulated to obtain a survey of the relevant weight cohniec;_ts

"* variables with low var~ance over !he data sample arr replaced by typicdl eonistants

"* after calculating the p~artial correlition coeffi, ent' *of the individual v-driables. universel pardmeter ;ombinations are created in such
a manner :hat thos variabler arecCombined %ii~ch.

- have a high correlation to th2 obo.s::ve varrtable (weiolit)

- ard are mutually interdependent to a high datunle

"* Using the partial c~rrelation coeffitcer~ts ior the new "ov.,sall parameters" it can be checked whether sufficient independency exists
between these new variables (orihogonality test)

"* individual va'iables with astrang correb~tion to the weight, for whcch the d-screte nume- -cal ra;ues cannot be provided very easily,
wi'; be replaced by other pa'ameiters whiich can be obtained vj~thouit difficulty

"* the calculated correlation copfficients haive to be checled for significance, i.e. all values of I, smaller than a certain lir'iit which
depends un toe magnitude of the sample, nmust be ,iterpreted as c -snaom deviaition of r = 0

"* in several cases it is not pcss.ble to 4isess simplified weight equations (e 9. for power systems, electronic equipment). For this, the cor-
relaz~cn analysis offers new possibliuties

A orii~cas aipphrt::*on of the peocedure is presented in V-1 a.

VEW - PROJECT WEIGH'T ANALYSIS FOR AI RCRAFT

PARTIAL CORRELATION AN~ALYSIS OF SthOEGREE

WING WEIGHTS OF TRANSPORI AIRCPAFT

INFLUENCE PARAMETERS- GB, FT;4. 31W, CF1ISO. B. SKI FL, VD, KLAM NBR

CUMS tNATIN EL:MINATED PARAMETEP% R-VALUE

G F'. GO At L OTHE=R VARIABLES 0.56:16

.EL TH -ALL OJTH~ER VARIABLES 0.4892

GFL .01W -ALL OTHER VAFIIABLES - 0.3915

GI-L CF150 ALL OTHER VARIABLES i- 0.485C
GEL a ALL OTHER VARIABLES 0.?95

GEL SKI-FL ~-ALL OTHER VARIABLES 0.1218

GFL ýVO ALL OTHER VARIABLES 0.5138

GEL .KLAM -ALL OTHER VARIABLES 0.1314
GEL .NBR -ALL OTHER VARIABLES 0. 1 0ý

FT H .B . I OTHER VARIABLES 1 0.417

B VOD ALL OTHER VARIABLES K 0.4499

GO .FTH -ALL OTHER VARIABLES C.1815

SIGNI FICANCE LiMIT: ! 0.38S31

Fi%.6 OUTPRINT OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM FCR CALCULATION' COF PARTIAL CGWýELATION COEFFICIENTS

4 DEVEL';OVMENT OF THE STATISTICAL ESTIMATING FUINCTIONS

The basi- -,f the so-called regrmsion anal-, is the "principle of least deviation ^_r.jares". The urknown voriables of the approximation
viviement uv,41 are calculated fro-" t7#4 c..nd~tion eqi-inons fo-r minimizing if-.- j:evtation sqepare% between observed and estirmated
vergtts.

4;TIN classical regression statement

Frtt,.oscnpt~on of a classical ro-Wessv<n forinuitation-
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To simplify kthe numerical t.alculatiori tiw t•oic statement is linearized by taking the logarithm. Index i run, wg from 1 to N characteriz-
es the individual observation (art existing aiyý.raft). Therefore, Eq (29) represents a system of N equationt

Ill G (i) = 19gCO + c (1) .- 1 P (ij ) + . .. + c (j) " - 1 P (i,j) + . .. + c (n) .- Ig P (i,n)

(it = KO + c (1) p i.IJ , .+ c (n) *p (i,n) (29)

The next step is the elimination of the constant Ko:

•(i) - c (1) -lp (0,) -p'(1)+ ... + c(j) -!p 6,1) - p 0,01 - (j)l÷+. + c(n) -lp (i,n) - (n," (30)

for vhiich:

N i

The unknown exponenzs cai be computed from:

n 2
& !: fit)

- =0 k I.. na C (kC

(iW art, the indivickal errors of the ,zta sample. Irdex k runs over ali unknown v- riables.

f i (i ) = 9g 1,1 1. c (I)l+ Ip (,,1) 5 (il (32)n

The oracticdl calculation can be rationalized through introd-ming the m~atrix .aiculus:

SA-c-=b (33)

iq (33) can be writtei; in more devWi!:

A c = (III C 12 .... Qlj--ln b I

. . .. . ...... ... ":cn)J bni (33a)

Thee' ements of the systern matrix are derived from- Eq (311:

-1
1:p (Oj• t Y (i,k)!

ajk a (j.k) p (I,.;) (ik)o N F,NI (34)

9g (i)Z • p (i,k)
bk b M) ¢h.9W-p i,k) - i i

N

Using one of th• available computer row ,-,s for matrix inversion, the so!ution for C is:

c (35)

The necertry condition for the estence nf a solution is the ncn-sinrglarity of A

det AO

"The unkt~own constant KO can then be predicted from-

Ko= - .
I N (6
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Rletransformation,

C.= e Ke

VIc

The experience gained with this procedure can be summarized as follows:

* The nurv'bu c* weight influence parameters should be limited (max~. 8) tc avoid difficuities; with the inversion of A (probl em. of
quasi -s -nigularity)

* The number 0f data points must be at least 3 times the number of weight parameters

* Only truly independent observations should be used

* Due to the remaining functional coupling between the vaniabkh.5 which cannot be eliminated completely by such simple statistical
mooels. the ojpveloped estimating formulas sometimes show physically incorrect tendencies

4.2 Analysis of vasriances

Applying the desiobcd combini.ion of physical parameter selection and correlation analysis a certain number of weight influence
variables; can be suggested, btI, has still to be determined which combination of these parameters gives the optima! regression
I~orrrn ilation. With the aid ntf ý- method for rtnaljirng the variance about the regression function, it can be shown, that in many cases a
rrxnaller nrynber of variablez rinults in a =ealler stzandard deviation of the estimating formula (see Fig 11).

Variance of t..residuals 
Nun

number of variables

The basis for this additional selection of parameters is the modified correlation matrix A~ wtuich is reduced to the significant variables

STUDENT's t-test 131 is used here as significance test. The inverse matrixRl 1 is then stepw-se further reduced by one variable respt-c-
lively:

rjk=rjk-riq K _

r'qq (37)

The condition for eliminating a parameter is the minimum of the so-called 'deqree of pa-tial determination- of this variable with regard
lo the objective variable

Byq-i,?, (q-1)(q*1fl... n ':rqyXq Min {Byi,1, 2,. (jil)(i.,I) *...ni t39)

ne sequence of reoLuttion is finished after p cycles, if the variance of the residuals for the estimating function with (n-p) variables is
larger :he first time tharn in the previous step:

After the reduction (step p). before: (p - 1)

-. 2 SAGOe SAQOCN
Ress 2 Re - _____ _ Ni )2 (39)

IN-(n-p)-I! - Rei- IN -(n - Z I)2 SAO~e ' (y:
The toIp ensue from a regression process

ý'3 Corsaraint regression analysis

4- s ne ressult of the relatively severe simplifications, a residual interdependency between the vzrious weight paramreters i.n the clafsoca!
%ýe,,!:t estimating formulation remains. This causes incorrect tendencies, if these iormulas are used for partral weight nerdj invectigib-
tiOns. a Very important part of the project engineer's daily work. To prevent these 'f~fects, the ;..nknnvvn variables in the r~gre~zion
statement must be "pressed" in certain numerical ranges. For th-t "Ijrose the mneihod of constrmint neyess on ialytyi4 ,' proposed The
minir.,izazion problem described bi Eq. (31), supplemrented by a se, of resftictiorts, is the basis ioi this procedure. Tho .Irtstvai:;ts are

Co (1) •ý C fi) -5 Co( (40)

Practical calculations have shown. tinat these very severe restrictins; result vtry often in rinacceptable error scatt'nrs. Therefore they will
be simplified, whereas only the "correct" sign fG; ithe exponents is required.
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The nmerical process for solving thi> problem is rather complex. A non linedr optimization procedure is proposed as a suitable method.

The basic formulation according tc Eq. (29) or (30) expressed in matrix terms is

g - P"13. B (41)

g is the column vector o- e o rv .yd sample weights, : • ) represents the estimates dnd 6 is the vector of the deviatsons The sum to

be minimized is:

C'. =(g- P.I)' (g-p.13))=M
The additionai linear constraints are

Pi3-'g >(43)

The next step is to create a generalized LAGRANGE fu-,:tion 4' (,3, u). which is the quadratic ,ajecive of this optimization problem.

U is the column vector of the N LAGI-ANGE multiplier,

ý (13, u ) - d!l• B I f-E-I+ u-a(P-I -g3 4 44)

d and E are abbreviations

d =-2g.P E=P P (44a)

These variahles are known.

The optinmization conditions are given by the KUHN-TUCKER Theorem Ijd and differ considerably from those of the linear optimi-

zation:

a 1 v V O 40 • 0 13'v -0•-B -Ž B>- 'I U - (45)

For the numerical solution, WOLFE's method 151 is used, which is a modification of the wellknown SIMPLEX-procedure for solving
linear optimization problems In this process the sum of th, components .f two .dditionally introduced variables which transform the

inequalities into equation. =:e minimized to 0 in two steps. Thereby, the basic solutions are iteratively Improved The use of a high

speed computer is ne"reaxry tor this. The method is applied - I all those cases, where the classical regression statemen: fail)-.ometiraes.
the once for these Oivantages - .asourabie weight trends - -s a 1. -qer variance of the pedicted estimating formula.

4.4 Non.linear regression

Invesigatit I physical relationships P-etween the veight and the other design parameters, it ,s obvious that a non-ianear regression

statemert c, •Idative connected expý -,ntiai fin',tions (see Eq. (211 probably gives the best results

This f ý - been wellatnown for a lor.. ;I, - U _1 application of this formulat on has beea, avoided, since a linearization creates

certain dffi.:ulties. The rnew hasic statement in ,,.drix tUrms Is:

g f'P.Ol)" (46)

The vector e is crefted by the unknown variables C9 and a1" The essential condition ior the prediction of the vptimat regressors is c.c-e

again the minimizatioq (: the sum of devaition squares (Fj (421.

The sum of r-', deviation squres (SAO' in this part~cular case it

sAQe)- : {g-fpe)1(I:1
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In contrast to the formulations described so far, the following normal equations for this problems are non linear, whit.h cart easily be

checked through differentation of Eq. (21) with regard to one of the unknown variables.

N I- _a_(pe )

*( L e) =O[=2..,, (48)

For an iterative solution of this problem, a linear zation can be attained by applying an extensioi, into a TAYLOR series.

f cpi,e ) f cpi,Eo.) * :a l7, c~ ' )]
1=1 L a ! J%=%^,

0 0-"-• '--- J t .. .-- (49;

For thi%. ;t is necessary to estimate a snlutnor in advance. In this particular case it is possible to ditermi ie tha: exponents a (j) z 2,0 ,,re

mostly unacceptaole. Therefore:

0o= {O.10 .a 2 0 , no1  C10,C20,- Cno0

The other unknown variables (tW coefficient C ())o result then frum a linear regression analysis (as pitsviously descrit-ed)

The linearized system can again be expressed in matrix terms.

For every individual observation:

2n 0

Yi =gi- fi= " i Z' +E,

As a system of eqr.ations: (51)

Ye.0-1- +0. C

bo is an es,:ma•e of o. it follows from Eq. 149):

b0 = B0  (e-e 0 ) (52)

0J;ir.V the general minimization once more:

M mn (42)

the foliowin' *.Sues:

b0-Z- z0' XY-T

The iterative improveme-rnt of the solution vector results from:

The iteration is completed, if 19 no longer Jiffers from the former estimate and the corresponding least ý,Taes sum has reached tnmn.
mum.



* ..m " < 6 6 = 15Min [ImJ)

SAQI•.m 2)-SA0 tQ.,)d< SAQ (em)

As an alternative to the proposed linearization prccedure a method developed b,/ KRAWCZYK 161 can be mentioned. This prOeCdure pro-
vides a direct sc!utiun for *he n( i-inear system of the normal equations (see Eq. (49) by means of a quadratic converging iteration pro -
cess. The method of steepest descent, often used for similar problems, cannot be recommended as the required computer time is too long.

The experience gained from the first-nr.e- ioned Inearization technique can be summarized as follows:

"I hi about 90 % of all applications convergence has been reached. However it is necessary that the first estimate for the solution does

not differ too much fiom the final solution.

"* The required computer time is larger thin for the classical multiplicative regression formulation but of approximately the same
magnitsde as for the constraint regression analysis.

" The predicted estimating functions have very often a smallk- error scatter than the known we~ght equations used at present.

"* Tht magnitude of the data samples must be greater than that of the other statistical models.

5. THE OBJECTIVE VALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS

For the majority of the known weight estimating formulas the possible error variation is given, but often this scatter is considerably
exceedeu in practical applicatiuns, e.g. checking the formulas by calculating the known weights of existing aircraft. One of the most
important reasons for this is that the prerequisites for the specified error tolerances are not mentioned nor are the theoretical
assumptions taken as the basis for the error distribution investigation fulfilled, e.g. a check should be made as to whether it, 6n be
assunzcd that the error of the discussed weiqht estimating procedures follows a normal distribution according to GAUSS. F..r the
purpose of objective c rr,,)drisons between various newly developed formulas and classical mathods, several error probability investiga-
tions must be ca.-;ed out.

5.1 Test on normal distribution

In this test the considered data sample (here: the totality of all individual differences between predicted and actual weights characteriz-
ing a particular estimating procedure) is checked to see whether it originates from a normally distributed parent population. Oniy if this
test gives a positive result, can the tormulas of the GAUSS-distribution be us.ed to describe th. error scatter of rn investigated method.
As a check *he so called "X 2-trst• according to PEARSON 171 is applied:

For th;s purpose the error scatter of the sample is subdivided into several intervals. The corresponding probabilities - using thto
hypothetical normal distribution - are then compared with the relative class frquencies of the observed procedure errors. Only ii the
sum of the differences (the x 2-value) is under a certain limit can the hypothesis that the sample originates from a normally distributed
parent population, be accepted.

The error of an estimating formula for every in,:: '-.; observation (an existing aircraft) is:

f i !g (i) (56)

Tec error probaL-ility of the normal distribution according to GAUSS is giver; by:

F (f) J 2 dv (

F-)r the nor-nal 0o,.tributicn the error mean can be estimated from:

N" f(i) (58)

The standard deviation, the error interval about the mean including 68 (%) of all individuai "events". follows from another estirnte:

; o • = i(59)

SN~p-1
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5.2 The probable error distribution

Assuming the 'X2 -test"° has a positive result, one sh,•uld check ,. 1, 3r tne investgated sample is rapresentative of the paren:
distribution - the totality of all po3sible applications of the developed fotmuia !n -nality the value of the error mean will be in an
interval about the sample mean - the so-cal~ed confidence intervý,. Assuming s 'ugh statistical confidence level ('y = 95%) the
confidence intervals for error mnn and stan$'-rd dc' --io-c in be caicuiated as follows:

mean.

T. a 5.M T+ a (60)

a is predicted apolying STUDENTs t-disttibutiorn [71:

*1 tf t) 0 1+') a=S-- (61)
2 VN-

Standard deviati3n:

a 1 •o 2 • a2  (62)

al 2 follows from:

fl,2 (Cl.2) =210 +') al,2= (N-1)- S2  (63)
2 C1,2

in which f (c) is the X 2 -distribution

The "t-distribution" is shown in the figure opposite. If N tends to be an indefirite large number, i.e. a very expanded sample, then the
difference between normal and t-distribution disappears.

An extension from the ( 1 - a) -deviation (68 % of all observations) to 90 % seems to be reasonable.

f(t a

normal-
distribution - .

M flt - disti ; &ion
(f(t) for N---) (FG = 3)

414

In this case the con,.antj k and K are functions of the confidence levef, and the measurement of the probability frequency integration
range p.

The total error scatter can be formulated as:

Applying this information, the following valuation parameter for objective procadure comparisons is proposed:

R =(ll+a) - K s (66)

The dependency betweei the error tolerance pamnmers and the assumed confidence level is p=lotted in Fig. 7 and 8 for two different weight
prediction formulas. Fig. 7 is valid for a fbrmula developed wi:, one of the derribed mithods. Fig. 8 represents the accuracy which can be
ex-actd of a weli'cnovw classical formula.
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60_

2 40 uppair error limit for 90 % of all estimate

upper en or limit for 68 % of al estMate"

CL0

-20

-60 ___

so 85 90 95
horizental tail weights for tra ir.r ýft

0.2 ,3 012~0.4 -0.59 0.24 -0.31G 2 ,1 01 -,4 b~p H i -ii 0+ Cos 11GHLW 533.2 -(n 81. 08) *(FSTRI ~' "LW ,~ WHWw v

Fig. 7 VALUATION DIAGRAM FOR A NEWLY DEVE LOPED r-ORMULA

Valuatieror liamitfr R0 of al6etma5

£0

3 upper error limit for 968% of all estimates

20.

-0

win wegt o ihe dtasotarrf

Fig. ~ ~ e 9p VAUAIO DIAGRAMc FO A LSIA SIMTN OM
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6. POSSIBILITIES AND RESTRICTiONS FOR APPLYING STATISTICAL EVALUATIO~N METHODS

Finally the presented metthodology can be summari~..'d as follow,.:

41 The selection of seni-orthogoinal weight influence parameters car, be improved by combinating correlation analysis and idealization
o'f the fundamental physical relationships.

* Applying the multiplicative regression formulation ar~d a reliable data collection weight estimating fur~ction' of first level accuracy can
be devvloped.

I n cases, where thisnmethod results in incorrect weight tre-ed tendencies, the application of the coaistramnt regression a'alysis brirAs in-
provements.

*If larger data samples are avail-ble, non-linear regressi-in procedures result in estimating formulas y.'ith smaller error tolerances.

* For the valuation of ne%%Iy developed formulas the prerequtisites of the error probability theori must be taken into consideration.
Normal distribuition cannot be assuJmed automazzically.

0 The main application of this mathodology is the project weight analysis of first level aczuracy. The investigsted weight groups must
represent the common technological standard.

0 All described methods can be aoplied to problems in other fieids too (e.g. evaluation cf aerodynamnical test data, empirical load
assumptions etc.).

* For ti-end analysis the use of sti-:ustically derived equations should be limited to small intervals. Applying these to optimization proce-
dures is very dangerous! The application of analytical techniques is preferrfed here.

* For numerical calculations an a computer must boe avail;0le.

0 If all the individual methods are corMuterized it is possible to develop estimating foi.mulas which mr easy to handle. Changes to the
formulated problems can be taken into consideration very quickly if an appropriate data samnpte is created. In this way the aircraft
design process can be accele~ratEd in an effective manner.I 7. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

The results of two practical apl:qications are shown in Fig. Q d~ld 10. These plots and the diagrams in Fig. 7 and 8 show that the apphca-
tion of sophistkcated statistical models brings imuprovements but only to a certain extent.

Wing weights of transpoit aircraft

App-ica-tion Of the
constraint regression

6w~ M% root thickness
Gs-n ar (to) load level

1It -W I-) undercarriage intallation
3: factor

- . Fth (m 2) raf~ence area

VD (km/h) dive- speed

i~ 5-)toper ratic
A (Iaspect ratio

Predicted weight GR (kg)

3 4*72 V"2~ 0.4028 M 0.0 924Clt

* 'kFI)' * -~ (F,,) - (VO 'lO)

Fig., 9 PRACTICAL APPLUCAT IO: W14ra WEIGHTS OF TRANSPORT AIRCRAFY
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POTENTIAL PAYOFF OF NEW AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION KThKODS

Richard H. Klepinger*
Robert Wessman**

Aeronautical Systems Division
Wr;ght-Patterson Air Focre vase

Dayton, Ohio 45433

SUM.IA.R

The development of a new aircraft requires an extensive series of trade studies and design compromises
to optmi;ze the system 2n ordet to achieve a well integrated configuration. The selected arrangement of
wing. fuselage, tail surfaces and propu;sion system may introduce subtle aerodynamic flow interactions
which are not vell understood or not recognized early in the design phase. The paper reviews several
examples invol-ing major aircraft programs where this has happýened.

,.ew airodynanic analysis techniques now in development -nay hold t,.e key to the development of better,
more efficient aircraft it they are used throughout the development to guide the evolving design. The
developarent of new design rwthods for analyzing the spin susceptibility and flight characterýstics near the
stall departure boundaries is also reviewed in the paper. Results of studies conducted to determine
criteria ýor predicting deparure from controlled flight at near-stall angles of attack, based on lateral-
direct;onai static stability are suinvarized. The use of the directional divergence, Cnqodynamic, and a

latera; control divergence perameter, LCOP, a. criteria to design new high performance aircraft with inherent
spin resistant quelities shov promise for avoiJing the serious loss of control problem which has caused
high losses on sone of our older fighter aircraft.

SYMBOLS

- Vortex Streng'h
a - Distance Between Vortex Centers

Cn - Yawing moment Coefficient
C1 - Rolling Moment C,;efficient
8 - Angle of Sideslip (Degrees)
a - Angle o" Attack (Degrees)

6a = Aileron Deflecti'n (Degrees)
'.CD - Lateral Control :ivergence Parameter. Cn. - Cla(Cn4 a/C;•a

Cn8 ,dynamic - Irestional Diva-gence Parameter, CneCosa - (I z/ix)Cl sina

INTRODUCTION

The development of a new aircraft or missile is usually preceded by an extensive series of trade-off
studies wn.ere many configuration parameters are varied over a broad range of numerical values. At this stage,
aerodynamic prediction methods must consider the total configuration and many details such as flow patterns
ard local interference efferts are not evaluated. The cost in manpower and computation time to study these
effects at this phase of the ýeogram would be prohibitive and wasteful since only a few of the large family
of configurations will be given serious consideration, Idhen the candidates are narrowed to two or three con-
figurations, it becomes important to evaluate potential problem areas and to investigate specific flow inter-
ference effects due to the arrangement of the wing, fuselage, tail surfaces and propulsion system. Unfortu-
nately, there is a strong tendency to o-.erlook potential problem areas at this stage for a numbier of reasons.

1. Time is not available to make an in-depth study.
2. Insufficient manpower on tie program.
3. Wind tunnel data is lacking.
4. Aerodynamic analysis methods are not acci-rate enougn.
5. Inexperienced staff.
6. Strong competition for the program.

There are undoubtedly many other reasons. One fact remains, the selected configuration may, and often
does, have serious aerodynamic problems which will have to be solved befort the development is completed.

Althcugh the design will not be frozen for 12 to 18 months after the development has been started, the
general arrangement of the major components is usually firmed up quite early. The aerodynamic interactions
between the wing, fuselage, tail surfaces and propulsion unit are not well known at this time; however, it
is assumed that these details will be worked out during the wind tunnel program.

There is reall- nothing 4rong with this process if the different design groups are well integrated
and controlled. The problems usually show up when the idealized configuration is closely examined and
certain deficiencies show up. These may be caused by one or several restraints such as weight, structural
design, internal component leyout. balance, avionics requirements, crew station design and mny others.
The aerodynamics design group may be placed under considerable pressure to relax their requirements to
help solve the deficiency. Th-re is inexorable pressure to move ahead and not delay the program for

*,hief, Aeromechanics Division
**Chief, Stability and Control Branch



further study. The aerodynamic Prediction methods may not be adequate to completely analyze the problem
ano wind tunnel data to back up the prediction may not be obtainable in a short period of time. The deci-
sion must be based on the best available information and the design groups must move ahead or the schedule
will slip. If the right decisio- can be made, the payoff can be very large over the lifetime of the system
in terms of future operating costs, performance and mission effectiveness.

Military systems have become so complex and expensive to build and operate that life cycle costs may
soon become the most important pzrameter to be considered before a final configuration is selected for
development and even throughout its development. Performance may have been the most important factor in
past developments, but, it is not necessarily so any longer.

There is a very significant payoff for good integration of the complete configuration at an early stage
in the development. Refined aerodynamic prediction methods, backed up by high quality wind tunnel data are
needed is order to make the best design decisions. These can have a far reaching effect on life cycle costs
as well as performance.

THE DESIGN 'ROCESS

Altho, Ch most aerodynamic design prolex.-s -re discovered and corrected early in the development phase,
it is c!..arly evident that many of our major aircraft programs have experienced airframe and propulsion
problems early in the flighL test program. The result has often been a costly redesign or delay in the
product'on which can have a most serious impact on the program. Table I shows only a partial list of the
problems that were found after flight testing began on a number of USAF aircraft. In some cases, such as
the B-47 aileron reversal, structural flexibility was the primary reason. However, in many of these cases,
the problem did show up in the wind tunnel tests, but, was not recognized as a serious protlem or was blamed
on the low Reynolds Number of the test. Of c3urse, stall and spin investigations require special tests such
as free flight or spin model tests and this was not always accomplished in our older programs. Most of our
current aircraft programs, even large ai-craft such as the B-1, now include tests ar high angle of attack
well beyond the stbll. Spin model tests in the wind tunnel and radio controlled free flight models are used
in Lhese investigations. The three items marked with a star on this Table are typical problems which often
do not receive suffici-.nt attention before flight tests are started. 7hey will be reviewed in further detail
in this paper.

B-47 Aileron Reversal 6 Pitch-up TF-102 Canopy Separation
B-58 Engine Out Control F-4. Loss of Cc.'trol at Stall/Spin
B-66 Tip Tank Buffet %tF-4C Nose Separation
C-123 Rudder Lock r- 11 Secondary Air System/ilnlit
C-130 Lot Lonq. Stabiuity-Landing AGM-69 Yaw-Roll Coupling
C-133 Poor Stall Charazteristics *AVACS Radome Pitching Moment

*C-l41l Fuselage Drag & "Shibble' C-li4 Wing Shock Location

TPG'.C I - PROBLEMS FOUND DURING FLIGHT TEST

Studies have indicated that while the lessons lear-ed in solving the many problems encountered can and
should be passed along to benefit the next generation of aircraft, each new aircraft invariably brings with
it a set of problems (i). They may be simr.iar to old problems, bitt, new and unique solutions may be required
because the new aircraft may have to fly over a much larger envelope of altitudes and airspeeds.

The .rocess normally pursued in the develop-rent of aircraft systemrs is by nature an empirical. iterative
process. Development and operaticnal test dfta are recycled back into the design to complete the design
and development of the system. If this can be accomzplished rapidly without major design changes, the progrz-q
progresses smoothly, schedules are met and production is uninterrupted. This ideal cannot be attained unles;
particular attention is qiven to the z•any interface areas in a covolex system and the design is very care-
fully integrated between the airframe and propulsion systems. There is no doubt that many aerodynamic
design problems can be traced to subtle flow interactions which may not be apparent in the many series of
wind tunnel tests performed on a wide variety of model configurations which are used to develop some part
of the total configuration. So-e rk>dels represent or.ly a small portion of the total configuration and
important flow interactions may not tb- present on these models, pzrticularly at transonic speeds,

Wind tunnel test techniques have not beit standardized amonq different facilities and possibly they
should nut be. However, if the results f,-om several facilities are inconsistent or show differences which
are larger than the expected data accuracy, serious aerodynamic problems may be cc-,ered up or at least not
thoroughly investigated. In the last 5 years there has been considerable improvement in wind tunnel test
procedures as a result of special correlation tests conducted on a model of the C-5A in three major tran-
sonic wind tunnels in the United States (2) .:opefully this progre-s will continue and the unctrtainity of
test data accuracy will not be a problem to the aerodynamicist in the future.

There is still the problem of extrapolatinq model scale rcsults to the full icale aircraft. This has
worried win(4 tunnel and aerodynamics engineers, for years. A large nunber of theort-tical and experimental
research investigations have been accomplishel to determinp the effects of Reynolds Number on small scale
model data. In fact, tthere is considetable controve-t. now going on whether or not Reynolds Number effects
persist up to values of 30 to 50 million or more. Apparentli enough test data has been found that supports
both conclusions to keep this argument going for some time. Ther,, is no doubt that flow separation regions.
shock wave-boundary layer interactions and wing shock wave locations may be strongly affected by ineynolds
Nutber within the normal test range of transonic wind tunnel facilities.

Recent studies of drag predictior, techniques for subsonic and transonic aircraft have shown that good
correition between :ow scale tunnel results and full scale flight data can be obtained If very careful
test procedures are followed as outlined by Paterson, MacWilkinsc•r and Blackerby (3). The use of standard
sca~ing methods is adequate in most cases. The C-5A cruise drag at a Reynolds Number of 55 million (MAC)
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was predicted to within I to 3 percent using wind tunnel data at approximately 4 nillion Reynolds Number.
This favorable correlation was obtained only by a very extensive study of factors such as flexibility

effects, roughness drag and in-flght thrust measurements which must be accurately known. The use of
potentia t flow methods and bounJary layer theories also proved to he a valuable tool in predicting air-

foil prcfile drag and interpreting !ow Re.ynolds Number test data.

If the tunnel results are not carefully evaluated, problem areas may be hidcen or dismissed as not
too importaut. There have leen numtrous cases where a stabili:y or dr;.g prooler discovered in the wind
tunnel program wa:, not corrected because it was judged to 3e an anomaly due to the low Reynolds Number of

the test. Unfortunately, in many cases the problem was still present when the flight tests started. By
th&t time it is difficult to justify a major design change because of the serious impact on production
sched, les and cost. In recent years, new procuremen' concepts such as "f;y-before-buy", `milestone
reporting" and "prototype programs have been initiated to avoid the cost of re-design during the

production phase. It is quite evident that improved analytical prediction techniques to supplement standard

tools such as the wind tunnel and comouter flight simulation should provide a large payoff through better
aerodynamic design early in the development.

ldIt'G-FUSELAGE DRAG

Lrge cargo a~rcraft are usually designed for caxirntu utility of the cargo compartment and ease of
loadine atid unioading. To obtain on unintereuted floor area, a high wing location is often used with an

upswept fuselage shape to accomnodate the large cargo door and rear loading provisions. The C-130, C-141
and C-5 aircraft are typical of this design trend. The aerodynamic design and interiration of toe wirt,
fuselage ar,d landing gear pod- to achieve low cruise drag and good handling characteristics is a large

challenge to the designer because of the complex flow patterns on these configurations. Figure I shows

the type of flow pattern present on the C-l41 fuselage. Strong vY,rtices are present adjacent to the

fuselage afterbody which start in the wing-fuselage ;ulcture and around the landing gear pod. During early
flight t.:sting of the C-141, Lockheed flight crews became av-are of an oscillatory notion which was named
"shibble", a combination of the two words, shake' and "nibble' . It was characterized by random directionai

oscillations cf the aircraft in the frequency range of four to seven cycies per second. The amplitude of

this oscillation at the :ockpit varied from negligible to as much as {3.07 of an inch at the highest air-

speeds. It was nor always apparent to the pilot, but it did create considerable interest and concern.

k Aim- • ,.- ••-

FIGURE 1 C-li4 VORTEX FLOW PATTERN

Lockheed initiated a series of oil flow visualization tests in the Georgia institute o, Technology
Wind Tunnel to study the flow patterns around the C-14 to identify the cause of the problem and find a

solution. It was thought that intermittent shifting of tne vortices 4ould be creating the aerooynamic

driving force for the shibble oscillations. It was found that the strongest vortex emanates from the region

of the wing fuselace juncture. The two vortices on each side of the fuselage at the wing root form a

vortex pair of equal strength, but oppooite r11ation. The mutual interference between these two vortices

induces a downward velocity behind th' wsing root and down over the fuselage. The downward velocity at the

mid-point between the two centers is

W 2-t
r a

" the vortex strength
a - distance between centers.
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FIGURE 2 - EFFECT OF WIrG-f'ISELAGE VORTEX

Figure 2 shows the veloCity induLed by the vo-tices and the effect on the wing lift distribution. The
hole in the distribution caises a significant :ncrease in the winG induced drag *n the cruike region. The
flow studies indicated that the vortices impinged on the rear fuselage which was the most likely cauwe of
shibble. The C-141 flight crews also reported that the noise level apoeared higher just aft of the win;
trailina edue. A larger wing fillet was developed in the Georgia Tech. tunnel whicn substantiallv improved
the flow around the wing-fuselage juncture and reduced the 'flo angularity and the stranath of the vortex
pair.

Standard Wing Fillet Improved Wing Fillet

FIGURE 3 - r-141 OIL FLOW PATTERNS

The oil flow photographs on Figure 3 show the improved flow patterns and the significant change in the
flow angularity behind tke wing. Wind tunnel force tests indicated a drag reduction of 5 percent in the
cruise region was obtained with the improved fillet. There was also an improvement in fuselage lift
carry over which moved the wing center of pressure inboard. It was found that a six-foot wing tip exten-
sion could be added by taking advantage of the reduction in wino bending moments obtained with the improved
fillet. This produced an additional reduction in cruise drag of 3 percent

It was unfortunate that this improved wing fillet was not develohed earlier in the C-141 program. it
wai decided not tc incorporate this modification since production was wel! alcng and the range performance
.as adequate to accomplish the airlift Lissions.
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-ariv w in4 tunnel tests of the C-5A i' tu a drag ;ncrease of 33 drag counts tiver the predicted
z-os.s drag Vdi.; Of 250 Courts. tn-a -tri. oblem ias found to be associated with the wino-fuselagu-
fii !et. fesela-.z otag ~-as aiso fosond tv bit adversely affected by the fairings around the nose gear anc
main gedr c h~eed engineer-,~ aaeo t.-ze of the knowledge gained on the C-141 to rodesign the
critical .sre..s ^n t-, C-SA and ;c!-.- able to -e..l eliminiate the large drag increment. This happened
earlf enous.ý :n the C-5A development to rut!,ý'n- ' conriiuration before the schedule was in-sacted. The
lessons learned on the C-l41 were very efferct .v.e. v~pi'tA in the design of the C-5A. The result is an
aircraft v.:th a nigh degret of ie.-odynamic celm ~r-'ss which retains the advantaaes of the upswept
fuselag,:c desij 'or cargo handling. This is a L.r'i:y remarkable achievement.

RF-4C RECOUNAtISSANCE AIRCRAFT

The RV7!cC is an F-tiC aircraft modified to carr.; P .eri-.y of can-er,,s and other :zconnaissance eauip-
rent in the fuselage. A camera bay nousinq was sddel k.ne lower surface whicl- has an abrupt ramp with
a 33-d,:gree nose angle. After the aircraft was plarcec it, ý-ivice it became evident Ihat somethin-9 was
happening to the photographic resolution at higl, substw-iti-h number5. A short series of flight tests
by McDonald Oocglaý of a 23-degree iamp indicated toat p't k--ary cause of image docradation was
probably due to either an aerodynanic disturbance or flc. (,-t - oheacomena outside of the camera window, but,
it was also noted that an additional loss in resolution wa-s heý-ig prodt-ced by sore unknown rnechan;cal
vibration within the camera. There was cc-isideratie variati.i-. - -(;lution between photographs which
added to the mystery,

In 1969. the Aeronautical Systiems 3ivision started :e s4c nf Dhotographic resolution tests in two
transonic w~nd tunnels and laborator., vibration and acouvi. ,~i to Find the cause of the problem and
hopefully a practical solution which could be applied to the Rf-Z;C fleet. Full scale three di mensional
moidels of the lower forward section of the RF-4C aircraft exterating frem the forward and of the radome to
just aft of the second camera station were fabricated for use in the wind tunnel. Fabrication uas simplified
by utilizing a fiberglass mold from an actual RF-4C aircraft Other model sections were constructed to
provide a configuration in which the camera bay ramp was fully faired into the radoue and also a configu-
ration incorporating a camera tray ram;. of 23 degrees which was similar to one flight tested by McDonnell.
An 18-dez-ce ramp was also tested at AEDC. The first series of tests were performed at the Cornell
Aeronaut ical Laboratory 8-foot Transonit. Wind Tunnel by mounting thc large model on the floor of the
tunnel. A collimator containing light source and a tni-bar resolution target was nountec' through the
ceiling of tne wind tunnel and~ aligned with a camiera in the model. Both the car-era and collimator were
rigidly mvounted to minimize relative motion due to tunnel vibration, in addit.on to the optical data,
23 5tatic pressure meaturemre-its were made along the centerline of Ope mdinl. Tunnel blockage proved t- L'.
4 seoere obstacle at Mach r~urribers 3bove 0.80 in the Cornell Tunnel an;, it %. s decided to conduct additional
tests on the same model at the Arnold Engineering Development Cený,r fAUEZ) 16-foot Transonic wJind Tunnel
Since the two series of tests were it. good agreement only the AVC ~esll , ar reented. Figure 5sows
the results of the photographic resolution tests on the original 33-1t'.9-,ý jiaY ramp and the mod.ified 23-
degree bay ramp. These results confirmed the large degradation in re~olvtion itbove a Mach numb~er of 0.70
with the 33-degree ramp configuration and show the large improvement obfa~necd with the 23-deg3ree ramo.
Also shown for comparison are the results of flight tests which were fit.i krn l after these wind
tunnel tests -ere completed. Even tho-igh the wind tunnel tests were perft.r~ed iTth a smaller camiera the



agreement was good, indicating that valid simulation of flight conditions was achieved in the optical
-wind tunnel tests conducted at Cornell and AEDC. This type of testing should be seriously considered In

the development of future reconnaissance ai'craft.
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FIGURE 5 - RF-4C COMFRA RESOLUTION

The cause of the severe loss in resolution is shown in Figure 6. A strong nornal shock is positiined
directly over the center of the camera window at high speeds. At a Mach number of 0.87 the shock is
positioned along the optic axis of the camera. The normai shock resulting from the large increase in local
velocities over the 33-degree ramp is so strong that the flow is completely separated over the camera window.
The small sketch on this figure was produced from the Schliaren ohotooraphs taken in the ASDC wind tunnel (4).
The local Dressure distribution confirms the extensive local flow acceleration, shock location 4nd flow
eeparation. Dynamic pressure sensors were also installed at eight locations. The upper part of the figure
sirnws the root-mean-square values of the flu.tuating pressures divided by the free stream dynamic
pi, ore (Cp rni). Maximum values of the fluctuating pressuies were of the order of 12 percent af free
str.iam dyna. pressure. Figure 7 indicates that th* normal shock is still present over the 23-degree
ramp, but, flow separation is no longer evident in th- Schileren photographs. The pressure distribution
also shows the improved pressure recovery over the camera window. Also, the peak fluctuating pressures
were reduced to about four percent of the free stream pressure. At a Mach number of 0.87. the normal shock
is still positioned along the optic axis of the camera as in the case of the 33-degree ramp. This shock
causes a distortion of the optic wavefront entering the camera aperture due to the large difference in
refractive index which. exists on either side of the shock wave. This explains the large loss in resolution
4t M - 0.87 with the 23-degree rarV shown on Figure 5. This was evident in flight tests as a narrow
blurred band running across the photograph, but, was not objectionable since only a small area of the
photograph was affected. Since no vibration of the optic system occu:red during the wind tunnel tests,
the source of the degradation could be established as the irdex of refraction variations in the separated
air flow. This was confirmed by a detailed edge gradient analysis of the flight test and wind tunnel
photographs by Mazurowski (5).

As a result of these investigations, a study was conducted to determine Vie costs of modifying the
RF-4C fleet with a 23-degree ramp comera bay. Mine new aircraft were purchated in fiscal year 1970 with
the mcdified camera bay for 3n additional cost of $540,000. It wa% est;mated that modification kits for
386 aircraft would cost 29,000 dollars each for a total of 11,194,000 dollars. The decision was Mado not
to retrofit the fleet because of the cost. This is another case where improved aerodynamic analysis
techniques combined with a rather low cost wind tunnel program c-.uld nave resulted 1 much bettes
mission performance, if the results had been available at an early stage before prod.,ction was started.
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AWACS RADOME PITCHING MOMENTS

Flight tests on the prototype aircraft for the Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) discloseo

that air load distribution on the large 30-foot diameter radome was con•iderably different from that
measured in the Boeing High-,psed Wind Tunnel.

M 0. 60
AL(, - 29, LV%0 FT.

2.0

FL GlHr TEST

PITCIHING 1.0 - .101
MOMENT
MILLION ,
INCHLBS. 0.5 1.0 - 1.5" 2.0

LOAD FACTOR-1.0 /• i •'% WIND TUNNEL'

i FIGURE 8 - RADOtIE PITCHING MOMENT

Figure 8 shows that the slope of the radome pitching imment .urve versus aircraft joad factor win• consid-

erably greater in flight than had been rneasu,-ed in the wind tunnel. This difference persisted at all Mach

nurbers and would have presented a serious stx..cLural load problem at the highest airspeed conditlo'ns for
the AWACS airplane. The radotre was instrume~nted with a single ptes.sure belt along the center line and
complete survey of the pressure field was made by rotating the radome throuO• a complete revolution for

S~each flioht c~ndition.
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Figure 3 shows the estalts of the flight tests compared to the wind tunnel resutis for both the upper and
lower surface. Reynoldrý Number b~sed on radome diameter wts apprcximately 60 mfililon in the flight test
and 3.5 nZllion in the Boeing wind zunnel test. The result; Indicated that the pressures are more negative
on, the lower surface near the leading edge in fliyiht than meiasured in the wind tunnj. Add~itional wind
tunnel tests were made with and without boundary layer transition strips, but, these were unsuccessful in
duplicating the full scale radoro.e loads. Pressures meesurer' in flight a~ver thu- uppet and lower s;urface
behind the ,ead~ng edge regioi were in good agreement with the wind tunnel data.

Fortunately, the problem was easily solved hie c~tanginig iue, radome incid~nce 1.5 dcgrees in a nose-up
direction when it was found that the antenna performance was, not serio,;sly degraded in the new position.
It does Indicate that either wind tunnel test techniques or model scale effects qhould tre studied in
grecter depth to irp~rove the wind tunne! simulation on certain types of ccnfiqurations. It alto. indicates
thiat aerodynamic analysis techniques which can accurately oredict the lo..al pressure distribution ever
coetplex configurations should be develored to suppl ',wnt tne wind tunnel. id, cannot alwav. e-ount cn
solving air load problems by simole - fications as in the case of the AWACS dircraft.

PROMISE OF NEW PREDICT'1N TECHNIQUES

Many design problems are not discovered ea'iy in the development because the -.ind tunnel motue's may
not clo-ely simulate the final configuration in all respects. It is often assut.-.:d that corrections can~ be
made to account for local change5 in fuselage shape, tail surface intersections and filletirn. n.round the
wing and tail surfaces. Also, details of the propulsion system suich a-. secondary air flow past ages and
bleed oi~tlet may not be simulated because of the scale problem. These areas are examnined and analytical
corrtct'ons applied to account for drag and stab~lity increments. :f a serious aerodynamic problem is
suspected, additlional models may be constructed to research the probiep., bu~, the pressures of oroorami
schedules and budget ;:r-itations restrict this type of research to a bare mn,. The analysis meth-ods
used a.-e largel% empirical .-,d are usually based on experimental data frnm other p-ograms. If the configu-
ration! are quite similar, as l:as tic case for the C-5A arcd C-141, very good results may bip obtlined.
Preblein areas will be apparent and soiltions can be rapidly investinated in the next series of tunnel tests.
Unfortun,-tely the trend toward fewer newt systems is working against the designe-r. His '-ackground data on,
simila, configurations will be less ab tire goes on since fewer new aircraft are being developed.

The cevelopment of improved aerodynamic analysis techniques which could be ussd for the deial!ed
doisign of new configurat ions is needed to supiplement iwind tunnel testing. Madny of the current ý.on,'uterized
ananlys~s techniques were developed to rapidly examine a variety of aerodynarrsc configurations to determine
the optimum arrangement of the wing/fuselage and control sirfaces. most of thebe methods are -;atisfactory
for preliminary dmilgn purposes and arc qjuite useful in optimizing a new concept before detailbd design is
initiated. At this sta;!e, various trade-offs are being studied and these methols provide a rapid means of
studying the effect of many configuration variables on the mission performance, gro,-s wei~lht, cost anio
many other parameters- Usually viscous and non-stead- effects are Aeg~letted. These technique,; use
linearized potential flow computatic-ial routines -and usuc-ily contain some approxin~ation for cormpessibility
effects. The latest programs can treaZ arbitrary confqn-rations with lift. These recent develoioments -.cro
preceded by less gencral methods bi~sod on eons tant--ý rengtI1 soirce panel building blocks which. ciuld com,-
pute three dimensional flows over complex co.sfigu-ations, but, lacked the ability co hanole problems
involving circulation and lift (6). The first jeneral routine for analyzing th-e flow about arbitrary
configurations incilding both l;ft and thickress was asserrbleo by combining the source p-nel and v'or~ex
lattice building blocks (7, 8). These co~mplex programs have been enlarged and improved in recent years to
the point where they now can handle comolete configurations including naccelles, external stores with
pylonis and large p-otuberances. The majority of these rret~ods make use of the feature of linearity: i7 a

source, vortex or other such singularity --an be used to represent a simple flo-:, a nuttber of such singu-
larities, of adequate strength and strategically located can repfesent the flow abiout more complex bodies.
The configuratico is subdivided into a number of panels and a system of equations is set-uD, expressinlg the

t influence of ev'~ry painel at a number of control points, where suitable boundary condit~ons must, be satisfied
Solution of the resultirng matrix ylzlds the strengths of the singularities which in turn can be u-.cd to
calculate the ve~locities And pressures.

C Figure 10 shows tyvical representativJe configurations tihich can Le analyzed by a program eeveioped by
Tne Boeing Company (9). This program has the capability of analyting non-synmiwer~cal configurations, as
sh'own by the skiatch of the yawed wing-body combination, bodies in ground effect, fan-t-in-wing configer.-rtons,
external stores, pylon-nacelle junctions, large protuberancres and wind tunnel wall effeccsi. interrnal flo;*s
in nacelles can also be analyzed. This program utilizes constant stren-th source panels' distributed over
the exterior surface to represent non-ri-nar surfaces. Winn and tail bur~aces are reprtse~ited ),y svource
panels on the surface to account fh,r thickness effects. Horseshoe vortices are aist-ik,.ute,1 or the Pca.i
camber plane to account for liftin6- effecis and also to neutralize excessive variation-, ;n soL.-Ce
strenSgths on the ,surface Ahen these oc-cur.
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F IGL.R 10 -TYPICAL CONlFIGURATIONS

Miost of curreot proqrams. a?,- satisfactory for computir.q wing oressurc distributions along the $pan.
Figure 11 show.s a~ co~npari~on of three diff'orcrnt prograrps; the 13ýýeing P.-ogram (TEA 230), a prograri developed
by North American Rockwell and a ?4ASA-AMeS wing-body program. In order to reduce ccwnputation costs and
simplify the analysis. the proorans. may contain assumptions which limit configuration details s~ich as wving
fillett ant non-isyes-etric fusela',,- shapes. Figure 12 shotis the detailed body panelling used for tne HJAR,
Boeing ano IWASA-Arres P~ogranis (19)., it is obvious that an analysis of the wing-body junction would require
detailed panelling to be used to sk-wlate the comnlex flow patterns in this area.

C-1141 WING PANEL - UPPER SURFACEI
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FIGURE 11 - COMIPARISONJ OF THREE METHODS
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The real promise of these advanced programs lies in their ability to ana;yze detailed flow inter-
actions associated with a fixed configuration. This is the type of problem often encountered in the
detailed design of a -.ew aircraft. The Integration and design of some part of a configuration in the
presence of other parts, wih,.se sh:ae ýay be relatively fixed, i; a difficult task which may require a
large number of wind tunnel modr.i,- ..nd a long series of tests. Ficure 13 shows how the Boeing program was
used for the detailed design of a wing-body leading edge fairing (9). Oil flow pattens indicated that the
fuselage boundary layer was separating ahead of the wing leading edge causing a vortex which wr3pped around
the wino-body intersection.
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In order to find a cure for this separation, an analysis was conducted using d-nsely spaced fuselage pan-
elling to evaluate the fuselage pressure distribution without fairing shown by the solid line of this figure.
A theoretical boundary layer analysis along the fuselage, using the calculated pressures, identified the
problem to be the strong adverse pressure gradient appronching the wing leading edge intersection which
resulted In flow separation. To cure tais problem, flow field streamlines approaching the intersection were
computed to determine the general prh of the oncoming flow. A small faring was then designed to be aligned
with the oncoming flow and shaped tc elinivate the local stagnation region. T.e theoretical pressure distri-
bution along the fuselage and leading tdge of the fairing is shown by the dotted line of this figure. The
strong gradient was no longer presenL and oil flow. patterns confirmed that flow separation had been elimi-
nated. The good agreement between theory and the experimental data is shown by the two points on this figure.
This example shows the seccess of this design approach and indicates that the technique of utilizing three
dimensional lifting potential flow analyses to design and integrate the components of a new configuration may
hold the key to better, more efficient aircraft. These techniques should be introduced into the design pro-
cess at an early sLage to guide the evolving design. The full potential of these new techniqjes will be lost
if they are used only for preliminary design.

LOSS OF CONTROL AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK

A problem area that often exists at the completion of the preliminary design process is the lack of high
angle-of-attack aerodynamic data and related analyses of flying qualities at near-stall anolcs-of-attack.
In the past, consideration and analyses of stall/post-stall/spin characteristics have been almost non-
existent during the preliminary design process because of great emphasis on the important performance require-
ments that must be met within the operational flight envelope. Consequently, the degradation in lateral-
directional stability at near-stall angles-of attack that many of our older tactical aircraft exhibits
became a serious problem in that maximum performance maneuvering potential was compromised and maneuvering
boundaries were reduced. Departures from controlled flight often occurred close to the angle-of-attack for
minimum turning radius because of poor lateral-directional stati: stability. The subsequent post-stall
gyration, and sometimes spin, was responsible for a large loss of aircraft and crew.

In the USAF alone, loss of control accidents due to exceeding the flight envelope between I January 1965
and 30 September 197i destroyed 229 aircraft, caused 233 crew fatalities which added up to a total loss of
315 million dollars.

Although departures from controlled flight and spins are usually associated with fighter-type tactical
aircraft, other types of aircraft have not escaped this problem. Medium weight airplanes such as assault
transports, heavy attack aircraft, and light weignt airplanes like primary trainers and observation air-
craft have all contributed to losses attributed to stall/spin problems. Indeed, there have even been cases
of bomber-type aircraft entering a spin after a departure from controlled flight.

Preliminary design approaches and procedures should include initial investigations of aircraft stability
and control characteristics at high angles-of-attack so that an early determination of possible flying
qualities problems and the trade-offs that might be necessary relative to performance and the flight con-
trol system tan be made. This will improve the probability of producing a design that will have a high
delree of departure and spin resistance.

The kind of stability and cuntrol anrlysis that should be conducted during preliminary design, in
order to obtain a reasonable estimate of flying qualities at near-stall angles-of-attack, involves the
datermination of hign angle-of-attack basic aerodynamic data via the wind tunnel. These data might be
supplemunted, if necessary, with aerodynamic characteristics obtained by the many estimation methods avail-
able to the designer. Speciflcally, longitudinal and lateral-directional static stability characteristics
shoula be determined up to at least the maximum trim angle-of-attack. Also, a stall/departure prevention
device, is an integral part of the flight control system, should be studied very early in the preliminary
design since this may be eventually needed or desired.

Analysis of developed spin characteristics should also be conduted as early as possible. The spin
tunnel (vertical wind tunrel) can be used to determine developed spin modes and recovery characteristics.
Models can be fabricated in such a way as to allow for design changes which might affect developed spin
and recovery characteristics. An early entry into a spin tunnel is high!y re:onended.

Static aeodynawic sharacteristics at near-stall angles-of-attack should be obtained early during the
initial design stages. The designer then has available basic data from which low speed, high angle-of-
attack -tability and control analysis ca., be conducted. At this point, a criterion or criteria for pre-
dicting departure boundaries and spin susceptibility would be desirable.

DEPARTURE AND SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY CRITERIA

In recent years there hav', been several studies conducted to determine the applicability of existing
stability criteria to predicting departure boundaries and spin susceptibility. These criteria are kriown
as the *'CnSdynamic" and "lateral control divergence parameters and are ba-ed on lateral-directional static

stzbility. Many aircraft, particularly fighter-type aircraft, suffer serious degradations in lateral-
directional stability at near-stall angles-of-attack and t.iese undesirable characteristics are primarily
responsible for losses attributed to stall/spin problems.

The parameter Cn is generally a primary factor in determining the undamped natural frequency

of the Dutch Roll mode and has been shown by Moul and Paulson to correlate with directional divergence of
inertially slender configur.;ions (02). Further, it was shown by Chambers that tIe expression CnSdynamic <0

is an approximate criterion for divergence in the form of lateral-directional oscillatory instability (11).
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CnB,dynamic is defined as

Cn S,dynamic "Cna cos a - (Iz/Ix)Ci sin

The lateral control divergence parameter (LCDP) relates to divergence characteristics when lateral
control is applied and is defined as

LCDP - Cna - Cis (Cn 5a/Cl~a)

LCDP must be positive to avoid lateral divergence and is an approximation to the undamped roll natural
frequency squared (12).

One method of applying the criteria is shown in Figure 14. The parameters are calculated for a range
of near-stall angles-of-attack, as high as the maximum trim angle-of-attack and preferably to five or ten
degrees above this value. The aerodynamic characteristics used to calculate CnSdynanic and LCDP should be

applicable over a relatively wide range of sideslip angles (at least over the entire linear -ange).
Depending upon where values of the criteria plot a judgment can be rde regarding departure and spin
susceptibility.

LCDP- Cn _ C j I Cn a -C A°
Cn P DYN - CnCo0sa - I ' C, is sin a

oub ~ ~ ~ UU4 CUZe DYN.006

B

REGION A: NO DEPARTURES

D C REGION B: MILD ROLLING DEPARTURES

LOW SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY

-. W004 REGION C: MODERATE ROLLING DEPARTURES

MODERATE SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY

REGION 0: STRONG ROLLING DEPARTURES

HIGH SPIN SUSCEPYIBILITY
-. W6

FIGURE 14 - SPIN SUSCEPTIBILITY CRITERIA

The regions shown in Figure 14 were determined from studies by Weissnan which involved six degree of
freedom notion onalysis of airplanes where a full set of aerodynamic characteristics were available as well
as stall/spin flight test results (13, 14). Briefly sunviarizing some of the resul:s relative to Figure 14,
the mt;on exhibited by a fighter-type aircraft laterally disturbed from a trim condition at near-stall
angles-of-attack wa; analyzed to drtermine if a departure from controlled flight resulted as a consequence
of the lateral disturbance. A departure is considered to be a rolling mtion in a direction opposite to
that con'gwnded by lateral control input (roll reversal), a divergence in yaw (nose slice, directional
divergence), or a co*inat;on of these two types of motion. At each trim angle-of-attack considered, the
criteria were calculat-d and correlated with the computed motion. It was found that for values of
Cne,dyna.ic and LCDP in region A, there was no tendency to depart from controlled flight. With values of

the criteria plotted in region B, the airplane motion exhibited a departu,'e in the fori of an initial
divergence in yaw followed by a roll reversal. After completing two or three rolls, spins were usually
obtained if no recovery control was applied following dep.rture. The spin modes were steep anC oscillatory
with low rates of rotation or so oscillatory that a con-istent buildup in angle-of-attazk and yaw rate did

Snot occur. Consequently, spin susceptibility is considered low in regir B.

The motion of an airplane whose latetial-directsonal static characteristics Wert such th.,t :3,eiamic

and LCDP plotted in region C also exhibited a departure in the form of an initial directional diQrgence
followed by a roll reversal in the same direction as the divergence. However, as indcntr in Ficure 14 the
departure was more sever. than that experienced in regIon B and there was a faster buildup ;; well as higher
values of yaw rate and angle-of-attack in region C. The spin modes obtained ;n this region •ad higher
rates of rotation, were not as oscillatory, and had higher average angles of attack. Spin susceptibility is
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considered moderate in region C. Generally, region 0 represents values of the criteria where departure

consists of a s-zrong directional divergence together with some rolling motion. The airplane completed

one to two roll in the same direction as the yawing motion and entered a spin while still rolling.

Consequently, region D is considered a region of high spin susceptibility. An example of this motion is

shown in Figi-re 15.
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FIGURE 15 - SPIN DEPARTURE

A recently completed study by Larson deals with application of the linearized, uncouoled, small-
-erturbation lateral-directional equations of motion to an unsymmetric high angle-of-attack flight condi-

tion (15). The purpose of the study was to use the simpliried equations of rsution to define an airplane's

angle-of-a*tack, sideslip angle envelope and from this be able to predict stability characteristics at

near-stall angles-of-attack. It was found that the Cn ,dynamic and lateral control departure parameters

correlate very well with instabilities indicated by the roots of the characteristic equation for the
particular airplane considered in this study (the A-7 aircraft).

Figurt 16 is an example of the results obtained from th.s study. The line labeled "C " repre-

sents the locus of the smallest sideslip angle at which the parameter first indicates instability (a nega-

tive value). Likewise, the lines labeleJ "LCOP" and "roots" represent the points where the lateral

control departure parameter (LCDP) first becomes negative and where the real part of the Dutch Roll pair of

coaplex roots first be':ome positive. The dashed line is a departure boundary oared on A-7 flight test data

and considering that actual departures from controlled flirht represent dynae-ic flight conditions, the

correlation is quite .-,od. It shoud be noted that this stuay represents an application to a particular

aircraft and this method of analysis mby net always result in as qood a correlation for another aircraft.

However, the method appears to satisfactorily predict the general conditions undar which high angle-of-

im:tack latera?-directional stability might be a problem and has promise fcr use in preliminary design.
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FIGURE 16 - CORRLLATICN OF PREbICTED DEPARTURE BObODAPY WITH FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

Cn•RLETl"' 1F CRITEIA WITH EXPERIhENTAL RESULZS

In terris of criteria based or static :ateral-directional stability, results of a limited
correlation with experimental data indicate that the Cn, dynami c and latiral control departure ovarameturs

can be used as preliminary design criteria for pr2dicting departure characteristics and spin suscepti-
bility. Fi ire 17 slhows model and full-scale flipht test results for several aircraft. The anc-le-of-
attack notid next to each point is the angle-of-attack at which the criteria has been calculated.

A:. was noted above, for values of the criteria (at a given anQle-of-attack) which plot in region A.
there is no tendency to depart from centrolled flight. Criteria values for the F-5 airplane will always
be positive at near-stall angles-of-attack; consequentlI the one point shown in f1gure 17 in the upper
right hand quadrant is representative for this airplane. The maxis--zm flight test excursions in angle-of-
attac- encountered during simulated air-to-air corxiat rianeuvers wer. ,Ojc 3-0 degrees and presented no
problerit regarding departure resistance. Some recent F-5 tethered free-fiight model test results have
also *-1',n thz* the aircraft is virtually departure resistant to angies-of-attack greater than 30 degrees.
Regarding pin susceptibility, an abnormally abrupt application of aft longitudinal control at maximum
rate is needed to enter a spin.

Correlation of the criteria with F-IE departure characteristics is shown for ihe airplane with and
without the effects of wing leading edge slats. Without leading edge slats (lower left hand quadrant)
tethered free-flight model test results indicate d;rectional divernence at an angle-of-attack of ;bout
26 or 27 degrees. Full-scale flight test results show departures generally occurring between the 27 and
40 degree anole-of-attick range. F-4E tethered free-flinht r-idel test results shuw that the addition of
slats delays tLe occurrence of directional dive-gence to an angle-of-attack of about 32 degrees (lower
right hand quadrant) and limited full-scale flicht tests indicated . mild yaw divergence at about 29 degrees
ancle-of-attack although this was not always experienced. The F-4E without leading slats is cons;dered
highiy susceptible to spin followino a departure if recovery control i ,,ut is delayed or if the wrono
recevery control technique is used. !.Jith leadin" edge slats, soin susceptibilit.y is not as high because
of the inmroved Cepa-ture characte, stics at the higher anples-of-attack.

Free-fliaht ,nodel tests have establisaed a denarture boundary as a function of angle-of-attack and
•ing weep anate for t e F-Ill airplane. Full-scale flight test resjlts are limited A'd for the most part
unpublished. Thr data shown in Figure 17 for the F-Ill at a winn sweep annle of 24 degrees indicates
departure from controlled flight over an angle-of-attack range of 22 to ý5 denrees. Model testino
established the departure angle-of-attack for this wing ýweep angle at about 25 degrees and for a sweep
angle of 50 degrees, departure occurs at about 30 degrees angle-of-attack.
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FIGURE 17 - CORRELATION OF MODEL TESTS WITH FLIGHT TESTS

Departure characteristics are basically rolling departures, the severity of the departure increasing as
angle-of-attack increases. The airplane exhibits a strong directional divergence followed by a r,-pid
rolling motion in the direction of yaw. The values of the criteria shown for the F-Ill are In the regions
where this kind of motion was obtained in the analytical studies described above. Full-scale flight test
results are not now available for a 50 degree wing sweep angle; Iowever, at a 45 degree sweep angle the
airplane departs at about 30 degrees angle-of-attack. Spin susceptibility is considsered high at any wing
sweep angle, particularly at the hi3her angles-of-attack shown in Figure 17. Criteria value for a sweeo
angle of 50 degrees at an angle-of-attack (35 degrees) above the model test-determined de-parture angle-of-
-ittack (30 degrees) is also shown.

CONCLUSION'S

The development ol a new aircraft requires many trade-offs and design om-promises which may intro-
duce severe aerodynamic problems caused by complex flow interactions when certain components are integrated
into .he complete configuration. Early detection and correction of aerodynamic problems is essential to
avo"! costly design changes and possible delays in program schedules.

There is a very definite need for investigating aircraft stability and control characteristics at high
angles-of-Attzc. during preliminary design. Design criteria based on lateral-directional static stability
have been deverl,ped to reveal possible problems relative to departure characteristics and spin suscepti-
bility In particular, results of a limited correlation indicate that directional and lateral control
divergence parameters can be used as preliminary design criteria for analyzing departure characteristics
and spin susceptibility nf aircraft. It was found that these parameters correlate very well with insta-
bilities indicated by the roots of the characteristic equation for one aircraft. Reasonably good corre-
lation was obtained with the criteria using model and full-scale flight test results.

The application of three dimensional aeredynamic analysis methods and spin prevention criteria early
in the development of a new aircraft may be thlv key to better design optimizF-tion and improved Integration
of the components. Further -esparch to improve the accuracy of these prediction methods would prov.de a
large payoff in terms of aerodynamic efficiency, mission capability, and life cycle costs.
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INITIAL-DESIO OPTLIISATION ON CIVIL AND !41LITARY AIRCRAFT
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Aircraft design is an extremely complex process involving many interacting technical factors drawn
from differ-nt engineering disciplines. Recent advances in ..taputer technology and in mathematical
optimisation theny have made possible the development of compiter programs, combining aircraft initial-
desigr equations 4: h advanced numerical optimisation techniques, which are capable of defining the optimum
aircraft design for a chosen standard of technology and a s!ecified performance requirement.

This paper describes the development at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough of a computer
program which can oprimise the preliminary design of a subsonic swept-wing jet transport airct~ft. This
program can be used to assess rapidly the effects on the optimum design of changes in the specified
performance or of advances in aerodynamic, structural or engine technology. Compound optimisation functions
including several of the aircraft characteristics, e.g. operating cost, noise, ride comfort, etc., with
different weighting factors can be used to produce designs in which large improvements in some character-
istics have been obtained at the cost of small penalties in others.

The development of a similar program fur the initial-design optimisation of military aircraft presents
some special problems; in particular, the definition of a compound optimisation function which accurately
reflects the effectiveness of a military aircraft. These problems are discuesepi, and the utility and
benefit of such a program for military aircraft are assessed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The task of finding the best aircraft design to fill a given role is extremely complicated. Even if
a satisfactory criterion of merit can be defined, the designer is faced with a problea composed of a large
number of interacting technical factors drawn from several different enginct.ring and scientific disciplines,
and by the need to satisfy numerour mission requirements and constraints. His difficulties are compounded
by the rapid rate of tecnnical progrest in the aeronautical sciences, which iorces the designer either to
work with uncertain data fro= the frontiers of knowledge or t. use proven tc.hnology and risk producing an
obsolescent aircraft.

The designer ge- .allv places much reliance on the large body of experience, built 1.p over a number
of years in his Aev:gn organisarion, to guide him towards the best solution to any particular requirement.
In the past such E iidance has often been supplemented by parametric studies, in which one cr two of the
principal design c0.act- -stics, (e.g. wing loading, thrust/weight r.-tio) were varied to discover how the
variation affected the aircraft design and performance. Although such studies did help designers with
imagination and sound technical insight to improve aircraft designs, they were not entirely satisfactory
because varying onl1 a few of the design characteristics did not reveal the entire range of potential
improvements, and because the results obtained by varying a single design chara-teristi,. whi~e others remain
fixed can be misieading, as the fixed values are necessarily most appropriate tE one value of the varying
charactexistic and this value may not be the best.

However the advance of digital computer technology during the last two decades has led to dramatic
changes ii the type and complexity of the problems which computers can help to solve. Large computer pro-
grams are already bein• used to design aerofoils with supercritical flow, analyse the design stress levels
in airc.aft structures , and calculate

3 
aircraft performance for complex mission profiles. During the same

period improvements in numerical optimisation techniques have made possible the development of computer
programs to optimise, for example, the structural design of an aircraft to have minimum mass vet sustain a
prescribed load

4
, the shape of a supersonic transport to create the minimum sonic boom

5
, and the climb pro-

file of a lighter aircraft to give the minimum time to intercept
6

. In addition :o such programs used in
the different aeronautical disciplines of structures aerodynamics and performance, s-veral interdisciplinary
programs

7
,8,

9 
to optimis. the design of the whole aircraft at the inizial-project stage have also been

develcped.

This paper describes in section 2 a computer program for aircraft design synthesis and optimisation
which has been developedlO,11.1 2 

during the last few years in the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
Farnborough. Although the detailed design and development of new aircraft in the United Kingdom is the
concern of the airframe-manufacturing industry, the RAE is responsible for helping Government Departments
to assess new projects and to guide the aeronautical research program towards those areas where improved
knowledge will be important for the development of future aircraft. It is therefore necessary to have
within the RAE a sound appreciation of the aircraft design process, and the capability --f studying the
effects on aircraft design of technological, commercial and military developments. To hilp provide this
capability, the RAE computer prcgram for transport aircraft design synthesis snd optimisation was created
by combining aircraft design equations for aerodynamics, strLctures and propulion with a numerical
optimisation technique so that the program could define the 'best' aircraft de:ign for a specified mission.
The program can choose the values of up to 20 of the principal design characteristic3 of a subsonic swept-
wing jet transport aircraft which give the best value of a selected criterion of Merit and satisfy the
specified requirements and constraints, using a chosen standard of aeronautical technology. The criterion
of merit, and any of the requirements and constraints, may if required be a complex function dependent on
the aircraft design characteristizs. The input data to the program must ccntain sufficient informatin on
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- -the aerodynamic, engine and structural design etandards for the program to calculate the economics and
performance of each of the aircraft designs (typically about 10000) considered during the optimisation
process. The output from the programs contains the estimated values of the size, mass and cost of the

various aircraft components, as well as the optimum values of the design characteristics and the perform-
ance of the optimum aircraft. The program is written in FORTRAN and, on an ICL 1907 computer, one
optimisation requires about 30 minutes, including some 15 minutes of central processor time.

Section 3 discusses some of the problems which were encountered in the development of the program,
and the methods which were used to overcome them. Some examples of the applications of the program are
presented in section 4 each example illustrating a different facet of the program's capability. The
examples demonstrate how rhe program may be used to investigate the effects of changing the specified
field length13 , of using an advanced standard of aerofoil design14 and of changing the criterion of
meritl5,16.

Section 5 describes another program which is being developed at the RAE for the design synthesis and

optimisation of military aircraft (other than transports which could be handled by the existing program).
The primary purpose of the program for military aircraft, as of the program for transport aircraft, is to
provide the means of rapidly identifying the best aircraft to perform a specified mission (thus providing
the basis for more detailed design studiv.) and of assessing the effects of advances in aeronautical
technology. A further, and perhaps more ambitious, purpose of the military aircraft design program is to
assist the Air Staffs in framing their requirements by demonstrating how the chosen value of the aircraft
periormance affect its design and economy. In the current exploratory study a program for .ptimising the
wing geometry of an aircraft required to satisfy given performance and mission requirements is being
written, but it is expected that this program will be developed to incluae optimisation of the variables
governing the mission, payload, range and performance. The special problems associated with the optimisa-
tior. of military aircraft include

(I) the difficulty c. defining a satisfactory assessment criterion

(2) the tendency o military aircraft to fly at the limits of the currently-attainable flight
envelope where the data required to formulate aerodynamic design relationships is very scarce
and very nonlinear

(3) the integrated layouts characteristic of military aircraft with strong interactions butween,
for example, the fuselage size, engine. dimensions, fuel capacity, etc.

These ' 'ties, though complex and considerabie, should not be overestimated as they are not different
in kin jut .nly in degree, from those which have already been successfully overcome in developing the
existing RAE program for design synthesis and optimisaticn of transport aircraft. Indeed it may be argued
that the complexity of military aircraft design strengthens the case for comp-ter-based optimisation
studies because only this type of investigation can take account of all the relevant interactions and
constraints.

The use of computer programs for optimising aircraft design should bring several important advantages.
In the initial-design phase, the time spent in defining the best aircraft design to meet a corple!. set of
requirements and constraints should be considerably reduced, thus shortening the dangerous gap between the
milia-ry or comercial forecasts -underlytng the requirements and the aircraft's entry into service. Further-
more such programs can be used to indicate quickly the best way of exploiting an actual or anticipated
advance in aeronautical technology, and the most cost-effecrive way of dealing, at any stage in development,
with changes in the mi;ssion requirements or in the economic and technical design data. There is of course
a danger that overreliance on such programs could lea4 to diminished understanding of the physical
realities on which they depend, but this danger is lessened by analytical optimisation studies 3 7,' 8 where
these physic.al realities are reý.ealed by the design equations rather than concealed behind the computer's
blinking lights.

2 TE RAE PROGRAM FOR AIRCRAFT DESIGN SYh7HESIS AND OPTIMISATION

Description ot the program

During the last few years a computer program which can optimise the design of a subsonic sý'ept-wing
jet transport aircraft has been developedlo0 1 2 in the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough. This
p:ogram uses a numerical optinisation techniquell to find a set of values for the desig': varta ies,
dei`ning the principal characteristics of the airframe and engine, which satisZies the specified -esion
reui•.-e, -•isnon -oes-rn:" and ie o-e:ran' and which gives the best value of :he chosen

-" * 'a " fw•..cticn. The optimum values of the design variables are then used :n conjunction with the
dce:sn.n ..c tp-• , which govern the assumed standards of aerodynamic, structural and engine technology, to
L.!culate he performance, mass breakdown and direct operating costs of the optimum aircraft.

The imaoa'. •ar-eer•cs to be opti=ised are

wing area

wing sweepback
wing thickn'ss/chord ratio
wing aspect ratio
wing taper ratio

engine size

chord and span of the flap
chord of the full-span slat
flap deflections on take-off and landing
slat dt'lectlons on take-off and landing
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cruising epeed
cruising altitude.

Durii.g the optimisation process, each of these design variables may vary within a range bounded by
two limitr, fixed generally by the lack of sufficient reliable mass and performance data outside that range.
Because tCe program is at present directed principally towards optimising the geometry of the wing and high-
life devices, this geometry is specified in more deta;1 than other parts of the aircraft; f r example only
.he size of the engine is varied in the optimisation while its bypass ratio, fan pressure ratio, etc., are
fixed.

The mision require-ents are defined by the

number of passe:,.gers
mass of baggage and freight
furnishing and galley standards
range with full payload
diversion distance and holding time.

Ih' nLunber of passengers and the furnishing standard chosen are used to calculate the size and mass
of the fuselage, which therefore remains fixed and plays no part in the optimisarion process. The diver-

sion distance and hoiding period are used to calculate the mass of fuel rese:ves required.

Each of the mission requirements is specified by a fixed value and the performance of the optimum
aircraft must attain these values. But this performance must als3 satisfy seveial -ission constraints
which are

cruise speed must exceed a specified value
cruise altitude must exceed a specified value
take-off distance at max. take-off weight must be less than a specified value
engine-failed climb gradient at take-off speed must exceed the value specif;ed

by airworthiness requirements
approach speed a, normal landing weight must be less than a specified value

,he lower limits on :-uisin6 speed ano altituda are generally fixed by inter-airline competition or
competition from other transport modes and by air traffic control requirements respectively. The limits
on take-off distance and approach speed may be associat-d with specified values of runway roughness,
altitude and temperature. The specified values of the mission constraints form upper (or lower) limits
which must nct be transgressed but do not define the performance of the optimum aircraft which is i:ee to
have a shorter take-off distance or a higher cruise speed than tl~ose specified, provided that the value of
the optimisation function is improved thereby.

This design of the optimum aircraft must satisfy some desgn* Cons.ramnts which are

satisfactory longitudinal and lateral stability
acceptable fuselage angles on take-off and landing
adequate fuel tank capacity

It is assumed that saisfactory stability characteristics can be obtained by specifying that the fin
and tailplane shall be large enough to give conventional values of the corresponding volume coefficients,
and by ensuring that the wing sweep and aspect ratio do not combine to give unacceptable stalling qtability
characteristics. More detailed methods19 can be used to estimate the stability and controllability of the
optimum aircraft, but these me hods have not yet been incorporated into the optimisation program. To allow
the aircraft to operate with ie-s-than-maximum payload but over a greater range, the fuel tank capacity
inside the wing-box of the oprinm aircraft must exceed that required to accommodate the fuel required for
a flight at maximum take-oft mass but only a fraction (gen.rally around 0.4) of the maximum "ayload.

At present the minimum direct operating cost is generally usc ._s Lhe =imisation* fl.unerion, i.e. the
aircraft design variables are optimised to achieve the mirimum possible value of direct optrating cost,
but it is interesting sometimes to use other optimisation functions to study the resulting charges in the
design and performance of the optimum aircraft. For com=,cial transport aircraft with specified mission
requirements, the alternative optimisation functions include

minimum first cost
minimum (fare + value of journey time)
minimum noise Iootprint area
min~mum fuel ccnsumd
maximum passenger comfort
maximum airline profit.

It is also possible to use in the program compound eptimisatt;1 Cunctions, combining two or more of those
listed, and an example of this approach is given in sectie. 4.4.

The •eign ntwr~etera are used in the design relationships to calculate the aerodyn,-ic pe-formance
of the wing and high-lift devices at cruise, take-off and landing, the thrust and fuel consumptiocn
Sharacteristics in cruise, diversion and hold conditions, the nois.e footprint a-ea, and the masses, first
costs and =aintenance costs of each aircraft component. The aerodynamic parameters are those associated
with a particula; standard of aerofoil section design and with a particular type of high-lift system (e.g.
a double-s1zrted Fowler flap combined w~th a leading-edge slat). The airframe mass parameters are
determined by the chosen structural material and method of structiral design and by the chosen arrangement
of the wing and engines; rear-mounted engines must be associated with, for example, a mass penalty on the
rear fuselage. The engine parameters, defining its thrust, fuel con•nmption and noise characteristics,
are those associated with a particuLar type of engine destgn (e.g. ýypass ratio z 5 , single-stage fan),
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with a particular level of powerplant technology (e.g. component efficizncies; turbine entry temperature,
installation losses, etc.) and with a particLlar silencing arrangement (e.g. cowl length, wall liners,
splitters etc.).

The characteristics associated with a certain engine type are chosen as fixed design parameters
because variation of the engine design induces discontinuous changes in the characteristics (for example,
the engine mass/unit thrust changes sharply as the design changes from a two-stage fan to a single-stage
fan or from a single-stage fan to a geared fan) and such changes disrupt the optimisacion procedure.
Diiferent engine types, or different types of high-lift systems, can of course be compared by repeating
the optimisation with a different set of design parameters to find the optimum aircraft design associated
with each type*. The design parameters defining the first ccsts and maintenanLe costs of the airframe
and engine are based on the results of design studies by the airframe and aero-engine manufacturers; there
is inevitably some uncertainty about the chosen values of the cost parameters but comparison of several
optirised designs using the same parameters are unlikely to be misleading.

2.2 Optimisation pro-edure

The program is started by supplying to the co:puter some input data including values defining the

mission requirements,
mission constraints,
design constraints, and
design parameters

and values giving first guesses and acceptable limits of the design variables. These guessed values of
the design variables are used in conjunction with the mission requirements and design parameters to design
an aircraft which is capable of carrying the required payload over th, required distance with approriate
fuel reserves, but which may not, and probably does not, satisfy the constraints. The program then alters
the design variables to minimise the sum of the squares of the differences between the aircraft performance
3nd the constraints which zre not currently satisfied, and thus to obtain an aircraft design which can
perform the specified mission and does s.tisfy the mission constraints and design constraints, This design
is termed the 'first feasible solution'. For this design the program calculates the partial derivative
with respect to each design variable of a pcnalised optimisation function which is the sum of the optimiaa-
tion function and several penaltr: functions, each of which is proportional to the reciprocal of the distance
of the design from one of the constraints. The use of these penalty functions prevents tne constraints
bei g crossed during the optimisation procedure and allows the use of a method for unconstrained minimisa-
tion of the penalised function; this program uses a modified versionll of Davidon's gradient method. The
partial derivatives are used to calculate the changý; to the design variables which most rapidly improve
the value of the penalised function. These changes define the di'rection of a vector in multi-dimensional
space and the design variables are changed to move the aircraft design along this vector (the seareh
4trec:ion) until the penalised fi-nction ceases to improve. At this point fresh partial derivatives are
calculated and the cycle is repeated. When the value of the penalised function cannot be further improved
the first estimated optimum design has bean reached. The penalty functions are then altered to make them
steeper thus changir3 the best value of the penalised function and the aircraft design associated with it,
and the sear-h proc, dure is repeated to find the second estimated optimum design. The comletion of each
search procedure marks the end of the 'stage' and successive stages are performed until the rate of change
of the estimated optimum design becomes insignificant; experience of using the program to optimise the
design of transport aircraft suggests that six stages is generally enough for such aircraft.

The optimisation procedure reviewed in this section is presented and discussed in more detail in
Ref.ll; tne following five sections contain brief descriptions of the methods used tc, determine the .ero-
dynamic, engine and performance characteristics, the mass breakoown and the noise fo.tprint.

2.3 Aerodynamics

The aerodynamics section of the program compu-es lift and draR characte'istics fcr the take-off,
cruise, diversion, holding and landing ohases of the flight. For the phases of the flight with the high-
lift devices retracted, the lift and drag coefficients 5re derived directly from the mission requirements
and from the independent design variables .. ,ich togeteer define the aircraft mass, wing geometry and
cruise conditions. For take-off and landing, the lift and drig coefficients associated with the geometry
of the particular wing and high-lift devices being considered are calculated from the known aerodynamic
characteristins of a reference aircraft, usig empirical factors tc allow for the di.ferences in the wing
geometry (aspect ratio sweepback, thick' s•scbord ratio, taper racio) and the size and deflection of the
high-lift devices.

Thus, for example, the drag coefficient in the cruise condition is expressed as the stze of

the profile drag coefficient of the witg
the extra-to-wing profile drag coefficient
the additional profile drag coefficient due ro toeprssibility, and
the iift-depandent drag coefficicit.

The pofile drag coefficient of the wing dependr on tht exposed wing area, the thickness/ehord rati>, the
aerodynamic sweep and the Reynolds number based on mean chord. The extra-to-wing drag depends on the
wetted areas of the ft-selage, empennage and nacelles. 1he drag increment due to compressibility is
expres;ed as an empirical function, based on drag datL from recenr transport aircraft, of the `fference
between the cruise Mach number and the design Mach number of thr. wiig; the design Mach number &nd the

* In an alternative version2 0 of the program the variation of the engine characteristics with specific thrust
and with the level of acoustic treatment are apprcxi=ated by a series of smooth curves; aircraft designs
can then be optimised with engine specific thrust and engine silencing as additional design variables.
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sectional lift c.cuf;ient of tCe wing are related to the thickness/chord ratio and the aerodynamic s%.cep
by an expression based on the drag-rise characteristics of rooftop aerofoil sections and including a coeffi-

cient defining the choaen stsndard of aerofoil section design. The lift-dependent drag depends on the aquare
of the cruise lift coefficient, the aspect ratio and a typical value of the lifc-dependent drag factor.

2.4 Engine

The performance of the engine during the take-off is estimated from the engine mass using two design
parameters which define the engine mass/unit thrust and the variation of the engine thrust with forward
speed. The engine performance in cruise is calculated from a design parameter giving the engine mass/unit
cruise thrust at a chosen datum condition (e.g. M - 0.8 at 30000 ft) and a factor interpolated frcm data
giving tho variation of engine thrust wILIA Mach number and altitude. SimilarLy tne %clues of the specific
fuel consumption at cruise, diversion and hold conditione are obtained by interpolation :rom data giving
the variation of fuel consumption with Mach number, altitude and throttle setting. The wetting area of
the engine nacelle needed for drag estimation is calculated from a fixed design parameter deaining the
nacelle area/unit thrust typical c! the chosen engine type. The design parameters for thrust and specific
fuel consumption include allowanceb for the effect of instalation losses and of air and power offtakes.

2.5 Performance

The take-off distance is -btained from an expression involving the take-off mass of the aircraft, its
static thrust, its wing area and the take-iff lift coefficient calcalated as described in section 2.3
above; these variables are related to the take-off distance by an empirics! coefficient derived from an
analysis 21 of tae take-off performance of current aircraft. The take-off lift coefficient is related to
the vclue of the lift/drag ratio a: tak2-off, and this value in turn is fixed by the take-off thrust/weight
ratio and by the minimum acceptable engine-failed climb &-adient at the take-off safety speed. Similarly
the landing distance is obtained from an expression involving the approach speed and the standard of
braking assumed.

An equivalent cruise range is calculated as the sum of the stage range specified in the mission
requirement, and the lost range asrociated with the extra fuel used in the climb and descent; this lost
range is :alculated2 2 from the aircraft's dcsign characteristics and its cruise speed and altitude. The
fuel required for this equivalent cruise range, flown at constant speed and altitude, is then calculated
using a formula which takes account of the change in the lift/drag ratio during the cruise. The diversion
is treated in a similar way and is assumed to be flown at the best-range speed. The holding phase is
assumed to be flown at the minimur drag speed.

2.6 Mass breakdown

The aircraft components may be divided (see Fig.3) into the paylcad-dependenit items, such as fuselage,
furnishings and crew, which do not vary during the optimisation and the items, such as the wing and tail
structure, the engine, the systers and t'e undercarriage, which are depandent on the design variables.

In the first category the number of passengers, together witih the chosen seatinb, galley rnd toilet
standards, is used to define the fuselage dimensions and mass. The mass of furnisning and operators items
is calculated from the number of passengers and a fixed design paraieter, typically 55 kg per passenger.

The items dependent on the design variables need to be consiaered in much greater detail. The mass
estimation must b- as accurate as possible, but it is also essential when an optimisation procdure is
being used that the partial derivatives of the various component masses with respect to each design
variable should reflect the true situation os accurately as possible. The equations used for wass estima-
tion in the design synthesis and optinisation program are therefoze considerably more complex than the
simple regressinn-analysis formulae coaitonly used in initial-design studies and are based on detailed
analysis of the factors which determine the mass o. each component. The wing-box mass for examole, is
given by the sum of the masses of the wing box covers, spar webs, ribs, joints, tip and undercarriage
support structure and the masses of these six components are calculated independently as functions of the
wing box chord, the wing area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, thickness, sweepback, design load factor and
eleven empirical coefficients.

2.7 Noise footprint

Nowadays the noise of a transport aircraft is considered to be one of i:s most important design
characteristics so, to help the comparison of the alternative aircraft designs produced by the decign
synthesis and optimication, the program calculates for each design the shape o. the footprint area inside
"he noise contour associatec with a specified noise level. In this calculation it is assumed that the
aircraft fl;ght path consists of a straight landing approach of constant gradient, take-off ground run
and a straight climb at the take-off safety speed and take-off thrust setting. It is also assumed that
the engine noise may be represented by a point source with sr'herical symretry so that as the aircraft moves
along its approach, take-off and climb p'ths the instantaneously-spherical noise contours sweep out
cylindrical noice contours with their axes alung the ftight paths. The intersections with the ground of
the cylindrical noise contours around tie approach and climb paths are elliptical so the noise footprint
area within a specified noise contour consists of two semi-ellipses joined by a rectangle astride the take-
off gro1, d run, as iliustrated in Fig.4.

The radius of the noise contours at take-off and approach is cýlculated from data on the vdriation of
the noise levtl of the chosen engine type with distcnce and throttle setting, the data being adjusted to
all"• for the ntmb--r of engines and the engine thrust on the aircraft design under consiaeration.

Although this method takes no account of the actual asy.--metry of the engine noise source or of ground
attenuation, it does provide a useful guide to the relative noisiness of alternative aircraft designs,
S;hether this noisiness is expressed as the noise levels at selected measuzing points or as the length or
area of the noise footprint within a chosen noise contour.
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in this section some of the experience gained daring progr-m developme t is presented and oscusied.
in general it was found that the initial versionl 0 of the program needed more appropriate equations for
estimating the aircr.Aft characteristicr as functions of the design variables and more doeailed and accurate
calculation methods. It was also found that the program coulo in the initial stagea suffer from divergent
design iterations, and could in the latter stages be satisfied wit" a local rather than a global optimuml.
At the end of this section the results of the air,.raft design optimisaton program are compared with the
characteristics of a tra,tsFort aircraft.

During the development of the program, it vas discovered thar many of the design rel.ationships used
in the initial versionpl were unsuitable for an aircxaft design optimisatlon program. These design rela-
tionships were the siqmle expressiong us;ed in project studies for estimating purposes in sitt-ations where
the principal design characteristics of the aircraft considered are fixed, and they could not be used to
provide realistic values of the rates of change of masses, performance, etc., with the design tariables.
As an example of this problem, it is interesting to consider the exprecsion used in the initial versiont 0

for the mass of the wing-box
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JWBNA 2 S2 (1 4 X)"mT.
"WB t Cos 22

where N - aircraft load facror
A - wing aspect ratio
S - wing area

- wing taper ratio
t/c - wing thickness/chord ratio
A . wing sweepback
mzp - critica! design mass

J - empirica! constant

g - acceleration 6ue to gravity.

The use of this equation in the optimisation program gave optimum values of the thickness/chord
ratio which were unrealistically high, and it was realised that the presence of the thick:ness/chord ratio
in the denordnator of the wing-box mass equation was misleading. Study1 ' of more accurate equations for
the masses of the components on the wing box showed that the thickness/chord ratio appeared in the
denpminator of the expression for cover mass but appear'ed in the numerator of the expressions for the masses
of the spars and ribs. The use of these more accurate equations in the optimisation program -;ave more
reliable values of the derivative of wing-boa mass with respect to thickness/chord ratio and more realisti,.
val.es of the optimum wing thickness. Another example Is the exprcstioa used in the initial versionl 0 to
estimate the =ass of systems and equipment as 2 fixed fraction of the take-off mass. Although adequate
for project esrimation, this approximation gives an unduly-high value of the derivative of systems mass
with respczt to take-off mass, and it was replared by a more detailed equation1 2 which relates different
parts .f the b':%tams mass to the size of the payload, high-lift devices, empennage, wing span and take-off
mass.

In other areas of the program it was found that mcre detailed calculation methoas were requiredv For
example, the stage fuei required was initially estimated using the Braguet eluation and the fuel reserves
and allowances were neglected. However, when the program was used to study shore-range aircraft, it was
aecessary to include a method2 2 of estimating the range lost during climb and descent and a method of
estimating the fuel reserves and allowsaces, not onty be. suse they constitute a significant proportion of
the total fuel load of suct aircraft but also because they atfect the landing weight and hence the design
of the wing and high-lift devices. The introdurrion of these methods allowed a 'norc accurate assessment
of different aircraft designa for short ranges. ,idother example concerns the tail arm, which was asstuacd
in the initial versionIC to be a fixed proportion of th! fuselage length. It var realised that this
assumption understated the penalty associated with increasing the size o' rear-mcuntqd engines, as thi!
moved the centre of gravity aft and required larger fin and tailplane =reas to msinrain the same stabi ity,
and a balance equation was included 12 in "le program to calculitt the tail arm Ps a function of the centre
of gravity position, which depends on the masses of the various components of the aircraft.

Some other imperfections in the progr.rr, however, could not so easily be corrected. It vas found
that first guesses for the valuts of the design variables, which must be included in te• computer input
data, must not be too far from the c-rrect values otherwise the program is -ncapable, because ef divergent
Jdeign iterations, of designing an aii-craft to fulfil the specified mission requirements. This breakdown
of the program can generally be avoided by some simple project design calculations to guide the selection
of the first-guess design variables.

Another problem, inherent in optimisation programs, is the danger of the program aelecting a local
rather than a global op:imum. This error is comparable to that of a mountaineer who sets out to climb a
mountain by following the steepest upward path, reaches the top of one of the foothills, and believes,
becaune the grouid slopes downwards :n nvery direction from the hilltop, that he hns reached the mountain
peak. The optimisation program similarly plods 'upwards' in multidimensional space, continuously improvitip
the value of the optimisation function until no further improvemant seems possible but unable to lift its
eyes to the higher peaks in the distance. In some cases 2 3 it is possible to establish the existence of a
unique global optimum, or to divide the constrained rzgion into a finite number of sub-regions each having
a single local optimuv wnich can be located and compared with the other local optima to find which of them
is the global optimum. In most practical cases, however, the only procedure available is to repeat the
optimisation several times startin:t from several differcnt firsr guesses; this procedure i4 similar to
making the foolish mountaineer start from different points around the foot of the moumtains. Another



technique, which may be used when the optimum value chosen for one of the design variables is particularly
unexpected, is to fix the value of the suspicious variable at several points throughout its acceptable
range, use the uptim;sation 'rogram ýo find the best design associated with each of these points and compare
the different values of the optimisatrsn function attained. This comparison should indicate whether the
unexpected value ol the design variable represents a local or a global optimum.

Local optima are more likely to occur as

(V. the disign relationships are made nore detailed and inonlinear. because this makes the mountain
contours more irregular

(2) the number and complexity of the constraints is increased; constraints may be visualhsed as
fences crossing the no,ontain, ine or more of which may prevent the mountaineer from reachilig the
peak, and, if there are too many fences, the mountaineer may be guided into a cul-de-sac in the
lower slopes

(3) the number of design variables is increased, because this aggravates the problems associated
with the design ralatio'.ships and constraints.

Thcy are less likely to occur if the program uses a small numbir of Jnsign variables, simple design
relatiorships and a few simple constraints, or if one of the constrdints -s severe enough to confine the
prog.'am to the steeper laver slopes of the mountain, where even complex design relationships only vary the
sieepnes; nf the slope rather than producing hillocks. Contrary to the more gloomy forecasts, experiencz
with the RAS program f-,r opcimising the des gn of transport aircraft has suggested that local optima are
comparatively rate in this type of design problem, but the possibility of their occurrence must be kept
firmly in mind when considering tine results.

Uhen these iMprove..ent; had been made, as repoeled in Refs. 12 and 24, the prograf ias tested by
comparing the resultr at its calculation w;th the design characteristics of actual tran iort aircraft. In
the first stge the values of the c-sipn variables

wing areawing sweepback

wing thickness/chord ratio
wing aspect ratio
wing ca.per ratio

engine mass

chord and span of the flap
cho-d oa full-span slat
flap deilecrions in take-off ane landing
sla, deflections oa take-off and landing

cruising speed
cruising altitude

and of the mission specification aid constraints

number of passengcrs
mass oi baggage and freight
furnish~ing aid ;a'ley standards
ra.,ge %.ith full payload
diversion d6istance and holding t:me

maximum take-off and la. - distances

mi~mum cruise speed an tude

were obtainee frm publishe' data on several trarsport aircraft. The mass breakdown and performance of
each aircraft were calculateo i:-m h.h- approprizte set of design variables using the design relationships
in the program and tho results coaiax.! with t0 ,ctual mass breakdown and perf,--marce of the aircraft.
Mhe optimum va*ues _). 'he design v~riablvs, pi :iz -; aircraft with the minimum direct operatinF cost for
the specified mission, were the:-. dtermined upi z - design synthesis and optimisation pro67am. Table I
presents, ds an exa.ple, the actual characteristics ot a short-range t-in-jet passenger transport aircraft,
the mass break-o-nr and perfor-ancc ot th-s desigi caiculated rring the program's design relationshipý., and
the characteristics of the optimum aircraft for thz specified mission.

Comparison of co;uvnn one and t- o shows tho acctracy of the design relationships in calculating the
performana e of engines, high-lift devices, etc., a-d the mass breakdown of the aircraft. Comparison of
columns ore and three shows that the design characteristic- of the optimiaed aircraft are very close to
those selected for an aircraft designed for Lhe same mission. It is possible that the choice, in column
three, o- a coswparatively-low w~n& sweepback teprereats a 'law in the design relationship in the progran,
but it is equally possitle that the a:-crafr designer consciously (and prudently) chose a wing which was
sligiltly larger, thicker an- m.re-bignly svept than the optimum in order to obtain, at a negligible
economic penalty, greater assurance of buffet-free flow and more fuel capacity than specified. Such
comparisons wivh real zirciaL; hove insrired coafidence that the design relationships aad design parameterr
in the Zranrport aircr~ft desig7 synthesis and optimisation ?rogram are reasonably accurate. The program
Ias therefore been useo for s-:;erai research investigations, such as those discussed in the following
section 4.
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4. APPLICATIONS OF THE PROGRAM

4.1 Introduetior.

To demonstrate the value ef the RAE computer program frr aircraft design synthesis and optimisation,
the following four sections describe some examples of the use of the progrem to stud. the effect on the
optimum design and performance oi a short-range swept-wing jet transport aircraft of

(1) changing a design conetraint (viz, field lengtn)

(2) using advanced technnlooy (viz. advanced aerofoil section with supercritical flow)

(3) using a compound! optimination function (viz. DOC + noise)

(4) using an alternative optimis-tior. function (viz. fuel consumed).

These examples have been drau.n from the res-.:ls of recent studies at RAE. Within each of the following
four sections, the a.rcraft Limpared have been designed to satisfy exac.ly & chosen 4et of mission require-
ments and constraints; these secs are however different in different sections.

4.2 Effect of changing field length

As part of an assessment of future CTOL, RTOL and STOL projects in early 1972, the RAE program was
used 1 3 to study the effect on the optimum lesign of a futur.' short-range 280-seat aircraft of changes in
one of the design constraints, viz. the field length for tal-'-off and landing. The principal design
characteristics of four aircraft optimised to have the mininim direct operating coet with different field
length constraints are presented in Table 2.

In studying Table 2, it should be noted that the w_.,.: sweep angle was limited in this study to
values above 200 because of insufficient data below this va.ue to substantiate the design eq',ations;
similarly the aspect ratio was limited to values below 9.5.

This table shows that reducing the allowable landing field length produces both an increase in the
optimum approach lift coefficient and a decrease in the wing loading. The lower wing loading gives aI larger wing mass fraction and a smaller lift/drag ratio in cruise, which in turn gives a larger cruise fuel
fraction. At field lengths below 1500 m, the reduction of the cruise CL , at constant cruise Mach number
and wing sweepback, is associated with an increase in the allowable wing thickness/chord ratio. Despite
the red..ction in the allowable take-off field lengLh, the static thrust/weight ratio remains almost constant
as a result of a complex balance involving the takc-off speed and lift/drag ratio and the thrust lapse rate
with forward spced. The reduction in field length is also associated with an increase in the gust load

factor, implying a noticeable worsening in the ride comfort for passengers.

In about 10 hours of computing time (on a ICL 1907 computer), the RAE initial-design and optimisation
pr!;rs produced, using consistenr technological standards and estimation methods, more than 20 aircraft
designs, each fully-optimised to satisfy exactZy the specified mission requirements and constraints. The
output data from each decign included the optimmn values of the design variables, the dimensions, area and
masse3 of the vrincipal aircraft comporents, aerodyl.smic performance data for different phases- of the flight
and an estimate of the direct operating cost. This example illustrates the utility of the program in
providing ra.id.ku a large number of Consiatent designs to answer questions on the effect cf capacity, cruise
performance, field length, etc. on the optimu:m design and performance of a transport aircraft.

4.3 Effect of advanced aerofoil section design

The RAE prngra• was recently used14 to assess the effects on the design of a short-range swept-wing
jet transport aircraft of

advances in the design of aerofoil sec.ions for hiph subsonic speeds

- improvements in powerplant performance

- the use of new materials in the wing-box construction

- weight savings in the fuselage, furnishings, empenn ge, systems and equipment.

The levels of improvement assumed in each of these areas were chosen to represent what might be
achieved in a next-generation design, provided that research and development i. these areas continues .'i
meeLs with the degree of success currently being predictee.

As an example of the use of the RAE program to ass ss the effects of advanced technology, Table 3
presents the leading charaateristics of two aircraft, both of which were optimised to have the minimum
possible value of direct operating cost. The datum aircraft was desigued using current technology and the
advanced aircraft was designed after introducing into the input data the assumed parameters for an advanced
aerofoil section design. The .ircraft were required to cruise at a speed O940 km/h at an altitude *9140 :-
both the designs chose optimumm valusz of speed and heibitt equal to these lowe.:r limits.

The advance in aerofoi. section design could have been used to increase the cruise Mach number, or to
reduce the wing sweepback, or to increase the thickness/chord ratio, oa to increase the cruise lift
coefficient. However, the optimisation piogrso decidei that it would be best to ure it to combine a
moderate reduction in sweepback with a wnderate increase in thickne-s/chord ratio. These changes produce a
higher wing loading and improved v.lues ot the liftidrag ratio in cruise and at take-off, thereby reducing
the fuel required for cruise and the required static thrust/w6ight ratio respectively. These imp:ovements,
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together with the decrease in the wing Eass arising from the higher wing iolding combine to give
significant reductions in the take-off mass, the noise footprint area and the direct operating cost.

This examle illustrates how the RAE program can be used to assess the fUZ benefits which can be
obtained from an advanced in technology. The benefits obtained by a complete reoptimisation of the aircraft
design are nmch grea:er than those obtained by using the advance to alter just one oz two of the aircraft
design characteristics.

4.4 Airframe design to reduce noise footprint area

The responsibility for making aircraft quieter does not fall on the aeroangine designer alone. The
airframe designer can also make a significant contribution by biasing his design towards lower thrust
r-quirem-nts, so that less noise is generated, and/or steeper climb and approach paths, so that the source
o noise is farther rroa populated areas. Varicus ways of achieving these aims have be, i identified, but
it is important to discove- how they may be achieved at minimum economic penalty. The RAE program provides
a quick method of finding wl'ich of the design variables of an aircraft designed for minimum direct operating
cost should be altered to reduce its noise at the 3mallest increase in cost.

i5in a recent sudy" , the design of a short-range saept-wing jet transport aircraft was o~timised to

give the minimum value of

direct operating cost + (coefficient x noise footprint area)

and the optimisation was repeated several times for different values of the coefficient, which can be
regarded as a noise cost with units of £/km2 . Table 4 compares twc aircraft with different values of this
coefficient.

This table shows that the aircraft designed for a smaller noise footprint has lower wing loading,
higher aspect ratio and smaller flap deflections or take-off and landing. These changes improve the take-
off lift/drag ratio sc that the climb gradient is increased, despite a virtually-constant static thrust/
weight ratio; they also improve the lift/drag ratit, in the approach and this combines with the steeper
approach angle chosen to reduce the thrust required during the approach. In the calculation the approach
throttle setting was constrained to be greater than 13%, as it was believed that at lower values the engine
response i. the case of a baulked approach would be umsatisfactory. The results suggests that a signifi-
cant noise reduction (20% smaller footprint area is equivalent to about 2 PNdB quieter engine) can be
obtained for a modest economic pena'ty by reoptimising the airframe design to reduce the noise footprint.
The scope for noise reduction by this means is limited, but a blend of airframe design and engine iilencing
may be a more cost-effective way of achieving a given noise reduction than relying on silencing alone.

This study provides a simple example of the use of acac.ou'2d o•timi-sarion Junct.*ons, i.e. funcrtons
which combine two or more of the aircraft characteristics, to improve the aircraft performance in one
respect without greatly degrading it in another. For commercial transport aircraft this technique may be
used to improve, for example, passenger comfort, azretch potential or operational flexibility at minimum
economic penalty by a set of interrelated small chacges to the design variables. For military aircraft,
compound optimisation functions including several aspects of mission performance and base and flight-line
maintenance might be appropriate, provided that the benefits and penalties of each of these aspects can be
quantified (see section 5.3).

4.5 Aircraft disigned for i.inimum fuel nons,-mption

As an example of the use of aiternative optimisation function, Table 5 presents the principal design
characteristics of two aircraft, one of which was optimised to give the Minimum direct operating cost while
the other was optimised to consume the minimum fuel. These results were taken from a stud.t 6 of the effect
of rising fuel prices on the design and performance of subsonic and superzonic aircraft.

The table shows that the aircraft designed for mini--um tuel consumption har thinner wing with more
sweepback to reduce the compressibility drag, and a higher aspect ratio and lower wing loading to give an
improved lift/drag ratio at a higher cruise altitude. The large in:rease in wing weight is partially
offset by a decrease in the stage fuel and allowances. As a result of the rcoptitai-tion, the fuel
consumed xs 1%duced by 811 at the cost -f a 61% rise in direct operating cost. It should be noted however
thar the use of a compound optimisarion function in the iorm

direct operating cost + (coefficient x fuel consumed)

indicated how %.aller fuel savings could be achieved much more economically than is implied by the quoted
figures.

5. PROGRIESS TOWAqRDS 4 PROGRtAMi FOR MILITARY AIRCRAFT D'SIGN SYNNiESIS AND OPTIMlSATION

5.1 Ceneral considerations

The sccceas achieved with the design optivmisation program for transport aircraft has previded
sufficient incentive to embark on the developrmant of an aptimisation program for military aircraft. Certain
sections of the transport aircraft prooram, for example the optimisation segment, can be applied directly
to a military version. However. the wider flight envelope of military aircraft poses difficulties in
defhning the aerodyaamic performance throughout this envelop-, as a function of the aircraft geometry. with
Sefficient confidence and accuracy. The lack of an agreed optimisation function for military aircraft
presents a further problem which is discussed in section 1.3.

initial development of tCe program will be concentrated on the problem of optimising design variabies,
-r elated directly to the gecmetric and engineering features of the aircraft, for given performatnce and



mission requirements. Subsequent expansion of the progrs wiil allow rik• inclusion of further design
variables relared to the mission, payload and performance 4nd will therefore perm-it the aircraft cost/
effectiveness to be minimised.

5.2 The design synthesis method

The RAX design synthesis method for military aircraft, which is currently used in its own right as
an independent computer program for completing parametric studies, will be integrated with the existing
optimisation segment.

1 
to .orm a new program.

The synthesis process consists of a method of estimating, as a function of the principal design
va-.ables, the mass and size of an aircraft capable of completing a prescribed mission. Initial work with
the program will be concerned dith defining optimum wing geometries for a variety of aircraft roles,
consequently the design variables describe the wing geometry in greater detail compared with otber parts
of the aircraft. The current list of design variables is:

wing loading
ts.rust/weight ratio
wing sweep
wing aspect ratio
win, taper ratio
wing thickness/chord ratio.

This list of design variables, directly related to the aircraft, will be expanded at a later stage to
include these associated with the engine and high-lift devices.

In the initial optrmisation studies the aircraft will be designed to achieve specified iminimum levels
of the following performances:

take-off distance
lansing distance

normal acceleration in sustained turn
normal acceleration in instantaneous turn
specific excess power
dash Mach number
low-level gust response.

The synthesis scheme provides tVe choice of basic aircraft layout, together with a corresponding
fuselage packadinV scheme. The forms of the design equations vary with the chosen layout and, because the
fuselage is closvly integrated, they also vary with the packaging scheme which defines the type and
location of the engines, the type of cockpit, the undercarriage configuration, the distribution of fuel,
the avionics fit etc. The fuselage is dlvided into a number of functional bays with corresponding lengths
and gross surface areas. The lengths and gross surface areas of the nose and cockpit are assumed invariant
with aircraft size whereas the lift engine bay, f-iel bay and propulsion engine bay are functions of the
design variables. For example, the size of the iuel bay is dependent on the quantity of fuel that can be
carried in the wiig and becomes a function of t!,e wing geometry as well as the thrust/weight ratio which
defines the fuselige cross-secc'on.

An ecouation for the mAss of the fuse)age structure as a function of the gross surface area, taking
into account the engine iitakes, can then be obtained in terms of the design variables and the fuel
available. The take-off mass of the aircraft is written as the sum of the component masses, in a similar
fashion to tne transport program, and the resulting equation solved to obtain the fuel available for the
given set of design variables at c trial take-off mass. The geometry of -he aircraft can then be specified
from which the drag is calculated, toge-'.:,r with other aerodynamic and engine properties required for the
mission. The drag of a variety -f exter-jl stores is available within the program together with inter-
feren.o factors depending on the prcnosed installation.

A simplified form of the RAE mission nalysis program3 is included as a subroutine to determine the
total fuel required for the specified mission, which can consist of up to 10 legs including search and
co=bat phases together with store-dropping sequences. The take-off mass is changed by an iteration
proced'-re znd the complete design process and mission calculations repeated until a 'solution' aircraft is
found such that tne fuel capacity available is just sufficient for the fuel required for the mission.

Experience with the transport aircraft optimisation program has shown that a number of the procedures
currently used in the military design synthesis przcess will be unsuitable when used in conjunction with an
optimisation procedure. This arises partizularly in the equations used to determine the component masses.
it ; ess_-tial that each equation ihould be derived frem a realistic physical model describing the variation
of a component mass with the design variables, rather than derived from a statistical correlation of existing

data in terms of a convenient but unrealisric variable.

The estimation of the aerodynamic characteristics required for calculation of the drag within the
synthesis process and for later calculation of the performance of the 'solution' aircraft presents some
special problems. At present, many of the dependent variables such as lift-dependent drag factors, lift
curve slope, are calculated with separate co=uter programs outside the synthesis scheme and inserted as
data together with the design variables. Many of these computer programs are not entirely suitable for
inclusion within an optimisation progra= bccause of eitiher the large storage requirements, the large
computing timr or the fact that the methods are not based on sound physical principles; therefore, mrc
realistic and efficient m:ethods have to be formulated.

Although a number of these calculations are similar to the methods employed in rte transport program,
others are beyond the scope of recognized project estimation procedures because the military aircraft has to

operate over a large range of speed and incidence compared with a transport aircraft. For erumple, the
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manoeuvre performance of an air-superiority fighter is of paranount importance and woui represent a
flight condition towards which the wing design would be biased in an attempt to achieve the maximum
possible lift and good buffet penetration without adverse handling qualities. This part of the flijh!
envelope is characterised by the appearance of strong shock wives and large flow separations such th . the
classical-flow methods which can be used to estimate the lift, the drag or the life-curve slope of high-
aspect-ratio swept wings near the desiEn condition are no longer applicable. The design of wings for
operation under these conditions is complicated by the presence of external stores, the large fuselage
interactions, the low aspect ratios usually employed and the presence of high-lift devices if these are
considered for high speed manoeuvring.

Calculation of the aircraft performances is relatively straightforward provided the aerodynamic
characteristics can be defined with sufficient accuracy. However, the methods available for calculating the
take-off and landing distances of military aircraft are generally less accurate than for trar...port aircraft.
This is principally due to the longer airborne distances involved, the absence of regulations defining
pilot techniqt. s and the special problems atsociated with V/STOL.

Fig.5 ihows an example of some typica) results from the design synthesis scheme used to illustrate
the increase in aircraft masr aa a result of increased performance and mission requirements. The design
syprlesis mechod represents a fist essential part of an opti=isation program and its satisfactory operation,
b, coaparison with results fro: more detailed design studies, has provided confidencL in the techniques
adopted. daever, as indicated in the earlier discussion, thase techniques will be refined after initial
experience with the optirisation procedures.

5.3 OpCimisation functions

Initial studies vith the military optimisation program will use the take-off mass as the optimisation
function principally because it is simple and, tCr aircraft with similar levels of technology, provides an
indication of the relative manufacturing costs of different zircraft design-. At a later stage a better
approximation to the -anufacturing cost will be included in order to take account of the varying cost/unit
weight of the corponent parts, in a similar fashion to the transport program. During the initial stages of
a project the manufacturing ind devoln;-,-nt costs would be of major concern but the total life-cycle costs
are also important and can be expressed as the sum of:

research and developmenz - independent of number of aircraft

manufacturing
fuel and ueapots
spares and servicin,. - dependent on number of aircraft
Oilots and 2.nund c-ew, iucluding trairing
ground suppor4t equip-ent, -ew bases etc.

The cost-dependent optiis'•.ion fAnctions that could be used are therefore:

take-off mass
nanufacturing cost
manufacturing, research and development :asts
totMl lift-cycle ccvts.

These functions should prove satisfactory for investigations in which the performance and mission
requirements have already been specified so that the capiZid, which depends on the aircraft performance,
arnd hence the cffec:{veneŽs: which depends on the operational environment of the aircraft as well as its
Sperformance, remain essentially constant for each of the diffetent aircraft produced during the optimisa-
tion process. If the aircraft capability varies significantly, particularly when the mission and
performance reouirements are not precisely defined, then the optimisation functions based on cost are
inadequate. A .i=plif-ae measure of the relative capabilities of different aircraft can be obtained by
applying a 'figure of neri,' to selected mission and performance parameters, e.g. range, payload, sustained
turn rare, specific excess power, in relation to a predetermined s~al. These figures of merit can then
be sm-med, after applying weighting factors to distinguish those parameters of greater importance for the
aircraft role considered, and the final figure used as an indication of the capatility of the aircraft.
The optimisation function would then becoze the cost/capability. This method is still inadequate in that
it cannot represent the performance and mission parameters in the correct relation to provide a measure of
the effectiveness. Theretore, a morC detailed investigation of the operational aspects involved in defining
an aircraft effectiveness is justified.

Ac an example of the parameters involved and the way in which they can be related to the character-
•stics of a particular aircraft, consider the war-time effectiveness of a battlefield support aircraft.
The effectiveness can bh :udgee by the total number of targets, 4 , hit during a given period of time. A
simplified expression for the target hits dL&ing a period of d days with a fleet of n aircraft and a
percentage attrition of A pe: sortie, can be obtained as

N - a s a x p n • •- 2 (sx - A r

00) 0
r-O

on the assumption that the attrition for an aircraft on the ou.boond and return journeys is the same,

where a is the n-=ber of attavks per aircraft per sortie
a is the n•-aber of -ortie5 per day per aircraft and
p i,; the probability of a hit on a tarset.
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These parameters must now be related to the chrracteristics of a particular air~raft and ultimately to
the design variables.

If the payload is considered as a design variable and if only targets of opportunity are considered.
thz number of attacks per aircraft per sortie varies linearly with the payload, provided the range and
field lengths have already beAn specified. HLw.ever, it can only take integral values due to the assumption
of a fixed ninber of weapons being required for each attack. If the range and fiald lengths are also
design variables then the program must find the optimum combination of range, payload and field lengths.

The numbe. of sorties per day per aircraft is a function of the duration of the mission, the tize
for refuelling ard re-armirg, the time r3sociated with recitificatio, of faults, and the probability of
beiig unae to m,•e a sortie due to major damage. The avionics fi. affects whether night or all-weather
operations are os. ible and together with the proposed operating environment, determine tht time available
per clay for sortles The reliability of the aircraft affects the time required to rectify fau!ts whereas
oie probability of Sa aircraft requiring repair is related to the vulnerab.lity and can be expressed in a
simplified form as a uroportion of the attririon.

The probability 4f a hit on a target is a function of the number of weapons used per attack, the
accuracy of the nav/attack systems and the manoeuvre capability of the aircrafr during target tracking.
For the majority of stulies the first two factors would be fixed and a suitable method for estimating the
manoeuvre capability must be formuiated in terms of the aircraft perfor-ances.

The attrition rate is a major parameter influencing the effectiveness and can be divided into
attrition from ground defences and air-to-sir attrition. For a low-level aircraft the ground attrition
is related :o its 'det-ctability' and its spead and lt altitude capability in order to avoid greund
defences. The latter capability .s enhanced if terrain tollo4ing or terrain 4voidance equipment is fitred
and the detectability depands on Zhe aircraft size, shape, infra-re" em.aiost, .'c. Similar fectures also
affect the chances of detection by enemy air-superiority 'ighters but the air-to-air attrition is further
influenced by the combat capability of the aircraft and the option of increasing this capability on an
outbound journey by dropping the stores. In a siuilar maaaer to the manoeuvre cap bility, the combat
capability must be !orm•jlated in term of the relevant aircraft perfo.'mances, e.g. sustained and
instantaneous turn rates and specific excess power. The vay in which these performances shoild be formu-
lated, together with measures nf the aircraft 'lying qualities has already received some attention2 5 .

Furthcr aircraft losses occ-jr. in addition to those caused by direct enemy action, if the base is
subject to attack from the enemy, in which case it is rees;sary to estimate the probability of arriving at
an alternative airfield. This problem has been investigated 2 6 as part of a mode1 for evaluating the
differences in the cost/effectiveness betveen V/STOL and CTCIL combat aircraft.

The preceding discussion has given a brief outline of seme of the problemr- associated with the
formulation of an aircraft effectiveness. It is clear that ,t great deal of further vork will be required,
principally on operational aspects and their dependence on the basic characteristics of an aircraft, before
k reliable measure of the effectiveness can be used with confidence in an cptimisation program. The formu-
lation of an effectiveness varies Lonsiderably for different aircraft roles, nevertheless many of the
conttituent parts, such as combat capability, sortie rates ant atrriticn irm ground defences, are common
to different aircraft roles and therefore provide the components from which alternative reasures of
effectiveness can be constructed,

6. CONCLLDING REDARKS

This paper descrioes the development at the royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough of a coreuter
pragramm for the initial-des-grn sy-'thesis and optimisation of subsonic svept-ising jet transport aircraft.
This progr= provides a ?paid method of .inaing the best design !or a transport aircraft to satisfy
specified mission requirements using given standards of technoloiy. The aircraft designs obtained using
the program correspond closely with those of real aircraft designed, using traditional methods, for the
swme performance and mission specification. The program has al-eady been used to study the effects on
the optimu ..*rcraft desiv. I-raeteristics of changes in fieldi length requirements, of a likely increase
in the price of fuel, and of actual or anticipated advances in aerodynamic, structural or engine technology.

The program is being continuously improved by the introduction of -ore accurate design relationships;
it is planned that in the near future an mngine design method will be incorporated so that the program will
be able tt optimise simultar-ously both the engine and airframe choracteristics.

The success of the transport aircraft program has provided thM incentive to (mba,. on the development
of a design optimisation program for military aircraft, using the same numerical optimisation technique.
The satisfactory operation of a military aircraft design synthesis :*thod provides the basis for the
military optimisation prosram although some of the techniques used at present wizl need further refinement.
Also, new metbhds for calculating aerodynamic characteristics over the large range of flight conditions
encountered by a military aircraft will be required before teal confidence can be placed or. the results
from an optimisatioa prosram.

The absence of a defined optimisation functioi, for military aircraft presents a problem for later
studies in which it is -nticiptr-d that the mission and performanci parameters will be optimised to achieve
a minimum tosteffectivene;S,. Some progress has alroady been made towards the definition of an aircraft
effectiveness but a great u•!a of further work is required principally on operational aspects.
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Table I - Comparison with real aircraft

Aircraft Calculated Optimized
A mass breakdown aircraft design

Specification
•umber/class of passengers 2O0/tourist 200/tourist 100/tourist
Freight kg 2280 2280 2280
Range with full payload km 1800 1800 1800

Design variables
Powerplant mass ki 3440 3440 3450
Wing area (trapezoidal) 92.4 92.4 89.4
Wing speepback deg 20.0 20.C 14.9
Wing aspect ratio 8.79 8.79 8.89
Wing taper ratio 0.30 0.30 0.32
Wing thickness/chord 2 2I.0 21.0 9.9
Flap chord Z 30.0 30.0 28.3
Flap deflection on take-off landing deg 13/45 13/45 11/45

Mass breakdown
Fuselage kg 5200 5450 5450
Tail unit kg !100 1010 970
Wings kg 4580 4350 4510
"Powerplant kg 3440 3440 3450
Undercarriage kg 2400 1790 1790
Systems and avionics kg 4400 4620 4550
Furnishings and supplies kg 4160 3900 3900
Crew kg 390 450 450
Fuel kg 9110 9500 9270
Payload kg H1250 11350 11350
TAKE-OFF %ASS kg 45?00 45900 45700

Performance
Take-off distance m 2$O0 2310 2300
Engine-failed climb gradient 0.024 0.019 0.024
Landing distance m 1500 1490 1500
Cruise speed km/h 650 850 850
Cruise alti:ude m 9140 9140 9140

Table 2 - Effect of field length

Take-off and landing fiela m 900 1200 1500 1800

Trapeziu wing area - 256 163 24 108
Aspect ratio 9.42 9.49 9.50 9.50
Sweepback deg 20 20 20 24
Thickne.s/chord ratio 3 14.1 12.8 2H.5 12.3
Fin * tailplane area M2 116 52 34 28

Stztic thrust k1 2 , 164 2 x 236 2 x 130 2 x ,25
Static thrust/weight ratio 0.348 0.354 0.362 0.359

Profile drat coefficient 0.0162 0.0185 0.0208 0.0224
Cruise lift coefficient 0.183 0.2?8 0.291 0.324
Cruise lift/drag ratio 9.7 10.7 12.4 11.6

Take-off speed r/s 54 62 70 76
Take-off lift coefficient 2.23 2.08 2.02 1.91
Take-off lift/drag ratio F.8 8.9 9.0 9.3
Approach lift coefficient 2.34 2.19 2.13 2.05
Wing loading kg/=- 376 487 593 660
Wing kg 1662V 10020 7830 6660
Fuselage .Pg 11800 11800 11 00 11800
fail kg 6010 2120 1390 1070
Undtrcarriage kg 3460 2820 2640 2550
Engine kg 21270 9250 8840 8490
Systems and avionics kg S940 7140 6620 f1410
Furnishings and supplies kg 7740 77-0 7-40 7740
CGew kg 6 10 630 630 630
APS mass kg 66370 51720 .7500 45350

Payload kg I3 30 163o30 16330 16330
Stage fuel and al!owances k4 u11 6960 6220 5930
Fuel reserves kg 1 10 34.0 3320 3290

Take-off mass k bi6Il 78'60 73360 70900
Gust load factor S. ?6 4.96 4.38 4.05Relative direct operating •ost I. 341 .1.2 1.013 I
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Table 3 - Effect oZ advanced arofoil design-

Aircraft Datum Advanced

Trapezium wing area m2 198 15)Aspect ratio 8.0 9.2Sweepback. deg 26.0 20.3
Thicknesslchord ratio d 9.1 10.6Rooftop position 2 57.0 64.4Fin + tailplane area =2 78.7 60.3

Static thrust/weight ratio 0.337 0.330

Profile drag coefficient 0.0172 0.0194Cruise lift coefficient 0.309 0.357
Cruise lift/drag ratio 12.9 13.3
Take-off lift coefficient 1.54 1.81Take-off lift/crag ratio 10.0 10.3Approach lift coefficient 1.79 2.08
Wing loading kg/r 2  531 612
Wing kg 13950 11060Fuselage kg 12980 12980Empennage kg 4020 2920Undercarriage kg 3600 3340Engine kg 12160 11030Systems aW avionics kg 8560 8000Furnishings and supplies kg 9900 9900Crew kg 630 630APS mass kg 65800 58960
Payload kg 19960 19960Stage fuel and allowance. kg 14750 13310Fuel reserves kg 4640 4240

Take-off mass kg 105140 97360Relative direct operating cost 1.0 0.S3Relative noise footprint area I.C 0.92

Table 4 - Design for reduced noise

Noise coefficient £Ikm2  
0 3

Take-off mass ?g 75430 78990Wing loading kg/m 2  
593 562Trapezium wing area 127 141Aspect ratio 9.4 10.5Sweepback deg 20 0 23.1Thickness/c.hord ratio 2 11.5 12.4Flap defleztion at take-off deg 26.6 20.8Flap deflection at landing deg 45.0 31.6

Static thrust/veight ratio 0.362 0.357

Take-off lift/drag ratio 8.95 10.51Approach lift/drag ratio 6.44 8.3)Climb angle deg 9.7 10.4Approach angle deg 3.0 4.5Approach throttle setting 2 32 13
RElative footprint area 3 0.799Aelative direct operating cost 1 1.045
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Table 5 Design for minimum fuel

Optimisation function DOC Fuel used

2
Trapezium win& area m 172 208
Aspect ratio 8.9 10.5

Sweepback deg 23.7 27.5
Thi.kness/chord ratio Z 10.8 9.1
Fin + tailplane area m2 64.9 72.6

Static thrust/weight ratio 0.318 0.294

Profile drag coefficient 0.0186 0.0167
Cruise lift coefficient 0.365 0.379
Cruise lift/drag ratio 14.1 16.8
Cruise altitude 9140 IC490

Take-off lift coefficient 1.64 1.55
Take--oif lift/drag ratio 10.8 12.0
Approach lift coefficient 2 1.89 1.72
Wing loading kg/m2 586 515

Wins kg '1060 17950
Fuselage kg 12330 12330
Empennage kg 2230 2620
Undercarriage kg 3950 4200
Engine kg 8040 8560
Furnishings and supplies kg 9000 9000
Crew kg 630 630
APS mass kg 57440 65410

Payload kg 19960 19960
Stage fuel and allowances kg 19060 17440
Fuel reserves kg 4130 4100

Take-off mass kg M00 600 106 902
Relative direct operating cost 1 1.065
Relative fuel used 1 0.915
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TECHNOLOGIES NOUVELLES El RENTABILIlE DES HELECOPTERES

Par

Chef du D, -arterwnt Vd-hicules -- Chef du Progra~o A;-. '31

A~rosppatiale B.-. 13 -13722 Y.aigznane

RESUME

Cette dtude eat divis6e en. trois parties. Dana !a preni~re partie norz proposons dleur crithres fondarner-
twa, die rentabilat6 :d'une part, le "irux de Revient :D4cifique" gui conistatue le rep~ere du pxix d'achat die
ilhi'licootre ; dawure par, il "r2ix Zo~rifue op~rationne1"Tui corugtjtue ler~ere ormantee,AteisatiLont

4iz confhrt~ pour lea forsulea actuelles d'h~lhcopt~rea. Daens la troisi~mve partace nous dvaiuons l'oppcrt dies
-e-ý.,loioes nouvelles dens le coc proinis coat-efficac,-td des hdlacoptbres.

INTRODUCTION

h~liooptbre en tent gue =oyen die transport, en tent ou'ocut3 I ou en tent qu' arme rdpond h des besoins
il assure done certa:ines fonctions en rempiizsant certaines -isrions et en respcctant certainsw crit~rea die renta-

*e .a .Yýtertnaticn, '"we s cs omazaa-et d- .-lanoa-es, de sdcuritd, de confort, c'est-h-
,!-re en fThit la d'I ,teraination oc Oe i c-cop.tLre ;ui z-ez.,ira c itte =assion, r~oulte done: de IlIoptiaisation a xI=

-= nch-ev~trernent die co=rnorais entre le coat des moyens h rnettre en oeuvre pour fabrxguer l'h6licontbre et La Valeuar
-es servce rend,=s car cet h~lico-.týre. L'4volution des tsých-.gues .err-et do 46placer procressivement L- point
a'ottinsation en reculant 'en liaza~s nkhyacques et 6conrct.,.ea des performances, de La o6curit" et du confo)rt
au nivea-u du ddveloppement, de l'industrtalisation, die 1-i fabrication et die l'utilasaticn. Tout c--t technique
dhi t dor-e dd--couler airectene*nt d'une analyse die rentabllltti cauat poussde gue possalte en taeint c).zpte die tct t-ý
le; posttits fertes par ia technicue a.: nso-ent du checix.

CRITERES DE RENTABILITE

rx -.crte-re, ee -- r sea- caract-r:3ztx-zue~nr: .ire.;, e ,'-u cr m e re 1 "'li Lgrand
..czbre tie zzssionz gut li- sont cropres et T;u'aue,.a autre moyen ie tr'c;-I -ý =:: olitaire n'est capable ae
r~poliser, tiu, -cpsour la iuatd'entre cul-es. car::- ceosas oa on ;e-et ca-ter 'e transport le charges en
sliceu accidente,, le secourz en sontagne, le ravitailiesent tie ilates-I ormes p---trolabres en !o, a =soe h piel4

o'euvre racide tie coeandos, etc..

?4ais Wlhitccnt~ere ne se contente -.a c9Otre w:- cu~ti2' th-temsent sp~ciai'c'- aetut auss: rivalaser
aVeC certeano transrc-cs tq1onez2:r c-urtas, a;- zcvyernec 'nýtances grace i :,es er;ne int~ressantes

atasnca--acitt i'ssrt

e-enaant, saigs"ý sea zua~at,5o, cc type jI' a.r-nef a 4t '- onrgtesc-s handiaca,-'ý par as ccsrplexite. et sea
-'; ex.r~itatisn. a :1ar ti .e% e vc4 arlS~ecc:e r 'e~a et tC esse.'tiJelles:ent ens caract~reo tiC dissynmtrae et

ti4P iaan cyCi,,ioe5oe f~nct:onnesent ýur~tcr. ½ý f-act q1 -e lh6iacozt?'r-e -oct tieseurd i-ongtcsrs an arrzzuva.
ai v-n-ation eoceontieilement sact %r une ecc:uoe 'Kliotoon-3 dýf~a rmasat our la notact. tie rentabaiite
a encore aruv cotte tendpan~e. a".'"tu vo',v-s~u an~ez, ties -efforts is;orta-nts -nt 6tA c-ns;entis car lea cons-
tr-.rte,:rr . r %-i I: "ocr nrrrssvset c arparcainz, non neulerient our lc anc lea ;'orfcrsanicea sea.s aussi et

.at~t--rc"~ le --a rent-at:.ate.A

.ans notre civilisotion soicrac, '-tto. ot~on de rentabi 1tW tend N dever,-ir capitalle gadl que souit le
ticrmaine cue l'oni aborde. L'utiiisateur '1,un -roduit hrheNaevoir, avant d'tLnveottr, gue'. sera isleteu
rsage q'i poura en tirer et aw'tout avec gaol profit. Srt cc n-est plus, dina cot espr-it moderne, uniquement
le prix i'achat gut ccepte,, scis ausat cc gue buit cofltera, h l1,wagc, le matdricl et ce cu'til pourra liii rapper-
ter finciesont.
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i ir. rentabilit6 d'un mateýriol tallist on trsansport do pas-sogers par ozomple est ajodment ca-culable,
par centre !a noteon do "service rendu" s'avtro plus ýUffi'cile h chi.fl'rer our lo plan coennrclal. En oftet cor-
tains servtices rendws rov~tent appaernent tin intdrtt -trermeat htinanitairo, itais ii est poti aisd do ddtorrdiner
lý proraibre vue i'intdr6t qu'en petit on -i-tirer finanoibrement. Cheat le cas, ontre autrie, du sauvotago en monat-
Line qta nt en. eouvre desl rayene seuvont censiddrahtos. Pe-urtant aee 6tudes ont monte quoe ia vie h'-ni-ne, reprd-
sontai*t tin cari2tatf trbs inportant ot qu'il dtadit "'rontanle" do utottre- en ceuvre des rnoyonms apprepries pour la
Sauver. On po-.trrazt citor atisi to eci dos nc'euds routiters dent la carfigruratien dangereuse entraine do nembreuxIIaecijeoxto Co :rnme genre dd'4tuoe montro qu'en ehdi.frant to vie hwc-airme, ii a'avbro rentable d'invostir des sota-es
-cport&.ý opv ý t'oudlxorataz-n eudit noetid routior.

F~jr, ! renabiiU-,q-: ýe 3it a faoriJonton a cacul, etin 6idmorm ddtermin-ant dans 10

chox dun at~ie' : helcon~reen a.t q~e oye. ý ty~s~rt e jssaersondo travail adrion pout 6ti'o

des hdnd"ficos it utjjlisateur. L otpar cer-sdquvrt 4tre, au m~zo titre quo !a vorformanco, la

:;o71 :; SF ran 2ra 1?Q t'U PRIX A'U KIiLCýJRAS.

Des, crittres s-amptos ,rent ndcessaires hi l'h4ticoýt~teristo pour orionter et guidcr sea options technmiques
doans to resrect cos ý:rit~ros do rontabitit4. ea-, notions do "prix specifique" ott "prix ati kidcgrarco d1'hdlicoptbro"
sunt ase rtAirts doe rezkre fondanontaux, oen Larticulicr le "Prix dt. rovsont a~c~fique" oti Prix do reviont dti kito-
vrarzoe fatriqou 4 et ',o "pri~x spdcifiqueopa ratinnnel" oti ,rix du kxlo-zý=o do i'ndliceptt.ro on titilisation.

Prix de roviont 8p4cx±f:pue

7' oct te Prix do roviont do 1'h4liccrt~ro pour t'hdlicoptirmssto, c'oat-b-dzre to coalt co fabrication
,las t'r1;o~rtisset~flt den outillago~s et des frazz d'dtudo et do raise aui -.-int divisdz. t.ar !a masso hL vide do !a

zacr-,e. -, tiont cer-p-ie du :-rix des moteurs mais no om,.rend ias le prix des 6quiprenerts spcia'.a. -o prix rasyon
se aitte a-ox envirc s do FAX F/KYg avec tine f-urchotte do SOCp F/Fg i. 2000 F/Kg dos appare-its los plus rustiqLes

-'a-ta arparola eo is tsoa cistilqu4s. -T- no rend nas corarte de I& re. .abilit6 0 Ia 'machino mais it orenrsente, pour
t'utit-snteur la notion traditicnmeleiteont :'ondazentate do crix d'ac\,.t.

irrn snecifirue ord-ratiornnet

rr- d4fin-,tiz-n, c'eot, pour 2',utitaspte-ur, lo co~t total' does ddoenses imvc200s- ,ar- ±'cA d 'otc
tar.e et S,)- ut--Ilsatioýr. iuran.Lt toute son existence divist' p-ar Ia cnargo payaxte oyeeynn. Ce prix spdciflquo

orro ne. et enoreint do beaucm: cw -.t rrtrocl-oen, ot do certitude qua to prix do :oevient dpet,ýifiqtie car en
oct tIlijCd rour to calc-Ouer do faire, de no=:reusos hyvttk~so cur lo mrofil1 ot !s rentab~titd loes zissscns offoc-

tu~e. S rrc'at 'a' en Profits tOrd do en 1 tel: ae- 1'ht:.corit~re dur-ant touts son exas-tenco, o-' oyenos, dis
-.ac ,cz:-en-sent, i -noc nmbdnd4ficos, exa-tersat t'enzer.otte doe" co~ts d'achat ot d'utxilsatizn, on Idd~at quo to
ýrix -D::t'uo4prationnet re-prdsente le ansue a ga4;nor zopese par 1 -loEra-w=-o d'ne-Iceptoro sapp.:raontaire.
la ;-ateur dut prix npecifaque endratiennot on-yon. vax-to beawucoup suivant toe type ot ts etirdo doe :,e act- inmachano,

muiaya .a naturp -At to ns::ore dos *-tmio ec ... ,i seositue wax onvirons doe0007K avec tine feuarctotto
-e CC7 K- -. 2-.OCCX Kc, dut traveall -'2r ,a ur L-,taco. tlre tdgor do man~oeuvre ;-ar siorpto .c, transport

o a orare.-v our oecJ :r ayer. :;ar- oxoc: te. :>a -toint do vuo do la rvntabitlatSt co prim apecoff cue o;*ratxennol
oc~t Cfonasanentat ortnlotrno

m-7 t -acuture Fra.,s genT raux E, uipag

tourm . !i nte-ar15

ii 9'Acertio~sement
______T InSta.ationo abat

'rairs a achat Froas h !'oxploitation

Fittir ' V>n~ttto: nyenno does f rsl



CARACTERISTIUES FONDAMENTALES OE L'IELICOPTERE

Los trois caractiristiques fondajaentalos d'un h~licopt'are, cellos qui conditionmont son missionsaot par
conisdquent as rentabilitZ sont : Vensemble de sea perform~ances, sa sdcuritd e~t son comfort, flous tenterons, dana
lea lignos qui suivent, de d~gager ha l'aido d'exemplea lea principaux crit'ares d'optimisation do chacuno do ses
caractdristiquea fondamentales, c 'est-'a-dire on d 'autres termes do chiffror l1 augmetiLation de coat impos 6o par
tin accroissaesnt de performances, de adcuritd oti de confort, avec lea moyena techniques industrials actuels pour
lea formules dh~licoptZbres exiatants.

L'AUGMENTATI0N DES PERFORMACES

Aspects techniques do la vitesse

Les progr'as rdalis~s dans le domaine des performances, particulibrement en ce qui concerno l~a vitesse,
depuis lea premiers hdlicopt'ares op~rationnels sont remarquables. L'accroissenment constant des records illustre
parfaitement ces progr'as (bien quo lea possibiiit~s courantes des appareils do sdrie sojent l1g6remont en
retrait) 178 Km/h en 1944 sur Sikorsky R 5 A

206 Km/h en 1949 stir Sikorsky S 52
236 Km/h en 1953 sur Piasecki YH 21
350 Km/h en 1963 stir SA. 3210 Super-Frelon
355 Km/h en 1970 sur Sikorsky S 67.

Les gains stir les vitesses maximales slobtiennont ha partir do llaugmentation do l~a puissance, de l'sffinement
des fuselages et do l'eamdliorstion des param'atres do fonctionnement adrodynamique et dynamique du rotor. (La

vraie solution, ati-delh d'uno certaine vitesse, rdside davantage dons l'augmentation de l~a finesse quo dons Is
surmotorisation). Des travawc importants sont actuellement en cours, chez l~a plupart des constructeu.ra d'hdlicop-.
t'ares dans ce domaine. Une anticipation prudente stir les progr'as ha obtenir dana les ann4es ha venir permet d'affir-
sor quo Ilhdlicopt'are vs suivre tine 4volution parall'ale ha cello qu'a suivi l'avion ot rdduiro sinai son 4csart do
finesse ; il eat plausible dlenvisager los h6A~copt'ares futurs volant coureniment dans l~a gamme do 350 Km/h avec

des vitesses de pointe do l'ordre do 400 Km/h.I ~ Mais Ilaugmentation de l~a vitesse eat co~teuse. D'abord parce qu'elle exige do l~a puissance suppidmen-
taire :ati-del'a do 250 Km/h l~a puissance ndcessaire vanie sensibiement comme l~a puissance 2,5 do is vitesso toutos
choses 6gales par aillours, ce qui jimplique tin accroissoment notable de Is consommation des motetirs, ot mcme dana

certains cas d'hdlicoptbre monomoteur
non stirmotoriad, l~a ndcossit4 do mentor

IN"issance n'ce3ssnire tin mototir plus puissant. Ensuite parce
.lui-sance en stationnaire quo conjcintement ha cette augmentationI ~de puissance elle suppoce tin affinement

dJu fuselage co qui implique certainesf ~ contingences stir le voltime interne, is
ndcessitd d'tin train d'atterrissage
rentrant, la ndcossit6 do cardnages

H41Jicopt~re idger ancien approprids, etc ... Enfin parce qu'elle
entraine tine augmentation des efforts

114icoptbrc ldger rdcent ad.rodynamiques vibratoires appliquda
stir les pales qui devraient so tradui-
ne par tine 6ldvation du tau~x do travail
en fatigue de l'onsemble des 6l.4ments
mdcaniques travaillant et tine ddt4ric-
ration du niveati vibratoire du fusela~o
et qui implique en cons~quenc:e tine op-
timisation beaucoup plus potiss~e des
caractdristiques a~rodynamiqtios et dy-

namiquos dir'spales et du comportoment
vibratoine do 1't structure.

Vitesse translation

01 10 150 )O 25 Figue 2 :Puissance ndcessaire en
fonction do Ia vitease do
translation

Rdpercussion stir le Prix d( nevient sp~ci±'ique

11 eat difficile do chi!'frer avec pr4cision le coOt do la vitesse ati niveati de l'hdiicoptdriste, masi
'a titre d'oxemple d'ordre do grandeur llan potirrait dire quo dans Ie domaine do l'h4licoptbre ldger actuel. avec
lea moyens tochnologiluea oxistants, le passage de l~a vitesse do croisibre 4conomiquo de 200 ha 250 Km/h augmente
do 30 ha 40 % lea fraiti de d~veloppement et do 15 ha 25 % le prix de vente de is machine, par los rdpercussions
entraindes par l'affinement a~rodynamique at dynamique du rotor, l'affinement adrodynamique du fuselage, iloptiai-
sation vibratoire de !'ensemble plus pouss~e et par l.'exigence d'un moteur plus puiegant.
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R~percussion aur le Tirix sopicifipue otidrationrwl

de frdt interne our 150 Km. Sans noen modifier h Is machine, llaugmentation de consommation an carbtzrant neutra-

lise le gain obtenu par Is r6duction du temps do mission, le Prix spdcifique opdrationnel nWest pas rdduit, cette

tres termes signifie que 1l'h6die opt~re 'nouveaux moteurs h 275 Km/h, sera 10 % plus rentabilisable qua l'hdlicop-
O~re de base h 250 K/h. Si Ilon admet que lea bdndfices de l'utilisateu~r reprdoentent 10 % de le. somme totale
inveotie, cela signifie que cette op~ration double lea bdndficeo.

LIAUCY-TUTATION DE LA SECURITE

Trbs sch4matiquement et du strict point de vue de ias adurit4, ii eat de rbgle de classer lea principaux
416ments vitawc d'un h6licoptbre er, trois grandes cat~gories :ceux dont Is ddtdrior,.ition en vol met en p~ril is
machine ;ceux dent is ddtdrioration risque d'interrompre is mission sans mettre en pdnil ia machine ; ceux dent
is ddt6rioration ndcessite une intervention apr~es vol sans compromettre ls mission. Du point de vue du irode de
travail, ii y a les 4l4ments 4 dur~e de vie qui travailient en fatigue, at leas 46ments h potential, ossentielle-
ment les pignons at las roulements.

E16ments h durgo da vie

La s~curit6 a k46 assur6e jusqu'h cas dernibres anndes, pour les 416ments travaillant en fatigue, par
is notion do dur6e de via. Catte notion repose essontiallament sur le fait qua la r~sistanca 4 is fatigue d'une
familla d'4ldmants at las efforts qu'ils supportant en vol sont l'objet do dispersions qui obdissent kt des lois
do r~partition 'gaussianne", donc elle na pout prandre en compta leas dfauts da fabrication axcaptionnellement
non d6tectda par le contrdle, las configurations de vol anormales at las arreurs do maintenance. La durde de via
de l'4l6ment est calculde a -Artir des enrogistrements an vol affactuds bL l'intdnieur du domaine de vol at h par-
tir des limitations ddduitas des assais do laboratoire sur pi~ces cor.I'ormes. Ceo calculs sent tirds d'un nombra
forcdment limit6 d'assais de la'oorstoira at de mssures an vol ;los manges de sdcurit4 dynamiquas choisias sent
telles qu'elies garantissent un risque de 10-6 avoc un coefficient do confiance do 90 %4. De plus si is solution
de ls durde do vie limitda avec un certain coefficient d'incertitude eat correcte sur le plan de is sdcurit6,
ella est pau satisfaisante sur le plan de is rentabilit4 car ella implique de jeter au terms do lour duree de vie
"s~ire" des pi~ces apparasment en excellent 4tat. C'est pourquoi is tendance actuelle eat d'obtenir une durde de
vie infinie pour tous lea dldraents vitaux. Cotta condition, contraignante au niveau do is conception et do is
misa en sdrie car elle suppose un juste dimensionnement des pibces at une connaissance exacte des efforts suppor-
tds en vol, demeare Pau contraignante du point de vue do is rdpercussion en masse :lea panties critiques d'un
didirent vital reprdsentent une trbs foible Part du volum'e total, 1e reste 6tant dict4 essentielioment par des
conditions lo raidear du mouvement N transmettre, do volume h contenir, de surface h offrir, do continuit4 de
forme h assurer etc

Des recharchas effectudes sun los causes des accidents do nos h~licoptbres en vol ddmontrant quo 12
des ddfailirinceO sont dues bi des erraurs do maintenance et 8 %~ a des ddfauts do fabrication, les 80 % rostants
6tant imputables h des fautes huinaines. A cotta notion do 'durde do vie sare", eat done venue so superposor depuis
qusiquos annees la noticn do "Fail-Safe" dont los grands principes peuvent se ddfinir comma suit :rdduire au
maximum, au niveau do la conception, los risquos dlerreurs on maintenance at lea consdquences d'une erreur de
maintenance ;assurer la radondance des 614ments ou circuits vitauyr ce qui signifie qu'une fonction vitale doit
touJoars 6tre au momns doubide, chaque 614ment -simple dtant capable d~assurer saul is fonction ;assurer une
ddtection de crique qui 6limine tout risque do Porte de fonction. Appliquds brutalement cea principes searient
trýs baurds de conzd6quences et risquernient mgem d'aller a i'encontre du but recherch6, par is complsxit6 gdn6-
role qu~ils pounrajent entrainer. L'adoption de techniques nouvolles comae cello des stratifids ou des lamifids
at is recherche d'effetn secondaires comma 116idvation du niveau. vibratoiro apparoil provoqude par l1introduc-
tion de souplesso do coumnands consdoutive h dos criquos d'4ldments simples ou l'utilisation des liquides colords
de reSsuago, permettont de satisfairo aux conditions do Fail-Safe sans rdpercussions prohibitivas sun lea masses.
Panis ces conditions, ii eat possible d'affichar des rdporcussions in~fdrieures ý 20 % do is masse des 6idments 4
redondance sans augmentation notable des encombrements correspondants. Le respect total des principes Fail-Safe
sun l'ensembla moyou rotor principal ambnarait dans cam conditions une augmentation de masse do 70 Kg pour un
hdlicoptbre anyon do 7 tonnes d'o6 ion ddduit une augmentation do 3,5 % du prix spdcifique otidrationnol en mis-
sion transport do fr4t interns sur 160 Km done 3,5 % moins rentabilisable. En mission transport do passagers our
400 Km ce chiffre deviant 6 %

Eldrmants h potentiel

La philosophie sur ia sdcurit6 des didments h potential, c'est-h-dire ossentiellement lea pignons et
les roulements h suivi 1e mgme cheminement quo cello sar Io sdcuritd des 6idments darde de vie. Initialement,
ii y a ia notion de potential qui imp:- ' ddmontage pour rdvision h intervalles de tempa strictomont spdcific's
ddldlmernts mdcaniques apparamment en excellent 6tat dont la plupart pourraient continuer h fonctionr~er encore
longtempi ; de plus cotta notion no pout tanir compte qu'iaparfaiternent des ddfauts do fabrication dohappant au
contr6le at des arrears do maintenance. Coo!t pourquoi aujourd'hui, is notion de potential tend h 6tre remplacdo
par la notion do 'd/dpoce salon 4tat" qui pormot, moyonnant la possibilit6 do ddtecter at diagnostiquor les ddt6-
riorutions, de conna5.tre ou t~rdvoir hi tout instant l'dtat du matdrielt l'importance dos 6ventuolles ddtdriorations,
le moment optimal d'intenrientioii. Ce changement do philonophie suppose quo le matdniol sit 6t,6 6tudid at j,_itifi4
avec de nouveaux concepts tenant compta en particulior de ia nature des ddtdriorations prosurndes at de Il'intdgrr-
tion des dis-pooitifr d'o:xaoen et do contr~le.



En parallble, Is notion de Fail-Safe tend h s'introduiro aujourd'hui our lea moyona do lubrificationf soit par introduction de lubrification de secours soit par redondance des circuits de lubrification, demain pout-
I ~de redondance sur lea pignons et lea arbres ambnerait uno p*5nalisation do 30 Kg environ pour un h~licopt~ro moyen

c'est-h-dire une chute de 1,5 % sur Ie pr-.) spdcifique op~rationnel en mission transport de fr~t internes ur 150 Ym.r

LE PRIX DlU CONFORT

Lit r4duction du bruit

Le problbme du bruit est relativemont recent sur les hdlicopt~res et coincide avec l'ouverttire et le
ddveloppement du march*e civil. En fait le problhmo est double :d'uno part, nuisance du bruit externo en liaison
avec les conditions de p34ndtraticn urbaine, les sources sonores en cause se situant mu niveau des mateurs et des
rotors ;d'autre part, ambianrce sonore interne influant sur le confort des passagorsaet de l'6quipage, in source
soncre se situant essentiellement au niveau de la boite de transmission principale.

En ce qui concerne l~e bruit externe, un des objectifa h atteindre serait un niveau sonoro de 90 PNDB
(PNDB signifie :Perceived Noise d~cibel ; int~resse toutes fr~quonces occasionnant une g~rne acoustique physiolo-
gique) dens un rayon do 150 m~tres autour de l'appareil en vol stationneire au nivoau du sol. Caela signifie qu'il
faudrait obtenir, pour les h4licopt~res l~gers actuels une rdduction de 10 ý 15 PNDB du bruit moteur et une dimi-
nution du bruit rotorique de 6 k 7 PNDB. A l'heure actuelle lea rdalisations pratiques de lutte contre le bruit
externe concernent essentiollement lea rooteurs. La vitesse pOriphdrique du compresseur tronsonique g~nbre un bruit
intense h spectre trbs riche en harmoniques avec une fondamentale au moirna 6gale h 6000 hertz. Les rem~des pouvent
associer l'eft'et d'abaorption par des mat~riaux h r~scnateurs at l-'efiret de masque par une g~om~trie d'entr4e d'nir
addquate. Les gains obtenus ainsi sont de l'ordre de 10 PNDB azu Irix d~une perte dlenviron 2 h 3 % sur la puissance
du moteur ce qui limite le domaine de performances de la machine notasmont en altitude. Qudant au bruit rotorique,
l'action doit so porter en gOndral d'abord sur le rotor arri~re. Une diminution de 10 % de la vitesso p~riph~rique
des pales orrizbre permet des gains de 3 PSINB..S'il faut agir stir le rotor principal, un affinement du profil at
une optimisation de la for-mo en plan do 1'extr6mit6 de la pale, pormettront, en augmentant le Mach de divergence
de trainde et en diluant le toua-billon marginal, d'obtenir des gains de 3 h~ 5 PNDB ;un gain supd6rieur, 10 h 15
P:.DB ndcessiterait une reduction do la vitesse p~riph~riquv des pales principales, cr'est-hL-dire on fait une concep-
tion nouvelle dui rotor principal, et de toute manibre un s&.crifice importaat our lea performances.

sn ce qui concerne le bruit inenrappelons qua 80 db SIL (db SIL signifie :Ddcibel Speech Interfe-
rence Level ;int4resso !eas frequocnces de Ia parole de 500 h 4.000 hertz) eat une ambiance sonore qui n~cessite
dl~1ever !a voix pour se parlor ýi plus de 20 ca. Si Von compare aux 710 ;Ib SIL des avions commerciaux et aux 65 dt
ZIL des avions legers monomoteurs !'on d6duit que l'objectif h atteindre est une ambiance sonore au plus 4gale h
-:0 db S'IL. Cola signi ie qulil Lout obtonir pour lea hdlicopteres 16gers une r~duction de 10 h 15 db SIL, do 20 h
25 db 311, pour bc5 h~licoptbres moyans. Par les proc~d~s actuels d'4cran accustique la porte de masse correspon-
dax,!-ý eat de 1 a 1,5 % do ls masse totalo de la machine. Au nivesu de ls conception de la boite de transmiasion,
4± partir J~uno technologie approprid-e des engrenoges et d'un choix judicieux des fr~luences props-es des arbres et
les qualit~s acoustiques des carters, cette perte de masse ne ses-ait plus de 0,25 h 0,3 '% de la masse totalo, mais
cette technique n ýst pas maitris6e aujourd'hui.

L'nxs'lioration du niveou vibratoire

Le fuselage d~un h~Ilicoptbs-e vibre essentiellement sur la Lrdquence b..fl= nombro do pales du rotor Prin-
cipal x vittozse de rotation du rotor. Pour on h~liccpt'ere donn6 cette fr~quence eat en g~n6ral constante (auy

variations exceptiormelles do r~gimes d'au-
torst.ution prbs) ot suivant l'h~licoptbre so
situe entre 16 et 24 Hz. Pour Laciliter lea

I analyses et normaliser lea apprdciations do
I niveou. vibs-atoire, il eat n~ceasaire d'ef-I Lfectues- des mesures d'acc~ldrations vibra-

tois-es :one accdl~ration dynamique vorti-
- ~cal de 0,1 Lois la pesanteur ou 0,1 g

18 H~z ast consid6ri~e comae "ts-~s bonne"';
titre do s-~L4rence, et bien quo les exigen~ces
des nouveaux programmes am~ricains soient
nettement plus sevbres, lea normes admettent
commundment 0,15 g jusqu'h be vitesse de
croisibre, 0,2 g j-.Lsqu'h la vitessK. maximale

0,1 et 0,3 g dens la zoioe des vitosses do tran-
sition. En plus des termes dacc-6ldration:s
verticales le "nivoau" vibratoire se compose
des tormes d'accdl~rations tranaves-sales et
longitudinales gfln6ralement d 'amplitudes plus

Jita cdo faibles qu~en vertical. Il comporto 6galement

FZ/ 11truments de vol, do commandos qui constitue
_1__b _ 15 200 2tvO~ 3,trns0 ~ o 1abiens:bed vibratoion o aoidi

________3 Evolutl,)n d ieAvibrotoire en Lonction do la vitosse
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La prdoccupation d'assurer un excellent niveau vibratoire W'est pas nouvelle choz Ion hdlicopthrirntos.C'est durant Is phase do miss au point qua l)amdlioration duA niveau vibratoiro eat chbre ; Is part des crddits
utilisds pour ce problbme peut varier entre 10 at 50 % du total suivant l~smpleur du domain* do vol vio4 ot ladifficultd des compr~mi's h satisfaire. Lee moymns d'action aso ituent &~u niveau do ia pale on min~eim'ant leaefforts adrodynamiques appliqudsaet leur transfert de In pale au moyeu, au niveau do Ia boite par une 'suspension
addquate, c'eat-h-.dire en utilisant au mieux lea efforts d'inertie de la boite 'soit par des moyens passif's soitpar des moyens actifa, au niveau du fuselage on optimisant lee caractdriatiques vibratoires do Is 'structure. Caostravaux inter'viennent dba Is ddbut de In conception de la machtne, d'autant plus effioacement quo l'expdrience
est grande et lea mdthodes des caicul prdcises et fidbles, puis en laboratoire dbs qua lea maquettes ou 6idments
4chelle grandeur Ie permettent, enfin swr las bancs et le prototype en vol.

Jusqu'h des valeurs des niveau vibratoire d'environ 0,15 g, il eat possible d's dire qua Is quali.1A duniveau vibratoire eat sans rdpercus'sion apprdciabia sur Ie 'prix des fabrication de In machine at ilea travaux da
mise au point ont 6ti mends dama cat esprit :ii nWest fi~nnlesment pa's plus char da fabriquer une pale accorddacorrectement entra deux fr4quence.r ey-citatrices qu'une pale accoxrdde sur un's frdquance excitatrice. Au-d'sssous
de ce's valeurs it conpte-tenu de l' 4 tat actual des no's connaiss'snc'ss et da nos moyans il deviant ndce'ssaire de
faire appal h ass raffinements plus ou momns coateux.

Conclusion sur le Prix du confort

La conqu~te du march4 civil pour h4licoptbre, implique d'offrir, pour lo pas'sager des liaisons inter-
adroport, pour le Prdsident Directeur Gdndral en liaison "affairs" etc ... une p-rdsentation interne et externe,un confort, use ambiance qu± soient comparable's ý ceux qua ia client eat habitue h trouver sur- las avions de
ligne, dan's les moyen courrier d'affaire, dans 11automobile de classe.

Pour doniner h ia cabina d~un h~licoptbre 16ger, par example un "'.-3nq places", us espac's vital identique
h celui d'une automobile type Rolls ou Merc~dbs en hauteur, en largeur et vn profondaur, lea modifications destructure colatent, par rappcrt !L l'hdlicopt~re actual, un's dizaine des 1--logrammes, Ilaccroissemant correspondent
du maitre couple 6e' ia cabine entrain's un's augmentation d's 8 h 10 0% de I& trainde d's 1'appa~reil.

Automobile type Roil's ou Merc4d~'s Hdlicoptbre 14 er 5 places

( ~ )+

Face Prnfil

Fiue4 Comparaison de l'amdnagement intern's d'un hdlicoptbr's idgar avec celul
d'un's automobile

Par ailleur's, I's conditionnement ndc'sssaire h l'obtention d'une bonn's ambiance sonor's at vibratoire,
an accord avec les r~gles de i'esthdtique at des commodit4s classiques de l~sutomobile ou des l'aviation VIPcoeto line trentaine d's kilogramme par les moyans traditionnels. Ces imp~ratifs impoaent un accroissemant du prixop/6•cifique op~rationnel de l'ordr's d's 10 %. De amsm pour donner au cargo d'un h~licoptbre moyan le niveau deeronfort 'sxige par les transport d's passagars classique. ii 'sat ný-c'ssaire d'acceptar us accroisaement du prix
spdcifique op~rationn'sl d's i'ordre de 10 %



APPORT DES TECHNOLOGIES NOUVELLES

Le chapitre prdcddent raisonnait our den hlicopthres existantu, c'eat-?i-dire congus ii y a quelquea
anuies et rdsultant d'un compromis antre 1'dtat de la technologie, lee notions de rentabilitA6 et une extrapolation
des besoins opdrationnela de ld6poque. Les nouveaux besoins en performances, contort at adcurit,6 apparus depu~is
ontrainent un certain "ddsdquilibrea" antre l'apparell existant et l'appareil souhait, du famit qua tochnologiquemant,
aucune eadlioration ne pout 6tre apportde, sons r.4 percussion ndl'aste de masse et de prix. En essayant de chiffrer
ces amdliorations, nous avons vu que chaque tentative h technologie constant. se soldait par une augmentation du
prix de revient spdcifique et du prix spdcifique opdrationnel. La ndcessii6 d~introduire de nouvelles technologies
pour reculer les points d'optimisation at amdliorer lea rapports coets/efficacitd, eat donc: apparue clsiremernt.
(A notar, que l'introduction de technclogies nouvelles se produit aussi souvent sous Is pression de3 techniciens
eux-m~mes). Dans Ie chapitre qui suit, nous nous afforcerons h l~aide de quelquos exemples, de d~finir Is politi-
qua de l'A~rospatiale en matibre do nouvelles mdthodes do calcul, do nouveaux concepts et do nouveaux mat~riaux.

NOUVLLES METHODES DE CALCUL

Remwrpues Pr~ liminaires

Particuli~rement dens les domaines de l'adrodynamique des rotors, des vibrations et de la tenue des
6l6ments trsvaillant en fatigue, domaines fondamentaux dens ia technique de l'h4licoptbre, de nouvelles m6thodes
de celcul, apparues recez~uent, permettent une participation totale de llordinmtaur ýL chpque stade de la misc au
point d'un h~licopt~re :conception, 6tudes, essais de laboratoire et essais en vol. On obtient ainsi une meilleure
analyze des conditions techniques h satisfaire, un choix plus s~r at pilus prdcis des solutions techniques corres-
pondantes, une comprdhension plus rapide at plus complbte des phdnom~nes rencontrds. Dens certains cas: rnke, c'est
une dimens 'ion. nouvelle qui eat proposde, clest-h-dire l.a possibilit4 dleffectuer des explorations par calcul qui
sons ces nouvelles mdthodes eussent 4t6 inpossiblas. Noun donnons ci-dessous trois examples d'applic--tion de nou-
volles ridthodes de calcul.

Optiuisation dyrnamioue des pales

Du point de vue adrodynainique, Is pale de l'hdlicopt~re pout 6tre considdrde cooae une mile animnde, pur
rapport h lair, du mouvement de rotation autour de l'axe rotor at du mouvement de translation d'avancement de

llhdlicoptbre. Lea efforts
adrodynamiques appliqud.3 .;ur

7A les pales d'un rotor d'h,6li-
coptbre comportent des termas
pdriodiques importants pexce
qua rdsultant de la combinsi-
son de la vitesse de transla-

Posi.tion des 612 tion do l'epparail at de la
fr~qence proresvitesse de rotation du rotcr.

Ces termes sinusoldaux des
o efforts adrodynamiques appli-

550.5A quds ont donc: des frdquences
multiples de la vitesse de
rotation du rotor. On point
de vue dynamique, la pale est

24fA 1 une poutre tr~s longuea at trbs
a flexible, qui en fcenctionne-.

sent est tendue par la force
I centrifuge. Ella possbde done

20 de trbs nombreux modes propres
351 de; battement, do trainde at

do torsion, dont la position
des frdquences propres par

15 rapport aux harmoniques d'ex-
2n citation ddtermina ou l'ampli-

10 fication ou l'att~nuation des
efforts appliquds sur Is pale.
Chaque pale transiset mu moyeu
rotor las efforts adrodyrnami-
ques qui lui sont appliquds
mu travars do sa "fonction dea
trans fert".

R~eimc do rotation

Fiue5 Disgramzse de frdquances propres de pale
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1. principe de l'O0,timisation Dytiamique eat de trouver la bki des masses et does raideurs suivant l'on-
verguro de ]a pale qui permettra de transmottro at% moyeu le zinium- d'effort pour l'enserble des p.rincipaux har-
mn~iques d'oxcitation do battoment de tra~ia~ ot do torsion et ce, h lintdrieur du ccrset impos6 d'uno part par
Ila4rodynacique on co qui --ncerne le rayon dui rotor, la cord.-, l'dpaisa.eur du profil~, lo vrillage, etc ... ,
d 'autre part par los conditions ao zv. ist'ince stati jue et on fatigue. Toutos ces conditions lairsaient peu do
marge do manoeuvre dans lea technologias traditionnelios do pale. L'appbrition des rcvings verre-rdsine et car-
bone-r~sine ouvro des perspectives d'actiori true grandes de par los qua"'it63 zs4caniquss dui mat~riau et de par
leur souplesse d'emploi et permet de concilior un ncmbre plus imporianti d 'impratifs. Dans la ss4thode d'Optimi-
sation Dynamique des pales, l'ingknieur reponsatble recherche los vaeours optimales en dialogue direct avoc l'or-
dinateur. Lo calcul d6marre h partir d'uno configuration do base do I-i Falo en~ masse ot en raidour. Les conditions
d 'opt~imisaticn pouvont Atre It position des fr~quences propres par rapport aux harmoniques d'excitation, ou mioux,Ii peuvent Ltre les transforts des efforts adrodynamiques appliquds. Par nalcul lin~aris6, on chorchn, par example,
los variations do fr~queraes p'-opres obtanuo& pour des petites variations des for.ctions do r6partition do la palo.
!I est prvu, dons Is programme actual, ae modifier simultandment dix sections au ainartznm, sur um ddcoupage total
de trente sections dans un ordre arbitradim, cotto action 4 tant r~p~titive ot cumulative,~ Lorsque los modifica-
tions oat un offet non 1inhaire, i'ordinattoui Is sigrabe. 11 est alors posc3ible dc stocker les fonctions de r~par-
tition ot lea fr~quoncos propres de base ot do c.±lcult-r directomont le nouveau diagra~e de frdquenc-es romplagant
le diiagra~e do d~part.

ýýette m~thode de calcul, b partir do Is connaissance des efforts a~rodyrnamiques appliqu4s ot gr~co ha
!a souplosse d'action proctrde par la te:hnologie dea rovings verr-P et carb-zne-rdsino doit permettre d'cptimisor
lea conditiozms do transfort des pales, clest-h-dire obt"nir in nivoau vibratoire et un nivoau do contraintes fai-
bios d~s !e d~5but de Is nice au point des prototypes, v'est-?,-cire r'3duire considdrablement lea d~lais ot .-s coats
do nise wi point.

:)6poia~l lnorit automatigue des confraintes

De var le fozxcticnnement dissynet-rique et cyclique du rotor, les divers composants d'im h~licopt~re sent
.ouzis N des efforts sinu~sovdn'ix at travaifllnt on fatigue. Ii convient donc de calculer pour cheque 6ldment vital
is durd6e do vie ez utilisation.

Les m~tho~es classiques do cai-cul d'endt-'=agement en fatigue sant bassds sur 114tablissement d'un canevas
do vol ýt partir dos pr~inecipales confljgurations do VOl stabilisdes =u svolutives irnposAes par Is mission do la,
m.achine, pUIe s !ad~ten~inatlon pour zhacuo c nifij'.uzation do vol et pour chaque 414ment vital, de Ilar--It-;de ot
dc !a frdquence ie !a contrainto dy-Ardq--e su~porv-e. Ces zhthodes de celcul impliquent inM ddpo-uilbement manuel
des bandlen d'eareristrament des efforts de vc; done une procddure trds lourde et soumise war erreur.3 huma~ines
d 'interPr,6ta~i::n des zh-6nocbn-s.

:'M4Žrcsptialo a mis au pcint -ue nd*thode do d4tpouillement automatique des contraintos basde sur l'acqui-
ziiion !~es azplituides "crdte hL --Ate" success--ves et loir comparaisor h des niveaux d'endo~maggemont do rdfdrence
pat-affich.48. Las nndOmna-CncntS d1ldnqntairea, calcui314 h partir des caurbes do Wcohler adduitoes par essais do
..aboratoirve, son, occnptabilieds, suivant Ii lo des domages cin:-uiatife do Miner, soit dire-ctenent on vol par cal-
c,.;atou.r tesbarq-4 3;; pAr transmission thl--mesairs, soit apr~s vol tar restitution des erregistr'rments do contraintes
sur Landle msr4t,-uo.

%czt-ainte do flexion. en Anplitud,,s endc-Azzaemnts
Dattorment 3'u,:'Iogor.6po de isle el

OxQ e3

Q4 e4

rdsultant Se

7etto .,-uveI~e mg~th~ode doe.oilnn apporte au stude de In mice wa point prototypeo !a pssibihbti do
c-nraftre L~ -haq-e instant I'mzr vol In crzissance 10ienossn' do-s prinipe.ux 614ments travailiAnt, aua stade

du een en -aie Vepsi;xi ffentLor des Stati-ýtiques trý-: conpibtcc cur -,as efforts surpaot~t dans-
le2 cý,nfig-arat,,== doa ýcl t.-asritoire et J"n0 faqon g ri-rale i-ne 1valuation bea-=oup plus corracte Uos endo=.age-
e-..nta r3,47-n sp-irt-4s en vol. c'est-h-dire in Iissine ent ps --;.te des 61idments- trarailisot etune dtade
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F 'On obtient donc dana tout le dosairne des opdrations de auýrveillance des endommagementa on vol ou de
calcul des dur~ea de vie un gain de temps considdrable (tempe global divis6 par 5) ainsi qu'une prdcisic'n at une
fiabilit6 accrues qui autarisent on aupprimant lea marges inutilea fruit de l'igorance soit wwk r~ductiorn de Is.
masse aur lee 616ments vitaux, soit un accroisaeeznt de leur dur-do de vie.

Analyse Structurale

A Is base des calcula de rdaistance ot do vibrations se s~tue toujours une scbhriatisation de l'ensernble
h calculer. Cette ach~matiaation est d'autant plus di-licate ou plus imprdcise quo l'ensemble eat do forme plus
complexe. Pour le fuselage d'un h~llcopt~rp' actuel, royen ou lourd, l'iddalisation par lea moyerns classiques de-
vient illusoire.

?ondde aur lea c!thodea de calcul dites par "614ments fninj", l'Analyse Stru.etv~rale eat emsployee dans
doux domaines :l'analyae des contraintes supportdes par lea 616ments structuraux ou lea pi~cea do forme coopleze

et l'4tude des vibra-
tions des structures.

Yasses concentzrdes 4quivalentos d'4l6ments- travaillant
simnples du type barro

de traction, pout-re
do flexion, plaque
trianguilaire etc .

pour Ilanalyse doed
sistance soit d'4!4-
ments simples purement
mw zques reli~s entro
oux par des 416ments
sizples ouwrennt 61as-
tiques pour l'analyse
de vibrations. La
finesse du ddccupagW
eat fonctior do !a
complexit4 do la st'uc-
tarm, do !a prdcision
recherch6- et de !a
capacit-4 des ordina-
tours utiliads.

Appliqude auz pibees
necaniques do for-ze

. 8 Aquiavlents de liaison complexe la zndthode do
I 'Aualyse Structurale

rernet d 'obtonir -,uo
approximaticn oxce llent-
to do Ia distribution
rdelle cros contraintes,
d oe ume ddtormination

F~inare 6 Sclvrs.&tisation d'=ze structure -,a- w- - 'ible de masses con~centr~es - prdcir'e au sta--.i de !a
ressrts ~.conception, iwn volune

d'assais rdduit &j
stade do Ia n-eaure des

crntra-intes et do~s justif... yvzs. A,--Tiqu-,4 cruc res ello per=ot, par !a resolution des 6quations de dyrna-
=ique, une d4 tezrnination d~s Ie sta-!i du tro..?t =~ odes et des frdcuencses propros des fuselages et do lour par.-
ticizati.,n darns lea couplages avee 4as 0 qui reduit consid~ratlement 1t vol-no des esases de vibrations
..l~r prototyppe, facilite l'inter'rriwi'tion dec -6ru-Itatr des essais do laboratoire et on volt oriJente plus officace-
=.ent los ý-Aificatiwxs de =ise wa po~ nt. o- i:~btenu -ar le tenps do =ise au point vjibratoiro- des fusellages oat
at 1 1or~lre d L 5 0.

Pour tenter do :,4uire i la fi~os lea -,rix de -,-.Ie!t indýLstriels .ot lea co~t~s Id'exploitation, IPAEKSPA-
R dcepais quelqzuca =,e-s porte ses efforts dans rA reclynrcbe de concepts orig'insux, zi~eiax da-Ftds h l'utili-

sation ratimonlle des el.
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Moveu rotor arri~re type fenep~rgn

Parmi 10a solutions recherch~es pour r~duire lea coats tout en augmentant le, fiabilitd ou 15 s6curit6,
unm des plus int6ressantes eat l'adopti,,n d'un rotor de queue do type feneatron en remplacement du rotor arribre
classique. Ce rotor, fonctionnant h l'int~rieux d'une vein'Ž car~nde, est d'une conception particulibrement simple,
puisqu'il utilise des pales marric~es en alliage idger A durde de vie infinie, interchangeables sanw rdglage et
ýrticil~es en incidence sur des manchons en plastique no ndcessitant aucun entrotien. Sa reciarquable fiabilit6,
aluie h une maircenonce pratiquement nulle, en font un ensemble trbs 4conomiques. Ainsi, Is rdpercussiofl sur lea
cofts d'entretien reprdsente une diminution de 50 h 75 ý par rapport aux coats d'un rotor arri~re classique.

Be par sa conception ent±iarement cardnde dens le prolongemont de l~a poutre de queue, ce rotor prdsente
une &rand,? sdcurit6 d'emploi du fait qu'il est entibrement prot~g6 lora de heurts dventuels avec des arbres, des
objets au so! ou des appaeils;e stio eenetqoe personnel d'entretien au aol so trouvo lui auss prt6gd.
'-et avantage so treuuit i _ par une 6eonomie au niveau des accidents du personnel et des pibces do rechange ap-
pereil. Par ailleurs, la 2-onception originale do ce dispoiiti±' permet do supprimer lea 6quipements de ddgivrage,
qui sent hzbituellemoent lourds et ondreux aur lea autres types de rotor arribre. B'autres avantages sornt obtenus
sur le pla des perforneances :consommation pratiquement nulle de puIssance oe. vol de translation ; meilleure
finesse gd'ndralle de 11'appareil ; suppression des ph~notnenes d'instabilit-4 de pales ;poursuite possible dui vol
en traaajation en ca3 d 'evarie du rotor erri~re grAce hk !a surface do la ddrive qui agit en anti-couple.

Conception =oduloire

'Une autre source d'6conco=io pour I'utillisateur reside dens lIa conception moduisire des ensembler -46ca-
E niques. Cette :.zneeption cornslste h scinder um ensemble considdrd6 en un. certain nombre 1e modules diff~reyn j,

aisecent ddr=onteblos, chacwn d eux pouvent avoir 1Ln s>otentiel particalier. Elle permet au zsdce-aicien d' intervenir
'-a~ddenent au niveau du nontule et do l8 remplacer par um autre module en 6tat de march-, sans immobilisation no-
table do 1'appsireil. 'ýepuxs quelquec temiss, le'; principaux motoristes do l'aviation ,ommerciale rdalisent leura
noteura suivent -ces c~oncepts et permetTent o,= ccnpagnies adriennes d'dconomiser d'im-portantec somnes d'orgent,
d'une part en 6vitant l eurs appareils do longues immobilisaticns au sob, d'autre part on riduisant V importance
du stock do rechange qiso lirnite ainsi h quebques modules et non plt~s h des moteurs entiers. A noter qua le temps
d':ha-~ d'-.in module no doi.t pas ddpasser 2 heures.

Dans le d.jcrdrne des rxdcaniiques helicopthres, on c.)mptz encore pou d'application de ce concept. Pour sa
ert,1'A 3PA'~-~entend 1'nppliquer h c !rtaines rdalisations, en porticulier atax boites de transmission prin-

cipales et aux mceyux rotor q7.i sont ,les ensea3b.es complexes et ondreux. Ainsi, en syant la possibilit6 dWinter-
venir lui_-zO6e su- .,ertanis =odules, Ilutilisateur- accroitra Is disporibilitd de sea appareils et 6vitera des

rousen us"m.e pour reparation qui sont toujcurss longs et chers.

!~a conception L-.Iuleixe est une r- ,thodo ration~nelle d'utilisation du nathriol. Elle tend h supplanter
..e --us en nius 3.-s trad!itionnel!les ddpoes d'en.senbles m~caniquec prop'onndes ou non qui constituaient jusqu'h
.vresent -an lourd hardicap Dtour les uti lisateurs civils et militaires dons 1e domaine de Is rentabilith et de is

SN)tion do `d4dpose solon 6tat"

:,a notion de -"dý'ose 3olon 6tat" tend ý rez-placer la notior, do "potentiel". Uh raatdriol, utiliad norma-
losent siatles bes pins pour lesqueels i1 a 6t6 crdd, peut, se ddtdriorrer ;our diffdrentes raisons :usure, t.or-
rosion., fatirgue, vieilliasenent, ._I'ieu ddfavorable, r=auvais entretion, etc ... Tout particuliirement dons is
doneine des 'dlicc-Ptorez, et surtout pour lee ensembles n'Scaniques prircipaux, il inporto do savoir jusqulý quo:
nomont on pout cznti-nuer Na faire voler un 4ldment qui co-_once ha so ddtdriorer sans quo is sdcurit6 soit compro-
.. ise. Bars l~a mdthode actuL413lo, fauto A. -4ouvoir connaltre ave-c exactitude co seuill, on d~finit des pdriodes de
fcrncticrxnement, apPeldes "p~ni~~ l'issue dosquellies on ddposo systdnatiqwzzent les m~ca.adques pour lea
envovoer en -4-7ision. Ces potentiels; sont difinis par le calcul, par des essais do fatigue et dlendurance, par
e.p.4riornce obtenu;e sur Jes mathriels similoires. En gdndral le potentiel de ddpart oat do l'ordre do 300 h et on
le ~'it Zdvo',uer ensTuite par palliers successifs jusqu'IL des vale-urs do 1500 ha 2000B F en fonction do l'dtat des
pi'aces expninees en r-visi.on. C'ette =hdthode oat lonCue et phnalisarte firnannci'arement ý,u Ilutilisateur car elle
impose de ddposer ha~idct fixe se5 ensembles odcaniques sana qu'il puisse connaltre avec exactitud1e leur
Ctat r'~el et l'-sblige ha const-it'uer des stocks importannts de rechange, surtout lorsque lea potentilels sont bas.

Par aille-u:rs cotte m~tlhode oantraino souvent des retours en uwine iinjustifids du "sit quoe le mat'r:iel
aurai~t pu encore f,.nct2.onnor de faggon satisfaisante io =~rbreuses heures.

ý*j p-o-nt do -ruae fi-ancie'r, tan't an ce qui ccncerfie la disoonibilit4 des appaxeils quo leo coats dircots
d1'ozrloitaticn, l'iddal pouar l'utilisat--ta est c~ono do poiuvoir connaitre 'a tout instant 1P4tat dana isquol se
trzuve le matdriel, lOinvartance des A-zent-wlles ddthrioraticns et le moment qu'1l cconvient do choisir pour proce-

dr sa ddsose tout en saurvegardlant l~a sdcuri~td C-i arrive aisinai !a notion fie "ddposo solon 4tat" qui dolt
prendre dons Aos rm-ochaines annd~es une grar-de importance. L'application de cotte wouvellc zdthado im-piquae au
zrdaab~le quo le na~driel soit 4dt'd~i6, calcuI6, ~ustii'i6 et utilis4 so-to certaines .zczditions, en particulier

-; tosLc:- c~pczasnta doivent Idtre conqus pour des dux~es do vie infinioa

'e rpcl cnlul lea~r~n dm~rom 2C() puissant 6tro idtectdes, diagno'tiq1"6c et suivies

st!I~s =birguite.-
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La ddtection et le diagroatic des d4 tdri orations ne peuvent 8tre obta±~ua oqu'avec des raayens adaptis
! a nature de Il'nsacble. Pour lea boites de transmission, on peut envisager per example l'analyae des parti-

cules du bo.±chon magndtique et du filtra 'a 'nuile, "lanalyse apectrale des huilos, l!a ddtection de ia temp,4rature
au niveau de certaina composants, l'analyse ces bruits, lea ddtcrteura de vibrations, is mesure de certains jeux,

- l'endoscopie, etc ... Ces mayens risquent d'4tre ondreux ; ii convient donc de lea employer avec prudence et de
faire 'a cbaque fois un bilan ecoat/efficacith. Lea compapncas adriennes utilisent couramment cetta m~thcde sur lea
moteura de nouvelles gdndrationts et i1 eat certain qua Lea ixnveatiasements qui hai sont consacii's sont largewrnt
compenada par lea gains apportda sur Vutilisation du matdriel.

Pour sa part, l'AERC2PFA7IAL'E pense qu'il eat possible d'appl-iquer effacacement cette notion de "d~posc
selon 6tat", tout au moins en ce qui concerne le? ensembles mdcaznqtes priraipaax. -;Ile sly emploic actuellement
dans 1 'dtue des nouveaux mathraela.

5Durde te vie ir-finic des 4ldments- vir-tauxx

lks dart i de vie aes 6l 4 menta vitaux d'un adroneaf soont calculties 'a Partir d'sa. spectre dec vol, clast-
it-dizre ha partir des efforts rdcls supporta par is structure vrn par lea ensembles mecaniqueas at. cours des iiff&.-
rentes phases de vol. jiusqulha present, a't. court- ie ±'dtude d'u~n notivel appareil il etait pet. aise- de connattrc
'a priori et avec prdcision lea diffdrentz spectres de vol qu'il ldtait .5uscey title dec rcnc~ntrcer au cours de z&.n
existence. :ette connaissance i=npr-cicie avait pour conseq aence dc !--miter certao--coý d4urc. ac vie 'a -es valcursIrelativement barset d'cntraincr des r4perc;ý:ssiors non ndglag-eatlcs sur Lea ceets a'expl--a-tatizn. 11 co-t t-
rt. -.ser~t dec noter que dana le s-alnt.) des coIRts directs d'explo.itatior.l La sote rce a drde tie vie" entre t.oUr
enr. tron C

La solution pour daminuer ces5 coqs d'expiloitazion corzsaste dooc 'aspo er cc oate, c'cst-'a-icare a
donner des durdec de vie irnna=es aux racees vitalcs. Aujourd'hui, unie meilleure cDonna-.ssancc ies effort--ujor
tvs er. vol (prrogres des m4thodcs de calcul theorfque, progn-zo lez; n~thodes; Sc me..urcs et 1des mt~thaies Il traite-
ment de L'noraio)ramet desa le staic tic aa concepntion di',n apparcal1 wne meilleuare difirition des !:ikces
vita~ca travaillant 'a la fatiri-,e. tette mei'.leure connaissance des efforts, asaocýiea'c ian:rz~ raos s. la
d14finition stLtistactýe -es amectres de vol esa a-ppareolIs pcr.-ret I:tn~r dcre-- de -,;-. tr½'- .r-co Are
illimt~fa, *s- le d~but de !a misc en zsene.

tilisation des tinui-eotonts tie ~rande sacne

..cor2t--sction a~rcrsutique, L'emplol c 'ciemrt qe .trit metS ct~e vrratc et

dezuas- l-orgtemps de rcs.7-er. -.e olczatir. cc ceo - et de cc: oa. -a ct fa:.ta ý-.u -'arespr.-zah:::41-
t,' des .'crvices C-ff;ocicls :c L .:-aa;c ertes rrassuýrer la sdcuricA Mus-xe mso. leat normaL Mt-till-
ocr des dqutpezents -Ln-s, performantz et f:iatles. :1- oerait zmrernsstIe c =!-me.ter -- Ces azpwre;'ý :Lz ea 's:
qua n'araccnt :.as ub lea teestc et lea c~ntr.-^ns corr.esrrnda:.nt 'a x. certain La e; Sc eat .-?:-endant Jepnm-
breux7 4ouipazantsz attoacene.t des prix ezoýrtitants- d4u fait e icuýr "C-tirt-ettc" &tc~sa~cet t-e Leur fabricati-r.
en :.et,-te atrie. E-xcerti.r. faite des 4-qinp-emerts trban scpIhistiquc-a avant -nau egrt- zc sret.izati 4 lc
certai-n ju'une luatit imortantas '414quieancnts rou,.c-rat 6tre -rase anns le secteu-r SJec grarndco s 4 r:.es,l'to-

be rexemplIe.

'cus penscns cue Ides c:-onomc izntgressantes cracn te•.:4 a- cc ao=moce car :.e ot
"4quaemctM cproene te La 1 3 es ci~ts directs s'ex::lJcitaticri et Jc-' u -,rix dec r ven'est

ap~parxex cce moyrn tnaect Ile- Loartz cc trax entre :e zecteu.;r -.. ozxeat le sect-eur evictct cornz.26rablcs
ca rcge d'ndrale a. t unr rarpoort lc ii' o trouvre quclqefos ur. r-rt -e 1 'a 1C et ::&ie a % -, ilc:-vient

donsl Sc nanger lsraozre St: resi-e auIx ch--x cc ceor -qaeens r. ;atclir :..soniestr lc cr-,--r des
satigo-r-,ez cc1irnc 'a a for-.ctac~n r -i , ar L.'organc et a,- rSA_'c luxL_ jo .ar ral-o--rt 'a la cscur4.t-- Sc voL.

Pl -'tr at-igor.es pou-rraient Cdtre cr(.tes -our lesquciLcaz la ~et u t r--ratazn deL.~ctms entral-
nerait La destrIctionr tic l'apssrc:l ; -ccasi-or~nerait l'ard at. 7±'cnrtemcnt dc Ia mansion ;rjaurai. rac tie

reoercu s *os ou!a mission.

A-:nst Leo equa pc..cr~tz ne metta,t tar Jiractezment at. cau-se la -4eAlt cc c. izrrajent fieL*- a
a no-;c'oloati4on res-treeint' so Liczitaft 'a xuciques s csais ccr 11-3n fonct::-nnencnt cur, t-ans- Ve' a c3n-:.csa are:.l at
n..'entraineraicnt ,-oc'cprtnearu-vle -,r le prix e verne. .'e =6=e, I'h=ým;Loratiir. des =maýrisax entrant
dans La fatrication. de ccrtain3 4qtzipements ;:o mýoagewntst pourrait ouavre L.a mCime :-rosct~e. -*L fa -at-
rem=oq"er Tae be-auccup c-'organc: d,. secte-ar automobalo oo en g nnira slur c.rts cue sa. -ecteur an,-ti n-,
%=aj: aursi nlus rotua-te:,? 7uar.S on Laxi l'nqarc ue L'oýn ataceat facteur t4ils star.:-LJoatre
--,on S4Sldit qu'tl oc ra jtesie S fairee = til!an Pn-xMvasse. icerfn'rmanxcs - n-,reux avant rroT-c4 -der zcYx

Lamif~ts 4iastomkrc--mdtal

-ur os rtor praclpux dhducotnarcs- classlour, 1Is: paler poss'adeol.t.areas La Jte LibmertS a-. n-vast.
le Ileur fization our '.e moemthroaltn~s prar inn*s articinlatlo.r-s crthtogonnlcs, a.,t-.r Sesj.iciles: ella::sclzc

'4riodiluezent. -es ar~uttasoot ralisdasez ha partir tie rouleatots 'a bo.Ies c-, 'a aiga Ilies.
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be rem-placement de ces 4-16ments w-, des paliiers lamifids 61.wtombre..mdtal, otL le mouvement de roalement
est remplace par une d6foimation t6lastique, ýermet d'envisager un gain important sur le prix de revient:

-par une diminution du nombre de pi~cos (rempisoemzent de I ou plus-.eurs roulements avec leurs joints dl4tan-
ch~it6, leur systhme de lubrification),

-par une simplification des p.)hcos (diminution, du nombre d'usinages et de leur prdcision).

En allant plus avant, on peut concevoir des moyeux utilisant do.- paliers lamifa~s de manibre originale
pour leurs qualitds intrins'ques ot non. pas en rempjlacement d'46lmoints classi4quos. L~e prix de revient peut alors,
Otre -6duit beaucoup pul~s consid6rablement. Toutes ces simplificatieons entrainenit galement un gain de masse qui
pout 6tre trý-s important. Au stade, de llexploitation, l'utilisation des raliers lamifi~s entraine une r~duction
des coo~ts spectaculaire. En effet, ces 416ments n'oxigent aucun entretien (av.un ingr4dient consommable, pas de
problkne de fuite). Par ailleurs, ils -:nt congus pour avoir une durde Ide vi,. elev4 e et no prdsentent pas de
risque de rapture brutale. Un simple exanen vis-uel est suffisant et pout se fai-e- sans aucun d~montage. En name
temps que des 4concmies sont ainsi -' .iis6es sur l'entretion, l'a disponibililý de la machine aug-mente 'ýorr~lata-,
vement, ces deux aspects entrair-ant -ne r~duction considdrable du cof~t d~exploitatior..

MYat~riaux visco-4 lastt cues

:,es =oyoux% rotor principaux classiques sont dqulp--c en gdn~lral d'un umortisseur yraiqcpour cortr&-
'er le mo'riwemont de train~e des pales. 5wr les moyeux plus moderies, semi-articul~s ou ri~dez*, -,I ost rOcessaire

tr-2:r,:; re dan l - larý -e trair-e un'e ra---ear naral'alý,.e avoc I'~amortissement, a-wec un rapport amortissomrent/

.aiaeur bien d~termir.4.

.ar analogie aivec le orobl-bme gn6nral des suspensio~na, on- -out concev~iir tin systbme ha fonctions s~pa-
rees :re.ssort monte en zarall'ale sur am-ortizseu.- Iydraulioulo. Une toello conception ha partir d'416ments classi-
ques, Conduit 'a tn syst&ne complexe lou.-I et encomtrant. Les matWriaux viscc4last-*ques o~it apportd tine solluticn
el1-gante ';a ce Drobleme, en permettant d'asz'.rer lesa eux fonctiono- ' partir- - un ;eu'. 616ment d~form-able. La va-
'eur 4_u raccaort amortiss-emert/raideur et -'a n~cessit, d'obtonir ces caract~ristiques sensiblement constantes dans
-.a niage 4es tem rratures 'tliain ont =;po6 le choix d'lso~es2lizone.

Beauccnip plus sim~ le quo les 6l4ments qu'il1 romplace, cot amortisseur visco-6lastique permet um gaai-
atpr-ciable zuz- le prix de revient. Do plus, on pout envisagor d'inco->ooer cot el6tent dans un ensemble moyeu
rlus compact de C-nceptioni plus simple et plus 46concomique, perspective pratiquement impossible avoc les systý'nes
c~asssiquos. M3-4- -,c. encore, 'Oest dans le domaine de l'utilisaticn de !a machine quo !a reduction des coots est
!a plus s-nsilble :cor,ýu pour- avoi-r une du-r~ de vi-- qua. ---t infL-.io, l'amortisseur visco-4lastique rno ndcessito
..uc~une irntervrention, aucun entretien, un simple examen -.is'.el est suffisazit.

7Les ta t~fi43 -Verr*-Rdsino"' ou. Carbone-Risine"

';,aus venons de dire quo !a simplification des rotors d'h.64lcop~hre passe par !a suppression des articu-
laticns classiques du moyeu mont~es gdn4raloment stir des rculements et lour rer-placiment par des l414ents 6-1asti-
quos soit paliers lamifids a-, autolubrifiants soit 61&-ments d~formables dc frand allo.agocment en r-sorgure :lea
matdria-ux nýtalliques usuels sont ddlicats ha mettre en :oeuvre da~is ce cas tcontraintes 1-lev~s dIs a1 :`gIdi-
t6 impor+wtant et sew~ibillit4 h l'ontaille). LI. -Arition des mat,6riaux composites du -type fib:'es do verni n.~yies
dans tine matrice en r,-sine Adpoxy a permis d'apporter aes solutions 16e-res et per-or-Man-tes 1-1 point de 7.ie t'-Ois-
t¶.nce 'a !a fatigue do moyeux. Ont 6~t6 r-zali.sAs suiivant ce principe d'icine part des moyeuc seai-rli~iiei 'a brins ddfor-
=a~t d'autre part des pales souplos nn battement applicablos 'a des moyeux rigades ou semo-articul~s. ',es strati-

= fi 4 s "verre-re'sine" oti "carbone-r6sine allient en effet, souplesse (ou raideur)i ' remarquabke r~sistaxice a Ila fa~-
ti~gue.

:.a "ibre de vecre est le mat~raau- le =-euz placd du point de vue du rapport ris,-stance 'a la fa*tige,'
module dlzlasticit4, pour Is rý-alisation de strnuctities travaillar~tes ddformables :c'est ce qua ezplique ~Tue !'or,
ait obtonu surr los pales "Adrovratiale" de cc type tule durde de vie infirnie.

Lae stratifi-' po'sente frn outre les axantages sutvants orientation des fibres suivant les contracntes
.gad tion ext-k-4oment lente prcg-ressive -t apparente du matrinau ; aucune sensibilite- ý ".entaiile.

Sf,2.,re de carbono oct -.tilisde do -r4f6rence Iorsq~e !'on recherche Lne ratidoer Importante Kxur =-ne
masse faable et le :ontrai.nuos ;!W¶4es. On -emploiora pour raidir en t~rain~e lea pa-es -,rincipalea par exsmzpo

c.ur .4 aser des arbr--c de trwusmiaaions.

.ependant il faut savoir que des iiff'iculties entravont encore le ddvelo;pe:*n- do ces mathriatix. ce
5sont :'n parLeT,-t leur priz, surtout sour le carbone, !a fibre de verre 6twnt relativenint ;lus vulga~risdie

'he,=re actuelle, Inautr n.nrt Ieur miso en oeuvre !irtisoanale, tin g-,os offort dtwant týtr- 'ait sur ce point -.Cur
abouti r 'h d.m zx oet cadvnices acce-,tablez en s~me.

:Az t4fl:nns arm-es

:,e tz-flon eat l'un Ac-: s=atdriaux popsoaca par !a chirde organl;ue dont le c-~-ffI~cient de frotte=ment
ost le p~u an tbl. -'. c-ti e predlispose 'aremplacer Iles rou laments dana cortaines conditions -eapl-i avoc totis les
&V~antatges de gain de Masse, et da"'oncciie de maintanance quo eela im-plque. .'ais "s resistance h I 4crazersemt
est Taible. 'eu-,x Proac6dis so-nt propos~c -)lz Lis donnear le!, caract~ftstiquev, m-dcan,-ques asntha~t~ev - ! '-me part.
son *utiiioat:.= zsoas foame do film- tr-s mince (quelques rmicronas " ; ais cotte Wta~n~-logiz est reisi.t.vement petý
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usit~e car elle eat dun~e application ddlicate, le re-Atement eat frag'ile, l14tat de surface doit ýtre trbs
soigne pouir appliquer le traitement ; dsautre Dart son utilisaticn sous forme de t~flon arm6 c'est-'a-dire sous
farme d'une couche de ±'rotternent mince (5/100 'a 1/1c mm) en maatriau ccmposite constitu4 d'une poudre, de fibres
ou de tiasus noyda dana une matrice en tAT ion.

Ces coussinets sutolubrifiants peuvent Otre appliquds aux articulations de mryeux ha ±aible ddbatteme:.,t
et loraque lea efforts de frettement ne prdsentent pas de rdpercusaion sur le pilotage ou le comportement dynanaique.
C'eat le cas des articulations de tra..rde. Ern ce oui, concerne leur application aux art,-culations de battement ou
d'incidence il corxient d'Atre vigilan, car d'une part lea efforts de frotteement sur un ýalier sec sont environ
dix fois plus importanta qua sur un roulemrent 'a billes 6quivalent, ce qua intervlent directernent am' lea efforts

-de cocande ; d'autre part lea mouvementa sent plus importants; et peuvent entrsa-ner des echauI'fe~entta parasites.
De plus lea paliers er tdflon arm6 con;-~aaasent un "tassement" de is cotche ~e Irotternent diana lea -,remi~res heures
d'utilisation, ce qui peut amener des jeux parasites.

CONCLUSION

N;o,-s nous somes effrrcda de ddgager quelques iddes directrices sum le trobl"me de la rez.tabilit6 des
hdlicopt'ares. Les lunites de cetts 6taie ont 4ti innoades par

!a ndceasit6 de raisonner par mapport aux missions actuelles dle "Ihdlicopti-,re,
l'inportance b priori du confcmt et de iashtx~uit4 d:.ctd-e par lea grandes terdances actue3Jes sans- chiffrage
prdcis de leur rentabilit4 ýxopre,
Xe raisonnement bead sur Ph~liccptbre en l-nesans rdfdmence ha !a renta-bilit4dlea butres moyens de transa-
port concurrents kventuels.

Notre Ibut 6tait uniquenment, dans un prmeier tempe d'estimer le co* et lea cornsdquencea des noyena
'a ettre en oewtrre 'a partir de la notion actaielle de l'he-lic:-t'are nou- rdporndre aux b-esoins et auy necessxtas

qui se font jour, dana un second ter=s d'a-Drdcier Vefficaci,4 des nouveauix outils- tecrzxr.olo .-ioez dont 1'h.~licon-
tire courra, disposer dana lea annde,; qui viennent.

:;ous pen-sons pouvoir a-,firmnez qua 1'helicoptbre ant-me dana une 6re o,. i- seaura ddnontrer son efficacit4
et as rentabilitd6.
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DES:GN OPTIMIZATION OF THE VAK 191 B AND ITS EVALUATiOIJ BA -'ON RESULTS

FROM THE HARDWARE REALISATION AND TEST DATA

by
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and
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SUMMARY

The design optimization procedure for the fighter-type aeroplane VAK 191 B is being described and necessary reiterations are discussed.
Based on hardware realisation and data derived from ground and flight tests, the procedure of design optimization is being evaluated by
comparison of preliminary versus fiai design and test data.

PRESUMF

Le procede d'optimisation du projet pour I'avion de combat de type VAK 191 B sera decrit et les etapes d'iteraticns necessaires
discutees. Le procede en projet utilise sera juge sur la base de la realisation du projet et par comparison de donnees provisoires et
definitives

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper dcals with design approaches and procedures used for the development of the VSTOL fighter type Experimental Aircraft
VAK 191 B (Fig. 1) and brings preliminary data in relation to final data, proven through hardware and test data. In various publications
incuding AGARD papers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) extensive technical details of the VAK 191 B have been presented, and therefore only a
very brief description of the aircraft program will be given first for better understanding. TIw origin of the VAK 191 B dates back to
'962 when NATO issued first military requirements for a single seat VSTOL tactical close-support and reconnaissance fighter.

Due to a change in defence doctrine (1967) from massive retaliation to flexible response, the original prototype development program,
which started in 1965, was changed to experimental, with 3 aircraft to be built.

From Sept. 71 to early 1972 all three planes have accomplished first hovering flights in Bremen. Flight testing was then continued from
VFW Fokker flight test facilhes on the German Air Force Test Center Manching.

Due to lack of funding by the German GovernmentVFW-Fokker had to stop the program in December 1972.

2. REQUIREMENTS

Key-points of the military requirements were.

- Type of aircraft

* VSTOL strike/recce aircraft

- Basic mission

* -V ro in S, L.. hot day. 1250 lb payload

* -w leve 'light with .92 M for out- and inbound flight

* radius o action 180 n.m.

* 5 mm combat in ;,rget area

a 10% Gf internal fuel remaining after vertical landing

- dditional tasks

0 armed recce and tactical recce missions

* close support misuons
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- Special operational requirements and design features

0 operation from dispersed semi-prepared site-

0 independence from ground aids for engine starting and system check

* operatinn at day and nipht under limited bad weather conditions

0 adequate manoeuvrability for CAS/strike mission

* internal stores bay

* 15 mi. turn around time

9 STOL capabilityI A U.W. 7 to 9 tons depending on mission

3. DESIGN PROCESS

When comparing the proces- of designing a VSTOL fighter for a given missicn 'Fig. 2) with that of designing a conventional type
aircraft, it has to be considered that the propulsion system has to provide lift-off forces and additional power to prope!l the aircraft into
the aerodynamic flight regime and decelerate it back from there to hover flight. Iv addition the propulsion system has to provide energy
to generate control forces and this altogether should be done with minimum weight, minimrum fuel consumption and minimum power

loss which may result from hot gas recirculation, ground suction and/or jet inrduced down wash.

Therefore an optimum engiie selection dnd engine/airframe integration with minimum negative interference effects becomes problem

No. 1.

Mission analysis then in parallei leads to preliminary aerodynamic design, propulsion system evaluation and selection, subsystem lay-out
studies and to the first approach to the aircraft configu;ation.

This way the VAK 191 E design process went as well.

3.1 Aerodynamic Design

3.1.1 Parametric studies

The aerodynamic design started with oar imetric studies of the wing borne flight regime since in a VSTOL strike aircraft wing size and
configuration tend to be dictated by manoeuvre, cruise and transition requirements. Emphasis was therefore put on:

- low level hich subsonic speed

- maroeuvre performance (clean configuration)

- transition speed range

- external stores loading capability, considering minimum wing span and influence on atrcraht c.g.

Various trade-off studies in comuination with point design studies were carried out, taking into account statistical data as well. Bearing
in mind that the aircraf: had to be designed for a high speed low level mission, the results of this approach were:

"* wing loading at design weight - 500 ý 9/m2 - 102 Ib/ft 2

"* max wing loading for transition - 600 0n,m2 = 122 Ib/ft2

"0 low aspect ratio

"* swept win-, considering a wing thickness between 5 and 7%. later on fixed at 5 % at wing root, 6 % at wing tip

"0 no Comolex high lift device to be considered.

3.1.2 Ride ,:ualities

Due to the fact that long duration high speed low level flying reduces pilot's efficiency consideraiily. ride quahtiv investigations were
initiated A relevant gust spectrum was derived from statistical information. Then various wing co.iflurations wvtrr evaluated from the
angle of findi ig a wing shape which would provide for ride qualities with the least detrimental effect on pilot's efficiency upon arrival in
the target area. The result of this study led to further updating of aerodynamic data, such as

- aspect rJtio between 2.5 and 3 0

- leadinq edge s~veep in the order of 400

Thý, .ompatibility of wing shane and axternal loading capability was then cheeked again.
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3.2 Predominant VSTOL Featur-s

Alhough a wide spectrum of design problems has to be cons.dered and to be solved, only the predominant ones can be discussed h-',e

I'l more detail, s)vh as:

M propulsion system selection

"• conirol system lay-out

"* undercarriage arrangement

3.2.1 Propulsion System

Various power plant concepts have been investigated. The finally contemplated four concepts (Fig. 3) have been evaluated in more
detail in order to find the minimum weight aircraft for the given mission and so meet alro other important etircraft desgn criteria, such
as

"* performance and growth flexibility,

"* weight and cost sensitivity,

"• pilot's safety.

"* internal loading ,apabtity, and

"* low overall systems complexity

in a suitable manner.

The four different approarhes to power plart selection were:

- lift/cruise concept

- lift plus lift/cruise concept wiýh symmetrical It engine arrangement

- h't plus lift/cruise concept witn cwymmetrical lift engine arrangement

- direct lift concept (cruise engine plus lift engines).

Cruise engine cycle inwstigation, cart ed oLt in ,arallel to power plant integration studies, n3d already shown 3dvantages in terms of
thrustiweight and SFC versus Mach nuffber fot by-pass engines with a by-pass ratio of about I.

For better comparisor, A/C point desigi,: rP ive then been worked out 3nd a mission take-off weight for eachi connhguration was
estimated, -'sing first slen project weight estiri-ation methods, where c;so the differences in subsystem weight have been considered to a

practicable exten-,

The resu't-nt aircraft weight brealkdown irto .-ercentage of take-off weight is shown on the left in figure 4, and on tne fight the total
aircra, weiqht for a .qii. ,iission is plotteJ aria nst percentage of lift engine thrust. A remarkable advantage was found for the lift plus
';ft/cruise configuration. with a twist sp; •tng o about 50 to 50 percent between lift/cruise and lift engines.

Special ý ,tention was then paid to engine/airfroni interference. In jet borne flight, while the airctaft is picking up forward speed, inlet
i-'omentum as well as jets and their induced down Y6,,sh may create forces and moments which can be in the same order of magnitude o.
even nigher than 'he availab;o aerodynamic ,:wrces. I "irlicu!ar attention has here to be paid to sideslip in transition, and the designer, to
minimize secondary forces and moments, has to confihgre the aircraft accordingly.

Figure 5 shows the specifiu characteristics of jet induced grc, 'd effects for the before memioned power plant concepts.

This graph presents qualititive tendencies which h3ve been derived from a variety of mcdel tect data and which have been used for the

power plant selection The graph shows an advantage to be expecied fr-)m the symmetrical lift plus lift/cruise concept.

Crew sa'ety at engine failure in low level hovering was investigated by meansof simulation, using expected engine resconse and control
system ch. racteristics With 'he different po,'er plant concepts, the changes of aircraft attitude after engine fa;lure showed dangeou;
pitch attitudes with the asymmetrical lift p!us lift/cruise configuration, whereas symmetrical lift plus ift!cruese and direct lift configura-
tions, due to smaller disturbing moments could be kept within acceptable limits for safe oilot escape.

The result for the single lift/cruise engine configuration looked different because there is no control power left after c.,gine failure, but
the thrust vector :s prar.tically m ine with the aircraft c.g. and thus the disturbing moment created by engine failure is re'atively small.
So when the aircraft is in level atnitude at engine f ilure, but only then, the pilot should have enough time to bail out. A summary )f all
these trade-off :tudies is shown in Fig. 6 which leJ to the selection of the symmetrical lift p.us lif/icuise power plant concept. The pre-
liminary design of the VAK i91 8 derived from th.s first appronh is shown in Fig. 7.

3.2.2 Flight Control System

The rmilitary operattonal requirements and the selected aircraft configuration led to basic design criterna or t.ie flight control system,
wt,:-h ars given in Fig. 8 Following these criteria and considering pilot work lcad and aircraft handling which were simulated for
various fligh;t .ortrol concepts, it was concluded that an electro-hydraulr' system with a minimum of mechanical complexity offers
-lominant zdvantage; cer a mechanical system. Fig. 9 shows a sheme of the pitch channel as installed in the three experimental
aircrafts.
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The system is of redundant e~ectro-hydraulic design, wh.±re pilot commends are pii~ked off as analogue voltages from potentiometers
and fed, via mie triplex command and stability augmentation system (CSAS), into ths electro-hydrculic duplex servo actuators.

The CSAS provides attitude control (pitch. roll) and rate control (yaw) in jet borne flight and reverts free of transients to damper mode

in wing borne flight. The switch over from ore mode to the otlier is performed either automatically as a function of speed or the pilot
can operete manual ly.Reliabiliti is achieved by trip~iizting -zhe electrical par! of the flign, control system - with rnutual monitoring
and by duplicating the eiectro-i.vdlr.'ulc servo-actuators - witr. "eIf-monitoring. After t.-o failures in the systerri a mechanical back-up
syqtem is automatic-3lly engaged. Stick forces' n all three axes at, ±'.iiulated by preloaded springs. Trim in pitch and roll is performed by
-.liifting the springs; in yaw a vo*age c-orresponiding to the trimn signal is added to the CSAS output. Flap position is also controlled
electrically with the possibility to feed CSAS signals into the flap servo.

The fligiit control system is st pp~ied by redundant hydraulic and electrical oi wer systemns.

The control moments in jet borne flight are generated by compressed air, %iich is tapped from all engines and expelled via two
independlait systems through cormrol f ozzle. at the front and rer ouselage and at the wing tips A scheme -:4 the system is given in fig.
10. For high demand pitch mjnoeuvres lift engine thrust is modula--d

3.21~ Landing Gedr

Tt.e landing gear design, a tandem type main gear with su-:porting wing tip mounted outriggers iFig. 1 i),was mainly drflated by the type
of power plant installation and the large int.-1'nat bay.

As an alternative a convt ntional tricycle iay-/out Mas been m.vest:gated but finally was found not suittable for the f ollowing reasons.

- housing the main Vear units in the fuselage was impractil-e because of interference withnmain engine jets as well as witr. jmderwi.i-
stores. The necessary fuselage cross section w-ou~d have beer. increased;

- stowing the geai units and low pressure tyres in wing rnacelles was inconvenmint due to unacceptable drag penalty and interference
with external stores and wing trailing edge contro,:.

Tile undercarriage has been dlesignc-f to catei for u!i complete range of motior -at .)uch down, ranging from puicly vertical landings
wacn drift in all directions on semiprepared grounds t,) emergenoy conventior~o. '3li~ngs on concrete runways. Little information with
re-gard to u'ndercarriage loads was available and therefore detailed simulatio-i -~ A !, . be worked out to estab isli the undercarriage
maximum load cases. Ir c-der to enable aircraft operition fiam serniprepared c- -.r unprepared grounds, a C.B.R. of 63 and a number
of 50 passes were chosen for twre sele' sun.

eenergy abstrbir.d portions of tne legs in combination with the remaining iyre dleflecaltons. under static conditions were to be

designed in such a way that local bumps of up to 15 cm whiichi miy occur in unprepared fields could he overrun without difficulty

For aircraft inanoleuvering on the g~ound a nose wheel steering is pro':ided which is controlled by thil -udder pedals. 'The steering angle
.s normoally limitpd to ! 120. but cali be irncreasex; to ±450 for taxiing.

F-or the best break~ing efficiency antisk-. brakes helve been installed in bo~th, forward arid aft whee~s.

4. RESEARCH AND 1ViS1 PROIGRAM

Arith respect tc the advanced technology required in the V AK( 191 8 development, a rather extensive research and test program was
carried out to back up aircraft aerodynamic and structural des en and engine airframe in~egration. This progra m served for- optiimization
aod validation of the c iral; design and some of thie results of course ied (c, a number of design iterations.

The test program included

- 7850 liaurs wind tunnel tests in subsonic and Itrensonic rugime;

- 2000 i.--,rs tesiing of secondary ae.-odynam;cs such as grcund and let induced effects;

- 2350 lvnu's subsystem tests with regard to function and reliability by lise of special ground test rigs;

- 995 hours soft and hardware simulations with and -nnthout pilot by use of a fixed base simnulator with hybrid computation,

- 390 testr %-Ih a flying rig including 141 free flights foi testing anid optimizing the flight control system, judgement o. hand~ing
qualities and developmnent of suitable displays:

- invetigazion of sconic and thermal load distribution on the aircraft,

- %irf-,,nie assemnbly streru-.,! and temperature tests:

*icstruc-ural testing of tiie comple~e airframe.

F.3 14' hows the f:ying test rig which wm flown for two years an-I operated by 14 p;lots from CQarrna.y, Italy, USA &no UK and which
re% dvirirea ve ray encouraging ttst iresui~s.
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A few characterist., examples from the develooment test work are presented in the following figures (predictions).

Fig. 13: Engine intake temnperature increase due to engine exhaust gas ingestion. Different means to get rid of rear lift engine
recirculation prob!.am are presented, from which a 300 outboard tilt of the rear undercarriage doors has been selected as
the final solution.

Fig. 14: Temperature impact on air' ime in vertical take-of, condition.

Fig. 16: Jet induced ground effect versuz aircraft neight above ground and jet induced downwash during transition.

Fig 16: Intake and jet influence on longitudinal and lateral rmotion. The latter can cause critical conditions in the !ower speed
range due to yaw.roll couplings.

Fig. 17: Sonic loads on the airframe.

All these test results have been of fundamental importance to reduce the development risk, let alone that d smaller number of
uncertainties still remained to 6e clarified by a;rcraft fl;ght testing.

5. FINAL AIRCRAFT DESIGN

The VAK 191 B design (Fig. 18 and 19) was finally frozer. with:

Aerodyr.amics

0 swept wing in hiqh position with relatively high wing loading and low aspect ratio.

* trat~ing edge flaps and symmetrical deflectable ailerors for lift increase (f!I.perons),

* fixed fin with rudder and low mounted all flying tail and

* wing fuselage corrbination for optimum steady state trans-onic flying; high angles of attack are only limited by lateral stability
(orI-25-N: no pitch up tendenmy.

Structures

0 primarily of heat resistant .lum;nrmin a:,oy.

# steel ar;,J titanium for high strength high temperature areas.

* fibre construction access pant -

Propulsion

"* Rolls Royce/MTU sw'ivelling, -- tIe lift/cruise engine, 10,000 lb nom-rnl static thrust,

"* Ro:i- Royce light weight lift engines, 6000 lb nominal thrust each. deflectable by outlet doors and thus providing for emergency
hight capability afte- main engine failure (get you home),

"* variable geometry main engine air intake (slides forward aid torms sem~ircula, slots, acting as auxiliary intares) provides satisfac-
tory irtake perfuemance over the complete soeed range.

" lift engine air intakes are of heltmouth type, no additional ram devices are necessary,

"* power p.ant arrangement allows for full utilization of future thrust ,.-'Provement either of the lift or lift/cruise engine.

Subsystem.s

* adianced fly-by-wire control system with initgrated CSAS providts excellent hat lming qualities ,rl jet borne and wing born:.. flight.

* BITE allows for automatic flight control system check-ou., 5oth on ground and in flight;

* 4000 psi hydraulics for minimum weight and volume nf system and components.

* .econdary power system with auxiliarv powe, unit (APU) providing. for independence frcm ground owier supply, both for enrine
start and systen's ooe.','--t.

Crew Station

"* excellent vsibility over nos,- and to the sides,

"" conventional controls,

"" zero-zero rocket supported ejection seat,

"" adequate displays

6 FINAL AIPCRAFT DESIGN

After ground test.ng tVie airc-aft was mounted o,,to a pedestal (Fig 20) tc undergo final engine runs avul to have the flight control
system teited and finally adlusted. This tethering tool is capable of Iiftirng the aircraft 6 ft off the ground arid does al!ow rotaticn in
pitch and rnll -zxis ovor a range of : I5O and in yaw over the full 3W0o



Only 5 tests for aircraft No. 1 were r -cessary which were foilowed by lift-off tests within the undercarriage stroke to get the pilot
adjusted to handling and engine response before the first vertical :ake-off was performed. Several flights were conducted in the hovering
arena (Fig. 21) followed by accelerating and cdecelerating transitions inc~udmg hft engine shut down and relight tests and wing borne
flrgnts up to 300 KIAS.

The flight test results which haie been achieved until the program was terminated can be summarized as follows:

- tne aircraft shows outstanding handling qualities throughout the flight envelope, opeied so far, and very precise flying was demon-
strated while the aircraft is jet borne;

- there is a positive ground effect up to 10 feet above the ground and the aircr.'t is virtually free of engine exhaust gas recirculation;

- engines, 3;rcraf energy supply and subsystems operate in a satisfactoy manner within ,.,-eir specified range. and

- there vere no structural problems due to sonic or tempera ure effetcs.

7 COMPARISON OF PRELIMINARY VERSUS FINAL DESIGN AND TEST DATA

ODuring aircrait construction and all test phases a number of changes were necessary.

N.ne of these changes have been of significant influence to the program, but a few ones are worth to be mentioned.

a) During development and construction-

I- mpfoved access to main engine accessories was required and led to an additional wing tilt of 0.50. This was followed by redesign
of wng fuselage combination, influencing stabil:ty of the aircraft with a noticeable trend towards pitch-up at low anoles of attack
'6° e a <' 80) due to wing tip vortex interfering with sailplane. Pitch-up-tre-nm- was then cleared by 80 dihedral of the horizontal

tail and original stability was regained by the addition of extended wing tips ou-nside of the outrigger nacelles.

ThL proadr,'tion of the high pressure bleed air ducts (bleed from the lift/cruise enginei which were formed from shc%.t material,
caused a ci•r siderable welding problem, because the selected heat resistent light weight material, a titanium-aluminum-tin-alloy,
showed brittleness along the welding zones. This prblem was solved by use of steel alloy (nimonic) connected with some weight
penalty

b) Diuring aircraft ground and flight testing-

- First transition trials showed inconvenient aircraft overshoots in roll axis. The mngnitude of these had not been noticed during
pedestal and hover tests and led to rnodificat.ons of the CSAS amplifier cirrcuits until an acceptable adaption was found

- A greater safety margin for side slip manoeuvres in transition was desirable and therefore the roll control nozzle exit areas have
been incrpased by 20 %. The new set of nozzles has not yet been installed.

- Because of unadeqpate tree play in the mechanical linkage for ih. engine control, the engine response to inputs from the CSAS was
insufficient when tt--ust modulation was engaged. A partial redesign of the systeir. was necessary to get rid of that problem.

- The aircraft empty weight is about 400 kg more than it ha-- .en when final design was started. Part of this .ncrease is the tribute
which had to be paid when the program was turned over to , ,rimental. Therefore several additional tests and further refinement
work originally planned for weic"' optimization had to be =jar'Aoned. The additional weight falls to the airframe and to aircraft
subsystems as well.

• The thrumt balance i.cluded a safety margin for urcertainties su.. -, recirculat-on which did not occur during aanraft testirj and
thus the weight increase could be balanc,'td for vertical take-off.

, CONCLUDING SUMMARY

Th VAK 191 B design approachi and 'he :echnicdl development procedure have been described and several examples were given to
demonstrate the interaction of different technical disciplines. Dise to the high leve, of technology required, the program had to be
characterized ?s a high risk program, which couid only be knastered by consequent c,rntrol of the various des;gn steps and siqnificant
back up by means of test work.

The desert process which started out with mission aralysis, initial theoretical investigations an.-o .ra-metrc studies resL4ed in various
configurations. which then have been evaluated in more detail in order to select the most suiabbie on•s. which could be realized with the
available technology As a r-sult of tn. -e studies and supported by first model test data a first preliminary design of the aircraft could
be derivWe

A draft specificztion and a d -tailed work breakdown st-ucture with built-in iterations. was tiren ,%st up for further defi.,ition.

In course of the development, design optimnization was achieved by further trade-offs and ccntinuoously refinred mode-l tests and
sirr,,iatian. usiag analogue and hybrid computation.

F-i0v. est ruis were conducted with integrated nard*,are equipment and structural com;sonen*,s as well as coarnvte' *ircraft subsys-
"e•en The te•t results have continuousli been tised for updating the design

By this way. the development risk could be reditced step by step to an acceptable limit. Final risk. which remained for flight testing was
"aduced tv very careful monitoring with quick ieok dur,ng test runs and detailed data reduction after each flight. 31 flights were
00.formed and the flight envelope v•,s opened up to 300 knots Most of the tests were devoftod to VTO. hover performance and
transition



The total program cost were kept to 530 Mill DM, including eigite and subsystem developmtrnt and flight testing as wello and part of
the orogram was under fixed price contracts.

Lookirn' back from where we are today, the design procedure and thoroughness to reduce the risk, has proven to be ight. Of co•u•., the
design rn.Vehds have meanwhile been improved, n cre prediction methods and back-up data are now available and thus the numbtr of
iterat-cru for future VS'(OL designs would certainly be reduced.
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Fig. 7 PRELIMINARY DESIGN
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Fis;.8 FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DE.SIGN CR!TERIA
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S'TMMARY

This paper discusaes the nature of an aircraft design team, and how ne• techniques can be integruted
into the organisation to improve design efficiency. In particular the structure and implementation of new
techniques are described as they have been applJed to the preliminary stages of design in Hawker Siddeley
Aviation.
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1. INTR/ODUCTIOi•

For some decades now aeronautical engineers have steadily improved tsie accuizcy of c'1culation
in each specialint area in an attempt to improve the overall quality of design, ka. %he ba'.anc3 of
resources has ;.een such that relatively slight effort has been appliO. to Che probiei of inle•rating
these elements of the design process. And yet this is of ccpLrable importance as c.e ouservJa on
of any des±gn teem will show. Any one designer spends a s'.gýificant, sometimes dominant poitiou of
his time collecting, transforming and disseednatizg data, and repaAting ciaculations due to modif.ic-
ationn in the design. A solition to this jroblem might pay off hadsomel; Ji termi of redisced
etlpsed time, manpower and frustration av4 should provide .anagesent with a such impro-e*- picture of
tne state of the design at a given time.

In Hawker Siddeley Aviation, as in m.cf other aerospa : cmpanies, we have the added cospli ations
of several geographically remote design tv.,ra, collaboratii re .tures with other companies, and a
wide rango of aircrrft types. Any attempt to imprclve the ,e.gn efficiency of a company must evideutly
solve the tendency towards divergence which these factors cc,) int.•:•,uce.

Systematic stuoies of what :1elp cotid be provided by rectntly developed techniques were initiated
by H.S.A. in 1970, when the Company began a joint study with the Department of Trade and Industry's
Computer Aided Design Centre and the University of Cambridge (through the Engineering and Computing
Laboratories). Inevitably the power of the computer -vas an important factor in these studies, although
de-ibn and organiasaicral methodologies were also tiken into account.

rarUing the first two years, the more difficult areac- were the subject of theoretical and experi-
mental btudies 'Aefe-ence 1). A proto-tyr- system was created and evaluated, and prov-,d the feasib-
1lity of the arpr-z.ci. AS a .esult, the decision was taken to mount a working system in the Future
Pro',tct- Departzený. at each of H.>.A.'s tour design teams. It is this system which forms the basis
for this pape., Ilthough we are also applying uct;echniques in designing systems wh~ch will do a
comparable jcb in tne later design stages.

2. AREAS ZF _-F

The total design proceas cai. broadly be split into four levels cf complexity as follows:-

1. The first stage is the Feasibility Study, during which many novel solutions asý oe tried
in an effort to raaci a configuration which could be effective. Research will be initiated into
areas which are beyond existing experience in an effort to quantify the resulting effects on the
aircraft, but inevitably in some areas the estimation of aircraft effectiveness will be based
on slender evidence and simple mathematical models. The manpower involved and the quantity of
data generated will be relatively small, and the results to be expected from the study are
whether or not a workable solution exists and the approximate dimensions for optimum performance.
A. thorougn optimisatiou of the design at this stage is of limted value, - if the design is
conventional then experience of the active constraints will nor-cally give an adequate approx-
imation to the optimu,. On the other hand if the design is unconventional then the best mathe-
matical model will be too crude to warrant rigoro.-s treatment. and will in 5uy case change
rapidly with time.

2. Then follows tne Pr-oject Study during which the possible configurations from the Feasib-
ility Study are subjected to a iuch mcre detailed analysis with the aim of finding the optimum
values for the best configuration, and the associated commercial prospects. This is the last
stage of design at which all the major parametors are still variable and hence "aningfu?.
optimisation of the whole aircraft cai. only take Flace at this stage. if simple empirical
methods are not adequate for the type of aircraft being considered then more substantial
fundamental methods must be applied (such as finite element structural analysis) or expensive
testing undertaker. (for example slender delta aerodyramic (naracteristics). The resources
applied are obviously becoming substantial and the period of this atudy will be of the order
of one year.

3. The Project Definition phase is then entered with the iatention of refining the estimates
by taki;.g the design to a greater level of detail. All the structural eleenats will be outlizmd
and the external shape defined. Detailed calculations will be backed up by extensive tests in
an attempt to minimise the risks involved in quoting guarantees to customers. There is little
opportunity at this stage for reoptimising the aircraft as many important decisions will have
been taken and dimensions frozen. At least 100 man years will be expended during the year or
so epett in this pase. and a considerable quantity of data will be generated. During this
period it is at the component level bttopt-mination takes place, and the overall ptrformance
is updated as esatimates are refined.

Fit-ally, with the aircraft committed to production, the Detail Design stage io entered.
All of the important design decisions have already been made and the task is basically to
produce suitable instructions for the production department. This will tak:c about two years
and involve perhaps 1,000 man years of effort.

The second ',f these stages was chosen by Hawker Siddeley Aviation as most suitable foT applying
the resulti of research merttoned in the Introduction. The scale was such that the isplesent-
ation costs and resources were reasonable, but there still existed in microcos ael the
specialists and multiple project& of a complete design tean.
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3. ALMS AND CO-STRAINTS

The aim in producing the system, known as the Future Projeccs Design SystA% (FPDS) coqld be
generally termed as the improve.:-t ol design capability and efficiency wiz tin the Fut-ure Projects
teams by any _caxas which did not infringe the folLowing fcrmidabl.-Sonztraip-.

0 Benefita |tpd to be seer. t,, accrue soor. after project initiation and with a low ,-anpower
hump. Tkis latter req;;.rement is an acknowleigment of the fact -.hat we required the best

engineera to help design and implement the system and that we could not expect to monopolise
their effort cver za substantial pcriod in the presenc* of many live projects. It also implied
a c.-cr effort. to make the system easy to understand and to provide tools which made it
relatively qoick to build. No major new aoftiarn coald be created in the timescale (such as
database mnageoent or operating system0).

0 Xxistingco-mputer heýrdware was to b- used. (The mainframe compmters throughout H.S.A.
are I.C.L. 19C0 aeries.) Advrnced operating systems are available which provide compatible
on-line a•- batch access, database control and a flexlble simple commaa4 language.

It was recognized that inti-oduction )f the system into use could not be allowed to
affect ton much of the work of the design team. Thus the concepts and details of its use had
to be vary easy to learn. Of course considerable resibtance could be expected if individuals
found itc use to be less pleasar.c than slternz.,ives.

4. SYSTF24 ARCHiTD.TURE

Zt was apparent from the earlier research (Raferenct 1) tha% the system should fulfil s number
of functions:

4.1 DATA STORAGF,

A single computer-stored data area should exist for eaen aircraft. Controls should
be available euch that the contents of thin data area are secure, and could be administered
by a senior designer, or logically oubdivided for control b:- aeler&ated specialists.

a A further series of data areas should store all data relevant to =or* than one
ai-craft. This includes data such ý.s wing section properties, engine data and standard
parts, and is called 'experience data'. -hes-i data arear agai- have Euitable contrals
for admirniaratio. by specialists.

The methods applied by special~sts are stored in he form of crorxaws, and controlled
by themselves.

These three typ-. of data area c.,n be men from figure I to conform to the usual
'matrix organisation' for a typica. design teAm. The collection or data areas is called
the design database. at any time, there wtll in general be sore than one project passing
through the design teas. wth several it each stage. One man will have responsibility
for each project ard will obtain his *anpower rez-urces from the specialist departments.

Each individual designer is reaporncible to a chie- specialist ior technical methods and
standards, and to a type designer for producing resulto for a par- -ua' aircraft.

This same orgarination can be drawn to illastrate a coeplete design team or (as
applied to this paper) to represent a project design grc-up which io a pa-rt of the larger
team.

Thus, although '11 the data *,, stored on a single computer, control oy t";,f contents
of the database and who can read or modify tbe .1ata is securely in thr hbans of those
who control t.--t data in a manual aystzm. Tbe structure of the oatabase is largely
Independent of the applications prograks, as the data. uacessary to describe an &4rcraft
is not dependent on the -ethods used -o design it. Th•'s, whilst one would eXpect the
database format to ch.anre little with tine, th• nrocrms are considered to b- inter-
chaneable modules whict, c-t. bg replaced by ";; versions as t6.hnoeogy progrosse.. Tnwt
a simple structural azaly•ia modulp can be replaced by a fizitv elfoent sethod, and a
convent•onzl take off analmis can te replaced by a STOL or VTOM module. Where alternatives
exist the designer can choose for himself.

I' is expacted that before long tho runnin•e of the"e prograss cou-ld br controllnd by
a single type designer for a perticutlae- aircraft. and that specialists wovld only be needed
to monitor the calculations. The"e opecialiots will then be able to apply fu- macre effort
to resarch, t. developing and refining metroi4, and to iaplementing the resulting methods
as program modules,

The database isstructurtainternally and ext)•rally an a. tree structure (Figure 2).
At each node there is a st of information describing who =%y read or oodify the data at
that level in the tree. Passwords., user numbers and project codes can be used to restrict
access to irnd.tiduala or groups of dexigners. For example the type designer of aircraft
2 might be given owneranip of node B by the manager who oena node A. The tyMe designer
can is turn pas ownrership of the gectry files t-a designer at nod* C. It is then up to
thia specialist to decide uhich other designers mhy read versions of th* files 'fuwelmge
'wing', etc. Only the specialist Ir likeiy tz a. allowed to modify any of his files.
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We would have liked to be able to construct and maincain our database using the latest

id*a:Lwhich involv.ý complete separation of the forn•ts used for stor-ing data from the

format as assumed by the applications program. This entails the use of techniquis which

transform the data automatically between one formt ard the otner. The exampis illustrated

in figure 3 shows

S1Defanluo
Tbs of T.bt oof formats
CL Yx a used In

CI vt o database

Table of CLvs CD

Oaf mition

Ap~licstioEn program to~ed M

Program

ig"ure 3. An -- cauiple of data/program indepondenco

how values of ;-ft and drag coefficient can be stored seporately against values of
incidence in the database, but are automatically tr&nz.or=ed into the required format for
a particular application. T1,hen if it becomes necessa,-y to m.adj fy the data;ase or an
applicatic_6 propram, cnly the relevant format definition has to be altered. This makes
the whole system drazatically essier to maintain. Note also that the transformation can
include uAit conversions.

Such techniques are li:ely to be viable in a few years, but for the present their
efficiency is not adeqi-ate and zence the cost is too high. For now a ouch simpler approach
has to be used, which places increased reliance on getting tne database design correct at
the start. The aids which we are using are outlined in figure 4.

The database consists of a collection of files each of which conwain namtd items of
data. For 4z.Z: ;•og-r.a.-.- sm-r the.-e is also a defýruti.on of which fi.es are required.
and which data items are neeeea from each file. V.1eh the tpplications progran is run, a set
of data access routines find the appropriate files, select the naaed data items and preseutc
the-i to the program. In gzneral, detailed transformations 3f the data are not available,
but data can be selected down to a low Jevel. The exceptions occur where data in iompactet
to .- rauce storage space.

4.2 CCOMAND LANGBAGE

MTe ccmaands used by the designer are set up using a facility available under the operatizq
system. Thin allows any collection of detailed operating instructions to be called by a single
name. If any designer uses this cormiand the appropriate list of operating instructions is
processed. This cc-lection may include various conditional clauses ('if the progrvm fails, then
do as follows ... '1 and the res-lt is a surprisirgly powerful tool which clininaten the !-iero-
glyphicn talked by most computers. The 6ecigner will use cowands such as TAKEOFF to initiate
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a takeoff performince calcu latio', and ERASE WInGGEOR (4) to erase version 4 of the wing
geometry file. Ant example t- given in Appendix 1; the most frequently used coimands are
seen also to have a abbreviated form (EM is short for ERASE).

Again a betcer tool is available at extra cost in overheads, as detailed in References
1 and 3. In grneral such a 'command interpreter' can be made to perform ill of the arithmetic

and datk masrdlulation operations of a high level language such as FORTPAI, although it interprets
thi commandu line-by-line rather than compiling a colle~tio-, of comands before running them
as with normal FORTPAN. The same language can alsc provide all of the commands necesmary to
drive highly interactive progrzas, su'h as those tha• can be used with a graphics t,.rminal.

CL vs CD VS

CM VV

Deas access ;Woamn

CL Vs a - C) vs C

uDefiition of

-rig-ure 4. F.P.D.S. data access mechanism.

4•.3 ;: PLICATION 'jC;ttA•'.

The actual calculations are carried out by a series of computer programs designed with &
standard form of interface to the rest of the system, across which data and running instructinna
are passed. These programs are constructed such that they can be rum individually (e.g. a profile

drag ea-Alysis), can be used as a suite under manual control, or can be run in groups under the
control of a higher level program. This latter program might perform an automatic optimisation
or parametric study. So the order of use of the applications programs may be controlled
manually or automatically and during a normal interactive design process a number of these

programs will be used until convergence is obtained.

The system can then be represented as in figure 5, where a suquence of spplications
progrars ooerate upon the aforementioned aircraft and experience database.

In gensral, a program will be initiated by a co-and from a dosipner or a higher level
control proeram, and may b- entered at various points depending on the path to be takern throug&
the program. It will then access data as required from various lile, on che date base and
direct from the designer or control program. During and after the calculatica it viDl output
data to several files on the database and perhaps at - terminal, line printer and/or plotter.
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Vig-ure 5. The iatesa-'-ion betdean app.icatioas programs and the aataase

5. IrlriTATION

There are two basic stages in the creation of any complex system, - the first in which the
outline of the design is sketched, and the second in which the details are fil]ed in and the
system brought into use. The first stage is technically •ifficult but oiganisationally
straightforward, an" many comp.;nies have successfully completed it. Where almost every starter
hae fallen is in mounting the second and far more d•fficult hurdle, - the succssfulA izplesent-
ation. By this is implied a reliatle system in use by all those who should make use of it,
which can be updated ard maintained for a significant time. During this period a large number
of people tvcoce involved and while the tuchnical problems are straightfcrward the organisatiorsa.
problems becom- severe. A sense of involvement, cumninating iai widespread acceptance of the
system is essential, and this is only possiole witb excellent communicatione. A study of *,ricua
systems which had failed (oome of them our own) revealed an apparently onvious but very .ifficult
,et of conditions which are seldom fulfilled:

0 An experienced designer must be appointed as fullt;me project leadee, wit•. responoib-
iliiy for forvaseý planning of technical prioritii,' aZ"d resource., detailed derign and
xapl~zentation of the system.

PFr Pay particular specialist nrogram the most expr•.enced specialists must be avail-
able tc decide which methods should be used. if iware than one design team is involved,
then the metho4s must be completely ,agreed befove pzozra&ming begins.

& The abov, conditions caraut be lulfilled unless the whole project is initiated at the
highest =nagea*,nt level, 'ith extensive support from relevant staff at lower levels.
Hence th& project has to be 'sold' to a large nuiber of Manigers and prospective users.
This caomitment is not just for the yi-ar or two required tn build the system, but also
for the extensive maintenance required for the life of the systez. For every five man
years spent or the original .rograms, one man will be required permanently to update and
maintain them end in the volat.ie life of a project office new requirements arise contin-
uously. so a project leader will be needed indefinitaly to pr-vent the system from
&dverging due to local derelofrents.



8.8 '.ith F.P.D.;;. t~hote conditions have and still are being met, despite the inevitablepreusuraa to use~ the briat designers on live projects. From early studies it was evidentthat the majority of mathods could ue made common for transport, strike and other types
of aircraft. i.e. all four of *ur design team5 could and should use the same method.
Evidently thi,ý 3hould ltead to the best pcossible methods beinFg made available to everyone,

FF and to consistent results froW rompetitive inter-site stirlies, (Whoere this was not
Ptntiblt only two or three tears would be interested in a pattlcular m'ethod.) Hence a
,specifier' 1.3 appoin~ted at cne site for one or a group or metnode, and a 'consultant, at

each of Li.: -'ther relevant cites. Together they agree a specification which is thenl
prograzmed at tre -pecifier's site. Tre tasks of detailed specification and progreazing
have been con,~tderabjy eased in two ways:

0 Special documentation has heen produ.ced which rigidly definen the steps renuired
to preouce a program. The usual glut of compater manuals are not used as the
difficult operations of data input/output ax's describing (to the operating system)
now the program will be run are closely defined (to the Axtent that each progrv'rMer
star's work %dith a standard, partially completed program which contains all the
awkwn-d statementa. This approach is de.rirable to obtain a set of prograus
f~rom many individuals (many with little previous prograý,iax experiencir)
which tubsequently appear ccmpatible to the designer.

6 Almost all program development is done online via a teletype. This ehp
halves the manmwer reqxtired and reduczes the elapsed davelopment time by ord.:r o1
magnitude.

in this way we have almost completed our first lbatch of 41 ororrams wb'ich cov-r a
wide range of subsonic and superar-nic aircraft, both mailitary and civil. ;he art no-.
steadily fill~ng the izapa and modifj'ng o.- replacing programs to fulf;.l new requireotn ;-'.

we expect tn,ýt the cystem will vventually level out at about 7C or 80 programs, althugk.
there will always be a steadv t~arnover as methods become obsolete and new ones arasA1.

To give an indicat'on of the structure of programs and data, the example, detailed ir,
the appendix is shown i.. part ix' figure 6. in this case a passenger transport is bein;.
designed, Firstly the~ fuselage cross-section is designed to provide t~~e required
acccremodation standards, and then tht. remaindez of the fuselage is synthesisei.

Th igzt.r-c their sparr, are added, and then the operating speed boundary is
calculated, followed by the lift cuarve slope. if space had allowed, the remainder of
tne design (fin, tail, etc.) would have oeen completed, and drag analysis made. A further
design session might have extended this throurh the remaining aerodynami, aaalysis (flap
efi~zts etc.", weight, stability, contro- and perforrmanice analyris.

In p-actice many iterative desig~n loops would exist. - a namb.!r of attempts might be
rieded to a:tatn a f'is ie belage layout, and 3ome manual work ub)uld be necessary to
tLnecl: the' tUe allovanL~es for toilets, ratering and other areas were adequate. Similarly
centre of gravit:; and stability checks normally ir&d*cate shortcomings which require another
loop back to the geometric prcgrams.

Apart from tecnnica. ireas where our programs are as yet sparse, we ace the following
lines of development:

0 he are ir;.lesent-.nr a 3:), device independent graphics package, developed by the
Departmsent of trade and Industry's Computer Aided Design Centre from work done at
Cambridge *.niversitý, (Reference 11). iit?. very simple Fortran statements we can
cenerate graphs, di.agrams and picturas whnich can tc sent to any plotter or display
device. %imilarly any normal cursor or ligint pen can be used to select data for
interaction with a program.

6 As co=.0ting powee~ reduces in cost we expect tc introduce as module; methods
which at present are used only in tne Project Definition and Detailed Design stages.
-or exannple these will eventually include finite ele-iert stress analysis and vortex
lattice aerodynamic analysis. :;ven though not req~uired for coaventional designs for
wh:.ch correlations are available, such techniques are Already necessary in novel
situatioris e.g. wiLl, cartion fibre structures. The existing design framework will
make the practical implementation of these methods very much simpler.

0 we havo not yet uaed any hi iher leyel. control provzrazs to run grzonps of programs.
'this is a conacioums part of our development strategy, in that VP 'Vanted to obtain a
quick return on our investamert by being ablet to run each pro -A-am as it arrived. and
to test each propram very thorouchly before gro-4ping a number together. However, we
shall soon be ready to apply general yurpoze parametric and optinination control
prorrars (e.g. Refertnce 5). Initially with salgrr.ups of programs anld lnter with
Alarger groups.

*A ,z'nilar approach 'a btring taken in the ot.her areas of nes.gn (feasibila.ty
ano Proy~ct lefinit-icu-) and licks will soaeA appear upstream and downstream.
Thczt linkin will octcur- c"P~at~rle drit', ft,~os: 'or eyzzpie it is vs.-) aimp)I.. to
-modify a program su~ch as *hat descrie-ýa :n rference 6 (used X11 va feasibility
study) autcmptic~illy to lc-ad thr- data inp.x~t files for FPDb
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0 We have not yet seriously approached the use of F.P.D.S. during the design
definition phase for the frequent and rapid assessment of the situation by the
type designer. The intention is that the latest estimates of drag, weight etc.,
(produced from a mixture of tests and prcedictions) should be fed periodically
into a fast evaluation program, which wouid indicate guarantee margins and
enable the type designer to reoptimise any remaining design variables that are
not frozen (Reference 7).

0 A simple device will be incorporated greatly to improve project control
and securitN. Every tite a program is run, information will be appended to an
aircraft file giving the '"te, time, program name and version, input and output
data file names ar.d versionb, and other relevant data. Over the period of the
design, a complete record will .-.4 maticOlly be conpiled which will give a
conplete description of the methods and data used in •he deuign. This could be
used to reconstitute lost data, to clarify hou answers were obtained and to
give the type designer information on whether Gr not work has been done by
specialists.

The philosophy of minimal, but specialised documentation is also employed
in equipping the designer to use the system. All a potential user requires is:

1. A short tutorial on the basic use of terminals.

2. A user manual, which describes the system philosop".,
how to run programs, how to maintain the database and
particular running instruction for each program.

3. Reference manuals containing a detailed d,.scription
of the methods used in each program and r . the data file
formats.

With the simple interface provided to the designer, ecucataon time is
measured in hours rather than days, and the main topics are how to make the
best of the new techniques (more iteration, data base management) rather thcan
the basic mechanics of the job.

7. COST AND B-NEFITS

In designing the system one naturally has to look at the complete operatic of the relevant
departments. From this study were extracted simplified models of typical design operations such
as that shown in figure 7. From these it was possible to evaluate how a system of given
characteristics would be likely to affect tne performance of the 2elevant designers, and how it
would affect their work pattern and environment. ,e were not in business merely to speed and
increase the flow of useless data to the designers, nor to 1>.zry them in a sea of computer cares. Also
we did not want to see them reduced to a neuroti' -tote by clattering teletypes nor see them 4urred
into punch clerks. The system has four major a, _

To reduce the tire and effort required to carry out standard calculat!ons, a•,d to do them
more reliably and consistently. 7his of :ourse was the original use t, which technical
computers were applied.

*To store data cheaply and securelyand to make possible the rapud ack~ess cf any item of
data from a large database.

To provide a system for the passing of data between specialists with minimum fuss.

To minimise the effort required to develop and implement new design techniques, and to
make these new techniques available to all designers quickly.

The chosen solution is very much a computer based systemto the extent Yhat there is little
need for the designer to keep paper records (all data can be rapidly recalled via a terminal).
As terminals are still relatively expensive it may initiall, be cheaper in many cases to maintain
a paper file, but this is not the master copy of the data, and can be discarded as terminals and
on-line computing become cheaper.

It was found that slightly core than half the members of our project groups would be dircotly
affected by the introductiin of the system - the remainder are involved with 'one-off' rescaith ard
develo•-ert items (mostly particular problems which exist on a co:nfiguration under study) ani with
administri.tion. The savings in effort realised on a relatively conventional study izhdre porrams
exist for all the important calculations) are of course diluted when a novel aircraft is being
studied. The dilution is reduced by designing the system such that a particulax calculation can be
done by hand, with a minimal effort beinF required to extract the necessary data from the databune
and to return the results to it later.

These studies led us to the cenclusion that, compared with existing methods we should save 3Qb
of the elapsed tire, 35% manpower and ?N of cost for a given typical task. These figures should
improve with tim- as more automated cortrol prorrams become available, but are still dependent on
the degree of novelty of the project. The cost savings alone produce a handsome return on investment,
with the positive cash flow starting after abort three years.
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In addition there are other less quantifiab'le benef.tts which may prove to be more imp-ortant:

*The designer can, at last,* obt-;n reasonab'y accurate answers in a realistic tise
scale to such questions as ',l• happens if i move the eni.*ixes outboard, hy ;•5 r-rtres'.
The usual argusent that the designer will ilose his feeling ,'or the basic ca~culationae
is more t'ban counteracted cy the fact that he will gain a substantial feel for the total
calculatio±,s. in any case, the baSiL calculation method will be better documr.nted than

oever before.

* ach individual program will have been carefully .•eveloped and widely tested, so that
the relisbility of the answers will be .greatly improved. ce have all ex-perienced programs
wh.ch have little or no documentation and testing, which seem to work Phen draien by she

r:ght person, but upon which we r-.-_er mare rely too neavily. Also, as many different
studies will now use the same calculaition method the comparison of results wi~l be vastly
easier. This con.-istency will reduce doabts and shorten tiesecales.

The work pattern of a typical desigr-r -snould improve, #s a great deal of clerical
work (scme calculations, but also most data collect-on dnd dissemination) will disappear.
Instead more time will be devoted to dpiesting results and to directing the course of a

study, and the specialists will have far more time to investigate the particular problems
of a caddzo theraren and to develop new methods. ae especially prope that these particular
benefits will ancrue, as it ias all too rare to .'ee iautomations 'esed deinberately to
improve te quarIg y of lifed of ghard-pressed disign~rs (egefrence 8).

8. cO1NCLUSIO?•

Into this pamr are condensed some of the fort important results of a mator atteept to improve
design efficiency in one particular area. Tyus far the attempt hos preyed tobet succesful, due to
technical and managerial approaches from which we believe oa ers may stand to wain.

Within our constraints, we have built a system which should support our Future Projects teazs
Sin applying the new generation o• design techniaues for the foreseeable future. Not only caby the
-desitner perform a cingtle calculation, but he can also perform hore compex processes and i.nterrogateor administer the database using the same langruage.

-The Project wrtudy stae of design has been chosen for the first eamp egentation of such a lstem,
but the technioun s are equally appbe e . : 'rs .tes and are bein d applied.
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APPEWDIX 1
A This is a short example of the use cf the 'Future Projects Design System' desiFred to demonstrate

the facilities available rather than a typical delign session. The commands are all in their shortest form
(as a practieed deuigner would use them). The quastity of input is seen to be greatly reduced once the'synthesis' stage is completed and the lan~lysiel phase begins, reflecting the gains introduced by the
automatic accessing of previously geaerated data. The time involved is about 355 minutes.

(user input is underlined)

time /--INput the file SEATLAY(XT, with a version
I number I greater than the previous highest,

invitation to type to be Terminated by I/i

16.-21. 0- 1.i 5AILAYtUb( 4 I), '1////
-*AJ_3 - the data iftm *N is given the value of 3.
"- • - *NS has elements 0 to 8, with values
-14 122 0 14, 122, o, 0, 152, 0, 0, 0, 180. NS is a

mnemoniz For Number of Seats. The values
0 0 G lvU corres)ond to the number of 1st, 2nd and 3rd

c*__Al0 class -eats in three alternate layouts.

-3 3 04 0 0 0
- *(Ai,+ O, 114

-20 0 6 0
- 1 e 0 0

- 1 0 C 0 0

*51- 0,20
-3; 3 1 0

0 30 T

-23 19 Is
- *i51 +0,2

"-/1// - end of file

-**0,11 - Seat Widths for single, dcble, triple and
25 53 si 109 quadruple seats in each class

-21.5 -10. 1'8 t,77.6
-1896 35.7 51.1 67-1
-*CH+., b - ;eat Cush:on Height, compressed and uncompressed
- 15 15.5
- 15 15.5
- 15 15.5
- *SL+O,;. - Seat Lengths, for each class
- 29 25 24

16-32-08- IN CLkAh;•.Chb(+i),I/ll
- *CL+0, I I
-11 1.75 17.09 3
-3-35 1 8 3
-1 -1 6 3
- l/ll

Run the FUselage SECtio- design progrom. The program

automatically accesses the latest version of the files
SEATLAYLT, SEATSIZES and CLEARANCES.

rat this point values from the input files

Ic. 33. 2- r j may be overwritten. I.i this case no changes
16.33.52 jUb i,> .AU'. FULLY bIhAiIL lae required, so E and Z are input to

L Z___ JEter the program and then stop.

IST CLASS- 4-AVIhLASI kI tl I A 20.0" AISL '5)
"I'UIfOSh1- 6 ,, ,, 1 X 15.0" ,,
EC CMtMY- "1 •, 1 4 15.0" .. - standard output from the program

to the terminal
1CTIEN MAX. FI E1AL 1I1bLrh 12F7- 4 .0IN C12.33kT)

HAM- LE.TH + SKIN 1HICKNE.SS 3-11o (0.0461.)i- GAi k SKI.A)
"1Md T.ICKNA$SS 0.8IN
INS! DI U AMI bS 7G • 1 IN
F.LOM DUPTH bELJA CLMThE 19.-5IN
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__..a not., version of the file DESEXTBM0EC is
cre'Jted, which contains the fuselage section

[Z±ERPLwr: !)Ek4TBhUDSE_,C,0) ChLAIt.L outpt dtais, ad ioic
UIbF-LPAt: 1aiFC(-)C1AIL 1soc~aotW with each program is a file which
MiJLfj MACIbO contains adtoc uptdtis n hc

hif (* iAF% ,n he list.,d at the terminal or U.neprinter as
V 3 5. 3 7- 1kre,-cured.

1.6.!! if E Z. ~ - the some program is rerun, this time with
elemeni 2 of CLearances modifiedj

'1bl C'.ASS- 4-AbL.FAS I ',IIltA 23.0" Al SLM ~S) to 16.
PAJ~~T 'j 1, 5 0" PP

aC)J- 7 op I X i5.oj"

~2-M-4 MVA EXTEM~AL &I~j1H 12F1X- 2-61N (12.CPFTI
~!f'Th.Li 4-l + ;(!5Z tfICKNEJEY, 3.11.1JC004IJ GAUGE~ SKIN')

1LL1Lh AEfld bE'Ll.. CF11R A99I

16. 37O. 55~J~T -1P-1 F 5.-ru h U~leLyutpoiJ TIsU

KISF- J T 312F- 7.CjN

FLSFLAGE LEMM;~ 109FI1- 71N..
CLPIFLY SN: !4S)l- b-ŽD~) A'

C A-LY 1i". 1bOL4I! 14- 1-6N kL~A IN 3hL .1A

'r" 1i L 1Cf 29C

- .LD-. Lei~ Ap1rDogram57I

- j,"FFT- 7-S35

MSE~
-eSV4AG L0.JGI 11ý-l~;
Cr-, 3:-*A2 '

F" Ci:-LA LT7~ L .E. an inorec line-t 2-'b7crrctd.y.

U cfl4LAY. L;LXi1VS.-, C CAAL key

RID1~E~ OF MANEL3 =

~1.51 SA.W-11=2.S i 9.bF

USVE~i RW: i 6rrFGJ-0 onA~~ excorect byeclincan bse ofrethed byON macr
X~?Y EA T F"M1NG- Ch5A9 or CANCEL cn kehy.vid heapedn

-I PTgb.A .D~~ai6 147hAL fuwntddt op xstn orc ie
TC~KAY: ~13 (O ChAh
I CT- UMAlh

164333 kLV_-Lh
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16 46-129 a oSilno c :haracter c an be erased by a 4-1E41; Oý MjAChO

16.47.32 •5P__ run t-- SPARdaign program
-(I- aI the ne•essary, -i-w data Is input at.- *y; .97j *Y2 *. run 'ime.

**F~i .1IP-6 *h2 .324 *_13 .b4
-*'!I .- 'c22 *K'- -33 *73 .5

UISPLAY. Di-SL 1P,'-:SRA(-[P) ChFA7'iP
EISPLAY. SPAP.(-O9 C1±EAiLD
ED OF MAChu

16.49-55- ; " PAJ+.-02 - chb extri u-ttpu i,. Licter from File SPARP
-\!O, OF SPA.RS , 3
Sf.Ahl HAS 0 K!N4rCS)

ACF 1:1 Y(F-;. l4L- 10 1ING LA1AvL
L1.h -:2.- 65 -0-25
CUTER3 18-.64 41.50
SýAE. r1A5 0 KINK(S)

XCF T) Y(1-T) I... 10 1.,11CJ 6ATUI,
VM FTf: -7.23 -0.25
WTEh 0.89 *4.80
SRPAf'.3 KiNK- 0 S•(S)

XtIL F ''I1-T) )L.10 '61N% DAVY1½
LJN.E1& -1.7' - V-,2S
C.TFt,1 20-81 41.50
16. 50.48 - 24 L - the im..jm Operating upood Drogram is run-- *1&O.U 365 *MM -87 h. z - new dcto is. input at rton time

SýLFDS ACCE1-TED
WID = 365.00 K1.CfAS MAU1 0.870

ýUNK ALTITLLF. v 25714.34 Fl. V = 345o09 KI.kA-.
UISPLAY: LMSS-C(-O) C1i±AILDEISI-LAY- t. p -. Ch-EATI:L-
hND 0- L14cCisc
ML, OF MAChO,
16-54-30-LI U•iOp(-:) - the extra output Is Listed from File VMOPVIC, = 36S-00 KT-CAS IMMiO =0-U76KM IN T- kEkT) ,(.KTS.hZ5

o. 0 364.7
1640.4 363.8
320•0-8 3(3.0
4921.3 3 -2.2
6561.- 361.2
820P.1 360.2
9842-5 359.3

111462.9 358.6
13123-4 356.9
14763.8 3b5. 6
16404-.2 354.2
18044. 6 352.-
19685-0 351.4
21325. E 349.?
22965.9 348.0
P4606.3 346.3
25714.3 345.1
26246,-"/ 341-0
27887-1 328.8
29527.6 316.9
31168.0 305.2
32808.4 293.9
34448 -.8 P2.82.
36089.2 271.9
37729.7 261.4
39370.1 251.3
41010-5 241-6
42(50.9 232.2
44291-3 223.3
45931.8 214.6
47572.2 206.3
49212-6 198.4
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16. 56. 41 LŽ.-run the Lift Curve Slope program

AI1hF1LLD: YSACHINO .2,L.IFTSýLOPP. 4.34 IliAD
CAS/MACHNO INT~hSEC-T* MACPINO 0.870*LI~rSLaPB 5.69 IliAD
[1 SPLAY: ADODESD~FRU.NG( -0) ChEATED

ELUI VfLLE-IT ý!G?
-+MJ = 98.06 FT
AREA n1546.90 SL~ FT
ASPECT RATIOD 6.22
VJ-Eui PATIO =0.170
HIZCKNESS:CHO1WD JIAIIO =0.135
aLAITEE CHOJRD S1,EE, =32.7
S.M.C. =15.87 FT
(A.M.C. =18.54 FT
1SAR :8.72 PT
X1It =21.15 PT
]VOLNTLR = 7. 59 :*T
LIFT CUR',E SLO2PE '.-S. MACHŽJO:

3.396 0.00
4.156 0.0c!

4-244 9.10
4.297 0-.5
4.341 0.20
4.384 0.25
4.429 0.30
4.'A79 0.35
4.535 0.40
4.598 0.45
4. 669 0.50
4.751 05
4.8fS46 0.69:
4.95)5 0. 6ý
5.082P 0.79

5-35'ý 0.75
5.941 0.80

16.59.53- CY ADSDl'N6-ih1G('0CAP1-POJL)
17. 00.42- H- PLoSE.CP - ERose unvantc-ý files - the extra output filss
17. 01.11- ERi P USCF' are not port ,f t~he dtioa base, and are normally

17.01.26- P.RL aINiG?
17.01.38- 11-. SPARP
17.61.46- LER WOM
17.01.55- P.R LCSP
17. V2- 05- 1-T Log ouT
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DFS3IGN EVOLUT7ON OF THE
BCE.I'IG 2'07-300 SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

Part I
Confiurstion Deveopmlent. Aerodynamsics,

Propulsion, and Structures

by

W C. Swaa
Directo- of E fucering rechnology

Boein; C'rnmercial Airplane C.omrpany
P.O. Ptox 3707

Seattlo. Wsehingtoni 98i24

SUMMARY

Dcuiled cycling of a -a,-de raiige of pot~ential aircraft coniigurations ariijius design retlairem.ents and cniteria chae-acten7.ed the
evolution of the prelininary deisig of the- Boeing- 27107 supersndc tfanspcr!. The configuration selection procas~s ccnisisted of
compctitivc evau:tion of many varb+Ae--sweep anowý=L'n! aircrift. fixted-sweep modi-fitad delta, and tixed-.eweep modified a;'row-wing

Ztoe Eachi broad confiquration concept evolzzated a aritltirude of variables with rega-rd to such. major items as wing
planform. nacelle type and location, and canard and/or aft taMl arrangemenet and geometry. Prom'ising configura tions were thoroughly
anaiyzed with comprehensive wind tunnel testing and in--depth enigineerirng analyses within all technical disciplines. The preliminary
design procem deeply invotsed !he developmewnt of new mialysis nicthods and the adoption of new approaches to commercial
arplane design io achieve maximum peiformaneec and opewhatn :firirmy. The fina! config~uration selection represented the hbest

coknrpromii~e betwee.n achievement of optimum supersenic cruise LID. mirimum structural weight, optimum low-speed perfonrmance
and minsimumn community noise.

This p~pcr v-11 trace the hist ory of this design act-:vsty, noting aecas where rfalure? and/for mnisconception occurred due to
inrufficier.: kviowied~e. and relating how' such shortcomings we-re corrccted or avoided it% subwsequent configuration evaluations.
Finally, attention is in~ited to selected are-as where preiminirary design tools couli be improved.

INl i.,,D DU CrION

Any revie% of current preliminary design :ncthods for modern multipurpose aircraft nusts include the cancelled United States
spersomi, transpom-,t prototype progra-m. particulary the miethnds and constraints whiz. led to the BerZ 27%)7-30 configuration.

The u-ique reasons ;,)r the importance of a review of the rmethodAs used in this configuration selectie.,. are (1) this program was a
classi- example of a purp'osely chosen hih-risk techn~o!ogy effort, andi (2j the program would have consur'ed over S I billion in funds in
the prototype phase. and c'd e-xpend over 216,G0(A wind tunnel hours, and a considcraole amount of one contractor's energy for a period

of over 14 years. The 1toeing cniputeering manpoower alone at the time of progaran cancellation was approximately 3000 -triploye~s, and
7(Y& structural drawing release to mranufacturing had been readied, with the first major aircraft structural wing panels altready completed.
Thus, mlthough the program z-as unfortunately termiinated, a case hi:tor of the preliminary debign activity which led to the 2707-300
configuration is felt tv be of value -Owen considering, -ossible. revisions to methods in use today to explo-t a-dvanlced techaology intr new

complex airceaft systeir:3.

BRIEF HISTORY

The Boeing SST effort began in "'5S7 at the con,:lusion of the B-70 competition. and a. a time w.`erthe .,: was first being
readittd for commera-cial srvice. Initiat efforts were at Mach 3.0. using a fixed-delta ll-steel configrato withacnr o
longitudinal control. As shown in figure: 1. this effort was seean -expanded to cienompaks thec arrow-wing ,.W -Ari able-swee concepts
in early 1960 and to broaden the sreed range bet-keen. Mach .' 0 and 3.0. Titanium was introduced during this period to off-set At
Last a 1 2% weight penalty required by high-streangth steel alloys. At President Itennedy's suggestion in mid-1963. NASA. with

=assigned ground rules, starte-d initial efforts in a nation-4 program through comrpctiti~ve studies of four uniquely different
coinfigurations shown. in figure 1. A year later, President Johnson designated the FAA (latler the De-partmenit of Transportation SST
P~r.zqxarn Office) au the responsible agency to conduict a competition for a full-sca' e preproduction prototype P.irr.41n. Boeing Chose
to concentiale mitinly on the vartible-sweep concecpt at that time because of its cpportunitict for improved low -speed perfc--naiace
and consistency %rith existing airline airport operations.
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Durong the next 3 years, many three- and four-engine arrangements were compared, with t.ztantiating Wind tunnel data,
against continually revised design criteria and operational requirements, as noted in figure 2. Srr-ler competitive efforts in modified
delta- and arrow-wing configurations were carried out at the same time.

Iul INC Igio Ism t11 IV" Is IAl

W.4-41 fltflr.SLt W.-

Figuto 1. -Boeirg SST Program ('157-64) Figure Z -. Poeing SS T Proda in) (1964-661

Finally in Lite 1966, -\ competitive ,.-.able-reep c.-, ,

figurations were nrr•owed down at Bo-eing to one integrated - -_- '
wing-tail arranJement, the 2707-i00 with eoivnes afit (see fig. 3). - ... -'/ -" ' • -- " "'"

This concept cvoiv-:d from, hot-gas tail impingemei.t at hiigh,,m°•'-.,

anglte of attack at sup-rmonic conditions. tail suckdowm at • .. •.-..•.

UttAS,* ___________________

takeoff, and Itrn p.W•p expeences erountered with..t-,
body- ar.," wing-mounted ene insta.ations on all previous

configurations which employed horizontal tails. Bemause of strict -" ....- ' -,,
Sadherence to handling qualities and stablity establaed by

subsonic jet design practice. it *-is found im45inbl to avoid-

either a horizonWa tail or a cana.-d w~th the |ong-body 250-plus- -7,,

- vJ. • tt £- x,,

passenger configurationrgs under cn (de 956tion. Figure 3.-oeing SST Praojm (0966-691

Whet- the 27074!00 configaration was selected by the U.S. Government in I1,66 for further development, a period of 9
months was established to validate the concept before a resign go-ahcad was to take place. I3et.-.iled refinement took place.

F lpported by testing i all criti.e m areasi including a full-scale f1n-1afe pivot. For first time, a fully integrated seroe!Lstic
analysis of an SST configuration was execudtod in sufiient depth to obtainareat orit structural sizing needed to suppoi- releasr
to manufacturing. At the% time. Boeing way degning a very slender aircraft over 300 fee! io.. (football field length). Acroclastic

dlectins under limit load were foundt-g talhe 5--ne order as the rigid data ithgf. Rence.
it proved necessary to account for the compns te , -- pact of all sigifint inputs to the serou-.astic anau,,cskd irt -,-ir, hydr u.ic
fluid eaasticity, before proper fixed and movable sunface e ired could b made. "7h inetness in tt existing coirputer systems;

became wident. "-ont were lengthy tunaround e-fdays for a single cycle of crit data intended tl lablish whether thp
configuration weroeasthecaloy con taeld, due tails.he ed esign cda os t

a It became apparent after tihe anloted 9 months for configurby = fim-up that even with the vddition of _ zanard (wita its

sas-ndant weights complexrty, itd added body stiffnbl s) to achiee re-able aroelzstie /&tn-. tb- weight of the _ _i_ _

eihduer yielded a noneconomic commercl ;ircraft when compared to the original Boeing SST proghm goals. nbith DOT5pST

project ong ice cuncurnce, it wra decided to r.oen the configa-Ltoation selection rrocuss fo. I cer un.der rigid govern ". a. and
B heing rtview controls, and to accs.e.,zt s.e ability to cycle given deign and condul for futher , d o eloonfmit'pration.monathsm ws also ws dtied to sepvaatt teo e protoorpe and producti programs to t pace. tle prototype din to prol-ac

pwith aded technical risk tc ruip'rt a incttelu;dng.fuitalce objectivce. Tpi. Fci r o h was based on a sober unlierstay neg ne of the

aeralysstis n-Tfluenc f an ultimate decign.

t During 9U. at compre.erie reev-ing '-•iong a" v-e-r-rzy=d was conducted in a feeot room" et(vironole .cnth),! incluAesd
modifies arronr-wing coadts (SCAT fon t modified dcHae (969-6), and mom blenowtep alteordstives (both inbogad and i tbosrd

itvop arrangemr ts) ained at fteauced peight.e _- p L,- ofalnlin,.i-ou, stat in of ecth conzte roatet, comparn.d to the comdlnityond was
avbcam.. Each concept was evngJuated agrontt the Clastantly rainl deW and safety criteria and operadtond't retabliswtern th

Fina:y. the competition naeco-ved down to d in ,,derately cutboh •-pivot twin-pod deiigt (969404) and a modifeii delta

( Ib9-302e which employed sep-ate palls. Both configurorcns by this time had chosen artificial stabhlity in all axes ( needed to
maximize petformancem In the uitintca dd to ids simplicty and better urdearsoina.b rti 27;7-300 woi bon i-approxignaitely 12

yua. il after the oeoing SST effort, started.
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The low~-peed operational goats of the arrow-wing concept, including noise, could not be realized, anid the weighi and
acroelastie p--perties of the required larte wing arta resulted in an uncompetitive design. even though the supersonic

acrodyza.-:ic efficiecny war the bcest of a! configurations.

This paper will now review the developmepts in technology, based on the targets selected, whi.ch occurred during the
progress of the SST program. and the technological conflicts which developed as that design proceeded to completion This

technical aata is pre5-nitcd only to illustrate the configuration integration and management tasks which resulted at this
tegh-technology design was evolved.

TECI1NOLOf"Y AS"EC`TS

From the eyM onses, the Boeing SST programn aimed at achievement of maximum technical performance on the premise
that attractive airline economics could inly b: a-chieved by that goal. It was soon realized that it would b. more att'axtive to

design a Ii~lh-risk prototype first and to make changes in the production design based on prototype costs-, flight tesi, and airline
evaluation.

Although the purpose of this plaper is to emphasize design integration ard management, the advanced technical V'eatuzes
donunzled design dccisions and so rmert special consideration here.

Conflizration Aerodynamics4

The pnime conflict in comrpeting configurations throughout 1
the program dealt with operational constraint; and objectives in I
the low-speed ni.odc with thuse at saupersonic speed. The excel- I.I-

lent supersonic and high-ift characteristics of the very low. ". jJ
aspect ratio, highily swept slender wang were well understood. /r\~~
Such a wing has low drag at supersonic speeds and can generate
high lift at low speed by ciea~i.-g strung %.ortices at its ,_harp

=leading .-dge. It was cieamr, howeverr that lift gecneration with SkK jwal s, Nkdso~rp Mo&wddf

leading-edge vort.ces in the takeoff ind l-andiag incdt~ would
mazke it difficult to achicse low noise goats. Furth;cr. it had been Figrbre A.-SST, Wind F49nforrns
assumed that! sonic boom would ma-ke overland supersonic flight
undesirable. and achieveenirt of high subsonic aerodynamic M'~i' 2 700 i.~ t1

efficiency then became an important design objective. Thii rulcd A.W cmn

= ~~out the very low aspect ratio of the slender wing and the feruch 2
was launched for a different type of wring planforint. 4 "-

The highly swept arrow-wine C ntfusitsts suprtedi the ()m, L ...-
subrsonic lezding-edge corifigiaticas zr'd variable sweep concepts :0 65- %

460

to rnaxinhizt supersonic per c rmi~rce as well 4s subsonic per-4 LI
(oeniance. Those who favor:-d ~- -(jmromisý- to retain the '1
known f~ght characteristics of con ;zipo' 4,y military supcraonic 41 ws6W oin
wirplzrnes and those more ne-rly a:-x.!c~ed with the existing
subsonic treaisports leaned toward the nodified delta Concepts: L ~ a 4 5 8

see figuirc 4. Speat [ii)

Figure & -Airpiane Sujpersonic Efficiency
Figure 5 shows the su~personic maximumi L/D comparisons

obtained for various wing geomc:ries considered during this30
program. For the same wing area- and thickness ratio, the highly 5

swept configuration demonstrated (LID) in the 9-10 range at the
cost of increasing structural aspect ratio for a given span. At 201

subsonic speed, the LID increases with span for constant wing
area as shown in figure: 6 but when the sweep of the wing is D~ i
high the cost cf span in terms, of wing weight ,, also high.
Figure 7 shows a preliminary assessment mnade in 1961 of

aircraft employing the competing concepts based on available 1

requirement the operating field lerigths of interest would not be 0________2.

met efficiently with the fixed-arrow-wing concepti. whereas the SpaA.,,
dfcbale between the variable-geometry and the modified-delta-
wing concept prob ibly could be resolved only through complete Figure &-Ef fect of Span on Aerodynamic Efficiency at
design integration. Subsonic Speed
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Once it was assumed that variabit wing sweep would produce the necesrry span for efficient subsonic flight and acceptable
takeoff and landing performance. supersonic flih& efficierxcy favored the highly swept-arrow wing. For a given thickness and
cruise Mach number, the higher the sweep the lower the wave drag. Conversely, "or a given cruise drag. the thickness of the
wing could be greater, and it was hoped that this effect would offset toe inticipated structural weight penalty and fuel volume

rF limitations of variable s- xp. Althau)th thickness and sweep are important in the determination of wave ilrag, the distribution of
thiikness is alsso important, as shown in figure 8. As it turned out. the features necessary to accommodate variable sweep in
detail had a tendency to influence this effect advcr.-,ty. Furthermore, with the variable sweep pivot fin the wing, an important
loss or useful wing volume resulted so that additional thickncss had to be provided to recover taus volume for fuel. Te highly
swept arrow wing derives a major portion of its supersonic aerodynarnis. efficiency frow its potential for !)w drag-due-to-lift
factor, as shown in figure 9. When the sweep is high and the flow at the leading edge subsonic, it !s pcasib!e to shape the wing
so tha! the outboard portions are tailored to operate in the flowfie!d of the inboard portions of the wi'ng. As shown in the
figurc. tki;' tailoring is essential bocause- in its absence a drag penalty ocetirts that more than cancel the potential benefits in
drag due to lift of the highily sviept-arrow wing- Factors that affect this prob!zni strongly ticlude aeroelasticity of the wing as
well as Mne goemetric con-straints of variable sweep, !ind it becamne difficult to arrive at a satisfacioiy solution.
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problem. The tail had to be moved up to avoid jet blast. leading to seriou- tongitudinal stability problemý.. At supersonic cruise,
attitude and speed, the airplane )et plume tended to bend into the flie~ dircctivrn unlike that of subsonic aircraft. This was
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borne out in wind tunnel powere-d model tests. Thus when the aircraft flfw at higth angles of attack, the tail became engulfed in
high-temperature exhaus! gas, unless the tail was raisd or the taji arm was reduced to avoid th: problem. This problem existed
on all im1iable sweep designs with inboard pivot and with wing-mounted engines. Figure 12 shows the thernU- pattern on one
variable-weep concept at an angle of attack of 1 2" Raising the tail req~uired an iMcmase in tail are to counteract tile
unfavorable high-ang!e-of-atuack effects. The larger tall, however, was more susceptible f.ý ., ckdown caused by tbe effect of the
jet flow twar th, ground dtnrirg týie takeo~f. maneuver. Figure 13 shows the undesirable effect of power on the longitudinal
stability o. an inboard' -ivot low-tailed %ari;Alle-swcep configuration at tafteoff conditions. Vaiiable-sweep configurations. with
their requirements ifur larger tails. suffered particulsarly from these problems. Raising the tail even higher was not a practical
solution because of high-speed drag and locked-in stall considerations. These problems were present on all configurations, except
for those with tail-riviinted engines. But the penalties attendant with compromise soluzzions were far less critical on the

- ~modi-fied-delta cor..'epts. where ti~ere was more room for spanwise engine movements and where the n~eed for a larm. stabilizing
hotizontal tail wr' less a'ftc.

Ae'oelastic loss in stability constantly plagued all designs because of the large size ot the aircraft. Figure 14 shows the
forward shift in aerodynamic center with a=oielaitic correctikn for Ig flight as a function of 1-iding-edge sw'-ep and wing pivot
location foe' two variable-sweep concepts. Similar corrections were required of all configsirat.on-s but to a lesser &Vgee as the
leading-edge sweep was reduced.

As the work propsessed. it became apparent that constraints other than those of cupersonic aerodynamic efficiency wouild
dictate the final configuration. Most noticezble were those of aoisce, approach sWed, landinS field length, aeroeiastic effects.
illowable cg rage, engine location. and basic srahility and control requircments. Taese constmaints -ffected the variable-sweep
Conceptsc to such an extent that all the benerits of high sweep at supe.'sorni seeds and high Span at Subsonic speeds were
cemipromised. CA-nsidering fixed-wing configurations, thu- nftd to retain high span w.ide it necessary to limit the wing sweep to
aivoid excessively laestructural aspect ratios (such as those obtained with arrow-wing colnfigguratiolls) %ith attendant structural
and aeroelastic problems. The medium-sweep. moderate-aspect-ratio delta wing was thus 4Thafly chosen.
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Propulsion

The integration of the engine in tht SST configuration had a st. of ccastramins which cons,antly preised the technology
.'zmits. Is was desirable to mount thz- engine pods tinder the wing at the trailing edge to obtain ir masimom favorable
interference effect bceween the pod and wing and to minimize angie-of-attack effects ott the intakes This led to considerations
of win,- boundary layer ingesti-on. intake liow fitld distortions, and interferenc.e between inboard and outboard intakes ro avoiti
having an tniadvertant unstari in oneý inttaL trigger an unsi .r in an adjacent intake. interference between inboard and outboard
intakes must be minimized.

Pod plicenment was Lointraiaed by the wced to atvoid excessive empennage ;leatinf; dgie to inboard location!', flutter and

Plight ~ontrol conseqlucrtcs for outboard1 locations, sensitive dr-ag effects, thrust reverser effectiveness, impiat on finding gear
lerit~th. and inlerferencc betweea the pods and the Linding getar. For uonfiguritions !ncorporating vanable-sweep wings, keeping
the pods inboard of (lie pivo.t rnagmfli- these prot'e;xr.5

Single pods with axisyiiimetri, intak-s and dual pods with two-dinictisioial aimtakeb were both uoi.,bdercd. Figure 15 shows

each conc:ept on a modified-delta ptanlor!'n Tht. sig 3pd XiSYMMOtri intakv .oneept was, seleited after a careful consider-
ation of the foregoing factors and for r~jasonN uf siieiy. With lthe pods beldow thre wing. the intakes were Subject to 't complex
flow fmetd generiited by the win-g and kbody. which varied considecrably with pitch and yaw mn %upersonic flight. Inboard pod
loc-dtionS wt%. '-1ibject to iarge va-iition', in apparent boundary lj~ci 4eptlh. while oatboird locatiuns wvere subject Worttvl
'avgi mnach number arid flow direjtion gradietits Figure it- shows one of tht earlier flow field micasure-ients to Jilustrate the

Mai!, number gradient which existed Modifiaritons to the --ving '1ower-su.La~t oolouirrs were tcnducted 'fig 17). resulting in the

iraprovenient-, -hown in ligurr 16. Ao-t'al intakeý testing showed the revised flow hld to b.e saftsfa~tory.

Simnilauly. evaluation of intake unstarl effe~t1 due to tontrol *n.~fvncjicii. engine famitreb and eirs.and external
disturbances were evaluated crn modets. illustrated in nigure ISý. fbese test-,. mt Lv'quatitioca with boundlar, layer rniisureieners,
dcfned mir~imorr. allowable pod %yxcing, intake diverter heigh.ts. and tie -iie of f-m~es r.-quiircd betwvci- nehips-ning intakes to
ennire a low probability of having one intake wistart triggir an .rnstart in an adja.enit intake.

Through-it the early configuration developmenrt%. Vi~c -clatioiiship of fthe jet plume to the horizontal tail Was Ur -- r

constant surveillance to cni.ure that no J.1s ;rsc itit, racrions (thcrnial err acrod) n~suins) -. )uld occ ur during *;ikccff rotatire, or -it

highi-alph. sipersonic ý.orKditions. Figure V) ql..-rss a hot ;--t susie) model 'n the supersonic tuninel oi.. an early configuratiop, and
figure 20 shows thern-al id.-t vbtaince -n this model -,~~~u mancuve-. load conditions.

It was als( It, tr.- that a imajor effort %~as rzqq.;ict1 ta integr-te the engine. intake, and flig"t Loritrois to meet opicrattonal
and safety constranint A prine example was the toll-yaw coupled maneuver thea w.4b induced whenever an ;ntake unstart
occurred At high supersonic speeds, certain combinations of airplane attitude and engine failare~inita.e unstar~s could result in
an unsafe maneuver, if conftrol integration was lacking- By einplay.ng intake unstart signals and nose -noonteL accelerometers to
initiate flighit control responscs, and by causing sym;-a'rftiLc restarts of opposite intitkes in the ease ot severe engine failures (~.
se~izure), unsafe maneuvers could be avoided.

Mti 3D4 tigcOC(C) 304A5 cooixe,.v.oo
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?Figue 15.-Duial Veirrus Single Pods Ficwa' 15. -Adjuste4f Flow Fields
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Figii-re 17.-Wirrg-Floa-Fielvd Modit,heauon tFigure I& -mntake iimterfew'nce Model
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The mach 2.7 cruise ýpcee4 dictatrd a mixed comprcrs-ioii ;nt.ke for effikcient operc*tccn. initially. there were a variety of

enrine offerings (dry ind ifte-burning turb-z; ts. and duct-hcating turbofans) -fith diffeniin flow Ouracteristics. A variable-

diameter ccn'ezbcy intake concept (fig. 1;) was initially chosen for its ability to match tire airflow of each engine offering.

After extensive design and Lting, ;t was found hat internal leakage and boundary la~cr biked could not be rehia~y controlled,

and a fore conventionai traim!aing centerbody desmgn was chosen for further Jevclopment (fig 22). By this time. the GE4/J5P

afterburnit.g turbojet had been selected as ti'e project engine enabling an intake design to be selected.

The maximum demand airflow for thie GE4I,15P' engir'e ts shown in figun 23. along w:ithi the aunflow supply characteristics

uf the :ransiatng centerhody intake It can be seen that translatioii uf the centerbody alone would result in airflow starvation of

the eiigine at transcoiv flight spweecs (fse to miechanical constriction. Further Complication to the .ntake, in the form of throat

dooms in the cowl, relievw j this problem. However, the loadi and weight of the tac -iirm;crt~teJ suostantralhy due to this amdded

conplexity.

The internal Plow concept of thte pod is illustrated in figure :4. which shows that a careful accourting of bled, spillage.

leakage. external by-pass, and inter-nal by-pass and coo'nig flows wi% necessary to ensuri. atmeoznmodatmon of engine flow

demands. aicenrate drag assssmms-..* idequate enviror.:;ei -.l control s~sttin heat sink. ergurgc cooling, and an oppo'-tunitý for

maximum n~zzlz performance at all operating conditioi-z.

Figure?? -Variablh Diamieter Centerbodyv Intake Figure 22.-Translethw Centerbody IntaF e
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Initially. a convergent-divergent (0-D) ejector nozzle was
employed. However, increasing concern regarding engine weigh!
and noise led to the adoption of a two--tage ejector nozzle
(TSEN). Figure 25 shows a model of this nozzle in ihe wind
tunnel. The TSEN nozzle was lighter and more adaptable to a
jet noise suppressor installition, althoiigh wind tunnel tests
showed the low-speed performance of the C4- type was

superior.

From thM" bginaing. noise control strongly influenced the
aircraft configuratioin development. as well as the pod design
and integration. Noise considerations set ihe reqwrements for
wing span. flaps, ard the use of a horizontal tail. Thc intake and
its controls were. d-signed for choked operation at part power to FR ure 25.-SST Nozzle in Tunnel

reduce forw"id arc noise influene on the community. However.
the design requirement for noise was an ever-changing target
throughout the SST prograin. in these circumstances, control of
the configuration developm., • was most diff,:ult to .sccomplish
bec•use even small changes m, a'lowable noise levels would cause
the configuration requirement to change.

Sideline noise at takeoff was a major problem, and much
of the effort to control it utas focused on suitable jet suppres-
sion and carefully selected operational procedures. lncre,,ses in
engine takeoff airflow and the addition of spade suppressors
resulted in some redution, but these improvements did not

keep up with the moving noise target. When the program was
cancelled. Boeing was developing the high effectiveness multi-
tube suppressor shown in figure 26. At that time. other nozzle/

suppressor concepts, together with major revisions to the
engine, were also under consideration for the production
airplane. Figure 26. -Tubular S, ippressor

Mattrials ano Structural Concepts

A continual evolution in technological demands occurred throughout the SST program in the areas of materials and
structural concepts. At the onset. superalloy and stainless steels were employed, and the m. or efforts were conr-rned with

environmental behavior and long fatigue life at Mach 3.0. Skin-and-stringer construction were conventional while an insulation

material was in development to provide the proper heat barrier. Commercial tife of 50.000 hours for primary structs.re adequate
thermal insulation, and suitab!e fuel tank sealant were the elusive ,oals.

At the same time. interest in titanium alloys was developing to improve airplane weight ratio and reduce aircraft cost. Sheet
titanium of the 8-1-1 ca;egory was evaluated initially. But the fractLre toughness in a salt environment (see fig. 27) of such
materials failed to fulfill the SST p•ecification. and a change was made to 6-4 titanium -s the primary structural material.

By 1964 Boeing decided to reduce the flight speed to Mach 2.7. principally to avoid the costly superalloys, and to reduce
S--sic systems. insulation, and sealin :-6.1s. It was determined also that a %tructural weight reduction of at leas, 12% would be
obtained through the use o" titanium ,- the basic structural material. Figure 28 compares tae incremental payloao increase of

the 2707-300 and several existing airc,-a € for a reduction in OEW. The SST benefits nearly twice as much as z conventional
subsonic vehicle designed to the .ame range. Further. by reducing speed from Mach 3.0 to 2.7. the payload/gross weight ratio is
improved as shown in fiure 29, principally because the fuel burned is proportionally less at the lower sp.ceds

During the pcriod from 1964 to 1967. when the heavy emphasis was on high wing-loading variable-sweep coafigurations.
titanium 6-4 was used principally in conventional skin-stringer arrangements. Body sections aso used integrally machined
components where internal loads suggested a favorable weight trade. Noncritical structural element' were composed of !-m:t-"d

use of diffusion-bonded honeycomb and polyimide-bonded honcycomb (with or %ithout polyim•ic coreL Such components as
flaps, control surfaces, fairings. and tail cone employed these honeycomb con,,po. to reduce weight aad cost. Hlowever, the basic
loads in such components were quite low, and the main unknown at that time was their r--istence to enmironmental conditions.
Testing was initiated to determine the impact ,•f environmental conditions on these materials.

The main structural design effort was concentrated on the heart of the varinble-sweep structure, the m',ltiple load path
pivot. This effort was to minimize its weight, size. and volume to take full advantage of the cambered and twisted arrow-win
configuration. Figure 30 shows a full-scale pivot being tested in a dynamically loaded environment under tiermal cycling.
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When it was finally concluded that a fixed-wing configuration was a serious contender and that low wing-loading W3,
required for low speerd, the structural requirements lit.came even more significant. The prima.-y wring strtu~ture was no longer
subjected to high end loads, and titaniumn honeycomb was used to make the wing more structurally efficient. To illustrate thc
increased use of honeycomub in primary structure, figure 31 shows a comparisoni of the equivalcnt thickness (measure of
structural efficiecry) versus panel end Iload of various structural concepts using titanium.

At first, attempts were made to use poilyimide core bonded to titanium face sheet as much as possible on the wing primary
structure, as well as for secondary structure. Wring tips and strake areas in particular were logical candidates. However. it was
foun-d from esivronmenti1 tests (I-inch ice Wils, for example. at Mach 1.2) that the polyminde bond arid core failed to meL.
spesifications. This choice of concept in primary structure gave way to a combinat~on of manufactured and weld-:d corrugatedA
core and dilfusic bou~cd honeycomb. Each of these concepts finally yielded to an alu-ninum-brazed hecnycomb as primary for
use on the potooty uc airplane. Many of these decisions were based on unsatisfactory structural component aliawables from static
and dynarmic tests which occurred prior to final sizing of the structural element&. Figure 32 A'io%-s a sample of the
alt-.mnum-brazed honeycomb constructicn, aid figurt 33 illustrates a full-scale buildup eiement as plenned for use on the
airplane. Figire 34 is a schematic of the gerieral structural system of the 2707-300 prototype.

It was planned to continue efforts on further extensive usec of honeycomb, and to introduce diffusion-bonded honeyc~omb,
with its better insulation chattacteristics, additionally, the specifications for this product werc better understood.
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Figure 32.-Brezed Tiani~um Honeycomb

Low structural wtight was paramount ir Oris (vsign. All-
out attempts at development of honeycomb of varying core
density and face sheet thickness throughout major structural
members occurred in an effort to ensure that components weri.
either load-. stiffness-, or thermal .dcsigned anu that no excess --
weight was cirrivd in a memnb-r unless a cost-effect~ive decision

coul be ade.Figure 3J.- Full-Scale Wing Panel
Cost -effoect iven-:ss was of paramount importanzc throughout design of the structiual system. To acconmmodate S1Zcn i study.

the air~raft as it finally took shape in the 2707-300. was divided into sections. Those sections iri th.- aft portion were giUven
7,re m.rdit for weight reduction than the forwa-d end. becauise an SST balance% tail-heavy, and ballast ;has requ-.-ed v~ all

pay loaJ conditions. Henc. aný weight rcdu,-tion in thec aft fuselage 0r ImpcnrAge also reduced blas reaurc~nents to m',et thre
aft Ceg loading limits for saf"ety of flipght.

Control of thre design int:_ration on the SST was seriously contest~d as changes to structural natenals arsd elements had tc
take place due to technology successes and faiiures, in thtb area. 71ms tecnts not only affected iantl weights and structural
sizing for load design elemnents, but also strongly influenced hse cfast~i. properties of the airtralt. including flutte! and its
consequences.

Stniclrural Ds nuinis, Lm'ds. and flutter The prekatais'ary design portion of any airplane program is relatively short and
doe-s ndc alwtm foaconetstuurlnayi. ossequently. for a high-performance airplane in which structural
flexibility is a prime factor, the full implication of !structural analysis at design go-ahecad is not well undcrs;-ood.

To ifluitrate thc impatt of acroelaslicit) on airplane design. ingrudients ithat go into an integrated stnictural design anasysis
must rirm be understood. Theli fundamental force- that contribut, to the icroelatit solut~on are illustrated in Iuture 35. A
dcptitted. the forvces- may c.mbinc in Jifferent w~i,.s. de~wending upon the partmcular airplane flight regime or maneuver that is
tx-eng analyzed. It i% fairly cvident tliit t'ese fotrcs and the equations rueprrcsent.ng their eise;ictton can be approximated in
isanous degrees of %ophisfikation. dcepending upon the allowable solution time zrid degrcc of an", iar~t defin-.tson avadible. In the
case of typical subsoni. aircraft with rala3tively thick high-aspect ratio winns and fuseiages wiih lowar fineness rat.os. the
structur-al approxim~ation can be representedI simply by a beam type anaiysis v -hout requisnnr detailed definition of internai
structure (see fig. 36). Thec results of this simplified analyst,. will not differ greatli' fromi final dessitr. analy-,, and ail; con% -igc to
an accptable accuracy within three or four iteratjorts.______________________________

O'.ed mo-LY,,i OILyoiAt4u( i~i
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Figure 34. -Protofyp Design Concets Sandwch
and 'n4Vr~ally Stiffenmed Stu'zcture Airure 35. -AeroCVastc Triangle
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During the design of the SST. the whole situation was found to be different. Tie low-aspect ratio wing with a 3%

thickness/chord ratio was much mom. prone to aeroelastic effects than the subsonic transports. The wing acrodynami(' force

distribution throughout the supcrsonic transport flight regime moved over a much wider range, and yet the airplane center-of-

gravity range had to be constrained within considerably tighter iimits than on the subsonic airplanes. The net effect was that

sm=l! changes in the ..-roelastic solutions caused by the incorporation of improved definition or additional test data caused major

perturbations in tl structural design cycle. To accurately represent this interplay of the acroelastic forces, a much finer grid

system employing plate analysis techniques w.is used as illustrated in the right half of figure 36.

As shown in figure 37, the interdisci,'tnary contraints increase by an order of magnitade because the effects of hydraulic

fluid ,ompliancc, control surface aid actuator deflections, as well as !he usual body. wing, and empennage deflections were

required in the analytical model. .alinear characteristics, heretofore neglected or approximated by simple corrections, the.:

became more Important and reqlired rigorous treatment Tie interfacing of the variou: technical disciplines required a

well-informed and highly integrated management organization.
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Figure. 3-Comparis-in of Subsonic/Supersonic
Structure Figure 37. -A eroielastic Cycle

The number of df--i~gn conditions was increased by the addition~ of transonic and supt -sonic loading conditions to the usual
low-speed, fLbps-•;p climb and subsonic cruise conditions. The large number of fuel tanks with hugh surface area-to-volume ratio

produced lzrgc variations in fuel mass distribution, further increa,.ing the number of flight loading conditions which must be

"-"-mined. It became apparent early in the preliminary design fhase that proper decisions could be made only after each

cor xigurauion under consideration had been tracked completely through its aeroelastic cycle intil it converged into an integrated

design, with consistent data for all subsystems. It was not the policy of the tec'inical management to release configuration

drawings until a reasnable ,oonvcrgence took place. and this could take as many as seven G% more iterations because of data

uncertainty at any giver, time. For example. on each configuration. experimvntal loads data were required from several wind

tunnel models at subsonic. transonic, and supersonic speeds for final validation of basic acrodynamic loads, after all other

elements of acroelastic solution had converged. If these experimental loads data varied significantly from the iheoretical loads,

the surctjral design and analysis cycle had to be repeated to valida'e structural margins.

Figure 38 shows a typical 1-g transonic wind tunnel loads model tinder test. The proper timing of wind tunnel model

construction and testing was a critical factor in keeping the SST program on schedule. Some of the effects of the mathematical

modeling detail which compounded the understanding of the aeroelastic behavior of the SST are identified in figure 39. As

indicated in this figure. local flexibility effects caw.sed a significant change in deflectioni along the chord line. The inclusion of

trailing-edge flexibility, for instance, had a dramatic effect on the airplane flutter speed. Figure 40 shows the magnitude of wing

and body det'ection relative to the jig shape as defined for the 2707-300 under the l-g midcruise rondition. These deflections

mutt be nccurately included when dcfinin_ the twist and camber to give maximum cruise performance.

"EFFECTS OF IDEALIZATION 25"" Two6dm ,c,-onal model "V i/

Flat s~tuctmve o
symnr~tricas structroe

-Thin dimensional model is /
Wiguaue Vitical /

Asim ati w ll src turetn ) 10"". •1 .... Fmz. grid

"--T - ov-d Fal flexlity ;-
1900 2100 2300 25M 2700

Body Fletiofn

Figure 38. -Loads Mo -el Figure 39.-Wing-Cnjise Deffection
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As was indica-ed earlier in figure 315, the. inertial forc-; pljy in important part in the acrozlastic: solution. When specifically

applied to the calculation of body loads and de;iection during a symmetrical pull-up maneuver, it causes the aerodynamic center
of the airplane to shift aft on the order of 6% of the mean aerodynimic chord a, shown in figure 41. When it is considered
that the total usefL;! range on the SST was only one-half that magnitude, it is dear hiat high staindards of accuracy and very

tight tolerance in the whole cycle are mandatory. The achievement of thtis accuracy took considerable time, annlyses. and much

testing.___________________________

f Mod ti-ise deflections
OW 482.000 lb ~ Bi 751

up Alt 64,200 it

201 M .27 !86azaml

_______81 ,-'>• fiq Wing body

aticielaA Ir elasticitycen

Af Iter a good repesntaio of th stutue flight cotos-n h i . i eoyai rushp a bee establihd
a fltte deermn,~ion~f ach ajo cofigraton as ssetial Itwasleaaedeary drin0theSSTproramtha a tifnes

analy541s of tBonzearcat nldin wing. emeng n Xl cnto sufcs wa0eesr oasr htaeut lte
magnswr aheedtrugot h lih nveo Preis 15rsetti, of the 30i. osmssa. pr ba tfns

the gubsni and superolsonic analystisotws oncesr to70 buil eaoaeFlgutrer mod Aerels'vthsaled struturali p ertis n w

Flg-spa t 2 afSa ransonic moe;fiue4 luosafullspa Modeee mdl , and fire 43.4 show$an th o empenaed Models etdo

thee a77-0 oodrepresnation Simla modelstrwetre. evluahtd contos ondther cometing ceodnfiuationrusen sihathe wind tunne testabihd
prgamute sufenteinfomaion wi ach mjrnotaviluableion timesenta.I for macmen rvewrl whdhcurid the led toronfguramtatio castfngess
tonalysiat ofluther weighrat. pencludinsg wing.eciumstnances and al ontrsidrfaes empass onesar the ture flthat aeutestn ofluther
margins wyeruner achee restictedth flight envelope. anProntestin to resetablisho firm requirements fors aded stpprutureal stiffness.I
othsequre wocads, it was deetiltoraccept adtional risk inutther2L prototphe byw leain conuepais ng ewceigt oth pof thveen iane.
This, ofleourse, ias crthea purposermnn the aipln prototype.utr nlsi ehosfr o~spc atotinu swt

Sollutinse toy Ecstructural probemsu-iaed tor flteroenalstis .. dieffectaen redleeas ig nrethses inr strenthan o tifflutess deficecis
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THlE DESIGN INTEGRATION PROCESS

From the previously related technical experiences, it must

be clear that the technical management in a high-risk technology _

design must he flexible, alert, and prepared for change. The
management process had to be understood by all to be efficient.
For example, a major decision of the techinical management
process in the SST program was to recommend a redirection of
the entire program onily 8 months after the final design process
began. This decision was not made lightly! Another equally
major, but less publai:ized decision of the SST program was to
decouple the prototype and production programs to explore
additionAi high-risk technology full scale.

The initial plan o- ::.c SST program was to proceed to Figure 40.--Empenniage Model
design and manufacture an aircraft which would be identical in_____________

every way to the proposed production vehicle. One set of tools
7;,uld serve for both vehicles. Such an approach would permit
only minor modification during flight test, and such change
cculd then be incorporated in production releases. The decision 2 0-0 W bmw..

to dce'ugn only a prototype using soft tooling, from which a 3 2
largely redesigned vehicle would follow, permitted many cost-(
saving and increased-risk concepts to be considered as a part of *

the flight test program. For example, a folding ventral hin.
incorporated in the prototype, could be removed piecemeal as
high-speed direectional stability and control were better under- -

stood from flight measurements. Similarly, wing tip evr.-nsions,
strake additions, material substitutions in wing and body sec- *

'ion, ard dlynamic ballast for flutter were all a part of the flight
test plan for the prototype.

Figure 4h.-Preliminary Designi Ftow Chart

Preliminary Design

The preliminary design process usually takes place in three distinct phases. The initial phase in a modem zircraft
preliminary design cycle is shown in figure 45. Competing concepts ame prop'jsed to and approved by a technical council of the
program. A configuration manager, w..rking with the chief technical anti project engineers, establishies a configuration layout
which is expected to mc,'t design and operational requirements. After h-wing established a layout of the interior payload system,
fuel management system, landing gear, propulsion arrangement, and 9--ncral configuration aerodlynamic- goals, a preliminary weight
and balance check is mado-. Similarly, tall and control surface s~izrg are made consistent with static stability and centrol criteria.
This aircraft is then evaluated, based on category I (pa-.metric) weights, %kith performance. safety, cost, and economics
estiniated. Several iterations of the configuration take rpace until a fundamentally acceptable design results.

Progressiwcly. -'.c design is refined against more stringent and detailed design criteria and operational constraints. Technical
and c-cnfiguratian trade studies, as well as detailed design features, are conducted to support the design evolution. To validate or
update the safety, cost, and performance estimates of the configuration, detailed dcesign analysis takes place ii' the areas of
structure (loas, deflections. sizing, dynamics, flutter, etc.); flighit controls (surface rates, hinge moments, hydraulic sizing.
aetctlastic corrections, failure mode analysis, flight envelope anaalysis. etc.). propulsion (intake analysis, airflow rnana,,cment.
thermal managrintmni. exhaust system, installation design, etc.). and category If (preliminary layouts) weight analysis.

Finally, an aeroelastic cycle analysis of the refined configuration, as illustrated earlier in figure 37. is Made. For the SST.
this process oftsen took three or four iterations to converge on a reasonably acceptable -alution for final configuration
evaluation. Actvual design drawing release took several more cycles to reach precise convergcen. During this period, major
vaolidation testing of systems and components was carried out, and several prciimimn" dtsagn reviews on subsystem design
occured.

Somewhere in this tatter cycle, the preliminary design proctss ends, and final design begins. Long lead-timec material
pcrchaso and system supplies decisions occur when efforts on other competing designs is reduced to a small levie or ceas'ed. The
precise time when preliminary design ends is never clear. Such a series of preliminary design steps took pince on niarrowing down
the SST options to the 2707-300.



DeLsign/Operationsl Requirements

Figure 46 shows certain representative SST economics design requiremerts imposed on all SST configurations to comply
with airline desires and competitive economics goalt. Figures 47 and 48 show representative SVf opera',ional and airport
requirements 3s established within Boeing, based on past asuccessful programs and government regulations.

I., was found desirable ant) necessary' to make such requiremenits as general as poissible and to constantly consult
configurtion-unique trade-study data to b-- sure that no specific requirements would place s promising configuration in jeopardy
unnecessarily. These requirements were reviewed on a continuous tasis with potential airline customers and with government
tegulatury ager~cies.

Design Criteria

Criteria for aiz-craft design can simply be expressions of the facts of nature, they may be established unique to a given
manufactu:rer's philosophy os' design; or they may be a direct translation of governiment regulations or proposed regulations
(FARs in the U.S., for example) in design commitments. No matter how the criteria are established, flight safety is pararrount.
Design life and design acceptability are other major factors in criteria selection.

Duuing the 14-year SST prognum at Boeing, continuous internal technical committee action took place on the establishment
of desi-s criteria uniquely applicable to this vehicle. Criteria documents in such areas as structural integrity, stability and
control. handling qualities, propulsion. safety. and aernynainic cleanness were developed to provide a ran-aningful set of
constraints with repect to safety, life, and operational acceptability -without subjecting the design unnevessarily to constraints
which would hamper its econo-'uic vit~bility.

Bezause design criteria tend to be highly specialized and rarely read by higher program management, the basic constraints in
each discipline were posted in the engineering workroom ind color-coded against each given configuration for Al to see. Figur
49 shows a postng for some of the objectionable flight, characteristics. For example, if a given configuration evidenced locked-in
pitchup at qt corner of the operaing envelope, under the most adverse conditicnts of weather anJ failure, it was revealed in
bright rnd so that no one could miss it; yellow meant cor'ditionally acceptable; and green indicated totally acceptable. The colcr
was assigned by the discipline technical manager and no red marks were permitted to stand. It was found that unless som'e
graphic means A~ere avaiiable to notify management of such probleams, tiey could readily be buried in the enormity of the
program. The highlighting of problem areas in this mnann-r plroved to be most useful in the preliminary design management
scheme.

In many instances, it was not easy !o put dov'n a concise Statrmtent of design criteriz Kcau!se insufficient knowledge
c'zsted. These areas were assigned to vtgo-ous analysis, and tes~s were perfo~ried to ,stablish t-*ntative criteria until a better
understanding could be achieved from subsequen! prototype flight test.

OBJECITiVES
"* Capture international passenger traf fic in 1980 decade * Comnpatstile with exist~ig FAR$

(500+ tr~taes) aNo sonic boomns ove inhabited land mauses
"* Provide airlmne operators with reasonabie return on *Cpblt og ocýsiasnfloigu*nn alr

inestmant (15 to 20r% ROll*cpblt og odSiaiU olwn igeegn alr
. Simsple f uel managemnent schenselunristricled sesing

REQUIREMENTS e Low-speed operrt-ors owuivkrnt to present-day aircraft

" DOC: mt pe ASM 30-mrinute turnaround
"* Standard fares tno surcharge) *5.0-or ag.lf

" Utitrazon: 0-12hour perday* Overall des-gn reliability > 108 hours before exttremely
"* Pzylo.d to-gross weight ratio: '-6% rt.,mot failure (systerns)

"* Worldwrde network of cry pairs _______________________

Figure 46. -Economirilh Figure 47.-Opfeational Objectives

"* Operate from existing runways I- 12.400 f 0

"* Floatatiori as good as present aircraft

" trum radiut comvp.'.ble with existing
airport taxiwayt

"* Wet suhs~uiic comriniuniy nonse stanrdards

Figure 46.-Airport Requirements Figure 49. -Flight Chairacteristics Obkechves



Eninemering Workfoom91S

Because the SSjL design embarked irto so many differenit ar-tas of advanced technology, it was essential that no discipline

be allowed to isolate itself from the other elements. A ceittralized engizietrirng control and workroomn was established during the
1968 reevaluation penod. All pertinent data were displayed on all competing c*nfigurations in one lage room. Secon~dary
control rooms -mere established throughout the program work areas for each major discipline. The system worked so well that it
has been carried into several subsequent programs within Boeing.

Figure 50) showN a view of the actual SST workroom to illustrate the posting of scft-gdules of analysis and design actiit..
Figure 51 is another vi -wy of the room to illustrate the numbzr of visibility bocards which etxisttd on such items as aerodynamic
performance. weights, propulsion, safety, and other technical data pertinent to an instantanece i !ew of program status with
respec! to competing configurations. The room, as shown, was pihotographecd dut.-ng the fin." design phase of the 2707-300

-icraft.

Figure 5? shohrs a typical 2707-300 display board of airplane peri'ormaricc. Charges to these boards were posted daily at
the discretion of the individual task manager. Figure 53 shows a typical daily oo, -.3f ',he technical concerns board, a technique
used to identify the "top !0" most critical txehnical problem areas, where schedufrs or test and analysis were usuzlly displayed
together with key comp~letion dates. Most often. the "toil 10" directed the major technical program effort during finai
configurat a- !ism-up before the design release proces bogan.

The main purpose of the central engireering workrom wJas to give technical ma-zag.-ment all1 the m~jor facts, as well =s to
provide total communications between major work elements of The program. Such a technique created a great sense of aware -.ess
as well as camaraderie throughout the huge (203i0-3000.) ctagineering work force employed on this project.

Engineering schedule maintenance was considered just at, important as technical ac;cotplishment because zny schedulesld
would me~an increazzd program nonrecurring cost. A similar color code technique was used on all schedule info~rmation wrhich
was prime to holding design release dates. Care had to be exercised not to overcontrol schedules on sceondary branches of the
engineering program. The acroelastic cycle analysis for the design provided a key schedule item. Such an analysis on this aircraft
revolved around all major disciplines and systems and involved tedious data handling betw.een the disciplines.

Figure 50. -Engineering Workrroom- View 1I-

Figure 5 1 -Epgineering Workroom- View 2

Wcij;: Contraill~anagement

Gw:zc the preliminary design process has started. most
dfcridencies in any design creep in as weight increases. These
increases are due to (1) better definition of design detail:
(2) desigr. zad jpdates: (3) criteria conflict-: (4) mater-al substi-
tutions: (5) cos-t trades: (6) m~anfacturing limitations: and (7) as
sofutions to many other unforeseen problems. In the SST
progtam. it became e mential to organize we2ight control activity
whlh weekly updates for managemenrt otf the causes for all new
wveight ckmiges. From such information. decisions couild be
made to offset nr.cight increases thirough further tra.de studies

Figure 52. -Performance Comparison and program modific;;tions.
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Figure 64. -Weight Control Rcn2m

Figure 53 -Technical Concerns-

'Laz _i _ _

Figure 55. -Strucewres Weights-

Figure 54 is ~'photo of the central, weight control room,
wherein each major subsystem was tracked separately, anti tf-e Figure 56. -Propulsion Weights
defining conditions for the Pubsystem weight were availabic for
ready review. Actual weights against assigned target weights wcel
Aiown, and a cost-effectiveness para;.. -Zer for each subsystem as
3 function of material, structural concept, complexity factoz.
and ballast sensitivity was zonstantly updated. Status of weight
trade study data applicable to the paiticular subsystem was also 1
noted on the pertinent display board. Figures 55 and 56 _______

ilustrate typical weight display -areas for the 2707-300 for thc I
airframe structures and propulsion system. Figure 57 shows a
typical summary weight tabulation against target weight for the I .,-

2707-300. The weights technology staff also managed forecast1
data on future weight trends on a weekly basis and a list of -' 'i- -
specific weight concern items, based on continual tracking of 1___
design detail throu&.out the engineering organization. Often this --- * -, -__

meant watching the detail drawings being made and debating ---

with the designer on detail. In this manner, top management -

redirection could be given on a weekly basis before design Figure 57.-Ssimrary Weight Date
details had proceeded too far.

A weight reduction task force, composed of both manufacturing and engineering personnel, was initiated at the very
beginning of the z707-300 detailed design phase-just after preliminary design was complete. Suggested items for weight
reduction were submnitted to this team daily. Trade studies were initiated which involved materials substitution, design concept
revision, rnanufacturability. and prototype cost. Sudse a task force was found to be a most valuable asset toward assurapce of
meeting nonrecurring cost coalrol.
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Design for Cost

In any preliminary design, it is essential to consider the ultimate cost of the production vehicle. The SST was no exception.F However, the cost considerations in the definition of a preproduction prototype are quite different than for a prototype from

which a production design would later take place.

!t was necessary in thr- S'-, rno-i-n to kt-v trac" of two des:gns the production airplane expected from thr pototype

goals, and the actual lard-:,iart be;ng consio,red for *,s. Throughout the prelmninary design phase, only the former, the

production goal a7rp!ane, was considered. An analysis of the market capability of each concept was made, based on the

economics evaluation of the configurations. In general, a production goal of 500 or more airplanes was conudered reasonable. It
w'-% expected that the costs to design, develop, and fabricate the production airplane would be absorbed in the first 200
airplanes. Based on an estimate of the costs incurred throughout t.e program, up to the 200th airplane, it was determined that
an average val ie in design of between 5200-S300 per pound of weight could be expended usefully to maintain a proper balance
in design fo-- ost.

A value engineering analysis was made of each configuration after the concept was generally worked out. For example,
figure 58 shows the value of structural weight improvement assigned to the 2707-300 design concept in relation to location in
the aircraft. This figure shows that. although an average of S200-.300 per pound per aircraft was a fair price, the actual value
was much higher in the empennage area, and much lower in the most forward areas of the cockpit. This gradi. nt was caused by
the fact that all SST designs tend to be tail-heavy and require large ballast to maintain proper cg spread. Such values were
assigned to all structural subsections as a .)art of detailed cost/weight saving during detail design.

Similar cost/weight trends for mechanical, electrical, and electronic systems were developed as a means for cost-of-design
control.

Other methods of value were established in terms of parts count and complexity as a means of general comparison of
designs when all other economics viability indic'tors were constant. Such analysis had a stronb effect on the final decisicn

toward a relatively simple aircraft design concept, the 2707-300.

Technical Council

All major engineering decisions were conducted through a techni-al council coinpo•.d of the director of engineering, the
chief design engineer, and the chief technical engineer. The couocl convened weekly or more oftcn as the program progressed.
Prior to such decisions, the chief design engineer conducted preliminary design reviews (PDRs) on all major subsystems on a
scheduled basis, while the chief technical engineer continually conducted detailed reviews on design crite-ia, subsystems
specifications, and design requirements. The design had to converge on these targets, or revision had to be made. 1 he technical
council. meeting weekly to reso~ve the natural conflicts which occurred, led the way to a smooth process for keeping the
preliminary design on course. All engineering personpel lnew the decision prcess. This was found to be fundamental.

Management Council

Other basic program decisions which involve cost targets and actual costs, manpower spread between engineering. operations.
finance, and program planning were reviewed weekly by a management council. Airline and guvernment reviews of program

status were conducted through this council. G,.-,era! activities between engineering. manufacturing, and outside procurement also
were reviewed by this council, which had a signi:-ant outer-loop effec on the preliminaty design as well as thm final design
process. Many other actions by this council were fundamental to the SST program but are outside the scope of this paper.

lo 00 2M01000100

k Figure 5.- Value of Weight Sa3ed Figure 59.-82707-X) Configuration
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LESSONS LEARNED

-Th: :d design concept chosen for ý'onstruction, the 2707-300 (fig 59), .vas the culmination of a series of conflicts

between performance objectives and design constraints. At the onset of the program, an attempt was made to maximize both

hj&i- and low-speed aerodynamics. As design knowledge and constraints became better understood, the importance of dynamic

loads and elasticity or stiffness of tvi.th primary and secondary structtre began to have Ls effect. These consequen•ces showed up
as increased weight to offset the initial aecodynrmic objectives.

Furtner, the attaiiurnent of peak aerodynamic performance to ensure economics feasibility of the airplane was limited by the

effect of OEW eg range and payload/cg range, as constrained by stability and control criteria for safe flight.

Every Mttempt was made to reduce load paths and to minimize the basic balance problems to keep the developing
configurations from constantly diverging.

The manufacturing cost of the airplane was found to be directly related to the same parameters which simplified the design

and reduced load paths. Hence, the final configuration was a balance of cost. technical possibility. operazior.al usefulness, and

ic;formance. No one was totally satisfied, but it was the best that could be accomplished within the constraints of technowagy,

economics. and operational requirements.

Consid-ring the size of this preliminary design effort, some Fo.itive lessons were learned, summranzed here for consideration
in high technology preliminary design planning:

a Establish total visibility of configuration alternatives as early as possible.

* Keep a constant update on the opportunities and constraints uf each configuration.

9 Post all ii-Dortant applicable constraints for review and modification.

* Continually conduct useful trades studies which influence costs. weight, and/or pefornance.

& Initiate formal weight reduction action as soon as a final configuration is selected.

* Let every member of the preliminary design team know where and how he can be heard.

* Keep a sense of urgency going on at all times to achieve greatest possible efficiency.

A second generation SST will evolve, perhaps, at some future time. If so. it is hoped that the experience gained in the

Boeing/U.S. SST effort, as recited in this paper, will prove istful.
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SUMMARY

The intensive efforts undertaken to develop an economically competitive SST stimulated new debign approaches in the areas C.f

airplane longitudinal control and stability and flight c.ontrol systems design. Extensivc researh work was conduLted to push the state of
the art as hard as possible in the development of handling qualities criteria and i, ic design evolution of the btability augmenmatwnr
systsm. The end product was a :ontrol-configured vchicle emplo)m, .nultiphl redundaat electronic stability augmtnrtation systems to
meet design 'equirementi for both normal handling qualities and mininm-safe hAndling qualities. This d,:sign approadh .ontnbuted
substantial gains in r--nge'pa3y lod capability over that attainable through tht, conventional approa, h that inhibits airplane design through
the requirement to provide inherent ae-rodynamic stability. Throughout all of the design development work the effecTs of strutural

aeroelastics on aircraft stability and cortro! played a major role in configuration design decisions. The complex engpnernng work
i.,alved in the aeroelasttc analyses paced the configuration development design -Yles and tontributed substantial', to the total
engineering costs The experience gained in these areas has identified the need fci improved qality. a•utomated aeroelastic analysis

methods to speed the design d.,velopmen: work and reduce the engineering costs and design risks.

INTRODUCTION

The preliminary design process for ctrnventional subsonic commercial jet aircraft consists of Jlosely integrated efforts in
aerodynamics, propclsion. structures, and weights analy s. This design optimrization sceks the most efficient configuration arrangement
of wing. fuselage. propulsion system, and tail surfaces. The design of the flight control system is normally an important parallel effort.

but rot essential to corfiguration integration and optimization. The role of the flight controls design team ,hanged radically from this
past practice during the Boeing SST program wvitt the adoption of the control-configured vehicle (CCV) design approach. The flight
control system became an integral part of the main iterative design loop and a determining factor in configuration arrangement.

structural weight, and aerodynamic efficiency.

The effects of structural flexibility on airplane stability and control were majot considerations that strongly influenc-d the

decision-making process, beginning with the trade studies phase -)f c•onfigurntion evaluation. This attention :ontinued through final
configuration design development. The cemplexity of the aeroclastic arnahytis produced a costly. time-.ionsuming cngincering effort

involving multiple interactions of all technic.. -'sign disciplines. The engineenng design cycle. as a result, was paced by that effort-

This pzper will discuss the factor, leading to the adoption of the CCV design approach ard the be.efits attainei. The important
role of structural aeroeiastic analysis in the design decision-making process also will be described.



DESIGN It, "At"7 %)i7 L CONTROL SYSTEM CONCIEPTS AND HANDLING QUAL.TIES CR~ITERIA

7 lie 43esir. goil )f the V-~S. s',ipersonic transport program was to develop and market an SST cunfiguration sufficiently advanced in
concept and des;,p Wo N,, ecK4nciiically competitive with the best of today's long-range commercial jet tr.nsports. This formidable goal

Fir forced iLot~-isive efforts to rec'.~ce aircraft str-uctural weight and to improve aerodynamic and propulsion system efficiency. In the area of
flight control -~ycteAns design, lae cfforts to push the state of the art as hard as possible were rewarded with impressive payoffs in
improved aiiceafli perfccir *nce. This work centered around the adoption ef the control-configured vehicle (CCV) design approach,
wherein the fL'Ipt control system was employed to stabilize as w-ell as control the airplane to effect a more efficient aerodynamic 3iid
structural veliguration

SST design scidies showed that very substantial r.eductiuns in aerodynarni. drag and structural weight could he achieved if ine aft
cener-f-ravty(cg) limit could be .biflted aft of the point required for inhcren, longitudinal stability. The configuration improvements

resulted from thc irmproved longitudinal balance situation permitted by shifting *h-- operating cg range aft. The accruing benefits were

range/ payload capabilities.

To zttain :hevi bcnefi'. , .tudizs ivr I urr-2ud to develop a stability alipientation systcm of sufficient capability and reliability toIpermit placcment of 0;i z" i; limit wAell ai' ef Ji.: stability neutral point. tlloc assig!.ing fall responsibility to the augmentation sysTem
for safe handling q~.A,- the som< *'-r, :-estarch studies we-re onented to J.-termine what should realistically co-stitute
minimum-safe dfA,' ciitcna. as well as crel-.-iu t. 4. -vein the good handling qalities required for normal operation.

RanR-~,i d benefits Achieved ThTough H~are SASI The flight control system studics evolved z ý,incapt called Hard Stability Augmentation System (HSAS) because the system
-,i~biity approached that of hard structure. 11's ;,as achieved orimarily throigli design simplicity and system redundancy. The HSAS

was an independent augmentation system einpioyed to back up the basic Electronic Command and Stability AL-glnentation System
ECSS). Both HSAS -and ECSS were qu-ad-redurndar.t The ECSS was a sophisticated system tailored to achieve ex.cellent handling

quliýthroughocut the flight envelope, whereas tlic IiSAS was rt quired to Provide only a conservative level of safe hatidting qualities in

Vic temote event of inc, erable ECSS. The total sytea-n tervabiliiy achieved with ti~s approach permitted the SST to evolve as a CCV
design. employini, au~n-aniation in the longitudinal axt: it i;.aintain safe flying qualities.

The incoi peration of HSAS allo-Aed an improved Lzmfigration arrangement from the standpoint of aerodynamnic and structural
efficie.r-y 1 he integration of wing, nacdiles. and fuselage iwas mi;.ated by the consideration of supersonic cruise lift/drag ratio (LID) and

structural efficiency, This configuration arrangement placed the
enigine rizceelles far aft undei the wing to achieve "favorable"

tconfim;rhueton with Lm~atinerferen^.ý. The longitudinal baance and instability problems
V'JithHSAS r-:-v.,d by the far aft location of the engine class were alleviated

Without HSAS c'y ih: HSAS, which permnitted a shift in the opo-ational cg range

- '~ wing root c~ord (CR) aft of the point required for ir.herent

Confiuratin VýA of,) stebility. Figure I compares the HSAS SST con-
wihufSS4vir, size figwa~t,on with a more conventionally balanced airplane having

mtotHSAS lthe aft : ,:nit it the static neutral point, 52%l CR. The 5% aft

1- in. limits 57% C-R Prssr/'ukha shift !e, ;Pt- liemit )f 37%~ CjR. made possible with the incorporation

- ~of KAF placed the aft cg limit closer to the cg of the basic
aif-' ,) 'moulsion system combination (QEW cg), thus easing

Figue 1 -Imactof ard AS n Cfifiuraionthe balance problem. The payload cg covld then he shifted aft,
Figue 1-Impct f IlardSASon onfiuraionsince forward payvload location was no longer required to balance

a far aft QEW cg. This permitted an aft shift of the body on the wing and elimination of excess body length previously required for

balance, resulting in a reduction in body length of 150 inches. Thc shortened fore body and the la-ding gear relocation aft coincident
with the rebalance allowed a reduction in vertical tail size and a reduction in the landing gear length required for ground clearance. These
configuration changes. plus scme additional mninor s*stem revisions and a reduction in maneu-er tai! loads. w~imrnated in a total weight
saving of about 6000 Ilb. Significant drag reductions also resulted Standlard pius 8oC day

from the reduced surface area and improved trim drag situation. 750. 000 ~bMTW Airplane aith HSAS-7
Substantial performance improvements accrued from the weight 48,9% t'rattidmt Kn;AS:.znd drag reductions. The most significant gain resulting from 30: Naspyod oati
adoption of HSAS was a range increase of 225 nautic.1l miles. wtI1d LW9_ -?t~ IA
Figure 2 indicates the magnitude of the payload/range trades Ib
involi~ed with this increased range capability. It is apparent that in
order to achieve the same range as the HSAS airplane, the airplane 25nrit -

without HSAS rrust reduce its payload about 30%_ References I
and 2 discuss the design evolution of the HSAS airplane and Paris-fNow '(oh 3700 nmi -4

describe the flight control system and stability augmentation Re
systems in some detail. Figure 2. -Pa yloati, g'en~ weefits of HSAS
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Engineering Costs Associated With the CCV Design Approach

These impressive gins in range and payload were not achievve withoi-t an equeUy impiessive in:.crease in flight control system

costs over tl'ose of current jet transports. For example, estimatud total production costs of the SST flight control avionics systems

were approimately double those of the Boeing 747, considering the 747 fully equipped with inertial navigation and Category Ill
fail-operative autoland systems. This, however, is not an unm asonable cost increase in terms of percentage Uf total airpuane cost;

total flight control system avionics costs were estimated to approach 2.5% of the projected airplane selling price for tnt SS,'. This is

about the same percentege of airplane price as the 747 systems.

"Thr CCV approaLh to SST long;tudinal balance and flying qualities had major impact on the aircraft design develtlpment

engineering effort. In this new environment, the flight control staff became a major elemntnt in the configuration team, with a

greatly expanded role in the design iteration process. It became necessary to include flight controlh in the main iterative loop along
%rith ae.odynamics, structures, and propulsion staffs. The engineering burden was greatly increased in the flight controls arra as a
result of expan~ded analyses requirements and demands that paced the configuration development cycle. Whlec conventional 14rcraft

designs not relying on augmentation for safe flight can be synthesized with stability and control analyses cf relatively few flight

conditic.as, the supersonic CCV requires greatly expanded analysis. The number of light conditions requiring detailed aeroeTnarnic

stabilty analysis increased over tenfold for the control-configured SST compared to conventional subsonic jet analysis. The depth of
analysis also increased greatly due to the magnitude of the acroelastic effects and the vital concern vith aerodynamic and sy ntem

nonlinearities with regard to assuring safe control of the unstable vehicle.

Data production and engineering analyses became highly con.puterized to krep pace with the engineering design cycles. Digital

computer programs were designed to permit development of a complete synthesis of a proposed stability augmentation system on a
2-day turnaround basis. This effort involved the analyses of a- many as 100 flitht conditions. The role of flight simulation was a.so

expanded greatly. The simulator became a primary design tool as well as an analysis or evaluation device, since the test results tere

crucial to configuration design decisions.

Engineering costs multiply rapidly in a number of areas when the CCV approach is adopted. Engineering manpower, computer

resources, wind tunnel testing, and flight simulator testing all _xpand greatly over those required for more conventional design
approaches. Scope of the increased engineering problem is illustrated by the increase of SST over 74? engineering des•" staffing

requirements of nearly threefold in the critical areas of aerodynamic stability and control and electronic tlight control systems.

Longitudinal Stability Achieved Through Hard SAS

High reliability was achieved for the HSAS through design simplicity, component quality, design installation quality, and the
employment of multiple, redundant independent channels. To keep the s*stem simple, minimum demands were placed o.u HSAS for

augmenting airplane handling qualities; the design requirements
stressed the provision of a conservative level of minimum-safe

8 Minimum safe flying qualities, rather than the development of good flying

.................... boundary of qualities, the latter being provided by the ECSS. Criteria for
Pilot rating 6- pilot rating scale minimum-safe handling qL Jities were developed primarily

((1pm sea-.l }through a program of extensive flight simulator testing. The
4 •

criterion that guided the HSAS design concerned itself with the

2 ability of the pilot to handle divergencies in pitch attitude or

speed due to instabilities in the longitudinal axis. An example of

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 the SST research to determine a minimum-safe criterion appears
Tim to doub;e amplitu le in figure 3. which shows the relationship between the pilot's
of unstable root

evaluation of longitudinal handling qualities and the time-to-
Figure 3.-Pilot Rating of Longitudinal Hadlirg Qualities for double amplitude of the unstable root in the three-degrees-of-

Unstable SST Configuratifi freedom longitudinal equations of motion. The curveu. line on

the graph summarizes the mean pilot rating as a function of time-to-double amplitude as obtained from various experiments on

fixed-base simulators, moving-base simul.tors, and variable-stability aircraft. This work showed that pilots could safely control the

airplane with time-to-double amplitude a% low as three seconds. This is indicated on the graph by tVe pilot rating 6Yz intersection
with the curve. At pilot rating 6%, the aircraft handling qualities are objectionable, but the pilot can still retain safe control of the
airplane. The HSAS design criterion. hewever, w-s selecred as 6 seconn to double-amplitude to provide a comfortably safe margin

for comr'crcial aircrtft design and operatioil.

To gain further perspective of the airplane longitudinal stability a, ligmented by HSAS. fVurc 4 relates the aircraft stability

levels with and without HSAS to the aft cg lmits. The maneuver poin -fined in terms of neutrally stable !hort-period motion
(with spee' constant) is shown plotted versus mach number as a shaded band for the -mgmented airpl•te. The airplane stability

defined L.l this mani1.er is distinctly apparent to the pilot in terms of pitch rate response. For the most jitical flight regime (landing

approach), the effective maneuver point with HSAS operating is over I% CR aft of tne aft cg limit. The more critical criterion,

however. is tire three degree-Af-freedom criterion requiring the time-to-double amplitude of the unstable root to be not less than
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Maneuver75 Mpoint laneuve r -Maneuver point with 6 seconds. Figure 4 shows the cg at which time-to-double ampli-

-•ap h kg- . ..7 .... SAS imb weight uode of the unstable mode equals the 6-second criterion for the

,', with SASe critical landing approach task with HSAS operative. This cg is/ --. operatngspeeds 58.5%CR at the normal landing speed for maximum design

ro c65hord! nSpS landing weight (147 kn) and is 62%CR when the landing

Percent / -Avg maneuver point no HSAS approach speed is increased 20 kn to '57 kn. This shows an
root chord ormal cg range additional bor.us provided by the HS'tS: if necessary, the

% Gl cfo cruise airplane can be operated safely with HSAS through the subsonic

C=g where time to double regime to landing without moving the cg forward of the machS55r- LVap• 147 kn amplitude of unstable

-Va•p 167 kn I root - 6 sec with HSAS. 2.7 nominal cruise cg range.
1 landing approach

50---0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 3.0 The approximate maneuver points for the unaugmented
Mach number airplauie are also shown in figure 4 tw provide an indication of

Figure 4.-Effect of HSAS on Longitudinal Stability the stability benefits achieved by the HSAS.

Determination of Aft CG Limits and Horizontal Tail Sizing

Development of the hardened stability augmentation system permitted a different approach to establishment of the cg limits
and horizontal tail size. With inherent natural !ongitudinal stability no longer a requirement for establishing the aft cg limits for the

unaugmented airp ne, the paramount considerations became (1) the provision of adequate control capability at forward and aft cg
limits and (2) the provision of acceptable handling qualities when operating in the HSAS mode as defined by the divcjrgence

criterion.

Evaluation of the design concept proposed for HSAS indicated that provision of acceptable flight charact-astics in the HSAS

mode would probably not be the determining factor for aft cg limit. Instead, lotigitudinal control was the apparent design constrain!
for both aft cg limit selection and for horizontal tail sizing. With

the stabilizing benefits of the HSAS, it was possible to push the Aigchf attck-N. j.-Full nosd
aft cg limit aft beyond the static longitudinal stability neutral H/te = 159/250
point (into the unstable regime) to the point where nose-down C limit selected
control became critical at high angles of attack. This is illus- Alpha for to provide adequate
trated in figure 5, which shows typical low-speed stability and Vmin dem, control for dynamic

control in terms of pitching moment versus angle of attack and Trim a;pha Unstall recovery

also shows the selection of aft limit as the most a,t cg at which Unstable gradient

full nose-down control will still provide adequate con::ol far Trim 6H/he--•

recovery from high attitudes or stall. - Nose up Nose down-

Pitching moment (aft cg limit)

The establishment of horizontal tail size and cg liraits

evolved through an iteration process involving examination of Figure 5.-Aft Cg Limit Selection, Subsonic
high-attitude nose-down control requirements at aft cg limits and nose-up control requirements at forward cg limits. Horizontal tail

size was select-d to match equally the control power requirements at forward and aft cg timits. This is illustrated in the tail sizing
diagram of 5igure 6. The most critical nose-down contrd

Tail size required vs cg for: requirement at the aft cg limit was met with the tail operating

Landing control Nose-up at its maximum lift (up-load); and the most critical noe-upS"" V I ,-Takeoff rotation• control
Tail - Stall recoviry, nosetdown control control requirements at the forward cg limits were met with the

tail operating at maximum attainable down-load. This design

Aft eg limit approach achieved absolute minimum tail size within the con-IAft el limit straints imposed by the selected design criteria.

tail volume0 • ani •-T.•.keo '." The forward center-of-gravity limits for landing considered

limit forward severe turbulence and wind shears i:n the final approach to
eg limit Desired g landing. The landing Mart. criterion is shown in figire 7.

range for loading Through a series of flight simulator experiments, a critericn was
Center of gravity developed to relate pitch attitude acceleration requirements to

Figure 6.-Tail Sizing and Cg Limits Determination the incremcntal lift or sink produced by Wne control input. The

graph shows the acceptable boundary of pitch attitude accelera-
tion versus the incremental normal acceleration (g) produced by t]:_ pitch control input. A negative value of g indicates the sink

pioduced with contro! input. For example, short-coupled aircraft (such as tailless aircraft) generate relatively large sinking forces
with pitch control input, relative to the nose-up control moments produced. T'he boundary then establishes a need for increasing
pitch attitude acceleration for the more short-coupled aircraft. The relatively long tail arm afforded by the small aft :ail cgntrol of
the SST produced relatively large nose-up control moments with very little neative g sink, thus requiring rather minimal pitch

acceleration capability.
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.4• The ,.uove discussions summarihe briefly the airplane design

canstrainrts imposed by stability and control criteria developed

.2 for the SST. Additional concerns that face the designer of a

control-configured vwhiclk. of this tipe are the irteractions c.f

10 I I the flight contiols with the low-frequency structural modes of
0 4 6 8 10 12 the aircraft. As the basic aircraft becomes more unstable, aa g) - ,, (deg/sec2  higher augmentation gain will be required to provide satisfactory

1g 2 lab"e"• handliiig quallites. The low frequency Irtactura! modes will[ Ur-Unacceptab• lo impose gain limitations beyond which a structural mode can no
.4 longer be gain-stabilized. If phase stabilization of the first one

or two 5tructural anodes is employed, it will still be nezessary to

-.6'-- gain-stabilize t ýome higher mode. Thus, the low fre,.aency

"Figure 7.-Landing Longitudindi Control Requirements struclural in Otes irposeJ corqtrainrs on the degree w airca7qt
instability !hat couid be compensated by the simple, fixed-gaia

augmentation system selected for the HSAS. The status of tht. engineering analysis at program termination indicated that the ssr
control system was closely approaching these design limitations. In the final analysis, the uimitations on HSAS gain imposed by the

structural modes would probably have approached closely the limitations imposed by the -elected airplane controllability critem,.

previously illustrated in figure 5.

THE ROLE OF AEROELASTICITY IN CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

The structural flexibility of the airframe as it impacts aerodynamic stability and controllabihly was a major design
consideration for the supersonic transport. The long, slender fuselage and the thin higbJy swept wings that typify SST configurations

are particularly sensiti-ie with regard to the effects of aeroelastic deformations under load. The problem is further compounded by

the relatively soft struclural design (low structural load factor, 2.5 g limit) and the high mach number, high dynamic pressure

operational environment. The severity of the aeroelastic effects on stability and control can become a goverming facto: in the

configuration-design decisior process. Unfortunately. the complexity of the aeroelastic problems with the multiple interaction of

technical design disciplines does not lend itself to rapid solution, and the analysis can well become a pacing item in the airplane

design cycle.

The discussions herein extend the material of Part I to cite some specific examples of aeroelastic effects on SST stability and

control and emphasize the importance of providing h qh z3za!ity analysis compatible with rapid engineenng design cycling.

Structural Flexibility Effects on Aircraft Stability

As previously discussed. the determination of the operating cetter-of-gravity range is 'i particularly critical desgn Prubltnm for

SS T configurations. The design considerations involve the riovision of adequate longitudinal stability (whether by natural or

artificial means), provision of the best possible trimmed LID ratios over the normal operational en,,.lope. arid the provision of

payload- and fuel-,'ading management that are compatible with airline operation. The problem of cf range determination is

compounded by the wide-ranging effects of mach number and structural flexibility on longitudinal stability and control

effectiveness. The sensitivity of trimmed LID and safe--ontroi margins to cg location makes it imperative that the longitudiiial

s:ability predictions be accurm!e af',d that cg management be precise throughout the flight envelope. For example, the 300-foot long

U.S. SST 2107-300 was designed with a cg range of only 2 feet at takeoff and. through management of fuel usage. moved the cg aft

about 4 feet from takeoff to the beginning of mach 2.7 cruise and there mainmained the cg without 1• foot cr the optimum cg for

cruise.

The effects of aeroelasticity on longitudinal stability are strongly dependent on wing pianfk The upper half of figure 8

shows that for a variable-sweep arrow-wing configuration the aeroclastic effects completely dominate the mach effects on

aerodynamic center shift. The upper portion of the rigure Arow wing,

compares the maneuver neutral point variation with mach ap 'van Mile

number for a rigid arrow-wing airframe with thi- flexible ailrlane 70 i ý4z7
maneuver points at VMO (maximum operati, speed) and VD JX , ':

(maximum dive speed). Whereas, the rigid neutra. points move 9" neuve' . o

sharply aft with mach number, the aeroelastic cw..o ire nutrail points
and cg limits . -. "

destabilizirg to such an extent that the high mach number in percent of 70 Delta wing

stability is actual.y less than the subsonic stabilitv. Th.:z. ihe .*;.,ence chord 6

airplane design would call'for 1 fuel management system that 60I
provides for forward cg movement as mzch number is increased. SO
as shown by the suggested aft cg limit line. In contrast to this,

ta0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5the lower portion of the figure sows that the delta wing 0 0.5 ii.h number
configuration is dominated by mr.ch effects, the acroeclasticasticityonLongirutinMStability
effects on stability being quite si)am and in this case slightly

stabilizing. Thus. it is necessary to sl ift the cg aft as mach number increases. in order to mauntam optimum aerodynamic efficiency.
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Ant example of the nature and the sevrrity of acroelas'ic effects czr. be seen in a variable-sweep-wing coirdigutation employing a
canard surface to increase the longitudinal control and trim capabilities throughout the flight envelop~e. For tnis concept, the
magnitude of the ae.-oelastic uffects on longitudinal stab~ility introduced by the canar! proved to be a prohiblt've risk from tile
standpoint of airplane stability and control.

,-Light iuselage load reative to lift load The shape of the dlastic aizplane is a function of the
ui hg normal acceleration (canardlforebody itrcino h tutrlfeiiiy h a3 n h

WM@lift effects dominate)ineato ofte tcualfebiite sadth
at n =1.0 g-r..,.>- litn sufc Pirloads. Figure 9 indicates the nature of the aeroelast-cecffects

on longitudinal stability for thre canard configuration. In mnaneu-
vering flight, thc aerodynamic lifting forces acting on tf.e

-.... ~canard, forebody, and forwar-d inboard wing surface Area tenC
to bend the forebody upwards. The mpss effects of the loaded

"meay fVu'ez.e 14Wd ,latve to lift load body (structural weight plus pay~oad) prrduce a counter down-
high, normal acceleration (mass effects
domitiatul ward beriding tend-ricy. When iiwe fuselage loading is Light

relative to the lift loading, the lift effects domin~ate, resulting in
figure S -Aeroela.-tic Effects of Canard 'a Maneuvering Flight upward bending of the foreboly. 11his is destabilizing since the

upward bending induces add~tiznai angie of attackc and addi-
tional eOfting force., thus shifting the effective aerodynamic center forwaard. When the Fuselaje loading is heavy relative to the lift
loads. the mass effrt' dou.,,i-te, bending thc forebody downward in a stabilizing direction.

Figure 10 shows the magnitude oi the aeroclastic lift and mass effects for a long slender variable-swoep SST configuration
employing a forward canard trim and co-itrol stuiface. This part:zular analy!Fis is for mnaneuvering flight at mach 1.2 and shows the
effects 'f aeroelasticizy on the canard contribition to longitudinal stability. T~he incre~iiental aeroteastic maneuver nazutral-point
shifts due to the canard are plotted versus flight dynamic lOtD nria olief effects
prevsure. For reference magnitude, the total center-of-gravity AfO Miocd 1.2 art416.tAi.b
ra-nge is show.n a, 3-Y2% reference chord (root wing chord, 9

!58 feet). The incrementJ aeroelastic lift effects are, separated i' inertia reiefal effect

from the incremental in=s or innial relief effects to shv lan@~iuna Q+ ..er e "' 6 00l
79 .'N tet effect

clearly the relative magnitudes. The pure atroclastic lift effect .-outral pc~int Mi 4'I ý.t 416,*M) lb
(massless airplane) is seen to be strongly destabilizing: at 7iif 0d12 toMt b~coaard, 100
maximum dive sreed, the neutral point is shifted forward 20% Peren 0 12o00
reference chord, or almost six times the entire cg range. Counter root diord 8 nam' Ml~Crmtirs. U 001:f2 )
to this, the incremental inertia relief or mass effects are scen to Lift ieffects

Vdem Vrbe strongly stabilizing, shifting the maneuver point aft 27% CR ccMals
at a gross weight of 416,000 pounds ard 2 1%CR at a gross Fwdfj airplane
weight of 605,000 pouids This variation with cross weight
results from the fact that Ut ligrnter gross weights the mas Figure 10.-Effect of Aeroelast.city on Canard Contribution to

2effects are more dominant, since a given incremental change in Longitudinal Stability in M &etivering Flight
angle of attack produces more load factor at light gross weights
than at heavy gross weights The itez aeroclastic effects (combining the lift and mass effects) ar,, found to he stabilizinge. That is,
;ompared to the rilod airframe with canar-ý, the flexible a~rrame maneuver points are, shifted aft due to the flerot.1stic effects
induced by the canard.

The risks associated with prczisc longitudinal balance of the flexible canard airplane are cleanly evident here. First, the ability
to balance the airplane precisely within a 3-ýi% CR cg range is questionable when the canard ateroelastic effe--tts alone are betwveen
five and eight times the magnitude of the entire desigr cg range. Second, the variation o"... aeroelasic manev ter point shift due to
the can~ard is a strong furction of gross '=cight, for ihis condition, this variation exceeds the cjg range 5y a fa--tor of two for Uwe41its
.anging front initial climb to final descent. keference. eetails these 551' design experiences with th- canard configuravion.

A~n additional area of concern is tihe provision 3f adequate directional stability. A well known characteristic of supTrscnic
aiicraft is the deterioration of directional stability with angle of attack at high mach numbers. This problem, is comnpounfed for

M*ct 2. m Load factor. 2 g long, slender, flexible aircraft by the actoclasic losses in

.006r --*-Co.Nete tigd SST stability suffered from the bending under side loads of the aft
- Elastic body and vertical fin. Figure I I shows typ,,al SST diretionalZ[ ~elloss stability and aeroelastic effect'ý at the maximum operational

0,C Copd lsi S speed, VMG. at msch 2.7 for maneuvering Ilight at a load factor
flllT~t 02'- Sideslip anle 0 (dkg) of 2 g. Here we see a 75% reduction in dire.tiorWa stability due

coitfcint -'00--Rigid SST wing to aeroelastic cffects, the main tource cf the problent be-ing the
I, .004 i, Ehitic SST wing~ body large loss in the stability rinpt o1 the vertical fir.. Stabilty

.0- lstcls problems of %his magnitude iimpact the airplatne design process
-. 00 ss unST i severely in the areas of structures and ilight control systems,

-.101. where new design approaches are necessary to .zvoid undue
Fepvre If I-Ffffsxt of Aeroelasticity on Directional Stibirity penalties to airplane structural weight and aerodynzatic drag.
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Structurpl Flexibility Effects on Aircraft Control

The aircraft designer has long been plagued with the problem of loss of aerodynamic control effectiveness due to structural

flexibility. This has been a dominant consideration on transonic military aixtraft, and the current generation of i1,,bsonic cruise
commercial jet aircraft have typically experienced a marginal situation with regard to providing sufficient high-speed effectiveness for

. Mcontrol surfaces such as outboard wing ailerons. The problems

.are more acute for supersonic L'ansports which c.erate over a

.8 much greater range of mach numbers and dynamic pressures.
Typically, trailing-edge controls outboard of mid-span are of

Elastic/igid .6 little use as primary flight controls at other than low-speed
OffacseNOSS. conditions. Figure 12 shnws the losses in lateral control effec-

IC R 4 Soer/slot/door tiveness that are typicel for a delta wing SST at transonic

speeds. For this particular design case, the consideration of
.2 lateral control elastic effectiveness played a major role in

VmoVd configuring the wing trailing-edge flap and control systems and

0 20 40&-,00 800 in the selection cf the proper combination of controls to
Dynamic pressure, q {psf} achieve good, coordinated lateral control response. The inboard

Figure 12.-Effects of Aeroelasticip, or flaperons maintain effectiveness to speeds beyond VD; however,
Lateral Control Effectiveness at VD thY hjave lost 87% of their rigid effectiveness. The

spoiler/slotr/oor controls, being located we.! forward of the trailing edge and relatively closer to the wing elastic axis, suffer low
torsional losses and thus maintain nearly 50% effectiveness at VD. Thus, a combination of inboard flaperons and spoiler,slot/door

controls w-u selected for the higa-speed roll control s*stcln. The outboard flaperons suffered extreme losses in effectiveness at

speeds well below VMO and thus were restricted to low-speed operation.

Similar data are shown in figure 13 comparing tail elevator

aeroelastic effectiveness with an all-moving (slab tail) hornontal
tail control. The elevator control is seen to lose about 80% of

its effectiveness at VD, wheress the slab tail maintains about 1.0 Mah .1
45% of its rigid effectiveness. Wlen we further consider that the

slab tail is !,everal times as effective as the elevator when E.8 - Slab tail control

compared on a rigid basis, we are led to select the slab tail for OEicriiled .6F

high-speed control. R
-Mi6  mb A- or

A fincl example of the important role that structural .2 f lvator control-

flexibilit. plays in stability and #.ontrol analyses is shown in [ Vmo Vd
figure 14. Here we see the pronouncea effect of aeroelascics on 0 200 400 600 80O 1000

the design hinge moments for an all-moving horizontal tail Dynamic prtsso, q (psf)

control. At the ransonic design coisdi.cn, !.5 load factor at

maximum operating tpeed, tnt. structural deformazion of the Figure 13.-Effects of Aeroelasticity on

slab tail resulted in a predicted 60% rednction in required Longi:udinal Control Effectiveness

control design hinge moment. This demonstrates the profound

effect that aeioelastics can have in a critical area of fight
Dsign condition control system design. %here the determination of hydraulic
Mach 1.2 at system power requirements is a vital decision impacting flight

spe ed/ /'R/it safety as well as air,.raft weight and performance. The quality of
Reqred [ Rio the aeroelastic analysis itself thus becomes a dominant concern

momoont 0 when specifying flight control system design requirements.
(millia"

tn. vm The Aeroelastic Design Cycle

2l/ -- eign conditon" "The foregoing examples highlight a few of the stability and

•1.0 2. 3.0 control design areas that are critical from the stndpoint of

M iowen toed factor {g} structural flexibility effects for a supersonic transport. These are

,Pirwre N. -Effect of Aeroelasticity on straightforward exnaipics with application to e 'he7 the CCV or

Horizontal Tail Hinge Moments conv-ntional stable vehicle design approach. For the CCV design
approach, flight controls awe used to an unprecedented degree

for air;.aft performance improvement, and the aeroelastic analyses assume further !mportance in the assurance that the flight control

sy-stcm !s dynamically stable and compatible with the aircraft structural properties. The aeroelatric analysis, thus. takes on a vital

new role in the design of a control-configured supersonic transport, becoming a key demert in the configuration design cycle. Major

configration design Iecwons such as placement of the wing on th'. boJy. determination ef the operational center-of.-gravt range,

the location, ;ize and geometry of the tail surfaces, the type, size. location, and power reqitrements for flight conzrcl sufaaes, and

the tyftc and weigh! of various .tructural areas are paced by the engineering efforts involved in aeroelastics analy.



In the U.S. SST program, the entire aircraft design developmeat process became paced by the aeroelastic design cycle. This
design cycle is a cormplex process involving tlie interaction and integration of all of the technical design disilns A pioper
discussion of this element of aircraft preliminary design would constitute sufficient material for a complete paper in itself, and thus
will not be attempted herein. However, a very bsief discussion will prciride some insight into the importance of this =ra in the
Jesign process.

Figure !15 presents a greatly conder~sed description of the aeroelastic detign cycle, showing only the basic interactions between
the structural analysis and flight controls/stability arid contrul cisciplin--s. The eqt~ally critical design cycle work of the othc!

Theoreticall atlainr de.i

Ajsau fexibledesrbtioesne iability and slvto4beh
3a~~n sabiit cntrl xfcecontrol structuralm en

Ure Update arplais
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objective dtilnes flotte stability
a ndst~ criteriaie t e itn m oelop es ts z ng_ :
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for str-c~tal alowabim lfitsty demo /
fuel~~~anfy~ anandadZwuolSzn

SubtatbsitVi ncyce %so%

FiA"W1-Fih Cotanti oan Srnbiica'Staf a nndcinsi Aeroe asic~ l Deslwgo Cyclew

aonrol onr.,ino: so .Thcopletge dnoýf-esign cyce onisefits othingred osisofand cofnthrse dtscatple oqi nate vnit
a omle uplyan enan ssemofanlsi e t. robsedevlopet anst SecAio making

c Dtei. thercmnigrtndeniin sab'zne- ~;Rw stmue Upight, jandpstanefrmtepliiry siatsoth

Fhsatvt ig bd and f tsizes

cund ct u arl e reeac dpaes.if flttriil Slightacniin sdtedge fbneiatt forom stbliyagmnaio r

flute aerodynami conro lesl required.ni

raqured o supor.the nitil asessmnt o stailit endconteri.desin lods, nd fitte statlit.lThtstailitu andcontol efort

clcin ths hae oti he onitdinag1 balunce estmts monigur the tai g and ll control ufcs n eeo h nta ein
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of the stability augmentation and flight control systems, including identification of SAS gains, authorities, control laws. control
surface deflection ranges, rates, and power requirements. The technical data base for this phase of the stability aid control analysis
is provided by wind tunnel testing and aerodynamic theory. The stability ýnd control work is supported by the Atructural analyses
that provide the effects of structural flexibility on the ,terodynamic deriva.ives and dLvelop the distributed mass aeroelastic effects
for the range of airplane loadings calculated ove. the flight envelope. A detailed modal representation must also bo includcd, if
active controls are to be employed for stabilizat:on of an otherwise unstable veitcle, or for structural load alleviation or ride
qualities improvement

If the preliminary design phase is successful in convergirg on a workable airplane configuration, the design cycte continues into
a configuration validation phase. This is a complex design iteration process involving structure resizing, weight-and-balance
adjustments, aerodynamic modifications, and adjustments to the configuration and systems to meet design requirements and
optimize the overall configuration. This process is a continual exercise in adjustment and compromise as model testing and analyses
provide further understanding of the design changes necessary to assure substantiation of aerodynamics, structural, and control
system stability. Throughout this dedgn iteration process, the flight control system design plays a crui.al role in the configuration
development. Since the tontrol system is being eriployed to stabilize as well as contro! the vehicle, the limits of control
system/structural dynamic stability must be established with accuracy. The final phases of the design cycle provide detailed
configuration and systems definition and design validation required to proceed with confidence into the o'rcraft detailed

esign phase.

The entire design cycle described in the foregoing and shown in figure 15 w'ill require anywhere from 12 to 24 months,
depending on the complexity of the aircraft configuration, the assigned manpower, test facilities scheduling, and degree of
computerized analysis in each technical discipline.

Current research efforts within industry and government are striving to speed the airplane design process through the
development of computerized preliminary design systems. These programs can be extremely effective in streamlining the preliminary

design process and are already in use throughout the industry.
Thare is. however, a very real problem tlat is not receiving
sufficient research attention at *his time: that is, the quality of

0 T the aeroelastic analysis is severely lacking in critical design areas,
-,. - -,,[ r /particularly for supersonic aircraft. The critical design areas for

aircraft stability, controllability and structural loading usually

I_/, Experiment! occur at c.)nditions of high load factor and involve controls
q/ deflected through large angles. For supersonic aircraft, the

I I Idesign conditions usually fall within !he transonic area, where
0.913 samsan V considerable uncertainty exists regarding aerodynamic flow

-3 - ......1 - ! characteristics. These flight conditions involve nonlinear aero-

0___ - dynamic effects such as shock-induced boundary layer separa-
tion. vortex flows, and airfoil pressure limiting. Under these

- _ ]conditions, our basi- aerodynamic analysis :ool. linearized

/ / I/, theory, is not satisfactory An example of this is seen in
,/ figure 16. which presents a simple comparison of measured

.2 pressure distribution with that predicted by linear theory for
o~s IV Ithe rigid delta planforma SST horizontal tail at 0.95 mach. For.31J this case. the tail ,Am down-loaded substantially with a tail

0lrading-e~dge-down inci&,.nce of 10* and elevator trailing-edge-,up

deflection of 17.5' Considerable difference is seen betwee-n the
z:---theorticaland expecrimtntal pressure distributions. particularly

over the aft portions of the airfoil near the elevator hinge line(about 75% chord).

0.2 m tA program is needed to develop and verify methods of
-3 predicting stability and load distribution of elastic airplanes

0.ordwil4 position. We where the flight conditions involve transoi ic operation, high
angles of attack, ane large control deflectii ns where nonlinear
aerodynamic effects predominate. A worthwhile effort would

Figure 16.-Predicted vemus Experimental Rigid Pressure involve a coordinated program of aeroclastic model testing and
Distributions for SST Horizontal Tail at pressure model testing to develop empirical corrections to be
MachO.95. With TlDef/ected 10 Loadiog Edge applied to aerodynamic influence matrices develoird with
Down and Elevator 7.5" Trailing Edge Up linearized theory

An obvious conclusion of the Boeing SST development work is tl--t any coming generation of supersonic cruise vehicles will
rely on electronic flight control sybtemns to an unprecedented degree for stabiliza'ion. load alheviation, and ride quality
improvements. Research to improve tha quality and speed the completion of the aeroelistic design cycle is sorely needed. This work
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will assuredly be rewarded with substantial payoffs in reduced engineering costs and risks and in improved aircraft safety,

performance, and economics.
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The paper draw:n on B.A.C. experience 3f national and international aircraft development
programmes in an amilysis of trends in total Cost of Ownership of combat aircraft.
This Life Cycle Cost analysis in related to the Air Force budget, and some wsys are
considered by which Industry, PIroLurement Agency, and Air Force might alleviate the
rising cost of Air Force operations.

Introduction

Figure 1 illustrates the extensive Fig.1 ORS1 NIRCAFT COnPORAbIN
background of experience on which BAC can VILTARY AIRCRAFr ODNO
draw. This is a brief history of the
aircraft built by the Military Aircraft
Division of the Company. The bars
indicate the timescales from lot flight
through the production history.

One of the symptome of the operating '

cost problem is already apparent in
fig. 1, namely the decline in the rate
at which new projects have been initiated.
Considering that !u the days of Canberra _ __

there were many other new projects beingN
started in other companies in the U.K., -

whilst in the 19708 the Jaguar and MRCA __

programmes are absorbing a much greater W?

part of the front line aircraft budget, it
is clear that the trend is even stronger than indicated by this diagram. TSR2
cancellation was proof, if any is needed, that budget constraints will override both
military need and technical success.

Since Jaguar and HRCA experience contribute significantly to the content of the
paper, it would be appropriate to identify briefly the stage which these projects have
reached. Figure 2 shows a line-up of Jaguars: this aircraft in now going into full
scale production, deliveries to the Armee de l'Air and Royal Air Force exceeding
30 at the tise of writing.

Fig.2 Fig.3

The first MRCA Prototypes are in an advanced stage of construction. Fig. 3 is an
artist's illustration of the aircraft, which Is used to avoid unnecessary classific&tion
of the paper. The experience of international collaboration which we have gained on
these two projects will be referred to lator: the Jaguar with AID-Breguet in France
and the NRCA with HBB and Aeritalia in Germany and Italy respectively.
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Airforce Budget Trends

Returning to the main theme,Figure 4
shown that the trend of lengthening life FN.4 RAF A1RCRAFT WVNI

in service of combat aircraft is
compounded by the evidence of declining 2

fleet strength. Somewhat over a quarter of
these totals in recent years have been
front line combat aircraft, and the Iwo

remainder of the discussion concentrates
on this segment. By the 1980s Jaguar and
MRCA will form a very dominant proportion
of this combat inventory and will also
consftitui a significan.it part of several 200

other European Air Forces.

Since lengthenIng service life and
diminishing numbers are evidently due to
budgetary constraints to a large extent, ' su 5

consider the trends which are evident in
the Air Force budgets of several NATO nations, extract,;d from published data and
condensed into Figure 5.

Despite differences and uncertainties
of definition, the common dominant Fig5 WX*sURY TENDS M NATO AIR FORCES
characteristic evident in all these budgets
is the rise in the proportion necessary to -
cover manpower costs in operating the
Air Force. Included in the manpower__.
bracket are such items as pensions and N--E-[V-

support services which car. be directly
attributed to maintaining this manpower. SA a Or$ ,T
The next block is the budget required for O CURMW SouET

spares and other operating expenses, fuel 40 .1""
and so on. These costs are, of course,
determine I by the characteristics of air-
craft purchased in the 1950s and 60s, and 5 S

at least until these are replaced the
amcunt required for operations must remain 5570 s 10

roughly constant. Finally, as a residuo at vtmf

the top is the funding available for new
equipment including research and
developmert. The extrapolation of this trend is of course a hazardous business, and in
illustrating the top band diminishing tows:ds zero in the late 1980s, it is assumed that
the real level of total military budgets remains roughly constanat. In essence, this
trend reflects results already reported by other investigato-, notably in the Mommer
Report in Germany (ref. 1).

This depressing picture prompts the question:

How could the Air Force, Procurement Agency, and Industry be motivated to improve
operating costs (including manpower requirements), for the benefit of "next
generation" aircraft budgets? Thie motivation is inevitably difficult to
perceive, since any improvement may well imply conflict with more immediate
interests: for example in performance demands by the Air Force; in diverting
R & D expenditure intc mundane reliability problems; and in the implications of
reduced levels of spares and overhaul business to industry.

This motivation problem is, perhaps, already partly answered by the implications of
figure 5-. Without significant changes, the Air Force would eventually have obsolete
aircraft; the procuring agencies would have nothing to procure; and industry would have
no new business. With the growing recognition of this problem in racent years it is
tempting for each party to look for ways of blaming the others. Thus, for example, the
Air Force could demand of industry "Provide better reliability and maintainabiaity". but
tending to ignore the cost, risk, weight, performance penalties and to forget about who
pays. Similarly, the procurement agencies can complain about rising costs of aeroplanes
(but who specifies the performance and complexity standards?) or industry can point the
accusing finger at the "extravagance" of Air Force flying operations without acknowledging
that the proficiency of the Air Force in wartime might be at rtake.

Each of these responses contains, in essence a reasonable question. Accusation
does not provide answers, however. The objective of this paper is to suggest that fair
and reasonable solutions are possible, through mutual analysis and evaluation of the
problem by all the parties concerned. At tho present time, the structure of the
aircraft procurement process does not seem to encourage the mutual thraching out and
understanding of all the interacting interests which the situation demands.
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The Procurement Process

Figure 6(&) illustrates the author's impressions of the functions performed by the
three parties in generating a now combat aircraft project, and the major commnication
links. In essence, the only part of the Air Force function which gets through to
infts.ry (and that often via the procurement agency) is the specification, which in many
ways presupposes a particular solution of the wartime task. Certainly some elements of
the poacetime task are represented in the specification in the form of demandn for
reliability and maintainability, but the basic operating philosophy and the functional
needs of the peacetime task are not really considered as matters of interest to
ir.dustry.

Fig. e TASK BREAKDOWN (PR-_SENT) Fig. Sb TASK BREAKDOWN (PROPOSED

AGEVCY

The tendency for the compromises between specification and budget to be detexmined
before industry has any real hand in the project is happily giving way to a process of
earlier consultation. This however, still tends to be a one-way process, in which
industry's contribution to the optimisation process is hampered by its minimal
participation in official evaluation studies. On the cost side, there is of course very
close monitoring by the procurement agency of industry's expenditure and fluture estimates,
but this has tended to be limited almost exclusively to the investment phase, that is
research, development and initial procurement. A slightly modified version of this
diagram is illustrated in fig. 6(b), Ancorporating some remedies to the above criticism.

The key point is the inclusion of a joint evaluation proceps, in which all aspects
of Air Force requirements can be examined in perspective with all aspects of the cost of
ownership. Thus, industry would become more involved ,ith meeting che total task, (in
place of an aircraft specifi.;ation) integrating engineering studies, cost and
operational analysis into a single iterative process. The need for operating costs to
be added in the monitor.ng process has already become self-evident. In the absence of a
co-operative evaluation process, BAC have eeveloped a preliminary life-cycle cost model:
this study does not at present have the ben,tfit of officially approved data in some
areas, although there is encouraging evidence of widespread interest and cooperation at
an infor-mal level in the U.K., both in the procurement agency and the Air Force.

Life Cycle Costs

If life cycle cost analysis is tc ba convincing, it must be capable of matching and
explaining the breakdown of past budget allocations. Recognition of the m-in drIving
parameters controlling constituent elements of life cost should lead directly to some
indications of areas in which industry and iýhe Air Force could influence these
significant parameters to obtain maximun effectiveness within total budget constraints.
At the same time, the functional basis for the extrapolation of diagrams like Fig. 5
should become apparant. For example, manpower costs are the product of manpower strength
of the air force and wage rates. There is an inevitable tendency for manpower payscale
inflation rates to exceed national inflation indices, since the latter always to contain
an element of material cost which is normally increasing at a lower rate. Furthermore
the decline in military conscription over the years has tended to force a rise in
pay scales at times considerably in excess of national average wage inflations. Skill
levels required h.ve increased, adding further to the need for competitive payscales.
Such changes may be transient, and therefore not. amenable to extrapolation.

It is not proposed to develop this theme into a quantitative analysis in this paper,though it should be included in a serious evaluation.

The more fundamental question of manpower strength level must also be related to its
functional requirements: consider the implications of fig. 7.
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RAP manpower numbers have tended to
decline with the inventory strength of the FR97 RAF MANPOWER/AP•CRAFT
Air Force but not at the same rate. The
rather rapi6 growth shown in Figure 7 in
numbers of nen per aircraft which took
place in the 1950s was presumably due to * •
increases in the performance and complexity
of the aircraft. It is vital to know what
features of aircraft complexity led to this .ma
growth. Did complexity stop increasing MR ______ ____

during the 60s, or was further increase
offset by valiant efforts on the part of the _ ___

Air Force to streamline operations and _
reduce overheads? Statistical *sxtrapolation - _

will not answer these questions. II
It should be noted at thiao point that awe

increasing complexity, and, if nectssary,
manpower and cost per aircraft is not
necessarily a bad things if it is act.ompanied by a genuine increase Jn the effectiveness
per aircraft. This has certainly been true in such features as piylomd delivery
accuracy and survival characteristics of recent aircraft. However, intuition suggests
that improvements in quality cannot indefinitely maintain the balance if numbers continue
to decline at the rate they bave in the recent past.

It is not the ob 3ctive of this paper to examine the measurement and trends of
aircraft quality: we have computer modelling techniques now available capable of fairly
detailed evaluation of operational effectiveness in various military roles. Providing
we assume that such methods are used to justify (or reject) any increase in technol6gy
standards or complexity of future aircraft projects, it is reasonable to study the trends
of lifo-cycle costs in the context of atr aircraft typical of present generation standards.
Itis not possible, in any case, within the scope of this paper, to consider the
multitude of directions ia which technology might develop.

For illustration pnioo..es, and to avoid- getting involved in sensitive commercial
and possibly security hazards on actual aeroplanes, a hypothetical aircraft has been
defined with the following characteristics and destitated F'XI:

HYPOTHETICAL FIXt

CLEAN T.O.W. 10,000 Kg

MACH i=

2 x 4,OOO kp ENGINES (NEW)

1 SEAT

FIGHTER/ATTACK AVIONICS (EXIS."ING)

IN SERVICE 1965

15 YEAR PLANNED LIFE

PRODUCTION 200

It was intended that this FIX' should have c.haracteristic* somsabere between, say,
Hunter and Phantom, and it is not important to the argument exactly where this "typical"
aircraft is placed in the spectrum. A full scale investigation would require analysis
of each actual aircraft in the inventory.

Fig. 8 is a breakdown of the life-
cycle costs of the F'X' on the left, using
the BAC Life Cycle cost model, taken at FW UFE Cl= COST
1970-71 economic conditions for wage rates
and material costs. More detail of this c ,x
breakdown will become apparent below. On Mo _r AMN" W ,MI
the right, the same aircraft life-cost is .. ---------

compared, on a percentage basis, with the "a
budget breakdown, using the same sub-
divizions as figure 5.

The equivalence of the two right hand ' go

colu"s is sufficiently close to conclude e,, -

that the assumptions in the lifo cost model
are reasonable. The budget breakdowr. of 4W .
course, covers all types of aircraft.lcombat
transport, training, etc.) and mixes .W
operating costs of 19 6 0s aircraft with .. •M_. ...
procurement of 1970s aircraft and R & D of - --
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aircraft which may appear in the 1980s. Variations In assumptions about the quantity
procured (200 in tUis case) and the life Jn service (ossimed at 15 years) would also
produce variations in the relative magntudes of different elements of the cost build-up.

The main parameters associated with each block of the left-hand column are
discussed below, and the kind of changes which might Imtv appeared if this same aircraft,
F'X', had been a product of the 1970s are illustrated..

Launch and Acquisition Costs

Fig. 9 indicates a typical parametric/ Fi9 ACQU=10N COST-STALtSTWCA

statistical approach to cost estimation
which has been the subject of many papers by r----__
Rand and others. BAC use this method LJ

increasingly in keeping track of costs CM EoDO T
during the early phase of new project
studies. Suff'cient real data has now been I £_ 1

collected at BAC to provide a reasonable F --
cý.afidence level that the main controlling
parameters are realistically represented. T...

The numbers inserted on this and later
block diagrams are those relating to the ..--

hypothetical F'X' aircraft. no

This approach to costing avoids the E s5,"...
tendency to optimism which afflicts most tc-----

detailed task estimating methods; the
records of what was actuaally spent in past
programies are modified by relative comple3ity factors which have themselves been
validated by comparisons of past programmts. The danger of optimism in the inputs
(particularly sizes, weights, equipments) vast still be avoided. The central blocks of
the diagram concern policy factors which "ay introduce significant departures from
previous experience, and which may not always be predictable at the conceptual phase of
design.

It would take too much space to go into details regarding the form of the inputs on
the left of fig. 9; everyone in the business will have his own version anyway. Some
aspects of the first two policy factors indicated, development philosophy and
collaboration, are however worthy of comment.

Development Philosophy

This is a very large subject which could occupy a separate pAper on its own. By
way of definition, tlj management options considered under this haading are development
batch programmes. prototype programmes (or mixes of these two), and development stretch
of existing t. -3,s.

It is not pro;" ed to develop a formal analysis of the various implications of
cost, risk, and timescale in this paper. Sufficient to note that each option has its
place in some circumstances: development batch fo:- minimum timescale on low-risk
programmes; prototype programme for minimum risk (particularly with technology
innovation); development stretch for minimum launch cost (but not necessarily best total
litf cost/effectiveness). The assessment of the balance between objectives of time and
cost predictions, and the risk of exceeding these predictions, is not yet a science.
BAC experience of many varieties of national and international programmes tends to
indicate that some *ompromise between the development betch and prototype approaches
may frequently be the best choice.

The basic FIX' costs of fig. 8 were based on such a compromise policy, and it is not
considered that major changes would be introduced if this aircraft were being developed
in the 70's. The opportunity for saving through the option of development stretch of

the "existing" aircraft depends mainly on whether the basic performance limitations of a
19)58 desi gn( for 1965 in service) trill be capable of survival in the changed defence
scenario of the 19

8
0's. This possibility is discarded for the purposes of the current

analynis, though it might exist in some special cases.

Collaboration

International collaboration agreements have so many possible varieties of
political, administrative and commercial character that a neat classification is
impossible. Certainly it would be almost inevitable that an FIX' of the 1970's would
have a collaboration base: some attempt must therefore be made to define a framework for
analysis of cost implications. The following very brief comments are concerned
primarily with the "engineering" aspects;

(a) Desixn Authority

Collaboration on design authority, whareby several industrial and Government
partners all have to agree at all decision levels, can lead to extremely heavy
factors for duplication o"' studies in depth, possibly extending even to
significant test programmes. However, it is hardly concievable that the total
ccost, divided by the number of participants, would grow to the level a single
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nation effort, even with the most vigorous disagreements amongst the partners.
The very real benefits sometimes obtained from melding a variet.y of viewpoints into
the design should rot be overlooked.

(b) Design and Development

If the design authority question is reasoaably clear cut, the coast of
sharing development work is small by comparison with the benefits of sharing the
bill. However, there is inevitably a !arge amount of legwork involved in
keeping the decision processes roughly An line with the development work, end
work sharing agreements, for political or financial reasons, are liable to
result in divisions which require extensive administration and some duplication.

I (c) Component Manufacture

On the production side, the manufacture of parts can, of course, be split
with the benefit of substantially increased quantities and with quite modest
costs for liaison and transport once the process is properly under way.

(d) Final Assembly

Sharing final assembly in several different locations obviously recuires
duplication of assembly tooling and loss of the potential learning benefit in
this area. Perhaps the need for separate national aesembly lines will
gradually disappear as integration within EEC becomes more firmly established.

(e) Political factorr

Finally, it must be noted that collaboration produces an element of
stability. It is questionable whether Jaguar would have survived, as a national
project, the radical changes in British and French plans for the roles of the
aircraft - a major shift from training to strike roles on both sides.
Incidentally, the tendency' for collaboration to lead to several different

-nts of an aircraft, whilst adding inevitably to costs, may confer
.et '. benefits of flexibility in Air Force planning, and in export sales. Direct

cost penalties may well be very small compared with separate projects for each
role, provided that basic mission requirements are reasonably similar - e.g.
strike, recce, and strike training. However the compromises required to achieve
multi-role airframe compatibility might generate significant changes in the
initial conceptual design parameters, with impact both on cost and effectivensos.
All these factors can be realistically evaluated with the computer analysis
tools now at our disposal.

Summarising, the total cost of R & D for a collab-rative project may lie anywhere
from :10% to over 50% above the single-nation cost, depending strorgly on tbe extent of
decision sharing and multi-role compromises. Sharing this higher total cost amongst
the participating nations may yield savAngs of 25-40% against aingle nation costs.
Production costs are reduced slightly by learning benefits, providing there are not
too many variants.

Consider now the impact of a 2-nation
collaboration. arrangement on the R & D and F. COLLASORAON EFFECTS ON LAUNCH
initial procurement costs of the F*X' L AND ACOUIiTION COSTS
aircraft in figure 10. The type of prog,- MW0 0 •
ramme assumed here would remain the mixod CM AOXW fACKT00 O )
prototype/development batch variety, end we ]
have assumed that the more expensive
pitfalls of collaboration have been avoLded, 10i
and that the two nations have agree.. upon I I
the same configuration of the aircraft. The 1 I
right hand column shows that some 20% cf the I
total launch and acquisition costs would be "0"
saved. This is of course now fairly comuon . 0. ".".

practice in principle, though political 400
compromise often still detracts from the " 'r,

ideal efficiency. The sub-divisions of the 1 _ _=o--

columns show how the various cost elements 7A
are affected. It is worth noting that: the
actual operational establishment aircraft in
this analy*,Ls totals 143, the remaainkn 57 (making up the 200 production per nation)
being an allowance for wastage over 15 years in service.

It will be apparent that life-cycle cost savings through such collaboration so), be
only about 6-794, emphasising the need for proper evaluation of role cempromises.



Operatizg Coats-,

The main elements are noted In fig.11. FI OPERATING COSTS
Again some figures are noted for the
hypothet4 .cal F'X' aircraft. r c -

Key inputs having the greatest effect
on the operating cost are system unit cost,
Leliability aed maintainability, and peace- --
time flying task.

SiAce the aircraft is, a "fixed TM---

quantity" in this analysis, its system
costs are similarly fixed, as are the engine 2.. .4wo
and ai.rcrew. The peacetime flying task is

considered further below: for the present, r ,•
300 flying hours per year per aircraft are
assumed. Consider first the influence of
reliability and maintainability. Not only
engineering manpower (with its overhead of
about four Air Force and civilian "support"
men to every aircraft maintenance man), but also spares and overhaul costs are dirsctlyrelated to the defect rate. Spares and repairs of equipment and engines cost
substantially more in the life of the aircraft than the initial procuremont costs. In
addition, the wartime sortie rate (and hence effectiveness) decreases as the repair
workload increases, defect rate again dominating.

In view of its profound importance, such limited data as is available has beencollected and scrutinised for some measures of a complexity inde:o which might explain
or determine trends in reliability and maintainability (R & M).

"The main paramoters which have emerged from this preliminary study are noted below:

MACH NO.

AVIONICS COST •Airframe
ENGINE THRUST Equipment

ENGINE TBO
Defect Rate = f NO. OF PRIMARY CONTROLS Engine +

IN-SERVICE DATE Accessories
(TECHNOLOGY)

Maintenance Index f (Defect Rate)

Spares Cost per Flying Hour = K x System Defect Rate x System Cost
•System Components

Clearly the random nature of the problems which arise in this area make it
impossible to be precise at a detailed level. However, Jt has been possible to get a
reasonable correlation wit), aVailable data by using the oroad system breakdwn indicated.
The appearance of parameters similar to those used in mcst statistical cost formulae is
not surprising, as these are primarily indicatorr of "complexity" in the sense of
numbers of parts, weight sensitivity etc., which also have adverse effects on
reliability. Sheer size and weight, however, which are primary cost parameters, do not
appear. The "uvionics" label is attached to all instruments and systems which contain
electronic or "delicate" elec":o-mechanical elements (but not main electrical power
supplies). The inclusion of engine thrust is questionable: however, its influence is
small, and qualitatively justified by the trend (with exceptions) of more stages, more
complex cooling etc., with increasing size. Extra control systems (eg. for a VTO
aircraft) are allowed for on an estimated major parts count basis. Tho tec" ology factor
represented by in-service date appeared to make a fairly small contribution over the
period 1950 to 1967, but the extrapol&tion of this factor requires evidence of more
recent trends, discussed below.

As a first approximation, it has been possible to define maintenance index (that is,
maintenance man-hours per flying hour), as a function simply of defect rate for the range
of aircraft for which data was available. This relationship implies that brosdly the
same characteristics of complexity which influence reliability will also tend to imply
greater congestion and difficulty of access for repair. This is obvi ,usly not entirely
a functional relationship, and must be used with caution for extrapolation.

Tho relationship noted for spares and repairs costs is largely intuitive, and some
constants have been chosen to fit with the rather inidequate available eata. Some
refinements are planned in this area.
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For the prAsent, the justification for using thoep simple relationships is that
they appear to work for a reasonable range of aircraft. Fig. 12 shows the empyrical
"complexity index" used as a predictive pa. -eter for Maintenance Index.

Nine of the points on this dia8ram are
taken from either recoried data or brochure Fig.12 MAMNTEINACE INDEX PREDICTION
estimates by manufacturers on aircraft
which entered service between 1950 and M ,•r,•• 54'

1967. Thef cover the range from basic
M_ trainers to advanced multi-role fighter/

attack airiraft, with correspondingly wide so
variat;ions in performance and avionic I.AITA
equipuent. Several of these points I --- AI-"

iepresent data which was acquired after 3

conr-truction of the complexity factor
formula, adding unexpected confidence. 20 *O
Adjustments have been made -'ere necessary . S. A ZAS

to all data points to unify definitions, 10 on 0 FOCAST
to include all first and sec.wid line
manpower, including armourers. 1o 2 SO

MftAi(A CODLXT FACTO

Two points are identified as forecasts
for aircraft entering service in 1972. The
fighter lying near the mean line is a
development stretch of an existing earlier generation aircraft, and it is clear tt]t
this has inhibited any major change in the R & M characteristics. The attack aircraft
point lying well below the average line is in fact the current prediction for
Jaguar 'S' (the target is slightly lower at 10 man-hours per flying hour). In view of
the good correlation cf all the other data points, one would tend to regard this point
with some degree of scepticism. Whilst it cannot be claimed that this prediction is
confirmed at this early stage in the llfe of the aircraft (it depends on several
thousand hours of learning experience in operational squadrons), some very powerful
evidence is already accumult.ting that the trend will ultimately meet or improve on
this target.

The achieved defect rates per flying
hour of Jaguar and Lightning ar* compared in Fig.13 TRENDS OF REJ.ABLITY IMPROVEMENT
Fig. 13, and show that prototypes of the 301
Jaguar 'S' version at under 1000 hours U.K. ! \
flying experience have already passed the

Lightning service achievement at over100,000 flying hours. The corresponding 20 .u

predictions from the statistical analysis EM"I

would have led to the levels on the right- is' t
hand side: that is, closely similar defect mwicmem
rates at the end of the learning curve. 10M~W41a
There would have to be a very unexpected :

kink in the Jaguar learning curve if it JAGUAR (W721

were to finish above the prediction and
targot 16vels, so that confidence is
rapidly increasing that this aircraft will V le

demonstrate more than double the CaaaLulm nyHU. R
reliability of previous aircraft of
similar complexity.

The fact that Jaguar prototype flying rates have been roughly double those achieved
in LightninZ appearr to reinforce this confidenoe.

It should be noted that prototype flying of the French 'A' and 'E' versions (which
hatre much less avionic content than the 'S') confirm their lower defect rates; this data
is rot illuttrated owing to differences in defect recording rules. The UK data includas
all unscheduled actions, whether defecta were confirmcd or net.

It would be useful to be able to indicate exactly how much it has cost to achieve
this improvement in R & M technology. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to
segregate those parts of costs of equipment development, design for access, and so on
which contribute to this achievement; the same applies to weight and performancu
penalties. A significant part of the gain is attributable to equipment selection with
reliability as a major factor in the choice. Where unproven equipment was unavoidable,
suppliers' records in reliability were considered, and where possible complete systems
were obtained from one supplier. Penalties were probably in weight more than cost.
I'i..ct costs of identifyable work on R & M amounted to about 7% of the airframe design
and prototype build costs. (Ground and flight test work relating to R & M was not
specifically recorded as such, and therefore cannot be ascertained). In futu;-e projects
where existing equipment of proved reliability is nut a•,ilable, the cost penalty may
become greater, and with it the need for wore rigorouts justification of expend•f-ure.
Pcssibly one of* the urgent requirements for reseatch investment Is to undertake .3ome
pilot experiments to measure the cost of improvad reliability.
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If the improvements in reliability
and maintenance index predicted for Jaguar FI9.U RIAINUTY AND MAINTAINA"IUTY IMPROVEMENT

are assumed to be achieved on the FIX' in t•
its 1970's version, implications for future woo
operating costs are illustrated in fig.14. 1'%

The significant savings aresof course,

in the manpower and spares costs. The 00".oC
direct manpower (which includes maintenance -- W

men and flying crew) occupies 15% of the-
manpower plus services budget at present
levels of Air Force "overheads". The
savings in spares, repairs and manpower
reflect also in the pilot tralning costs,
since the major alement of these casts is
the flying cost of aircraft used for Ao
operp.tional conversion training. An overall (W Wu
savirg of about 30% on the total operating
and training costs is indicated. A small
and entirely notional allowance is sho'n at the bottor of the left hand column as the
cost of improvement in reliability and maintainab'.lityý As illustrated, it represents
over 30% addition to the total research and development costs of engines and airframes.
This would seem to be generous by any standards au an allowance for a task which has
probably already been achieved on Jaguar. Nevertheless, this expenditure is trivial
when compared with the savings.

Trainim. Costs

Although included in the assessment of operating cost improvements, there are other
aspects of pilot training having significant cost impli-ations. The costs o! pilot
training occupy a share of the budget approximately equal to the total fly-away
procurement costs of the aircraft fleet.
This pilot training cost is domineted by two Fig.15 TRAINING COST
parameters: the replacement rate of pilots ________________ 0J.T

moving out to other jobs, and the
operating zost per flying hour of the
traininS aircraft (fig. 15). It is assured Fi"; mJ_
here that the number of hours of flying
training required is fixed by the task and ;A~ w WA
aircraft complexity, in this case at ANCMFT 'n sd

80 hours per pilot. This O.C.U. element of "o0
the training process accounts for about 85% _J t"R r o PA

of total training costs. The basic and
advanced training is included for good a- C--U aow"

measure but not discussed in detail here. ' -- .

The total "production task" of the • -•ooo •,-•o
training process is essentially registered 0"----A.MO,

by the number of operational conversion
hours per annum required. The ratio of this
to annual flying rate per aircraft
determines the number of O.C.J. aircraft required and hencas the~ir acquisition cost. The
total flying liours are charged at the appropriate operating cost per flying hour , as
derived pre-iously for the operational aircraft, leading to the total operating cost of
the O.C.U.

Assuming that the improvements in R & M shown in fig. !4 are achieved, it would seem
possible to visualise increasing the flying rate per O.C.U. aircraft" sabstantially above
the 300 hours per annum which are typical today, say to 450. This W>uld reduce the
number of O.C.U. aircraft required in the inverse ratio.

Even greater economies could be
visualised if the Air Force were prepared Fig.16 EFFE:TS OF AIRFORCE TRAiNfNG POLICY
to decrease the rate at which pilots are T
posted. There is alreedy some evidence of a cOt ST
trend in this direction, ane the introduction r
of more multi-role aircraft will also
decrease the treining required on seLond 200 - ,, '
tours of duty. For the sake of illustration,
training coats for a posting rate of 10% per ISO -

year have been evaluated against the 30% C " I
used in this initial study. The effects of aCAJ F Kpa

theme changes are illuatrated in fig. 16. 1

"The original training coot is shown as
being reduced firstly by reliability and . .
maintainability, secondly by increased
flying rate on to the lower line, and
thirdly by the reduction in pilot posting __

rate. The latter two features yield savinga 0 '• 02 03

of about 40% in training coats. -MOIT KC"AG RATE pý&



Peacetime Flyin, Rate.

Another question concerning Air Porri operating policy rcates to the flying raze
demanded of operational squadrons in pea#e time. Sou* of theme wil? have specific
defence roles to accomplish which dictate flying requirements. However, for flying
which is essentially done to "keep the pilot's hand in" -At his operational task, one
could postulate that in exchango for longer tours of service in one aircraft type,pilots
might be expected to remain adequately qualifitd at a lower flying rate, say at 16 hours
per month per pilot in place of the current 20. In terms of aircraft flying hours, this
means a reduction from 300 hours a year to about 250o Savings i1 manpower, spares and
fuel are achieved, whilst wartime achievablFsorte rtesshold b •Ataiod ellFig.17 [EFFECTS OF PEACETIME OPERATING POLICY

fr sortie rates should be maIntaino! well
above the capabilities of current eircraft is YrA•
(despite a reduction in maintenance LIFE
manpower) by virtue of the expected Amproved
R & M characteristics. In addition, the iD"
reduction in operating costs achieved could
be devotqd to a lu-ger rlest procurement. ______

Fig. 17 shovs the total cost variation with -

flying rate over a wider spectrum, assuming 0
the 1970's standard of costinl for' the FXI eSoo
aircraft. 400 . . . .... .

Conclusions -

2O A~OUtITaION
Fig. 18 collects togeth4r all the areas 210- - --

which have been suggested for economy: LA=c
collaboration, R & M, leading to the .- -

feasIbility of Air Forco operational FLY¥'OUS/MRCRAFTpn.

changes. Scme of these gainm should
become visible, rather than theoretical, as Air Forre experience in operating Jaguar
builds up. It woeld of course be unreasonable to expect such gains to be possible over
the whole spectrum of the Air Force inventory (transports, basic trainers, guided
weapons etcj. However, over the expensive &ection of combat aircraft, the kind of
savinrg illustrated should be entirely realistic.

On many of these issuesparticularly on
questlons of Air Force operating philosophy, F.eI SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE ECONOMIES

industry can nnly make the suggestions not "MN'UUN

the decisions. It is suggestrd that industr +
could make a valuable contribution to a more OLWA

nompreheneive evaluation process, both in +
the context of integrated engineering In"
studios and with its substantial techniques ,1oMM,"•
for cost anrl effectiveness analyzia.

I. all the cost savings illustrated in AJ
fig. 18 were realised across the whole
combat aircraft sector, and devoted to
increasing the fleet strength, the co*bat
aircraft inventory could be increased by NOJ
at least 50% in effective strength, either -

'-y growth in numbers at current standards N. LURCH

or tFy increase in effectiveness reflecting
,echriolcgy growth. Such technology
changer would be incorporated only where thay provide greater fleet effectiveness than

could be ach!-.ed at the same cost by large- nm.bers of aircraft.

Alternatively, if justified !y technology changes, and/ar by changes in enemy
defence posture, the fleet replac.ment interval could be significantly reduced wytkin the
same budget constraijits. Clearly, it is unlikely that replacement intervals could be cut
beiow, rey, 10 years, but some compromide between shorter replacement tir-3-i and
increasing numbers could well be coniider d as the best way cf using t-nes freed by
lower operatig cnts.

Since most of th3 savings indicated can only be achieved in The next generation of
aircraft, little benefit can be expectid in the budget allocations of the next few years.
The achievement of benefits even 10-15 years hence depends on recognition and evaluation
of the trade-offs for projects novr in the pipeline.
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1. SUIARY

l'- wanicr deasin conzs&erarions of t.-e F-15 air superiority aircraft are traced from the initial
r.quiremen.s, through the design, and into the flight testing. Selection os the overall ronfiguratiou is
discussed ',ith particular emphasis on the wing, inlet, and secondary power deeign. The ground and flight
test progr&a.i are bricfly re';!_.ied.

2. LIST OF SYMBOLS

A A3spcet rati. of ban to mean aerodysamic chord

*MaD Airframe 2•:uted Accessory Drives

APU Auxiliar. Power Unit

b Span

PIOR Engine by-pass ratio of fin air flow to compressor air flcv

C Airfoil chord

C-0 (A'cfficient of drag

Centerl-ue

Coefficient of lift

fps2 Feet per second scuare.d

;#a Load fl¢ctor-thc :storal ace.eration expressed as number oi gravities (S2. !.4 fps 2 )

,"vperiauned in maneuver

JFS Jet Fuel Starter

i Distance

L/D Ratio of lift to e:ag

M Mech num',,-

paf Pr,4sure, pouzds pt-r square ,.

t/c Thickness to chord ratio

T/W or Ratio of engine thrust to airplane weight at. for example, takeoff
I 17OGW

TR Taper ratio of tip hori to roet c.%urd

%?/J Wing loading., ratio o! airplane .ieight a4.,' wing aren

A Lea-ing edge sweep

19 Twist

3, PREFACE

From an arbitrary gepczis in mid-1966, tracing the evolution of the F-15 airplane detign continues
to current flight test reseazch an. 1evelo.ment. By 19(6, Air Force planners had sui.-arized tactical funds-
ment tas from the Korean War and early Vietnam conflicts: (1) That, regardless of thý initial speed and
altitude of engagement, the aI- hU-trleq gravitate to low speeds and low altitudes as the ad-ernariea strive
for maneuveriug qdvantage. (2) That the firing ranges of air-to-air miesiles and guns have changed attack
and divengagement tactics. (3) That superior pilot skill and tactics cannot complttely compeasate for an
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Inferior aircratt. In effect, these operational experiencen stressed that airframe and.engine design cri-
teria should evpnasize tmaneuverability rate-of-change characteristic- as parateteres equal in Imporcance to
those maximizinR al.titude, speed and range. This paper describes the rationale and trades perforaec by the
designers to define the proper balance between dynamic maneuverability and classic steady state performance.

The corollary to emphasis on maneuverability is emphasis on stringent weight control. History,
in effect, had to be reversed from s omrewhst passive exercise in weight monitoring to intensive configura-
tion control. In World War II, the Air Force fighter wing loading (.,eight to wing area ratio, VIS) ranged
in the 30-55 pounds per square foot (psf) band. The W/S band was overlapped in the Korean War from 50-90
psf. Through 1965. the W/S range expanded from 80-150 psf as the fighter mission complexity inclu#ad
weapons delivery on ground attack missions 2nd area intercept mission eapaSility by multi-purpose variable
sweep fighters.

From the days of F-X conceptual design analyses through F-15 production dec.sion, all subsystems
comprising the F-15 have matured in an environment of weight control more stringent than any other Air Force
weapon system.

4. DISCUSSION

T1,e perfo.=snce specification for the F-X (early F-15 designation) still quoted the classic cri-
teria of maximum speeds, a primary mission profile combluing cruise radius with added dash distance and
nonstandard day takeoff and landing capability. However, the design criteeia stressed as equal in Impor-
tance to 1-g performance, a capability to maneuver at high load factors (g's) and at subsonic, transonic
and supersonic speeds at low, middle and high altitudes - literally design criteria within the predictable
air combat arena. In addition, transonic buffet free maneuverability at medium load factor was identified
to assure the pilot's capability t% function while maneuvering.

McDonnell Aircraft Company, the St. Louis, Missouri Division of McDonnell Douglas Corporation,
proposed in June 1969 to build the airplane today configuree as shmn in Figure 1.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT /

Figure I.

-.- \7  __V .

Ths proposal configuration was the consequence of analyzing by computer a!ded design and evaluating by
parametric techniqtes over 480 designs and 7500 iterations. 'McDonnell Aircraft Company applied these
analyses to nearly 70 "hard point" design studies which iucluded actual configuration layouts, weights
esti-at -s, systems installations, wetted and cross section areas and performance. Of these analyses to
mid-i968, five specific designs were studied to verify such selections as a single crewman, fixed rather
than a variable sweep wing and two fuselage mounted turbofan engines rath.r than n single engine or twin
podded turbojet engines. Tý-. genealogy of these specific F-X designs leading to the proposed F-15 con-
figuration appears in Figure 2.

4.1 Crew. The crew station as shown in Figure 3 is located for maximum air-to-air comat visibility;
how.ver, the concept of an air superiority design mission did not inherently specify the crew size. Thne
analysis of this important design parameter investigated both subjective pilot surveys and a human engi--
neering task study of thu air-to-air combat missior. from briefing to debriefing, including the crucial
dogfight negnent of the mission.

Pilot opinion and experience complemented .the task uzalysis in determining the practicality of a
single crewman. Sumarized, the pilot's proficiency is dependent apon:

An integrated weapons and fire control system
Head-up displays
Gnod visibility outside the cockpit
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F-15 INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT

Figure 3. F A N T

i In Figure 4 the diagram of the throttles and flight control stick iudicates the cansolidation of

control functions for the air-to-air attack --odes. Thus, t.he pilot can control riot on.ly his engines andl
airplane maneuvering but, also, com~bat rziated subsv~stems without removing his handa fro•2 pric ry controls.
The crew station "green hous;e" canopy was designed to optimize the pilot's visibility as can be jud3ed in
Figure 1.

CONSOLIDATION OF COMBAT SUBSYSTEMS
FOR PILOT CONTROL

1*1.0

- -,......s..... ...... 9.* /•'*,*W. I3*

I ii

f1101! C1111ft STICI i.Cq

Figure 4. 1l1l11lil
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"Bard point" configuration design layouts and mission analyses confirmed the capability to meet
the human engineering requirements. To perform the saite combat mission radius with approximately the s-'e
maneuver capability, the two-man aircraft would increase in size approximately 15 percent and in takeoft
weight by nearly 5500 pounds over the single man aircraft.

4.2 Wing Selection. The concept of a fighter combining aupersonic speeds and subsonic range with transonic
maneuver ability under high load factore (g's) afforded the designer the rare opportunity to reinvestigate
wing technology. To derive the F-X wing required the determination of plnuform features- area, span, taper
and sweep - and airfoil jection - twist, camber and thickness - as well as t6e location of the wing on the
fuselage - high, aid-wing or low. This new look at wing design evolved from an era emphasizing 1-g flight
""Tt lift coefficients (CL) less than required for maximum lift/4d.ag ratio, low aspect ratios, high sweep,
low thickness ratios and high wing loading. The past era of fighters performed inefficiently at high CL's.
For the F-X, however, at middle altitudes the high Lcansonic load factor maneuverability became the critical
design point. The CL at this condition, as shown on Figure 5, is considerably higher than the Cu for iaxinmu
lift/drag (L/D). The drag polar at this point is no longer parabolic so that th, fundamrental chars, er-
uatica of the flow had to be investigated.

F-X DESIGN POLAR

V HIGHLOAD
FACTOR MANEUVERS

Figure 5. 1I0 MAXIMUM r LID

DRAG COIFFIC3INT

Wind tunnel testing complemented theoretical work centering around Multhopp's Extended Lifting
Surface Theory and the Woodward Linear Theory extended to subsonic speeds and around Whitcomb supercritical
wing theory as applied to hib!' aspect ratio (span/chord) variable sweep wings. Extensive wind 11unnel test-
ing afforded data for a trade study to ccmpare wing parameters at the transonic high lift load factor and
supersonic lift conditions with the other performance lift conditions. The l ft coefficients at which
drag "breaks" from the parabolic and the degree of drag increases, were found to be functions of thickness
ratio, sweep and caber.

The drag-lift advantages of high camber wing section at subsonic speeds were compared with penal-
ties at supersonic speeds. The conse-.it-xt investigation of 13 Ilanforms compared leadlmg edge flaps and
cambered wings effects due to wing ta4 r, aspect ratios and leading and trailing edge sweep. Representa-
tiye planforms and characteristics evaluated are shown on Figure 6.

PLANFORMS AND FLAPS TESTEDJ........
Figur 6. 1 /l- 'r.

'A .,0
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Host have conical leading edge flaps, the hingeline being formed by a line through the wt.ng apex and at a
constant 80 percent of local semi-span. Transonic high-lift drag was improved dramatically but high lit

W4 devices added both weight and complexity to a weight sensitive fighter. Increasing wing camber shifts the
center of pressure aft, causing a shift in pitching moment. Consequently, trim drag increases. However,
a combination of twist (4) and camber concentrated outboard produced little change in pitching uoment.
These trades of twist and camber effects are shown on Figure 7 with the selected wing planform.

WING OESIGN PARAMETERS

CONKA, $IS IC|S TAVlR #A11O 111Ec0i

gu 0 of --- 0

A I . • 4O-64A006 t

The basic choice between variable sweep and fixed wing geometry was determined after the "hard
point" desion LonfIguratien analyses. To fly the same air supe:'ority mission radius, the fixed wing
configuration was 4700 pounds lighter, mont of this in structure. The fixed wing fighter permitted about
an eight percent less engine thrust at sea level. At the critical transonic high load factor condition,
the fixed 6dng fighter could maneuver better, primarily because the variable sweep aircraft was structurally
heavier. Oa the other hanea the higher aspect ratio and greater basic fuel load of the variable sweep
fighter increased Its ferry range -pproximtely fi're percent over the smaller fighter. The criterion for
a basic air superiority mission ft-ored the selection of the fixed wing fighter, primarily because of its
generally better maneuver capability at combat veight.

Early in the F-X design studies, the contractor's designers ravored locating the wing high on the
fusela.e. The continuity of wing/fuselage upper surface improved aerodynamic lift relative to a design
where the fuselage interrupted wing lift. This high wing location also contributed to structural effi-
ciency by simplifying structurilly redundant load paths at the wing and fuselage junction by direct trans-
fer of ving loads to the carry-through structure. The resulting wing box over the engine ducts was
lighter weight than a mid-or low-wing design and also reduced fuselage structure complexity. The high wing
arrangement facilitated carrying external stores, particularly the tangential installation of air-to-air
missiles on the corners of the fuselage. These considerations were judged to outweigh the design advan-
tages of a low wing which permitted locating a simple, shcrter, wide tread landing gear and taking advan-
tage of aerodynamic ground effect during takeoff and landing.

4.3 Empennage Design

4.3.1 Horizontal Tail. Fundamentally, the precise flying qualities of the maneuvering fighter depend
upon the tail surfAces to modify the wing's contributions to these qualities. -he :igh wing plane had
early been established so that po3-tioning the horizontal tail relatively low became desirable to improve
longitudinal stability at high angles of attack. Furthermore, a trade study rinfirmed that the optimum
teil size for minimum drag is often larger than the tail size for minimum wolght because of the higher in-
duced drag created by ;maller horizontals. A wind tunnel investigation ef numerous horizontal tail sizes
and locations was performAed to esta~blish a basis for aerodynamic effertiveness. This information was then
coordinated with the basic weight and balaace variations that occur with variations in horizurtal tail size
and location (see Figure 8). A low tail also provided higher load factor trim characteristics and aided in
reducing neutral point ohifts with Mach number. The design studies included consideration of exhaust gas
impingemant and effects of engine vibration ov the tail structure. Further stucies on horizontal tail
configurations were conducted tr. improve efficiency by establishing the leading edge sweep for an optimum
balance of structural cad serodynxmec effectiveness. This positioned the spindle minimum hinge moments
at a chordwise location near maximum eection depth.

4.3.2 Vertica Tails. The selection between a single, larger vertical tail and smaller, twin vertical tails
was resolved initially in favor of twin verticals plus ventrals. in a later drag reduction program, the
ventrals were deleted but the verticals were increased in area to maintain satisfactory levels of direc-
tional stability at critical design points. Other factors were decisive rather than the aerodynamic con-
siderations regarding selectioa of a single vertical or twin verticala of the same effective area. Aero-
dynamically, the end plating by the twin vertical tails provided for more effective horizontal tail control
capability. The twin verticals provided a more linear variation of yawing moment with sideslip. Also,
twin verticals provided high directional stability for improved dutch roll dynamic stability characteristics
and provided rudder control redundancy for corc.r rurvivability. Located on engine booms, the verticals
increeseS IR shlelding of engine exhaust in side profile for better survivability.
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Only two boom structures •.ere required instead cf a third "spiue bocdi" for a singe' vertical tt•ii. The
shorter span of twin vertical tails reduced torque on the fuselage. The gr-eater distance of the twit.
vertical tails from the engine center line, provided a lovu.r noise sad temperature environment a~qd p~tr-
mitred lighter weight structure than did a single vertical and its sopporting structure.

The vertical tail sizing was influenced, firsr, aerodynamcally by the fuselage and, second, bypositioning twin tails, one surface eacn on the "tail booms" that straddle the engines (Figur8 .). The

dominant design criteria to provide adequate directional stability occurred at high angle of attack and
transonic and supersonic speeds.

4.4 Paver Plant. Combined with the airframe denign tr'ade ofifs, concurrent engine cycle analyses, engine/
inlet compatibility studies and engine nozzle trade of fs created a matrix of configurations from which to
select a single airplane design to achieve F-X maneuverability and performance objectives. The propulsion
studites included analyses of podded end fuselage engine installation and of duel powerplants compared withS~large single engine installatilons in hard point airplane designs.

4.4.1 Engine Cycle Analysis. The initial engine studies iterated the thrust requirements to meet maneuver-
ability and mission objectives of the F-X and thereby size the engine. The principal objective of this
analysis wa~s to determine the by-pass ratio (BPR) and thereby size the engine for the F-X air superiority
fighter. for an engine sizing criterion, ranging from zero (pure turbojet engine) to 2.2 (large turbofrn),
the designers created a thrust parametric derived from com~plex EPR variation with engine airflow and pres-

S~sure ratio. The ratio of sea level static thrust to take off gross weight (T!TOCW t hrust loading) was
S~then calculated as a sizing parameter to compare maneuverability at the required altitude, velocity and
• load factor. Por this study, overall eng~ne pressure ratio was varied from 12 to 29. Ac intermediate thrust

(military power) the T/IOGW increased with increasing BPR at the design condition. At maximum thrust
(afterburner pover) the design T/TC'GW decreased with increasing BPR at supersonic speeds; in the cruise

subsonic region, however, practically no variation of T/TOCGW occurred with BPR. All other parameters being
equal, T/TOGCW increased with increasing load factor. Asaiu, th• design critical condition was the transonic
high lift load factor requirement. At this point, the parametric engine studies indicated a best F-X minimm
size engine BPR to b• within the range from 0.5 to 1.0. Even so, the trend-, suggested the pure turbojet
appea•',d competitive, cons±•. :- all parameters.

The subsequent h~ardpoint engine-airframe optimized for best combination of TOGW and maneuver capa-
bility indicated the aircraft TOGW for the turbojet (BPR-0) configuration was nearly 10,030 pounds heavier

o• than the optimized turbofan configuration. The hardpoint engine-afirfrme design optimi•zed for a turbofan
at mid-BPR range cit-di above.

4.4.2 Engine Installation. To demonstrate' relatively the same maneuverability ..nd r..rformance, the fized
wing airframe with pod-mounted engines weighed 2700 pounds more than the fuaelage-mc.unted engine configur-
ation. Also3 the sea level static thrust of the pod-mounted engines was sized to be nearly 10 percent
greater. Single engine out effects on directional control were greater considering podded engine cont i•gur'-
ntions. A t~er this h*ardpoint desilgn optimization study in 1968, twin turbofan engines with a BLPR st- vhst
less than unity and buri.ed side-by-side in the aft fuselage, became the selected conceptual propulsion unIt.

The hardpoint design study of single high thrust engine/airframe configuration revealed that two
lower thrust engines buried in the airframe design were more practical for other than reasons survivabuility.
The single engine fighter was optimized to accoomodate an engine nearly 95 percent larger than one engine
in the optimized twiln-engine fighter. The twin-engine T(0GW end fuel load were more than the sinle engine
fighter design by approximately two percent, est both aircraft had the same range capabli~ty, However,
the twin engine fighter cosld anuvumer somehat better. The hsrdpoint design studios also indicated that
the critical excess thrust to weight parameter (total thrust less airplane drag to weight ratio) of the
single engine fighter optimized at a lower mae'ver cap~bility relative to the twin engine design.
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Figure 9 presents the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft FlOO-PW-100 engine and characteristics.

S~FIOOPW-IN

Figure 9. /

T?#,IUS t CLASS 20 000 LB

THRUST 1O WEIGHT RATIO CLASS 9S

BYPASS RATIO 07
OVERALL PRESSURE RATIO 23

AIRFLOW 224 LF/SEC

4.5 Inlet/Engine Compatibility. To achieve inlet/engine compatibility, the airflow must be supplied Lo the
engine compressor face with sufficiently low distortion to preclude engine stalls everywhere within the
airplane operational envelope. Inlet trade off studies were conducted for both fuselage mGunted ard podded
engine configurations. These studies were concurrent and integrated with the engine stud'ies already
mentioned. Sidr-by-side engine inlets were s:ttdied, but this arrangement, located either above or below
the fuselage, is subject to undesirable flow intexsctions between inlets at superscnic speeds, regardless
of the cause of single inlet instability. Pod-mounted inlet designs permitted a desirably straisht, rela-
tively short subsonic diffuser but, as noted in the engine trades, the airplane drag, total weight and
engine-out performance of the airplane miltated against this Lonfiguration. Consequently, the fuselage
mounted inlets vere extensively studied; some of the configurations are shown on Figure 10.

iNLET CONFIGURATIONS STUDY

J ~ VAt (Afl~lut ASIAI) VlAIIALIl (AnfvII 811:1

",_I2I • D• . .-4w "0' *

: WIO A l I A ll O.'$ J ... JAI

.I. CA*-fAn1 onoo..

Figure 10. " ....... ,A...

~ 0 11*'$LAIM20 ;O 0 w.i0.1A ITO ' V1* • --- PID€tuI

0 l, ft .4I%$0A1,A.--

Al'. inlets were evaluated with respect to inlet drag, weight, recovery and distortion charactetistics at
high supersonic speeds and at angle of attack. External, rather than mixed, compression flow was selected
for all inlets because the added complexities of fabricating and controlling a mixed compression inlet
outveigh any achievable performance in the F-X air-to-air design maneuverability speed regime. Asymmetric
inlets were eliminated from later consideration because of high distortion at high angle of attack, and
high angle of attack maneuvering is an F-X inherent requirement. Consequently, various configurations of
2--D (two dimensional) ramp inlet designs remained as the most desired candidates. The F-15 inlet is a two-
dimensional, horizontal rap design with a variable capture area.
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Figure 11 depicts the present inlet variable geometry and the associated inlet control system parameters.

ENGINE AIR INLET SYSTEM OPERATION

Figure 11.

Figure 12 relates the propulsion system with the complete airframe.

ENGINE/INUET COMPATIBILITY

Figure 12.

The most unijue feature of the Inlet is its variable capture area. Its variation is accomplished
by rotating the entire forward ramp system as a unit about a point near rhp lower cowl lip. The inclded
angle of the inlet leading edge is fixed so that changing the capture areu als. changes the first ramp
deflection angle. The capture area is varied as a function of Mach number, angle of attack and free stream
tocal temperature. The third ramp is linked to the diffuser ramp, and is scheduled as a function of Mach
number. To enhance matching at hot day or low altitude conditions where engine corrected airflcw diminishes,
a temperature bias increases the third ramp angle. A similar amount of supersonic flow turning, before the
airflow passes the bottom lip, is maintained under such conditions by closing down the capture area and
thereby reducing the effective first ramp deflection angle. By virtue of this temperature biasing, closing
down the capture area at sipersonic speeds below middle altitudes also relieves -itructural loads. For
purpcses of control system mechanization, the third ramp is defined relati.e to ar. inlet reference line
which moves with the capture area. Thus, the third ramp Ls really scheduled relative to the first ramp.
the schedules are defined so as to produce the desired total deflectLm of the flow relative to free stream.
The by-pass system is an aerodynamically closed loop such that the door is positioned to provide a desired
throat Mach number. This desired throat Mach number is, in turn, a function of free stream Mach number.

4.6 Secondary Power Subsystem. For a discussion of the F-15, the Seco.adary Power Subsystem must be defined
as two--engine power takeoff shafts, two airframe nounted sccessory drives (AMAD's), one central gear box
and one jet fuel starter (iFS). The schematic in Figure 13 is a pictorial definition of the subsystem.
The early trade studies investigated the location for mounting accessories, whether to be engine mounted
or to be remotely mounted. Remotely mounting the accessories reduced airplane cross section because the
engine cross section was reduced by approximately one square foot without accessories attached. Further-
more, a complete engine change could be expedited because eneine-airframe connections were eventually
reduced to a minimum of 11 connections for each engine--.one fuel, one envirc-mental control, two electrical
connectors, one power takeoff shaft, one throttle, one nozzle fairing strap, and four engine mounts.
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F-15 SECONOARY POWER SUBSYSTEM

Figure 13.
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The trade offs also studied the function of engine starting to some detail, comparing remote
mounted accessories relative to the engine to assess the arrangement relative to engine starting systems.
Self sufficiency versus ground cart assist was included. Further, the arrangements were considered to
provide energy sources for ground maintenance. These studies favored th3_ remotely mounted Shaf: Power Unit
(auxiliary power unit - APU), considering its weight, reliability and maintainability cha-acteristics rela-
tive to those of the jet fuel starter (JFS), the cartridge starter, the hydraulic starter plus gas turbine
power unit, or the gas turbine compressor plus air turbine starter. Later, as the result oý a weight and
cost saving study, the APU! was replaced by the lower weight, lower cost JFS. The JFS has been designed to
transmit power to either engine in any sequence, through the left or right AMAD gear box for starting.
For current F-15's, the JFS mounted on the central gear box is configured for 30 minutes continuous duty
for self-sufficient ammunition loading.

4.7 Testing.

4.7.1 Wind Tunnel. In the process of refining their F-15 design, Mc.Air had accumulated 12,772 wind tunnel
occupadcy hours (WTOH) aetore signing the cont:act. This test time was three tAmes the McAir tunnel time
up to first flight of the F-4. Furthermore, since contract, McAir has occupied National Aezonautics and
Space Administration (NASA) facilities at Ames and Langley Research Centers and those at the Air Force
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) tunnels as well as their cvn facilities at the St Louis,
Missouri plant and at Douglas Astrophysics Laboratory on the West Coast. In the four years since contract
award, McAir has accumulated more than the prs-contract tunnel occupancy hours. The detail to which the
testing has investigated the F-15 characteristics is summarized by Figure 14a and 14b.

F 15 '.JIND TUNNEL TEST PROGRAM
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Of these tests, two areas are unique, the Piopulsian Test and the Stability and Contrc! Tests.
For inlet/engine compatibility analyses before Contract, ,cAir devoted over 5000 WTOH to inlet and nozzle
design, engine spacing and airplane configurations with engines podded and buried in the fuselage. Subse-
quent to contract award, McAir has devoted nearly 2000 V.ON more to investigating the characteristics of
the final inlet/engine design (Figure 14b). The scope of the detailed testing as included:

Optimize boundary layer bleed system
Optimize schedule of ramps
Verify adequacy of inlet offset distance from the fuselage
Define effects of control system errors
Evaluate lower cowl lip shapes
Evaluate modifications to sideplate geometry
Investigate changes to throat slot geometry
Evaluate alternate third ramp configurations
Investigate alternate by-pass control sensor locationr

Over 600 WTOH have been devoted to full-scale inlet-engine tests at AEDC f3cilities. As a result
of this meticulous investigation of this technology and hardware, flight tests to djte have produced no
evidence of inlet-induced engine stall.

The second area of model tuunel testing unique to the F-15 is the Spin Program to investigate the

fighter's high angle of attack and spin characteristics before first flight in July 1972. These investi-
gations of pre- and post-stall chara-teristics at AEDC and at NASA Langley Rerearch Center include effects
of center of gravity, control surface ptsitions as well as incremental changes to basic fuselage nose
shapes, wing and empennage relationshlps =nd inputs fron the control augmentation system.

To complement the wind tunnel tests, a helicopter F-15 model drop program his been coordinated
with NASA Langley Research Center. Since the first drop in March, 1972, NASA Langley Research Center has
completed over 40 drops of this 13 percent scale =odei.

The lessons learned !-, the wind tunnel were continually applied to the maturing F-15 design
before first flight, as shown on Figure 15.
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Figure 15.
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These changes, for example, reduced drag, improved balance characteristics an, oing structual efficiency,
inlet airflow and consequent engine stability margin and maintained airplane lateral-directional stability,
while increasing the flutter margin.

Tih. wind tunnel program is nearly cmpleted now. Any changes in WTOH will essentially be in
areas whera flight testing hass indicated ieed for further improvement.

4.7.2 Flighr Test. The flight tent program designated specific aircraft to investigate technical areas.
Fighter F-i was assigned to flutter tests, for example. The "snag" horizontal tail (see Figure 8) is a
specific example of design improvement frorm applying lessons learned from the wind tunnel to flight teeting.
As a design tool, the wind tk-mel indicated the horizontal tail to be more flutter prone than did earlier
analyses and, after pressure distribution tests, indicated that a tail with a "snag" leading edge met
flutter standards. At this time, Fighter F-1 was nearing first fligoht; its "clean" horizontal tail was
bailleted to meet flutter requiremento durinR early handling qualities Lesting. Subsequently, flutter
tests with the newly installed "snag tail" demonstrated this tail configuration change to be quite satis-
factory for installation on all aircraft.

The F-15 is well into the flight test program and is undergoing the comprehensive tests analyses
common to all systems.

I
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System Analysis for a Battle-Field Alr Superiorty
Fighter Project with Respect to Minimum Cost

by

Johannes Spintzyk. Dr. Ing.

Head of System Engineering

DORNIER GMBh

Friedrichshafen, Germany

Summary

The battle-field air superiority fighter is an air dtkfense aircraft with the function to gain and to hold air superiority over :he

comni.: .area foi limited time and limited operational area.

Foi given buzdget th- fleet effectivernes. Lan be optimized by reducing the price of the aircraft thus allowing for a higher nurmber

of aircraft- Mainly a low cost design c.n be achieved by minimizing the take-off weight. Design philosophy is to adjust range, payload

and equipment to absolute necessary requirements thus arriving to a "simple" design, but not to compromise air combat capablity. 1.

e. maneuverability.

For the evaluation of different solutions a method is discussed which shows the role of aircraft characteristics with respect to air

combat and which can be used in the preliminary design phases. In the present paper, the influence of mission and design parameters,

i. e- range. combat time, wing loading and thrust/weight ratio on takeoff weight. system cost and air combat effectiveness for the

battle-field air superiority fighter is shuwn. Different ve&sions of a battle-field air superiority fighter arc presented and comparative

results shown.

1. Introduction

The stndies for a battle field fighter project start from a consideration of the threat situatior. in Central Europe which results

from the strong numerical superiority of the Wzrsaw Pact states in tanks and aircraft. In order to deter a credible definse potential

has to be set .gatist this threat. Concerning the air forces the

defense potential must allow apart from the drfensc of IAIR SUPSRIORITY-FIGHIER

tank attacks especially an effective air defense. For this, NI

ground-based defense systems which cover the whole range 4NTERCKOR

of altitudes have to be considercd. But these defense sys- ROLAND HA

tems have to be completed by aircraft (see figure 11. The 10Z I I I i-I
aircraft serve to secure the airspace at the flanks and a: __ttiDT

weak spots, to fight against penetrated aircraft and to 102

undertake the air defense, where the ground-based air de-

fense has collapsed.
10

With regard to :he situation of the Federal Republic

of Germany (FRG). a modern battle-field air superiority 1 - -

fighter could be of interest, which is capable to gain and to L OF ACTION Ik,

hold air superiority over the combat area for limited time

and limited operational area. This task includes also the Figure 1: Air Defense Systems

interception of intruding fighters and combat aircraft The experience from different conflicts of :he past has shown that the fight,

that is the defense against enemy aircraft, leads freq ,ently to the air combat it. the dogfight mode; therefore, pronounced air combat

capability is required.

The following missions are considered for the b6ttle-field air superiotity fighter:

- Air combat and air patrol missions

- Interception, but extreme altitude excluded primary maissions

- Escort missions for own CAS-aircraft
- Limited capability for close air support

- Battle-field reconnaissance secondary roles
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2. Analysis of Requirements

In analysing requirements of a battle-field air superiority fighter, it is not intended to discuss design criteria of fighter aircraft,

since this was done already in the past b) several authors (1, 21. This paper concentrates mainly on cost considerations during the

formulation of design requirements.

2.1 Design Philosophy

The fundamental level of the costs for a weapon system is already determined by the design requtirements. Therefore it is

necessary to consider the viewpoints of cost Already durirg the preparation of such requirements. Th-s is done by obtaining a surve)

about the influence of the different requirements on the cost.

The design philosophy in the cas-. of the battle-field air superiority fighter is not to compromise air combat capability, because-

as air combat simulation shows - alracdy a relative slight inferiority leads to the result that the fight against the opponent will be lost

in most cases. A reduction in cost will be reached especially by minimizing the take-off weight. Therefore, radius of action, payl.ad

and equipment are confined to absolutc necessary values and combat time is chosen in order to maximize fleet effectiveness.

Furtlieroa. design and construction are kept as simple as possible and complexity and use of not proven technology is tried to be

avoided.

For the battle-fie!d air superiority fighter a single seater is proposed. The aircraft should be fitted with two engines in spite of the

higl.er aircraft unit cost. for safety reasons especially in peacetime operation, where flights over the densely populated ;.uropean

country must be cosidered.

With limited budger it is not possible to procure for each ta-A a special optimum aircraft or weapon system resp. In the

contrary, it is nec,,ssiry to assigr one weapon system to several tasks. However, one has to take care that only such tasks are

combined which can be accomplished by the weapon system without co ,siderable additional costs. As figure 2 shows, the battle-field

air superiority fightw.r could cover the principal and secondary missions as mentioned.

SF'- , / . I" - --/ Ruil. / / / ,

MISSION / *T AOl.1

L0 .CO••T

8AITLIIiLO A TA COA M1AT I I .- ,OI-i
AtRA*AAOL I

AIA UIAO(CAIY AT iXTAiMELY *P, -

NtIG ALTITUDIS

INTIA"CIPTION ,
LOR MIDIUM ALIITUO( " S0s

,NTIoC|PTION ol - -* C ilI
ATGI At TILI, l l D•,,tOi. *1¢6 * ,

L COS AIR SUPPOAT .2 1.

5AIRTItiOltDCTON - 1 -

IACIAII, RICCI.. . . . . . .

Figure 2: MAflti-.Aission Capabiliy
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2.2 Definition of Cos'

The considerations with regard to cost cover the so-c.-llei !y:tcm cost as shown in figure 3. The life time over 15 years is

Lonn.,dered as peacenme operation. The s)stem unit Lost are the rescarch ind development cost and the procurement cost per

aircraft.

"The estin.Ation of cost in the eariy design oAases is not wilhout ;'robicms concerning accuracy. Howeer, the main purpose of

he Lost considerations is to achieve a reas-,abt, leve, of cost by snaJy,.;ng the influence of itquirements on cost Therefore Lot the
Abolute cost number seenis to bl. of most imp)rtai ce but the relative number. For this purpose, th.± statistical methods used seem to

be sufficient. Moreover. it can be assured that th_ valu.s given are relatively close to abohlte cost numbers on the baxis of 1973.

I A & 0 AND LAUNCHING COST (PROPORTION.ATE TO 44 ANC)

II PROCUREMENT AND INTRODUCTION '.OST INTO SERVICE

* 44 A/C. BASED ON FLY-AWAY UNITPRiC;
* INITIAL ISSUE OF SPARE PARTS
* GROUND EQUIPMENT., OOLS. ETC.
* DOCUMENTATION. TRAINING

II. OPERATION AN, SERVICE COST DURING LIFE TIME
. MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL. A/C
* MAINTENANCE AND OVERHAUL. AGE
iPOL
* TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES
* INFRASTRUCTURE
* PERSONNEL

IV. ISYSIP.J UNIT COST- I + I)/"44)

Figure 3: Sys;em Cost Definition

Fig. 4 shows the quantity of the system cost and the flyaway unit cost to be expected. The operation of a squadron of 44
battle-field fighters is expected to cost apr. 50 Mao DM per year. An amcunt of appr. 1 C.5 Mi,' DM for the flyaway unit price should
be a..hievable.

fR & 0.
LAUNCHING OF 10% - 159 Moo. DM

44 A/C ~~AVIONICS ~-~ ~ O
PROCUREMENT
AND INTRODUC- 41%~ 645 Mico. DM EQUIPMIENT 13% - 1.36IP/-.EGM
TION INTO SER-
VICE OF 44 A/C 2,.63 Mo DM

PROPULSION 25 %

LIFE TIME
OPERATION AND
SERVICE OF 49% 5 Mao, DM
44 A/C 5.17 Moo. DM• STRUCTURE 49 %

100% 1559 Mao. riM 10o % 10.54 Woao. OM

ASSUMPTIONS

SYSTEM SiZE - 40 A/C T.O. WEIGHT * 10100kg

SERIES - 2G0 A/C To/o/W.. -

SYSTEM T1 '. 4.NG
LIFE TIME - IS YEARS LOADING , 19$ kg/rn

2

"Figure 4" System Cost and Fly.away Unit Cost



The requirements with regard to the avionics can influence the eost in a very decisive way. Four alternate ;-vionics packages with

;nc..- *nz performawe were defined and studied wifh -egard to thý' cost effects. It L• necessary to con;ider only the net price of

the avionics lont aiso the iY.iplications on weight and volume. As fig.ore 5 ,hows, the cost increases very seissitive with the increase of

effectiveness. The avionic: package, %.Ahich would mcet all expectations, costs more then nrice the proposed so!btion but has only an

estimated improve ,sent in effectiveness of appr. 40%.

The evaluation of the effectiveness of avionics is difficult because of the problem to quantify clear), the influence of avionics on

noission success and because of the variety of tasks to be performed by the avionics. Here a method was used which relies on

engineering judgement and is similler to the method which is described later in ch-prer 3.

Soo4-

COST INCREASE
w oDUt TO ADD

__.________VOLUME
< ~~~PROPOSED . .

3E SOLUTTCt

0l

W 0, NET PRICE:

2.73 1,0 1A2 1.4nitArIvE EF.CTIVENESS

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:

NET PRICE 1.13 M10 DM

NET WEIGHT 290 lkp]
NET VOLUME 400 If]
NET POWER CONS. 3.5 [KVAJ

MAIN COMPONENTS:

UHF INERTIAL N; COMPUTER
IFF AHRS WEAPON DEL CO IP

AL)F DOF!'LCR GUNSIGHTSVOP'IL AUTOPILOT RADAR
TACAN AIR DATA COMP. RADAR WARNING

SRADAR/ALT CENTRAL 0,'G. COMP. INTERFACES

• Figure 5: Cost of.A14ionics

!n figu.e 6 the Syst.n Unit ccot it shov.- a2- function of take-off gross weight. The syssem unit :ost increases by one Million DM.

if thr gross weight .ncreases by one metric ton. The veight of 10 metric tons results in system unit cost of.appr. 18 Million DM.
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2.3 Discussion of Requirevients

from this design The results are valid for a mission vrith a radius of action of 150 nm with outbound and inbound flight at 30000 ft

altitude The combat time is 2.5 wrin, in 15000 ft altatude at 0.8 Mach number. 10 min. loiter tume is added in advance to the combat

Phase. Fuel reserve is 5% of total fuel consumed.

Among excellenit flying qualities and a perfect cockpit vis.'ility. the coimbat performance that is sustained turn rate and I

9,specific exc:ss power (SEP) are the decisive parai-neters for air combat an'1 inter'-nucitio 1, Z1. For this reason, these parameters

could not be compromised and cost reasons cannot determine the choice of turn rate and specific power, but one has to fulifi the

requirement to achieve comparable or even better perform--___________________

an1ce Values than the potential future opponent aircraft. -1D - oai; g -at

Do P471

Figure 7 shows estimated Sni'- and turn rate values of 250G 401 AA
some realizedt aircraft and projected aircraft. The altitude P 40

t of 15000 Er and a Mach number of 0.8 are considered as

rtpreL.entative with regard to it 4light regime of air corn- A Ps3

bat. The minimc.m requiremen4 for the battle field fighter 200 - I --

are a SEP-value of 150 m/s and a turn rate of 10 0/s. But T
some recent fighter projects shows a jump to values of /

SEP > 250 rills and turn rates of appr. 1 5-/s. It is Mowmimu SEP -

resnbeto assumeI that an opponent will develop coni. Wag FI CA E AF~

parable aircraft. fo io -

These high performance values are obtained with high M - .8

thrusz/wcight ratios (TAY) and low wing loadings (W/S), as U

- ~figure 8 illustrates. The performance values mentioned -

correspond to thrust/weight ratios of 1.2 and wing 9 A'AA4.
loadings of 300 kg/ni2 in the case of. conventional design.j j-

4 6 a 10 12 14 16
TL'RN RATE ý01/I

Figure 7: Minimzumn Combat Performantce

What are the limits of SEP and turn rate' The human tolerance concerning g-loads can be assumvil in the range between n =7 -

7 5- This tolerance restricts the turn rate to 2ppr. 160/s. Another linizzation can be found by consideting dhe "buffeting limit" with

'moderate buffeting" roughly at a lift coefficie-it Of CL =0.7. T.;s limit yields SEP values of appr. 290 rn/s. Figure 8 shows further,

that die costs rise continuous!) with the increase irt SEP and turn rate. The influence of SEP and turni rate on the system unit cost is

shown more detailed in figure 9. Doubling~ the specific excess power from 150 ,n/s to 300 rn/& inaecases the system unit cost from

14 Million DM to 19 Million DM. The additional trnprQ-,e-mn-nt of the turn rate from 130/S to 150/s costs a further I Million D.M.

1'W-irf .
2tOD 0 ID

L I _. -,
17.

jc Is 15w

I~g0~m 8: SeP and TisaeF~ :Sstiit:(01a.!Cma efra
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The thnusscweight ratios and wing loadings discussed [_ _ _-

here allow to fullfil easily requirements concerning short 1A ___
take-off distances and maximum speej tsee figure 10). For iR

the escort of own CAS aircrAft and fo-. interception andIj
pursuit of enemy asirc-4t near ground. a sufficient speed T 1.2. T .. Aiti c.0

ber of 1.21 at sea level is chosen. T he servic: ceilings is not r• _

of 65000 ft are easily adieved. -A

In order to achieve high turn rates, the buffet lim. -

itatia)ns have to be considertod as mentioned airead). As I
figure I1I shows, high turn rates can be achieved only with o

rel~ativT low wing loadings of appr. 300 kglm2 assuming T WWG waoun sWr,'i

the CL-range for "moderate buffeting" As shown 131. *
These wing loadings would be also valid, -adi.anced tech- Figure 10: Thnustlileight-ratio and Wingloadirng

nology allowed for much higher CL-"alues for buffre.ng and

for highcr g-tolerurnzes due to adva.nced cock? 'esin Considering Ei - altitude and speed range of air combats. figuze Il shows also

that for 30000 ft altitude and 0.9 Mach k- b-r ven smaller wing loadings would be of advantage with respect to buffeting

avoidance.
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F~gue 13 Flet-Efectvenes fr Batlefeld Figre 1: SytemUnitCostvs ircrftTSrie
Airsucrioitv rght1
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of a frcrat whichicanbes dpuends winh a gctive ayonbug th is be porton f tosi, thereciproa tale oflete uni nth prc. bttuepr ote

increase in combat time raises the take-off weight (see figure 12). The co-tresporiding increase of the dimensions of the aircraft

leads to a higher vulnerable area. a~s figure 15 shows. The figure shows also the reduction in the mean sortie life as effected by the

increase of the vulnerable area.

In figure 16. the influence of combat time en the maintenance index, the maintenance cost and the availability is shown.

140 30_ ___ _

'7201 - 2____ - 0

25 00

cOMBA TiT Its-I
POINT T i IEi'

011iIf I 0

Ito'

0 2 0 so I' 100 12A 0 o . 7.5 10. 12
c.ow"T tIME iOM" TIVE IJ'I

Figure 1.6 Aain~ctuvnce Index, Cost andA aAiiability :rc Combat Time
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The collection of all mentioned influences cn the

fleer effectiveness leads to the results shown in figure 17. fITINUSOISIFLE

As combat efficiency, the cummulatuve distribtiion of the ISF- O

durationi of air combat,as it is known tFor example from air - 4 "mTe41 combat similation could be taken. It is assumed that 60 , i
of all air corihaiss do not last longer than 2.5 min. and t: LOW VL=T I NKM THRE.AT

95 % of all air combats do not lAss longer thar, 4.5 min ,Si
Tne number of sorties per fleet as function of combat time

depends especially on the budget given and on the tbreat

level.

The essential staternt of this diasgarn is that, for

small budget and/or high threat, smaller aircraft with 2. 2.0 3A 40 U U

limited combat timne are more favorable, whereas for

higher budget and/or low threat, larger aircraft seem to be Figure 17- Fleet Effectiveness for a given Budget
of advantage.

For the sm'll "adius of action discussed here and for the assumed F.redoininanc't of missions with air comnbpt, a design with

internal fuel .'niy is less cxpensive that means that the design mission is flown without the ate of external fuel tanks. Figure 18 shows
the effer.ý on cost, if internal fuel for a given mission is exchanged against external fuel. While the weight and th.r cost of the clean

,,iecraft decrease with the percentage of ex-ernal fuel, the _________________ ____

increasing cost of the external tanks and the additiona

installation has to be added.

Naturally. by the use of external fuel tanks, the

mission flexibility is increased.The outbout-d flight and the

loits.-r time during air patrol czn be flown with external I~ ~~ --- --

fuel. The fuel pods would be dropped. only if an w H i -
enigogemrrict with the enemy occurs, thus the air coiebat is j- ~ I i--I
started with full internal fuel tanks. The use of external

fuel tanks allows increase in combat time, loiter time and jj*A UL

radius of action.

in the casc- of the battle-field air svperiority fighter. WLOTER TV

the use of external fuel tanks would result in a cost I________ __________________

increase of appr. M. % taking the design missmon as a basis Pi-gure IS. Jlittern~slExirenal Fuel Optimi~ation

The analysis of rcc servents -its in the set up i.. main recuirei'-. AS shown in figure 19. In order to minuni7.t the take-off

weight and cost. and corvttrp.l aisg -_ design comlnis iunc ,f -1.5 mir... twoss. missiles and one machine gun arc chosen as normal

design Weapon load.

O* i O$s5AT

* CX 4EOM.LT tY_11UAII$tti'U TIME AT ISOMte FT 10 M?

ICOM"~T PlRFORM4AC4 OA IEA 6C T1

* s;'i~ ~.ce~esat'wA91AR-OFF & LANOI.10 PERFORMAkCS

IM -311 -I M T.I F T 0-O-1TAPIPCE (!A. S1 0

0 CC4'*AT CEMIIPJ ttCM III WAPOf LOAD

*TWO A~R TO AIR U434SLES
*ONEt lPhOAROMOUN4TE5CASIOF!t

Figawe 1 9 _)et up of.ifusn Rrzuirrments
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3. Evaluation Model

For the design work in the early d-sign phases especially for concept and configuration studies, evaluation methods are needed
besides the main requirements. These methods must explam to the design engineer the sig.ificance of various design parameters. An
a-sessm--nt of a solution alone by the help of an air combat simulation, for ex unpie, is not complete; furtheron, such simulations are
perhaps more appropriate in later design phases, where sufficiently detailed and precise data are available.

As the block scheme of figure 20 shows, the probxsed method starts from the considered missions of the battle-field air
superionrty fighter. The flying qualities, the performance and other important aspects, as for example the cockpit visibility, the
vulnerabilty etc. are analysed. Flying qualities and performance evaluation are combined using weighting factors. To this evaluation
of the aircraft capabilities the evaluation rf the further aspects is added by j.ing a second weighting factor. The complete evaluation
considers also the cost.

SLm uuASuLITf

ý.10 ,AWJ' LghV %

aUoNAVIOMS

I ..... - ] ]

Figure 20. Block Scheme of E.va.ution iMethod

Figure 21 helps to explain, how the .nport-nie of the flying qualities is derived. From the analysis of air combats, air combat
simtdations and piluts debriefings. bit also by considering training programs of combat pilots, .t is possible to get a representative set
of flight maneuvers, which are essential for a britle field air superiority fighter ýsee cclumn I of figure 21 1. Furtheron, such an
analysis vite-s information to assume a relative frequency of the different maneuvers tcolumn 2ý. This frequency is taken as
weighting of thr flight maneuvers An anal% sis of the influence of the flying qualitis for the different mazneuvers allows an estimation
of their rchative value ;see head row of figure 21'. The multiplKation of these vale2ces with the cc;esprnding weighting of the flight
maneuver and the summation of all products for each parameter, results in an estimation of the importance of the parameter
ccrsidered with respect to th6 .asks of the battle-field fighter ýsee iower ro% of figure 21). As shown in ,his example. maximum lift
and control of normal acceleration have high rank of importance.

° , _,o =., I- 15I 1 I
z 2

AIR COM\"T S~ N I""° •• I"4 =° " . ." °I -"
00' g~, =•=.,.J -,.S

M•tUvERS \ !!.° I,, °I *. -I! 01 1

PARD WISN 1? 0.115 02 0. 52 0.2 0.1

sc $ R 2 0.1 0.1 02 01 0 .
,tax ,, 02 0 o., 0.1 0.1 0.1

YO Yo is 02 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 01I 0j5
5USRR 0.1 0,2 01 0.2 0,1 0.1 0.1 0.1"iGH , ARRLI ROLL 4 0.1 0.1 ! I 0.3 0l2 02.

VRCAL REVIRAL 23 0.1 01 oj 0.2102 0.1 0.1 01•

""IO G u iv i: G h'WiAL 4 02!..).1. Qualtie 04

TOTAL Si a-U 4241552

Figusre 21: Wifeg);t of !-lying Qualities
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Analogous to the flying qualities, an assessment of the importance of the different performance parameters can be carried out

(see figure 22). The determination of the significance of the other aspects considered is done by using a matrix method (ice figure

231. All aspectw are compared arnong one another. The matrix is worked out independently by some experienced people to assure an

objective result.

COMBAT ,T 1~ ~~ T V F T hflFRA .c ' o . I I •t-j 21• .

;° - - I .. .. ':i
-;,

g.- --,Jiro

OiR CR 2 -

colGRT 1Uo oIi -o• o!o s•

COP . 4. ~ ~
Mb usevdRs sh-1 us fZigur 2.

14ARO TURN -17 0CS -T G 2 6, 
A0ý 

53
1I0R5 1 f RE1IABILITY 0_

IBIiM/ t ISAL,(;•"IGTY

SCSOSIs 0,2 04 04 VULNERABILITY 02 75 ~I900i -lQ-ol0o Is-0
0o-va is 04 01 0s' 023 W, 0

ST FLEXIBILITY 0S 0I25 0c0o FoLIGoT 17S
LUITORY 5 0 T0O.

UýCH G BSARRELI ROLL 4 06 02 0,1 01IGPIFiA 0 2

VERTICAL REVERSAL 72 04 02 04EN _____1_ 76OO0y,0 T7h1 S

O.1 TURN ARIOUNT N IKoh
O1I40V'NCIIM 4- 01 02 M 0251 !uNAON ~OSooo 050,050:025, 7

OB5IJJC W3 3 4 204 .... 202 R4CIR, 07 1

Figure 22: Ws'eight of Aircraft Performance Figure 23: Evaluation MEtix of further Aspects

For zhe assessment of different solutions of a battle-field £.jhker so called value functions are needed (see figure 24).

Thr evaluation of the solutions is carried out by determining at first the different aircraft characteristics. Then, the numbers of

the cc~rresponding value fua-tion is determined. The miltiplication of these numbers with the curresponding weighting factors for
-ach flight mauneuver and the summation of all products yield an evalaation number for each solution.Por this procedure. a table can
be used as shown in figure 25.

The method described herein req~uires eniginceiing; skill and judgement. An appreciable insight into the design problems of a

fighter can be gained The method rtvails that the flying 1uaities have to be considered and estimated already in the beginning of the

dec~ign process of the battle-field fihter. In case of very new concepts. even wind tunnel mreasuremenits can be necessary in these
early design phases.

D I AALIA UM"OCONTRIOL OF PITCH4 ATTITUDE .

>CONTROL OF MORV.AL ACCELERATIn 13,2

COSTICK VOEMN FORCEFBRG 0

MANIAMIJM LIFT %4.9

OA PITCH UIP WED McY SUrrRSTALL 34

0 110 J PA oJ 0 IS BuFFETING BUFFET ONSETI

zU 0. I V I I I STALLING BEHAVIOUR
0.4 mNG ROCK PING OROPI S

L1 J! CONTPOLLASIIITY IN STALLED FLIGHT 5

WCUTH POL.L 04

C 7II TURN COOROINATEN z

0.1 0.: 4.4 OA 0.2 1A 1.5 toAI.FRFEUA 72

SIOGATKF RICO^O.IP11G POLL.1 COUPLiG 67

RUOCER EFFECTIVENESS -0

VIRAL VSTAIITY Ie
TOTAL 18000

Figure 24: Example of I'ahu Function Figure 25: Scheme for Evaluation of Flying Qualities.
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4. Presentation of Concepts

In order to arrive to an optimal technical solution fur a battle-field air superiority fighter, three fundamental concepts, the

conventional dragon concept, the canard concept and the double delta concept, were considered and for each concept a preliminary

design was wcrked out. These designs are still not optimized :n each detail but serve for a preliminary evaluation.

The three-side vi.-v of the conventional design is shown in figure 26. The aircraft is a high wing solution with strakes and

maneuver flaps. In figure 27. the canard concept is illustrated. The low delta wing allows a favorable u..,.gement of the landing gear.

Furtheron. sufficient space is available for storing equipment and fuel. This concept has the known advantages regarding

maneuverability and minimum speed.

If Tj/ ~-"

Figure 26: Corventional Concept

Figure 27: Cat•i' Co•c"pt
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The third concept, the double delta. is characterized by the fact that the outer wing can swivel (see figurm 28). The swivel axis i:
pe.Fendicular to the longtuimal axis of the aircraft. The outer wings are working as ailerons and as elevators The arrangement
allows not only to avoid the high trim losises of pure conventional configurations during high g-maneuvers but permits, Ly appropriate

change of the wing twist in spanwise direction, to optimize Lhe spanwise lift distribution wit& regard to mimunum speed and induced

drag The chined forebody of the double delta aircraft serves to reduce trim drag at high Mach numbers and to increase direct'onai

stability with inceeasing angle of attack.

//

|I

I-igure 28: Double Delta Concept

All threc concepts are characterized by cockpit layou:s for excellent visibility.

A comparison of main data of the three concepts is given in figure 29. The d)ublc delta concept yields favorable -esults in

dimensiuns. %eight. thrust and flyaway price. T-he conceptual designs of the three solutions are worked out for equal thrust/weight

ratio -.d cqual span loading. Therefore they do not have exactly the same specific excess power and turn rate ii the design point as

required. This .ould be achieved b, a further iteration, but even then the performance values would be different at any other point

than the design point. Since the design point cannot fully reflect the flight regame of:r cv.,bat with respect to speed and altitude.

the differences in the performance values in the whole ruglm: of speed and altitude have to be conridered during an evaluatrop.

DATA DIM 0-1

SPAN m I 1035 996 1025

LENGTH m 14.7 146 15.25

HEIGHT m 4.9 4.38 }5
GROSS kg 1 10 980 10100 10 800
WEIGHT

COMBAT

WEIGHT kg 9300 8600 9100
FUEL
CAPACITY ka 3358 3003 3402
LOING kgA2ni 260 165 190

THRUST/
WEIGHT' k*kg 1 5 1.5 1.5

SPAN 2
LOADING" kgIm 86/ 867 867

STATIC
THRUSA kg 2 x 6975 2 x 6450 2 x 6825WITH ABI

FLY AWAY MND 11.1 10.5 10.9PRICE •,

AT TICOMBAT VEIGHT INCLUCES 50% INTERNAL FUELi

Figure 29: Comparison of M.W'in Data
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In figure 30, the flight ervelopes are shown. The maximum Mach number is linmited according to a dynamic pressure of 1 at
or a total temperature of 125 °C. A comparison of Sz. as function of Mach number at zero and 15000 ft altitude is shown in figure
31. In figure 32, the turn rate as function of Mach number is given. Finahy figure 33 shows the specific excess power against the t:
rate. The figures show favorable results for the double delta concept.

In order to enable a final choice be:ween the three concepts considered here, the further evaluation, especially regarding the
flying qualities has to be carried out as described already. The r, ".,ts available so far show that the double delta concept is very
promising.

70-

5 ' - !/ _ _ _-_-_-

4 TOTAL Tz"PEftATUMIK

, 40 t' 12,0 o l.c e • . a

Figure 30: Flight Ervelonpes Figure 31: SEP vs Mach Number

St- 1 H 110501 f l

I /I\ 
,0 CIS ISP2 MACHJa i -A U 16MAC

Figure 32: TurFlrate vs Mach Number Figure 33: SEP vs Turn Rate'N
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5. Cor.cluding Remanrs

Cost studies must be c-rried out already duri.,g the prepara-ion of requirements together with the conceptual design studies in

order to reduce the cost of new weap-in systems and to avoid highly complex aircraft. Often primary performance requirements call

however, not be compromised by cost considerations. For a given budget , the fleet effectiveness can be optimized by reducing the

price of the aircraft, thus allowing for a higher number of aircraft. Above all a low cost design can be achieved b7 minimizing the

take-off weight together with the equipment, especially the avionics.

For the evaluation of alternate solutions in the early design pr,,cess and for optimization, methods are necessary which allow

significant insight into the design problems. Such methods could not be substituted by air combat simulation, but complemented.

The concept of a battle-field air supenority fighter, which was used here as eiample for system analysis and cost considerations,

promises a highly effective weapon system for air defense at low cost. The applicability of advanced technology, e. g. CCV, could not

be treated hel FPther studies have to be carried out in this 'icld in order to arrive to an optimum solution for a battle-fieM air

superiority fighter.
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THE B-1 BOMBER - CONCEPT TO HARDWARE

by

Robert J. Patton
B-I Systems Engineering Director

Deputy for B-I (ASD/YHE)
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

CSRMMARY

This paper traces the B-i from its initial conceptual studies to the hardwqare
which will soon fly. The interaction of the B-i requirements and advanced technology is
given special consideration. Finally, the paper examines in depth the preliminary
design process ard then compares the hardware product with earlier designs. The "lessons
learned" from the analysis are summarized.

The B-1 Strategic Bomber is the latest and most sophisticated aircraft in
development. It is planned as a replacement for the B-52. The key requirements are
thus initial survivability, improved penetration capability, improved payload-range, and
through these greater cost-effectiveness than the B-52.

While the first B-i bomber is rapidly taking shape as hardware, the airplane
design continues to evolve; Since it is the most sophisticated aircraft under develop-
ment, it deserves--and gets--much attention. Further, since the concept studies were
started eight years ago, it is now worthwhile to look at the B-I development as a case
study of preliminary design.

The Advanced Manned Strategic Aircraft (AMSA) program, which led to the B-i,
started in 1965. The primary requirement was for a cost-effective replacement for the
aging B-52. Thus, the aircraft's mission was to deter general nuclear war by beinq
capable of surviving an enemy first strike, successfully penetrating enemy defenses,
and accurately delivering offset or laydown weapons on both indus.trial and military
targets.

Since technology had expanded from 1950 (B-52 period) to 1965, many alterna-
tives, such as V/STOL, all supersonic penetration, stand-off missile launchers, low
altitude penetrators, etc., had to be reviewed. The results of these analyses quickly
showed that low altitude penetration at high subsonic speed was the preferred mode--a
supersonic, high altitude- capability further provided flexibility and helped dilute
enemy defenses. These modes became the prime requirements for the AMSA studies. The
AMSA studies continued for four years--oriented at defining a cost-effective B-52
replacement. Three airframe contractors were funded throughout the AMSA studies.
Figure 1 portrays this time history. It can be seen that the studies terminated in
late 1969 with the B-i requirement and Request for Proposal. At the end of the propo-.al
evaluation, June 1970, North American Rockwell was selected to design and develop the
B-i. First flight is scheduled for June 1974. The first aircraft is now being
assembled at Palmdale, California.

The AMSA studies approached the conceptual definition with a three-pronged
effort-- 1) detailed analysis on a point design aircraft, 2) parametric analyses
centered around the point design, and 3) specific studies and/or tests in new technology
and high risk areas.

I believe the B-1 is a classic example of the concept definition pre-design
paradoxes:

a) Must meet increasing threat vs. what threat can you prove.

b) Must emphasize new technology vs. too much of an advance in state of
the art.
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B-i PROGRAM HISTORY
6 5I-6 66 6? 68 19 9 %7 O 1 1972
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Figure 1

c) Present s,'stems are good enough vs. not enough better than present system.

Accordingly, the concept definition phase was long and slow. The parametric studies
were very extensive trying to provide data te support a firm requirement. These studies
varipd payload, military load, and design. A brief overview of this process is shown
on Figure 2. Preliminary Design Review (PDR) is taken as the key time--that's when
there finally became one configuration with its specific drawings. This doesn' mean
that when PDR was over. 4e stopped making changes--but when changes were required (or
desired) it did mean making drawings over.

Now I'd like to go back co
those ANSA studies and look at some of CONFIGURATIONS TO DRAWING,';
the requirements, configurations, tech-
nology studies and results. CONFIGURATIONS DRAWINGS

Since cost effectiveness was a 0ooo-___--"
major criteria, payload (SRAN - Short
Range Attack Missiles - and SCAD - 1000
Subsonic Cruise Armed Decoy) was a major NUM8FR
variable. The B-52 carries SRAN on a 0eD
rotary rack with eight missiLes attached.
For the new bomber it was naturae to look to
at ,multiples of this design, i.e., 16, 24, PREIINARYGN
32 SRAi1's. With 24 SRAINts (three times DESIGN
B-52 pa-yload) the impact is severe as 0
shown in Figure 3. Here we can start to 67 68 69 70 71 77 73
-;,!e tht? required advances in technology. CALYR

Figure 2
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WEIGHT FRACTION COMPARISON
a) Hold structural tzaction at

22% while incorporating variable sw-eep and
large payload bays.

8-52 b) 20,5 53% Hold systems fraction to

j vithin 10~% of that of B-52 while adding
I I terrain following radar, improved sensors,

additional penetration aids, etc.

AMSA jIc) Accomplish required range
- 22% 22% 15% 41% with 29% less fliel (41% vs. 537).

STRUCTURE SYSTEMS PAYLOAd W•TU
ETC

Figure 3

In order to hold the Lructural fraction while incorporating large weapon
bay cutouts and variable sweep, new materials and alloys were studied. Composites
(both boron and carbon) ,ere also investigated. High strength alloys of aluminum and
steel were considered. unique struc.-,ral design concepts were alco looked at--such as
blended wing bodies to minimize wetted area and maximize structural depth. IThe primary
effort was centered about ti'anium and the most efficient ways to use and manufacture i t.

The segment called ".ystems" offered many challenges. This seoment
includes: Engines, offensive aionics, defensive avionics, electrical po.*er, hydraulic,
cooling, escape, etc. In each of these areas major developments were undertaken.

A lightweight augmented turbofan demonstrator program was initiated. The
developments included-- a) high tu::- ,ne temperature (cooled blades), b) short annular
combustor, c) short mixer and au-mentor, d) minimum length design. Two contracts
were let for the building and runnir. of technology demonstrator engines to incorporate
the above features.

In the offensive avicnics areas new technology offereo promise of simplifi-
cation, highe. r liability and easier installation. Digital systems were seen as the
key with emphasi.s on phased array type antennas doing multiple functions. A multi-mode
radar hardwart, development program was established to pursue this possibility. A bread-
board system was constructed and flown in a C-135.

Defensive avionics offered an even greater challenge. New concepts using
digita] technology appeare.d necessary to support the penetration requirements and pro-
vide adequate future growth and Ilexibility. Development programs for hey technical
features were supported. The technical feasibility was demonstrated.

The requirements for initial sur,.ivability lead to dispe)sal and hence to
a need for a Central Integrated Test System (CITS). The primary purpose of CITS is t-
provide assurance while at a dispersed sitt that the airplane is ready to go (thus
replacing flight line Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE). This new system was another
challenge to define and implement--and a.so to the weaponi system designer to inciude
within weight and cost targets.

The last challenge was to the aerodynamicist--how to do the mission with
25% less fuel. The engine technhlogy programs offered 10-15%. improvement in specific
fuel consumption. Variable sweep was the primary aerodynamic advancement. Th,. APISA
designs were initially like the F-111's and started from the same NASA data base. As
the configuration evolved it became apparent that the larger payload fraction and Zir-
craft balance required the engines Zo be near the aerodynamic center rather than at the
rear as in the F-Ill. This new ariangement led to problems of fuselage heating,
horizontal tail placement, etc. Wind tun~,el tests on the various configuration alter-
natives were conducted. It was evident that the requirements resulted in a difficult
det;ign prob:.em--and that any selected configuration would require much tuning up.

Let us turn to the specific point design aixcraft and their .cl,iiion. In
1967, the point design aircraft had the design shown on Figure 4 with the engines at
the rear. TNe percentages for structure, systems, payload and fuel are shown on
F.*-ure 5. The gross weight was 350,000 pounds.
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AMSA - 1967

" 1 124A

134.6 FT-

I --- --- -- f29 .
FT

Figure 4

(U) By 1968 the configutration hsO
changed recognizing the need to separate the

WEIGHT FRACTIONS tail and wirg "Figure 6). The iequired
internal payload had been increased to 32
SRAM's as a pa-.t of the concept definition
and the design. primary variables in
these studies were cross weight, range, and

1967 AMSA payload. But due to the many questions on
re4uirements, a large number of trade off
studies were ac-complished--some to .- ostanti-

24% i1 14% 44% ate requirements, others to evolve and refine
I'he requirements. Typical examples of these
axe"

SYSTEMS 
"'kY.

STRUCTURE ETC • AD FUR.

a) Landing qear flotation require-
ments vs. dispersal capabilxty.

Figure $
b) Cr'.w escape molules vs.

ejection seats.

i) Cn-board integrated I.est capability vs. ACE.

d' 1Jde quality vs. crew effectiveness.

e) Nuclear h.ardness vs. initial survival.

0t.' Snce cost effectiveness was the prime objective, these studies concerned
both ret " e.Pectlveness in destroying a given target system, and the total system
cos-.. r 4 , aifficult aspect was -ost. For most of the studies gross weight, and
its as.ociaced weight empty iere the primary cost input. The point design aircraft
were u3eA) to do a more complett cost 3nalysis "which becxme the base line fur the trade
off st.udies.
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AMSA -1968

•.• /•/•/ 4..5 FT

i .~I7.8FT - 149.6 FT- -

Pi are 6

EFFECT OF CREW SURVIVAL SYSTEMS

370

GROSS WT
1000's LB

360

MODULE EJECTION
SEATS

Fi•ure 7
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The results of the crew escape study are summarized in Figure 7. Alternate
designs were made with--si,. ejection seats and six-.man module (somewhat similar to that
in the F-ill). While the B-I has a basic crew requirement for four, the training mis-
sion will often result in six being on board, accordingly a requirement for six men
escaping. When these designs were then in-utted to the parametric study program and
the aircraft all sized to the samr mission capability (range/payload), the aircraft
with six ejection seats was heavies than that required with a module. Hence, the cost
was greatez even disc-ounting the added cost for the module. The operating command Telt
that crew effectiveness would be better in the shirt-sleeve environment of the module.
The requirement for a crew module was thus firmly established.

By 1909 thousands of configurations had been analyzed and detailed require-
ments established. Further, the B-52's were continuing to age. Accordingly, the Air
Force requested Depirtment of Defense (11OD) authority to proceed with the B-1. The
nnext tnase of the preliminary design began. Most of the studies in the concept defini-
tion pnase were zoncerned with relative cost-effectivenes.. Real world costs and
program-ing considcrations were now injected into the B-I. Undoubtedly, some of these
negated assumptions made during the earlier studies. Efforts were made to account for
all elements as could be identified.

The concept definition phase de,.eloped a design--including most detailed
characteristics--respnnsive to the descrioed threat, technical state of the art and
in accordance with earlier type rr-)ramming ground rules.

In the fall of 1969, the Air Force received permission to proceed with the
31 program. Requests for Proposal were issued. The program was structured as a "Fly
Before Buy" type. H.-nce, the request was limi\ed to design, development, manufacture,
and test of five test aircraft. The three companies which had participated in the
stu:y phases submitted bids. North American Rockwell was selected in June 1970 as the
We-pons System contractor. General Electric was selected to develop the engine.

PROPOSAL B-1

I #•"•- ~ ~ ~ ~ 1. •. ... ,"FTI

151.0 FT

---- 33.1 FT

Figure 8
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The winning configuration is shown in Figure 8. North American Rockwell
included many features to minimize the size of their airplane. They proposed, a 4,000-
psi hydraulic system, a 230-volt electrical system, electrical multiplexing, structural
mode control fins, maneuvering rocket :ontrol system for crew e-cape module, and a high
pe-centage of titanium in the basic structure. The design featured a variable sweep
wing, large horizontal tail, and mixed compression inlets (to satisfy the supersonic
requiremeRats).

When the Air Force sought approval to proceed in the spring of 1970, the
programming realities of life further impacted the concept. fne dollars available
were less than those required. Conditional approval was given; but requiring major
changes to get within the planned dollars. It was recognized at this time that the
advanced avionics assumed in all the studies were beyond the available dcllars (and
beyond the immediate requziements). All avionics work was stopped--althougit the air-
craft design was to continue using the advanced system definition. The assumption was
that existing avionics would fit within the space, power, cooling limits and the air-
craft irw~ud have 'otential to take advanced avionics later in its life.

The first major contractual task after contract award was to change the
design and restructure the program to be compatible with the existing and projected
money available. This eflort was named Project Focus. The changed philosophy with
regard tc avionics has been mentionea. Other ma)or requirements were also re-examined
in iine with money limitations rather than co3t effectiveness. Finally, sirnce a con-
trac•or had been selected ano a specific design existed, molt dtailed cect trade offs
could be made--weight was no longer synonymous mrith cost. --The percentgs of titanium,
steel, and aluminum were varied, recognizing their respective impact on cost. The
result of this trade study is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that above about 20
percent titanium the unit cost increased; whereas the gross weight to do the mission
zcntiaues to decrease. Acccrdingly, the percentage of titanium was dropped from about
., percent to less than 20 ptrcent.

As a result of Project Focus,

EFFECT OF TITANIUM PERCENTAGE requirements wee modified as shown
in Figure 10. The de~sign gross weight

ON WEIGHT AND COST was increa!.ed (35C,S70 lbs to 360,000
lbs). The modified design included other

Crefinements--it is shoon in Figure 11.
WEIGHT The inputs Erom advanced technology had now
UNITCOST been reduced in Lwo key areas--avionics

and materials, The reduction in use of

titanium was strictly ,ue to cost. It
G was retained in critical areas. Further,

the Nort,. American Rockwell concept of
Diffusion 3onding titanium vas retained.
In this san.a time period, a requirement
for fracture mechanics was added (as a

L_______ _,_, result of problems on the F-Ill with high
0 5 W is 20 2S 30 35 strength steel alloys). This requirement

•tTITANIUM placed emphasis on new materials with
superior fracture mechanics qualities.
Advanced avionics technology was not

Figure 9 entirely abandoned since the design tas
required to have a growth capability to
include future all-digital systems.

The aerodyna-i.c technology roquirements were straightforward. Variable
geometry was a necessity and leane.! he..-iiy on F-T11 developoent. The take-off dis-
tance required a soph .tcated flap/sl-t systec. The structural mode control system
was a new appruach to ninimize bouncing at the ,.rew 5t.&tion and to rve weight.
Finally, the delinition of the engine/inlet distortion recognized the high level of
technology necessary in this area. Shortly after Project Focus there was an exercise
involv.ng program changes--the five flight test aircraft were reduced to three and
much formal quaiific•tion worn was postponed to agree with the funding plan. There
still remained marny technical challenges.
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FOCUS CHANGES TO B-1 REQUIREMENTS

ITE CHANGE

"* Takeoff Distance Increased 500 Ft

"0 Supersonic Distance Decreased 100 Mi

"* Refuel Altitude Decreased 500 Ft

"* Thrust/drag at SL 0.85M Decreased 10%

Figure i0

FOCUS AIRPLANE
-55B

3 - .2.4 FT

143.5 FT
Figure 11
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While some of the configuration technical problhms were resolved during
Project Focus (such as tail locati(,-•), other details needed solutions. These were
worked out during early 1971. The Preliminary Design Review was held in July 1971 and
t •he hck-up in October 1971. Thus by mid-1971, the configuration had finally settled
down to a single basic design. From that tzme on changes became more costly--drawings
had to be stopped, and with t'me, tooling changed and material scrapped. This thirdphase has continued to be dynamic because in some cases the detailed design wasalt
adequate; in m.iny other cases it became obvious the cos, was greater than assumed in
earli]r studies--and hence some of the features were no longer desirable. Further,
the emphasis on Design to Cost has continued to modify the program concept. With
these chianges has co)me a different relationship to advanced technology. Let us examine
some of the specific examples of this period.

The flap system started out as a double slotted translating design. Detail
design showed this to be very complex and heavy. Wind tunnel tests indicated a simpler,
single slotted flap could be designed to meet the requirements. The slat was extended
slightly inboard resulting in high lift capability in excess of requirements.

The crew escape system was proposed with a primary rocket motor and a gim-
baled (both axes) maneuvering rocket motor. The system was simplified to one motor
design--two motors with one for roll and one for pitch--resulting in a slitht reduction
3n low altitude adverse attitude capability and a big cost saving.

The formulation of the avionics package was a ma&or chore. usino the pru-
vious program guidance, a suite of off-the-shelf subsystems (forward looking radar,
stellar/inertial platform, doppler, terrain following radar, radar altimeter, etc.)
were prcDosed together with a central computer complex. This approach offercd much
fle:ibiLity and straightforward growth to more sophisticated systems. Proposils were
re->ýsted and evaluated. Examination of them incicated that the development would be
expensive and risky. Accordingly, the computer was revised to a modified olf-the-shelf
version. Further, the offensive and defensive segments were separated.

Before the avionics could get started on contract, two events occurred:
(1) A complete reassessment of the inezcial navigation requirement was requested, and
(2) The defensive systems were put into a different category--a competitive initial
phase to reduce both technical and cost risk.

The airplane design changes that occurred throughout this period ara summarized
on Figure 12.

The big challenge with the B-i today is how to use technology to reduce or
keep costs down. The concept of "Fly Before Buy" is fraught with problems--what's
"off-the-shelf" today may be out of production tomorrow--when it's needed to support
B-1 production. One way to avoid excessive cost being charged for "off-the-shelf" sys-
-ems or sole source components is to use technological advancements. In the past, these
have normally been oriented solely to improve pýrformance. Today the B-I SPO is working
zlosely with the Air Force laboratories to insure that e number of their developments
are "designed to cost" so that their price is no more than current subsystems. Further,
significant improvements in reliability and maintainability are specified. These may
detract from the performance improvement that could be ga_.-i, but often present a more
severe challenge to the developer. A number of programs in toe advanced development
s,iherc are being closely watched :or eventual incorporation into the B-i.

One of the first of these is the AdvanceJ Metallic Stru- .res wing carry
through (WCT) box. Two concepts of WCT are being designed and evaluated--one will be
built and tested. This box is being designed to the B-1 dimensional and struztural
requirements. By using advanced materials and concepts, a significant cost reduction
(As well as weight reduction) is expected. Further, the Air Force will have an option
so that this technology may beincorporated into later P-l's.

"In the avionics area, a new, cheap, highly reliable inertial platform is
unde.r development. The B-1 avionics subsystem is being designed so that the inertial
unit may be easily changed. If this development is successful, it will offer improved
performance at lower cost.
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DESIGN REFINEMENT STATUS
AFT RADOMES
& HOR!ZONTAL TAIL SWEEP

OVERWING
FAIRING

/ NOZZLE
""- , OVRNTERFAiRING

"WING FLAP

ROCKET MIG STRUT/MOTORS / DESIGN CHANGE

RIDE CONTROL iNLET &
VANE NACELLE

F.gure 12

Another avionics area still of interest is that of computer controlled radars
(using phase shifters). The Air Force has an advanced development pronxam for such a
radar. By using advanced technology, it is expected that a sinole forward looking radar
with electronic scanning ran replace the present forward looking radar, terrain follow-
ing radar, and doppler radar. The new system will be nuclear hardened, be much simpler
mechanically, and have considerably better reliability. This onn deveiopment thus
offers a cost-effective alternative to three current systems. The major difference from
the earlier advanced development programn is the emphasis on "Design to Cost."

The B-i management is extremely interested In the Air Force/NASA Transonic
Aircraft Technology program. !his program is developing and testing a supercritical
wing for the F-ill. T1e supercritical wing thus offers growth performance capability
(through higher crui,;e speeds) and possibly reduced cost through a simpler wing struc-
tural design. The variable sweep design makes it easy to switch to a new wing panel.

From the above examples, it should be evident that the B-1 program is vitally
interested in iew technology programs. The "Fly Before Buy" concept poses many prob-
lems in restraining cost when proceeding into the production program. New technology
offers an excellent alternative to existing hardware which has gctten expensive.

The first B-i airplane is going to fly next year. Subsequent aircraft will
incorporate new features--to reduce cost, to improve performance. As problems are
uncovered in the test program, new technology rill be used to help solve them.

In looking back zt the B-i Concept Definition and Preliminary Design phases,
what lessons would be considered most useful for future programs? First, the program
effect on cost may invaildate many early preliminary design trade offs and conclusions.
The remedy to this is to limit the extent of integration of this design--keep cleaner
interfaces--prepulsion, airframe, akionics, and weapons--and provide specified engi:neer-
ing tvpe reserves in these areas. S,,cond, recognize that technology can nelp reduce
costs--particularly if properly motivated. Results on the B-i indicate this is a new
and pronising discipline. It in challenging because an inadequate data base e:dsts it,
tre cost atea. Finineer- need to study and quantify the needed cost inputs. They must
work closely with e.timuatirg personnel in order to properly guide the thrust of techno1ix.%

When one considers that the B-i is 20 !.ears newer than the B-52, it is a real
bargain--technology has been used to improve pe*formance and reduce cost. The P-1 has
twice the payload, three times the altitude spefd, half again the soa level speed and
the same range capability of the 8-52. We will -continue to need te;hnolonical breal-
throughs to hold the price down.
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DESIGN OF VERY LARGE AIRPLANES FOR LEAST SYSTrEM COST

by

Robert B. birown
Manager Airplane Preliminary Design

Aeronautical aiid information Systems Division
Boeing Aerospace Com:'any
Seattle. Wasilington 98124

SUMMARY

Thle commencement and success of a ne%% program are virtually impossible ,snless the predicted system cost constitutes a step
improvement over existing designs. The concepts proposed in this paper for very large airplane-s stress lower speeds (M = 0.65) Aos the
key to lower system cost. This speed leads to airplane designs with fewer and simple: parts. Thle lower cost of parts is further enthanced
by the predicted reduction of engineering changes resulting from the simpler designs. Designing for adaptability to a wide range of
missions without compromising the initial program is the other fundamental rtature of low ;ost system design. It reduces tile invest-
ment for new applications and spreads the original investment over a larger production. The apphication of the propesc-I design
principles is illustrated with existing and proposed aircraft designs.

INTRODUCTION

Over the decades, the costs of new airplane programs have been escalating for a number ot rearons. Worldwide inflation fles
piayed its :%art, but a parallel proliferation of requirements has acted as an even more significant cost 'ooster. Our increlsing knowledge
and the computer have made it possible to analyze phenomena that were bareiv known to exist in earlier d..ys. Increasing cost end the
n.eed to reduce program rizks call for more and more safeguards, analyses and tests. This positive feedbick loop further angravates the
outlook for future program costs. To justify the ' higher cost product, the designer is forced to press for mnore performai'ce. This acts as a
seconid, positive feedback loap, further increasing costs and calling for more safeguards against even mirmmal risks. The resulting cost
trend is illustrated in Figure 1. This cost trend applies to military and commercial programs. Parallel with this cost ts-Asation has gone
a reduction in military program starts as shown in Figure 2

_ _ ___ D22-1" cost_

-2 -Q,

0

_____- ~ i -___ ____0

Z _.-_ _ _

~1949* C0-~ '

__ __ __ __ __ ni7tZ .

9020 192 90. 990 990 992 -'01 %L 10 117 -%64

Figure 1. Airplane Program Conts Fip~re I New U.S. Military Prograrm

It appears that reversing tlo trend of increasing cost is a necessary step to get a new, large aurplant. programn started. Unless
the predicted system cost and predicted -atumn or. investment show quantum jump improvements over existii.g systems, the new pr'opam
simply will not happen.

In figuring out the return on investment, total system __________________________
cost must be considered. The total system cost is composed of F~-
development cost, acquisition costz and operating cost. Expensive - - -o? C a.OST MT00OCOJ.'r""Il

systems are often advocated and justified on the basis of savings "J COSTS :RWO9PUNT0 IS ntaw? l99 "At

in later operating costs. t)iscounting of future costs and benefits ~ ' - -- ________

is used to compare systetm on the basis of present value. The
principle is illustrated in Figure 3. Discounting favors systems SY -aSwith low acquisition costs. Low initial investment also has a .44 -

-Coun- COST~strong emotional appial. ---.-

The need to reduce ~rograrr c-csts applies equally to
commercial and militar) sy-stem-ss In the latter. operalio~jaa
capability takct tise place of return on investment. A favorable - - - -

ratio of opera~ional ca-pability to total life cycle cost is essential -

next secti in presents some technical concepts that appear to L
have the potential to significantly lower development and -- I

acquisition costs for new. vcery large airplanes.Flre TolL.Cyolos

LOW COST CONCEP TS

Identification of the sources of high costs ;_ necessary if a significant cost reducticen is to be achieved. Past cost uiv;estirzt~ons
conducted by The Boeing Company hazve yielded the pict~urc shown in Figure 4, It may Come as a surprise to some that management
action taken after progran' gto-ahead, when. less than threc per~ent of the eventuAl progrosm cost has been spent. can influence the total



Iprogram cost by twenty percent at the most Tie program cost is largely determined by the time the market is identifiers and the
airplane concept formulated- Figure F illustrates the leverage management I-as on the unit cost of a nmature program. White the foregoing

chrswere derived from commercial programs, the principles illustrated apply equplly to military programs.

a - N~- t _______ 33% Mc (T 20%,

PRGU MAL 44,

IOAfA "LMIY 004I D 4% to-!

UUJLAAriIC/ - ,.ATirE

ftI4A I t, hf,

costs~O!A TT . 4DJ T1%

Figure 4: Cor- Managmneit of a Typical Commercial Program Figufe 5: Managemenit Leverage on Cost of Matura Program

Ihe market for the very large airplanes considered here is caigo, military and cossercial. The former includes weapons
c;arricrs tankers and similar aircraft Speed has been a major driving force in the design of passenger aircraft an~d will possibly continue

to be High speed is not a factor in the cargo market, militarv or ,ommetcial. Competition iand comparison in the zargo market involve
other transportation modes truck, railroad and ship. An !iuur's difference in transcontinenta; block time or comparable variations over
intercentiner~tol distances are irreleant bS) comparison. Proiuctinty. however, is very important, and it is affected by speed. It will De
shown that, 'n the speed rangt proposed, the gain in payload fracion overpowers the effect of lower speed.

The absence of speed as a driving force is the basis "or the airplane concepts expounded in the next paragraphs. Their
common dcnorninat"ý is a cruising speed of approximately MI = 0.65. It will be shown that selection of this cruising speed not only
reduces development and acquisition costs but additionally lowers the operating costs.

When we examine the reasons for lower development 3nd, acquisition costs. we rind that underlying all other effects are the
simpler atrodynarrics resulting from the slower speed. The wings ,an be straight ant, So. ftmel;Sge a simple shape. Thicker airfoils and
blunter bodies are acceptable. The flow is generally strearnwise and simple tailoring of L. mpcinents is possible.

Frontal area is less critical than at hicher speeds, making it possible to provide ... ffisient space for all systems and components.
These facts add up to few.-r conflicting constratnts on the airplane designer. to greater design s~mpliciti and to more freedom in selecting
design solutions for I 'w cost- Figure 6 depicts the wt'ight trends as functions of speed. Mhe higher payliad fraction achievable at lower
speeds makes the airplanes less sensitive to rverating empty weight variations

The fundamental simplicity af the ai-piane designed for the slower ..ruise speed is illustrated in the exploded view of Figure 7.
Its major characteristics are straight wing, cylindrical fuselage, all identical propulsion in~tallations. all identical ianding gears. no
leading edge devices, simple hinged flap, symmetrical. all muving horizontal stabilizer without separate elevator surfaces.

TT ~CAI= l ý OMONTiL NAO UVT
Imi

w1;c0CsMnt"l

.Fa~~l~iL~Li'.GYA NOLWbC ve D

r.XC .. U-SC' IrjiN a1G 140NDIDNTCA

twm'h Uo~si-
.T. "0 '.=

r4!hf~ 'fhh C" i-4V DA ~L, ' *A.!J I ____________________

Fipwe~~~~~YM4TUA AF WeK TedsFgue7:Cncp Septe

Intitiely weailfec tht smplcit mst e rfletedin owe cot. ut o te etsbea ths ot UMt cn b shwn ha
threae old fcta raon wysiplctydosreue os.Reerig akL4toFgr .iispaen that othere a 1re ewriffeen

cure or rpilyFTegurreli e Weffect especied onur c7. isrep ilistatdliciFiuty

Sntitiarly. one waul fex that simplicit parts torfe-di o cost. leut tha thele pars bhile this sun oubtedl Itrune, the w dethefet
ecome are solid.l factallreasonsodhysimplricityoe- rnduc mcoinin meethodn. The tFin guret .effectphowentr that there are fewer edifrsrint

simple destigns than in comnplex ones.is very significant.

rhe. combina-lion of fewer parts on which to make errors and simpler parts with fLwer errors pr-i part leads to a significant
reduction of chape= a" the production floor The effect cf ichanges on manhours is shown in Figure '4 This is isshee the real cost saving
due to simplicity oecivs.
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Figure 8:Etmo a on on Co Figure9 Effect of Design Chneso :KsuiwinMh.

of Mc40- 727 Aircraft

Indicative of the e~scalastng development costs are the 7
-- -- ____

wind tunnel hours accumulated on past prolamns. Figure 1
shows that zhe wind tunnel hours spent in deseiopmenr nave
climbed from less than a thousand on the %Modrl 3 14 Clipper to
over 15.000 hours on the 747. This trtnd usn be re~rcrsed with I 7
the proposed mode -te speed concepts. 1.-, Compass CopeI
remotely pilotec, uircraft that made its first flight this summerI
had less than 100 wind tunnel hours prior to first flight -'6 w11i
be shown later. it embodies some of the important concceesT
proposed here.

Sli,.xessful tirplane programs of the past. nssllra-y and [
commercial, have all been "r-aacterizrtl by mne adaptation of the
basic dcsi-,n to a multittde -f differnt. missions. Ths was as trur
of the DC-3 as it is tru- of the C-I 130 and the 707. ttodemas j
speed design concepts enhance this adaptability. Fipzze ii I
illustrates how one basic 5.c,;ifn adapts to the roles of cargo =

airplane, liquid natural gas transporter. missil-a carner, tanker and L ___ _____ ____

sea control airplane. Fleur& 10 WiWdTunnet Oeveioomnentizorsn

Where Figure I I illustrates nov- the same ba-i., airframe can be adapted to Jilfe cmt -zsszan. Figure I. - Iows ho%% -me u,
tht same basic components can be o~mbined with otht -. .ttl;eremr. =omponents to make Ll, new -onfiguratior.- B' -"-Jj,.g tL,
tI.. land plane can convert to a Sea la tI.. Lo 10T phibiani wiý M sn-y WIMOMpreets renmmiin pra~tical' -ncitange.~ B) e~endinr. 2fe
center wing span and by adding tIV Mne onstant section ea length, the basit. I - million pt,..m -l-.eagin- anzplane --m -ov z, a
million pound, 6-engine airplane. Identiial landng, gears i.u propulsion installafluns are du. - ~. -ppart an-. ,,jwer thit Ft11t Der.eni
larger airplane.

W-I ________SI_________

Fiuril Miio Adpaslt Figur 12 Cop-,a Avib-

- or tbuin nes sanadiina ato n h dtrmntono fvcc!z -eqre I¶* t, . 54*a its0etieJts

Figure 13 : sho sihow Aaiplanepodcivit y Figurese vr h j-ir.b a 2 factor t soseth AdptatIdtweyyer

Inrese p uthe i precdingoparagrphs eringo have preened tome offe the higso h wh audoperte speed joshtouk masevz it f ~.st.,.. suke

hourpUtlizatio T entuersto as anh adionalatior in thuie determ inlatoof forc t ih e preqo~ired )I. 4ucrnlig pish c a s ap li -ed t nask .

and 15.
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Pou-. 3: Soowth of AgtilaoWProductivity Figure 14: Miitary Cargo Mission

'Is IM) r ge si sion or -igurr 14. a range of
t =lO tc-al a yloal density of I - pounds per ~--

Will- :i,hea _4'si-nluci~ lheairplaine des.ar has bteeoptimized / - *- I:recad taw it -wI I--f---Am s-c -t1wrn
ioading and inultittle sic,'J- high lif; dcvi-cs Were us-d a: the .

no hsigh lift itevi.,, c:isaracterize the designs foi the lowest Mach - -

numbers Bodyý %olunie is inerelsing with decreasig liach
itunber -1 similar design optimization was followed for h
:ndurance rnrstonn of Figur: -; In this case. the 33W" nautical --'le rangr vas replaced with a 20 hour endurac -euocoent I
These curses show that productivity (ton nule/dav ocaks at 0-b

i,0 - MJaclo nurmber. -u.t tha* fercrieduraneL. .Oirbmolý pa'Anad is I*- I N
si] increasing at lower kia-h nt mbers The relative imp~
of ihe rangL-ralvload and the er durance misionq affect the

3ltze~ or .1 J-.0-i-usri~n tcesigr These *urN oc ther I 0 t~03 03 0o o~0 . . . .o~nsideiations- woumld :wnrly thks spc' .. ol.O U.0O5 are 0(009 0ICIIC Wa FORO~ 109993C3T OF MAJ0O W30(

-eurdior militarx mission- #b-'th p~;~e te Figure 15: Endurance Mmiciln
-nduranc.: t% pe

)Pl-R AT'I\G (OSTS

Operati'- -o0515of militar) .jstcr-~ are ,-mp-s-sed of ,,er.sonnel cost. )etroleum-oil lubricant cost and depot maintenance. The'r-large airptan, A-1' -! gh produw.tisty -niniminzzt se nwz.ber of aircraft required todloagivenjrb. This has a major impact on
zip-rat3~:-i -3§ust rcJ.,Lc% thr personniel cost .The lugh productivity with a l;_ven propulsion installation implies a high ton-mile

- 'ou' -1 -ira!_ thiw affecting the secrond oper.Asing -,%t fai~tor faiorabi) Lastly, the i-eauced part count and simple components"'-fe A-1-ne-speed airplance shoul.d teul"t --. rA4:X.actean manhllours per flight hour. lbe actual data plotted in Figure 16
'up;-ý ill igmc-t Thit not - 'I lovv47s npeiasug D.sts. it alol-as the cumui4:nve effect of icesn h vrg icataalblt

j~~~I-- ith a ý-rrcvpunding JccrcaA~ in thc -mhsj otf zarplianes required to produc.e :he desired transportation effort.

In the rlcrkgscj.i v ,_ --px Ia eaa f: s

toe~c ndPosdzrpxc. isc rh

Thefit -mpe s omas C . tc 1 inFgr . a remotely piloted vehicle lsioeiig has built. While not alarge a cplnin the context of this dicss In appears A- *h -wrintoning here he"-u. um -f th~e concepts advocated for large airphirns have been
applied to this vehi -it Cost wa -rarA-, - ai A., ance or, this progr"m, and the sýearch fcz-k' cott solutions led to the dev-:lopmentof some V~ the cop, -.-ts. 1wr design teatur, a; p. .vorth nicritiontng -he constant chord. unswept aent.-r wins a-.4 the U-tail.
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Tihe constant chord center wing was selected for the prototype to simplify wing construction and landing gear design. An
additional consideration -.as the ease with which span and wing area couid be modified later. It was found desirable near the end of the
preliminary design phasc to increase the gear tread by six feet. This was accomplished with no disturbance in tile design effort byS~increasing tile center wing span.

Thie U "'in was selected because 1t was possible *o predict its characteristics analytically. A V-tail would have offered some
operativrnal advnt, -s tout was rejected b :ause it would have entailed running blown nacelle wind tunnel tests. Seiectiui of proven
solutions kept the des iopment cost low

Iff The next example, shown in Figure 18, deals with a study conducted for NASA. A carrier aircraft for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter. The use of such a carrier aircract is an alh. -rate .oncept to equipping the shuttle orbiter with removable airbreathing engine-,
for flight test and ferry missions. C,-st -'1! be th: deciding factor in the ultimate concept selection. The effort to keep the carrier
aircraft Lost low is illus'-ated by the ext abive u.e made of existing 747 parts off the production line. The center body portion is
modified to permit attachment of tht liiw wing. A new straight center wing section is used to join the two fuselages and to suspend the
orbiter. The cemer wing has neither leading edge nor trailing edge devices. The cost for two such carriers could be low enough to
warrant serious consideration by NASA.

E I

Figure 18: Space Shuttlo Carrier Figure`19: Latr Resource Transport Airplane Concept

The iesource carner shown in Figure 19 emanated from a ttid% started in early 1971 It was designed as a single-purpose
dcJ:cated airplane to transpo-1 cnidc oil. natural gas and saluable minerals from the source in itc ( anadian Arctic across the permafrost
to a location %%here consertmonat means of t-.n;portation (pipeline. railroad or ship) would take over iThe twehe-engme transport with
a gross weight of 3.55 million po'unds designed fo. a nc~ninat range of 590 nautical miles carries a payload of 2.32 million ;•--nds. a
paý load seght fraction of o5 percnt. All the concepts prol.ýtwd earlier in ilus paper were applied to this airplane

"* Straight wing with symmetncal structural box
"* Identical engines. nacelles. and struts
"* Identical landing gear and doors
"* Identical diametei of fuselage and payload pods
"* Unswept. symmet-ical stabdlizer
"* No leading edge devices, simple flaps

Co',t projections made at the time of the ,tudl) indic'itcd that a transportation system incornorating this airplane could deliver crude oil
and liquid natural gas at pr.ces competit-ve with .4.tmc pipelines for oil and gas

Very large aircraft such as the arctic Isource carrier depend on tile spaiiwise distnbution of fuel. payload and landing gear for
their structural efficiency The straight wing becomes fundamental in this case sin, e it accommodates ilnc requ.red number of landing
gears in line at the opt rnal longiudmn.: position The spanwise distribution of the landing g-:ars on such very laige aircraft leads to gear

e.-eids That cannot be a.comrmodated on today's airport taimways Such ver, large aircraft are. therefore, initially limited to sptciahzed
tasks with specially des-Pned landing fields

The airplane, shown in 'lie next figures, are in the 1.2 million pound clams and are s.ompat.ble with existing ground facilities.
The basic model of the airplane is the land-based mossile carrier shown in Figure 20. It is ,haracterized by a double deck fuselage, with
weapons bays forward and aft of the wing box on the lower deck Thie tipper deck pros icds space for mission control center and crew
accommodations

The tanker shown in Figure 21 uses the ;amc airframe Used in coniLnction with the missile carrier shown previously. long
term airborne alert of strategic deterrent forces is posible. Rapid restmppl% of oserseas forces with fuel is possible using a tanker with an
offload capabmlmt, of thls s-1c

'The ocean ,ur.eillance and Nea tontrol airpl.ne of Figure 22 oe again uscs the same airframe. The weapons bays hold
S.mt-shmppmng misisiles. torpedos and snohbut)s the tipper deck a• onmmoslates mission control. communications. electronic warfare and
other mission re,•.ted eqmpment ard ope'ralr' station. I lie long range and long enduraree of tils airplane make possible dispatch into
distant waalcr and extended loiter in operathonal area,

Die ad&-tinn Of., 'winorlosc aind tile 1tmnmiation of the bomb bays convert thle haste airframe to a cargo airplane. as shown in
IFigure F Ihe tuselage .rns section wih its 12-toot radius tipper and lower lobes can acommodate 48 S x 8 % 10 foot containers

At a des,•n range of 1'X00 nautmal miles. the pa~load 61aries from 461.000 pounds (low density cargo. 289-foot fuselage
lenvti I to 528.00A pounds thigh densts ,:argo, 205-foot fuselage length)



Figure 2C: Missile Carrier Figure 21: Aerial Tanker

Figure 22: Sea Control Airplane Figure 23: Carp Airplane

Figure 24 show,. a highly specialized liquid natural zas camer. The pa', lo,-d. 674.000 pour Is of liquid natural gas at cryogenic
temperatures, is earned in the felelagr and in wing pods. Interaction between structure! wing box anJ cryogenic tanks is thus avoid,:d.

A vanatior, of the lanobased missile carrier -f Figure 20 is the an-,'phiibian missile earner shown in Figure 25. It uses the same
wing. empennage. propulsirns installati',n and cock-pi: as all the other airpI,.ncs, but for obvious reasons it requires a totally different
fuselage I ne amphibian missile carner can usc em'sting bases but it has the advantage ove: landbased designs that it can loiter th an
almost unlimited dispersal ai n'in~mum expenditure of fuel Its capability to sit on any large body of water gives the sy;telm in extended
post-attack rundown time -1 !s makes a conti oiled response to ar attack feasible. a desirable feature of a strategic deterrent system.

Figure 24. Liquid Natutiv 3az Carrier Figure Zx Amphibian Missie Carrier

CONCLUSION'S

Designini laige airplanes for cruise speeds of amnmximziteiv Masch 0 65 is a prercqusitus to low cost. 1mr large airplanes
Thp 1c'ge payload ix~lght fraclio.a ichjevable witth . oven metalled thrust r.t ele tow'ýr speeds makes the piodu tivit) of the asenlane Ics!;
seti~i tci, small vanitiort ir. arucwtuat weight

1 he 3siwc zi:rodynaint-v flow ctwaraew"tics at %I = 0.65 permit configuration so~utions comhining simple component parts
with nigh act(.. 'ssitc apditrisr,etsral -Iiciry The 'otal ef-,tct of simplicity Ks a major reduction ot'deselopmenit. ýicqwlsitson. and
operatma costs
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ABSTRACT

The design process for concepcual, prel!mhiary, and detailed design
of aircraft is discussed with emphasis on structural design. Problems 'Aith
current procedures are identified and improvements possible with an
optimum man-computer team using i-tegrated, disciplinary computer
programs are indicated. Progress toward this goal in aerosnace and
other industries is reviewed, including NASA invest!-ations o: the potential
development of Integrated Programs fo;: Aerospace-Vehicle t.•ign (1PAkD).
The benefits expected from IPAD lead to the conclusion that increased use
of the computer by a inan-ccmputer team that integrates all Pertinent
disciplines can create aircraft designs better, faster, and cheaper.

INTRODUCTION

Current requirements to produce technicaqly superior aircraft at lower cost force the generation
of optimized designs of greater technical depth in less time than in the past. Automation of the design
process via computer-aided design systems that integrate all the perti..-nt disciplines can provide a
solution to this problem. In this paper I will present a philosophical discussion of why we should auto-
mate the design process, how far we have come, and where w-) should be going. It is the result of ieveral
years of observation and participation in the automation of analysis and design cf aerospace vehicles,
particularly on structures.

This paper starts wild, a discussion of the cu,'rent design process and suggestL, the needs and payoffs
from automation. Brief definitions of design automation and integrated r.omputer-aiued design are
included. Then the nature of the design process is reviewed and followed by a description of progress
already nade toward automated design. Some additional steps toward greater automation, n'w in the
planning. stage, are described and their potential benefits are indicated. Finally, a few concluding
remarks are presentee.

The opinions presented in this paper are my own and do not necessarily reflect those of NASA.
Because of my personal experience in structures, the discuss~on will be biased toward structural design,
but the total aerospace vehicle design process will be considered.

THE NEED FOR AUTOMATION

interest in computer-aided design is a logical consequence of the increas-ng cost and complexity of
aerospace vehicles and systems and the rc.ated increase in the size of design staffs and in the complexity,
cost, and time required for design, Reference 1. One of the factors contribuing to both development and
unit cost is the cost of design, which is increasing as illust.rated in Figure 1. The cost of manpower and
computer time required in a typical a~rplane company for designing one pound of aircraft structi.re is
piotted against calendas year. It shows that we are paying abou", four times as much today for manpower
as f-.- computer time. Is this the best use of uur available resotirces? I think not. Computers should
hav,- a larger share. Y these trends coittihue for about a decade, expenditures for structural design will
be equally divided between men and computers. However. I believe the trends will change and total design
costs will grow less rapidly as we make more and bitter us, of both men and computers. Hopefully.
total costs could level off or turn dlownward in the future, buL this is unliktely.

Anotier aspect of design ttai affects vehicle cost is illustrated in Figure 2 where planned and actual
vehicle costs are plotted against time to design and manufacture a prototype. The vehicle cost increment
is duo to unitimely engineering t'izt produced resdlts too late, caused out-of-sequence and repeated work,
and resulted in unnecessary manufaclaring changes. The cumulative 4.1"ect is a magnifed cost increment.
Untimely engineerir.- occurred because some phases of the design prjcese did nct go into adequate tech.

nica) depth and/or because human limitations to deal with the volume and complexity of information
inv(;ved were exceeded. A strong need exists to ro-duce human activity by providing some computer
assisLance on all outine functions and to use computerization to add greater t4chncal oepth and optimiza-
tion in the early stages of design where basic concepts are selected.
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1 ELECTRON:CS COMPARTMENT 11 DRAG CHUTE
2 COCKPIT 12 PITCh AND YAW CONTROL NOZZLES
3 FRONT FUEL TANKS 13 INTEGRATED HYDRAULIC COMPONENT
4 FRONT LIFT ENGINE 14 ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT
5 ACCESSORY DRIVE 15 MAIN UNDERCARRIAGE
6 LIFT-THRUST ENGINE 16 LOAD COM[ARTMENT
7 SWIVELL;NG NOZZLES DRIVE 17 NOSE UNDERCARRIAGE
8 REAR FUEL TANKS 18 AIR CONDITIONING AND
9 REAR LIFT ENGINE OXYGEN SUPPLY

10 AUXILIARY POWER UNIT (APU) 19 PITCH CONTROL NOZZLES

Fig. 19 INBOARD PROFII.:

Fig. 20 AIRCRAiT MOUNT- ON PEODSTAL



Fig. 2 HOVERNG1TES
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Le concept- CCV-tel qu'iloset prdaent4i-aetuallezent consists, au stade die Is conception dtun
nctuvol avion, -h tonir -eompto ties -possibilit~a offertcs par -quatre syst~rtes

- stabilWt artikicioile
- r6partition- des chargoa- in zanoe-avre
-arititarbulence s
-antiflottement.

-6 ~ait, le concept-CLV doit Ot-re cctnpria -dans un sons beaucoup pltrs laite ;cotte philoso-
Phie pout so rgsurmer Ain i s profiter dies dertloei progrbs toch-nologiques die l'1eoctronique (flabilit6 et
binia .urj~satlon, en pqrticul±sr) at utilizer des typos nouveaux die gouvernn-s de fagOn 1- satisfaire au mieux

I* -comproa-i.4 peifoninern', qualit~s tie vol1 - dtarte die vie, prix.-

Une des cons6quences de-cett" failosopY~e eat Il'e-andor. des exignver, tie stabilitti Inaturaelle"
-do l~avior' (stmbilitg statique ot stabilitti tie structure. cloot-4-dire absetnce do flottement dane Ie
d.ornaite de -vol.).

Doit-on en cons~iqtence cr6er-um r~egle~zsntnrouvsau pour lea avieca :onqws selon les princilpes-
CCV ? Toli.. est ls a question it -1querle Snow nous efforcerons tie rdpondre..

-The C.C.V. ccncept ar-A specifications

Tlwý-irft,-of the possibilities offered by four systems

nanoenifre load control,
-active ritic control,

-acttive flutter control.

Actually, the ~...concept ibhould be understood in a nixok vider context ;this philosonyq
could to summed up as :to take- ativan t5GO of th(, =oat recent technological jprogpresv in- electronics- (e.g.a
reliability and miniaturization) anti to-make use of now types of control -actuators in ordier to satisfy at
beat the con-ornize betuvet perfornance1 lmalnd.g-quaitties, life-time, 1:ost.

One of theL conseequences of this pbilozorhj is the abandionment of the aircraft "natu:--l" stabi-
lity requirenzento-(static-stability and structure stability, I.e. abl uce o flutter in the flight uinge).

Shu.4d we, thereore, write nov specificatioros for aircrae; dvigiined along the C.C.7,- concept?
Thatt is t-he quesv.Lon tvat we shall endeavaour to ar.Over.

ft gesta~tion tiepuis quelques arnndes, le concept CCV et sooa iquivalent Prtn~ais, Vitgration
ties-systimes, quitteront bient8t Ice do~nsie des on fulations et tie lI& rechi~rckho pour Itre riellenent
iatil isds pour I& conception doz avions - -*rms tie la prochnine -gi6nration et en- Iftrtie, dti =ins pou- la
conception dies future avior.s de transport.

Utilisis Jusqu'&k pr~sent surý des sv-.1ons -iixr&*^et expdrinennsuzx, le,- oystbnes -C&V ýnodtaicnt Pas
asaujottis k d~autres -froglegs de rdc-zriti qu* celles haiufe ert onvIeuvr eur ce- type d'appao~nil oil
UlS risque- s do posse ou tie dd:ekillansc sont compe-nsis par des riglas dlemploi et do maintenance portien-
lUres, (pilotes d'essais entrafrs, 4ccute svadio per ties spnicialistes, borntr =Atio, guidae& possible star
des terrains tie saocours trafic aerien local. nemifralsanbe, e'aregisztrtmnent permnmxent des divers parn -
rx~tres; do fonctionnenent et v5rification der. vvst.ns ontre cuaquo volv etc'.).

Air contre, loreque, coe systhner, seroat utiliin& mar avi.-a d'*irne oat tur avions die transport,
ils devrxcnt eaItil-faire k dot rbgles prdci-,es ,.ern-ettant die stassurer que Is rniveau do sdcurittl que V'on

eat on druit dtattendr. suý7 les aviono t~ cetta edndration n'en ert Tan di:nuxu6.-C'est alors qua so pose
le ?robl~ae tio Is rtdglenmentAtion a~iplicable r.= arier 1 b~tioes a-r e- principes OWV. Deyrons-nown asodifier
les MI 8PIW 8785 B et 07330, l'Ai"OL 5M1, 2'Au.P 970, lIa FAR 25 ou- le =S 3 pour tenir compte tio eve
no-aieaux eyetbnes ? Telle est It question a ].aquall~e nous noun efforcerons ici de rolirnir line rfponse
apr, - P.fofr digag los principes do -base du CCV.

3ien souvent, 1s concept CCV eat -ai~seat; co-me l~utilisat-.-in die quatre systinces prindipoum
Perz.tte -: tee saf libtirer d'un certair nonbtro do contruintes au momnet do Is conception d'am nouwel, avIon1.
Ces Ow.-.e eyet'4s sont I

aI is vt'biliti artificielle ýalrcraft etsrtic stabilityl compensation)
1.l syetk*a antiturbulencif lactive ride control)

ceI systZ_-e do rdduction des 4harg-es on nanoenire* (zanoeuvre loan" control.)
d s leystice antirlottecent (actiýv. flut-Ar control).
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t22 de -- e-l -ens- o - i

de centra~ an doncnt doU-ezm tge PIý

Li $~tmiantiflottemnet -Autorisep WoAslzsVm 1atcod dctio-6 doe-_cI:Ariez -on zma-honoive tinej
diminution do ina-~sne do st ac tur~o.

-Enfin- le--myntbme antituirbuience rdduit is fatigue doI tmtr todir ecnotde
-pilotasGO.

_L'utiiisation-do -ces-quatro syst1boos star bonbardior-ou. aon dotiainport-pezrast d'obteifrdfim-
gains immportanta en co -quil concerni la -wase -au- ddcollo~ -et- done -la pdissno~inatand (e 'i lii dmso-
-do rtru-cturo, &aIn de -trat~ndo donc dm nasse do coobustiblo). Par -centr, 3a concept-CCV ippliqu4 our -
-viona de classe. conduit A i'ntilication- de -systbneis -soit - iffdronts- -oit a.ino tacndlntkden
gains pordoe -raisons dif fkrentea.

-Cleat ainsi -qie 1nadjoncdtioniide gouvornes -do pcirtanco direct. it de forco lat6rale-permet
dlaccioltre l~a-=anoouvrabilit4 do Is'aijou e- combat et rend-les asdiettes parftiol:'imenntiln-ddpondnntes-di-
in t aectoire (Axidliorati~on de la piateforme--de tir). ILa stabilitd-artlificioiioitý :per it-doriuiro is
-surfaces dlempenamage-et-de r~1duire lea tralnaes d'dquilibrage en nanooumio, ce qui--Augaeente le facteur-de-
charee nr~imani quilibrd. Aazoci6 h ce dornior ayst~ze,_1e syau -eutftoet peimet odsio

Iai -limso s'ns -so eoucier du-problZne-den charges -extrieures (l'iodonction-ace-c-arg-ctre-n
gdndrai reculo-le-centm,-at -a-anco -ifyret rgduit in vitesze crititiuo dofi~ottezent i

En - prcwnant un-peru doe-fcui- In phIdosephie do-ta-se-du CCV paat-on d f ntive- Sr i uat

Atztrenent dit, coxrnevo~r um n'rion zur-cc principe rewient.
-pts slcentre- de giavit, itibilitd de:

2- crierr des -ourernes-twaveiles -pour ripondre & dos besnifin nbnvteaux -(antiflotten-cnt, -portaLnco directo,
forco latdraic, -rdpartitioh des charges en rmnoo'rwrei -etce.) onu des ý.uvirn dont -lea, ddfuta-_Wddibia-
-o -pesuuvent 8tre crmpensgs per -ie msytlbe de stftbilit&- artifici~efle_(guetni -canaidpr xpl)-

-- !L accepter ifutilisation do cbatneai -do cammandes 6ioctriques: et- den -cbm~anded _piote- nonvoiies _(iiloý-
manipulateur);

B- knrdsentef au plolto des infornmations nouveiles.

Niouss pouvons mtne ajouter it cette liate le vuitipiozage- des infoirwitions,, O'ift-7a-dire Ia
-=tranannlssion des infor-ations -per des-barres ormaibus wa lieu de -circuits aecdialis s. -

Quels Point lez points pour lesquols les probi-ces do sdcukit6 vont alors -se -oser ?

Le ---e-ier point, le pius 47ideent, est le probl;ý_-e do fietbilit6 los syatnnos. Lo deurizmce est
celui des qualitds do vol qut sont inlfluencdede ptar Ilapparition do rouverne -s-noweullon, do co~andos
piloto nouvellcs et dz-nouvweaur 07--tomen dom prdzenxtation de-S infotmations.-

4e~ardonz tout d'nbord le probibae do la fiebhiit-i der. syste-mes.

En co qui concerne losm chstnes do cozrmandes 4iectriques, -nons noun trvurnvw anjoiird'hui dae-s
tnan position analbrue 1L calie o~a nous 4tions ii T a taco vingtaina dttnnde -im moment- 6h- 166n nr~iaagonit
do no pins hier micaniquernent lit =mnch et 1e pelonnier aux gouverneseot h 'co~mter uniqurnent sur-une
trans"mizsion hb'draulique. Ii faut :t.~nrnoisn reconnaltre cue nous sor-tw maintenaut den3 tine -situation
beaucoup plus favorable pour sauter le pas car nous disposzond de bases bios plus solide: ou'a 'lors en ce
qul concerne lea idtudes do fiabilitd Par ailicurs, ion r blosents d~jh modifis -pour pouvoir -acceptor
la transmission hydraulique pure pour-ront 8tre focilemen-t ada~tds it n trans-mission diectrique. Le M3
et ion M~ SPE". 8785 B et 83300 qui reposent- cur lea L4--es principcs do baso no fasiant pis dlbypotbbne
a priori sur la fiabilitg des systZaes n'ont pen & trie nodi-fiids. Pt- contre, dea ndthodes do ddnonstra-
tion de conforniti deyront 6tre nines an point do -fagon 2L dobtnir ujne ddsonstration- eatisfaisante do la
fiabilittd du systbeme. Rappelons %me-ofoiza do _ious qu anumne dmonstration -Lobnle di- forctioznneient rdol
en -ol -epout fournir la rdponse. 11 s'agit en .ffet do d'nnrrdnpoaiid opnid 'rr

do 10 160 per heuro do vol. Or in ddnmonstrationd'Ouno probabilit6de dcpeno infirieu, 10 WO e
he-:" once- um nivcau de confiance do 0,9- exigo un Tomctionnezent -pend&A~ _2i3.10- heuse Sans mroncontrer
;z a:nnet do 3 ,9 .lC4 heuroc en re~zcontramnt urne fois sevlcesent In ecdo 5 ,ls houarrs en rnceontrant

dour- fois ae-.2onent la, Pue-eo ete. 11 etot donc.*tritton~int iLTmosuIble ds-d~isntzer, directement 10 - ou

11Ml On no reut attoindre opisrentaii--en-t qo des- prolbabilitis do- i'ordr-e de. 1 &1,e par house
En consid-quncine, on ne pen-t estimer 1i fiabilitit du ss32ZO-conpliet qiji aar-l-cialcil fondd sux Ift
redondance d'~iduen-ts dent ia prababiiit de panne do i'erdre-de 0'otdnnreeprnnseot
Encoro- faut-il prendre- gard& h co quo la redon-danco des systicnes Ivspect. -Iiiddpedn e- des 4614nants;
or-dour 6*1&annte esmus d~une r&te caldne de fabrication, sojmdo -A Is-4me anbiafoce-peuvent-ils Stre
considdrdes conmom rdeillenent inJ.Apendsnts I? L' xpdrince aneontrd qu n'ien dtait rion _*t quc -is robebi-w

lit d- s enc er~ta~ode dour didrantc oct nettement suapdrieurset m&carzdd sp4bbit do ia
siianlo panne (par pa.-me tilmiutamiio, noun ent*mondan panne- do dour 46ldnnto wi eoLxs dua abio 401). -Les
ptrogrim-renarquables de I& rnininturisation en 4ioctrontique autor-sn une rultipliestion des oane
circuits et syistZues bonucop pius imnportanto quo- colse concorablo aotuillenentsu 1.. mystooes -aea-
..iquon et bydrauliquon ; =&iU ia solution Went penti-4tre mea dana; la redoandmce do nombreair ayet~nos
idonitiquos mais p1ut8t dans i'utiiisation do piunicurs banes milbla..u -renplissant It Mah fouction
(0o4 pour queiques vnes renplissant ia n&fte !onction cain sa-plifide), eonstruitis our dox Principes,- de-s

e.chna etdn obnolc~iez diffe'renten et instaildesina de as partiea diffirintes de- i'vion -Cott-
- dthodc a pour but do rendre 103 ebatnes rdelien-ent indiperidantes ot par ailleurso do dininiisr I& vulnirs-
bitit dotavoions dteax-e.

RD=a vanons do rappeler qua la ddnonstraction do fibla e ovAi tre obtenue direotozent
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pa& dwesssalb en-vol, doesprototypes ou av4 U-ns -do prs6srie. N'en- ddduisnonu cependarit pas que lea essais en
vol solent inu-tiles iaprýa 1000-ou, 2000 heures do vol d'esassi sans incident, ii eat impossible da-conclure
directeizent quo Isa fiabilitd des 9ayetbmeseset ouffisante ; cleat par contre isa ieule ndthode pour vdrifier
le~ fonctionhiazent -en --anbia-n ce -rdelle do chsacn des ýsyatmeae et__d'en_ dvaluer la- probabilit6. do- panne*.Xais.
semale lanalijre thdairiquo &C 4 lU fi~on dont lea syet~nes 6i4mentaires composent le ayathme cozplet permet
de concluro quant X Ic fiabilitd de Il'nsemble h partir des estizatiorns-des probabilitds de panneb i4l6nen-
taires obternueo au-banc dlesaai ot confi~iides par lee essais en vol.

-Bie entendu, -ces mdthodes dlanalyse de l~a fiabzlit6 .'ont pas atte-idu le concept CCV pour 9tre
dtudiies et ddvelopp6es. Rn particulier, Isa certification do Concorde repove en granae partie sur ces
m~thodes ; rappelons par exemple que Concorde vole en oupersonique h un centrage qui rendrait l'avion
instable en vol subscnique. 11 eat bien 4vident quo pour accepter qlatus avian vole h uni contrago pour
-leqtel, lapproche et l'atterrissago sont imj~ossiblesl i1 faut ddmontrer que l~a probabilit6 de panne du
ayst~me de transfert do combustible eat raisonnablezent faible (la.a probabilitA. d~une seule panne inter-
disant le retour au centrage subsonique au cours do l~a vie de l'enscmble des avions en zervice doit 8tre
auffisassent faible pour que cet 4vinement puisse 8tre considdr6 comne improbable).

11 nlen restc pes coins ndcessaire d'azdliorer lee m6tbodes d'aralyse sur de ixcabreur points
recherche systdmatique des ens critiques, r6duction des temps de calcul, estination des probabil~itds
414enetaires; (calcul, essais en siraulation, resrais en vol.) etc., toutes ces recherches 6tant destindes h
bhtir des mdthodes plus stres de d'-monstratiou de non1formit.d au rbfglemcnt.

Avant do pasaser eau problibes p"nde par lea qua3.itia, do vol, un. derni~re remarque s'impose an
co qrid concern. 1. nivean dop probabiliti de penne & eriger des diffdrents systbme5 afin d'obtenir tin niveau
do s~curit4 global acceptablo pour lea avions civils et militaires at une probabilit4 raisonnablo de rdusaite
do la mission pour lea avions ziliteires.

Itudions *out d'ebord le can des avions rtilitairea.
Il est parfaitement admis actuellement dq perdre quelques appareils d'une flotte par suite d' in -

cidento interdisant Ina poursuite de In mission (panne de rdacteur sur mzno-roteur, panne totale du circuit
hydraulique d-s servo-cowmeanes, etc.) dons l~a nesuro toutefois o~i le pilote dispose de moyens lui laisiant
une chance raisonnable de no pan Itre tud dams l~a catastrophe (cleat sinsi cue lea pilotes de certains
chasseurs monordactour3a nt l~a-connigne de s'dsjecter en can de panne do moteur).

Le choix du niveau de fiak~lit6 du sy~stize CCVf peut slors se faire de !a fa;o~n rnaivante.

Un syst!=e CCV "de jirincipe". c'est-h-direo comportant lee circuits mi~nimnux rdaliicant lea fonc-
-tions CCV, pornet, W peirformnaces donndes, do rdduire Ina masse de structure qt In quantit' do mrburaat
ndcessaire h l~a mission- ; ii en rdsul-te tin gain global de x % ur le prix deachat et le coilt dlezploitation

- ~d- chaque avion (par coatt d'cxploitation, mnsu entendons lea ddpenzes ndcessaires w~. fonctionnenment de
chqeavian pendant tonte In durde d'exploitation do ce ty k.o dtappareil). Si incus andlivrons I-- fiabilitd

dusyct0ce CCV en augmeatant la. redondance des dIvers circuits, ii ant bien 4vident que noun augnmentons la
priz dlachat de chaque avian sinsi cuo son cofit dlexploitation (augmentation don henreas de amatntenance des
zyst~meo). Ain i Is gain par mraport h llavion classique di'.F-ue alors que l~a fiabilitd dei~syz~
augmente*.

Par silleurs, & toute probabiliti V' (par houre) de panne dt: systbme CCV conduisar.; h l~a
perte de l'avion co-respondent des probabil-itds Qi% dtavoir erntre * et. V. pertes d'appareils pour
une flotte de N-avions oxideutant chacun n hourcs do vol. En prnsat Q,. = 0,99 on a tine bonzie estiza-
tion du nom-bre Ic. de pertes par panne du .4ystkse CCV quo l.'on p-xt raizonnablement escompter observer
pendant U& durie d'exploitation do la flotte (on a use chance sur coat te~ lement C'ob.-erver un ncnbre reel
d'accidents aupdrieur k V-)

Si *. at is probabilite do panne par hours, Is probabilitj de non accident wAn cours des
IL heures do vol de llavion eat TI.0. - %,-r et l~a probatilit6 Vaccidcnt 7% . -s.- -~ * is rbabi-
l~it6 Q% dlavoir ontre 0 et Vc. accidents pour N avions ý>e Us flotte eat

C'r %.

Lorqu l pddiit -.1 otsfianetgad ie tonne approximation du sombre IK corres-

R oe-ant h tine valeur doanse do Qv eat donafe par:

"j,. itant ddterzmini par:

~ -~r-_(lo1 nramlet)

(pour QlL 0,99; ) 2,3M6 et pour uQw 05 0 ~z)

Pour fixer los erdzres do grandeurs, 7egnrdonms 1& lobid Kt~ correspondant IL (%, 0%,99
pour une flotte de 1000 avions devant effectuar chacun 5000 heurca do vol (l~e calcul a Wt effeotnd avec
I&e formula I pour 10-6).

IF 11 faut prendre garde en effeeLvant ft bila i k no pas c';blier les as41iorationu du syst~e d'djection
qui pwuveht a* revyiler ndcesaaires (aiieu airo, ziro par o~zeple qui n'ast pes indispensable stir %mx
sultimoteur allssiq~ue),
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Pour- voir l'influence de Gw. aur cte rdsult~at, don'iona A-maement lea lols kkOi pour Qv. 0,5
(une chance our de-x d'avoir plus de V, pertos) et a% = 0,99" t:ne chance ouir mille d~avoir plus de

k.pertes) (pour Q. =0,999; 'x -3,09U~)-

'p 0t-4 5.105 10-5 5d0o' t0- 5-W7~ 10C7 5.10-8 o

34 M 49 25 j j 2 0 0 j 0

0,999

10-4 5,0 51A05 5.66 66 5. IC7 51--l 1

42 262 70 40 1

Il resasrt dt ces chiffres r~te 12 objottif do fiabiiitg pour le syst~Ne OC~e situe raisonnable-
enert aui voisina.c de 10-6 : I , de poarte eit acceptable par les iqui'-stez our le p).sn psychologique dans

del iaiteai n'nt doe d14jeidoticue UPA eonteadu avat-' objcV ti onf n ue t va inl quos le gin r1o1 al
x dri sur sys~r I CC ez upre 5

Or, c ccc d'anutre onmaicure qu do z nnnsaven caen un'e Drot ab 13 de Panne de 0 6 ar oure, lvil~ ent
ncesan r docne totiper leu s:sfe. rnillur. ýw. us avion cib aut ueatVon 2 'out~ jute natt-ine d'x.su.ie

Actuelient es t l'objeotiIt~j d o q-tiabiixtd 41.Ptirosn decn 1 ardlen do 13 ;epou cimoilse euat oý det
in0~riur hue (pour, iiu avi-.one pdo I;: ~ideatlz e lndervie-anjudhu u lals8nare.s .

Ir bnbilit done pa.se ca 4vrpioet qe lea coatt doh- syordro de t0' pai eue) Vy conbumtr~ ngien d.: cala

trp En cel couit coucr io fltes dvonr 100vis ona.-tea ps ofgn~~frneca 1oa
Pa;c ooda:urerl stic00heres; d parsare; payan0- ;nob-,t r; lo:nt iblif

ca d prm t poe u zrzýe Pa ailus.u =30 cvleitds~n t

Po7 ~whure pt leu30CChc reIn; 3=1000;n e 2errlc ; uonobt orient ~ nz ari~zl

pour Qk V=0,5 3
0, =0,99 k 42

Qový-,9909 k 50

*-Leos ciyoutt hydmu1.quon --o n-ont jpin~ralaemat ijue doubids racis 11 fut reconnaltro quo lea construe-
tourzn ont atci=ld -in crand uoab=e d~cxpdriernce3 en vol pornoettant de rieux qalalifier In fimbilitd de

cee stb ot qu - rýSlos do l'art azzurant la conatnace de ce, nivonti de fiabilit6 sont zainte-
neat solidenont dtablie.w
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On voit quo 1'objectif h IO reprdsentn encore une perte *ircomptdo de 7 avions-atir WQO on
servico. U~. eot cependant diflio..io pour 1i'istant d'exiger una fiabi.&zd des systhtmis CC7 conduii'ani1 h
une probalailit4 61dnentaire inf6rioture !4 110-7 : ii nly a pan de raison do demander plus & Co syatba.
gu'sux zyst~ines cinosiques. Notre propos eiut tout au pl-As de montror quo 21objectif h 10-7 raisonnabie
our ie plan fauioabiiit-5 pour la ddcennie b~ rordr nlest qu'une dtaye anow in rechorche de i&s dctzritd
(l'accroissonost de sdcurltd doit d'aiileurs dama une premib~re 4tape vonir pl.us de isndiioration do is.
nav~gatica et dL: pilo~sge au d~coiinge, on approcheoet h itatterrissage, que de i'endiitoration de is
finbilit4 des systbnes,ý-

Hous venions do voir7 quelle doit 8tre in probabilit6' de, panno conduiaaytt I tine catastrophe.
Cet objoz~tif est vainbie pour 10 systbmo do commando dioctrique ou ie systbme do stalilitd artificielle,
sain la panne do chacun des symathne CCV n~a pon toujours des conidquences catastrophiquos.

11 oat 4vident qus lea pannes du systb±ne antiturbulence et du systbme de rdpartition des charges
onr. ncanuvre dams Is mseure, c4 elies no mettent. pas sn cause in sdc-trit6 immddiate par un braq-Lage inter,.
pestif de 4fouveraio rondant leavion incontr8inble n'ont pan de consdquences gravez puisque cds dispositife
ont pour soui but danmdliorer le confort ou in durde do vie en fatig-,e do lPavion. Des ohalnmv simples sont
donc parfa' tamest accoptablon du soul point de vue adcurit6 (par cwvitr,.., des considdrations do, coaifort -in
exploitationi o4 do rtiussite do mission opdrationnello peuvent amener bamdliorer is finb:I-lt4 Au sy~tnem
ant"..turbulonce).

Enl Co qu.i concerne o o ystbse astiflottement, on serait tent6 Os concuuro repidemest A ý'xiger
uno fiabilit6 dui mgme ordre quo cello des syst,%mes do commandos 4iectriquos o': do 4itabilit6 artificielie.

11 faut on rdalit tenir compte des conditions d'emploi dVim tel systbme. Suir tin .viov it t-rans-
pj*rt cilyL, le, syst~no antifiottosent peut, 9tro utalizi pour repousser In viteaso critique plus licAn dans
le domaino pdriphAdriquo, antremnot dit autioriser lo vol tavee tune marge rdduite par rapport h is ',iteare
critique de fiotteriont naturel. Darts coo conditions, tine catastrophe no peut se produire quo O'il y a
pdr~ttretioy, dans lc donatne pderiphd~riquc au--.Ielh de la vitýeose critique naturelie or posse simu.ltan&e du
sygtbme antiflottermont pendant lloxcursion. La probabilitiS do catasUrophe cot done. Is produit de in
pro)-ibilitd d'oxcursion et de Is probabilit6 do panne Or zmytb~e. Compte tosu Co in faible p'robabilitd
d'ocum-rsion et. dui faible tamps pass6 au-deliý d in la itensocCritique natureiia., In probabili t6 do Panse
du sye~tbno pout Atre relative-ment 41evtie (Je l'ordre de o- -d ~ 10-4). Ca problbhmo eot trbv voisis do
co.,ui rene..ntr6 pour tous ies dispofitifs no czcurit6, deoltinds h :onctionner Wain 10 dosaine p~riph4-
rique cumme par exenpie le "stica shaker" ;a le "stick pusher'.

Var castrZo, le systbme antiflce.tem-ent paut ttr4.' ame:,4 stir avion d'axso h foncti, 'tsar h l'intd-
riour mcose du domaine sutoriad6. La fiabil~ t4 exigiL ddpendra cette foma des consdquezncos ,. la panne: si
cette c nzdi34ence on oct le ddclenchement d'un flottement explonif, ±1 eat bios 4vident que in probabilitd
do panne doit 8tro do lVordre do colic exigdc, po,.:r :Le systbme do coumnsdes 4lectriques ou 1e systbae do
stabilitd artificiello ; par contre, s1 le disponitif 00* destin6 it combattro us flottecont dif ik Is.
pr~senco d2 chargeb ext~rieures, le probibe pout se possor &~ fagan diffdroste ; ce typo do flottement
est en g~ndral relativezent =ou et pout in-isser ouffisamment do toapz h us diopasitif deo edurit6 pour'
larguor los chmrges extdrieurom. Dan& con conditions, lA ancore, use firnbilitd rdduite dui ayattne pout,
8tre acceptde.

Vonons en r=aintemtnt at, douxibme point. intdreseant In adcuritS. Comment In concept CCV pout-il
rdagir stir loc oxigencon d't quealitis de vol ou plus '-xactenesnt our len exipneno do pilotabilitd.

uzobjecti±' gdndral do inute exigence do p' totabiliti not domnnd par io 'ITS 3t

"llavion doit avoir des caractdristiquas do pilotabilitZ suffisaenmot b~onnes Pour quo lioxgcnatiort de
chnque sous-pi.-se et des manoeuvrs qtzi sly rapportent no soit pas trop difficilo fatiganto po-ur
lt6-,uipat-e compte tonu do In durdo do ] inouso-phase ot do in probabilit4 do 1',;.aot do l'avion et de
l'Otat do l'atzomphbbr. Autremont dit, i'onsceuble des activ-tt~s phy-siques at mentalos ndcossairos h
l'oxdeution do chaque 3oun-phase no doit pee entm*,nei' do fatigue excessive. pour l'Oquipage do fagon h
limiter los risques d'errour do -Jugement et lea risques de fausses ananceurrea".

En cc qui concerno, Ino commandos, Ie =; 5 pr,6zise quo "toute manipaintion de com-naudes, con-
f'orno aa =aanuel do -tvl, doit pouvoir se ftire sans gdae ewcessive pour l'dquipage. En particuller, lea
effo;*ta- ontralnAds par In manipuinrion autn'riado des cemmavdes no doivent peas tre trop grands compte
tenu Ao lVezplaeenent, do in forme et des dimensi-one des coiymandes ainai que do )a durde d'application,
do coo efforti. Coin. s'applioue aussi aux efferts apparaisaant sur los commzandos h Is suite de la zani-
pulati-in d'iin odiecteur lore d'un cliangemont d~a confi~rimeton affichd.."

Cos princimpos do bame 4tant fd~gagds, doux mdthodes do Odimonstration tio confor=it saot alora

- Quatrho e typosim u d to spdctictouv piotfago eult'S eont exuigds at dostralaAlzne(e
exidence o doiffbcat quas do otbliur s;~i6siatq~Ie rvenn aeL~i-cto ii
~ou tu r~cificatin dncerstificain rdponse do en efeien rtax eo ende cii; orsu betfI 6
rit des ~per-oifiats treativpres ousurv~'orts lauxr ccuedes (ef.ifortio aimaux tapoibiet d'pounulaetif on"

d) Reg'~ .iations toonOcornn lo-eii lfoa mhdes clangomont dout sofiuatpion sr luxevcons ortisent !~das

- r n aae -M-.
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Ence q~ii concerns !as exigonces de atabil~itd, il n'y a aucwi prob] bins h lea appliquer h un

ariora CCV. La soule difficultd pourrait provenir de Isa justification des e~igences do stabiiitd ellba-
nmzes aans I% 04±5 des pbases de vol ott Isa vitosse 4value rel&,tivement rapidement ; co ens eat prdvu
isuno I. TSS 3 ireis 'lea z~thedes de ddnonstration do confor,.itt no soat pas encore au point I co problbme
ndtiant pas rp5nifirt±ewent CCV, incus 10 traitorons par ici (il est traitd en partieulier au sein du
I'nlAdling quality committeo").

D. x8mer lea apdcifications concernant l.'effet des changements do corfiguration s^appliquent
sans dSiffie-:lri au CCV. 11 eat h pri~voir damilleurs qu' il sora relativement plus facilo do satisfaire
cs eaxigences done le cas du CGT ; la mod!.fication des positions dldquilibre des jgoiawornes lorB do Ia
sortie du train, dos volets, des boc; des adrofreins, etc. peixt Stre plus facilen-ent mdlilde en tenant
comptc dee conditions do voll (viteoss, al~titude, masse at centrage) du fait quo lea gouvernes sopt
co=aaoddea idlectriquezent tseul ao pose 1e problbse de fiabilit4 de Isa conjugaison.

Par contra, lee loin dlefforts sur le i-2 .ersuanip'ulateurs devroat falre l'objet eldtudes pour
Itenir compte, somme no-as Itavons prdcis6 plus hauz, des dinenuions dG l c. Crme et do l'empl~acement do
con connandes. Des idtudes au. simulateur at en vol doivont perasttre do rdsiudre facilonenL cc :prnblhne.

En id~finitive, cl eat dans le domains do Ia rdponse de Mavion, aux commandes quo lea probl~ries
leg plus d4licats vont se poser dons l~a ensure toutefois ohx le ,ilote s4isposera do commandos particu-
libr~es pour aojtionner des gouvernes non claspiques comme l~a Couverne do zeorce Int~rale et la gouverno
do portance directc. M~en entendu, ci 1e pilote dispose des conztndos clas*:cuen de roulis, lacet tan-

gas(zite ious forme d' :n micromanipuilatour reproduisant lea foactions du mandi~e at du palonnierS, lea
exlgancos classiques stappliquent telles quellos car 19 pilote nWe peas ý% wvar sat Aas ordrea sent iirec-
tenant transmis h doeb gouvernes classiques oa, si non act'-on sa'.r l~a command's p;,' o-.,e li braquage conjuguiF
doelsir gsuvernes ; cleat bien d'aill~eurs le as a ctuelloment pour lu cow~d.4rad do gauchissement qui
pout actionnor evec des taujx do cornjugaison diffdronta suivant los conditiocn -It -0, divers 4levorz et

Il. eat ceperndent possible dvenvisager deux somnnandes particulibrea rpur ar,.r aur lea gouverfleb

lea ailes vhorizentalea" ot Ilincidence hi l~a valour recem.andde pour cetto phann' do vol (approcho,

aique dlno--to fournie per lea variations d'ansiettes lui tiez 2ttant do doser sea action.3 cur lea
connandos.

Il eat bien dvidont qulun tel =ode do pilotsns nta pas Wt prsevu par lea d..,ffedronts rbglenents
et 'que des apdcifications nouvelles devront 9tre idtablies piour 4--,er dý l~a qualit6 den rd6ponses do
l'e.-io~n h ces nouvelles cocc-andes.

Deux m~thodec scat alors aPpl~ cAbles : ou bien 4t'rblir cse nouvellos spidcifications per des
esanis at sioulateur et on vol stir avions expidrirentaux ou bifin appliquer directenent sur V anvior. h
certifier los principes du TSS 3 en dval-=nt !.a chaxrge de tra-fail du Pilate au sours des phases ote 1e
nouvewa mode do pilotage eat utiliad. 9tant dcnn4 quo leas orzies, lce licensions et loen-placement du
ncuieau systknc de corcaades, Is nature n&me des nouvolles informtions h fournir au pilote, scat loi~n
d'8-.tr ddjh lfigdes, il nous seable plus sag-e d'a~p~liuar l~a soconde mkthode, lIa prenilere no pouvant in-
ter-venir quo torsqu'un certain nonbre de rlel-res edndr"Inle dlemploi auront tded trouvdes par l'exp6ri~-
mentation dec. i-retibres r-dalizations. flotont d'ail~lours quo L~a preni;-re mdth~ode consist. h ddtarrniner
ur certain nombre do crit-brcs gdniiraux fondds sur une expdrimentation. utilieant 1' draluation des charges
do trav-ail Par l.'dshelle do Cosper-Harper.

F~n conclusion, leo conce-pt CCV pose deux t~pes do problbr=es on ce oqui, concorne lea specification3
..e sdsuzitA

a) lia ddrionstrotion de l~a fiabil~itS dos zsyatbr-s s lea ndthaddes dlestirixtion des probabilitds uglobales do
panne doirent ~ttre porfoctionnides ;

b) 11dtablirnement de nouveaux critires de ouAlitdc de Vol pour los avlons ýquipi~s do coana~ndes sPdcli~aI!.
"de tm~iectoire" (force latirale at portarce direct^-).

?a-- ailleurne, Ilensormble des critbres classiques de qualitda do vol z'oppliquant ehr-s cmodifi-
=Von aux etvions bA ti-i suivant le concept C.C.T
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INTROCUCTiON OF CCV TECHNOLOGY INTO AIRPLANE DESIGN

by

lichard B. Hollowy
e Boeing Company

SWictita, Kansas
U.S.A,

1.0 INTRODUCTION

"The airplane designer reaches for all the tools at his comromnd when starti;.!, a new design. In the past the fundamental
aeronautical sciences of aerodyn;;mics, propulsion and structures have beien his principal technological disciplines. More recently the
development of modem control system technulc~y has offered capability to extend the limits of aerodynamic and structural
technology, and achieve superior airplane pcrtormance. Application of active control systems to improve airplane performance has
become known as CCV (Control Configured Vehicle) technology, due to the leadership of the U.S. Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, where the terminology was conceived, and which has sponsored most of the programs described herein.

2.0 THE CCV DESIGN APPROACH

The traditional airplane design process produces a configuration definition essentially as shown in Figure 1. Mission
performance requirements such as takeoff, landing, payload/range, speed versus altitude, and endurance are assessed as the first step in
establishing a new airplane configuration. Trade studies of these factors are performed and constraints applied to define a parametric
airplane. This incuc'es definition of the wing area, maximum weight, minimum weight, thrust, volume of the vehicle, etc. From this
point, the propulsion, aerodynamic, and structural designs proceed, combin-ng into a first configuration which is assessed for
performance. This process is iterated several times to define a vehicle which meets all the specified mission performance requirements
and which satisfies a minimum weight or minimum cost criterion.

"When the configuration is defined, the twiitional approach then moves to system design. At this point, flight control
design usually begs. r If flight control is not conridered from the outset in a design, the result can be an airplane with handling qualities
which are somewhere between acceptable and unacceptable, rather than optimum. The airplane may have none of the favorable
structural/mnrodynanic interactions which are possible with modem control systems.

In contra3st, tVie CCV design cpproach show' in Figure 2 capitalizes on the potential of considering advanced flight control
concepis during the initial parametric trades. The ability to perform various advanced control functions can influence formulation of
mission requirements. Using the traditional approach the aircraft user is somewhat constrained to small improvements over previous
designs, whereas the CCV approach may allow a more significant improvement in aircraft capability.

I- I

SFIGURE 1 TRADIUONAL AIRP.LAN'EDFS3GN CYCLE FIGURE 2. CCV AIRPLA.NE DESIGN CYCLE

-• Formulation of the pa='unetric airplan•e @n also be altered by the CCV approach, since traditional empirical design
Sprocedures no longer necessarily apply. For example. •~ing loading nnd/or asec ratio for a specific load capability can be significantlychanged by incorporating CCV concepts.

• Flight control design is included orn'an equal basis with the other major technologies of propulsion, aerodynamnics and
structure. The large vertical block (Figure 2) emphai~es the :nterdisciplinary trades between these four technologies which ar•e possible
and beneficial in defining the final aircraft cnfg•,fratioi. This process is iterated until the best possible configuration is achieved.

SAnaly'tical CCV stodies indicate that the m•-. significant p~erform--nce improvements are achieved from six control

-• functions:

* Augimented Stability (AS) * Fatigue Reduction (FR)

*• Gust Load Alleviation (GLA) * Ride Control CRC)

S• Maneuver Load Control (MILC) . Flutter Mode Control (FMC}

S~Augmented Stability is a technique for eliminating the reqt, irement for inherent aircraft static and dynamic stability and
S~augmenting the stability with an active control system to a level that provides desirable handling qualities. This ap:proach permits a
Ssmaller emnpennage, in that, the empennage is sized to provide only the trim plus maeue requiremenl. AS provides better control
:• response. -which imnoroves maneuvering performance. Relaxed Static Stability (RSS) is another name which ha been applied to AS.
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Gust Load Alleviation is a technique for reducinq airframe peak transient loads resulting from gust disturbancem It
enconpases control of rigid body and/or structural flexibility comoonents of the airplane gust response.

Mzneuver Loae Control is a method for redistributing wing lift during maneuvering flight. Incremental stresses m; !e
reduced by deflecting wing control surfaces symmetrically in response to load factor commands in a manner :hat shifts the wing .a,*ter
of lift inboard, thus reducing wing root bending moments.

Fe'igue Reduction is a technique for reducing fatigue damage rate by using active controls to reduce the amplitude and/or
number of transient bending cycies to which the structure is subjected during turbulence.

Ride Control is a technique for improving crew and passenger ride comfort by reducing objectionable rigid body and
structuirl vibrations through control surface deflections.

Flutter Mode Control is a technique for actively damping flutter modes using aerodynamic surfaces, providing potential
weight savings and/or extending flutter placard speeds.

it is significant to note that the application of these concepts differs depending on the mission involved. For a fighter
aircraft, AS and MLC most likely would be applied to achieve superior maneuvering performance. For a bomber or transport the same
two conceots would be applied to improve cruise efficiency, by reducing weight and drag.

Bomber and fighter aircraft normally reouire ride improvement only at crew statit•a, whereas transport aircraft (military
and civilian) may require ride improvement along the entire length of the fuselage. Benefits of ride control are improved mrn-machine
mission effectiveness, a by-product of reduced crew fatigue. FMC might be applied to a large transp,)rt to save win'j weight, while for a
fighter FMC could increase the number of different wing-mounted stores that could be carried.

3.0 STATUS OF CCV TECHNOLOGY

In the evolution of aircraft design many technology innovations have been incorporated to achirve improved performance.
Today, before any innovatic.a is accepted, the aircraft designer must have confidence that the new concept will:

* Be safe

* Achieve predicted performance

* Be cost effective

These three criteria are not always weighted equally. For military aircraft, for example, attainment of significantly
improved performance may be paramount, while for a civil transport safety is of primary importance. Cost effectiveness is important in
either case.

The next several pages will descri.- i genesis and current status of CCV studies and applicitiora., and thun summar~ze the
current post:ion of CCV technology.

3.1 Genesis of CCV Technology

Requirements to fly faster and farther have resulted in flying higher and designing larger more flexible airframes. This trend
has made it more challenging to design aircraft having acceptable performance, stabhilty and handling qualities :hroughout the mission
profile. Large, high speed, flexible aircraft normally have inadequate short periol and Dutch roll damping, resulting in objectio-a-ble
handling qualities. In addition, elastic modes of such aircraft are normally strongly coupled througput the frequency spectrum,
resulting in increased response to longer gust wavelengths and higher dyn&'nic structural loadirg. Although automatic pilots have been
used to control rigid body aircraft dynamics for over fifty years, systems to control aircraft elastic modes have been considered
seriously only during the past decade (References 1 -29).

During one of the earliest programs, active control of a 8-52 lateriJ body bending mode to reduce aft bod•. structural
fatigue damage rate was studied (Reference 1). A. system was synthesized to writrof a 1.25 Hz antsmmmetric mode usin9 the rudder
with an aft body accelerometer for feedback. This system was not implemented, however.

The 6-52 %as initially designed as a high altitude bomber. b;t mission requirementh were later c<panded to include
low-altitude, high speed flight. Increased turbulence at the low-altitude environment results in larger pei, loads, increased fatigue
damage rate and reduced controllability. Severity of the low-level environment was vividly illustrated Pi 1964 by a low-level flight test
incident near the Colorado Rocky Mountains in which a severe turbulence encounter broke the vertical til.

This incident and recommendations from a special Air Force committee emphasized the need for an advanced flight
control system on the B.52. As a result, the ECP 1195 Stability Augmentation Syst.m (SAS) was developed and by mid 1971 was
instal led in the 6-52G and H fleet (References 7- 17). The system was designed to reduce pek loading, reduce fatigue damagje rute and
"improve controllability in turbulence.

Airplane angular rate and linear acceieration information are sensed, processed and fed to wide bandpas hydraulic
actuators for the elevator and rudder control surfaces. Triply redundant electron';cs and dual redundant hydraulic power provic:e system
fail-operate reliability. The resultimng system performance is ilustrated in Figure 3 and Table I. Typical flight test resmulti of aft body sice
displacement in random turbulence with and without the SAS are shown in Figure 3. With the SAS off the 1.4 Hz body lateral bending
mode dominates the response The SAS reduces lateral RMS displacements by a factor of six. As a result mission flexibility and aircraft
structural life are significantly improved. The upper portion of Table I compares the relative time for a B-52G or H airplane tv
actcumulate equal fatigue damage operating at low level with and without the system. The lower portion of tihe table compares relative
time to reach an overload occurrence operating at the same conditions. Since its installation the systea, has emfronstrated excellent
performance and reliability characteristics under field operationa! conditions.
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TABLE I MISSION FL2XIBILITY WITH ECP 1195 SASSB-520 AND It NY-350,000 LB GROS WEIGHT
l"M LOW LEVEL ENVIRONMENT

WffUOUT WIrK
SPEED usB am

JIME ON 3UL 25 25.AS 1 11
FA1'•,2G DAMAGE 400 XXAS 0.32 2 .7

TIME TO EQUAL 325 KEAS 1 1000
OCCUVIMECE OF
OVERLOAD 400 EAS 0.X6 24
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FIGURE 3. AFF BODY SIDE DISPLACEMENT IN RANDOM
TURBULENCE WIlTH ECP 1195 SAS

Two additional structural mode control research programs were directed by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
(AFFDL) concurrently with the ECP 1195 program. North American Rockwell conducted a program on the XB-70, "Gust Alleviati')n
and Structural Dynemic Stability Augmentation System (GASDSAS)W, (References 18 -24). Boeing and Honeywell iointly conducted a
program using the B-52, "Load Alleviation and Mode Stabilization (LAMS)", (References 25 - 28).

The objective of the XB-70 GASDSAS program was to design a control system to reduce rigid body and structural mode
accelerations of a large, flexible, low load factor aircraft, flying at high speeds in turbulence. Two concepts wetr investigated. One
concept employed Identical Location of Accelerometer and Force (ILAF) techniques utraag linear accelerometer blended ;ignal:. A
second approach used blended signals from two remotely located angular accelerometers, known as the Differential Angular
Acceleration (DAA) system.

Both systems used the elevons for force producer. In addition, small horizontal and vertical canards were sltor.*n to be
effective for structural mode control. The ILAF system provided significant reductions in fuselage vertical accelerations as indicated in
Figure 4.

The LAMS program (Reference;, 25 -29) was initiated in 1966 to demonstrate the capability of an ad#cnced flight control
system to alleviate gust loads £nd control wing structural modes on a larea, flexible subsonic aircraft. One specific goal was to flight
demonstrate on a B-52 airplane a measurable reduction in overall airplane fatigue damage rats caused by turbulence while retaining or
improving aircraft handling qualities. The LAMS system was designed to use existing ailerons, spoilers, elevators, and rudder surfaces
with rnw wide bandpass electrohydraulic actuators. The system was synthesized and demonstrated at three typical flight conditions.
For comparison a baseline SAS representing a contemporary stability augmentation syicm was designed to control only rigid body
motions. -atigue damage rate improvements with the L AMS flight control system ame show-n in Figure 6, based on an annu3A usage
consisting of 4.3 percent time at a low level, high speed condition, 6.8 percent tinie at a low level, low speed condition, and 88.9
percent time at high altitude cruise. The LAMS system reduced controls locked (no SAS) wing fatigue damage ratq approximately 50
percent.
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FIGURE 4. XB-7O ACCELERATION REDUCTION WITH FIGURE 5. B-52 FATIGUE DAMAGE RATE REDUCTION, WIH
ILAF SYSTEM LAMS (FATIGUE DUE TO TURBUL.ENCE)

Another goal of the LAMS program was to demonstrate that the LAMS technology is appiicable to aircraft other than the
8-52 test aircraft. An analytical study was conducted to determine the benefits that a LAMS system coLId provide on the C-SA aircraft
(Reference 29). The study defined a longitudifial axis and a lateral-directional axis LAMS flight control system. providing reduced
fatigue damage rates and improved ride qualities at a representative flight condition. Sisteam performance is illustrated in the
comparison of baseline SAS and LAMS FCS fatigue damage rates atid improvec, rid,; qualities at a representative flight condition.
Typical system performance is illustrated in the comparison of baseline SAS and LAMS FCS fatigue damage rates shown in Table I1.
Fatigue damage rates are reduced by several orders of magnitude at critical wing locatiorc-. The small increase in hori2ontal tail root
fatigue damage rate with the LAMS system was not considered significant because of the rc,..-,;ly low damage rate. It is not unusual
for LAMS type systems to exhibit performance degradations at noncntical locations.

The LockheeJ.Georgia Company in 1969 designed, developed, and flight tested an Active Lift Distribution Control System
(ALOCS) fot the purpose of reducing the design limit maneuver loads on the wing of the C-5A airplane (Reference 56).

The fail operative system controlled the ailerons with signals obtained from accelerometers located near the node of the
first bending mode and included active cuntrol of the inboard elevators for pitch compensation. The system as deueloped made
maximum use of existing system components 3nd required the additlcw' of the sensors, a load alleviation computer system, and new
interfaces to existing components. Flight tests showed the system tc Le highly satisfactory, both from the standpoint of achieving the
deired static load relief as well as from a handling quality standpoint.

According to Reference 30 a version of the ALDCS will be utilized for the purpose of exte-irng the fatigue life of the
C-SA airplane by reducing maneuver and gust loads.
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FIGURF. 6. STOL PASSENGER RIDE QUALITIES DURING
DFSCENT

An early Honeywell study of the use of elastic mode suppression fnr ride quality inprovement :i described in Reference
31. Vertical accelerations on a double-delta SST configuration were shown to be reduced 50 per.Ient by means of a suitably designed
control system. Both rigid body arnd structural -medes were suppressed.

In 1969 -,he first paper was published which described performance benefits tha! might be achieved by using the CCV
design approach (Referenoe 371- The' y~a conducted for a 8.52 bomber aircraft and the tail surface areas were reduced 50 percent
with the augmented stability concept. This reduction in til* area reduced drag three percent, operating weight empty (OWE) nine

KK percent 116,000 pounds), and gross weight 11 rercent 153.0;0 pounds) -or the same mission.IThis stud* was later 'epeated in more depth, and the results were similar (Referen-.e 33). Design gross weight -.vas reduced
13.7 percent and OWE wvas reduced 13 percent for the same mission. Tine large gross weight and OWE reductiols resulted from the
relative insen-sitivity of range with gross weight, which is typical of long-range designs with small paryloads.

Augmented directional stability was adopted on the British TSR2 low-level Strike aircraft, using a m 5 1roving i'ertfcal
fin, to provide lower gust sensitivity in high sp~eed low-level flight, reduce ae'roelastic effects and ease experted prob!ems of yaw trim
and loss of rt-dder effectiveness at transonic speeds (Reference 34). 'he moving fin wvas half the size of a conventional fixed fin.
resulting in a seven percent decreas in profile drag, a 10 percent decrease in aircraft weiqht, and corresponding cost savings.

Irn 1970 the NASA Langley Research Cetiter .4ontratted with Boeing-VWichita to conduct a pieliminary design study of a
commercial Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) airplane incorporating an advanced control system (Reference 35).-The objective was to
explore 'the feasibility of CCV technology providing satisfactory ride qualities and competitive high speed cruise performance with a low
wing-loading STOL aircraft. Th~e potential advantages of simplicity, reiiability, and low noise of a low wing-loading STOL transport
suggested an examination of this class of aircraft relative to other design approaches. The arplane was desigited for 130 passengers.
2.000 feet field length, cruise Mach nuniber of 0.80 and a range of 750 NM. The parametric study produced a configurjtion having a
0.35 thrust-to-weight ratio, a 50 psf wing loading. and which satisfied specified mission requirements and airworth~ness standards.
Passenger compartment vertical and lateral acceierations; during descent (th~e hignest accelerat ion condition) with and witnout the ride
Control system are shown in Figure 6. Design criteria were based on acceptable accelcration levels established during previous moving
base .imulator ride quaiity tests. The STOL design with the ride control system meets the acceleration criteria at all passenger locations
in both the vertiital and lateral axes.
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FIGURE 1. STOL TRANSPORT- SIZE COMPARISON CONTROL (111,C AND AUGIMMMNEO STABILITY (AS)

Bcuethe results of the Reference 35 study appeared promising. NASA-Langley sponsored a broader scope effort which
is reported in Reference 38. in the latter study STOL aircraft which used conveo tional mechanical flaps and low- wing loacing wvere
compared against STOL aircraft which used externally blown flaps and higher wing loadings. All aircraft were designed to Mre same
mission and employed an active GLA system. Results are- shown in Figure 7.

It was conclude-d that through use of ar. active control system 'otr both GLA and RC. low wing-oaing airplanes with
mechanical flaps are lighter, quieter and more economical than externally blown flap airplanes over a wide range of payloads and design
field lengths. On the voy-age the externally blown flap airplanes were about 12 percent heavier than fth mechanical glap airplanes for
the same mission and field length. GLA providied a large gross weight reduction for airplanes with design field lengths shorter than 2.5W0
feet. Without GLA the mechanical flap airplanes were heavie.- than the externally blown flap airplanes for field lengths less than, about
2.400 feet.

In 1971 the U.S. AFFOL initiated a series of study contracts to investigate wre compatibility of augme-ited stabiolity and
maneuver load control on different types of aircraft (Reference 37). Previous studies investigated potential perbornance payoffs of
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irdividual CCV concepts and found that the benefits are strongly configuration and mission dependent. This study :;vestigated theF-t  bmefits which result from simultaneous application of the two concepts. Two classes of military aircraft were used in the Boeing stutay:
a 450,000-pound B-52 bomber and the Boeing Model 818, a 70,000-pond fighter. Results of this study (Raference 38) indicated that
Ste two concepts are compatible for both configurations. As shown in Figure 8 performance bepefits, in torrns of potential gross weight-
rEductions, from each concept incorporated independently arc esseatially additive when both systems are incorporated simultaneously.
In addition, performance improvements are approximately equal for both aircraft classes.

Results of a similar study conducted by McDonnell Aircraft Company personnel are reported in Reference 39. This study
pointed out that "the basic performance improvement objectiven to be achieved thrm.ugh the use o MLC and RSS are not the same for
fighter a~rcraft as they are for bomber/transport aircraft. The objective for bomber/transport aircraft is to improve cruise efficiency as
measured by performance parameters such as range and p;,vyload. For fighter aircraft, the design objecative is-to improve maneuvering
performance as measured by performance parameters roch as specific excess power (PS) and maximum normal -oad factor (nzmax).
While the RSS design concepts ame essentially the same for both fighter and bomber/transport aircraft, the MLC deign concepts are
notab~y different."

Results of the McDonnell study showed that, "1) significant performance benefits can be realized for a fighter aircraft
through judicious application of MLC ind RSS aircraft design concepts; 2) these design concepts are compatible; and 3) aircraft
configured using these design concepts can be adequatelv controlled using existing control system technology."

Figure 9 "shows the effect of the MLC configurations on specific excess power at three typical combat flight cornditionr.ý It
can be seen that the configurations with leading edge slats provide the best subsonic improvements in specific excess power. At M =
0.90, alt = 3V,00 ft and n, - 3 g, the leading edge slats result in an improvement in Ps of 140 fps. Supersonically, the canards increase
specific excess power by 210 fps at M = A45, alt = 35,000 ft and nz = 5 g.

Further examples of CCV benefits to fighter aircraft are presented in References 40 and 41. while Reference 42 discussec
active wing/store flutter control for an F-4, The latter study indicated the possibility of expanding the F-4 permissible flight flutter
envelope by 150 knos using the existing aileron control surfaces. Reference 43 presewit results of a study to determine methods oi
improving efficiency of a 700,000-pound class jet transport by using wing maneuver load alleviation. Results showed that the airplane
studied could iave its wing span increased 10 percent for the same wing weight if MLC were used. The corresponding, airplane
performance improvement was 13 percent, resulting in a 10,000-pound payload increase. The use of the MLC system for gust alleviation
also appeared promising.

The largest challenge that the designers of the US. Supersonic Transport (SST) faced was to achie.e a design that was
economically competitive with current large subsonic commercial transports. Configuration studies inditated that substantial
improvements in weight, drag and balance could be obtained if conventional stabilir' requ*rements were relared and the operationai cg
range was shifted aft (References 44 and 45). Coincidentally, design development of the stability ougmeutation system prog-ssed tI
the point where complete confidence existed in the ability to develop a backup stab:;'w augmentaton system (SAS) with the same
reliability as the structure. System reliability was provided through design simplicty, component quality, design installation quality and
employment of multiple, redunda,.t, independent cnannels. Engineering analyses showed that sJff cient reliability could be deveoped
to fuliy rely on such a system for acceptable handling qualities in the event of shutdown of the normal augmentation system.. The
b9'kup SAS, being likened to structure, was christened "Hard SAS", or HSAS. Adoption of the HSAS p-rmitted a five poreent aft shift
in the operational cg range. This aft shift in balance resulted in weight savings and drag reduction and provided full Letlization ot body
length with improved loading flexibility and reduced ballast requirements. The net result was a 150-inch reduction in iway lergth and
100 square feet reduction in vertical tail size. Horizontal tail area remained unchanged, since the change in control requirements was
met with a change in stabilizer deflection range. These configuration changes, plus additional minor syseri changes, culminated in a
total weight savings of about 6,000 pounds. In addition, significant drag reduction also resulted from the reduced surface ,:.ea and
improved trim drag situation. For example, for cruise at Mack. 2.7, drag was reduced about 2.5 percent. As a result of adopting the
HSAS approach, aircraft range was increased 225 nautical miles. To achieve this same range without the KSAS, the 4,8W06 pounds of
payload would have to be reduced about 30 percent.
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Potential benefits of ride control and flutter mode control syste-ns were also studied during the U.S. SST pmjram
(Reference 46). The ride smoothing analysis indicated that the first four body modes in the vertical plane, covering a frequency range
from approximately 1.4 to 3.8 Hz. contributed significantly to gust induced accelerations. The ride control system was designed to
suppres these elastic vibration modes without sign'ficantly affecting rigid body dynamics. Figu-e 10 illustrates fuselage vertc
accelerations for a typical subsonic descent condition with and withou- the system.

Thc upper curves are total vertical accelerations, the lower curves are rigid body contribution, and the differenes between
the curies are aircraft flexible m*de contributiona. The system significantly reduces vertical accelerations at the forward and aft ends of
the aircraft, where accelerations wre largst.

The flutter mode control studies were directed toward actively damping two flutter morns on a delta wing SST s;rewgth
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design.ed conficurition. At V.it-h 0.90 the configuration had a 3.5 Hz wing mode and a 2.8 Hz body-wing mode with zero damping at
-~ad It% than, 1.2 %IDlVE WE)). requirin,-over 19,000pounds of additionalstiffnesssructure todeaade a dquateflutter marginl.

Studies w"s conducted to determni the~ fessib~ity of-dampiny these modes-with-a-flutter madle control syste". to eliminate weight.
Figure 11 slows dsmpL-ng ratios of the two flutter modes, wvith and Without the flutter mode control system. The system used wing tip
aileron, surface an4 two v'4pg miy~ntecI pitch rate gyros Without the system, the body-wing mode becomes unstable at 0.96 VD. The

yste exend tuner~vcd ' 2"o i~o. od othe wofuter modes as a fZ,%ction of velocity are! shown in Figise 12.
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"A major portion of the gains referred toD above are associated With improvement in Lruise L/t) of fth airplane T~e
sensitivity of this parameter to cg location is shown ir, Fturc 14 fur the near~sonic transport with a T-tall. It is apparent that subste.,tial
gains in aeodyrearaic efficieircy of the airplane from that correspnding to neutral static stability are possible throughý the use of
longitudinal SAS. It is ailso obvious that c9 movement aft beyond 40 percent MAC yields ralaltively little Vic in cruise. This is due to the
fact that continued incrneases in positive tail load eventually ttatt increasing trim drag. Finally, it is worth noting that improvements in
LID and CL mjx mith more-aft cg positions for both takeoff and landing approach can be significanrt in terms Of noise or field length.
All of the above beniefits finally appear as improved cruise efficiency and r,-ducvd airplane size to perform a given mission.

"The use of active controls for improved lateral-airectional characteristics perticularli' directiunal SAS, can provide
iubstantial reductions in vertical tail size and corresponding reduction; in drag and v-.ghL in mast designs incorporating flight-critical
directonal SAS, the minimtum size of the vertical tail is likely to be governed by engire-out. criteria, but some directional stability
wv4%ld normally nremain (e~g.. C0n .4 0.002/degree). However-, an unstable Dutch roil mode wouid result for most of the flight
einvelope. This would hawu to be offset by including a highly effective yaw damping function in the aealdrctoa SAS, possibly
!ncdurring the use of ailerwis in addition to the rudder.
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'*Active' controls can also be used to save wring w4iight IReferwnA 48) by shifting the lift center of praesure inboard to £
freduc bew~fing aomerit throtig apjf.opiate aileron anir~r fr~p tr.otior.a. 7oi6 could be effective for both maneuver and gust loads and

would result in weight reduc-tios be. i~e of reduced strsn~n requkiremnts. A further gain- results- from- lessened- latigue damage,
pri"n tpilly -from "%ts Xrov~dec thet jhe symm~i can respond effectively to accelerution arid/or othier siginals generated at appropriate
pointst on the airplane. Flutter suppression can ie Imnplemnivted &Ny eopropdet, mnotions of wing control surfaces in response to similar
sigirals and may become important a the win~g stiffness i% reds. ad to achieve weight rrIluctions through food alleviation. When
improved ricea quality Is also sought as An acth;. controls benefit 'becones obVious *r t P very sopltistizated. highly integrated, and

raioesystem must beJev~Aoged tocch!V& h cotsibtire4 goals dismssed above.

'The impact of the application af active contrcA for both longitudinal end di-re(tor~al SAS, cambined with load
alleviation. is showni grzoh'caly in ri"ure fll~. The effects ame apaeret throuighout the entire configuratio reflsetin in changes in
weiilht, balarice. inertiali charactenitics. aerdOmyiwic cticienicy, and. flimalIF, the overall size of the airphane'. Whent the cumulaiv
effects of these changes are assesse in dhe aesi~p cycle, the airplian takeoff gross weigl~tt is reduced 13 Wm.en for a given mission with
corresponding gains -it DOC and raturn on investmentIS (rZl fable 111).

-~~ -- TABLIY III ACfl E CONTROL 8EN~nTtS FOR ADVANCES)
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"While the means for implementation of some of the techniques discussed abmv centir'e to be actively pusued, the
potential gains as well as the difficulties from the application of othars. e.gi.. load alleviation systemt are only now becoming
appeciated. Since their implementation is fews straIgtorward arxi the alternatives less zipparvnt, their ultimate impact on airplane
design is difficult to ass.This points up the nesil for adequate design and operaiting criteria andmore reliable means of evaluating the
performance gains before active controls technology can be successfully zpplied. Also, the reed for continuetd development of more
reliable systems and compovients cannot be overemphasized.-

3.2 Fly-By-Wiire Tectrsology Development

Practical realization of CCV functions on producti~m aircraft depenods on Fly-By-Wire IFBWI control systems With a
reliability consistent with the function criticality. Tw%; prograrmt the Air Force 68W. Survivable Flight Controt System and the NASA
F-8 Fty-By-a.Vre program, are directed toward the development and fi~ght demonstration of fly-by-wire systerrs (Referenme 49 -51).

The Suivivable Flight Control Svsm-ri (SFCS? program is an advanced development proaram being conduicted by
McDonnell Aircraft Company under contract to the Air Forc) Flight Dynamics Laboratom'. The princ~pal objective of this program is
the development and flight test demonstration of an F-4 aircraft with a Survivable Flight Control System uotilizing fly-by-wire
techniques-

The SFCS is a three-axis. fly-by-wire primary flight control system which functions to command aircraft motion, instead of
surface position, as a dis'ect function of pilot applied inputs Improved stability characteristics are provided 0trough the uLe of feedback
control, proper placement of aircraft motion sensors. and fth application of structural morje filters to ottenuate aircraft reoat
frequec.crec

CQuadruplex (four channell) redundancy is used in all feasible systeir componenirts, including power supplies, to obtain
improved system reliability aNd increased mission completion probability. The system is' tigndtosutsntaiwo si!ilar faiureper axi!.
wit-out significant degradation in performance

The highly successful flight test prc~ram consisted of 84 flights totallhin b.5 flight hours Thei Ifirst 27 flights weare flwon
with a mechanical backup control system in the pitch and yaw axes The backup system was removed as soon as adequate system
perforrnai~e and reliability were demonstrated. The remzining 5#7 flights explored virtually the entire flight enivelope of the airplanie.
including flight at Maclh 2 and air-to-air and air-to-ground attack mission evaluations (Refeence 64).

The NASA F-8 fly-by-wire progamn objective is to prove the feasibility of digital fly-b'y-vwire systemns. An Apollo LEM
digital computer and associated equipment x~ovidws three axis command augmentation control on ant F-8 via a single digtal channel
backed by triplex 7a1ceainlfi-aeelectric command channels in ail three axes. A total of 18 flights and 25 flight houm have
been accrued on fth Phase I digital FBW system as of March 29. 19-73. A total of 2, MO hours of operating time. counting both flight
anid iron bird simulator time~, has been aoccomplithed with no failures in fte primary digital system (Refnerenc 63).

The Sperry Rand Corporation. which is a participant in the F4A end F-8 I~rograrn4 has reached the following conclusions
on the status of fly-by-wire technology I'eferr"c 49): 1

"* Mission reliability requiremenits of I ly-by-wiro systems for fighter aircraft can be met within todays
state-of-the-art reclundant system techniques using quadruplexc and possibaly triplex channels-

"* Todyss state-of-the-art electronc component technology, combined with redwridant system _

mechanization techniques. permits implementatiori of electroilc comm~and augmentation channels that
track with sufficient accurnicy to satisfy fly-byivire system failure transient1 and nuisance susceptability
requirements.
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0Built- In-Test-Equipment (BITE) for preflight testingq of a fly-by-wire systm is an essential requirement for

As evidenced by the foregoing discussons there has been considerable effort devoted to developing advanced flight control
technology. The results have led to the emergence of a "Control Configured Vehicle (CCV)" technology directed toward optimizing an
aircrs't configuration for a given requirement, including controls and control -systems capabilities as primery design variables, rather
than czýQiideriln only avrody,'amics. propulsion and struc-tures in the initial design stages. The Air Force Flight Dynamiics Laboratory
avarded a CCV contract to, -oin~g Wichite (Reference 52) in 1971 to design., install and flight demoinstrate four advanced flight cmtrol
systems on a 9-52 test airplane (Figure 16). These sys;temt can be classified by function as: 1) ride comtol. 2) augmented stability. 3)
maneuver load conirol andl 4) active flutter suppression. System performance will be demonstrated iniiu idsimultaneously to
verify compatibility of al.ý concepts. System performance goulf are as follows:

* The Ride Control (RC) system will reduce fuselage vertical and lateral accelerations at the pilot's station at
least 30 percent duriing flight through atmospheric turbulence.

a The Aug-- ,ts .Stability (AS) systen w.1i providei stisfactory flying qualities fo an a;,caft configuration
with neutral satic stability.

* The Maneuver Load Control (MIC) systen. will reduat wing root bending momercs-at least 10 perceni t
the flap; up flight condition that produce- maximum wing root maneuver loads.

* The Flutter Mode Control '%FMC) system will extend the besic airplane flutter placard speed (V,) at least 30
percent.I Vý
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A structural mode control system is being designed by North American for the B-1 %,tategic bomber to improve crew ride
qualities during tiwbulence and tcrrain following (References 53 -55). A system based on the I LAF technique will use anhedral canards;
(Figure 19) comoletely dedicated to the ride smoothing function. Canard surface deflection and rate limitations are +20 degrees and
2LOO degrees per second respectively. Preliminary estimrazzs of system performance at the crew station are shown, in Figue 20. The
system is niot effective at low gus! magnitudes because of romponient threshold end hysteresis ori at high gus magnitudes because of
saturation. The systemn is designix! to provide apprworimately 70 percent reduction in acceleration within the mIom. meanir.3ful gist rangp
in -erms; of human sensitivity and probability of gust encounter.

The Lockheed L-10 a I commercial transport lateral axis vwý designed around the CCV corecept (Reference 56). A rnsison
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analyi4 approach accounsted for the 9uw load aislevatioai capability of the yaw damper, and lateral gust design foods were reduced 20
percent. Deshgn criteria aod associated analyses assumed the yaw damper is operative 97 percent of the time. The three piercent
inoperi1~ive t-'re k. nnservative, sinze the yaw damptr is faii-operative, is fully effective w~th only one channel oper-tive. has an
eyppected failure raeof les then 0=01 per hour, arid otes ne channel operative is required frdispatch.

In April 1972. General Dynafn-ics Corportion and Northrop Corporation were each awcrded a z.xntract to build two
prolotypes Zor the USAF Lightweight Fighter Prototyp Program MRference 57). The first flight of eacch design is scheduled for early
!974. The Ger-er.-I r-vnmks design, desig'iated the YF-16. will have a quadruply redundant fly-by-wiro (IYBW) control systemn withouZ

rnc 5~tl~ackup. The F5W systeme is integrated into the bas~c aeodynamic configurattion, atlcwing the CG to be moved further aft
RE ~than -i pos-ble with a cop-ventional configuratioht. At low-altitude satsonic spte o the airplane has a negative stabtlity margin owf

-.Wr, xcimately TO per-cnt. This- augm~ented statbility deegr will result in a s~giificani %KdUCtion in drag eseIalyat high laato rs
and at supersni spkeds. The- effect .wi*.1 be to reduce trimn drag, which indruttes both the tail drag and the changa, in drag on the wing
due to changes in wving iift required to balance the jiow-doad on the tail. Components of the YF-16 Lightweight Fighter FBW systemn
are shown in Fi~tre 21.

3.4 Summa3ry of CCV Techinology Status

Tabke !V suma~nrize~s the ronnsideral'le number of CCV studies which have been performead to inVestigate the PoteMVia
payoffs of thl test~nolcgy. Figure 222smaie in ba-r chaurt form the Current technology status of the six CCV concepts In each Case
the length of the ba wresenfts the m-ort xha.-ced application occomplished to date for each concept.
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All six CCV concepts hame achievc~l "proof of concept" flgiht tes status through the B-E2 ECP 1195, LAMS or CC-V
porm.Augmented stability and ride control will achieve prototype test status througn the YF-16 and B-1 programs. repectively.

Teconcepts of fatigue reduction and gust lood alleviation achieved- production status first with the 8-52 ECP 1195 program. The
Active Lift Distribution -Control System- 1ALDCS)- currently being designed-ror retrofit to the C-5A flee accomplishes fartigz-v life
improvements by maneuvier and gust load reductions. The Lockheed -L-lt 1 lateral gust des~gn loads were reduced 20 percent to take
credit for the use of the yaw damper. The use of active contruls for flutter suppro-tsior has been demonstrated in the 8-52 CCV Program
for a2.4 Hz symmetric wing bending and torsion - to&,

It should be noted that the wse of active controls for fatigue life improvement and ride control imposes; a much less severe
reliability criteria on the system. design than dons use of controls for augmented xtchllity, maneuver Ioad control, gust load alleviatin
or, especially. flaitter mode control.

To date the prototype YF-16 airplant is the most advanced example of CCV technology. incorporating a fly-by-wire
control system with no manual bickup, and using augmented stability for improvod maneuvering capability to a greater degree than
ever Weore,

Of those concepts which have achieved production status, only the -1011~l usage describcd above actum!ly affected the
design of structure in a new airplane. The 8-52 ECP 119.9 and C-5A ALOCS usaes iwer to alleviatf existing problems and were not
used to reduca the amount of structure in the airplane Nevertheless the success of these applications provides conskidence towards using
themn to a g-eater degree in future aircraft.

4.0 CCV TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

Having dincuaeed the CCV state-of-the-at from the point of view of the airplanes which have been studied and/or miodified,
each of the slY CCV concepts *ill now be examined separately to detenrn.'. where further technology advancest must be made to
ennourage wider application of CEV technrology in airplane design.

Performance benefits Wh~ich accrue from application of CCV concepts are strongly configuration d-ependient. For bombers
and vanspor", the Largest payoff alieairs to be effered by AS, thrount, reduced rMpennage size, with the assocL=0 drag aind weight
reducitions. For the U.S. SST both AS and FMC offeread very significant weight advantages and for STOL aircr ,-fA appears quite
fruitful. MLC and RS offer less significant payoffs.

For fighters the benef ts of AS and MLC are more likely to be of Imprtnce in improvead maneuvering and excess specific
power aljvantages. FMC may aflzw 3 vnder selection of externa weapons to be* carried. Since fighters tend to be designed to higher load
factors than bom~bers or transports the benefits of GLA and FR arm l~kely to he lees significart. RC offers crew comfort an~d
performance benefits during l1ow alitudrte high-speed flight

4.1 Aurnented Subility (AS)

The most common use of AS in aircraft today is yaw cbrnpin3 to irnprove Dutch rall characteristics. In som. ae
safety-of-flight considerattions cause limiting cf the aircraft flight eavelopee "it one d illnel of the yaw &nper failed.

Techno~ogy improvements in seveal aran roust be acconVpIthed before an AS system will be utilized for anything except
limited applýcation- Design criteria for such systems need to be developed, to fully address on a mission bashs the questions of
redundancy and reliability. The "Hard SAS" criteria of the U.S. SST; Li.. no failures expectedr in the total lifetirrk of an SST fleet
(Reference 45) is realistic. though perhaps difficult to achieve. To fully utiliz the CfV preliminary drsl'g philogcphy. mi-ethodls of
developing accrate, rapidly itprative aeroelastic mathematical rrnodeb must be improved in order to asss the effect and payffs of the
AS system. Detaiiie. accurate weights estimlatioins of the AS &ývvmr du*in prolirn=wy desion become increasinji significant in that
the payoff aniallyses are criticall~y dependent on them. Therm is an additiconal requirement to develop Emproved metzhods for ý-edicting
nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics fer elastic vehicles at $igh angle; of attack and vow. becams no rg4itiem complicat the ~
of the control system. The use of surodastc wind tu~n#W models With, active control systems is a tool wh-eci offes consider"l poft
in CCV airplane design, but one which ned development to a level comnsurate with the risks being assulned.

W~hen the system desig is acconit0ished. hardware.-ohaliai ty nmus be assured, both from -a cz~cern2 Wad tMta system
point of vitw. This may be accor"., lishd by use of service proven cornpononts with satrinpnt rerWiremerits on selection, deratiog.
acceptance testing and burn-in. Lini of fwisctional full scale -roirr bird" fright control system mock-ufs povidesas nears of debugginig
the system vand achieving confidlence in its sitisfactriy operatin

Control system fabrication technieqve must be extreimely high quality. This will equiteiereaa h i=o -inz
inspectrin and testing prio to Ifiht. Improved mahiorwnace and tetig ecn we will ecaled fot ona h syse is insItald
Built-in test equipmnent wihutilizes seest-test techniques will be an integral element of the total fight control syritemn.

4.2 Gust Load Alleviation (GLA)

The- 61A fWaU"e o the "-2 EC? 14.95 and LAMS prograr; niust be consideredW nonsefety-of-fight critical becatsme go
structure was remi&ved when the syav"n were Incorporated. The reduction of lava gus deinlis eign ofth Lok-ed
L-1011 more fully utilized the benefits of 61-A war sfetyzras provided with a fail operati&&y dap r. Reiac oGaff-ie
sy~tter to prevent caftwophic vert" icgst ove-loads, with corresponding boenefits in fighteir structure, is yet to be accomplished. In
general the requiremenat for techiology development to sipport Ithe use of GLA awe similar to those for AS, abome

4.3 Manawe Load Control (MLC)

The CCV 8-5-2 MLC system has demonstrated the 1aifity of the MLC concept. The C05A Active Lift Distributon
Control Sys"e is the fVst fleet applicction of the concept Incorporation of taLC into preiiminary design of new airpa requires
deveop-ment of technologv similar to that already discussed above: for 61-A and AS.

4.4 Fatigue Reduction (FR) and Ride Control IRC)



These two concepts wie listed together because they aer otnosey-of-flight and aersytdyfrpouto

comtetfor those apptications where they can be shown to pay off. These two concepts are regarded as nontafety-of-flight becutne
'silui v of a properly des! ned FR or RC system merely reverts the airplane back to a higher fatigue damage rate (or rougher ride) for
that ptriod of tin-e when the system is off.

4.5 Flutter Mcde Control (FMC)F Of all CCV concepts, FMC is perhaps the most sensitive to configuration, especially wing planform and thickness. Because
of this sensitivity, the potential payoffs must be invetitiqated in great depth with high-quality trade Studies prior to acceptance of FMC
in a design. Improved prediction methods for three-dimensional u-stedy aeodynamic forme are needed for such arw4 lyses

Ell ~The effects of manufacturing tokirana4- on flight control system operation are likel, to be mote critical for FMJJC than for
the other CCV concepts. Methods of predicting these tolerances and accounting for their effect. _xst be developed. If a FMC is reiied
upon full time within tin normal flight envelope, the system must meet the HSAS reliability criteria. Less reliability may be required if

the system is needed only in emergency conditions with a low probability of occurrence.

It mey be potsable to design a FMC system which is self-adaptive tc changes in flight environment and~ airplane
configuration. Confidence in such a system would be strengthened by wind-tunnel and subeequent flight test demorntration of a FMC
:ystem which stabilizes higher frequency fluttet modes than the 2A4 Hz mode demonstrated in the. CCV Bý-32 program.

9F4.6 Summary of CCV Technology Development Raquirements

Table V aumnia; izes Wrelly those areas of technology where advances are needed before wide-spreaJ use of the CCV design
philoo4ohy vvill occur. Tltese requirements may be summarized into three main areas:

0 Relti~bility development and verification . Economic payoff trades de-velopment

* Improved preliminary design techniques

TABLE V SLO.WARY OF CCv TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT REQL".REtSENIS
RtoIgTE REQLIXED FOR

CLSIT LOAD AvcGALir[1 itAU FiiE
AUF* IATIO0% STASIUFY WOADrONFROL wontE cosixOL

T0041. WMO'S WIT" ACTIVE C(IN1ROtS x x

IW"WT Iftf TXINARY btiswG% 1, 4.10
ANALYSIS WiTHODSIES11CIALLY tU"IT X x X
ISTI14ATXVMS

JMPAIONUNSARflts-tI AND
CoIQUt. SYSTEM ?WEfIONmitf"Erg= x X

DEMCDSTUATZ hi4aDIOAJE RESZ4.AUTY x x x X

DE1L0PIWR0% toFAMICAI~ON nEcsniot xc x % x

VEtLEROWFASLMR DEUtctO TECKVL1S x

Mlt%1L T"WRCRDML-E%W%CE A 1i LT TIOINIQVtS x x NX

EVALUATE twAci oW t .tAcrLtftc ToLtitANEs x

Development of a -core" of CCV technology is envisioned as a means of encouraging greeter use of CCV concepts in
aircraft des!gn. The core rftquiremrents wre summarized in Table VI, wtmr it is seen that the principal techrnolopes involved are
structures, controls and aerodynniwmispropuision.

TAtTLE V! -CORE- CCV TECHNOLOGYF REQUfIREMENTS
REQUSITES STRM-CIUES CONTROLS AEROJPROPULSION

I
RFLIAVILITY . CONTROL SYSTEMd SAFErY CRITlCALIT-
OaVEL(*%LNT COMWT-VI'S
AND VETRIFICATION a iMPLLMENTATION

*DIGITAL VS. ANALOG
-REDU`N*NCY

-M4AINTA'NABILITY
* ?Q~R SYSTEMS

0MPL0MENTATION
H IYDRAULIC

ECoONDIC TRADES * STR-_CTURAL * CONTROLS TRAME P.AYOFF ItRADES - PRFORMANCE VS.CoST
DEVEEOPWLNT TRADES *SYSTEMS TRADES

IMPROVED PRELIMI-
NARY DESIGN
TECI%IQIUTS
A. IWSIGNCRr.TIRIA 4 sTRCUlnjFa;S DE- * COKTROLS DESIGN 4 CO!%TROL P0%WR DESlGNCRITERItA

CRIT aERI A CRITRIA
0 PASSENGER RIDE

QU~AITfY TRADES
* SYSTEMS DESIGN

CRITERIA
I. PMROVED ANALYSIS * MATHEMATICAL 9 AEL1AWLITY AND EAFI`Y

TECHNMIJTS MODELLING CRITICALITY ANAL' ISt

* POSER SYST011b ANALYSIS
ITCHNI0iJES

* AUTOMATIC CG. CONTROL
*AEXOEIASII a1h Th'NNI. MODELS ~ITII ACTIVE CONTROLS
* "EX-41TS PREDICTION AND VERTJICAnOn



Figures 23, 24 and 25 are block diagrams representing possible methodologies of achieving technology advancements
toward wider application of CCV concepts Research results would be applicable to the entire field of advanced flight control systemn
design as well as to CCV technology.
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Pre-sent muthiods of usirg "iron b;rdV' to develop confidence in system reliabilicv can be easily exparxdW to incorporate
CCV Wyserr4s (Figure 23?. Some improvements in analytical techniques for predicting compr-F't and system relizzility and safety
criticality would be helpful. Use of flight si.,'utators for evaluation of the safety criticality of a~-., particular system or cornzponvrt
fa-ilure ~vill continue to be u-i.

CCV concepts wifl be used only when clear-cut advantages accrue from doir.j io. Ecuriomiz payoff trades (Figure 24) must
be of highest possible quality, wh-.cf' means that trade study inputs such as system weights and costs inv-st l-e weil defin-ed. !he costs of
additional analyses, laboratory tests. improied fabrication techniques and i ew maintenace requirements ma~y be increased and must be
accounted for. Impact of CCV systems on cost of ownership is difflicuit to assess, but must be done in order to measure the long-term
ad±vantages.

Fi-ture 25 summarizes some of the areas where improved preliminary design techniques are needed to aid incorporation of
CCV concepts There presently is a lack of design criteria for airplanes which, include CCV concepts. !-or example. howr should control
surface puwer be split between cc itrol functions and CCV functions? Should -dedicated" CCV surfaces be used instead of one surface
being uised to accomplpish severl fWI-tiofls? What criteria for acceptabiiity of fai'ure (and hemc, redundancy) should be applied to a
CCV system? Obviously, the criteria is not the samst for b FMVC system and a FRP system. Shoultc several CCV systems be combined in a
single "black box" or should thay be separatid physicalig and furctionzllV? These are only a few of the ma,.y criteria questions which
need to be addressed. The revied version of MIL-F-9490C which is now being prepared by Bloeirig-Wichita under ArFOL contract will
provide guidance toward the development of f~ight control system rel~ability and redundancy criteria. The specification is being
designed to be compatible with F8W and CCV concepts and will describe the analyses, ground tests and fligh tests necessary to
demonstrate adequate flight control system performnance and reliability.

The interplay between control system criteria and structural criteria becomes extremely important in the airplan design if
the GLA system is to be selied upon to prevent catastrophic overloads. How much authority should the GLA Iysnama -m~e? For
m~aximum weight reduction the GLA system may be very authoritative. Should a FMC system operate throughout the flight ir ve~ope or
be used only to achieve a flutter margin beyond the dive speed? Here again these questions are only a few of tholic wh~ir n must be
ansmvwred.
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Ride quislitv -'riteiic n to be established in terms which are meat 'ngful to thte airplane and control system designer.
Presently missing aee urite,' at trhe In. rquenty end of the vibration spectrum where humans are most susceptible to motion sickness.

One of the most siG n. ont J.'ificulties in 3rnilysis is the present state-of -the-art of weoellastic mathematical modalling. CCV
control system synthesss reouire ae~ olv matheinaticil modei; d the aircraft structural and aeroisynemir. characteristics. For example
the 8-52 math models used ist lhe LA1043 ECP 1195 and CCV program analyses had as many as 30 degrees of freedom in each axis.

Approximately three niorths a- j.-weently required to develop an adequate math model of a large flexible aircraft for CCV
system synthesis This length of time mikesi. isestr-nt of potentiail CCV benefits very dliff icu' a during pruliminary design activities. In
addition the accuracy of current math mcd Ng teý.niques iv not well defined, and as a result industry lacks the technology and
confidence necessary for committing cri-ical CCY furic~lons to prcduction. Improvement in inath modelling techniques will be a large
factor towardls incoiporation of CCV technmqtucs in iti'olane diesign, An alternate approach is to design control systems which are
insensitive to mrath model accuracy.

In the past, wvind-tunnel testing -) dynam~ically -ý,Ie airplane models has proven aconomically desirstle to predict
airplane dynamic characteristics prior tco flight tnsti-nq. A' tirrnrft bacome more depe-ndera or stability augmentation systems,
wind-tunnel testing of aeroielastic models to prove ctanrol ewiJi become increatingly mote attractive for reducing flight testing.
as discussed in Reference 58.

Consequently, in 1967, AFFOL and NASA- Ur-,oy ;iintIV in"Cated a. program to demonstrate an activ-. imodat suppression
system on a ore-thirtieth scale 8-52E aeroelastic model in the t angley t, 1tnsonic dynamics tunnel. This irodlel irtcludes aileron and
elevator actuation systems and provisions for a cable mount system I.Refererice 59). Model gust rfsponses have been obtained using the

airstreamn oscillator system installed in the tunnel (Refmirnce 60). Boeing-%Wichita is assisting NASA in developing a ride smoothing
systemn for the model using 50 HzI bandwidth aileion and elevator actuation svstziyn. Subsequently, canards and flaperons were added
for RC and FMC testing, which is now nezrikig completion. In 1974 a ML-C system. tr.A h. ested,

in add:tion wind tunnel tests are being conducted at NASA-Langfe,- on w' .wrmq model which utilites a FMC system
(References 61 and 62). Wider use of such mrodels will be of great benefit in CCV system s~nthesst and test.

Improved analysis techniques for hydrsuIx' and electric power systems are requited primarily to improve weight and tvost
estimaiting accuraides, for inputs to the economic irad.eolf sualyses. As noted earlker, improvenmrmti in reliability and safety criticality
analysis techniques would be useful.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATICINS

The performance benefits of the CCV concepts have been demonstrated by a considerab~le nnimber of studies and flight
tests, To date CCV has been applieu where a significant pay-3ff was shown to restlt (U.S. SST, YI--iS), and whare benefits could be
achý-vxed with low risk (L-1011). As confidence is gained in .~CV capabilities, civil and military aircraft rzguletions will be revised to
take advantage of the benefits offered.

The ceapt-n~c of CCV technology in aircraft design will be accelerated in proportion to the research effort exerted to
solve the problems of relisbility developmnent and verification, economic payoff trader., and imnprovedi preliminary design %ccliniques,
including development of design criteria and irmproved analysis techniques. Support of this research offers very wortirwh~le payoffs, and
is recommended on a higth pr;,rity basis.
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SUNMARY

The preliminary design proctss hod significant influence on the C-5 avionic flight control system development, pro-
duction, and cpeotional cost. The design decisions made during the preliminary design phase relative to the stability
augmentation systemn illustrate the extent of the impact on the design, test, manufacture, and installation of the avionic

k- systems. These decisions lie main!y in the areas of mission success capahility, airplane safety, reliability, survivability,
and human factor characteristics and, for the illustrative stability augmentation systems, the aircraft's handling qualities.
The design processe;, including the subsystem integration with the airframe and with other functional subsystems, influenced
the cost of the C-5 program. Experience gained from this program may lead to improvements in preliminary design decision
making procedures.

DEFINITIONS

DUTCH ROLL - A latral-directional dynamic oscillatory m3tion of the airplane characterized by a short period
and a low damping ratio.

DYNAMIC PRESSURE - Piessure produced by the velocity of an airplane.

FAILURE - State of improper functioning of a subsystem component.

FAIL-OPERATIVE - Description of a subsystem which can provide normal functional v-erformeice following a failure

of a component.

FAIL-SAFE - Description of a subsystem which cannot result in a hazardous condition foaiowing a foilure of a
component.

FEEDBACK - A measured signal of an airplane response, such as pitch rote, which is amplified and fed bock to a
control surface actuator to provide airplane guidance or to improve stability.

FLIGHT SIMULATION - A development tool! which allow, pilot evoluation of the airplane handling qualities per-
formance. It normally consists of a cockpit with man0al controls and appropriate flight instruments, a visual display
providing pilet cue of the landing area and a comput' which provides the mathematical model real-tme computoti'n of the
airplane motion.

HARDWARE - Tangible form of a subsystem.

MACH TUCK - A nose down pitching moment tendency of on airplane as iT accelerates in the transonic speed
region.

I 1AN AERODYNAMIC CHORD - A-.eroge airfoil section of a wing.

PHUGOID - A iongitudin ,i dynamic flight oscillatory motion characterized by a long period and a low damping
ratio.

SHORT PERIOD - A longitudinal dynamic osci'latory motion characterized by a short period and a !igh d•mping
ratio.

SPIRAL - A lateral-directional dynamic mode of the airplane which is characterized by a slow spiraling rnotion
following an upset from trim.

S,•&SYSTEM - A group of interfacing components providing an independent function in support of the system a

performance.

SYSTEM - An airplane designed to perfonr given m;ssions composed of numerous integrated subsystems supporting
the performan:e.

I VENDOR - A hardware manufacturing subcontractor which designs and produces one or more subsystems for installo-
tion on an airplane.



INTRODUCTION

& The preliminary design process for an airplane influences the final design, and therefore cost, in a complex manner.
By examining the design development and integration of a portion of the avionic flight control system of the C-5 airplane a
number of the facets of this proces5 reveal lessons which may aid in preliminary design of future systems. The factors focing
airplane designers in their endeavors to create an optimum airplane have increased in nunib-f and influence in the post two
decades. This increase has been caused 5y incr*sed functional demands and resulting complexity of the airplane.

C-5 DESIGN PROCESS

Design decisions were mode continuously throughout the various phases of the C-5 program concerning configuring
the flight control subsystems. Each phase of development provided a different design enviror ment in which decisions were
made thus influencing the import of each design judgment. The total design process fo; the C-5 involved four distinct
phases illustrated in Figure 1. The phases were:

long Range Heavy Logistics System Airframe St 'y Program (CX-HLS) (Ref. I)

C-5 Support System Project Definition Phase (PlP) (Ref. 2)

C-5 Design Phase

C-5 Producton r hase

The first phase of the design process was a system definitfon period consisting of parametric and trade studies. The"e
studies defined the Heavy Logistics System mission requirements for payload, range, and comportmant size and created a
recommended airplane conceptual design for eost effectiveness evaluations. This was the embryo phase of the u;tra large
transport airplane.

The second ,hose, the C-5 Pi•'ject Definition Phase, prcAded a complete detniled pre!iminory design effort whic.
resulted in a C-5 system proposal detailing a recommended airplane with the how, when, and where it would ac "!ei a!oped,tested, and produced. The functional concepts for each subsystem were devised during this development period.
Lockheed-Georgia Company was awarded the contract at the end of this phase to accomplish the lost two p.wses.

The third period was the final phase in which the normal steps of cirpiane design and test were accomplished to
meet the conceptual requirements established in the second phase.

The last phase, the Production Phase, consisted of constructinn and z:.embly of the airframe, the erlines, and the
multitude of subsystems into a flyable and servictable airplane. This phase was achieve-I corncurrently with development
and test so the airplanes weuld be quickly uddea to the U. !. Air Force invcntory.

AVIONIC FLIGHT CONTROL SUBSYSTEM DESIGN PPOCESS

To illustrate the influence of decisions made in the development of the many and multifunctionir. c vianic subsystems
shown in Figure 2, the discussion will be focused on the subsystems which provide a stable cirplane for numal manual flight
and for automatic contrul of flight. These ore:

Trim Compensator Subsystem

Pitch Augmentation Subsyste-,

Yaw Augmentation Subsystem

Lateral Augmentation Subsystem

A fifth subs/stem, the primary flight roll control system, had a profound influence ca the development of the lateral
and yaw augmentation subsystems although it does not directly provide stability to the airwume.

Trim Compensation Subsystem

The trim comptmstion subsystem is en artificiol stabilir/ device w/hich augments the longitudinal static speed
stability of an airplane primarily in the transonic speed regions. During the CX-HLS study phase the results of wind tunnel

-• festi indicated that the Moch tuck tendency of the stu6y airplane did not have sufficient influence to require a trim com-
pensation subsystem on the airplane. The history of the trim compensetion subsyr.tent operoation on the 1.ackheed, C-141
airplane whose configuration was -;or to the recommended CX-HLS airplane also supperted the absence of Mach tuck
effects in normal operational conditions. thus the recommended CX-Hl-S aiplane in 1964 did not havq a trim compensation
subsystem.

During the Project Definition Phase of the C-5, subsequent wind tunnel tests indicated a rore aggravoted Moch tuck
effect and supported a need for a trim co-np.-.nsotion subsystem usirg Mach number at high aftitudes, hial speeds and
dynamic pressure at very iow altitudes, high speeds.

The proposed stibsystem introduced pitching moments by cpesowir.g Inboard elevators through electrohydroulic
actuators to accomplish its itabilizing functions. The product con.trgurotion requirement (Ref. 3) stuted t.vat a trim com-
pensotion subsystem was needed and was to be a fail-safe subsostem.
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During the Design Phase when the functional details of the subsystems were in development it was decided, based on

additional wind tunnel data to remove the dynamic pressure input, to include a Mach rate for phugoid damping and to use,

in lieu of the inboard elevators, a horizontal stabilizer actuation system which was to be similar to the trim compensation
actuation scheme effective on the C-141.

Later, after the trim conipensot;on subsystem procurement was initiated and !hordware development begun, the
dynamic pressure input was reinstated with expanaed operation in the low altitude, low speed flight regime.

During the trim compensation subsystem endurance testing of the horizontal stabilizer actuator, problems developed
caused by the high frequency cn-off operation of the electrohydroulic actuator. Lengthy additional development tests and
design efforts were required to provide an adequate actuation interface.

As initial flight tc;Zs of the trim compensation subsystem were mode to evaluate the subsystem performance, it was
evident that Mach rate was not on adequate flight parameter with which to improve the long period phugo;d stability. Thus

a corrective design effort was required involving analyses, flight simulation, and flight testing to replace the Mach rate
with True Airspeed Rate signals. An acceptable subsystem was acquired and in production in time for the U. S. Air Force
acceptance flight testing.

Static longitudinal stability was increased by the trim compensation subsystem as illustrated in Figure 3. With the

subsystem operative the cruise neutral stability points of the C-5 were well aft of the design aft limit of center of gravity
position by 32 percent mean aerodynamic chord. The basic airplane with the subsystem inoperative displayed neutral
stability close to estimated data which were also safely aft of the design limit (Ref. 4).

This prompted the test team to perform a series of tests to determine if it was possible for the pilots to detect the
difference in airplane speed stability as influenced by the trim compensation subsystem. The pilots performed a range of
evaluation tasks unaware of whether the subsystem was engaged or flat making `guesses" of the operational status of the
trim compensation subsystem and denoting the airplane handling qualities. During the tesb the pilots guessed the status
correctly 40.5 percent of the tests, were incorrect 29.8 percent of the trials and they could net detect the iiference in
stability in 29.7 perce..t (Ref. 4).

After this tOv.rough flight evaluation of the C-5 static longitudinal stabiiity characteristics, thot Air Force Test Team
recommended that the trim compensation subsystem be deleted from the pe.-duction aircraft (Ref. 4).

What were the influencing factors that would cause a decision to add this s.ubility augmentation subsystem to the

C-5 long ofter the longitudinal static speed stability was judged to be adequate and a trim compensation subsystem was
determined not to be required, only to be deleted from the production airplane? The major cause was concern for flight
safety in the critical transonic region.

The major effect of this design program was the early requirement for an unneeded subsystem which in turn caused
unnecessary expenditures toward two interfacing subsystems. It is highly unlikely that this expenditure could have been
prevented due to the hazards of improperly recognized transonic effects. All Mach trim compensators have a design process
history similar to that of the C-5 subsystem. Wind tunnel data determines the initial requirement for these subsystems, but
flight test evaluations provide the basis for the final decision. The U. S. Air Force flight test team deemed the longitudinal
static speed stability to be adoquate throughout the flight envelope including the high Mach, high altitude regime. Safety
of flight demanded the presence of this subsystem .mntil proven unnecessary in flight test.

Pitch Augmentation Subsystem

The recommended CX-HLS airplane was found to poscess adequate longitudinal short period damping and response
characteristics as specified by MIL-F-8785A (Ref. 5).

A trade study durinr- the Project Definition Phase period evcluated the credibility of newly established short period
osci.latory requirements evclving at that time from supersonic transport studies. This trade study found the C-5 damping
adequate but noted Iat the pitch response was inadequate.

The C-5 oirpl :.e proposal recommended a fail safe pitch control mo~dulator using pitch rate and cantro| stick posi-

tion signals to improvt the pitch response. Compensatic.g inputs were sent to the outbocrd elevators using un electrohy-
droulic servomotor. This sy-tem was developed without the benefit of piloted flight simulation evaluations.

Prior to the selection of on automatic flight control system mantfacturer, flight simulation evaluations ind' .ated
that the C-5 possessed nominal pitch response. The proposal of the contracted manufacturer recommended a pitch augmenta-
tion subsystem with stick input for pitch quickening and pitch rote for damping. A fail-safe signal went to on electro-
hydraulic servomotor operating the outboard elevators. During the Design Phase this subsystem experienced many simulator
evaluations and configuration modifications but the subsystem at first flight still used stick position and pitch rate feedback
signals.

During this phoe three major chenges were mode to the pitch augmer otion. The subsystem was modified to be
fail-operational req.Jiring triple redundant electronics. The second alteration w:.• the repiccement of the electrohydrcolic
servomotor with cn electrohydraulic valve arrangement on the primary surfcme servoactuator. Thee two changes were also
incorporated oi bath the lateral and yaw crigmentotion subsystems and the decition to do so was made just pric- to avionic
vendor selection. The third modification come late in the des"gn phase resuting from flight simulation e-valuations. The
operation was enlarged to rnclude the cruise as well as the approach and landing configurations.
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The longitudinal short period oscilictory characteristics for the C-5 are presented in Figure 4 (Ref. 7). The landing
and power approach configurations do nO.t meet the superionic trat~sport oriented criteria indicated but this criteria were dis-
carded during the flight simulation evoluc.ions. The Air Force Test Team reported the unaugmented oscillations-to be
essentially deadbeat throughout the flight envelope, but the damping provided by this subsystem was beneficial during the
inflight refueling maneuver (Ref. 4). Thue the subsystem on the airplane today includes only minimum pitch rate damping.

The subsystin experienced o design cycle fro t nonexistence to a complex, sophisticated controller back to a
nominally operative subsystem. The design effort requirem a large expenditure of manpower affecting the change of subd

system hardware well into the production stoge. Could this have been prevented or at least kept to a minimum? The major

factors influencing this design cycle were:

Unknown handling qualities criteria of an ultralarge transport aircraft

Advent of new flight simulation development technique

Design schedule restraints

It is improbable that this subsystem could have been configured to its final form without major modifications. The
introduction of unproven supersonic transport design criteria and the flight simulation develcpment method provided a
"lemring curve" situation which could only peak during flight test.

Yaw Augmentation System

The CX-HLS airplane possessed adequate Dutch Roll characteristics when compared to the requirements of
Specification MIL-F-8785A (Ref. 5). A simple yaw rate damper was added to improve the directional handling qualities.
The stability and control trade study conducted during the Project Definition Phase further emphasized the adequacy of the
basic airplane Dutch Roll. T.e C-5 Proposal report recommended a yaw rate damper with control wheel position included
to improve the turn covdination which was degraded by the yaw rate input.

At controct award, two very demanding requirements were imposed on the airplane which caused significant
changes to the yaw augmentation as well as the lateral augmentation yet to be discussed. The first was the definition of a
critical 200 feet lateral offset maneuver ao bc performed during approach to landing. Passing through cloud cover at 200
feet altitude on an approach to lcI•ding and encountering on offset of 200 feet from the runway centerline this would prove
to be the most demanding moreuver required of the aircraft. This maneuver is illustrated in Figure 5. To ensure adequate
roll maneuver ability a requirement was imposed to achieve a bank angle of 8 degrees in the first second following maximum
control wheel input in the power approach and landing configurations.

Extensive piloted flight simulation studies were coducted involving this critical maneuvering configuration during
the Design Phase. The 8 degrees bank angle demand in the maneuver created a manual primary roll control system capable
of producing extremely high roll rate capabilities. These high rates caused turn entry coordination problems which were
solved by a more complex, multifeedbaoak, yaw augmentation subsystem than originally proposed. Mission raccess bred a
fail-operational, fail-safe configuration. The requiremetit of on 8 degree bank angle in the first second was not achieved
as is illustrated in Figure 6 (Ref. 7). However, during flight test evaluations, the U. S. Air Force test team :ucaed the roll
performance of the aircraft to be satisfactory and stated thno "arom 200 feet altitude and 200 feet offset there appeared to
be no problem getting the aircraft aligned with the runway" (Ref. 6).

-;; ability of this subsystem to coordinate airplane turn entry is provided in Figure 7. The sideslip angle resulting
from a maximum manual roll control command with the augmentation operative is about one-half the sideslip with the sub-
system disengaged. The damping effects are illustrated in Figure 8 (Ref. 7) and are excellent. The unougmented airplane
is only deficient in Dutch Roll damping in the high speed cruise configuration and the augmentation performs the damping
task more than adequately. Decisions made during this design process were influenced principally by stringent design
requirements and conventional analytical and newly developed flight simulation techniques. Subsystem configuration
decisions made prior to hardware production were definitely correct judgements. This is confi.m.ed by the orderly test pro-
cess and the iock of major hardware design changes.

Lateral Augmenoation Subsystem

The CX-HLS airplane was thought to possess adequate roll damping and spiral stability tV.us no lateral augmentation
was recommended. The trade study of lateral directional characteristics mentioned the possible use cf such subsystems but
did not recommend the use of any artificial stabilizatien. The C-S •roposal report did not include lateral augmentation.
With the addition of the critical runway offset maneuver requirement, a subsystem was developed by simulation methods
using control wheel position for roll quickening, roll rate for dcmping, and roll attitude for improved spiral stability.
Since this subsysten, functioned in unison with the yaw ougmentation subsystem while improving the C-S handling qualities,
both units were incorpora.!d into the same computer. This allowed sharing common feedback sensors, electrical power
circuitry, and built in test equipment. More importantly it allowed a reduction in airplane weight by apprrximattly 15
pounds.

During initial flight tests the roll rate input was deleted since it significantly degraded roll response to primary
contrcl commondcs. The final configuration found to be acceptable by the test tee-u possessed a minimumly amplified roll
attitude signal to the aileron for a slight improvement of spiral stability.

The effect of this subsystem on spiral stability for three pertinent flight conditions is illustroted by the spiral conver-
gence times given in Figure 9 (Ref. 7j. A positiv* value winch denotes positive staiuity is the time required for the spiral
mode to decrease in amplitude to one-half of the peck value following an upset distxrbonce. A negative value is an
unstable spiral nd is the time required to double the amplitude. The (Pigmentation subsystem improves the spiral stability in
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the landing and power approach configurations but is slightly destabilizing in the cruise modes. This instability is
acceptable since the pilot workloovi is relatively light in cruise allowing time to correct minor deviations from the
intended flight p-4h.

This subsystem experienced the some cyclic process as the pitch augmentation, progressing from nonexistence
during the initial CX-HLS study program to a complex multifeedback subsystem and returning to a single feedback fail-
operative, fail-safe unit. Why did this subsystem not experience the some relatively smooth design process as the yaw oug-
mentotion since the yaw and the lateral subsystems were developed corcurrently using the same design techniques and test
facilities? The only plausible explanation is a tendency toward conservative design influenced by the involved interaction
of the lateral-directional dynamic flight chcracteristics. Only extensive flight test evaluations provided a realistic under-
standing of these modes of airplane motion resulting in a simple lateral augmentation subsystem.

DESIGN DECISIONS

;b-P A perusal of the key decisions mcdo during the design process of the C-5 stability augmentation sbsystems, sum-
morized in Figure 10, indicates a definite pattern of subsystem design which can be reasonably extended to the majority of
the C-5 avionic flight control subsystems. The trend began with nonexistent or at the minimum, simple, single feedback
subsystems, and progressed to four complex, multifeedback units operative for flight test evaluation. DM.ring the flight test
period the design trend was bock to simple, single feedbacksubsystemsand in one case to removal from the production
airplane.

During the system definition phase, the large size of the CX-HLS airplhme hod not yet caused an impact on the air-
plane handling qualities criteria. Also the flight simulation technique was noi available for handling qualities ealuotion
of this ultra large transport. Thus augmentation subsystems were not required or wnre simple wutis.

Concern for thet effects of .ie large sized airplane during the Project Definition Phase coused detailed porametric
and trade studies which k' "1atO..i the unknown handling qualities and created new design criteria. This concern caused
the creation of additional stability augmentatien on the proposed C-5 oi.•plone.

After the contract award for the design and production program, the foblowing factors influenced the initia:

development decisions related to the augmentation subsystems.

a New critical misa-ion requirements

a New unproven design criteria

o Design conservatism

o Piloted flight simulation development

o Program schedule

The critical runway offset maneuver and transonic flight requirements coupled with the new unproven Imge transport
design criteria caused the flight control subsystem design to be very conservative in configuring the augmentation functions.
Also, for the first time in the design process, the flight simulator played a significant role in the initial development of
handling qualities and the subsystems which augmented stability deficiencies. This allowed the pilot to provide his know-
ledge and experience at an uorlier phase of the subsystem design process. The design erginew, in portrership with the
pilot, poisessed in the simulator a design tool capable of evaluating on almost unlimited number of subsystems configurations.
,-turally the pilot hod doubts about the performance of the simulated airplane; thus, he provided conservative contributions
.o the subsystem development.

All these effects combined to define complex, multifeedbock, redundant stability augmentation subsystems which
were fabricated for flight test evaluations in production form, but with minor configuration adjustments. This situation
caused decisions mode during the design phase of the C-5 to have significont :ind compounding effects an the final
production avionic components.

During the flight test program, the engineering test pilot was bock in his normal environment with complete trust in
his evaluations of the airplane response characteristics. His evaluations of the handling qualities and the augmentation
subsystem characteristics were free of the over-conservotism present during the flight simu!ation. Now the configurations
of the subsystems were evaluated for possible simplificatians and the use of production hardware did not facilitate the
changes required for these configuration evaluations. However, many components were removed and one entire subsystem
was deleted allowing on increase in system reliabliity, a decrease in airplane weight, and increase in airplane safety of
flight, while the airplane still possessed adequate flying characteristics.

HINDSIGHT

Many lessons were learned from th• C-5 avionic flight control subsystum development experience. Lessons learned
can servr both as warnings of pitfallt and also *. guitielines for a future event; thus, the C-5 ex•.rience should be
incorporated into the design process of future aircraft progrm. Tho first lesson was Ite ret~irement far design criteria.
Meaningful, understandable, and usable design criteria must be available at tie beginning of the preliminary design phase
if future program ichedules are to be as demanding as the C-5 program. Criterio, to Ie usable, must be validated prior to
conceptual development. Design requirements cannot be verified concuwrent with system deve!opment without unfavorable
effects on costs.
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The C-5 program experience also taught that design techniques such as mathematical anolyses, piloted flight simu-
lation, and hordv,,wo testing procedures in the laboratory and in flight, effected the attainment of final optimum subsystem-

configurations. The need for design methods to keep abreast of involved subsystem requirements was a double edged sword
t causing use of insufficient but immediately avoilable tchniques, or creating the development of adequate techniques

S• concurrent with the actual requireaent for their use.

S~The last maajor lesson leanmed from the C-5 design progrom was the requirement to recorn;zo all the rmilfications of

a very short program schedule. Figure I I illustrates the impact of allowed design time on the overall cost of a typical aug-
mentation subsystem design and production program. This curve indicates a given optimum design time tor a ' cost
subsystem program. The figure also indic:tes that there is a minimum time below which infinite available funding could not
procure the subsystem. To meet the optimum time, design requirements, data, techniques, personnel, and interfacing
information must become available with t.recise timing. Should o slippage occur in the availability of any of these, the
design ti.me will increase accompanied with a signifcant increase in cost.

EPILOGUE

Decisions made during the early design phase to place minimally required obsystams on an airplane can have far-
reaching effects on the airplane long after it has entered service. Naturally these effects include maintenance and
reliability, but also include functional growth. An operative subsystem on an airplane allows the possible incorporation
of another function to that airplane. This can be simply another operation of th6 autopilot or a function aioar.-t totally
independent of the subsystem to which it is added. Two of the stability ougmsntation subsystems previously discussed are
now serving as outlets to a subs/stem whose function is to improve structural chatctedistics of the C-5 wing. This sub-
systen defined -s the Active Lift Distribution Control System (AL-CS) is inte.r.d to redistribute the wing sp•nwise lift
during maneuvers and the response produced by atmospheric gusts to reduce the bending moment at the wing root and to
increase the wing fatigue life. This redistribution is achieved through symmetrical deflection of the ailerons by inclusion
of a compensated signal into the lateral cugmentaiion subsystem. This load relief function decreases the C-5 short period
damping chaorcteristics; thus a corrective signal must be forwarded to the pitch ougmentation subsystem. This subsystem is
tiresently in development at Lockheed-Geoagio Company and its addition to the C-S airplane fleet ik planned.

Decisions to include these two minimally recriired flight control subsystems on the C-5A facilitate immediate place-
ment af a required function after the last pr,&uct;on airplane was delivered to the U. S. Air Force. A Gypsy with her
crystal ball could never have predictc, the advancement of these augmentation subsystems into octive roles of ;mproving
airplane service life.
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SUMMARY

I1. A new aircraft dbvelopment con be justified if the performance of that new aircraft
exceeds that of art old aircraft by at least 15 % to 20 %.

2. Foreseeab'e technological air frame advancements such as CCV and composites do
not justify the development of a new weapon system, per se.

3. Recent engine technology advancements allow to achieve a level performan.ce,
which does justify the development of a new generation of air superiority fighters.

4. Foreseeable technological air frame advancements do, however, pay off ;fF opplied
to a new aircraft development.

CLASSIFICATION OF ADVANCEMENTS

Forecasting technological advancements means forecasting future. History of such forecasting shows:

a) That the attempt to assess technological advancements for into the future, say 50 or 100 years, tends to under-
estimate realities. This is because the only technique of forecasting without failing ;nto dreamingj is extra-
polation. Extrapolation, however, does not take into account innovations. !nno.,jt*ions whiet exceeded
extrapolating forecasts by orders of magnitude, for example, have been the jet etegi." or the transistor. By
definitions, advancements based upon innovations cannot be forecasted and thus remain the subject of dreams.
Fig. (1) lists such advancements (1) which are not against the laws of physics and therefore might very well
develop, however, we can not say when and how- and whether such advancements pay off.

14) That the attempt to forecast short-term advancements, say 5 or IC years, tends to overestimate realities.
This is because such advancements ace based upon existing knowlec~e and technology, how&e~r, they
take money and the acception of a certai.a amount of risk to materialize. See right side of fig. (4).
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There is a third group, cf advancements, wt, seems to fi i Into the group of i~r#.4a; type advancements o",
the first view or for people who are not intimately fa-.,eior with them. Some of them, zuplicable to fighter aircraft,
are listed in fig. (2). Howevor, a careful investigation or even an attempt to bui'.j, for exwmple, a wake piripelled
olvecrt or a VTOL supersonic fighter would indicate that any known solution is ni A satisfying in order ao reeally
break through. Any forecasting of advancemer~ts in this area would be based an -c-ertain assumptions, for example the
existence of a now thrust vectoring device for afterburned gases, light heat rertistont materials, facilitated handling af
toxic fuels, etc. It needs innovations on a lowerw level to introduce such adlvantcwtiaets, and therefore tley still remain
dreams ever. with a good chance of becomaing reality.



7 25-2 F:Anther group of advancements for fighter Aircraft is highly dasirable from an operational point of view, as listed
on fig. (3). For each of those items not even a large break-through can be expected under any assumption. Their record
shoft a gradual improvement with small steps, such as the use of BIT. Unfortunately,- saturation characterizes the trend of
these items, even deterioration in some cases. Again, it would need innovations .o achieve improivements of any signifi-
cani size which puts even this group into the dream classification.
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Let us therotfore turn back to the (b)-type short-term group of advancements, e. g. those advancements, which
today could be realized with some risk provided the funds are available. Now we have to distinguish between su,.h ad-
vancements, which ore significant enough to justify a new development and those, which are just worthwhile to be applied
to an existing 'iircraft according to fig. (4). Since this paper deals with future fighter aircraft only, we shallI concentrate
on the items o* the right hand side of fig. (4) only casking whether these techniques really would be aittractive enough to
justify a new circraft deveiopment.

Without going into details: supercritical airfoils do yield a performance advantage at a parlicular point of the
flight envelope, howaver, at the expense of flight conditions off that design point. Overall, there may be some advan-
tage for a fighter aircraft for wtiich off-design mission performance is important.

Revolutionary new configuration concepts could very well lead to new developments as did, tcu; otxample, the
application of a variable sweep. Other candidates could be stroke wing configurations or some of the new '/TOL ideas
which ore -inder consideration. Very little, however, can be said about the use of ejector wings for 1v (OL operation
before significant values of thrust ougmentation have been demonstrated at realistic air frame weights.

The field of composite materials and control configured vehicle concepts lend themselvces to a fairly reliable
generation of data. Concentreting further on air frame technology the analysis will use these two areas as examples to
ans#wcr the quust' On posed above. In addition, recent advancem ents in engine technology are investigated with regard
to their senwitivity to the analysis.

CONTROL CONFIGURED VEHICLES (CCV)

The term CCV concerns a wide range of design fec~tures as listed in fig. (5). In general, we are talking about
CCV whenever an electronic system is used to nrlprove the performance, flight characteristics or even some operational
characteristics of an aircraft.

Biggest performance improvements can be demonstrated for relaxed longitudinal aerodynamic stabiliiy, which
is to be replaced by artificial stability provided by an artificial stability system. In fig. (6) inndur~d drag characteristic
is plotted as a function of parametrically varied wing-tail configuration of a hypothetical fightcr aircraft. It happens
that the minimum induced drag applies to unstable configurations. Also, maximum achievable lift of various wing-tail
combinations is limited by nat-iral aerodynamic stability.
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.7 The feasibility of drag and lift polar improvement is easy to demonstrate by proper combination of meouuement
points of wind tunnel tests (fig. 7). Improvements of such magnitide ore not achieveable by any other known means
without-weightpenalties. Artificial-stabilizatlon of-aircraft• llows -to reduce thezarea of control surface resulting-in
even greater performance improvements (fig. 8). Foroa typical fighter aircraft designed around a fixed engine some
performance improvements are shown in fig. (9). The resuits inclicate that the largest pay off is expected for negative
stabitlity margins in the order of 10 % to 20 % dependling upon the particulalr configuration and the driving perfc.-nonce
requitements. Generally, the high load factor requirements benefit the most from relaxed stability. In fig. (I0) the
potential performance improvement is expressed in terms of a reduction of overall aircraft weight at contant performance.

Again, an instability of more than 10 % margin is desirable to take full advantage of the CCV fealure.
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Such measres of instability crew.te new demands in dssigning the control ougmnetatiton system. The reaction
time of the aircraft movements following a control system failure is extremely short. Time to double the flight path
amplitude as a function of negative static morg~n is shown in fig. (1)) indicating thae the human pilot could not react
fast enough and the aircraft would be lost within a very thort time. Thus, a new level of con.rol systems reliability must
be achieved if artificial stability is to come into being. Fig. (12) shows the criticall:ty of tha main subWrtems relative
to their failure rates and the reduldoncy level necessary to satisfy safety requirements equivalent to those of mechanical
flight control systems.
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Fi~i. (13) illustrates the advantage of s!de force control. which is a CCV feature since effective side force con-
trol needs at least the assistance of an electronic control yte.Using such capobiity c desviation Froin a desired flight
path con be corrected -without banking and rolling- That-n oneuver~wculd-harten-the-time-to achieve-th3-flight path-
adjustment or would enable to adjust a larger deviatkx. within the soma to no respettively. Fig. (0:) represents results
of simulations of a typical fighter aircraft maneuver. Side force moineuvers are most likely to improve the accuracy of
ground or ai target attacks.

wegtElectronic control devices clso have been used to suppress flutter of transport wings. Significant structural
wegtsavings cruld be achieved if the control devices could be releod upon. In fighter aircraft design flutter very

often is a difficult problem for external too&i. Artificial flutter supprcsson ends itself to tackle that problem.
Fig. (14) shows results of wir'-' tunnel testing using a wing-pylon-store combination at' the MRCA aircraft. Beyond a
particular speed and without the suppression system being switcled on the pylots builds up large amplitudes. A simple
circuit usirng the signals of on acceletrometer and activating a small vane mounted at the aose of the store is able to
suppress the osr';ution within a few cycles. Because of-the elastic interacti.r- between wing and pylon the suppression3: ~ ~~~syste- mi'-'. as wellI be instal led at the wing in order to avoid its toss whenever the storei etsnd xpced ight
savings by proper application of flutter suppression ranges in the crder of 2 %of take-off weight.

Another uttractive CCV feature is m-ineuver load ccntrol, e. g. the unlonding of outer wing arem by proper
activation of flaps under mtaneuvering consditions or gust cricournters. The immediate gain is on improvement of struc-Is turoi: fotigue up to 100 % and subsequently considerable structi-ral wc~gh. savings ni a given fatigue requirement.
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COMPOSITE..

The application of composifte to fighter air frames is simply a question of weigl, savin.g versus cost increase.
Besides that there are other advantages of composites, such as stiffness and less corrosiont. In some cases the use of
composites even is a question of fectibility, of the configuration. For example, rigid rotors for helicopter would nut
have been feasible' without glass fiber oi carbon fiber blades. High thrust for weight ratio fighter airxzaft always suffer
aft c. g. problems; which may call for composite tails.

However, the driving r..quirement remains the economy of comnposites. For f. ghter aircraft theII higher =ot of
casnposiites has to be recovered almost entirely by a benefit in p"curement cost becouzti righter aircraft in peace time
do not cc"r paying payload.

Fig. (15) show. the percentage breakdow~r z, : typical fighteir aircraft stru-.tural weight (-ir various stages of

maturity at compositeoapplicatior.. Obviously, the weight reductions are signlficarnt.
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Fig. (16) tries to emphasize the economic aspect of composite utilization in fighter aircrdt: one pound of con-
-- ventionol oluminium structure, asuming a weight saving of 30 %, could be replaced by 0.7 lb. of composite structure.

A very optimistic cost figure for composite structure is 500%$ per lb. as compared to 70 $ per lb, for aluminium structure.
Thus, there is a cost penalty of 0.7.500-- 1.70 $/Ab. associated with that replacement. On the other hand, assuming
a weight growth factor of 3, there would be an overall weight saving throughout the entire aircraft of 0.3 (original
we!ght saving) x 3 = 0.9 lb. if the use of that composite component is planned from the very beginning. Each pound
saved results in a reduction of procurement cost of about 200$ and 300 %of life cycle cost respectively. Thus the over-
all gain amounts to 0.9.200 = 180 and 0.9.300 = 270 respectively. This simple comparison indicates that the use of
composites would pay off only under certain most favorable conditions. Such conditior.s apply to a percentage of struc- Z
rural weight much smaller than indicated in fig. (15). As a vert approximate figure, a maximum of 10 % composite
utilization seems to be economically justifiable.

ENGINE TECHNOLOGY

The purpose of this paper is to analyse advancements in air frame technology. Engine technology is to be dis-
I cussed only in terms of the effect on overall aircraft weight and performance. An interesting way of viewing the economy

of engine technology is to compare the J 79 technology with current technology demonstrated (fig. 17). Such comparison
RE comprises 20 years of engine technology development and a resulting improvement of engine thrust to weight rat*o from

4.5 to about 8. At the same time cost per pound of engine thrust has increased from 20A/Ib. to more than 40,b. 0 su-
ming a comporable buy level and 1972 economic conditions. 4,n aircraft utilizing the RB 199A: 100 technology eould be
20% lighter but its propulsion system would be about 60% more expensive as compF-red to a fighter of similar p 6formonce
which is designed around a J 79 technology engine. This comparison is based upon an aircraft overall thrust to weight
ratio of 0.7 which is typical for todry's fighters in operation. Finally, the procurement cost of both aircraft would be
abou? 6qual.
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I~ICSASSESMENTDEVELOPMENT AND HIGHER PERFORMv

The question arises whether any of the candidate technology advancements is likely to justify a new weapon
system development. The foregoing comparison have beer. made for constant performance Ievol, however, the history
of fighter aircraft er.hibits increasing or even escalating performance. In fig. (18) the cost of increasing aircraft thrust
to weight ratio at eq•¢cl technology is transiated into numbers of aircraft to be procured at constant budget relative to
the number of current performance status aircraft in the inventory. Even the introduction of a new weapon system of
th~e san performance level would decrease that number because of the development and the putring~-into-service cast
of the •ie system. In addition, buying just more old aircraft would benefit from production learning which, in order
to be fair, must eaodded to the cost ofaonew development as apenalty. Consequently, the curve in fig. t18) seartat
aboua, 0.75. At aircraft thrust to weight ratios significantly beyond 0.7 engine technology starts to become impcortcm..

As explained In fig. (19) aircraft gross weight and cost increases prugressively with inct easing aircraft thrust to_
weight rato even approaching Infinite values. The asymptotic aircraft thrut to weight ratio depends on engine thrust
to weigh' ratio, e. g. engine technology. Aso, result the economic tr.ale off outlined in fig. (17) would be unfavorable
to the J 79 technology at aircraft thrust to weight ratios of, for exanpie, 1.0. This establishes a good case for new en-

S~~gin.' technology for fu.ure fighter aircraft.

CC•V and composites ore also allocated in fig. (18). Cost penalty of CC can. be ,eglected, whereas cost penal-
ties arc pacing in case of composites. Obviously, extensive use of composites can only be justified If the existence of a
fixed e lgine requires a dweaee of structural weight regardless of c:ost in order to achieve a requirod performance level.
Even in case of CCV one would have to demonstrate that a performance improvement of aoux.t 10% would be worth an •
overall reduction of fleet size cf about 25 %.
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FUTURE MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The question about the value of performance improvement need a definition and evaluation of missien require-
ments. Fig. (20) distinguishes between 4 basic rnissions:

- The bomber type mission requinring moderate T/W, high wing loading for optimum cruise and on
the deck ride qualities and an iocreasing sophistication of avionics for survival and successful
target attack. There is no questic-i o.,ut the usefulness of that mission. Variable sweep has
been a significant advancement combining the required mission capability with short field and
loiter as well as self-defence capabilit). "he trend for advancements lies In the area of avio-
nics and wecpons.

- The point intercept type mission asking fir high acceleration (high T/W), moderate wing loading
and advancements in air-to-air armament nrd guidance as well as fire control systems. The
classic interceptor competes against the surface to air missile.

- Close air support can be satisfieo with moderate T/W but needs low wing loading for self-defence.

There is an unresolved question about the general lay-out (AX question) and the competition by
the armed helicopter idea.

- Air superiority over the battle field. This role requires wing loadings much lower cnd thrust to
weight ratios much higher than designea into current aircraft. Due to the progressive trend of
weight and cost vs. thrust to weight ratio indicated in fig. (19), such a combination would re-
quire advancements in air frame design 3nd wouid very much benefit from recent advccements
in engine technolory.
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The importance of air-to-air capability is illustrated in fig. (21). According to the results of simulations, a
lorge percentage of air-to-ground payload is lost duJe to c.'-r intercept by enemy fighter aircraft. This situatic, n could be
significantly improved by either su.fficient self--defence capability built into the air-to-ground aircraft or by protecting
the air-to-ground aircraft by fighter aircraft. Simulations indicate that the uwe of the sane icdrarft for both ground
attack and air cover would be the most ecorn.tnicai solution. Highly maneuverable future fighter aircraft would be able

"•:to develop an air umbrella over a limited battl! area ,ruch more effectively as compared to current fighter which have
Snot been designed for that purpose. Figures on "he right han side of fig. (21) ore also the resul# of l~rge scale simu-
Slations within the European scenario expected for 1985, indicating alm•ost an order of magnitude di~ference in mission
%T• succe~ss Conclusion: fighter aircraft could play an important role in future military conflicts and lend themselves to
Sadvancements in air frcwne and engine tech•nology due to the high level of performance required to do their lab efficiently.
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Fig. (22) concludes the analysis oddrmsing the question about the cost-effectiveness of air superiority fighter

aircraft performance increase and about the performcnce margin which would justify the development of a new aircraft
using current technology or advancw-nts in air fraire/engine technologr'. At a constant budget this means a trade of

number of aircraft vs. indivi .ual aircraft performance to be evaluated in terms of fleet effectiveness. Fleet effective-
ness is defined as the percentag.- of aircraft survivir*3 an air battle after all enemy aircraft have been destroyed. If
both sides operate aircraft of same performance having available the sane budget, e. g. the sone number of aircraft,

such a battle would result into a conplete deterioration of both fleets indicated by an effectiveness measure of zero in
fig. (22). Performance increases along the horizontal axis of fig. (22) expressed by the T/W ratio-WAS combinatior.

yielding a maximum of maneuverability. Consequently, the number of own aircraft decreases with incroasing perfor-

mance according to the constant budget assumption. Increased performance, even at less aircraft, pay off up to a
maximum beyond which, because of the progressive trend of cost vs. performance, the low number of very high perfor-
mance fighters start to lose their superiority against the large number of current performance enemy aircraft.

If an airforce decides to buy c fleet of old aircraft of the 0.7 T/W ratio type instead of developing a new air-
craft, it could spend the development funds and the money to introduce a oew weapon system to buy more old aircraft
and it could benefit also from production learning. Thus, according to fig. (18), the size of the fighting fleet could
be increased by 25 % which, in fig. (22) would result in a better fleet superiority equivalent to 35 % of surviving
aircraft. A horizontal line from that point in fig. (22) cuts the fleet effectiveness curve at a point (T1W = 0.85 for
new engine technology) which con be interpreted cs a break-even point. Beyond that point a new fighter aircraft
development starts to pay off.

A repetition of the calculation using a higher TA/ for the enemy fighter fleet is not changing the maxdi.um
location of the fig. (22) very much. At T/W values of about 1.2 beirog equal for both sides it would be more ccii
efficient to build more aircraft rather than increasing the performance level.

How do air frame advancements, such as CCV and composites, fit into that scheme? (See small dashes)

- Improvemen' - the old aircraft: small improvement by CCV due to the fact that the additional cost
is small c,...,iared to the potential performance increase. Deterioration of fleet effectiveness for
composite structural component replacement.

- Application to a new development: significant improvement by CCV. Slight disadvantage by com-
posites which might very well turn into on ad--antoge in the near future as the cost of raw materials
decrease.

The result of this analysis must not be generalized in specific terms. It is limited to the assumptions about the
importance of air-tc-air combat of the dog fight type. However, in general the question will always exist about how
much quality improvement would justify a new development and how much it would pay off at all as compared .o a quan-
tity concept. In this see.ce the analysis is to be viewed as an example.

SUMMARY

I. A new air superiority fiphter aircraft development can be justified if the performance of that new aircraft exceeds
that of an old aircrcf" by at least 15 % to 20 %.

2. F;reseeable technological air frame advancements (such as CCV and composites) do not justify the development of

a new aircraft, per se.

3. Recent engine tediolWgy udvancements allow to achieve a level of performance which does justify a new development+)

4. Foreseeable t--chnology air I~rane advancements do, however, pay off if applied to a new aircraft development.

4) Battle Field Air Supewiority
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The paper sets out to provide a brief and general presentation of the purposes, history and methods
of B•dgetary Estimation for UK military aircraft prograames. The derivation of the methods rill be dis-
cussed using the airframe as the main example. Finally, the use of the timescale, resources and cost esti-
mating teohniqueu to provide cost trade-offs for different aircraft operational capabilities will be demon.-
strated.

1 ZNNIVM 3CTION

Badgetary estimatee of the resources (manpower, facilities, time at.! money) likely to be ne4ded for
the development and production of new aircraft are required within the Air Systems Controllerate (Asc)
Procurement Executive, Kinistry of Defence (POD(PS)), for three main purposes.

1 Planzing and funding (Long Term Costing (LTC)) purpoees

2 Projee election, appraisal and approval, and

3 Assessment of the future loading on the aircraft industry for Aerospace policy decisions.

The a&i of this paper is therefore to present briefly what is involved in, and the "etlds used
for, raking budgetary estimates and then give sn indication, because of the special $nteres* of this
"sposium, of how they can be used for cost and perfcr••ece/effectiveness trade-off assessment. Although
estimwtvs are made for all aspects of an aircra t's procurement, because of the time evailable, the exa•ples
given concentrate on fixed-wing airframe development.

In order to make comprehensivo cost appraisals, life cycle costs, rather than procurement coats,

are required but this is a major area for future work.

2 HISTORY

In the 1950m and early 1960s, there was a succession of 'cost' escalation and 'overruns' in UK
military, and for that matter the relatively sore sipple civil, aircraft procurement programes.

The reasons for the past failures of estimates to predict the total expenditure reasonably acc-
urately have been identified as:-

i Charges in details of the Requirement, causing changes to specification

ii Obvige in technical possibilities giving greater potential "r*Tuirements"

iAi Basic underestimation of the tlie and coot needed to achieve identified tsk.

iv Incomplete identification of all the tasks involved in achieving the arecified project,
and

v The effects of inflation.

A "factor of three" was comonly quoted in the case of development for the ratio actual cost to the
initial estimate, but because of the inflation effect (v) acting over the development timescales of 5-10
yam, the inflatLU.u factcr alone averaged about 1.5, so Uat in constant Fricer the cost ssralation Iactor
was in effect two met •,•ee. The timescale overrun factor was Qbout 1.3 and failure to estimate the time-
scale '.-otately contributed significantly to the shortcominEr of the initiAl estimate.

Points (iii) and (iv) were areas wtich could we corrected ty proper "resource" analyzir of the
necessary and appropriate content of the aogrameea tak•ng accornt of the influenwc of the project's tecb-
nical and operational characteristics.

Responsibility for points (i) and (ii) does not lie with t0 estimacor, but with the control
applied by the ope-rational requirement and management function of the project developmenz. A

As a result of the wowin, realisation during the early 1960a Chat the estimation 1'syten" wa
inadequate, points (iii) Wad (iv), a ner unit called "Project Time and Coat Analysis" (P'C&n) "ae set up in
early 1964 to collect as mich data as possible on aircraft projects and their progrmes and to analyac
thsee to provide met?:oda of predicting future devolopmer.t costs and tiescales. As these data would be
""actuals" they would contain also the effects of (i) and (ii). The initial York was to be concentrated on
airframe development. In 1965, the the Director general Egin•a (DG Eng) initiated similor work on aero-



enginoe development and this activity was absorbed into PICAn in 1969. Also during 1965, the
'Director General Aircraft Production (DQAP) set up twD Croups to deal with budgetary production estimation,
one cA airframes (DAP Costs) and one on engines (Eng F Costs). PICAn has a co-ordinating role to bring
tonethrr airframe, engine and equipment production etia mated hoits for project selection, atpraistl and
taproval purposes. o aurin i the ser year or so work within eItCAn has been widened to devise estimeting
tmethods for aircraft equipment which it is hoped, wil ultimately include aircraft avionics and flight con-
trol system equipment. The three droups; FwCVn, De P Costs and E P Cstra wooj in close han lny and
currently cover fixed and rotary wine aircraft for both military and civil orojectsc

3 DEVELMOErEs COST ESTIMTION

3.•1 General

b In order to ieprove thi e udoetary estimaties methods which had been in use prior to 1964, it nas
believed that the "cost" of future wrojecs could only be ptedicted with refsonable assurance by reference
to the actual "cost" of a wide spectrum of previous projects. Tne first important step wecch had to be
taen al that stoge was dto ieidiat the collection frdm ist records, if available, of the actual ev endi-
osueo in teros of ttme, resources and numbey etc. on pst decraft projects.Te s was, and still e s, a most
difficult task becau e of the wide variations in the ruantlty, qualitr and definition of the daia which had
been recorded. Hofever in spite of the difficulties, n wiy useful dawa have been, and still are bei,

&lomDy accuulated by the dilience, ghrdwork and enthusiasm of the "praestioators".

ibe first method adopted was to establish the total cost of the airframe development and production
for previous projects. In the •case of t.he development costs extreme care had to be applied in the analysis

and all cases had to be adjusted to a common standard. Ibit was because the basic data covered a variation
of such factors an the number of aircraft used in the development prgam, whether they were prototype,
development batch, or product3.on aircraft, 'the number of flyin hours r•equired to clear the aircraft depend-
ing on the nmuber of roles or range o: flight envelope over which ' hey were desiged, and "he degree of
R & D which had been. completed before the go-ahead w~s given for the operational aircraft. o hVA the *actual"
development costs were adjusted to a common standard, it was possible 'to relate the adjusta costs to the

characteristics of the aircraft. (Figure 1) However, it would be very fortunate if a future aircraft pro-
ject aligned itself with the "norm" so the data of Figuro 1 can only be used as a "basis" from which the
new entimate can be made and so this method tas shortcomings.

To a lesser, but still important degree, the same cansiderations applied to production costs.
(Figure 2) For the same aircraft characteristics, weight speed or Yach. No. there may be differences in
complexitv and therefore production cost, for example, a small highly manoeuvrable combat aircraft with a
complex zav/attacm aystem compared with say a two-seat %rsaner with a minimal equipment fit.

The analysis technique which was developed and is in current use is to break down the total activ-
ity into a number of smaller elements selected on the basis that they were clearly identifiable and defin-
able and that data in term* of costs, resources and tinescales could be readily collected and linked to
characteristics of the aircraft whichare available from the very early stages of the project's conception.
lypical percentage breakdowns for aarframe and engine development are given in Figure 39, and for produo-
tion in Figure 4.

3.2 Resum- of Current Methods for Development Cost .atimation

Time does not allow description of the method of" rstimating each item in detail, even if only air-
frame development is considered, so it is proposed to illustrate the estimating procedurv by considering
two of the major aspects which account for approximately 60% of the development costs, ie. the de*ign
effort involved in the development and the manufacture :r the developmnt aircraft.

3.2.1 The Development-Prcramme

The estimating process starts by defining the development plan. An example is given in Figure 5.
This is important for two reasonsi it decides the framework against which the estimates of the sub-groups
are made, and decides the timescale over which the costs are spread. Development is a succession "f the
"basic" three component cycles, design, make and test; then re-design, modify and re-test, etc. The -4
main features required therefore are first the resources to design and make the required test airc -. t,
and second, adequate cverall flight test capability (aircraft, flight test instrumentation, technical ;ar-
sonnel, e*t) to develop and prove the aircraft. During the first pase, the design, make and test cycle
proceeds in parallel with the min aircraft stream in certain of the sub--roups, Figure 5, for azasple,
wind tunnel tests, rig tests anA structural tests. The overall timescale for the progame ." be initi-
ally derived from data such as those given in Figure 6. This suitably adjusted for the project under
review, allows an initial appreciation to be made as to whether the timescale stated in the Air Staff
Requirement (ASR) is rsa2istic., assuang the "normal" aircraft development process is used. It also pra-
vides an indication of 2 realistic period for the flight development programme.

Historical data have beon collected and analysed which give the following information:-

1 Flying rates achieved by broad aircraft types, is. Bcobers, Fighters/Combat aircraft,
Transports. Flying rates (hrs/aircraft/month) both fom the "evelopewnW flying arA the

official flying at the proving establisbeent (A A AM).

2 The flying hours by both the firm and the proving establishmeat to achieve both the
inttial CA Release and the full CA Release.

3 For certain of the aireraft (ond the list is growing) the amber of hours required for tbe
major test packages by discipline eg. handling, performance, eacine/intake behaviour,
engine handling, nay/attack, conmmmication, weapon release, autopilot and automatic
flight control system.



4 The number of aircraft used in the programe and whether they are prototype, development
batch or eroduction.r,

:•5 The rate at, which the test aircraft can be introduced into the programm.

From the above data it is possible to conszruct a realistic fliht test n and this, com-
bined with using other data available on for examples tunnel testin, allow an initial overall develop-

ant p e adequate for budgetary estimating urposes to be defined. Obviously as the project becofeo
Smore defined and the project is assessed in moh Crearer detail, this initial programs my be ch ,but it is believed that Froviding• the airoraft re atmet is not altered these ad•justments have a roel-
tively small affect on the costs and can be allowed for by a contingency addition in the budgetary esti-
veto. At the present time the aircraft system procurement process is calling for major changes to existiug
aircraft in order to lengthen their Sevice life by updat their operational capability. From the boidet-
ar7 estimatorl point of view, this is a more difficult task than estimating for a brand new aircraft but
data sch d that obtained against point 3 ebove, is. flying hours required for different disciplines,
hopefully allows realistic estimates to be made.

2.2 Xanufaoture of Test Aircraft

The cost of manfacturing the development airframe is the item which dominates the airframe develop-
ment programmet. (Figure 3) This cost is based on an assessment of manhours required for either the 100th
unit or the average over the first 100 units. Production manhour historical dat are more reliably estab-
lished down the learning curvc, Figure 7, than for the early units because batch manufacture end modifica-
tion effects on these early units make their actual manhours deviate more from the average line. Throughout
an aircraft production programae the unit labour manhours continuously decrease, in some cases down to a
basiounitvalue, and the variation of unit labour mahours as the aircraft are Iroduced defines the learn-
ing curve. Initially, such data were simply plotted against the product of empty weight and speed, or on
a carpet showing the generation effect. (Figure 8) -!here is evidence that for a given type of aircraft,
interceptor fighter, successive development# ov-r the years call for an increase in the manhours per lb.
This reflects the increase in aircraft capability and complexity which has taken place and which is known

-as the eneratton effect. Recent work, using regression analysis techniques, has aimed at providing a pre-
diction formula, the parsmetera of which give the least dispersion of actual data from prediction. (Fig-
ure 9) These two examples, Fieures 8 and 9 are good demonstrations of the main techniques appropriate to
the budgetary phase, rnamely the "near neiChbour" and "parametric". The other important input into the
estivating process is the exercise of technical judgement, and this is required to adjust the results of
the analyses of the histurical data, to allow for the characteristics of the new projects, for example,
"technical" complexity. 1his aeans that it is essential, in my view, that the programme a.sessment is made
by engineers/scientists with development or production experience. We are not as once described "Financial
Wizards".

'"he manhours for the first aircraft are calculated by using the slope of the .earning curve to obtain
a factor (see Figure 10)by which to t.4ltiply the estimated manufacturing manhours apl eopriate to the 100th
unit or to the average of the first 100 un4ts. The manhours :or the subsequent de el]•ipent aircraft are
calculated assuming reduced learning by 5-10Z to allo, for ihe installation of instrumentation and experi-
mental equipment. The manhours can be converted to cost by multiplying by the known or predicted vage and
overhead rates. To derive the aircraft cost the cscat of raw materials, bought out equipment and the equip-
ment developed specifically for the new aircraft must be added. Obviously these methods arc equally applio-
able at the budgetary phase for production aircraft cost estimation.

Fairly simple "rules of thumb" are used to obtain the cost of such things as airframe spares and
modification costs as these are in general a relatively small percentage of the total and even significant
errors in their estimation only have a second order effect on the total estimated development costs.

3.2.3 Desian Costs

The next major item in the airfram development cost is "design" and this embraces not only the
draughtsmen and loftsmen, but all the other technical effor, invclved in the design and development of an
aircraft, stressmen, zerodynamicists, electronics engineers, structural and ar=ament specialists etc. For
many years prior to the formation of PiCn, ItD Plans, the group on which PlC~n was formed, had gathered
comprehensive data of the direct and indirect r.esign effort allocated to projects. This has alloued analvaes
of the total effort involved and also the "spread" during the life of the project up to full CA Clearance,
see Figure 11. The analysts of these design mhours have allowed prediction for--male to be derived, an
example is given in Figure 12 where it is compared with an earlier attempt using simply the product ueight
and speed as the parameter. It is interesting to note, as would be expected, the reduction in scatter from
ucing the regression analysis technique. These design manhours are turned into design cost by multiplying
by the known or predicted design wage rates. The manhours are for aircraft, all of which, when the design
was initiated, required advances in the "technical state of the art", ove. that then currently known and
the prediction is t-herefore essentially for an "average" increase in the "state of the art". The estimator
has therefore to exercise his engineering judgement, after discussion with his "technical expert" colleagues,
to adjust the estimated lesign manhours if the new aircraft is considered to reflect a substantially greater
or smaller than 'aver-agel step forward in the "state of the art". The importance or obtaining a good assges-
meat of the tech.nical development involved cannot be overemphasised and calls for "teamrork" betwenn the
estimatirg groups, the 1roject and weight analy*ts in Headquarters and the speuxalists in the Fr,)cure=ent
Executive research esatblishments.

.. 2.4 Summary and the Future

Our method for breaking down the overall tank into elements and the availability of the histor.cal=
data ana the method by which it can be used for cost assessment have been given in' the pevious sections.
in addition to the hintorical data for aircraft manufacture, flight rarograres and design, data are avail-
able on inntruientation, wind tunnel tests, structural tests, mock-ups and technical pablicationa. In the
case of other items, for example rig tests, Eround test aquipment, in which siCnificant estimation errors
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would affect only about 10%. of the total cost, further data are still needed to improve the estimation of
these elements.

The result of the analysis described above provides the "expected" or "moeo' likely" development coat.
Variations of technical difficulty, rtquirement changes, management proficiency and firms' calability have
caused the actual data to be spread about the average. 'Ihis enables a "statist.ical uncertainty" to be
derived for new projects which are in the sawe category as those in the data sample. 1his "statistical
uncertainty" can ba expressed as a cumulative probability as suggested diagrammatically by Curve 'A in
Figure 13, which shows how the chance of sucesa increases within a given cost as that cost increases.
Curve 'B' demonstrates the risk which would be associated with a new project outside the previous range of
experience, for example, the first supersonic or V/STOL civil transport. This is shown further to the right
because of the higher likely cost and has a lower slope, even in percentage terms, because of the inherently
greater uncertainties. It is in this difficult area of "risk" or "uncertainty" analyses that further work
is required and which if successful will provide management with valuable extra guidance.

3.3 Manne Devplopment

Similar methods and techniques to those described for the airframe are used for predicting engine
development costs. The data and methods for estimating the bench engine test hours are still being devel-
oped, being related to various parameters such as turbine entry temperature, pressure ratio, by-pass ratio
and thrust to weight ratio. Figure 14 illustrates the tread. It 's believed that the derivation of these
relationships has made a marked improvement in the estimating capability because they provide a fantual
basis to which the effect of new technology can be added. 'he need to establish a realistic estimate of
the bench hours is important as this largely determines the timescale of the engine development prcgram*,
and as Figure 3 indicates approximately half the cost is incurred during bench .esting.

3.4 "Proof of the puddine

It is early days yet to obtain a true measure of the accuracy of the methods which have been devel-
oped in the last foir years and described briefly in this report, but it is encouraging to note that the
estimates made using the methods of the mid-60s which formed the basis from which the current methods have
been derived are indicating accuracies within 10-15-, but it must be appreciated the sample is still small.

4 "cCOST M[ED?-OPYS"

4.1 Leneral

initial -ttempts have been mede recently to uve the budgetary astimating techniques to indicate cost
trade-offs when aircraft %ith varying operational capability and broad specification requirements are cm-
pared. There are in the author's view three main ingredients required to make cost trade-off% see Figure
15.

1 Comprehensive analysis of the operational situation by the "operators" and their analysts
to provide the different aircraft or aircraft capability which should be considered.

2 Detailed project analysis to formalate these operational proposals into aircraft which can
be defined in terms of performance and design standards taking into account the technological
"state of the art" whi-h could be applicable within the development timescale; am

3 The cost estimation of the different proposed technical and operational solutions.

It is believed that on man occasions this whole process will bne re-iterative and call for team-
work zavolvine close and corstant liaison between the three major group involved. I .i.t emphasise that
the imlortant •art of the ;!rocesm lies with the operational end project groups to define the aircraft pera-
ir.etrs, standard of equipment, roles etc. u-i.ch must be costed, although the cost estimating group from
its reneral experience of develorment will have an input into this process.

4.2 Demonstrations of Cost 1rade-iffs

Comprehensive cost trade-off studies should be based on Life Cycle Costs, but this approach as far
as ue are concerned =st be in the future. iherefore, in order to demonstrate the current cost trade-off
capability Fi.ures 16 and 17 have been prepared to show the trends in total development and unit rroduction
costs respectively. 'The development costs include airframe, engine and avionics and the unit production
cont is for the complete aircraft averaged over the intended production numbers.

Because the aircraft type used in this example is a battlefield support aircraft, the trends are
shown ;lotted afainst, vtat is believed to be an inportant operational peraneter, namely take-off distance.
In addition to the effect of take-off distance the variations in costs shown in Figures 16 and 17 stem from
the effect of:-

1 Reducing the design diving speed

2 Decreasian the avionics systems fit

3 Decreasing the weapon load

4 Increasing the range

5 Increasing Specific Zzcess Fower (M)

6 Developing the aircraft using an engine which requires no further or very little
develorcent, and
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7 Using an aircraft with S7OL capability In the CTOL regime.

The analysis of the particular aircraft concept taken as the example and given in Figures 16 and
- 17, shows the expected results as follows:-

1 Reducing take-off distance, increasing range, increasing design diving speed, increasing SEP
or using a V/STOL configuration into the CTOL regime all increase the development andproduo-
'tion costs.

2 Using an engine already developed or needing only minor development, reducing the avionics
standard or weapon load reduces the development and production costs.

In order to demonstrate the results of the analysis for the example aircraft used, total procurement
cost, ie. development and production combined, was considered and for the assumptions made the following
ver' approximate total procurement/trade-off was deduced:-

1 For take-off distance between 4,500 and 1,000 ft the total cost increases about 5-10% for
every 500 ft reduction, with an extra step of about 20% at the threshold of STOL at about
2,000-26500 ft where it is necessary to fit lift or vectored thrust engine*.

2 A reduction ,n design diving speed from 750 to 650 knots decreases the total cost by about 20%.

3 A reduction of SEP by one third decreases the total cost by about 20%.

4 For CTOL aircraft, doubling the radius of action increases the total cost by about 10%, and
the increase for this is likely to be greater for V/STOL aircraft.

Obviously the trade-offs ,-iven above apply only to the particular aircraft cases considered and for

the total prograsmes aawnmptions used. Each trade-off analysis will provide its own answer.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The methods for the budgetary estimation of the resources (manpower, facilities, time and money)
required to develop and produce aircraft in the UK have been developing since the mid-1960s. It is still
a Crowing field and the scope is such that in this paper it has only been possiblo to show briefly the
methods currently in use, using fixed wing airframe development as the example. The technique is to esti-
mate the *resources' needed not for the development or production taken as a whole, but by summing raalistic
major individual jackages into which the task can be divided. Historical data have 1aen and are still being
acquired on which to base the estimating methods. This gathering process is the difficult tine-consumiag
part of the work.

The ais r: the budgetary estimator is obviously to achieve accurate estimates and th4s, where there
is a significar' degree of technical innovation in the development process, depends to a large extent on
thorough and "ealistic technical appraisals of the difficulties which will be involved in turning attractive
new ideas into Service hardware. Ihis means that there is required in the estimation process an important
contribution from the people involved in the preliminary design procesa.

One of the main uses in the future to which budgetary estimating methods can be put is project
selection. The ability to make cost trade-offs for varying technical and operational r6quirements should
provide the Services and rrocurement system, with a valuable 'indicaior' for defining future aircraft stan-
dards which can he afforded. In order to fulfil this capability the estimation of cost trade-offs is
heavily dependent on first, the Services defining, as a result of their operational studies, the operational
trade-offs, and second, the project analysts(aerodynamic, structural, system, avio.Ac) defining technically
the aircraft systems etc. which should be coated.
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Cost

We = Empty Weight

Md = Design Dive Mach No

K.x Wex Md

Fig.1 Military airframe development cost

Airframe Unit
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Fig.2 Military airframe production cost
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Airframe development Engine bench development

(To Stage 1 CA. release) (To type approval)

Design 16 Engineering 25
Jig and tool provision 10 Tool manufacture 10
Wind tunnel tests 3
Rig Tests 3 Rig supply and test 10
Structural tests 3
Structural test airframe 5
Mock-ups 2
Development airframes 40 Bench engine supply 20
Instrumentation 1
Flight trials and escort aircraft 2 Fit, test and fuel 10
Airfiame modifications 5
Air'rame spares 5 Bench engine test parts 25
Ground and test equipment 2T
Airframe parts for engines etc. . Total 100
Technical publications 11 N.B. In addition to the above there will be

Total TO" the costs of engine supply and
support for the aircraft flight test
programme and the costs of further
bench development beyond type
approval: typically for these items.
2 x bench development cost needs
to be added to arrive at total engine
development cost.

Fig.3 Typical cost breakdowns

Airframe production Engine production

Labour 41 Basic cost 60
Raw material 10 Learner 16
Bought out parts 21
Weight growth 7 Modifications growh 4
Contingency/rounding 5 Contingency 4
Productionising drawings* 3
Production tooling 13 Production tooling 16

Total 100 Total 100

The cost of these items per unit produced will vary inversely
almost directly witt; the numbers produced.

Fig.4 Typical cost breakdowns

LWi
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21-,

16 - CONTINUING

DEVELOPMENT AIRCRAFT 6 OPERATIONAL"7 --- DEVELOPMENT TO
8 FULL C.A.RELEASE

101

S•. 12'

PROUCTION AIRCRA A 14---_
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SERVICE DATE

Years

Fig.5 Aircraft development plan
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Desig to 70
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Fig.6 Development timesca6 military aircraft
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W= Contractors Supply Weight Vd Design Diving Speed (KTS)

Actual Actua!
Man-Hours Man-Hours I

0 0
0

1-04 2.11 Predicted
Hm K^W x Vd Wcex Vd

Fig.9 Airframe manufacture man-hours (Hm)

6.

Cost of lst Unit

4

3

2

70% 80% 90% 100%
Leaoming Curve Slope

Fig.10 Cost of first unit derived from cost )f average of 100 units
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CAA

1.0 Marki I Firs releasej ~flight4
Mark2N- Design FirsZ CA

C start flight release.9 0.8-
- Mark Design CA
S

Mak3start p\ release

0.6 . /
, - Technical

/ \ -I srtaff
* ./4-

/ Drawing
0. I office and loft

0. 0.2

0 2• 4 6 8 10
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Fig. 11 Design manpower - typical military aircraft
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Fig-)2 Airframe design man-hours (lid)
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Curve 'AW Curve 'B'
1.0.

0.95 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0.8 Approx 55% chance

It 0I of cost being within
0.6 - 0% of expected value
0.4. 90 chance of cost o c

Ubbeing within ± 10%

E of expected value

S~ ~~~~~.0.4 ,=•,•v,.\ iI /

"0 \l I/ 5 6U-04 90% chance of cost1•-\ I! .k being within-+20%
"E 8 " I I -I / "__ of expexcted value

I "

z

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Unruts of cost 'Expected' or
'Most likely' values•

Figt.13 Statistical uncertainty

Engine design characteristics

Fig.14 Engine bench test hours
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Operational Assessment Arrf ytmnsmn

15t 1 Apprisisal of Operational
Sitw~tion.IApriaofane*

V! ~~~~~~~2 Proposals for Operational pato elurmns
Solutions.

2 Definition of major porn-
3 Succassive drafts of Air meters for aircraft and the

Staff Targets/Opqrational systems to be uWed

Cost Estimation

IDevlopment and Production

technical solutions to meet
4hm 'raft operational reqire-

frents.

g2 Whole life cycle costs of

till Fig IS Cost trzde-off process

tT REDUCED WEAPON LOAD
SEP
FT/SEC

o ENGINE
USIN EXITING* 4EFFECT OF DOUBLING RADIUS OF ACTION

0V INCREASING

V SUPERSONIC CAPABILITY

I EFFECT OFSIMPLIFYING
AVIONICS

STOI. CTOI.SUSOI CAPABILITY

Take-off dimpm~ to Soft

Ftx.16 Aircraft devcopment cost
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f REDUCED WEAPON LOAD
j SEP

FT/SEC

"EFFECT OF DOUBLING RADIUS OF ACTION

ICAL SING

S. ..... _. ... .. ,SUmSONiC CAiPABIILITY

EFFECT OF SIMPLIFYING I.CPSLT

STr CO apJVD DECREASING
SUSONIC CAPABILITY

Take-off distance to 50ft l

Fig-17 Average unit cost


